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Foreword

Venerable Sant Maharaj Sri 108 Baba Kishan Singh Ji
would always advise me to hold Kirtan (holy singing) of Asa-
Di-Var (Ode of  Guru Nanak Dev, sung in Asa measure)
before day dawn, whenever I went to Rara Sahib to pay my
obeisance. He, however, appreciated my programmes of Kirtan
and daily holding of  holy functions at several places. Time
passed, but I always pondered to comply with the advice of
the great Saint. During those days a few ladies used to recite
holy hymns (Shabad) at the beginning of  the functions. My
attention was drawn towards them for organizing the Kirtan
of  Asa-Di-Var. I had also discussion with the devotees that
rising early and singing praises of the Lord was quite
essential, because it helps spiritual progress quite easily. As
Kirtan Bhakti is superb in the Kali-age we consider holding
Kirtan of  Asa-Di-Var to be very necessary in the small hours
of  the day. In those days Kirtan of  Asa-Di-Var was done
partially at other places. So only a few listened to it.
However, the devotees associated with Vishav Gurmat
Roohani Mission believed in perfect discipline and consequent
spiritual advancement.

In the year 1991 I visited the centres established in district
Rampur and U.P. alongwith my group for holding Kirtan. Holy
assemblies (sangats) of those places also insisted on holding
Kirtan of  Asa-Di-Var regularly. Reaching Chandigarh, we
organized two groups for this purpose. One group was assigned
the duty of holding this Kirtan in Chandigarh, Industrial Area,
Manimajra and Panchkula etc. The second group was allotted
Mohali and the surrounding areas. The Kirtan commenced at 2
A. M. and was concluded in three hours. I participated in all
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the programmes. In the beginning I did not deliver any discourse
after the conclusion of the Kirtan. With the passage of time
many devotees insisted that essence of the Hukam Nama hymn
(the order of  the Guru) should be explained by me, because
they could not  understand it aptly. Accordingly I tried to do
the needful. Still I realized that after listening to the Kirtan for
full three hours the devotees could not afford to hear the
discourse of the whole of the Shabad (hymn). Hence, I always
shared with the holy assembly the central idea of the hymn
only. That too quite briefly. Time was not fixed for such brief
discourses. During the summer sun rises early. Hence in the
summer the discourse was too brief. During winter sufficient
time was available after the Kirtan. Hence the discourses were
also in detail. But these discourses were not recorded. Then
your Biji (Mata Ranjit Kaur) insisted that recording of those
discourses was very necessary. Consequently recording of
discourses was begun and 50 Audio tapes were prepared. It is
just possible that the devotees, in whose houses the Kirtan was
done, might have recorded the Kirtan and discourses at their
own in the early days also. With little effort collection of  those
recordings is also possible. During that period, the atmosphere
being calm and pure, the discourses were based and not on
any bookon intuition. Whatever my mind realized intuitionally
during the peaceful and calm atmosphere of three hours I shared
the same with the congregation and was recorded. Now these
discourses are being published in the “Atam Marg” under the
title of  ‘Sat Bachan - True Words” continuously. Those
discourses have also been compiled in books on the insistence
of  the devotees. The title “Transcendental Bliss" of  this book
is based on the following verse of  the holy sermon of  Guru
Granth Sahib -
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“In the fourth quarter of early dawn;
Elation arises in the minds of spiritually conscious.
They observe friendship with rivers; and the holy Name
is ever on their lips.”

ÚÀ°æË êÇÔð ÃìÅÔ ÕË Ã¹ðÇåÁÅ À°êÜË ÚÅÀ°¨ÚÀ°æË êÇÔð ÃìÅÔ ÕË Ã¹ðÇåÁÅ À°êÜË ÚÅÀ°¨ÚÀ°æË êÇÔð ÃìÅÔ ÕË Ã¹ðÇåÁÅ À°êÜË ÚÅÀ°¨ÚÀ°æË êÇÔð ÃìÅÔ ÕË Ã¹ðÇåÁÅ À°êÜË ÚÅÀ°¨ÚÀ°æË êÇÔð ÃìÅÔ ÕË Ã¹ðÇåÁÅ À°êÜË ÚÅÀ°¨
ÇåéÅ çðÆÁÅòÅ ÇÃÀ° ç¯ÃåÆ îÇé î¹ÇÖ ÃÚÅ éÅÀ°¨ÇåéÅ çðÆÁÅòÅ ÇÃÀ° ç¯ÃåÆ îÇé î¹ÇÖ ÃÚÅ éÅÀ°¨ÇåéÅ çðÆÁÅòÅ ÇÃÀ° ç¯ÃåÆ îÇé î¹ÇÖ ÃÚÅ éÅÀ°¨ÇåéÅ çðÆÁÅòÅ ÇÃÀ° ç¯ÃåÆ îÇé î¹ÇÖ ÃÚÅ éÅÀ°¨ÇåéÅ çðÆÁÅòÅ ÇÃÀ° ç¯ÃåÆ îÇé î¹ÇÖ ÃÚÅ éÅÀ°¨

AMg - ADF - ADF - ADF - ADF - ADF
I am really astonished to see the inspiration of “The

Spiritually Thrilled” and recollect those days when we used
to start at 1 A. M. from our houses for participation in the
Kirtan of  “Asa-Di-Var”. But on the way we used to be held
up by the security people for a long time for interrogation
regarding the purpose of our visit at midnight. Some of the
security people belonged to the South, Assam, Bihar and the
other states. So justifiably they could not follow as to why
lovers of  Guru Nanak mould their conduct in accordance
with the spirit of the following hymn -

“Even if violent storm and torrential rain fall;
I go to catch a glimpse of my Guru.
Even though the sea, the ocean be exceedingly brine;
Crossing it, the Guru’s Sikh goes to the Guru.
As the mortal dies without water,
so does the Sikh die without the Guru.”

ÞÖó° ÞÅ×Æ îÆÔ¹ òðÃË íÆ ×¹ð ¹ ç¶Öä ÜÅÂÆ¨ÞÖó° ÞÅ×Æ îÆÔ¹ òðÃË íÆ ×¹ð ¹ ç¶Öä ÜÅÂÆ¨ÞÖó° ÞÅ×Æ îÆÔ¹ òðÃË íÆ ×¹ð ¹ ç¶Öä ÜÅÂÆ¨ÞÖó° ÞÅ×Æ îÆÔ¹ òðÃË íÆ ×¹ð ¹ ç¶Öä ÜÅÂÆ¨ÞÖó° ÞÅ×Æ îÆÔ¹ òðÃË íÆ ×¹ð ¹ ç¶Öä ÜÅÂÆ¨
Ãî¹¿ç¹ ÃÅ×ð¹ Ô¯òË ìÔ¹ ÖÅðÅ ×¹ðÇÃÖ¹ ¦ÇØ ×¹ð êÇÔ ÜÅÂÆ¨Ãî¹¿ç¹ ÃÅ×ð¹ Ô¯òË ìÔ¹ ÖÅðÅ ×¹ðÇÃÖ¹ ¦ÇØ ×¹ð êÇÔ ÜÅÂÆ¨Ãî¹¿ç¹ ÃÅ×ð¹ Ô¯òË ìÔ¹ ÖÅðÅ ×¹ðÇÃÖ¹ ¦ÇØ ×¹ð êÇÔ ÜÅÂÆ¨Ãî¹¿ç¹ ÃÅ×ð¹ Ô¯òË ìÔ¹ ÖÅðÅ ×¹ðÇÃÖ¹ ¦ÇØ ×¹ð êÇÔ ÜÅÂÆ¨Ãî¹¿ç¹ ÃÅ×ð¹ Ô¯òË ìÔ¹ ÖÅðÅ ×¹ðÇÃÖ¹ ¦ÇØ ×¹ð êÇÔ ÜÅÂÆ¨
ÇÜÀ° êÌÅäÆ Üñ Çìé° ÔË îðåÅÇÜÀ° êÌÅäÆ Üñ Çìé° ÔË îðåÅÇÜÀ° êÌÅäÆ Üñ Çìé° ÔË îðåÅÇÜÀ° êÌÅäÆ Üñ Çìé° ÔË îðåÅÇÜÀ° êÌÅäÆ Üñ Çìé° ÔË îðåÅ
ÇåÀ° ÇÃÖ¹ ×¹ð Çìé° îÇð ÜÅÂÆ¨ÇåÀ° ÇÃÖ¹ ×¹ð Çìé° îÇð ÜÅÂÆ¨ÇåÀ° ÇÃÖ¹ ×¹ð Çìé° îÇð ÜÅÂÆ¨ÇåÀ° ÇÃÖ¹ ×¹ð Çìé° îÇð ÜÅÂÆ¨ÇåÀ° ÇÃÖ¹ ×¹ð Çìé° îÇð ÜÅÂÆ¨ AMg - GEG - GEG - GEG - GEG - GEG

These Gursikhs complied with the spirit of this verse of
the Guru fully; despite stiff  checking by the security staff
during their return journey in their vehicles. Sometimes they
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were detained by them, till the arrival of  a Panjabi police
officer, who could vouchsafe their antecedents and motives.
Sometimes curfew was clamped when the Kirtan was being
held. Thereafter, it became totally impossible for some of the
devotees to leave that place and attend to their official duties.
But these hurdles and obstacles could not diminish the
intense love of  these devotees. They did reach the place of
Satsang well in time. Consequently practical proof of the
spirit of the following statement of Bhai Gurdas could be
evidenced -

“Tara Lochan was the queen of King Hari Chand;
She came to listen the praises of the Lord being sung;
The King woke up at midnight and found not the queen.
He was greatly perturbed.
The King (king) set off for her search and identified
wooden slippers of the queen lying outside the holy
assembly. The King  returned with one slipper. With
prayer by the holy assembly the pair of the slippers was
restored. Seeing this miracle the King was impressed and
was sacrifice to the company of saints.”

Ã¹Ö ðÅÜ¶ ÔðÆ Ú¿ç Øð éÅð Ã¹ åÅðÅ ñ¯Úé ðÅäÆÍÃ¹Ö ðÅÜ¶ ÔðÆ Ú¿ç Øð éÅð Ã¹ åÅðÅ ñ¯Úé ðÅäÆÍÃ¹Ö ðÅÜ¶ ÔðÆ Ú¿ç Øð éÅð Ã¹ åÅðÅ ñ¯Úé ðÅäÆÍÃ¹Ö ðÅÜ¶ ÔðÆ Ú¿ç Øð éÅð Ã¹ åÅðÅ ñ¯Úé ðÅäÆÍÃ¹Ö ðÅÜ¶ ÔðÆ Ú¿ç Øð éÅð Ã¹ åÅðÅ ñ¯Úé ðÅäÆÍ
ÃÅèÃ¿×Çå Çîñ ×»òç¶ ðÅåÄ ÜÅÇÂ Ã¹äË ×¹ðìÅäÆÍÃÅèÃ¿×Çå Çîñ ×»òç¶ ðÅåÄ ÜÅÇÂ Ã¹äË ×¹ðìÅäÆÍÃÅèÃ¿×Çå Çîñ ×»òç¶ ðÅåÄ ÜÅÇÂ Ã¹äË ×¹ðìÅäÆÍÃÅèÃ¿×Çå Çîñ ×»òç¶ ðÅåÄ ÜÅÇÂ Ã¹äË ×¹ðìÅäÆÍÃÅèÃ¿×Çå Çîñ ×»òç¶ ðÅåÄ ÜÅÇÂ Ã¹äË ×¹ðìÅäÆÍ
ÇêÛ¯ º ðÅÜÅ ÜÅÇ×ÁÅ ÁµèÆ ðÅå ÇéÖ³â ÇòÔÅäÆÍÇêÛ¯ º ðÅÜÅ ÜÅÇ×ÁÅ ÁµèÆ ðÅå ÇéÖ³â ÇòÔÅäÆÍÇêÛ¯ º ðÅÜÅ ÜÅÇ×ÁÅ ÁµèÆ ðÅå ÇéÖ³â ÇòÔÅäÆÍÇêÛ¯ º ðÅÜÅ ÜÅÇ×ÁÅ ÁµèÆ ðÅå ÇéÖ³â ÇòÔÅäÆÍÇêÛ¯ º ðÅÜÅ ÜÅÇ×ÁÅ ÁµèÆ ðÅå ÇéÖ³â ÇòÔÅäÆÍ
ðÅäÆ ÇçÃ é ÁÅòÂÆ îé ÇòÚ òðå ×ÂÆ ÔËðÅäÆÍðÅäÆ ÇçÃ é ÁÅòÂÆ îé ÇòÚ òðå ×ÂÆ ÔËðÅäÆÍðÅäÆ ÇçÃ é ÁÅòÂÆ îé ÇòÚ òðå ×ÂÆ ÔËðÅäÆÍðÅäÆ ÇçÃ é ÁÅòÂÆ îé ÇòÚ òðå ×ÂÆ ÔËðÅäÆÍðÅäÆ ÇçÃ é ÁÅòÂÆ îé ÇòÚ òðå ×ÂÆ ÔËðÅäÆÍ
Ô¯ðå° ðÅåÆ À°á ÕË ÚµÇñÁÅ ÇêÛË åðñ Ü¹ÁÅäÆÍÔ¯ðå° ðÅåÆ À°á ÕË ÚµÇñÁÅ ÇêÛË åðñ Ü¹ÁÅäÆÍÔ¯ðå° ðÅåÆ À°á ÕË ÚµÇñÁÅ ÇêÛË åðñ Ü¹ÁÅäÆÍÔ¯ðå° ðÅåÆ À°á ÕË ÚµÇñÁÅ ÇêÛË åðñ Ü¹ÁÅäÆÍÔ¯ðå° ðÅåÆ À°á ÕË ÚµÇñÁÅ ÇêÛË åðñ Ü¹ÁÅäÆÍ
ðÅäÆ êÅÔ¹åÆ Ã¿×åÄ ðÅÜ¶ ÖóÆ ÖóÅª éÆÃÅäÆÍðÅäÆ êÅÔ¹åÆ Ã¿×åÄ ðÅÜ¶ ÖóÆ ÖóÅª éÆÃÅäÆÍðÅäÆ êÅÔ¹åÆ Ã¿×åÄ ðÅÜ¶ ÖóÆ ÖóÅª éÆÃÅäÆÍðÅäÆ êÅÔ¹åÆ Ã¿×åÄ ðÅÜ¶ ÖóÆ ÖóÅª éÆÃÅäÆÍðÅäÆ êÅÔ¹åÆ Ã¿×åÄ ðÅÜ¶ ÖóÆ ÖóÅª éÆÃÅäÆÍ
ÃÅè Ã¿×Çå ÁÅðÅÇèÁÅ Ü¯óÆ Ü¹óÆ ÖóÅª ê¹ðÅäÆÍÃÅè Ã¿×Çå ÁÅðÅÇèÁÅ Ü¯óÆ Ü¹óÆ ÖóÅª ê¹ðÅäÆÍÃÅè Ã¿×Çå ÁÅðÅÇèÁÅ Ü¯óÆ Ü¹óÆ ÖóÅª ê¹ðÅäÆÍÃÅè Ã¿×Çå ÁÅðÅÇèÁÅ Ü¯óÆ Ü¹óÆ ÖóÅª ê¹ðÅäÆÍÃÅè Ã¿×Çå ÁÅðÅÇèÁÅ Ü¯óÆ Ü¹óÆ ÖóÅª ê¹ðÅäÆÍ
ðÅÜ¶ ÇâµáÅ ÚÇñå ÇÂÔ¹ Â¶Ô ¹ ÖóÅò ÔË Ú¯Ü ÇòâÅäÆÍðÅÜ¶ ÇâµáÅ ÚÇñå ÇÂÔ¹ Â¶Ô ¹ ÖóÅò ÔË Ú¯Ü ÇòâÅäÆÍðÅÜ¶ ÇâµáÅ ÚÇñå ÇÂÔ¹ Â¶Ô ¹ ÖóÅò ÔË Ú¯Ü ÇòâÅäÆÍðÅÜ¶ ÇâµáÅ ÚÇñå ÇÂÔ¹ Â¶Ô ¹ ÖóÅò ÔË Ú¯Ü ÇòâÅäÆÍðÅÜ¶ ÇâµáÅ ÚÇñå ÇÂÔ¹ Â¶Ô ¹ ÖóÅò ÔË Ú¯Ü ÇòâÅäÆÍ
ÃÅè Ã¿×Çå ÇòàÔ¹ Õ°ðìÅäÆ¨ÃÅè Ã¿×Çå ÇòàÔ¹ Õ°ðìÅäÆ¨ÃÅè Ã¿×Çå ÇòàÔ¹ Õ°ðìÅäÆ¨ÃÅè Ã¿×Çå ÇòàÔ¹ Õ°ðìÅäÆ¨ÃÅè Ã¿×Çå ÇòàÔ¹ Õ°ðìÅäÆ¨

íÅÂÆ ×¹ðçÅÃ ÜÆ, òÅð A@/FíÅÂÆ ×¹ðçÅÃ ÜÆ, òÅð A@/FíÅÂÆ ×¹ðçÅÃ ÜÆ, òÅð A@/FíÅÂÆ ×¹ðçÅÃ ÜÆ, òÅð A@/FíÅÂÆ ×¹ðçÅÃ ÜÆ, òÅð A@/F
Such scenes were exactly seen by us. It happened many
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times that dark fog created gigantic problems for the devotees
coming on bicycles and scooters and cars. Braving all this they
reached in time and the number of participants increased as
compared with every previous functions. So this was tough
spiritual performance by the devotees associated with Vishav
Gurmat Roohani Mission. Consequently the firmness,
determination and devotion went on enhancing in the
organisation. Consequently when the "Eighth Annual Shabad
Vichar Roohani Function” was held at Ratwara Sahib, many
volunteers came forward for those Samagams (functions). For
the successful conclusion of the annual function 5000
volunteers offered their services. Loaves were prepared on 40
iron plates. 15-20 cauldrons were arranged for the preparation
of vegetables, dal, curd, kheer, raita, and pudding and 2,000
volunteers attended to this work. 1,500 volunteers worked for
the safety of the ‘pandal-shamiana or the canopy’. 50
electricians remained on duty to ensure unbroken functioning
of electric system day and night. In this way the programmes
of Kirtan and meditation of the “Nam” brought about a
revolution in the life conduct of  the devotees. Early rising
and meditation united them in one organisation. The shamiana
for serving the community kitchen (langar) was spread over
the area measuring 350 ft x 180 ft. Even this much shamiana
was not found sufficient and the Sangat had to sit outside
for taking meals. The shamiana for the Kirtan Samagam
measured 1,000 ft x 250 ft. So the organisation of Vishav
Gurmat Roohani Mission can be found in true Sikh spirit.
Due to this very organisation the magazine “Atam Marg” is
published in huge number and is endeared all over the world.
In addition to this 900 Video-films and 3,000 Audio cassettes
have been prepared and are watched and listened to all over
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the world. The people addicted to drinking, tobacco, chewing
'zarda' and many other intoxicants have reformed themselves
in the light of  Gurbani. Adopting Gurmat (the Guru's path)
they tread “Atam Marg - spiritual path” and have their healthy
impact on the society. Similarly more than four and a half
lakh devotees have been baptized. I am immensely happy over
the publication of this book : Ã¹ðÇåÁ» À°êÜË ÚÅÀ°Ã ¹ðÇåÁ» À°êÜË ÚÅÀ°Ã ¹ðÇåÁ» À°êÜË ÚÅÀ°Ã ¹ðÇåÁ» À°êÜË ÚÅÀ°Ã ¹ðÇåÁ» À°êÜË ÚÅÀ°
'Transcendental Bliss' because with this publication the
discourses delivered in early hours, from time to time, shall
reach all. Verily the spiritually enlightened shall draw
inspiration and endeavour for their further highest elevation.

Ever in service of the congregation.

(Waryam Singh)
Founder, Head and Chairman

Ratwara Sahib Vishav Gurmat Roohani Mission
Feb 24, 1999 Charitable Trust.
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Preface

'Transcendental Bliss', the English version of  Ã¹ðÇåÁ»Ã¹ðÇåÁ»Ã¹ðÇåÁ»Ã¹ðÇåÁ»Ã¹ðÇåÁ»
À°êÜË ÚÅÀ°À°êÜË ÚÅÀ°À°êÜË ÚÅÀ°À°êÜË ÚÅÀ°À°êÜË ÚÅÀ° is a compilation of seventeen discourses of His
Holiness Sant Waryam Singh Ji of  Ratwara Sahib, delivered
at early dawn at various places during 1990-1991 after the
recitation of  Asa-Di-Var. Asa-Di-Var, an ode by Guru Nanak
Dev consists of hymns of devotion to God, reflections on
the divinely-ordained cosmic order, the vision of the higher
life and exhortation to man towards lifting himself to the state
of self-realisation. The holy assembly for singing of this
devotional and deeply reflective bani used to be held at 2.00
A.M. The early morn is considered most auspicious for
contemplation and recitation of  Nam, as advocated by Guru
Nanak Dev in Japuji -

In the ambrosial hour of dawn Meditate on His True
Name and contemplate on His attributes.
Á³ÇîÌå ò¶ñÅ ÃÚ¹ éÅÀ° òÇâÁÅÂÆ òÆÚÅð¹¨Á³ÇîÌå ò¶ñÅ ÃÚ¹ éÅÀ° òÇâÁÅÂÆ òÆÚÅð¹¨Á³ÇîÌå ò¶ñÅ ÃÚ¹ éÅÀ° òÇâÁÅÂÆ òÆÚÅð¹¨Á³ÇîÌå ò¶ñÅ ÃÚ¹ éÅÀ° òÇâÁÅÂÆ òÆÚÅð¹¨Á³ÇîÌå ò¶ñÅ ÃÚ¹ éÅÀ° òÇâÁÅÂÆ òÆÚÅð¹¨ AMg - B - B - B - B - B

Gurbani bestows perpetual consciousness of the Divine
Presence not only in the universe but also in the inner
recesses of the self, the heart where a seeker is enjoined upon
to seek Him. The saint, the holy man, feels such a presence
ever, always and all-around; his spiritual state of mind is aptly
described by Guru Arjan Dev in the following hymn -

Those that remember the Lord with every inbreathing
and outbreathing,
And in whose mind ever abides the spell of the God's
Name .
Saith Nanak, are blessed perfect saints.
ÇÜéÅ ÃÅÇÃ Ç×ðÅÇÃ é ÇòÃðË ÔÇð éÅî» îÇé î³å°¨ÇÜéÅ ÃÅÇÃ Ç×ðÅÇÃ é ÇòÃðË ÔÇð éÅî» îÇé î³å°¨ÇÜéÅ ÃÅÇÃ Ç×ðÅÇÃ é ÇòÃðË ÔÇð éÅî» îÇé î³å°¨ÇÜéÅ ÃÅÇÃ Ç×ðÅÇÃ é ÇòÃðË ÔÇð éÅî» îÇé î³å°¨ÇÜéÅ ÃÅÇÃ Ç×ðÅÇÃ é ÇòÃðË ÔÇð éÅî» îÇé î³å°¨
è¿é° ÇÃ Ã¶ÂÆ éÅéÕÅ êÈðé° Ã¯ÂÆ Ã¿å°¨è¿é° ÇÃ Ã¶ÂÆ éÅéÕÅ êÈðé° Ã¯ÂÆ Ã¿å°¨è¿é° ÇÃ Ã¶ÂÆ éÅéÕÅ êÈðé° Ã¯ÂÆ Ã¿å°¨è¿é° ÇÃ Ã¶ÂÆ éÅéÕÅ êÈðé° Ã¯ÂÆ Ã¿å°¨è¿é° ÇÃ Ã¶ÂÆ éÅéÕÅ êÈðé° Ã¯ÂÆ Ã¿å°¨ AMg - CAI - CAI - CAI - CAI - CAI
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Fortunately we have got such a great saint amongst us
who is ever absorbed in Nam-Simran and the service of
humanity. In his sermons delivered as exposition of
"Hukamnama" (the hymn recited from Guru Granth Sahib),
he has delved deep into  the message and conveyed it in an
unambiguous, clear, and forceful simple language. Philosophers
and great thinkers have been trying to solve the riddle of life,
volumes of deep complex thought and reasoning have been
written on life and its purpose, though fascinating and
illuminating, they are not quite convincing. But here in this
volume you will find statements which are true to the core,
there being no trace of  doubt as, these pertain to reality.
These are words of a person who has seen life at its very
source and who has learnt the purpose of life from the Master
who is identical with One.

Through the exposition of the hymns of Gurbani, the
saint-scholar has explained the fundamental impediments on
the way to spirituality. In the first chapter, he has pointed
out the purpose of human life by understanding which man
is entitled to call himself a man and, can be elevated to the
status of  a god and ultimately to the position of  God. For
not realising the truth, man goes down to the status of  ghosts
and beasts. Man can achieve the purpose of  life by following
the dictates of  the Guru, as enshrined in Gurbani.

In chapter two, Sant Ji has explained, in a very simple
and lucid style, the basic questions of Gurmat philosophy viz;
how the world was created and what is the unending
perpetual Dhavani 'anhadnad', and what is the meaning of
'Ekonkar' and 'Onkar'. Interspersed with references from
Gurbani, the lives of  Sikh Gurus, Bhagatas, the Indian
tradition, history and mythology, he has very successfully and
clearly answered the question.

In chapter III the gifted holy scholar has attempted to
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clarify some doubts as well. Some critics say that Guru
Granth Sahib does not speak. If  it is so then how can Guru
Granth Sahib as Guru impart the Name of  God to the
disciple? It is clarified that spiritual power of  the Guru enters
the Five Beloveds. The five together plant the seed of
'Waheguru' in the mind of  the person to be baptised. This is
called an initiation of  'Gurmantar' without which the mortal
is an accursed one and is impure.

One of the problems faced by the awfully busy modern
man is that he runs short of  time for religious obligations.
Sant Ji solves this hurdle in a simple and practicable way.
"Recitation of  the Name Waheguru' should be done while
attending to children, farming and doing other duties. It
should be done consistently with tongue, while eating, playing,
laughing, building houses and even when travelling (P. 19).
In Chapter IV, he has discussed the main malaise of  egoism
(I-ness) by which all human beings are inflicted, all the gods
including Brahma, Vishnu and Shiva are inflicted too. This
disease of  egoism disappears after the spiritual awakening.
This is beautifully explained by an instance in which a
Muslim Saint, Pir Budhu Shah of Sadhaura village meets the
Tenth Master at Paonta Sahib. The story of  the Pir, how he
was cured of five evils - lust, wrath, avarice, attachment,
pride and the fountainhead of all the evils - Egoism, I-ness
(haumain) is worth reading. (P. 21-24)

Chapter V deals with the methods of overcoming the
maladies of pain, anxiety and delusion of maya.

In chapter VI Sant Ji has discussed the true path of
emancipation. 'Our lotus (mind) is in reverse posture due to
hostility, jealousy, slander, backbiting and hatred. We carry this
filth and suffer. There is no sign of  happiness. We are not
conscious of the real knowledge. The lotus (mind) turns to
the upright posture when we attain knowledge of  our true
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home." (P. 30) We can find the way to our true home by
reading this chapter carefully.

Chapter VII gives the panacea for all the problems faced
by us here and hereafter.

In chapter VIII, it is emphasised that the "world is
drowned and submerged in a blind well of egoism" and it
must be liberated by spreading the remedy as suggested in
Gurbani.

Chapter IX deals with four kinds of pains, man suffers
from. These are - the pain of separation, perpetual hunger,
fear of  death and infliction of  diseases in the body. With
illustrations from the lives of  Sikh Gurus and saints, the
subject is fully explained. Very important and significant
issues have been raised and solved in the remaining chapters
(10 to 17). It is emphasised that singing praises of God and
keeping in society of holy men are of highest value on the
spiritual path. The wall of  ego and pride intervenes between
man and God; it must be demolished. The way is through
complete surrender at the feet of  the Guru (Ch. X). We
should all make an introspection and ask ourselves, "Who art
thou and where comest thou from? Even this much you
knowest not, that how long. Thou hast no tidings regarding
thy departure." This rarest of the rare riddle has been
discussed in Ch. XI. The scum of so many births is attached
to our soul and it has become pitch dark. We sully our mind
and soul with bad thinking, evil seeing, indulging in slander
and unethical eating habits (Chapter XII).

Thus the whole world is in agony and distress burning
in the ocean of fire. Happily there is a wayout from this
pathetic condition (Ch. XIII). The body that forgets the Guru's
words screams like a chronic patient He who departs from
this world bearing the stains of sins on his face, finds no
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place in God's Court. Only through the recitation of Divine
Name can the mortal be saved. (Ch. XIV). Weighed down as
he is by the three Gurus of  Maya he does not care to listen
to the warning of the holy men.

It is after wandering about for many ages man acquires
the human body and it gives him a chance to meet Him.
Mostly man gets weary by indulgence in enmity, strife, lust,
wrath, worldly love, falsehood, sin, greed and deceit. The only
shelter is the Guru and the company of  the Saints (Ch. XV).
Even a brief divine discourse with the saint can redeem him.
We can overcome all such obstacles by contemplation of  His
Name (Ch. XVI). All other methods like the study of religious
books, listening to discourses on these books, pilgrimages of
holy places, shrines and sacred rivers; giving charity;
knowledge of yoga and practice of eighty four yogic postures
etc are of no avail." The darkness of mind due to ignorance
or illusion is dispelled on meeting enlightened souls, the
saints, but we meet the great saints only when the seed of
the past deeds sprouts forth. (Ch. XVII).

The divine scholar aptly sums up his message that this
self  is a form of  the Supreme Soul and when it is identified
as such, the feeling of "I-ness" will diappear, the circle of
continuous transmigration will cease, self will easily cross the
worldly ocean and achieve its goal to become one with the
Supreme Self.

The transcendental and ecstatic exposition of the ideals
of Gurbani as dilated upon in this book is most inspiring and
touch the core of  our hearts. The main aspects of  spiritual
life, such as Divine Name, Simran (remembrance), sangat (the
holy congregation) and getting rid of I-am-ness and other
evils have been dealt with great insight, devotion and fervour
as to bring the reader close to the essence of  spirituality. One
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thing is sure about this volume that it is going to bring a
change in the mundane life of the reader and therein lies its
grand success.

Jagjit Singh (Dr.)
Chief Editor
Atam Marg
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Discourse - I
In the fourth quart of early dawn;
Elation arises in the minds of spiritually conscious.
They observe friendship with rivers; and the holy Name is
ever on their lips.

(Discourse delivered after meditational prayer - Asa-Di-Var at early
dawn.)

Dear devotees! you are verily blessed with the grace of
Waheguru Ji (God) that you love and respect the Guru and
are devoted to the Gurbani with love during the period when
Kali Age (Age of  Darkness) has utterly destroyed the true
consciousness of man. With your evident devotion and
inspiration, I am persuaded to hold prayer to God for the
grant of  true understanding, because very few possess apt
comprehension. Maharaj says that if the creature possesses
thinking energy, only then can he be called a man. A creature
without understanding is called an animal or beast.

“All men come to the world but sans knowing God,
they are like animals and beasts.
Nanak he alone knows the Lord, through the Guru, who has
good destiny recorded on his forehead.”

ÁÅòé ÁÅÂ¶ ÇÃ ÌÃÇà îÇÔ Çìé° ì ÈÞ ¶  êÃ¹ ã¯ðÍÍÁÅòé ÁÅÂ¶ ÇÃ ÌÃÇà îÇÔ Çìé° ì ÈÞ ¶  êÃ¹ ã¯ðÍÍÁÅòé ÁÅÂ¶ ÇÃ ÌÃÇà îÇÔ Çìé° ì ÈÞ ¶  êÃ¹ ã¯ðÍÍÁÅòé ÁÅÂ¶ ÇÃ ÌÃÇà îÇÔ Çìé° ì ÈÞ ¶  êÃ¹ ã¯ðÍÍÁÅòé ÁÅÂ¶ ÇÃ ÌÃÇà îÇÔ Çìé° ì ÈÞ ¶  êÃ¹ ã¯ðÍÍ
éÅéÕ ×¹ðî¹ÇÖ Ã¯ ì¹ÞË ÜÅ ÕË íÅ× îæ¯ðÍÍéÅéÕ ×¹ðî¹ÇÖ Ã¯ ì¹ÞË ÜÅ ÕË íÅ× îæ¯ðÍÍéÅéÕ ×¹ðî¹ÇÖ Ã¯ ì¹ÞË ÜÅ ÕË íÅ× îæ¯ðÍÍéÅéÕ ×¹ðî¹ÇÖ Ã¯ ì¹ÞË ÜÅ ÕË íÅ× îæ¯ðÍÍéÅéÕ ×¹ðî¹ÇÖ Ã¯ ì¹ÞË ÜÅ ÕË íÅ× îæ¯ðÍÍ AMg - BEA - BEA - BEA - BEA - BEA

So, what is there to be understood? Guru the emperor
says that by understanding the truth man is entitled to call
himself  a man. Not only this. With such understanding man
is elevated to the status of god and further ultimately to the
position of  God. For not realizing the truth the man goes
down to the plight of  ghosts and beasts. It is due to the
kindness and blessing of  Guru, the Emperor that with little
genuine effort man can achieve his purpose even while
looking after his family, doing agriculture, service, business
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and discharging other responsibilities in this Kali-Age. Guru,
the Emperor, has prescribed three modes for this purpose.
First is Satsang (spiritual assembly) wherein only deliberation
of Nam of God is done -

“How is the society of saints known?
The Name of One Lord alone is meditated there.”

ÃåÃ³×Çå ÕËÃÆ ÜÅäÆÁËÍÍ ÇÜæË Â ¶Õ ¯ éÅî ¹ òÖÅäÆÁËÍÍÃåÃ³×Çå ÕËÃÆ ÜÅäÆÁËÍÍ ÇÜæË Â ¶Õ ¯ éÅî ¹ òÖÅäÆÁËÍÍÃåÃ³×Çå ÕËÃÆ ÜÅäÆÁËÍÍ ÇÜæË Â ¶Õ ¯ éÅî ¹ òÖÅäÆÁËÍÍÃåÃ³×Çå ÕËÃÆ ÜÅäÆÁËÍÍ ÇÜæË Â ¶Õ ¯ éÅî ¹ òÖÅäÆÁËÍÍÃåÃ³×Çå ÕËÃÆ ÜÅäÆÁËÍÍ ÇÜæË Â ¶Õ ¯ éÅî ¹ òÖÅäÆÁËÍÍ
AMg-GB-GB-GB-GB-GB

The second significant rule is that no man should be
without a Guru. Every man must adopt a Guru. Because
without the aid of  a Guru salvation is not feasible and man
continues revolving in transmigration. We are given the Word-
Mantar (incantation) by the Five Beloved when we adopt
Guru. They tell us to meditate on the Mantar (incantation) -
'Waheguru'. With this meditation we start achieving the goal
of our life. Our goal of life for which we have come is -

“This human body has come to thy hand.
This is thy chance to meet the Lord of World.”

íÂÆ êðÅêÇå îÅé°Ö ç¶Ô ¹ðÆÁÅÍÍíÂÆ êðÅêÇå îÅé°Ö ç¶Ô ¹ðÆÁÅÍÍíÂÆ êðÅêÇå îÅé°Ö ç¶Ô ¹ðÆÁÅÍÍíÂÆ êðÅêÇå îÅé°Ö ç¶Ô ¹ðÆÁÅÍÍíÂÆ êðÅêÇå îÅé°Ö ç¶Ô ¹ðÆÁÅÍÍ
×¯Çì³ç Çîñä ÕÆ ÇÂÔ å¶ðÆ ìðÆÁÅÍÍ×¯Çì³ç Çîñä ÕÆ ÇÂÔ å¶ðÆ ìðÆÁÅÍÍ×¯Çì³ç Çîñä ÕÆ ÇÂÔ å¶ðÆ ìðÆÁÅÍÍ×¯Çì³ç Çîñä ÕÆ ÇÂÔ å¶ðÆ ìðÆÁÅÍÍ×¯Çì³ç Çîñä ÕÆ ÇÂÔ å¶ðÆ ìðÆÁÅÍÍ AMg - AB - AB - AB - AB - AB

We have been blessed with human life after passing
through 83,99,999 species of dogs, cats, birds, reptiles, trees,
mountains, fishes and creatures of  water. Our human life is
the last point on the circle of  births and deaths. The last
handle of 84 lac species is in our hand. His Holiness, the
guru, says that with escaping of  this handle we shall re-enter
that circle. This is the last opportunity for emancipation from
that circle -

“The man who misses this opportunity;
suffers sorrow of coming and going.”

ÇÂÃ¹ êÀ°óÆ å¶ Ü ¯ éð ¹ Ú ÈÕ Ë Ã ¯  ÁÅÇÂ ÜÅÇÂ ç¹Ö ¹  êÅÇÂçÅÍÍÇÂÃ¹ êÀ°óÆ å¶ Ü ¯ éð ¹ Ú ÈÕ Ë Ã ¯  ÁÅÇÂ ÜÅÇÂ ç¹Ö ¹  êÅÇÂçÅÍÍÇÂÃ¹ êÀ°óÆ å¶ Ü ¯ éð ¹ Ú ÈÕ Ë Ã ¯  ÁÅÇÂ ÜÅÇÂ ç¹Ö ¹  êÅÇÂçÅÍÍÇÂÃ¹ êÀ°óÆ å¶ Ü ¯ éð ¹ Ú ÈÕ Ë Ã ¯  ÁÅÇÂ ÜÅÇÂ ç¹Ö ¹  êÅÇÂçÅÍÍÇÂÃ¹ êÀ°óÆ å¶ Ü ¯ éð ¹ Ú ÈÕ Ë Ã ¯  ÁÅÇÂ ÜÅÇÂ ç¹Ö ¹  êÅÇÂçÅÍÍ
               AMg - A@GE - A@GE - A@GE - A@GE - A@GE
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We should better firmly follow the Gurbani (the Sacred
Word) as contained in Guru Granth Sahib. The handle of
human life shall not escape our hand if we follow the advice
of  our Guru. We have to leave the body. But we are fully
determined to achieve our goal of  life. We may again achieve
human life if we do not succeed in this life. But if we remain
self-willed and do not follow the advice of  Guru, we shall
enter again the species of  dogs, cats, lions, and serpents. To
attain the purpose of  our life is of  top priority before us. As
regards our anxiety to earn wealth and enter good service, it
is all preordained -

“The nose-string is in the Master’s hands and man’s own acts
drive him on. Whithersoever is man’s feed, thither he goes to
eat it;
O Nanak, this alone is the truth.”

éÇÕ éæ ÖÃî Ôæ ÇÕðå° èÕ¶ ç ¶ÍÍéÇÕ éæ ÖÃî Ôæ ÇÕðå° èÕ¶ ç ¶ÍÍéÇÕ éæ ÖÃî Ôæ ÇÕðå° èÕ¶ ç ¶ÍÍéÇÕ éæ ÖÃî Ôæ ÇÕðå° èÕ¶ ç ¶ÍÍéÇÕ éæ ÖÃî Ôæ ÇÕðå° èÕ¶ ç ¶ÍÍ
ÜÔÅ çÅä¶ åÔ» ÖÅä¶ éÅéÕÅ ÃÚ¹ Ô ¶ÍÍÜÔÅ çÅä¶ åÔ» ÖÅä¶ éÅéÕÅ ÃÚ¹ Ô ¶ÍÍÜÔÅ çÅä¶ åÔ» ÖÅä¶ éÅéÕÅ ÃÚ¹ Ô ¶ÍÍÜÔÅ çÅä¶ åÔ» ÖÅä¶ éÅéÕÅ ÃÚ¹ Ô ¶ÍÍÜÔÅ çÅä¶ åÔ» ÖÅä¶ éÅéÕÅ ÃÚ¹ Ô ¶ÍÍ AMg - FEC - FEC - FEC - FEC - FEC

We should not waste the whole time in the pursuit of
means of  sustenance. Still His Holiness, the guru, does not
advise abandoning of the world. Remaining in the world holy
experiment should be done because we are in domestic or
family life. As the running tube-well expeditiously irrigates the
crop, so Guru Ji has advised modes of  service and meditation
(Seva and Simran) and honesty -

“He who eats what he earns through his earnest labour and
from his hand gives something in charity; he alone, O
Nanak, knows the true way of life.”

ØÅÇñ ÖÅÇÂ ÇÕÛ° ÔæÔ¹ ç¶ÇÂÍÍØÅÇñ ÖÅÇÂ ÇÕÛ° ÔæÔ¹ ç¶ÇÂÍÍØÅÇñ ÖÅÇÂ ÇÕÛ° ÔæÔ¹ ç¶ÇÂÍÍØÅÇñ ÖÅÇÂ ÇÕÛ° ÔæÔ¹ ç¶ÇÂÍÍØÅÇñ ÖÅÇÂ ÇÕÛ° ÔæÔ¹ ç¶ÇÂÍÍ
éÅéÕ ðÅÔ¹ êÛÅäÇÔ Ã¶ÇÂÍÍéÅéÕ ðÅÔ¹ êÛÅäÇÔ Ã¶ÇÂÍÍéÅéÕ ðÅÔ¹ êÛÅäÇÔ Ã¶ÇÂÍÍéÅéÕ ðÅÔ¹ êÛÅäÇÔ Ã¶ÇÂÍÍéÅéÕ ðÅÔ¹ êÛÅäÇÔ Ã¶ÇÂÍÍ AMg - ABDE - ABDE - ABDE - ABDE - ABDE

We begin identifying the path of  God when we share
our hard and earnest earning in His Name. This path is
neither Brahamcharya Ashram (celibacy), nor in Ban-Prasat
Ashram (Forest abiding) nor in Sanyas Ashram (Asceticism). In
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the second Ashram there is nothing to give, the follower
merely receives. Neither he produces nor he shares. The mode
of domestic life is a speedy means of salvation. So it has
been prescribed by Guru, the Emperor.

Firstly His Holiness, the guru,  insists on meditation or
Simran, which means continuous remembrance of God,
Waheguru; Who is the ultimate Truth. He is within and
outside our body. There is no place, where He is not. We
have to believe in this Reality. But our mind does not accept
it. Due to the pressure of mammon (maya) our mind remains
forgetful of  this reality always. God does not remain in the
memory of  man. So, His Holiness, the guru says that firstly
the Mantar or Word should be obtained from the Five Beloveds
and then its recitation should be done. The word given by
them is “Waheguru”. So recitation of  “Waheguru, Waheguru,
Waheguru, Waheguru, should be done. If  the Japu Ji Sahib,
Sukhmani Sahib and Jaap Sahib cannot be remembered by
heart then the following (Mul Mantar) can be remembered
very easily -

“There is but one God. True is His Name, creative His
personality and immortal His form. He is without fear, sans
enmity, unborn and self-illumined. By the Guru’s Grace (He
is obtained) embrace His meditation.
True in the prime, True in the beginning of ages,
True He is even now and True He, verily shall be, O
Nanak.”

ý ÃÇåéÅî¹ ÕðåÅ ê ¹ðÖ ¹ ÇéðíÀ° ÇéðòËð ¹ý ÃÇåéÅî¹ ÕðåÅ ê ¹ðÖ ¹ ÇéðíÀ° ÇéðòËð ¹ý ÃÇåéÅî¹ ÕðåÅ ê ¹ðÖ ¹ ÇéðíÀ° ÇéðòËð ¹ý ÃÇåéÅî¹ ÕðåÅ ê ¹ðÖ ¹ ÇéðíÀ° ÇéðòËð ¹ý ÃÇåéÅî¹ ÕðåÅ ê ¹ðÖ ¹ ÇéðíÀ° ÇéðòËð ¹
ÁÕÅñ îÈðÇå ÁÜÈéÆ ÃËí³ÍÍ ×¹ðêÌÃÅÇç Üê¹ÍÍÁÕÅñ îÈðÇå ÁÜÈéÆ ÃËí³ÍÍ ×¹ðêÌÃÅÇç Üê¹ÍÍÁÕÅñ îÈðÇå ÁÜÈéÆ ÃËí³ÍÍ ×¹ðêÌÃÅÇç Üê¹ÍÍÁÕÅñ îÈðÇå ÁÜÈéÆ ÃËí³ÍÍ ×¹ðêÌÃÅÇç Üê¹ÍÍÁÕÅñ îÈðÇå ÁÜÈéÆ ÃËí³ÍÍ ×¹ðêÌÃÅÇç Üê¹ÍÍ
ÁÅÇç ÃÚ¹ Ü¹×ÅÇç ÃÚ¹ ÔËíÆ ÃÚ¹ éÅéÕ Ô¯ÃÆ íÆ ÃÚ¹ÍÍÁÅÇç ÃÚ¹ Ü¹×ÅÇç ÃÚ¹ ÔËíÆ ÃÚ¹ éÅéÕ Ô¯ÃÆ íÆ ÃÚ¹ÍÍÁÅÇç ÃÚ¹ Ü¹×ÅÇç ÃÚ¹ ÔËíÆ ÃÚ¹ éÅéÕ Ô¯ÃÆ íÆ ÃÚ¹ÍÍÁÅÇç ÃÚ¹ Ü¹×ÅÇç ÃÚ¹ ÔËíÆ ÃÚ¹ éÅéÕ Ô¯ÃÆ íÆ ÃÚ¹ÍÍÁÅÇç ÃÚ¹ Ü¹×ÅÇç ÃÚ¹ ÔËíÆ ÃÚ¹ éÅéÕ Ô¯ÃÆ íÆ ÃÚ¹ÍÍ

AMg - A - A - A - A - A
At the time of its recitation we must think that we are

talking about that Waheguru - God, who is within us and
pervading outside also. If  even this much is considered
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difficult then concentrate on the recitation of  Waheguru,
Waheguru. Side by side business of  life can also be attended
to. The farmer, who is ploughing the field, should recite Sat
Nam with the left foot step and Waheguru with the right foot
step. The farmer who is driving a tractor for farming can
hearken “Satnam Waheguru, Satnam Waheguru; Waheguru -
Waheguru from the sound coming out of  the silencer of  the
tractor. It is just taming the mind on these lines. In this subtle
process there is no need of such meditation as sitting beside
smouldering fire or standing in the water or by hanging reverse
(head wise). Observing starvation or sleeping on thorns or
meditating while standing on one leg is not required. Very easy
process of using tongue has been prescribed. Mind should be
linked with tongue, because mind is always worried-

“Every one seems to be care-ridden. He alone obtains peace,
who contemplates the One Lord.”

ÇÚ ³åå ÔÆ çÆÃË Ãí¹ Õ ¯ÇÂÍÍ Ú¶åÇÔ Â ¶Õ ¹ åÔÆ Ã ¹Ö ¹ Ô ¯ ÇÂÍÍÇÚ³åå ÔÆ çÆÃË Ãí¹ Õ ¯ÇÂÍÍ Ú¶åÇÔ Â ¶Õ ¹ åÔÆ Ã ¹Ö ¹ Ô ¯ ÇÂÍÍÇÚ³åå ÔÆ çÆÃË Ãí¹ Õ ¯ÇÂÍÍ Ú¶åÇÔ Â ¶Õ ¹ åÔÆ Ã ¹Ö ¹ Ô ¯ ÇÂÍÍÇÚ³åå ÔÆ çÆÃË Ãí¹ Õ ¯ÇÂÍÍ Ú¶åÇÔ Â ¶Õ ¹ åÔÆ Ã ¹Ö ¹ Ô ¯ ÇÂÍÍÇÚ³åå ÔÆ çÆÃË Ãí¹ Õ ¯ÇÂÍÍ Ú¶åÇÔ Â ¶Õ ¹ åÔÆ Ã ¹Ö ¹ Ô ¯ ÇÂÍÍ
AMg - ICB - ICB - ICB - ICB - ICB

His Holiness, the guru, says that remembrance of  One
God brings happiness. This is most easy method. We must
follow it and we should be fully determined to achieve our
end. Otherwise we shall have to adopt lengthy and
complicated measures. We shall have to attend the holy
assemblies repeatedly, in order to listen to the sermons of  the
realized souls. Time and again we shall have to do service
(Seva), recitation (Simran), give in charity, do pious deeds and
numerous other rites. Because we have to concentrate on his
perpetual remembrance.

For the achievement of  this goal one human birth is not
enough. Those are fortunate who did meditation in their
previous births. The proof  of  meditation in the previous births
is that such persons happen to meet the sadhus (saints) and
great saints in their very childhood and they start meditation
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of  Nam of  God. We should have the will to concentrate on
meditation. Then some rules have to be observed. We must
abandon slandering. We have to give up the idea of  jealousy
and thinking of ourselves as superior and calling others as
worst. With those evils we lose the benefit of righteous deeds
-

“It is not good to slander anyone. The foolish apostates alone
do it. The faces of those slanderers are blackened and they fall
in the horrible hell.”

Çé¿çÅ íñÆ ÇÕÃË ÕÆ éÅÔÆ...............ÍÍÇé¿çÅ íñÆ ÇÕÃË ÕÆ éÅÔÆ...............ÍÍÇé¿çÅ íñÆ ÇÕÃË ÕÆ éÅÔÆ...............ÍÍÇé¿çÅ íñÆ ÇÕÃË ÕÆ éÅÔÆ...............ÍÍÇé¿çÅ íñÆ ÇÕÃË ÕÆ éÅÔÆ...............ÍÍ AMg - GEE - GEE - GEE - GEE - GEE
His Holiness, the guru, says categorically that only

foolish or self-willed do slandering.
Second important rule is not to indulge in backbiting and

harm others. The third is the malady of  jealousy which harms
the body of the person doing back biting -

“He, in whose heart there is jealousy, for others, never gathers
any good.”

ÇÜÃ¹ Á³çÇð åÅÇå êðÅÂÆ Ô ¯ò ËÇÜÃ¹ Á³çÇð åÅÇå êðÅÂÆ Ô ¯ò ËÇÜÃ¹ Á³çÇð åÅÇå êðÅÂÆ Ô ¯ò ËÇÜÃ¹ Á³çÇð åÅÇå êðÅÂÆ Ô ¯ò ËÇÜÃ¹ Á³çÇð åÅÇå êðÅÂÆ Ô ¯ò Ë
ÇåÃ çÅ Õç¶ é Ô ¯òÆ íñÅÍÍÇåÃ çÅ Õç¶ é Ô ¯òÆ íñÅÍÍÇåÃ çÅ Õç¶ é Ô ¯òÆ íñÅÍÍÇåÃ çÅ Õç¶ é Ô ¯òÆ íñÅÍÍÇåÃ çÅ Õç¶ é Ô ¯òÆ íñÅÍÍ AMg  - C@H - C@H - C@H - C@H - C@H

His Holiness, the guru, says that instead of  backbiting
we should resort to appreciation of  others. The back-biter can
never gain. If the child of some one is educated, or business
of some one is successful; or some one happens to get good
relatives, it is all due to the good deeds done in the previous
births. If  despite all this we happen to have bad relatives,
who spoil our work, it is again the result of our previous
deeds. Then why blame any one?

Likewise when we wish welfare of others, jealousy
disappears from our mind. His Holiness, the guru, says that
if we act upon this advice honestly then jealousy shall never
appear in our mind. With day dawn when we wake up we
should pray earnestly.
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“Through Nanak, may Thy Name, O God, be exalted, and
all prosper by Thy Grace.”

éÅéÕ éÅî Úó·çÆ ÕñÅ å¶ð ¶  íÅä¶ Ãðì¼å ÕÅ íñÅÍéÅéÕ éÅî Úó·çÆ ÕñÅ å¶ð ¶  íÅä¶ Ãðì¼å ÕÅ íñÅÍéÅéÕ éÅî Úó·çÆ ÕñÅ å¶ð ¶  íÅä¶ Ãðì¼å ÕÅ íñÅÍéÅéÕ éÅî Úó·çÆ ÕñÅ å¶ð ¶  íÅä¶ Ãðì¼å ÕÅ íñÅÍéÅéÕ éÅî Úó·çÆ ÕñÅ å¶ð ¶  íÅä¶ Ãðì¼å ÕÅ íñÅÍ
If we pray for universal welfare, then there cannot be

any scope for ill will for anyone. With our prayer for welfare
of all, God shall bless us with the gift of His “Name” and
this Name of  God shall be grounded in our mind firmly.
With this nooses of the couriers of death shall start breaking
one after the other. So we have to develop faith, by attending
the holy assembly, recitation of  'Name' of  God, that God is
always with us. As if  one says about the presence of  a ghost
in a house which does not allow the inmates of the house
to sleep, it would frighten even the bravest. Though it is a
fact that no one has ever seen the ghost. But with the fear
of the ghost he will not be able to sleep at night.

So God is ever present with us, Guru is always with us
-

“Guru is ever with me”.

×¹ð ¹ î ¶ð Ë  Ã ³ Ç× ÃçÅ Ô Ë éÅñ¶ÍÍ×¹ð ¹  î ¶ð Ë  Ã ³ Ç× ÃçÅ Ô Ë éÅñ¶ÍÍ×¹ð ¹  î ¶ð Ë  Ã ³ Ç× ÃçÅ Ô Ë éÅñ¶ÍÍ×¹ð ¹  î ¶ð Ë  Ã ³ Ç× ÃçÅ Ô Ë éÅñ¶ÍÍ×¹ð ¹  î ¶ð Ë  Ã ³ Ç× ÃçÅ Ô Ë éÅñ¶ÍÍ AMg  - CIH - CIH - CIH - CIH - CIH
But we remain forgetful of  this reality, so Guru Ji says

that after waking in the early hours of the morning -
“He who calls himself a Sikh of the great True Guru should
rise early and meditate on God’s Name.”

×¹ð ÃÇå×¹ð ÕÅ Ü¯ ÇÃÖ ¹ ÁÖÅÂ ¶×¹ð ÃÇå×¹ð ÕÅ Ü¯ ÇÃÖ ¹ ÁÖÅÂ ¶×¹ð ÃÇå×¹ð ÕÅ Ü¯ ÇÃÖ ¹ ÁÖÅÂ ¶×¹ð ÃÇå×¹ð ÕÅ Ü¯ ÇÃÖ ¹ ÁÖÅÂ ¶×¹ð ÃÇå×¹ð ÕÅ Ü¯ ÇÃÖ ¹ ÁÖÅÂ ¶
Ã ¹  íñÕ¶ À°Çá ÔÇð éÅî ¹ ÇèÁÅòËÍÍÃ ¹ íñÕ¶ À°Çá ÔÇð éÅî ¹ ÇèÁÅòËÍÍÃ ¹ íñÕ¶ À°Çá ÔÇð éÅî ¹ ÇèÁÅòËÍÍÃ ¹ íñÕ¶ À°Çá ÔÇð éÅî ¹ ÇèÁÅòËÍÍÃ ¹ íñÕ¶ À°Çá ÔÇð éÅî ¹ ÇèÁÅòËÍÍ AMg  - C@E - C@E - C@E - C@E - C@E

A common man needs rest for eight hours. During the
first six hours he enjoys sound sleep. Similarly the women
enjoy sleep for seven hours and children for eight hours. After
that limit there is dreams sleep and  man gets tired during
that hour as compared with the rest enjoyed during the first
hours. Therefore Guru Ji says that the Sikh must rise early -

“He should make efforts early in the morning.”
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À°çî¹ Õð¶ íñÕ¶ êðíÅåÆ..................ÍÍÀ°çî¹ Õð¶ íñÕ¶ êðíÅåÆ..................ÍÍÀ°çî¹ Õð¶ íñÕ¶ êðíÅåÆ..................ÍÍÀ°çî¹ Õð¶ íñÕ¶ êðíÅåÆ..................ÍÍÀ°çî¹ Õð¶ íñÕ¶ êðíÅåÆ..................ÍÍ AMg  - C@E - C@E - C@E - C@E - C@E
With effort he should leave the bed. Then what should he
do? -

“Take bath and have ablution in the tank of Nectar”.

.............ÇÂÃéÅé¹ Õð¶ Á³Çî Ìå ÃÇð éÅòËÍÍ.............ÇÂÃéÅé¹ Õð¶ Á³Çî Ìå ÃÇð éÅòËÍÍ.............ÇÂÃéÅé¹ Õð¶ Á³Çî Ìå ÃÇð éÅòËÍÍ.............ÇÂÃéÅé¹ Õð¶ Á³Çî Ìå ÃÇð éÅòËÍÍ.............ÇÂÃéÅé¹ Õð¶ Á³Çî Ìå ÃÇð éÅòËÍÍ AMg  - C@E - C@E - C@E - C@E - C@E
Then he should answer the call of  nature, brush his

teeth and take a bath. After that he should have bath of his
mind with holy sermons of  the Guru. It is called ablution in
the tank of  Nectar.

“.........take bath and have ablution in the tank of Nectar.
Then he should repeat Lord God’s Name under Guru’s
instructions.”

..............ÇÂÃéÅé¹ Õð¶ Á³Çî Ìå ÃÇð éÅòËÍÍ..............ÇÂÃéÅé¹ Õð¶ Á³Çî Ìå ÃÇð éÅòËÍÍ..............ÇÂÃéÅé¹ Õð¶ Á³Çî Ìå ÃÇð éÅòËÍÍ..............ÇÂÃéÅé¹ Õð¶ Á³Çî Ìå ÃÇð éÅòËÍÍ..............ÇÂÃéÅé¹ Õð¶ Á³Çî Ìå ÃÇð éÅòËÍÍ
À°êç¶ÇÃ ×¹ð È ÔÇð ÔÇð Üê¹ ÜÅêË ...........¨À°êç¶ÇÃ ×¹ð È ÔÇð ÔÇð Üê¹ ÜÅêË ...........¨À°êç¶ÇÃ ×¹ð È ÔÇð ÔÇð Üê¹ ÜÅêË ...........¨À°êç¶ÇÃ ×¹ð È ÔÇð ÔÇð Üê¹ ÜÅêË ...........¨À°êç¶ÇÃ ×¹ð È ÔÇð ÔÇð Üê¹ ÜÅêË ...........¨ AMg  - C@E - C@E - C@E - C@E - C@E

Thereafter, he should settle in proper pose and meditate
on the Gurmantar - Waheguru, given to him by the Five
Beloveds. Then what would be the result? It would be -

“............. all his sins, misdeeds and accusations are wiped
out.”

............... ÃÇí ÇÕñÇòÖ êÅê ç¯Ö ñÇÔ ÜÅòËÍÍ............... ÃÇí ÇÕñÇòÖ êÅê ç¯Ö ñÇÔ ÜÅòËÍÍ............... ÃÇí ÇÕñÇòÖ êÅê ç¯Ö ñÇÔ ÜÅòËÍÍ............... ÃÇí ÇÕñÇòÖ êÅê ç¯Ö ñÇÔ ÜÅòËÍÍ............... ÃÇí ÇÕñÇòÖ êÅê ç¯Ö ñÇÔ ÜÅòËÍÍ
AMg  - C@E - C@E - C@E - C@E - C@E

The greatest sins, we might have done, shall disappear.
The proof of the disappearance of the sins shall be earnest
involvement in meditation of the 'Name' of God. Untill we
fully concentrate on the 'Name', there is no proof of the
wiping of  the sins. The heavy stones of  the sins can be
removed with the Name of God. The filth of the sins
disappears with the recitation of the 'Name' of God -

“The mind smeared with filth of sins, is cleaned with Name.”

íðÆÁË îÇå êÅêÅ ÕË Ã ³ Ç×ÍÍ úÔ¹ è ¯ê Ë  éÅòË Õ Ë ð ³ Ç×ÍÍíðÆÁË îÇå êÅêÅ ÕË Ã ³ Ç×ÍÍ úÔ¹ è ¯ê Ë  éÅòË Õ Ë ð ³ Ç×ÍÍíðÆÁË îÇå êÅêÅ ÕË Ã ³ Ç×ÍÍ úÔ¹ è ¯ê Ë  éÅòË Õ Ë ð ³ Ç×ÍÍíðÆÁË îÇå êÅêÅ ÕË Ã ³ Ç×ÍÍ úÔ¹ è ¯ê Ë  éÅòË Õ Ë ð ³ Ç×ÍÍíðÆÁË îÇå êÅêÅ ÕË Ã ³ Ç×ÍÍ úÔ¹ è ¯ê Ë  éÅòË Õ Ë ð ³ Ç×ÍÍ
AMg - D- D- D- D- D

By doing so, His Holiness, the guru, says -
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“Afterwards, at sun rise, he sings Gurbani.”

ÇëÇð ÚóË ÇçòÃ¹ ×¹ðìÅäÆ ×ÅòË.....................ÍÍÇëÇð ÚóË ÇçòÃ¹ ×¹ðìÅäÆ ×ÅòË.....................ÍÍÇëÇð ÚóË ÇçòÃ¹ ×¹ðìÅäÆ ×ÅòË.....................ÍÍÇëÇð ÚóË ÇçòÃ¹ ×¹ðìÅäÆ ×ÅòË.....................ÍÍÇëÇð ÚóË ÇçòÃ¹ ×¹ðìÅäÆ ×ÅòË.....................ÍÍ
AMg  - C@E - C@E - C@E - C@E - C@E

If the concentration of mind is disturbed, Gurbani should be
recited with devotion -

“.......... and whilst sitting or standing he meditates on God’s
Name.”

.................... ìÇÔ³ÇçÁÅ À°áÇçÁÅ ÔÇð éÅî¹ ÇèÁÅòËÍÍ.................... ìÇÔ³ÇçÁÅ À°áÇçÁÅ ÔÇð éÅî¹ ÇèÁÅòËÍÍ.................... ìÇÔ³ÇçÁÅ À°áÇçÁÅ ÔÇð éÅî¹ ÇèÁÅòËÍÍ.................... ìÇÔ³ÇçÁÅ À°áÇçÁÅ ÔÇð éÅî¹ ÇèÁÅòËÍÍ.................... ìÇÔ³ÇçÁÅ À°áÇçÁÅ ÔÇð éÅî¹ ÇèÁÅòËÍÍ
AMg  - C@E - C@E - C@E - C@E - C@E

While sitting or standing keep your mind fixed on God.
So, holy assembly, we have to do this much of  the job. It is
quite easy. There are no complications involved in this
process of meditation. But it can be done if there is a will
and firm determination. This determination is weakened with
wrong company, hearing wrong talk and doing bad deeds. In
order to avoid it, the association of the holy saints and
participation in holy assembly must be resorted to. When you
go to them -

“Thou, O Lord, comes into my mind when I behold thy
saints.”

ÁÅòË ÃÅÇÔì¹ ÇÚÇå å¶ÇðÁÅ í×åÅ ÇâÇáÁÅÍÍÁÅòË ÃÅÇÔì¹ ÇÚÇå å¶ÇðÁÅ í×åÅ ÇâÇáÁÅÍÍÁÅòË ÃÅÇÔì¹ ÇÚÇå å¶ÇðÁÅ í×åÅ ÇâÇáÁÅÍÍÁÅòË ÃÅÇÔì¹ ÇÚÇå å¶ÇðÁÅ í×åÅ ÇâÇáÁÅÍÍÁÅòË ÃÅÇÔì¹ ÇÚÇå å¶ÇðÁÅ í×åÅ ÇâÇáÁÅÍÍ AMg  - EB@ - EB@ - EB@ - EB@ - EB@
With the participation in the holy assembly we come

across devotees of 'Nam'. Meeting them, intense desire for
meditation is created in our mind. So dear devotees! we have
achieved this opportunity with great difficulty -

“Grown weary of wandering about for many time cycles, the
man has obtained the human body.”

Çëðå Çëðå ìÔ¹å¶ Ü ¹× ÔÅÇðú îÅéÃ ç¶Ô ñÔÆÍÍÇëðå Çëðå ìÔ¹å¶ Ü ¹× ÔÅÇðú îÅéÃ ç¶Ô ñÔÆÍÍÇëðå Çëðå ìÔ¹å¶ Ü ¹× ÔÅÇðú îÅéÃ ç¶Ô ñÔÆÍÍÇëðå Çëðå ìÔ¹å¶ Ü ¹× ÔÅÇðú îÅéÃ ç¶Ô ñÔÆÍÍÇëðå Çëðå ìÔ¹å¶ Ü ¹× ÔÅÇðú îÅéÃ ç¶Ô ñÔÆÍÍAMg-FCA-FCA-FCA-FCA-FCA
Now we possess human body -

“Says Nanak, there is now a chance to meet the Lord, why
rememberest thou not Him, O man?”

éÅéÕ ÕÔå Çîñé ÕÆ ìðÆÁÅéÅéÕ ÕÔå Çîñé ÕÆ ìðÆÁÅéÅéÕ ÕÔå Çîñé ÕÆ ìðÆÁÅéÅéÕ ÕÔå Çîñé ÕÆ ìðÆÁÅéÅéÕ ÕÔå Çîñé ÕÆ ìðÆÁÅ
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ÇÃîðå ÕÔÅ éÔÆÍÍÇÃîðå ÕÔÅ éÔÆÍÍÇÃîðå ÕÔÅ éÔÆÍÍÇÃîðå ÕÔÅ éÔÆÍÍÇÃîðå ÕÔÅ éÔÆÍÍ AMg - FCA- FCA- FCA- FCA- FCA
The man must meditate, as he has obtained the

opportunity. The meditation should be done in the association
of  saints, and devotees. Service of  the Guru should be done.
With all this salvation of man shall be expedited. So dear
devotees! I advise you to attend the holy assembly necessarily
and spare one rupee from the profit of  one hundred rupees
in the name of  the Guru. Under no circumstances should this
share of  the Guru be utilized by you. Otherwise your
business may get retarded. Guru Ji says -

“He who eats what he earns through his earnest labour and
from his hand gives something in charity, he alone,
O Nanak, knows the true way of life.”

ØÅñ ÖÅÇÂ ÇÕÛ° ÔæÔ¹ ç ¶ÇÂÍÍ éÅéÕ ðÅÔ ¹ êÛÅäÇÔ Ã ¶ÇÂÍÍØÅñ ÖÅÇÂ ÇÕÛ° ÔæÔ¹ ç ¶ÇÂÍÍ éÅéÕ ðÅÔ ¹ êÛÅäÇÔ Ã ¶ÇÂÍÍØÅñ ÖÅÇÂ ÇÕÛ° ÔæÔ¹ ç ¶ÇÂÍÍ éÅéÕ ðÅÔ ¹ êÛÅäÇÔ Ã ¶ÇÂÍÍØÅñ ÖÅÇÂ ÇÕÛ° ÔæÔ¹ ç ¶ÇÂÍÍ éÅéÕ ðÅÔ ¹ êÛÅäÇÔ Ã ¶ÇÂÍÍØÅñ ÖÅÇÂ ÇÕÛ° ÔæÔ¹ ç ¶ÇÂÍÍ éÅéÕ ðÅÔ ¹ êÛÅäÇÔ Ã ¶ÇÂÍÍ
               AMg  - ABDE - ABDE - ABDE - ABDE - ABDE

True path of  life is identified in the court of  the Guru
and its reward shall be obtained in the court of God. The
charity given in the Name of  the Guru multiplies by lacs. In
case we attain human birth again, the seed sown in the
previous birth, shall be ready for reaping.

So the doctrine of  Guru Ji to meditate on the Name,
doing service of  humanity, doing virtuous deeds, and sharing
ones earnings for the welfare of others is the goal of Sikhism.
So, dear devotees, I advise you to follow this path. It will
make your life beneficial. We shall remain happy here. We
face troubles here when we forget the Name -

“Myriads of troubles come in the way of him,
Who forgets God’s Name.

Õ¯Çà ÇìØé ÇåÃ¹ ñÅ×å¶ ÇÜÃ é¯ ÇòÃðË éÅÀ°ÍÍÕ¯Çà ÇìØé ÇåÃ¹ ñÅ×å¶ ÇÜÃ é¯ ÇòÃðË éÅÀ°ÍÍÕ¯Çà ÇìØé ÇåÃ¹ ñÅ×å¶ ÇÜÃ é¯ ÇòÃðË éÅÀ°ÍÍÕ¯Çà ÇìØé ÇåÃ¹ ñÅ×å¶ ÇÜÃ é¯ ÇòÃðË éÅÀ°ÍÍÕ¯Çà ÇìØé ÇåÃ¹ ñÅ×å¶ ÇÜÃ é¯ ÇòÃðË éÅÀ°ÍÍ
AMg-EBD-EBD-EBD-EBD-EBD

Innumerable irritants would crop up in the houses where
Name of  God is missing. Instead of  happiness the demons
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come to abide in there -
“Kabir, the houses in which the saints are not served nor
God is contemplated, those houses are like the cremation
ground and demons dwell within them.”

ÕìÆð ÜÅ Øð ÃÅè é Ã ¶òÆÁÇÔ ÔÇð ÕÆ Ã ¶òÅ éÅÇÔÍÍÕìÆð ÜÅ Øð ÃÅè é Ã ¶òÆÁÇÔ ÔÇð ÕÆ Ã ¶òÅ éÅÇÔÍÍÕìÆð ÜÅ Øð ÃÅè é Ã ¶òÆÁÇÔ ÔÇð ÕÆ Ã ¶òÅ éÅÇÔÍÍÕìÆð ÜÅ Øð ÃÅè é Ã ¶òÆÁÇÔ ÔÇð ÕÆ Ã ¶òÅ éÅÇÔÍÍÕìÆð ÜÅ Øð ÃÅè é Ã ¶òÆÁÇÔ ÔÇð ÕÆ Ã ¶òÅ éÅÇÔÍÍ
å¶ Øð îðÔà ÃÅðÖ¶ í Èå ìÃÇÔ Çåé îÅÇÔÍÍå¶ Øð îðÔà ÃÅðÖ¶ í Èå ìÃÇÔ Çåé îÅÇÔÍÍå¶ Øð îðÔà ÃÅðÖ¶ í Èå ìÃÇÔ Çåé îÅÇÔÍÍå¶ Øð îðÔà ÃÅðÖ¶ í Èå ìÃÇÔ Çåé îÅÇÔÍÍå¶ Øð îðÔà ÃÅðÖ¶ í Èå ìÃÇÔ Çåé îÅÇÔÍÍ      AMg-ACGD-ACGD-ACGD-ACGD-ACGD

Those houses may be of  four storeys. Still those houses
are of ghosts who reside there. The demons create pains and
problems. Disputes, violence, lack of  faith persist there.
Administration of poison and murders take place there.
Because the ghosts have taken the residence there. Slandering,
backbiting, jealousy, hostility, lack of  faith and disputes start
there, which are deeds of  devils. No trouble, whatsoever,
takes place in the house where Name of God and Gurbani
are recited -

“By remembering God no obstacle comes.”

êÌí ÇÃîðå ÕÛ° ÇìØé° é ñÅ×ËÍÍê Ìí ÇÃîðå ÕÛ° ÇìØé° é ñÅ×ËÍÍê Ìí ÇÃîðå ÕÛ° ÇìØé° é ñÅ×ËÍÍê Ìí ÇÃîðå ÕÛ° ÇìØé° é ñÅ×ËÍÍê Ìí ÇÃîðå ÕÛ° ÇìØé° é ñÅ×ËÍÍ AMg  - BFB - BFB - BFB - BFB - BFB
If we contemplate on the Name of God, troubles and
diseases disappear -

“After taking bath remember thou Thy Lord.
Thus thy soul and body shall be disease free.”

ÕÇð ÇÂÃéÅé ÇÃîÇð ê Ìí ¹  ÁêéÅ îé åé íÂ¶ Áð¯×ÅÍÍÕÇð ÇÂÃéÅé ÇÃîÇð ê Ìí ¹  ÁêéÅ îé åé íÂ¶ Áð¯×ÅÍÍÕÇð ÇÂÃéÅé ÇÃîÇð ê Ìí ¹  ÁêéÅ îé åé íÂ¶ Áð¯×ÅÍÍÕÇð ÇÂÃéÅé ÇÃîÇð ê Ìí ¹  ÁêéÅ îé åé íÂ¶ Áð¯×ÅÍÍÕÇð ÇÂÃéÅé ÇÃîÇð ê Ìí ¹  ÁêéÅ îé åé íÂ¶ Áð¯×ÅÍÍ
AMg  - FAA - FAA - FAA - FAA - FAA

Mind and body both shall be healthy. So treading this
path is the right way of life. Then dear devotees! you shall
be happy here and hereafter.”
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Discourse - II

With tremendous grace of God we are blessed with the
presence of  Guru Maharaj. I have also been persuaded to be
with you. I am immensely happy to come here. Because, as
told by me last time, this village emerged as a result of the
bifurcation of my village, Dhamot. Our ancestors and the
elders used to tell us that many residents of Dhamot left it
and went towards Ropar. Some went to U.P.  Dhamot is a big
village with population of 8,000. Last time Bibi Ranjit Kaur,
my wife, had given a call to the women for Amrit (baptism).
She had said specially so because she is the daughter-in-law
of this village. In response to that noble call 149 persons got
themselves baptised on the following day. After that an idea
struck my mind. The nature of  this village is just like the
nature of  my village (Dhamot). They are a bit slow. Otherwise
Master Gurbax Singh is very renowned person of the area. I
had enquired about his health the previous day. I was quite
glad to know about his good health. But we are quite slow as
stated above. I have been able to meet you after 9-10 years.
Since my first visit, time has undergone a great change. Then
we were quite simple and innocent. We followed what was told
to us in accordance with Gurmat (doctrine of  the Guru). But
now we are changed entirely. The change comes with the will
of God. No body can stop it.

I was not worried about the political and worldly affairs.
Because if  the love for Guru Granth Sahib and the doctrine
contained therein does not slip out of our mind we cannot
be harmed in any way.

At one stage when the Sikhs were begging leave from
Guru Gobind Singh, the tenth Guru, they prayed, “O king!
the Sikhs with realized souls have already been martyred.
What is going to happen now. Only 500 Sikhs have come with
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you. A few of them became shaky and left your company
on the way. Then how would the Sikh Panth go ahead
without the true Sikhs?” Then the tenth Guru said, “O
devotees! we have inherited one concept which is contained
in the Guru Granth’s sacred sermons. Meet the saints and
realized Sikhs to seek its clarification. Come what may. Do
not give up the love of  Guru Granth Sahib. No harm shall
come to you. Bani shall continue imparting life giving
guidance. The Sikh Panth shall ever remain in high spirit.”

How many new ideas and concepts shall appear in the
world? New education, new similes and new definitions of
religion appear daily. But if  we do not delink ourselves from
the Guru Granth Sahib, no harm can come to us. We may
be literate or illiterate. It will makes no difference. I have
visited the foreign world. There is great need to preach the
doctrine of  Guru Granth Sahib in America and England etc.
So far we have not been able to project the essence of  Japuji
to the world, not to talk of  other Sikh concepts. Personally
I feel that 300 years more are required to comprehend the
philosophy of  Granth Sahib. It is so high and great. If  we
try to explain “Ekankar” none of  us may follow. We are no
doubt Sikhs and have adopted Sikhism of  Guru Sahib. But
we do not understand the great concept given to us by Guru
Sahib. This philosophy is even beyond the comprehension of
great scholars and scientists. Those who claim to have
understood Guru Granth Sahib on the basis of  their research,
would again express their ignorance if they are asked to
explain, what they have grasped. Great scholars of the world
say abruptly that the philosophy of  Guru Granth is a endless
or infinite. Guru Granth is treasure of  infinite gifts. The
realized souls have come to the conclusion that by visiting
holy places one religious merit is achieved. By going into the
presence of Saints and pleasing them, four religious merits are
obtained. But by following the instructions of  the Guru and
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pleasing him endless religious merits are achieved -
“Going to the holy places, brings us one reward; and visiting
the saints four rewards are attained. By meeting the Guru
infinite rewards are achieved, says Kabir, after careful
consideration.”

åÆðæ ÕÆÂ ¶ Â ¶Õ ëñ Ã³å Çîñ¶ ëñ ÚÅðÍÍåÆðæ ÕÆÂ ¶ Â ¶Õ ëñ Ã³å Çîñ¶ ëñ ÚÅðÍÍåÆðæ ÕÆÂ ¶ Â ¶Õ ëñ Ã³å Çîñ¶ ëñ ÚÅðÍÍåÆðæ ÕÆÂ ¶ Â ¶Õ ëñ Ã³å Çîñ¶ ëñ ÚÅðÍÍåÆðæ ÕÆÂ ¶ Â ¶Õ ëñ Ã³å Çîñ¶ ëñ ÚÅðÍÍ
×¹ð È  Çîñ¶ ëñ Áé¶Õ Ô Ë º  ÕÔå ÕìÆð ìÆÚÅðÍÍ×¹ð È  Çîñ¶ ëñ Áé¶Õ Ô Ë º  ÕÔå ÕìÆð ìÆÚÅðÍÍ×¹ð È  Çîñ¶ ëñ Áé¶Õ Ô Ë º  ÕÔå ÕìÆð ìÆÚÅðÍÍ×¹ð È  Çîñ¶ ëñ Áé¶Õ Ô Ë º  ÕÔå ÕìÆð ìÆÚÅðÍÍ×¹ð È  Çîñ¶ ëñ Áé¶Õ Ô Ë º  ÕÔå ÕìÆð ìÆÚÅðÍÍ

It is the belief of Kabir Ji that the number of rewards
attained by meeting the Guru cannot be explained. We need
high education to explain what we have. Because we have
to converse with educated persons and Sikh concept is to be
explained to them with logic. In this way their mind can be
impressed.

Once I went to the Tehsil office in sector, 17
Chandigarh. Three university professors also came there and
sat by my side. The Tehsildar left his seat for a while. In his
absence one professor remarked that religion has ruined them.
It has made the people idle and superstitious. It creates blind
faith. I kept on hearing him for ten minutes. Then I sought
his permission to say something. Discussion on religion
continued for three hours. One of  them was a Hindu and the
other two were Sikhs. In the meantime arrival of  the Tehsildar
was announced. After the discussion for three hours that
professor said, “The way I feel pained today after hearing you,
I never felt so earlier. I really feel sorry.” On my asking as
to why he felt so pained, he said, “I have studied in Moscow.
I teach Russian. I am the Head of the Department of Russian
Language. I became fully atheist there. I used to deny the
existence of God and religion. On those lines we started
speaking against religion here as well. But after hearing you
I regret as to why I did not bring my tape recorder today.
Had I tape recorded your views expressed for three hours, I
would have sent the same to Moscow. You have removed all
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my doubts.” I had simply explained ý.  Beyond that I did
not say anything. He said, “This narration of  ý yours has
exploded all my doubts. I am an intellectual. I have been
making people athiests. But I did not know this superb
ideology of  Guru Nanak”. Then he said, “You have spoken
extempore and have convinced me. I am the Head of the
Department. The other one is also the Head of Department
of  Punjabi Language. The third one is also a Professor. You
please fix some time so that we record your views.” I said,
“Professor Sahib! the views expressed once cannot be
repeated verbatim. To say something with intuition and narrate
something with preparation are two totally different things.
This flow of mine is intuitional. Similarly if I sit in a natural
pose and say something and the same is recorded secretly by
some, it is a different matter. Otherwise not. If  I become
conscious of the fact that a tape recorder is on then I may
try to speak in a polished tone.” So, it is not possible for us
to explain Guru Granth Sahib. We are so ignorant that we
do not know even the ABC of  Guru Granth Sahib. We have
not been able to relay Sikh philosophy to the world.

One Professor met me in America. He taught Chemistry
and Physics. He said to me, “Sir! a seminar is being held
inside. You also come there.” I said, “What is the subject
there? I don’t have time.” In reply he said, “In the seminar
discussion is being held on - Sochay Soch Na Hovaie” (How
can we be Truthful). My car was on and I was standing. The
talk with the Professor lasted for half  an hour. He said, “You
have spoken only on “Sochay Soch”. I cannot remember all this.
You kindly come in and repeat what you have said.” I told
him, “You are a Professor and highly educated. You are the
cream of  India. You have come in a foreign country. The
whole Gurbani is scientific. There is nothing wrong in it. You,
Professors of Science, should therefore, explain Gurbani in a
scientific way in America. It will convince all. The Americans
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are so sincere that once they are convinced, they do not leave
it.” As compared those Americans, here, in India, we come
across our own people, who are ‘Sikhs and they claim to
have faith in Guru Granth Sahib. But we find them groping
in the dark. They cannot be convinced. They will offer
criticism on small matters. They object to the very name of
saint. It is regretful. Because sainthood is not an outer
appearance. A saint is not one who owns a Dera. Sainthood
is a fully accomplished stage when the inner eye opens and
the mind does not go out of the realm of “Nam”. There is
an eye within us which is called the sixth sense. Five organs
like eyes, nose, ears, mouth etc. are known to all. The sixth
sense lies closed within. In order to open it, the aid of  Guru
is essential. This sixth sense is also known by Shiv Netar,
Tenth gate, Third Til or Intuition. Guru, the Emperor calls it
as "other eyes". With the opening of these eyes God is seen
in this very world. We have not been able to follow this
matter. We read and hear Gurbani but with what impact on
our mind? It is said by Guru Ji in the Gurbani that the person
who hears and sings Gurbani will get myriads of rewards -

“The hearers and singers of Lord’s praise, receive the reward
of many millions of sacred feasts.”

ÕÂÆ Õ¯ÇàÕ Ü× ëñÅ Ã ¹Çä ×ÅòéÔÅð ¶ ðÅîÍÍÕÂÆ Õ¯ÇàÕ Ü× ëñÅ Ã ¹Çä ×ÅòéÔÅð ¶ ðÅîÍÍÕÂÆ Õ¯ÇàÕ Ü× ëñÅ Ã ¹Çä ×ÅòéÔÅð ¶ ðÅîÍÍÕÂÆ Õ¯ÇàÕ Ü× ëñÅ Ã ¹Çä ×ÅòéÔÅð ¶ ðÅîÍÍÕÂÆ Õ¯ÇàÕ Ü× ëñÅ Ã ¹Çä ×ÅòéÔÅð ¶ ðÅîÍÍ AMg  - EDF - EDF - EDF - EDF - EDF
But it is conditional. We should have full faith. Guru Ji says
-

“All the Sikhs and servants come to worship Thee, O Lord,
And all of them sing the Lord God’s sublime Gurbani.”

Ã¶òÕ ÇÃÖ ê ÈÜä ÃÇí ÁÅòÇÔÃ¶òÕ ÇÃÖ ê ÈÜä ÃÇí ÁÅòÇÔÃ¶òÕ ÇÃÖ ê ÈÜä ÃÇí ÁÅòÇÔÃ¶òÕ ÇÃÖ ê ÈÜä ÃÇí ÁÅòÇÔÃ¶òÕ ÇÃÖ ê ÈÜä ÃÇí ÁÅòÇÔ
ÃÇí ×ÅòÇÔ ÔÇð ÔÇð À±åî ìÅéÆÍÍÃÇí ×ÅòÇÔ ÔÇð ÔÇð À±åî ìÅéÆÍÍÃÇí ×ÅòÇÔ ÔÇð ÔÇð À±åî ìÅéÆÍÍÃÇí ×ÅòÇÔ ÔÇð ÔÇð À±åî ìÅéÆÍÍÃÇí ×ÅòÇÔ ÔÇð ÔÇð À±åî ìÅéÆÍÍ AMg  - FFI - FFI - FFI - FFI - FFI

All come, worship and sing Gurbani. But with all this
Guru Ji has imposed another condition -

“God approves the singing and hearing of those who accept
the True Guru’s dictate as perfectly true and follow it.”
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×ÅÇòÁÅ Ã ¹ÇäÁÅ Çåé ÕÅ ÔÇð æÅÇÂ êÅòË×ÅÇòÁÅ Ã ¹ÇäÁÅ Çåé ÕÅ ÔÇð æÅÇÂ êÅòË×ÅÇòÁÅ Ã ¹ÇäÁÅ Çåé ÕÅ ÔÇð æÅÇÂ êÅòË×ÅÇòÁÅ Ã ¹ÇäÁÅ Çåé ÕÅ ÔÇð æÅÇÂ êÅòË×ÅÇòÁÅ Ã ¹ÇäÁÅ Çåé ÕÅ ÔÇð æÅÇÂ êÅòË
ÇÜé ÃÇå×¹ð ÕÆ ÁÅÇ×ÁÅ ÃÇå ÃÇå ÕÇð îÅéÆÍÍÇÜé ÃÇå×¹ð ÕÆ ÁÅÇ×ÁÅ ÃÇå ÃÇå ÕÇð îÅéÆÍÍÇÜé ÃÇå×¹ð ÕÆ ÁÅÇ×ÁÅ ÃÇå ÃÇå ÕÇð îÅéÆÍÍÇÜé ÃÇå×¹ð ÕÆ ÁÅÇ×ÁÅ ÃÇå ÃÇå ÕÇð îÅéÆÍÍÇÜé ÃÇå×¹ð ÕÆ ÁÅÇ×ÁÅ ÃÇå ÃÇå ÕÇð îÅéÆÍÍ

AMg-FFI-FFI-FFI-FFI-FFI
This condition has to be accepted. Because with this

acceptance we start acting upon the dictate of  the Guru. With
this practical following we understand that Waheguru - God
abides within us. It is very subtle and plain. There is no
complication -

“Why go thou, O man, to search God in the forest?
God, though ever detached, dwells every where and abides
even with Thee.”

ÕÅÔ¶ ð ¶  ìé Ö ¯Üé ÜÅÂÆÍÍÕÅÔ ¶ ð ¶  ìé Ö ¯Üé ÜÅÂÆÍÍÕÅÔ ¶ ð ¶  ìé Ö ¯Üé ÜÅÂÆÍÍÕÅÔ ¶ ð ¶  ìé Ö ¯Üé ÜÅÂÆÍÍÕÅÔ ¶ ð ¶  ìé Ö ¯Üé ÜÅÂÆÍÍ
Ãðì ÇéòÅÃÆ ÃçÅ Áñ¶êÅ å¯ÔÆ Ã¿Ç× ÃîÅÂÆÍÍÃðì ÇéòÅÃÆ ÃçÅ Áñ¶êÅ å¯ÔÆ Ã¿Ç× ÃîÅÂÆÍÍÃðì ÇéòÅÃÆ ÃçÅ Áñ¶êÅ å¯ÔÆ Ã¿Ç× ÃîÅÂÆÍÍÃðì ÇéòÅÃÆ ÃçÅ Áñ¶êÅ å¯ÔÆ Ã¿Ç× ÃîÅÂÆÍÍÃðì ÇéòÅÃÆ ÃçÅ Áñ¶êÅ å¯ÔÆ Ã¿Ç× ÃîÅÂÆÍÍ AMg - FHD - FHD - FHD - FHD - FHD

Waheguru remains within us as our shadow or reflection in
the mirror. Still it is said that God is never seen within. Then
how does He lives in us? Guru Ji says -

“As fragrance abides in the flower and as reflection in the
mirror, so does God dwell, within thee and search thou Him
within thy heart, O brother.”

ê¹Ôê îÇè ÇÜÀ° ìÅÃ ¹ ìÃå¹ °  Ô Ë  î ¹Õð îÅÇÔ ÜËÃ ¶  ÛÅÂÆÍÍê ¹Ôê îÇè ÇÜÀ° ìÅÃ ¹ ìÃå¹ °  Ô Ë  î ¹Õð îÅÇÔ ÜËÃ ¶  ÛÅÂÆÍÍê ¹Ôê îÇè ÇÜÀ° ìÅÃ ¹ ìÃå¹ °  Ô Ë  î ¹Õð îÅÇÔ ÜËÃ ¶  ÛÅÂÆÍÍê ¹Ôê îÇè ÇÜÀ° ìÅÃ ¹ ìÃå¹ °  Ô Ë  î ¹Õð îÅÇÔ ÜËÃ ¶  ÛÅÂÆÍÍê ¹Ôê îÇè ÇÜÀ° ìÅÃ ¹ ìÃå¹ °  Ô Ë  î ¹Õð îÅÇÔ ÜËÃ ¶  ÛÅÂÆÍÍ
åËÃ ¶ ÔÆ ÔÇð ìÃ¶ Çéð¿åÇð Øà ÔÆ Ö ¯ÜÔ¹ íÅÂÆÍÍåËÃ ¶ ÔÆ ÔÇð ìÃ¶ Çéð¿åÇð Øà ÔÆ Ö ¯ÜÔ¹ íÅÂÆÍÍåËÃ ¶ ÔÆ ÔÇð ìÃ¶ Çéð¿åÇð Øà ÔÆ Ö ¯ÜÔ¹ íÅÂÆÍÍåËÃ ¶ ÔÆ ÔÇð ìÃ¶ Çéð¿åÇð Øà ÔÆ Ö ¯ÜÔ¹ íÅÂÆÍÍåËÃ ¶ ÔÆ ÔÇð ìÃ¶ Çéð¿åÇð Øà ÔÆ Ö ¯ÜÔ¹ íÅÂÆÍÍ

AMg  - FHD - FHD - FHD - FHD - FHD
Whosoever has made this research says -

“Within and without, know that there is but one Lord.
This is the understanding the Guru has imparted to me.
Without knowing one’s self, O slave Nanak, the moss (filth)
of doubt is removed not.”

ìÅÔÇð íÆåÇð Â ¶Õ ¯ ÜÅéÔ¹ ÇÂÔ¹ ×¹ð Ç×ÁÅé¹ °  ìåÅÂÆÍÍìÅÔÇð íÆåÇð Â ¶Õ ¯ ÜÅéÔ¹ ÇÂÔ¹ ×¹ð Ç×ÁÅé¹ °  ìåÅÂÆÍÍìÅÔÇð íÆåÇð Â ¶Õ ¯ ÜÅéÔ¹ ÇÂÔ¹ ×¹ð Ç×ÁÅé¹ °  ìåÅÂÆÍÍìÅÔÇð íÆåÇð Â ¶Õ ¯ ÜÅéÔ¹ ÇÂÔ¹ ×¹ð Ç×ÁÅé¹ °  ìåÅÂÆÍÍìÅÔÇð íÆåÇð Â ¶Õ ¯ ÜÅéÔ¹ ÇÂÔ¹ ×¹ð Ç×ÁÅé¹ °  ìåÅÂÆÍÍ
Üé éÅéÕ Çìé¹ °  ÁÅêÅ ÚÆéË Çîà Ë é í Ìî ÕÆ ÕÅÂÆÍÍÜé éÅéÕ Çìé¹ °  ÁÅêÅ ÚÆéË Çîà Ë é í Ìî ÕÆ ÕÅÂÆÍÍÜé éÅéÕ Çìé¹ °  ÁÅêÅ ÚÆéË Çîà Ë é í Ìî ÕÆ ÕÅÂÆÍÍÜé éÅéÕ Çìé¹ °  ÁÅêÅ ÚÆéË Çîà Ë é í Ìî ÕÆ ÕÅÂÆÍÍÜé éÅéÕ Çìé¹ °  ÁÅêÅ ÚÆéË Çîà Ë é í Ìî ÕÆ ÕÅÂÆÍÍ

AMg  - FHD - FHD - FHD - FHD - FHD
The person who has made this research successfully and

whose third eye or other eyes have opened; in whom intuition
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has developed, that person starts abiding always in God. Even
in the background of the crops in the fields he sees God all
prevading.

Guru Nanak went to China. Many people assembled
around him. Some of them were also devotees of saints under
the influence of  Tibet. They prayed for a sermon with which
they could achieve easy salvation. His Holiness, the guru, said,
“Look! I would tell you only two things. You remember them.
Only two things.”

“Tell us, great sir. Be kind” they said.

His Holiness, the guru, told them, “You should cease
seeing like dogs. You should see like lions.” With this the
discourse was finished. All sitting there, including high
intellectuals, were astonished and they tried to know as to
how dogs and lions differed in seeing things. They again
requested Guru Nanak to further clarify his advice. Then His
Holiness, the guru, said, “Look! if  you beat a dog with a
stick, it does not approach the person who has struck. It
catches the stick. If the brick is thrown on the dog, it catches
the brick. It does not run towards the man who hits it with
a brick. Contrarily the lion jumps at the person who hits it
with arrow or anything else. His attention is towards the
actor.” Even this clarification did not satisfy them and they
prayed for more clarification. On this His Holiness, the guru,
said, “Behind this universe which is visible to you; including
mountains; rivers; good people and bad people, and whatever
you see there is Some One, See Him”. Before the creation
of  this universe only Waheguru or God existed. At that time
there was no mammon (maya), Shakti, Shiva, Brahma or
Vishnu. There were no goddesses. There was no air, fire, sky
or time. There was God alone. He thought of creating the
world and for that motive He manifested Himself" -

“Nirankar (Formless) assumed the form and called Himself
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Ekankar boundless.”

Çéð ³ÕÅð ÁÅÕÅð ÕÇð Â ¶Õ ³ÕÅð ÁêÅð ÃçÅÇÂÁÅÍÍÇéð³ÕÅð ÁÅÕÅð ÕÇð Â ¶Õ ³ÕÅð ÁêÅð ÃçÅÇÂÁÅÍÍÇéð³ÕÅð ÁÅÕÅð ÕÇð Â ¶Õ ³ÕÅð ÁêÅð ÃçÅÇÂÁÅÍÍÇéð³ÕÅð ÁÅÕÅð ÕÇð Â ¶Õ ³ÕÅð ÁêÅð ÃçÅÇÂÁÅÍÍÇéð³ÕÅð ÁÅÕÅð ÕÇð Â ¶Õ ³ÕÅð ÁêÅð ÃçÅÇÂÁÅÍÍ
íÅÂÆ ×¹ðçÅÃ ÜÆ, òÅð CI/BíÅÂÆ ×¹ðçÅÃ ÜÆ, òÅð CI/BíÅÂÆ ×¹ðçÅÃ ÜÆ, òÅð CI/BíÅÂÆ ×¹ðçÅÃ ÜÆ, òÅð CI/BíÅÂÆ ×¹ðçÅÃ ÜÆ, òÅð CI/B

Guru Nanak symbolised Ekankar by writing “1” (one)
as a prefix. It is the form of  Nirankar when He started the
creation of the universe. As a man meditates in his house,
while sitting in Samadhi, he is different, but when he goes
out of  the house to attend to his official duty, he is called
by his designation like secretary or superintendent. He is not
addressed by his name. Similarly when Nirankar started the
creation of the universe. He was called “Ekankar”.

“Nirankar assumed the form and called Himself Ekankar,
the one boundless Being.”

Çéð ³ÕÅð ÁÅÕÅð Ô ¯ÇÂ Â ¶Õ ¿ÕÅð ÁêÅð ÃçÅïÅÍÍÇéð³ÕÅð ÁÅÕÅð Ô ¯ÇÂ Â ¶Õ ¿ÕÅð ÁêÅð ÃçÅïÅÍÍÇéð³ÕÅð ÁÅÕÅð Ô ¯ÇÂ Â ¶Õ ¿ÕÅð ÁêÅð ÃçÅïÅÍÍÇéð³ÕÅð ÁÅÕÅð Ô ¯ÇÂ Â ¶Õ ¿ÕÅð ÁêÅð ÃçÅïÅÍÍÇéð³ÕÅð ÁÅÕÅð Ô ¯ÇÂ Â ¶Õ ¿ÕÅð ÁêÅð ÃçÅïÅÍÍ
íÅÂÆ ×¹ðçÅÃ ÜÆ, òÅð BF/BíÅÂÆ ×¹ðçÅÃ ÜÆ, òÅð BF/BíÅÂÆ ×¹ðçÅÃ ÜÆ, òÅð BF/BíÅÂÆ ×¹ðçÅÃ ÜÆ, òÅð BF/BíÅÂÆ ×¹ðçÅÃ ÜÆ, òÅð BF/B

What further happened from Ekankar? It is said -
“With One Word Thou didst effect the world’s expansion.”

ÕÆåÅ êÃÅÀ° Â ¶Õ ¯ ÕòÅÀ°ÍÍÕÆåÅ êÃÅÀ° Â ¶Õ ¯ ÕòÅÀ°ÍÍÕÆåÅ êÃÅÀ° Â ¶Õ ¯ ÕòÅÀ°ÍÍÕÆåÅ êÃÅÀ° Â ¶Õ ¯ ÕòÅÀ°ÍÍÕÆåÅ êÃÅÀ° Â ¶Õ ¯ ÕòÅÀ°ÍÍ           AMg  - C - C - C - C - C
The world emerged with only one sound. The Christians

do reach God, but they also say, “There was Logos before
the creation of universe, that was within God. There was a
word when there was no other existence". The Muslims also
say that there was one word when God had not created the
universe as yet. Hindu religion believes that there was Maya
with three attributes along with God. Soul also existed
alongwith the two. Some Shastras also say that Maya and soul
were not there. Only God and Maya existed simultaneously.
But with the reflection of God on Maya soul came into
existence. But Guru Ji says that there should be no delusion.
But for God there was none else. From Nirankar came the
sound of  the word and God called Himself  “Ekankar”. We
understand the “Dhuni” very well. The playing on harmonium
or sounding the conch-shell or blowing the bugle create some
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tunes. But perpetual tune or sound is called Dhuni. From
Nirankar, He became Ekankar and the sound of one word
emerged. Guru Gobind Singh, the Tenth Guru says -

“First of all the word Oankar was uttered by Him.”

êÌæî úÁ³ÕÅð Çåé ÕÔÅ ..........................ÍêÌæî úÁ³ÕÅð Çåé ÕÔÅ ..........................ÍêÌæî úÁ³ÕÅð Çåé ÕÔÅ ..........................ÍêÌæî úÁ³ÕÅð Çåé ÕÔÅ ..........................ÍêÌæî úÁ³ÕÅð Çåé ÕÔÅ ..........................Í
First of all utterance of the word Onkar took place and

that sound of  the word pervades the whole universe.

That “Dhuni” called Oankar pervades within you, within
me and within all. Bhai Gurdas says -

From Ekankar emerged Oankar, the word sound; and the
world was created."

Â¶Õ ³ÕÅðÔ¹ Ãìç è¹é úÁ³ÕÅð ÁÕÅð ìéÅÇÂÁÅÍÂ ¶Õ ³ÕÅðÔ¹ Ãìç è¹é úÁ³ÕÅð ÁÕÅð ìéÅÇÂÁÅÍÂ ¶Õ ³ÕÅðÔ¹ Ãìç è¹é úÁ³ÕÅð ÁÕÅð ìéÅÇÂÁÅÍÂ ¶Õ ³ÕÅðÔ¹ Ãìç è¹é úÁ³ÕÅð ÁÕÅð ìéÅÇÂÁÅÍÂ ¶Õ ³ÕÅðÔ¹ Ãìç è¹é úÁ³ÕÅð ÁÕÅð ìéÅÇÂÁÅÍ
íÅÂÆ ×¹ðçÅÃ ÜÆ, òÅð BF/BíÅÂÆ ×¹ðçÅÃ ÜÆ, òÅð BF/BíÅÂÆ ×¹ðçÅÃ ÜÆ, òÅð BF/BíÅÂÆ ×¹ðçÅÃ ÜÆ, òÅð BF/BíÅÂÆ ×¹ðçÅÃ ÜÆ, òÅð BF/B

There is no difference between Oankar and Ekankar.
Both are God. Therefore Guru Nanak used the figure “1”
before Oankar to avoid any confusion between Oankar and
Ekankar. Both are the same. He said ÒÒýÓÓ (Ikonkar) from
this whole creation took place. Guru Nanak says that the
creation should be considered as if some one hurls brick or
stone. The lion's mentality is to see God in the back ground
of creation. The Creator of the whole universe is also
present within us all. Now what is our role? We have reached
the stage of man by passing through 83,99,999 species like
dogs and cats. With great difficulty we have been able to
obtain human form. Many do not know this reality. They do
not have time to ponder over the fact of their becoming a
human being. They believe their birth from the moment they
came out of the womb of the mother and they will be
finished with their death. But it is not so.

We have the experience of  the existence of  ghosts. It is
said that so and so has entered the body of a person and
speaks. If  someone exists as a ghost only then he speaks. So
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he is not finished or dead. Guru Ji says -
“This soul is not perishable.”

îðäÔÅð ¹ ÇÂÔ¹ ÜÆÁðÅ éÅÔÆÍÍîðäÔÅð ¹ ÇÂÔ¹ ÜÆÁðÅ éÅÔÆÍÍîðäÔÅð ¹ ÇÂÔ¹ ÜÆÁðÅ éÅÔÆÍÍîðäÔÅð ¹ ÇÂÔ¹ ÜÆÁðÅ éÅÔÆÍÍîðäÔÅð ¹ ÇÂÔ¹ ÜÆÁðÅ éÅÔÆÍÍ AMg  - AHH - AHH - AHH - AHH - AHH
The soul was alive even before taking human birth. The

Tenth Guru Maharaj Ji has said that before coming into this
world he was united with God after severe meditation on the
mountain of Hem Kunt. From there God sent him to this
world because superstition dominated the world and basic
human rights had been crushed. Wrong thoughts had emerged.
God ordained him to preach justice and Dharam in this world.
Just consider as to how irreligious deeds were being done in
the name of  religion before the coming of  Guru Gobind
Singh!

Babur invaded India and demolished the Hindu Temples
in Mathura and burnt the precious libraries. His army captured
one lac men, women, children, old and young from the
villages and sought the order of Babur to deal with them. In
those days the young were separated from others and made
slaves. The young girls were sent to Afghanistan, Iran and
Tashkand, where they were auctioned and sold very cheap.
A girl could be purchased with modern rupees two hundred
to three hundred. Their illegitimate children had no rights. All
this was considered religious. Babur said to his army that he
wanted to please his Allah-Tala (God). So, all those people
should be massacred from morning to evening before his eyes.
The captives were accordingly lined up. Many people came
forward for their massacre. The captives were made to place
their necks on the wood and those were hacked. Babur
himself  wrote in Tauzak-e-Babri that due to profuse bleeding
of infidels he had to shift his tent thrice from near the place
of massacre. Is it really religious as claimed by Babur or
irreligious? The readers may decide themselves. It is written
in Guru Granth Sahib that O devotees! not to talk of
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murdering the innocent men you should not even kill any
living being. You should not kill them for eating as God has
provided you with various other foods. Killing animals is
irreligious. Guru Ji says that if  killing of  living being is
religious then what else shall be called irreligious?

“Thou killest life and deemest that as religious act;
Thou tell me then, O my brother, what calls thou an
irreligious act?”

ÜÆÁ ìèÔ¹ Ã ¹ èðî¹ ÕÇð æÅêÔ¹..............ÍÍ ÜÆÁ ìèÔ¹ Ã ¹ èðî¹ ÕÇð æÅêÔ¹..............ÍÍ ÜÆÁ ìèÔ¹ Ã ¹ èðî¹ ÕÇð æÅêÔ¹..............ÍÍ ÜÆÁ ìèÔ¹ Ã ¹ èðî¹ ÕÇð æÅêÔ¹..............ÍÍ ÜÆÁ ìèÔ¹ Ã ¹ èðî¹ ÕÇð æÅêÔ¹..............ÍÍ AMg  - AA@C - AA@C - AA@C - AA@C - AA@C
Guru Ji regrets that despite killing living being man calls

himself as Muni (sage) or Paras (precious stone which
converts metals into gold) or excellent Sikhs. Who should then
be called a butcher?

“Thou callest thyself an excellent sage
Then whom callest thou a butcher?”

ÁÅêÃ ÕÀ° î ¹ Çéòð ÕÇð æÅêÔ¹ÍÍÁÅêÃ ÕÀ° î ¹ Çéòð ÕÇð æÅêÔ¹ÍÍÁÅêÃ ÕÀ° î ¹ Çéòð ÕÇð æÅêÔ¹ÍÍÁÅêÃ ÕÀ° î ¹ Çéòð ÕÇð æÅêÔ¹ÍÍÁÅêÃ ÕÀ° î ¹ Çéòð ÕÇð æÅêÔ¹ÍÍ
ÕÅ ÕÀ° ÕÔÔ¹ ÕÃÅÂÆ¨ÕÅ ÕÀ° ÕÔÔ¹ ÕÃÅÂÆ¨ÕÅ ÕÀ° ÕÔÔ¹ ÕÃÅÂÆ¨ÕÅ ÕÀ° ÕÔÔ¹ ÕÃÅÂÆ¨ÕÅ ÕÀ° ÕÔÔ¹ ÕÃÅÂÆ¨ AMg  - AA@C - AA@C - AA@C - AA@C - AA@C

Sikh religion believes in happy living and permitting
others to live likewise. The person who cannot give life, has
no right to eat animals. Kabir Ji says -

“Kabir sublime is the meal of rice and pulse boiled together,
wherein there is delicious salt;
Who will have his throat cut for eating meat with his
bread.”

ÕìÆð Ö Èì ¹  ÖÅéÅ ÖÆÚðÆ ÜÅ îÇÔ Á¿Çî Ìå ¹ °  ñ ¯é ¹ ° ÍÍÕìÆð Ö Èì ¹  ÖÅéÅ ÖÆÚðÆ ÜÅ îÇÔ Á¿Çî Ìå ¹ °  ñ ¯é ¹ ° ÍÍÕìÆð Ö Èì ¹  ÖÅéÅ ÖÆÚðÆ ÜÅ îÇÔ Á¿Çî Ìå ¹ °  ñ ¯é ¹ ° ÍÍÕìÆð Ö Èì ¹  ÖÅéÅ ÖÆÚðÆ ÜÅ îÇÔ Á¿Çî Ìå ¹ °  ñ ¯é ¹ ° ÍÍÕìÆð Ö Èì ¹  ÖÅéÅ ÖÆÚðÆ ÜÅ îÇÔ Á¿Çî Ìå ¹ °  ñ ¯é ¹ ° ÍÍ
Ô ¶ðÅ ð ¯àÆ ÕÅðé¶ ×ñÅ ÕàÅòË ÕÀ°é ¹ ° ÍÍÔ ¶ðÅ ð ¯àÆ ÕÅðé¶ ×ñÅ ÕàÅòË ÕÀ°é ¹ ° ÍÍÔ ¶ðÅ ð ¯àÆ ÕÅðé¶ ×ñÅ ÕàÅòË ÕÀ°é ¹ ° ÍÍÔ ¶ðÅ ð ¯àÆ ÕÅðé¶ ×ñÅ ÕàÅòË ÕÀ°é ¹ ° ÍÍÔ ¶ðÅ ð ¯àÆ ÕÅðé¶ ×ñÅ ÕàÅòË ÕÀ°é ¹ ° ÍÍ                AMg  - ACGD - ACGD - ACGD - ACGD - ACGD

“Hera” is game's meat cooked and eaten. His Holiness,
the guru, says, "O devotees! there is no equal of  simple meal.
It generates “satva” (Truthful) nature. It takes man towards
“Dharam” and mercy. Without mercy “Dharam” cannot be
achieved." About mercy, Guru Ji says -

“(The mythical) bull is piety, the offspring of compassion.”
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è½« èðî¹ çÇÂÁÅ ÕÅ ê Èå °¨è ½« èðî¹ çÇÂÁÅ ÕÅ ê Èå °¨è ½« èðî¹ çÇÂÁÅ ÕÅ ê Èå °¨è ½« èðî¹ çÇÂÁÅ ÕÅ ê Èå °¨è ½« èðî¹ çÇÂÁÅ ÕÅ ê Èå °¨ AMg  - C - C - C - C - C
Dharam is the son of  mercy. Nothing is left in the mind

from which mercy flees.

So, this religion (Islam) believed that by hacking one lakh
innocent people, God could be pleased. Babur wrote that after
the massacre of one lakh infidels God became very much
pleased with him. Murdering children in the laps of their
mothers, killing the aged, hacking the throats of young girls,
brothers, youngsters and destroying the villages Babur was
happy because he had killed people of the other religion.
This he called religion a sacred duty.

God asked Guru Gobind Singh, “You go and stop people
doing foolish deeds in the name of  religion or otherwise.” So,
Guru Gobind Singh himself  wrote -

“For this purpose I came to the world; sages all may
understand in their minds.”

ïÅÔÆ ÕÅÜ èðÅ Ôî Üéî³¨ïÅÔÆ ÕÅÜ èðÅ Ôî Üéî³¨ïÅÔÆ ÕÅÜ èðÅ Ôî Üéî³¨ïÅÔÆ ÕÅÜ èðÅ Ôî Üéî³¨ïÅÔÆ ÕÅÜ èðÅ Ôî Üéî³¨
ÃîÞ ñ¶Ô ¹  ÃÅè È Ãí îéî³¨ÃîÞ ñ¶Ô ¹  ÃÅè È Ãí îéî³¨ÃîÞ ñ¶Ô ¹  ÃÅè È Ãí îéî³¨ÃîÞ ñ¶Ô ¹  ÃÅè È Ãí îéî³¨ÃîÞ ñ¶Ô ¹  ÃÅè È Ãí îéî³¨   (ìÇÚåz éÅàÕ)  (ìÇÚåz éÅàÕ)  (ìÇÚåz éÅàÕ)  (ìÇÚåz éÅàÕ)  (ìÇÚåz éÅàÕ)

Everybody may understand, “I have come to spread
religion, and encourage the way of  the life of  saints.”
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Discourse - III

I was referring to the views of some people who believe
that before their present birth they did not exist and their
death shall be their end. They may read the sermons of  Guru
Gobind Singh that he had assumed birth for doing a particular
job and after doing the same he shall leave his body. If  the
death of a man is really his end then what is the use of the
prayer held after death? We should understand this issue
properly. Now I have to say that we should look to our past
and know as to from where we have come. Guru Ji says -

“Hear, O man, who art thou and where comest thou from?
Even this much thou knowest not that how long thou hast to
stay here. Thou hast no tidings regarding your departure.”

Ã¹éÔ¹ ð ¶  å ± ÕÀ°é ° ÕÔÅ å¶ ÁÅÇÂú¨Ã¹éÔ¹ ð ¶  å ± ÕÀ°é ° ÕÔÅ å¶ ÁÅÇÂú¨Ã¹éÔ¹ ð ¶  å ± ÕÀ°é ° ÕÔÅ å¶ ÁÅÇÂú¨Ã¹éÔ¹ ð ¶  å ± ÕÀ°é ° ÕÔÅ å¶ ÁÅÇÂú¨Ã¹éÔ¹ ð ¶  å ± ÕÀ°é ° ÕÔÅ å¶ ÁÅÇÂú¨
Â¶åÆ é ÜÅéÀ° Õ ¶åÆÕ î ¹çÇå Úñå¶ ÖìÇð é êÅÇÂúÍÍÂ ¶åÆ é ÜÅéÀ° Õ ¶åÆÕ î ¹çÇå Úñå¶ ÖìÇð é êÅÇÂúÍÍÂ ¶åÆ é ÜÅéÀ° Õ ¶åÆÕ î ¹çÇå Úñå¶ ÖìÇð é êÅÇÂúÍÍÂ ¶åÆ é ÜÅéÀ° Õ ¶åÆÕ î ¹çÇå Úñå¶ ÖìÇð é êÅÇÂúÍÍÂ ¶åÆ é ÜÅéÀ° Õ ¶åÆÕ î ¹çÇå Úñå¶ ÖìÇð é êÅÇÂúÍÍ

     AMg  - III - III - III - III - III
We do not know since when we are in circulation of

births. But Guru Ji makes the disclosure -
“Grown weary of wandering
about for many yugas (time cycle).”

Çëðå Çëðå ìÔ¹å¶ Ü¹× ÔÅÇðú....ÍÍÇëðå Çëðå ìÔ¹å¶ Ü¹× ÔÅÇðú....ÍÍÇëðå Çëðå ìÔ¹å¶ Ü¹× ÔÅÇðú....ÍÍÇëðå Çëðå ìÔ¹å¶ Ü¹× ÔÅÇðú....ÍÍÇëðå Çëðå ìÔ¹å¶ Ü¹× ÔÅÇðú....ÍÍ      AMg  - III - III - III - III - III
This duration is not short. Had he given account of four

yugas (time cycles), then we could say that we have had been
in circulation for the last 43 lakhs and twenty thousand years.
But Guru Ji says about so many yugas, hundreds of  yugas
and thousands of  yugas. If  this duration was of  one thousand
yugas, even then the account has not been given by Guru
Ji, it comes to four billion and thrity two million years. The
age of  the universe was also asked from Guru Nanak. But
he said that no one was in the knowledge of this fact -

“Neither the yogi nor any one else knows the lunar day, week
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day, season and the month. The Creator who creates the
world, He Himself knows (the time).

ÇæÇå òÅð ¹ é Ü¯×Æ ÜÅäË ð ¹ Çå îÅÔ ¹ éÅ Õ¯ÂÆÍÍÇæÇå òÅð ¹ é Ü¯×Æ ÜÅäË ð ¹ Çå îÅÔ ¹ éÅ Õ¯ÂÆÍÍÇæÇå òÅð ¹ é Ü¯×Æ ÜÅäË ð ¹ Çå îÅÔ ¹ éÅ Õ¯ÂÆÍÍÇæÇå òÅð ¹ é Ü¯×Æ ÜÅäË ð ¹ Çå îÅÔ ¹ éÅ Õ¯ÂÆÍÍÇæÇå òÅð ¹ é Ü¯×Æ ÜÅäË ð ¹ Çå îÅÔ ¹ éÅ Õ¯ÂÆÍÍ
ÜÅ ÕðåÅ ÇÃðáÆ ÕÀ° ÃÅÜ¶ ÁÅê ¶ ÜÅäË Ã ¯ÂÆÍÍÜÅ ÕðåÅ ÇÃðáÆ ÕÀ° ÃÅÜ¶ ÁÅê ¶ ÜÅäË Ã ¯ÂÆÍÍÜÅ ÕðåÅ ÇÃðáÆ ÕÀ° ÃÅÜ¶ ÁÅê ¶ ÜÅäË Ã ¯ÂÆÍÍÜÅ ÕðåÅ ÇÃðáÆ ÕÀ° ÃÅÜ¶ ÁÅê ¶ ÜÅäË Ã ¯ÂÆÍÍÜÅ ÕðåÅ ÇÃðáÆ ÕÀ° ÃÅÜ¶ ÁÅê ¶ ÜÅäË Ã ¯ÂÆÍÍ          AMg  - D - D - D - D - D

It is beyond accounting. At that moment did not exist.
The sun, the moon, the stars and time came into existence
later. About their coming into existence is known to God.
Similarly no one knows about the number of universes, the
number of  skies and the number of  under worlds. We are
moving under the management of  the Master but Guru Ji can
tell us as to how many and what kind of births we took.
He says -

“Many times we took the births of a worm and a moth.”

ÕÂÆ Üéî íÂ¶ ÕÆà êå³×ÅÍÍÕÂÆ Üéî íÂ¶ ÕÆà êå³×ÅÍÍÕÂÆ Üéî íÂ¶ ÕÆà êå³×ÅÍÍÕÂÆ Üéî íÂ¶ ÕÆà êå³×ÅÍÍÕÂÆ Üéî íÂ¶ ÕÆà êå³×ÅÍÍ AMg  - AGF - AGF - AGF - AGF - AGF
Seeing the insects we can visualize our plight. We were

just like them in our previous births.

Once Vashisht Ji and several Rishis (sages) and Munis
(seers) were sitting with Sri Ram Chander. Holy assembly was
being held, Vashisht Ji was delivering the discourse. Just by
coincidence Sri Ram Chander saw an insect. Seeing that
insect Sri Ram Chander gave a loud hearty laugh with
clapping of  his hands. The attention of  the holy assembly was
diverted towards him. Vashisht Ji closed the discourse and
said, “O Ram Ji! why have you laughed so loudly? Have I
committed some error or is there some fault in the discourse?”
Ram Ji said, “No! Gurdev I just laughed to see this insect.”
Vashisht Ji desired to know the cause; and Sri Ram said,
“You may see yourself.” Then Vashisht Ji saw the insect
carefully and found that the insect had only front legs. It did
not have the hind legs. It was trying to climb the wall but
fell down repeatedly after brief  climb. After that Vashisht Ji
again remarked, “There is nothing to laugh at the insect. It
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is quite natural that the insect falls while climbing as it is
without hind legs. You tell us the real cause of  your
laughing.” In reply Sri Ram said, “Vashisht Ji! this insect has
already enjoyed the throne of  god Indra for fourteen times.
But he always fell from his high position and entered the
circle of transmigration. This fool desires the status of Indra
again. It does not desire its salvation whereafter coming into
births ceases.” So, this example or citation tells us that we
do not know as to how many births we have already taken.
When our turn of becoming human being comes we are
overshadowed by mammon (maya). Bad thoughts of  hostility,
lust, wrath, greed, attachment, pride, desire, slandering, back
biting and jealousy eclipse our mind. In this race, His
Holiness, the guru says, short life of  man comes to an end -

“Enmity, strife, lust, wrath, worldly love falsehood, sin,
excessive greed and deceit.
In their ways man has passed away many lives
O Lord, redeem Nanak, by showing Thine mercy.”

ìËð Çìð ¯è ÕÅî ´¯è î ¯ÔÍÍÞ Èá ÇìÕÅð îÔÅ ñ¯í è Ì ¯ÔÍÍì Ëð Çìð ¯è ÕÅî ´¯è î ¯ÔÍÍÞ Èá ÇìÕÅð îÔÅ ñ¯í è Ì ¯ÔÍÍì Ëð Çìð ¯è ÕÅî ´¯è î ¯ÔÍÍÞ Èá ÇìÕÅð îÔÅ ñ¯í è Ì ¯ÔÍÍì Ëð Çìð ¯è ÕÅî ´¯è î ¯ÔÍÍÞ Èá ÇìÕÅð îÔÅ ñ¯í è Ì ¯ÔÍÍì Ëð Çìð ¯è ÕÅî ´¯è î ¯ÔÍÍÞ Èá ÇìÕÅð îÔÅ ñ¯í è Ì ¯ÔÍÍ
ÇÂÁÅÔÈ Ü ¹×Çå ÇìÔÅé¶ ÕÂÆ ÜéîÍÍÇÂÁÅÔÈ Ü ¹×Çå ÇìÔÅé¶ ÕÂÆ ÜéîÍÍÇÂÁÅÔÈ Ü ¹×Çå ÇìÔÅé¶ ÕÂÆ ÜéîÍÍÇÂÁÅÔÈ Ü ¹×Çå ÇìÔÅé¶ ÕÂÆ ÜéîÍÍÇÂÁÅÔÈ Ü ¹×Çå ÇìÔÅé¶ ÕÂÆ ÜéîÍÍ
éÅéÕ ðÅÇÖ ñ¶Ô ¹  ÁÅêé ÕÇð ÕðîÍÍéÅéÕ ðÅÇÖ ñ¶Ô ¹  ÁÅêé ÕÇð ÕðîÍÍéÅéÕ ðÅÇÖ ñ¶Ô ¹  ÁÅêé ÕÇð ÕðîÍÍéÅéÕ ðÅÇÖ ñ¶Ô ¹  ÁÅêé ÕÇð ÕðîÍÍéÅéÕ ðÅÇÖ ñ¶Ô ¹  ÁÅêé ÕÇð ÕðîÍÍ AMg  - BFG - BFG - BFG - BFG - BFG

Due to this conduct man again enters the circle of births
and deaths in various species. His Holiness, the guru, says -

“We assumed the forms of numerous trees and plants and
many times we were born as beasts.”

Õ¶å¶ ð ¹Ö ÇìðÖ Ôî ÚÆé¶ Õ ¶å ¶ êÃÈ À °êÅÂ ¶ÍÍÕ¶å ¶ ð ¹Ö ÇìðÖ Ôî ÚÆé¶ Õ ¶å ¶ êÃÈ À °êÅÂ ¶ÍÍÕ¶å ¶ ð ¹Ö ÇìðÖ Ôî ÚÆé¶ Õ ¶å ¶ êÃÈ À °êÅÂ ¶ÍÍÕ¶å ¶ ð ¹Ö ÇìðÖ Ôî ÚÆé¶ Õ ¶å ¶ êÃÈ À °êÅÂ ¶ÍÍÕ¶å ¶ ð ¹Ö ÇìðÖ Ôî ÚÆé¶ Õ ¶å ¶ êÃÈ À °êÅÂ ¶ÍÍ AMg  - AEF - AEF - AEF - AEF - AEF
There are 24 lakh types of  trees. We are aware of  one or
two hundred types. Through 24 lakh trees man has to pass
through. Similarly there are four lakh types of
animals -

“So many beasts through we passed.”

.................Õ¶å¶ êÃÈ À°êÅÂ ¶ÍÍ.................Õ¶å¶ êÃÈ À°êÅÂ ¶ÍÍ.................Õ¶å¶ êÃÈ À°êÅÂ ¶ÍÍ.................Õ¶å¶ êÃÈ À°êÅÂ ¶ÍÍ.................Õ¶å¶ êÃÈ À°êÅÂ ¶ÍÍ AMg  - AEF - AEF - AEF - AEF - AEF
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There are seven and half lakhs of reptiles -
“Many times we entered the family of serpents.”

Õ¶å¶ éÅ× Õ°ñÆ îÇÔ ÁÅÂ¶........ÍÍÕ¶å ¶ éÅ× Õ°ñÆ îÇÔ ÁÅÂ¶........ÍÍÕ¶å ¶ éÅ× Õ°ñÆ îÇÔ ÁÅÂ¶........ÍÍÕ¶å ¶ éÅ× Õ°ñÆ îÇÔ ÁÅÂ¶........ÍÍÕ¶å ¶ éÅ× Õ°ñÆ îÇÔ ÁÅÂ¶........ÍÍ AMg  - AEF - AEF - AEF - AEF - AEF
There are seven and half lakhs of birds flying with

feathers. The others live in water and their number is forty
two lakhs. Half  of  the world resides in the sea and half
outside. Through all man has to pass through -

“Many times we took the births of a worm and a moth. In
several births thou wert an elephant, a fish and a deer. In
several births thou became a bird and a snake.”

ÕÂÆ Üéî íÂ¶ ÕÆà êå³×ÅÍÍÕÂÆ Üéî íÂ¶ ÕÆà êå³×ÅÍÍÕÂÆ Üéî íÂ¶ ÕÆà êå³×ÅÍÍÕÂÆ Üéî íÂ¶ ÕÆà êå³×ÅÍÍÕÂÆ Üéî íÂ¶ ÕÆà êå³×ÅÍÍ
ÕÂÆ Üéî ×Ü îÆé Õ¹ °ð ¿×ÅÍÍÕÂÆ Üéî ×Ü îÆé Õ¹ °ð ¿×ÅÍÍÕÂÆ Üéî ×Ü îÆé Õ¹ °ð ¿×ÅÍÍÕÂÆ Üéî ×Ü îÆé Õ¹ °ð ¿×ÅÍÍÕÂÆ Üéî ×Ü îÆé Õ¹ °ð ¿×ÅÍÍ
ÕÂÆ Üéî ê¿ÖÆ Ãðê Ô ¯ÇÂúÍÍÕÂÆ Üéî ê¿ÖÆ Ãðê Ô ¯ÇÂúÍÍÕÂÆ Üéî ê¿ÖÆ Ãðê Ô ¯ÇÂúÍÍÕÂÆ Üéî ê¿ÖÆ Ãðê Ô ¯ÇÂúÍÍÕÂÆ Üéî ê¿ÖÆ Ãðê Ô ¯ÇÂúÍÍ AMg  - AGF - AGF - AGF - AGF - AGF

Man became elephant, fish and deer -
“In several births thou wert yoked as a horse and an ox.”

ÕÂÆ Üéî ÔËòð Çì ÌÖ Ü¯ÇÂúÍÍÕÂÆ Üéî ÔËòð Çì ÌÖ Ü¯ÇÂúÍÍÕÂÆ Üéî ÔËòð Çì ÌÖ Ü¯ÇÂúÍÍÕÂÆ Üéî ÔËòð Çì ÌÖ Ü¯ÇÂúÍÍÕÂÆ Üéî ÔËòð Çì ÌÖ Ü¯ÇÂúÍÍ AMg  - AGF - AGF - AGF - AGF - AGF
Many times man became cattle and many times horses -

“In many births thou wert created in rocks and mountains.”

ÕÂÆ Üéî ÃËñ Ç×Çð ÕÇðÁÅÍÍÕÂÆ Üéî ÃËñ Ç×Çð ÕÇðÁÅÍÍÕÂÆ Üéî ÃËñ Ç×Çð ÕÇðÁÅÍÍÕÂÆ Üéî ÃËñ Ç×Çð ÕÇðÁÅÍÍÕÂÆ Üéî ÃËñ Ç×Çð ÕÇðÁÅÍÍ AMg  - AGF - AGF - AGF - AGF - AGF
It is said that man remained asleep as stone.

“Meet the Lord of the Universe. This is the time to meet.”

Çî« Ü×çÆÃ Çîñé ÕÆ ìðÆÁÅÍÍÇî« Ü×çÆÃ Çîñé ÕÆ ìðÆÁÅÍÍÇî« Ü×çÆÃ Çîñé ÕÆ ìðÆÁÅÍÍÇî« Ü×çÆÃ Çîñé ÕÆ ìðÆÁÅÍÍÇî« Ü×çÆÃ Çîñé ÕÆ ìðÆÁÅÍÍ AMg  - AGF - AGF - AGF - AGF - AGF
What is to be done now? Now is the opportune time to meet
the Lord and man must endeavour to meet Him -

“After a long time this human body is fashioned.”

ÇÚð ³ÕÅñ ÇÂÔ ç¶Ô Ã ³ÜðÆÁÅÍÍÇÚð³ÕÅñ ÇÂÔ ç¶Ô Ã ³ÜðÆÁÅÍÍÇÚð³ÕÅñ ÇÂÔ ç¶Ô Ã ³ÜðÆÁÅÍÍÇÚð³ÕÅñ ÇÂÔ ç¶Ô Ã ³ÜðÆÁÅÍÍÇÚð³ÕÅñ ÇÂÔ ç¶Ô Ã ³ÜðÆÁÅÍÍ AMg  - AGF - AGF - AGF - AGF - AGF
Now the serious and the wise man shall be stunned to

hear that he became man after the births of  cats and dogs.
His time is passing. What is going to happen after this life is
completed? That wise man puts these questions to himself
and looks for the saint for suitable answers.
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The devotees prayed to Bhagat Trilochan to know as to
what would happen to them if they could not do the needful
during the human incarnation. He replied that they would get
the next incarnation in accordance with their desires. The
devotees prayed again for more clarification. He said, “Look!
the man remains concerned with wealth for the whole of his
life. If this wealth anxiety continues till the last breath of
the man, he is sure to be reborn as snake.” -

“After the last moment, he who thinks of wealth and dies in
such thought, is born again and again as the serpent species.
O sister, do not ever forget the Name of the Master of the
world.”

Á¿Çå ÕÅÇñ Ü¯ ñÛîÆ ÇÃîðË ÁËÃÆ ÇÚ ¿åÅ îÇÔ Ü¶ îð ËÍÍÁ¿Çå ÕÅÇñ Ü¯ ñÛîÆ ÇÃîðË ÁËÃÆ ÇÚ ¿åÅ îÇÔ Ü¶ îð ËÍÍÁ¿Çå ÕÅÇñ Ü¯ ñÛîÆ ÇÃîðË ÁËÃÆ ÇÚ ¿åÅ îÇÔ Ü¶ îð ËÍÍÁ¿Çå ÕÅÇñ Ü¯ ñÛîÆ ÇÃîðË ÁËÃÆ ÇÚ ¿åÅ îÇÔ Ü¶ îð ËÍÍÁ¿Çå ÕÅÇñ Ü¯ ñÛîÆ ÇÃîðË ÁËÃÆ ÇÚ ¿åÅ îÇÔ Ü¶ îð ËÍÍ
Ãðê Ü¯Çé òÇñ òÇñ ÁÀ°åðËÍÍÃðê Ü¯Çé òÇñ òÇñ ÁÀ°åðËÍÍÃðê Ü¯Çé òÇñ òÇñ ÁÀ°åðËÍÍÃðê Ü¯Çé òÇñ òÇñ ÁÀ°åðËÍÍÃðê Ü¯Çé òÇñ òÇñ ÁÀ°åðËÍÍ
ÁðÆ ìÅÂÆ ×¯Çì ¿ç éÅî¹ îÇå ìÆÃðËÍÍÁðÆ ìÅÂÆ ×¯Çì ¿ç éÅî¹ îÇå ìÆÃðËÍÍÁðÆ ìÅÂÆ ×¯Çì ¿ç éÅî¹ îÇå ìÆÃðËÍÍÁðÆ ìÅÂÆ ×¯Çì ¿ç éÅî¹ îÇå ìÆÃðËÍÍÁðÆ ìÅÂÆ ×¯Çì ¿ç éÅî¹ îÇå ìÆÃðËÍÍ      AMg  - EBF - EBF - EBF - EBF - EBF

“Similarly if the man dies in the thought of his wife or
a woman, he will take next birth in the house of dealers of
prostitutes. If  the man dies issueless and is worried that his
property shall be occupied by his relations who had been
abusing and reprimanding him. He does not entrust his
property to a good welfare organisation for the construction
of a school or hospital. He dies with the anxiety that his
property shall be possessed by the above mentioned relations.
Regarding such a person Bhagat Ji says -

“At the last moment; who thinks of mansions and if he dies
in such thought, he is born again and as a goblin.”

Á¿Çå ÕÅÇñ Ü¯ î ¿çð ÇÃîðË ÁËÃÆ ÇÚ ¿åÅ îÇÔ Ü¶ îð ËÍÍÁ¿Çå ÕÅÇñ Ü¯ î ¿çð ÇÃîðË ÁËÃÆ ÇÚ ¿åÅ îÇÔ Ü¶ îð ËÍÍÁ¿Çå ÕÅÇñ Ü¯ î ¿çð ÇÃîðË ÁËÃÆ ÇÚ ¿åÅ îÇÔ Ü¶ îð ËÍÍÁ¿Çå ÕÅÇñ Ü¯ î ¿çð ÇÃîðË ÁËÃÆ ÇÚ ¿åÅ îÇÔ Ü¶ îð ËÍÍÁ¿Çå ÕÅÇñ Ü¯ î ¿çð ÇÃîðË ÁËÃÆ ÇÚ ¿åÅ îÇÔ Ü¶ îð ËÍÍ
ê Ì ¶å Ü¯Çé òÇñ òÇñ ÁÀ°åðËÍÍê Ì ¶å Ü¯Çé òÇñ òÇñ ÁÀ°åðËÍÍê Ì ¶å Ü¯Çé òÇñ òÇñ ÁÀ°åðËÍÍê Ì ¶å Ü¯Çé òÇñ òÇñ ÁÀ°åðËÍÍê Ì ¶å Ü¯Çé òÇñ òÇñ ÁÀ°åðËÍÍ AMg  - EBF - EBF - EBF - EBF - EBF

The man becomes devil and ghost.
One such example was narrated by Bhai Sahib Bhai

Randhir Singh Ji of Narangwal, a great saint. Once a saint
was going to Hazur Sahib (Nander) along with a group of
his devotees and happened to pass through Jaipur (Kingsthan).
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This holy group came across naughty children of athiest
tendency, sitting outside the city. There is a great difference
between men of atheist tendency and men of theist nature.
The former tease the holy men and the latter welcome the
saints. What is the result of  offering welcome and respect to
saints?

“If some one pays homage to them, then the death’s courier,
summons him not for interrogation.”

Ü¶ Õ ¯ ÜÆÀ° ÕÔË úéÅ ÕÀ° Üî ÕÆ åñì é Ô ¯ÂÆÍÍÜ¶ Õ ¯ ÜÆÀ° ÕÔË úéÅ ÕÀ° Üî ÕÆ åñì é Ô ¯ÂÆÍÍÜ¶ Õ ¯ ÜÆÀ° ÕÔË úéÅ ÕÀ° Üî ÕÆ åñì é Ô ¯ÂÆÍÍÜ¶ Õ ¯ ÜÆÀ° ÕÔË úéÅ ÕÀ° Üî ÕÆ åñì é Ô ¯ÂÆÍÍÜ¶ Õ ¯ ÜÆÀ° ÕÔË úéÅ ÕÀ° Üî ÕÆ åñì é Ô ¯ÂÆÍÍ
     AMg  - ACBH - ACBH - ACBH - ACBH - ACBH

The result of respectful homage to the saints is that after
death, the persons paying homage, shall not be taken by
couriers of death. Because respectful homage is a great virtue.
At present there is ministry of  Guru Nanak in all the realms.
His writ prevails in the realms. Guru Nanak says that the
courier of death shall not come near the devotees who
honour and respect the saints.

One Bhagat, known as Jalhan, lived in Lahore during the
ministry of  the sixth Guru Ji. He happened to come to meet
Guru Ji when he was going to Baba Budha Ji who was about
to cast of  his body. Guru Maharaj remarked casually, “Sant
Ji! you remain always in bliss.” The saint responded, “Maharaj!
you are yourself  bliss personified. You are the giver of  bliss.”
Guru Ji again said, “The Mughal armies do not spare us. They
are always sending armies after us.” At that moment Jalhan
Ji said, “Maharaj Ji! you have tied the bitch with the bedpost.
The dogs now come. You have bound mammon (maya) in
the form of  bitch in accordance with “Parvirti” (living amidst
world) nature. I have abandoned the world and become
Nirvirat (renunciation of  the world). So, I am not touched by
anyone.” On this Maharaj, said, “It does not matter if I have
bound maya or bitch. I will break the heads of the dogs
coming towards me.” That saint thought for a moment, and
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when the devotees thronged to him, he sought a place of
solitude and retired there -

“Bulhia retire to a place where all are blind (ignorant) where
neither knows us nor respects us.”

(Bulleh Shah - The Sufi holy man)

ì¼ ¹ Çñ ·ÁÅ À°æ ¶  òÃÆÂ ¶ ÇÜæ¶ ÃÅð ¶ ÂÆ Á³é · ¶ Íì ¼ ¹ Çñ ·ÁÅ À°æ ¶  òÃÆÂ ¶ ÇÜæ¶ ÃÅð ¶ ÂÆ Á³é · ¶ Íì ¼ ¹ Çñ ·ÁÅ À°æ ¶  òÃÆÂ ¶ ÇÜæ¶ ÃÅð ¶ ÂÆ Á³é · ¶ Íì ¼ ¹ Çñ ·ÁÅ À°æ ¶  òÃÆÂ ¶ ÇÜæ¶ ÃÅð ¶ ÂÆ Á³é · ¶ Íì ¼ ¹ Çñ ·ÁÅ À°æ ¶  òÃÆÂ ¶ ÇÜæ¶ ÃÅð ¶ ÂÆ Á³é · ¶ Í
éÅ Õ ¯ÂÆ ÃÅù ÜÅä¶ å ¶ éÅ Õ ¯ÂÆ î ³é ¶ÍéÅ Õ¯ÂÆ ÃÅù ÜÅä¶ å ¶ éÅ Õ ¯ÂÆ î ³é ¶ÍéÅ Õ¯ÂÆ ÃÅù ÜÅä¶ å ¶ éÅ Õ ¯ÂÆ î ³é ¶ÍéÅ Õ¯ÂÆ ÃÅù ÜÅä¶ å ¶ éÅ Õ ¯ÂÆ î ³é ¶ÍéÅ Õ¯ÂÆ ÃÅù ÜÅä¶ å ¶ éÅ Õ ¯ÂÆ î ³é ¶Í

The saint retired to a place of solitude and started living
on daily labour. He changed his name to Jalhan. The manager,
who used to pay wages to the labourer, was very cruel. He
deducted his commission and never paid full wages to the
labourers. After the expiry of  two months Jalhan Ji was sitting
in contemplation. He reached Dharam Khand, the realm of
true religion. He halted there, hearing the cries, “O, save me
someone. I am being tortured” It was a terrible cry. Jalhan Ji
reached near them in a subtle body and saw someone being
beaten. He said, “Brothers! who are you?” They replied,
“Baba Ji! we are couriers of  death. We are taking this soul
of a person who was your Munshi (manager) and took
commission from your wages also.” Baba Ji said, “O dear
ones! do not beat him.” They said, “Why?” Baba Ji said,
“Have you not heard one edict of  Guru Nanak or you have
forgotten that edict? -

“If some pays homage to them, then the deaths’ courier
summons him not for interrogation.”

Ü¶ Õ ¯ ÜÆÀ° ÕÔË úéÅ ÕÀ° Üî ÕÆ åñì é Ô ¯ÂÆÍÍÜ¶ Õ ¯ ÜÆÀ° ÕÔË úéÅ ÕÀ° Üî ÕÆ åñì é Ô ¯ÂÆÍÍÜ¶ Õ ¯ ÜÆÀ° ÕÔË úéÅ ÕÀ° Üî ÕÆ åñì é Ô ¯ÂÆÍÍÜ¶ Õ ¯ ÜÆÀ° ÕÔË úéÅ ÕÀ° Üî ÕÆ åñì é Ô ¯ÂÆÍÍÜ¶ Õ ¯ ÜÆÀ° ÕÔË úéÅ ÕÀ° Üî ÕÆ åñì é Ô ¯ÂÆÍÍ
AMg  - ACBH - ACBH - ACBH - ACBH - ACBH

If some one addresses a beloved of God with respect,
he cannot be summoned by death's couriers. So leav him."

So, when that saint reached Jaipur, the mischievous
children pointed towards a house saying that the same was
meant for the saints. But actually that house was haunted by
the ghosts. The saint understood the reality by intuition and
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called his followers and said, “Look! the house we are
approaching is occupied by a great terrible ghost. You recite
Sohila (Bed time prayer) before retiring. Before that, Rehras
(evening prayer) is to be recited. Meditation is to be done
till you go to the bed.” The devotees of the saint followed
his instructions and went to sleep. The saint was still awake.
Suddenly a ferocious figure appeared before him and said, “O
holy saint! be graceful and kind to me.” The saint said, “Who
are you?” The ghost replied, “Maharaj! I am the owner of
this big house which I built with great effort. After my death
I became a ghost. My successors were a big family. I killed
them one by one. I am deprived of redemption. Maharaj! I
am in great distress. No body dares to come to this house.
You came here due to the mischief  of  the children. But you
have recited something against which I have become helpless.
I have come out of my abode. Now be kind to me and take
me out of  distress.” The saint said, “For this purpose we shall
have to hold Akhand Path (recitation of  Guru Granth Sahib
continuously for 48 hours in full). We don’t have money for
that. The ghost submitted in reply, “O holy saint! remove this
slab. You will get money.” The Akhand Path was started and
the saint said to the ghost, “I will place Parshad (consecrated
food) in the niche in a metal cup after the conclusion of the
Akhand Path. If you take it and eat it, it will be presumed
that you have been redeemed.” It was done accordingly. But
the ghost did not remove the Parshad. The holy saint
prolonged his stay there. At that very night the ghost
reappeared and the saint enquired from him, “Have you not
been redeemed?” The ghost said, “Maharaj! Continuity of the
recitation of Path was broken. The devotee, who had done
the recitation between 12 night and 2 a. m. had done so
without taking bath. He was not pure. Due to his impiety
the continuity was broken. He was doing the recitation in
semi-sleep state.” The holy saint called him. He confessed his
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fault. Thereafter the Akhand Path was held for the second
time with full devotion and the ghost achieved salvation.
From this example I want to clarify one point. This life is
not meant to eat, drink and make merry, for we shall have
to die. If this golden chance of attaining human birth slips
from our hands we shall have to enter a lengthy process
again. Guru Ji says -

“The egocentric comes and the egocentric goes. The egocentric
suffers strokes again and again. As many as are the hells, in
so many ways the perverse person suffers pain, while the
Guru-ward is affected not even a bit by them.”

îéî¹ÇÖ ÁÅòË îéî¹ÇÖ ÜÅòËÍÍîéî¹ÇÖ ÁÅòË îéî¹ÇÖ ÜÅòËÍÍîéî¹ÇÖ ÁÅòË îéî¹ÇÖ ÜÅòËÍÍîéî¹ÇÖ ÁÅòË îéî¹ÇÖ ÜÅòËÍÍîéî¹ÇÖ ÁÅòË îéî¹ÇÖ ÜÅòËÍÍ
îéî¹ÇÖ ÇëÇð ÇëÇð Ú¯àÅ ÖÅòËÍÍîéî¹ÇÖ ÇëÇð ÇëÇð Ú¯àÅ ÖÅòËÍÍîéî¹ÇÖ ÇëÇð ÇëÇð Ú¯àÅ ÖÅòËÍÍîéî¹ÇÖ ÇëÇð ÇëÇð Ú¯àÅ ÖÅòËÍÍîéî¹ÇÖ ÇëÇð ÇëÇð Ú¯àÅ ÖÅòËÍÍ
ÇÜåé¶ éðÕ Ã¶ îéî¹ÇÖ í ¯×Ë ×¹ðî ¹ÇÖ ñ¶ê ¹  é îÅÃÅ Ô ¶ÍÍÇÜåé¶ éðÕ Ã¶ îéî¹ÇÖ í ¯×Ë ×¹ðî ¹ÇÖ ñ¶ê ¹  é îÅÃÅ Ô ¶ÍÍÇÜåé¶ éðÕ Ã¶ îéî¹ÇÖ í ¯×Ë ×¹ðî ¹ÇÖ ñ¶ê ¹  é îÅÃÅ Ô ¶ÍÍÇÜåé¶ éðÕ Ã¶ îéî¹ÇÖ í ¯×Ë ×¹ðî ¹ÇÖ ñ¶ê ¹  é îÅÃÅ Ô ¶ÍÍÇÜåé¶ éðÕ Ã¶ îéî¹ÇÖ í ¯×Ë ×¹ðî ¹ÇÖ ñ¶ê ¹  é îÅÃÅ Ô ¶ÍÍ

               AMg  - A@GC - A@GC - A@GC - A@GC - A@GC
We shall have to go through all the hells. Now I come

to the point of  salvation. I should be heard attentively. Guru
Ji says -

“After a long time this human body is fashioned.”

ÇÚð ³ÕÅñ ÇÂÔ ç¶Ô Ã ³ÜðÆÁÅÍÍÇÚð³ÕÅñ ÇÂÔ ç¶Ô Ã ³ÜðÆÁÅÍÍÇÚð³ÕÅñ ÇÂÔ ç¶Ô Ã ³ÜðÆÁÅÍÍÇÚð³ÕÅñ ÇÂÔ ç¶Ô Ã ³ÜðÆÁÅÍÍÇÚð³ÕÅñ ÇÂÔ ç¶Ô Ã ³ÜðÆÁÅÍÍ AMg  - AGF - AGF - AGF - AGF - AGF
We should not be negligent of  our duty because we have

achieved human incarnation after the passage of a long time.
We should do for what we have come -

“This body (human) has come to thy hand.”

íÂÆ êðÅêÇå îÅé°Ö ç¶Ô ¹ðÆÁÅÍÍíÂÆ êðÅêÇå îÅé°Ö ç¶Ô ¹ðÆÁÅÍÍíÂÆ êðÅêÇå îÅé°Ö ç¶Ô ¹ðÆÁÅÍÍíÂÆ êðÅêÇå îÅé°Ö ç¶Ô ¹ðÆÁÅÍÍíÂÆ êðÅêÇå îÅé°Ö ç¶Ô ¹ðÆÁÅÍÍ      AMg  - AB - AB - AB - AB - AB
You have been made men. Now you should meet the

Lord. But we do not know as to where the Lord of the world
resides whom we have to meet. I had to enquire about the
proper path to reach this house. Some good person disclosed
the safe route to us and following the same we reached this
house. I knew the route to this village. But I did not know
the way to this house. Similarly the path to God cannot be
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known without guidance. But in order to know this path to
God firstly earnest will is to be created in the mind. Then
the holy persons who have reached their destination or the
devotees going towards the destination on the right path have
to be consulted for right guidance to meet the Lord.
Otherwise, we may leave our body without achieving the
desired goal and we again become ghosts or devils -

“This human body has come to thy hand. This is thy chance
to meet the Lord of the world. Other works are of no avail
to thee.”

íÂÆ êðÅêÇå îÅé¹ °Ö ç ¶Ô ¹ðÆÁÅÍÍíÂÆ êðÅêÇå îÅé¹ °Ö ç ¶Ô ¹ðÆÁÅÍÍíÂÆ êðÅêÇå îÅé¹ °Ö ç ¶Ô ¹ðÆÁÅÍÍíÂÆ êðÅêÇå îÅé¹ °Ö ç ¶Ô ¹ðÆÁÅÍÍíÂÆ êðÅêÇå îÅé¹ °Ö ç ¶Ô ¹ðÆÁÅÍÍ
×¯Çì ¿ç Çîñä ÕÆ ÇÂÔ å¶ðÆ ìðÆÁÅÍÍ×¯Çì ¿ç Çîñä ÕÆ ÇÂÔ å¶ðÆ ìðÆÁÅÍÍ×¯Çì ¿ç Çîñä ÕÆ ÇÂÔ å¶ðÆ ìðÆÁÅÍÍ×¯Çì ¿ç Çîñä ÕÆ ÇÂÔ å¶ðÆ ìðÆÁÅÍÍ×¯Çì ¿ç Çîñä ÕÆ ÇÂÔ å¶ðÆ ìðÆÁÅÍÍ
ÁòÇð ÕÅÜ å¶ð Ë  ÇÕåË é ÕÅîÍÍÁòÇð ÕÅÜ å¶ð Ë  ÇÕåË é ÕÅîÍÍÁòÇð ÕÅÜ å¶ð Ë  ÇÕåË é ÕÅîÍÍÁòÇð ÕÅÜ å¶ð Ë  ÇÕåË é ÕÅîÍÍÁòÇð ÕÅÜ å¶ð Ë  ÇÕåË é ÕÅîÍÍ      AMg  - AB - AB - AB - AB - AB

Guru Ji says that instead of  doing noble duty man is
engrossed in jobs, which are worthless. Hence Guru Ji advises
man for -

“Joining the society of saints, contemplate over the Name
alone.”

Çîñ¹ ÃÅèÃ¿×Çå íÜ¹ Õ ¶òñ éÅîÍÍÇîñ¹ ÃÅèÃ¿×Çå íÜ¹ Õ ¶òñ éÅîÍÍÇîñ¹ ÃÅèÃ¿×Çå íÜ¹ Õ ¶òñ éÅîÍÍÇîñ¹ ÃÅèÃ¿×Çå íÜ¹ Õ ¶òñ éÅîÍÍÇîñ¹ ÃÅèÃ¿×Çå íÜ¹ Õ ¶òñ éÅîÍÍ AMg  - AB - AB - AB - AB - AB
It is repeatedly advised to man to join the society of

saints, society of  Guru-wards, and going into the presence of
Guru, and contemplate over Name. But, for meditation on
Name of  God, man must adopt Guru. Because without the
guidance of  Guru, real meditation may not be possible.
Meditation under the instructions of  the Guru is worth while
even for a short while -

“Kabir, the divine discourse with the saints, even for a ghari
(fraction of minute), half a ghari, or half of that even;
whatever is done, that is the net gain.”

ÕìÆð Â ¶Õ ØóÆ ÁÅèÆ ØðÆ ÁÅèÆ Ô È ¿  å ¶ ÁÅèÍÍÕìÆð Â ¶Õ ØóÆ ÁÅèÆ ØðÆ ÁÅèÆ Ô È ¿  å ¶ ÁÅèÍÍÕìÆð Â ¶Õ ØóÆ ÁÅèÆ ØðÆ ÁÅèÆ Ô È ¿  å ¶ ÁÅèÍÍÕìÆð Â ¶Õ ØóÆ ÁÅèÆ ØðÆ ÁÅèÆ Ô È ¿  å ¶ ÁÅèÍÍÕìÆð Â ¶Õ ØóÆ ÁÅèÆ ØðÆ ÁÅèÆ Ô È ¿  å ¶ ÁÅèÍÍ
í×åé Ã¶åÆ ×¯Ãà ¶ Ü ¯ ÕÆé¶ Ã ¯  ñÅíÍÍí×åé Ã¶åÆ ×¯Ãà ¶ Ü ¯ ÕÆé¶ Ã ¯  ñÅíÍÍí×åé Ã¶åÆ ×¯Ãà ¶ Ü ¯ ÕÆé¶ Ã ¯  ñÅíÍÍí×åé Ã¶åÆ ×¯Ãà ¶ Ü ¯ ÕÆé¶ Ã ¯  ñÅíÍÍí×åé Ã¶åÆ ×¯Ãà ¶ Ü ¯ ÕÆé¶ Ã ¯  ñÅíÍÍ                AMg  - ACGG - ACGG - ACGG - ACGG - ACGG

The devotee can benefit even with meditation for six
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minutes, with the guidance of  the Guru. So, the most
essential is to adopt the Guru. Because “Name of  God” can
be given only by the Guru. The tenth Master Guru Gobind
Singh advised his followers to maintain faith in Guru Granth
Sahib who will bless them with Name. But the critics say that
Guru Granth Sahib does not speak. Then how can Guru
Granth Sahib impart the Name of  God? But Guru Ji had
clarified that might of  the Guru shall enter the Five Beloveds.
In the world there are beloveds of maya or beloveds of
children or beloveds of  positions. Apart from them there are
Beloveds of  the Guru. They are -

“Within the mind they remember the Guru and with the
tongue they recite Name of God.”

Á¿åÇð ×¹ð ¹  ÁÅðÅèäÅ ÇÜÔòÅ ÜÇê ×¹ð éÅÀ°ÍÍÁ¿åÇð ×¹ð ¹  ÁÅðÅèäÅ ÇÜÔòÅ ÜÇê ×¹ð éÅÀ°ÍÍÁ¿åÇð ×¹ð ¹  ÁÅðÅèäÅ ÇÜÔòÅ ÜÇê ×¹ð éÅÀ°ÍÍÁ¿åÇð ×¹ð ¹  ÁÅðÅèäÅ ÇÜÔòÅ ÜÇê ×¹ð éÅÀ°ÍÍÁ¿åÇð ×¹ð ¹  ÁÅðÅèäÅ ÇÜÔòÅ ÜÇê ×¹ð éÅÀ°ÍÍ
AMg  - EAG - EAG - EAG - EAG - EAG

They always remember the Guru. With tongue they
recite Waheguru-Waheguru-Waheguru incessantly -

“With eyes they see the Guru and with their ears they listen
to the Name of the Guru.”

é¶åÌÆ ÃÇå×¹ð ¹  ê ¶ÖäÅ Ã ÌòäÆ Ã ¹éäÅ ×¹ð éÅÀ°ÍÍé¶å ÌÆ ÃÇå×¹ð ¹  ê ¶ÖäÅ Ã ÌòäÆ Ã ¹éäÅ ×¹ð éÅÀ°ÍÍé¶å ÌÆ ÃÇå×¹ð ¹  ê ¶ÖäÅ Ã ÌòäÆ Ã ¹éäÅ ×¹ð éÅÀ°ÍÍé¶å ÌÆ ÃÇå×¹ð ¹  ê ¶ÖäÅ Ã ÌòäÆ Ã ¹éäÅ ×¹ð éÅÀ°ÍÍé¶å ÌÆ ÃÇå×¹ð ¹  ê ¶ÖäÅ Ã ÌòäÆ Ã ¹éäÅ ×¹ð éÅÀ°ÍÍ
AMg  - EAG - EAG - EAG - EAG - EAG

They see God with their eyes, Who is present everywhere -
“I am a sacrifice to the Guru who is pervading in nature
and is infinite.”

ìÇñÔÅðÆ Õ¹ °çðÇå òÇÃÁÅÍÍ å¶ðÅ Á¿å ¹ °  é ÜÅÂÆ ñÇÖÁÅÍÍìÇñÔÅðÆ Õ¹ °çðÇå òÇÃÁÅÍÍ å¶ðÅ Á¿å ¹ °  é ÜÅÂÆ ñÇÖÁÅÍÍìÇñÔÅðÆ Õ¹ °çðÇå òÇÃÁÅÍÍ å¶ðÅ Á¿å ¹ °  é ÜÅÂÆ ñÇÖÁÅÍÍìÇñÔÅðÆ Õ¹ °çðÇå òÇÃÁÅÍÍ å¶ðÅ Á¿å ¹ °  é ÜÅÂÆ ñÇÖÁÅÍÍìÇñÔÅðÆ Õ¹ °çðÇå òÇÃÁÅÍÍ å¶ðÅ Á¿å ¹ °  é ÜÅÂÆ ñÇÖÁÅÍÍ
AMg  - DFI - DFI - DFI - DFI - DFI

They hear about God and sermons with their ears. They are
“Imbued with the True Guru.”

ÃÇå×¹ð Ã¶åÆ ðÇåÁÅ ..............ÍÍÃÇå×¹ð Ã¶åÆ ðÇåÁÅ ..............ÍÍÃÇå×¹ð Ã¶åÆ ðÇåÁÅ ..............ÍÍÃÇå×¹ð Ã¶åÆ ðÇåÁÅ ..............ÍÍÃÇå×¹ð Ã¶åÆ ðÇåÁÅ ..............ÍÍ      AMg  - EAG - EAG - EAG - EAG - EAG
They abide in love with God and find seat in the court of
God -

“Thou shalt find seat in the Lord’s Court.”
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..................çð×Ô êÅÂÆÁË áÅÀ°ÍÍ..................çð×Ô êÅÂÆÁË áÅÀ°ÍÍ..................çð×Ô êÅÂÆÁË áÅÀ°ÍÍ..................çð×Ô êÅÂÆÁË áÅÀ°ÍÍ..................çð×Ô êÅÂÆÁË áÅÀ°ÍÍ AMg  - EAG - EAG - EAG - EAG - EAG
When such beloveds of God pray in the presence of

Guru Granth Sahib, “O King! ignore our deeds. We are going
to perform your duty.” Their prayer shall be heard and the
might of  the Guru would enter them. Similarly if  the Five
Beloveds would stand somewhere else it will not be worth
while. The might of  the Guru shall enter them only in the
presence of  Guru Granth Sahib. Then their duty would be
to prepare Amrit (nectar) with the recitation of five Banis
(hymns). Thereafter the five together shall plant the root of
Waheguru in the mind of  the person to be baptised. This
duty, prescribed by the Guru, is to be performed by us. Then
the result shall be the attainment of  Gurmantar. Without this
we may attain any status, we may be fabulously rich, we may
be highly educated. But Guru Ji says that without Gurmantar
we are -

“The mortal, who is without the Guru’s mantra, accursed
and contaminated is his life.”

×¹ð î ¿å Ì ÔÆäÃ Ü¯ ê ÌÅäÆ Çè Ì× ¿å Üéî íÌÃàäÔÍÍ×¹ð î ¿å Ì ÔÆäÃ Ü¯ ê ÌÅäÆ Çè Ì× ¿å Üéî íÌÃàäÔÍÍ×¹ð î ¿å Ì ÔÆäÃ Ü¯ ê ÌÅäÆ Çè Ì× ¿å Üéî íÌÃàäÔÍÍ×¹ð î ¿å Ì ÔÆäÃ Ü¯ ê ÌÅäÆ Çè Ì× ¿å Üéî íÌÃàäÔÍÍ×¹ð î ¿å Ì ÔÆäÃ Ü¯ ê ÌÅäÆ Çè Ì× ¿å Üéî íÌÃàäÔÍÍ
AMg  - ACEG - ACEG - ACEG - ACEG - ACEG

Such a person without Gurmantar has been equalled with
“He, the blockhead is equal to a dog, a swine, an ass, a crow
and a snake.”

ÕÈ ±ÕðÔ Ã ÈÕðÔ ×ðèíÔ ÕÅÕÔ ÃðêéÔ å¹ ° Çñ ÖñÔÍÍÕÈ ±ÕðÔ Ã ÈÕðÔ ×ðèíÔ ÕÅÕÔ ÃðêéÔ å¹ ° Çñ ÖñÔÍÍÕÈ ±ÕðÔ Ã ÈÕðÔ ×ðèíÔ ÕÅÕÔ ÃðêéÔ å¹ ° Çñ ÖñÔÍÍÕÈ ±ÕðÔ Ã ÈÕðÔ ×ðèíÔ ÕÅÕÔ ÃðêéÔ å¹ ° Çñ ÖñÔÍÍÕÈ ±ÕðÔ Ã ÈÕðÔ ×ðèíÔ ÕÅÕÔ ÃðêéÔ å¹ ° Çñ ÖñÔÍÍ
AMg  - ACEG - ACEG - ACEG - ACEG - ACEG

The man without Gurmantar is like dog, cat, swine,
snake, crow and ass. Then why become so? We should better
attain the Gurmantar as advised by Guru Ji. After the
attainment of the “Name of God” we would endeavour to
know its significance. The Name of God is within and not
without us -

“The nine treasures and the Nectar are Lord’s Name.
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Within the human body itself is its seat.
There is deep meditation and melody of celestial music there.
The wonder and marvel of it cannot be narrated.
He to whom God Himself shows, beholds it.
Nanak such a man obtains understanding.”

éÀ° ÇéÇè Á¿Çî Ìå ¹ °  ê Ìí ÕÅ éÅî ¹ÍÍéÀ° ÇéÇè Á¿Çî Ìå ¹ °  ê Ìí ÕÅ éÅî ¹ÍÍéÀ° ÇéÇè Á¿Çî Ìå ¹ °  ê Ìí ÕÅ éÅî ¹ÍÍéÀ° ÇéÇè Á¿Çî Ìå ¹ °  ê Ìí ÕÅ éÅî ¹ÍÍéÀ° ÇéÇè Á¿Çî Ìå ¹ °  ê Ìí ÕÅ éÅî ¹ÍÍ
ç¶ÔÆ îÇÔ ÇÂÃ ÕÅ ÇìÃÌÅî ¹ÍÍç¶ÔÆ îÇÔ ÇÂÃ ÕÅ ÇìÃÌÅî ¹ÍÍç¶ÔÆ îÇÔ ÇÂÃ ÕÅ ÇìÃÌÅî ¹ÍÍç¶ÔÆ îÇÔ ÇÂÃ ÕÅ ÇìÃÌÅî ¹ÍÍç¶ÔÆ îÇÔ ÇÂÃ ÕÅ ÇìÃÌÅî ¹ÍÍ
Ã ¹ ¿é ÃîÅÇè ÁéÔå åÔ éÅçÍÍÃ ¹ ¿é ÃîÅÇè ÁéÔå åÔ éÅçÍÍÃ ¹ ¿é ÃîÅÇè ÁéÔå åÔ éÅçÍÍÃ ¹ ¿é ÃîÅÇè ÁéÔå åÔ éÅçÍÍÃ ¹ ¿é ÃîÅÇè ÁéÔå åÔ éÅçÍÍ
ÕÔé¹ °  é ÜÅÂÆ ÁÚðÜ ÇìÃîÅçÍÍÕÔé¹ °  é ÜÅÂÆ ÁÚðÜ ÇìÃîÅçÍÍÕÔé¹ °  é ÜÅÂÆ ÁÚðÜ ÇìÃîÅçÍÍÕÔé¹ °  é ÜÅÂÆ ÁÚðÜ ÇìÃîÅçÍÍÕÔé¹ °  é ÜÅÂÆ ÁÚðÜ ÇìÃîÅçÍÍ
ÇåÇé ç¶ÇÖÁÅ ÇÜÃ¹ ÁÅÇê ÇçÖÅÂ ¶ÍÍÇåÇé ç¶ÇÖÁÅ ÇÜÃ¹ ÁÅÇê ÇçÖÅÂ ¶ÍÍÇåÇé ç¶ÇÖÁÅ ÇÜÃ¹ ÁÅÇê ÇçÖÅÂ ¶ÍÍÇåÇé ç¶ÇÖÁÅ ÇÜÃ¹ ÁÅÇê ÇçÖÅÂ ¶ÍÍÇåÇé ç¶ÇÖÁÅ ÇÜÃ¹ ÁÅÇê ÇçÖÅÂ ¶ÍÍ
éÅéÕ ÇåÃ¹ Üé Ã¯ÞÆ êÅÂ ¶ÍÍéÅéÕ ÇåÃ¹ Üé Ã¯ÞÆ êÅÂ ¶ÍÍéÅéÕ ÇåÃ¹ Üé Ã¯ÞÆ êÅÂ ¶ÍÍéÅéÕ ÇåÃ¹ Üé Ã¯ÞÆ êÅÂ ¶ÍÍéÅéÕ ÇåÃ¹ Üé Ã¯ÞÆ êÅÂ ¶ÍÍ AMg  - BIC - BIC - BIC - BIC - BIC

The holy person who has seen the Lord can show Him to
others -

“The Infinite Lord is both within and without
The Auspicious Master is contained in every heart.”

Ã¯ Á¿åÇð Ã ¯ ìÅÔÇð Áé¿åÍÍÃ ¯ Á¿åÇð Ã ¯ ìÅÔÇð Áé¿åÍÍÃ ¯ Á¿åÇð Ã ¯ ìÅÔÇð Áé¿åÍÍÃ ¯ Á¿åÇð Ã ¯ ìÅÔÇð Áé¿åÍÍÃ ¯ Á¿åÇð Ã ¯ ìÅÔÇð Áé¿åÍÍ
ØÇà ØÇà ÇìÁÅÇê ðÇÔÁÅ í×ò¿åÍÍØÇà ØÇà ÇìÁÅÇê ðÇÔÁÅ í×ò¿åÍÍØÇà ØÇà ÇìÁÅÇê ðÇÔÁÅ í×ò¿åÍÍØÇà ØÇà ÇìÁÅÇê ðÇÔÁÅ í×ò¿åÍÍØÇà ØÇà ÇìÁÅÇê ðÇÔÁÅ í×ò¿åÍÍ AMg  - BIC - BIC - BIC - BIC - BIC
In the company of saints Lord has been seen within.
The Name of God is nectar sweet.

Ã¿åÃ¿Ç× Á¿åÇð ê Ìí ¹  âÆáÅÍÍÃ ¿åÃ¿Ç× Á¿åÇð ê Ìí ¹  âÆáÅÍÍÃ ¿åÃ¿Ç× Á¿åÇð ê Ìí ¹  âÆáÅÍÍÃ ¿åÃ¿Ç× Á¿åÇð ê Ìí ¹  âÆáÅÍÍÃ ¿åÃ¿Ç× Á¿åÇð ê Ìí ¹  âÆáÅÍÍ
éÅî ¹ ê Ìí È  ÕÅ ñÅ×Å îÆáÅÍÍéÅî ¹ ê Ìí È  ÕÅ ñÅ×Å îÆáÅÍÍéÅî ¹ ê Ìí È  ÕÅ ñÅ×Å îÆáÅÍÍéÅî ¹ ê Ìí È  ÕÅ ñÅ×Å îÆáÅÍÍéÅî ¹ ê Ìí È  ÕÅ ñÅ×Å îÆáÅÍÍ AMg  - BIC - BIC - BIC - BIC - BIC

 With the association of holy saints the Lord became
visible with their grace. They showed the Lord within and His
Name sweet. So like this -

“Contemplate on Name alone in the society of saints.”

Çîñ¹ ÃÅèÃ³×Çå íÜ¹ Õ ¶òñ éÅîÍÍÇîñ¹ ÃÅèÃ³×Çå íÜ¹ Õ ¶òñ éÅîÍÍÇîñ¹ ÃÅèÃ³×Çå íÜ¹ Õ ¶òñ éÅîÍÍÇîñ¹ ÃÅèÃ³×Çå íÜ¹ Õ ¶òñ éÅîÍÍÇîñ¹ ÃÅèÃ³×Çå íÜ¹ Õ ¶òñ éÅîÍÍ AMg  - AB - AB - AB - AB - AB
So, go and join the society of  saints and meditate on
Name -

“Make effort for crossing the dreadful world-ocean.
In the love of worldliness, the human life is passing in vain.”

Ãð³ÜÅÇî ñÅ×¹ íòÜñ åðé ÕËÍÍÃð ³ÜÅÇî ñÅ×¹ íòÜñ åðé ÕËÍÍÃð ³ÜÅÇî ñÅ×¹ íòÜñ åðé ÕËÍÍÃð ³ÜÅÇî ñÅ×¹ íòÜñ åðé ÕËÍÍÃð ³ÜÅÇî ñÅ×¹ íòÜñ åðé ÕËÍÍ
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Üéî¹ Çì ÌæÅ ÜÅå ð ¿Ç× îÅÇÂÁÅ ÕËÍÍÜéî¹ Çì ÌæÅ ÜÅå ð ¿Ç× îÅÇÂÁÅ ÕËÍÍÜéî¹ Çì ÌæÅ ÜÅå ð ¿Ç× îÅÇÂÁÅ ÕËÍÍÜéî¹ Çì ÌæÅ ÜÅå ð ¿Ç× îÅÇÂÁÅ ÕËÍÍÜéî¹ Çì ÌæÅ ÜÅå ð ¿Ç× îÅÇÂÁÅ ÕËÍÍ      AMg  - AB - AB - AB - AB - AB
So, dear devotees, be fully determined to meditate on the
Name of God. Time is passing fast. No time is fixed for our
end -

“O my friend, there is no hitch in the way of death, either in
childhood or in the youth, or in old age.
That time is not known, when the noose of death shall come
and fall upon thee.”

éÔ ìÅÇðÕ éÔ Ü¯ìéË éÔ ÇìðèÆ ÕÛ¹ °  ì ¿è ¹ÍÍéÔ ìÅÇðÕ éÔ Ü¯ìéË éÔ ÇìðèÆ ÕÛ¹ °  ì ¿è ¹ÍÍéÔ ìÅÇðÕ éÔ Ü¯ìéË éÔ ÇìðèÆ ÕÛ¹ °  ì ¿è ¹ÍÍéÔ ìÅÇðÕ éÔ Ü¯ìéË éÔ ÇìðèÆ ÕÛ¹ °  ì ¿è ¹ÍÍéÔ ìÅÇðÕ éÔ Ü¯ìéË éÔ ÇìðèÆ ÕÛ¹ °  ì ¿è ¹ÍÍ
úÔ ì ¶ðÅ éÔ ì ÈÞÆÁË ÜÀ° ÁÅÇÂ êð Ë Üî ë ¿è ¹ÍÍúÔ ì ¶ðÅ éÔ ì ÈÞÆÁË ÜÀ° ÁÅÇÂ êð Ë Üî ë ¿è ¹ÍÍúÔ ì ¶ðÅ éÔ ì ÈÞÆÁË ÜÀ° ÁÅÇÂ êð Ë Üî ë ¿è ¹ÍÍúÔ ì ¶ðÅ éÔ ì ÈÞÆÁË ÜÀ° ÁÅÇÂ êð Ë Üî ë ¿è ¹ÍÍúÔ ì ¶ðÅ éÔ ì ÈÞÆÁË ÜÀ° ÁÅÇÂ êð Ë Üî ë ¿è ¹ÍÍ     AMg - BED - BED - BED - BED - BED

Guru Nanak advises us not to lose time and see the Lord
as the Creator of the universe. With the opening of the inner
eyes we see God everywhere in the universe. Firstly faith in
the existence of God should be developed. Then it should
be believed that the world is running under His command.
None should be blamed. Whether good or bad; neighbour or
relation. Guru Ji says -

“D : Impute not blame to anyone.
The fault is thy own deeds, whatever I did, for that I have
suffered, I blame no one else.

ççË ç ¯Ã ¹  é ç¶À ± ÇÕÃË ç ¯Ã ¹  Õð ¿îÅ ÁÅêÇäÁÅÍÍççË ç ¯Ã ¹  é ç¶À ± ÇÕÃË ç ¯Ã ¹  Õð ¿îÅ ÁÅêÇäÁÅÍÍççË ç ¯Ã ¹  é ç¶À ± ÇÕÃË ç ¯Ã ¹  Õð ¿îÅ ÁÅêÇäÁÅÍÍççË ç ¯Ã ¹  é ç¶À ± ÇÕÃË ç ¯Ã ¹  Õð ¿îÅ ÁÅêÇäÁÅÍÍççË ç ¯Ã ¹  é ç¶À ± ÇÕÃË ç ¯Ã ¹  Õð ¿îÅ ÁÅêÇäÁÅÍÍ
Ü¯ î Ë  ÕÆÁÅ Ã ¯ î Ë  êÅÇÂÁÅ ç¯Ã ¹  é çÆÜË Áòð ÜéÅÍÍÜ¯ î Ë  ÕÆÁÅ Ã ¯ î Ë  êÅÇÂÁÅ ç¯Ã ¹  é çÆÜË Áòð ÜéÅÍÍÜ¯ î Ë  ÕÆÁÅ Ã ¯ î Ë  êÅÇÂÁÅ ç¯Ã ¹  é çÆÜË Áòð ÜéÅÍÍÜ¯ î Ë  ÕÆÁÅ Ã ¯ î Ë  êÅÇÂÁÅ ç¯Ã ¹  é çÆÜË Áòð ÜéÅÍÍÜ¯ î Ë  ÕÆÁÅ Ã ¯ î Ë  êÅÇÂÁÅ ç¯Ã ¹  é çÆÜË Áòð ÜéÅÍÍ

AMg  - DCC - DCC - DCC - DCC - DCC
Slandering and backbiting should be done under no

circumstances. More jealousy prevails in the villages than in
the towns. Because in the towns the people do not know each
other. In the villages the disease of  jealousy is more intense
due to more mutual contacts. In case of  some good function
or birth of  a son or joining good service by someone or
getting more profit by the neighbour, meals are not prepared
by the adjoining house holders. Maharaj Ji says -

“He, in whose heart there is jealousy
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for others, never gathers any good.”

ÇÜÃ¹ Á¿çÇð åÅÇå êðÅÂÆ Ô ¯ò ËÇÜÃ¹ Á¿çÇð åÅÇå êðÅÂÆ Ô ¯ò ËÇÜÃ¹ Á¿çÇð åÅÇå êðÅÂÆ Ô ¯ò ËÇÜÃ¹ Á¿çÇð åÅÇå êðÅÂÆ Ô ¯ò ËÇÜÃ¹ Á¿çÇð åÅÇå êðÅÂÆ Ô ¯ò Ë
ÇåÃ çÅ Õç¶ é Ô ¯òÆ íñÅÍÍÇåÃ çÅ Õç¶ é Ô ¯òÆ íñÅÍÍÇåÃ çÅ Õç¶ é Ô ¯òÆ íñÅÍÍÇåÃ çÅ Õç¶ é Ô ¯òÆ íñÅÍÍÇåÃ çÅ Õç¶ é Ô ¯òÆ íñÅÍÍ AMg  - C@H - C@H - C@H - C@H - C@H

These evils should be abandoned by coming into holy
assembly. In return Guru shall bless you with virtues if  the
evils are abandoned in his presence. So dear devotees! I may
summarize whatever earlier has been said that first of  all firm
determination for the recitation of  the Name and to meet the
Lord should be created. Then attend the holy assembly which
is a training school for this purpose -

“Joining the society of saints, cleanse thou soul, O brother,
And then thou shalt abide in the Lord’s Name."

ÇîÇñ Ã ¿å ÃíÅ îé¹ °  î»ÜÆÁË íÅÂÆ ÔÇð ÕË éÅÇî ÇéòÅÃ¹ÍÍÇîÇñ Ã ¿å ÃíÅ îé¹ °  î»ÜÆÁË íÅÂÆ ÔÇð ÕË éÅÇî ÇéòÅÃ¹ÍÍÇîÇñ Ã ¿å ÃíÅ îé¹ °  î»ÜÆÁË íÅÂÆ ÔÇð ÕË éÅÇî ÇéòÅÃ¹ÍÍÇîÇñ Ã ¿å ÃíÅ îé¹ °  î»ÜÆÁË íÅÂÆ ÔÇð ÕË éÅÇî ÇéòÅÃ¹ÍÍÇîÇñ Ã ¿å ÃíÅ îé¹ °  î»ÜÆÁË íÅÂÆ ÔÇð ÕË éÅÇî ÇéòÅÃ¹ÍÍ
AMg  - FCI - FCI - FCI - FCI - FCI

The Name can settle in the mind only by attending the
holy assembly of  the saints and abandoning duality. After that
meditation on the Name should be done by rising early.
Service should also be done of  the holy assembly -

“He who calls himself a Sikh of the great True Guru, should
rise early and meditate on God’s Name. He should make
efforts, early in the morning take bath and have ablution in
the tank of Nectar.”

×¹ð ÃÇå×¹ð ÕÅ Ü¯ ÇÃÖ ¹ ÁÖÅÂ ¶×¹ð ÃÇå×¹ð ÕÅ Ü¯ ÇÃÖ ¹ ÁÖÅÂ ¶×¹ð ÃÇå×¹ð ÕÅ Ü¯ ÇÃÖ ¹ ÁÖÅÂ ¶×¹ð ÃÇå×¹ð ÕÅ Ü¯ ÇÃÖ ¹ ÁÖÅÂ ¶×¹ð ÃÇå×¹ð ÕÅ Ü¯ ÇÃÖ ¹ ÁÖÅÂ ¶
Ã ¹  íñÕ¶ À°Çá ÔÇð éÅî ¹ ÇèÁÅòËÍÍÃ ¹ íñÕ¶ À°Çá ÔÇð éÅî ¹ ÇèÁÅòËÍÍÃ ¹ íñÕ¶ À°Çá ÔÇð éÅî ¹ ÇèÁÅòËÍÍÃ ¹ íñÕ¶ À°Çá ÔÇð éÅî ¹ ÇèÁÅòËÍÍÃ ¹ íñÕ¶ À°Çá ÔÇð éÅî ¹ ÇèÁÅòËÍÍ
À°çî¹ Õð ¶ íñÕ¶ êðíÅåÆÀ°çî¹ Õð ¶ íñÕ¶ êðíÅåÆÀ°çî¹ Õð ¶ íñÕ¶ êðíÅåÆÀ°çî¹ Õð ¶ íñÕ¶ êðíÅåÆÀ°çî¹ Õð ¶ íñÕ¶ êðíÅåÆ
ÇÂÃéÅé¹ °  Õð ¶ Á¿Çî Ìå ¹ °  ÃÇð éÅòËÍÍÇÂÃéÅé¹ °  Õð ¶ Á¿Çî Ìå ¹ °  ÃÇð éÅòËÍÍÇÂÃéÅé¹ °  Õð ¶ Á¿Çî Ìå ¹ °  ÃÇð éÅòËÍÍÇÂÃéÅé¹ °  Õð ¶ Á¿Çî Ìå ¹ °  ÃÇð éÅòËÍÍÇÂÃéÅé¹ °  Õð ¶ Á¿Çî Ìå ¹ °  ÃÇð éÅòËÍÍ AMg  - C@E - C@E - C@E - C@E - C@E

Rise early, take a bath, meditate on the Name, recite
Gurbani with devotion. Then sit in contemplation for some
time. With perpetual meditation egoism shall vanish and the
Name shall shine in the mind. This is the same Name on
which the whole universe persists -

By the Name are sustained all the creatures.
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By the Name are supported the regions of the earth and the
Solar Systems.

éÅî Õ¶ èÅð ¶  Ã×ñ¶ Ü ³åÍÍ éÅî Õ¶ èÅð ¶  Ö ¿â ì ÌÔî ¿âÍÍéÅî Õ¶ èÅð ¶  Ã×ñ¶ Ü ³åÍÍ éÅî Õ¶ èÅð ¶  Ö ¿â ì ÌÔî ¿âÍÍéÅî Õ¶ èÅð ¶  Ã×ñ¶ Ü ³åÍÍ éÅî Õ¶ èÅð ¶  Ö ¿â ì ÌÔî ¿âÍÍéÅî Õ¶ èÅð ¶  Ã×ñ¶ Ü ³åÍÍ éÅî Õ¶ èÅð ¶  Ö ¿â ì ÌÔî ¿âÍÍéÅî Õ¶ èÅð ¶  Ã×ñ¶ Ü ³åÍÍ éÅî Õ¶ èÅð ¶  Ö ¿â ì ÌÔî ¿âÍÍ
AMg  - BHD - BHD - BHD - BHD - BHD

I abide in the Name and the Name has come to abide
within my mind.”

éÅòË Á¿çÇð ÔÀ° òÃ» éÅÀ° òÃË îÇé ÁÅÇÂÍÍéÅòË Á¿çÇð ÔÀ° òÃ» éÅÀ° òÃË îÇé ÁÅÇÂÍÍéÅòË Á¿çÇð ÔÀ° òÃ» éÅÀ° òÃË îÇé ÁÅÇÂÍÍéÅòË Á¿çÇð ÔÀ° òÃ» éÅÀ° òÃË îÇé ÁÅÇÂÍÍéÅòË Á¿çÇð ÔÀ° òÃ» éÅÀ° òÃË îÇé ÁÅÇÂÍÍ      AMg  - EE - EE - EE - EE - EE
Guru Ji says that he resides in the Name. It is therefore

essential that “The Name” should be obtained from the Guru.
After that recitation of  the Name “Waheguru” should be done
while attending to the children, farming and other duties.
Recitation of  “Waheguru, Waheguru, Waheguru” should be
done persistently with the tongue. It is also to be done while
taking meals, while playing, laughing, building houses and
travelling in cars. Consequently salvation shall be obtained in
the present life, here itself -

“By meeting the True Guru, man comes to know the perfect
way. While laughing, playing, dressing upand eating he gets
emancipated.”

éÅéÕ ÃÇå×¹Çð í ¶ÇàÁË ê ÈðÆ Ô ¯ò Ë Ü ¹×ÇåÍÍéÅéÕ ÃÇå×¹Çð í ¶ÇàÁË ê ÈðÆ Ô ¯ò Ë Ü ¹×ÇåÍÍéÅéÕ ÃÇå×¹Çð í ¶ÇàÁË ê ÈðÆ Ô ¯ò Ë Ü ¹×ÇåÍÍéÅéÕ ÃÇå×¹Çð í ¶ÇàÁË ê ÈðÆ Ô ¯ò Ë Ü ¹×ÇåÍÍéÅéÕ ÃÇå×¹Çð í ¶ÇàÁË ê ÈðÆ Ô ¯ò Ë Ü ¹×ÇåÍÍ
ÔÃ¿ÇçÁÅ Ö ¶ñ ¿ÇçÁÅ ê Ëé ¿ÇçÁÅ ÖÅò¿ÇçÁÅÔÃ¿ÇçÁÅ Ö ¶ñ ¿ÇçÁÅ ê Ëé ¿ÇçÁÅ ÖÅò¿ÇçÁÅÔÃ¿ÇçÁÅ Ö ¶ñ ¿ÇçÁÅ ê Ëé ¿ÇçÁÅ ÖÅò¿ÇçÁÅÔÃ¿ÇçÁÅ Ö ¶ñ ¿ÇçÁÅ ê Ëé ¿ÇçÁÅ ÖÅò¿ÇçÁÅÔÃ¿ÇçÁÅ Ö ¶ñ ¿ÇçÁÅ ê Ëé ¿ÇçÁÅ ÖÅò¿ÇçÁÅ
ÇòÚ¶ Ô ¯ò Ë î ¹ÕÇåÍÍÇòÚ¶ Ô ¯ò Ë î ¹ÕÇåÍÍÇòÚ¶ Ô ¯ò Ë î ¹ÕÇåÍÍÇòÚ¶ Ô ¯ò Ë î ¹ÕÇåÍÍÇòÚ¶ Ô ¯ò Ë î ¹ÕÇåÍÍ AMg  - EBB - EBB - EBB - EBB - EBB

Guru Ji insists on practical life in normal way. One
should pose question to one’s mind to ascertain whether
participation in the holy assembly has been done; whether
slandering has been ceased; whether the recitation of Gurbani
with understanding has been done; whether jealousy has been
abandoned? With all this the present life shall become
meaningful here and quite beneficial hereafter. Such persons
shall be treated with respect there -

“Blessed, blessed, will everyone call thee.
Thy face shall be bright in that God’s Court.”
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è¿Çé è ¿Çé ÕÔË Ãí¹ Õ ¯ÇÂÍÍè ¿Çé è ¿Çé ÕÔË Ãí¹ Õ ¯ÇÂÍÍè ¿Çé è ¿Çé ÕÔË Ãí¹ Õ ¯ÇÂÍÍè ¿Çé è ¿Çé ÕÔË Ãí¹ Õ ¯ÇÂÍÍè ¿Çé è ¿Çé ÕÔË Ãí¹ Õ ¯ÇÂÍÍ
î ¹Ö À±Üñ ÔÇð çð×Ô Ã¯ÇÂÍÍî ¹Ö À±Üñ ÔÇð çð×Ô Ã¯ÇÂÍÍî ¹Ö À±Üñ ÔÇð çð×Ô Ã¯ÇÂÍÍî ¹Ö À±Üñ ÔÇð çð×Ô Ã¯ÇÂÍÍî ¹Ö À±Üñ ÔÇð çð×Ô Ã¯ÇÂÍÍ AMg  - BHC - BHC - BHC - BHC - BHC

I have tried to explain an easy thing in a very simple
language. Its essence should be remembered after I leave this
place. Devotees of different faiths are present here on the
request of the family members of this house. But I treat
everyone as human beings. Gurbani is also common for all -

“The four castes of warriors, priests, farmers and menials are
equal partners in divine instruction.”

ÖåzÆ ì ÌÅÔîä ÃÈç òËÃ À°êç¶Ã ¹  ÚÔ¹ òðéÅ ÕÀ° ÃÅÞÅ¨ÖåzÆ ì ÌÅÔîä ÃÈç òËÃ À°êç¶Ã ¹  ÚÔ¹ òðéÅ ÕÀ° ÃÅÞÅ¨ÖåzÆ ì ÌÅÔîä ÃÈç òËÃ À°êç¶Ã ¹  ÚÔ¹ òðéÅ ÕÀ° ÃÅÞÅ¨ÖåzÆ ì ÌÅÔîä ÃÈç òËÃ À°êç¶Ã ¹  ÚÔ¹ òðéÅ ÕÀ° ÃÅÞÅ¨ÖåzÆ ì ÌÅÔîä ÃÈç òËÃ À°êç¶Ã ¹  ÚÔ¹ òðéÅ ÕÀ° ÃÅÞÅ¨
AMg  - GDG - GDG - GDG - GDG - GDG

Medicine is medicine. It cures the disease without any
discrimination. Similarly the sermons of  holy persons are
beneficial for the salvation of humanity as a whole. Gurbani
has come from above. It should not be confined in narrow
limits. It has to be accepted by the whole world on one day.
Guru Nanak and Guru Gobind Singh are the monopoly of
none. They are common to the whole humanity and nature
including animals and birds. The ninth Guru Tegh Bahadur
made the supreme sacrifice for the protection of human rights
and the sacred thread and mark (Janjoo and Tilak) (of  Hindus).
Narrow thinking is to be abandoned. Gurbani is universal and
should be comprehended properly. I respectfully seek pardon
for any error.
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Discourse - IV

You have been devotedly sitting in contemplation since
early morning in the presence of  Guru Ji. Now you have
heard the Hukamnama (order) of  the day. It contains deep
thought and needs deep deliberation. Everyone in this world
is in distress due to five evils. Out of  the five evils, which
do not abandon man, 'haumai', egoism is the greatest evil. It
is the mother of physical, mental, social and economic
diseases. Guru, the Emperor, says that everyone suffers from
this disease of egoism -

“All those, that are seen, they are disease stricken.
It is only my True Guru, united with God, who is free from
the disease.”

Ü¯ Ü ¯ çÆÃ Ë Ã ¯  Ã ¯  ð ¯×Æ¨ ð ¯× ðÇÔå î¶ðÅ ÃÇå×¹ð ¹  Ü ¯×Æ¨Ü¯ Ü ¯ çÆÃ Ë Ã ¯  Ã ¯  ð ¯×Æ¨ ð ¯× ðÇÔå î¶ðÅ ÃÇå×¹ð ¹  Ü ¯×Æ¨Ü¯ Ü ¯ çÆÃ Ë Ã ¯  Ã ¯  ð ¯×Æ¨ ð ¯× ðÇÔå î¶ðÅ ÃÇå×¹ð ¹  Ü ¯×Æ¨Ü¯ Ü ¯ çÆÃ Ë Ã ¯  Ã ¯  ð ¯×Æ¨ ð ¯× ðÇÔå î¶ðÅ ÃÇå×¹ð ¹  Ü ¯×Æ¨Ü¯ Ü ¯ çÆÃ Ë Ã ¯  Ã ¯  ð ¯×Æ¨ ð ¯× ðÇÔå î¶ðÅ ÃÇå×¹ð ¹  Ü ¯×Æ¨
          AMg  - AAD@ - AAD@ - AAD@ - AAD@ - AAD@

Nature, the sun, the moon, the stars all are diseased. The
gods abiding in fifteen or sixteen heavens are also ailing.
Brahma, Vishnu and Shiva are also diseased. The inmates of
hell are naturally in great trouble. The disease of egoism
disappears after the spiritual awakening. Animals suffer
individually from one or two diseases with which they perish.
The fish is fond of  tasting and suffers. A hook is smeared
with dough and thrown in the water as a bait. The fish
swallows the hook smeared with dough and is caught. After
that it is drawn out of the water and killed. The moth is
suffering from the disease of  seeing. It burns in the burning
light. The deer suffers from the disease of  hearing. The hunter
gives a bell’s note. Hearing it the deer advances directly
towards the hunter unmindful of his death. The elephant
suffers from lust for sex. A cow made of paper is placed on
the roof  of  straw over a pit. The elephant rushes towards
the cow and falls in the pit from which it cannot come out.
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The elephant, so mighty, is caught and suffers slavery of  the
man for the whole of life. He is separated from his
companions. The bumble bee suffers from the disease of
scent. It sits in the flower which closes during the night.
Thereafter the poor ....... dies due to suffocation. The man
suffers from five evils -

“The disease of ego has humbled man.
The disease of lust overwhelms the elephant. Through the
disease of seeing, the moth is burnt to death
Through the disease of bell’s note, the deer is ruined.”

ÔÀ°î Ë ð ¯× ¹ îÅé°Ö ÕÀ° çÆéÅ¨ÔÀ°î Ë ð ¯× ¹ îÅé°Ö ÕÀ° çÆéÅ¨ÔÀ°î Ë ð ¯× ¹ îÅé°Ö ÕÀ° çÆéÅ¨ÔÀ°î Ë ð ¯× ¹ îÅé°Ö ÕÀ° çÆéÅ¨ÔÀ°î Ë ð ¯× ¹ îÅé°Ö ÕÀ° çÆéÅ¨
ÕÅî ð ¯ Ç× î Ë×« ìÇÃ ñÆéÅ¨ÕÅî ð ¯ Ç× î Ë×« ìÇÃ ñÆéÅ¨ÕÅî ð ¯ Ç× î Ë×« ìÇÃ ñÆéÅ¨ÕÅî ð ¯ Ç× î Ë×« ìÇÃ ñÆéÅ¨ÕÅî ð ¯ Ç× î Ë×« ìÇÃ ñÆéÅ¨
ÇçzÃÇà ð ¯ Ç× êÇÚ î ¹Â ¶  êå¿×Å¨ÇçzÃÇà ð ¯ Ç× êÇÚ î ¹Â ¶  êå¿×Å¨ÇçzÃÇà ð ¯ Ç× êÇÚ î ¹Â ¶  êå¿×Å¨ÇçzÃÇà ð ¯ Ç× êÇÚ î ¹Â ¶  êå¿×Å¨ÇçzÃÇà ð ¯ Ç× êÇÚ î ¹Â ¶  êå¿×Å¨
éÅç ð ¯Ç× ÖÇê ×Â¶ Õ °ð ¿×Å¨éÅç ð ¯Ç× ÖÇê ×Â¶ Õ °ð ¿×Å¨éÅç ð ¯Ç× ÖÇê ×Â¶ Õ °ð ¿×Å¨éÅç ð ¯Ç× ÖÇê ×Â¶ Õ °ð ¿×Å¨éÅç ð ¯Ç× ÖÇê ×Â¶ Õ °ð ¿×Å¨                     AMg  - AAD@ - AAD@ - AAD@ - AAD@ - AAD@

Out of the five diseases of man, egoism is most
dreadful. So many treatments are done for its remedy -

“The man reads holy texts and studies the Vedas.
He practises inner washing and breath control.
But he escapes not from the company of the five evil passions
and is all the more tied to haughty disposition.”

êÅá¹ êÇóú Áð¹ ì ¶ç ¹ ìÆÚÅÇðú ÇéòÇñ í¹Á³×î ÃÅè ¶¨êÅá¹ êÇóú Áð¹ ì ¶ç ¹ ìÆÚÅÇðú ÇéòÇñ í¹Á³×î ÃÅè ¶¨êÅá¹ êÇóú Áð¹ ì ¶ç ¹ ìÆÚÅÇðú ÇéòÇñ í¹Á³×î ÃÅè ¶¨êÅá¹ êÇóú Áð¹ ì ¶ç ¹ ìÆÚÅÇðú ÇéòÇñ í¹Á³×î ÃÅè ¶¨êÅá¹ êÇóú Áð¹ ì ¶ç ¹ ìÆÚÅÇðú ÇéòÇñ í¹Á³×î ÃÅè ¶¨
ê ³Ú ÜéÅ ÇÃÀ° Ã ¿× ¹ é Û°àÇÕú ÁÇèÕ ÁÔ¿ì ¹ Çè ìÅè ¶¨ê ³Ú ÜéÅ ÇÃÀ° Ã ¿× ¹ é Û°àÇÕú ÁÇèÕ ÁÔ¿ì ¹ Çè ìÅè ¶¨ê ³Ú ÜéÅ ÇÃÀ° Ã ¿× ¹ é Û°àÇÕú ÁÇèÕ ÁÔ¿ì ¹ Çè ìÅè ¶¨ê ³Ú ÜéÅ ÇÃÀ° Ã ¿× ¹ é Û°àÇÕú ÁÇèÕ ÁÔ¿ì ¹ Çè ìÅè ¶¨ê ³Ú ÜéÅ ÇÃÀ° Ã ¿× ¹ é Û°àÇÕú ÁÇèÕ ÁÔ¿ì ¹ Çè ìÅè ¶¨

AMg  - FDA - FDA - FDA - FDA - FDA
I can do nice recitation; I am learned; I can deliver

discourses; I hold sweet Kirtan (singing of hymns); my ideas
are great; I can recite Gurbani without an error; I am rich; I
do not have my equal; I have a lot of land; I am more
powerful; I am gentle; I am better than others. Man does not
get rid of such thinking, because he is diseased. The healthy
man thinks contrarily -

“Kabir, I am the worst of all, except me everyone else is
good.”
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ÕìÆð Ãí å¶ Ôî ì ¹ð ¶  Ôî åÇÜ íñ¯ Ãí¹ Õ ¯ÇÂ¨ÕìÆð Ãí å¶ Ôî ì ¹ð ¶  Ôî åÇÜ íñ¯ Ãí¹ Õ ¯ÇÂ¨ÕìÆð Ãí å¶ Ôî ì ¹ð ¶  Ôî åÇÜ íñ¯ Ãí¹ Õ ¯ÇÂ¨ÕìÆð Ãí å¶ Ôî ì ¹ð ¶  Ôî åÇÜ íñ¯ Ãí¹ Õ ¯ÇÂ¨ÕìÆð Ãí å¶ Ôî ì ¹ð ¶  Ôî åÇÜ íñ¯ Ãí¹ Õ ¯ÇÂ¨ AMg-ACFD-ACFD-ACFD-ACFD-ACFD
Except me, everyone in the world is good. The man who

finds faults with others is diseased. He is suffering from the
malady of egoism and consequently he considers himself
better than others. So, Guru Ji says that the person who
considers others better than himself is dear to me -

“Whosoever realizes thus, he alone is my friend.”

ÇÜÇé ÁËÃÅ ÕÇð ì ÈÇÞÁÅ îÆå° ÔîÅðÅ Ã ¯ÇÂ¨ÇÜÇé ÁËÃÅ ÕÇð ì ÈÇÞÁÅ îÆå° ÔîÅðÅ Ã ¯ÇÂ¨ÇÜÇé ÁËÃÅ ÕÇð ì ÈÇÞÁÅ îÆå° ÔîÅðÅ Ã ¯ÇÂ¨ÇÜÇé ÁËÃÅ ÕÇð ì ÈÇÞÁÅ îÆå° ÔîÅðÅ Ã ¯ÇÂ¨ÇÜÇé ÁËÃÅ ÕÇð ì ÈÇÞÁÅ îÆå° ÔîÅðÅ Ã ¯ÇÂ¨ AMg-ACFD-ACFD-ACFD-ACFD-ACFD
How many think so? Just see within yourself. Does

anyone call oneself worse than the others? As a matter of
fact we always consider ourselves better than the others in
comparison. Guru Ji says that such thinking is a big rope
around the neck, which never snaps.

At the time, when Guru Gobind Singh was staying in
Poanta Sahib, there lived a holy soul in the village Sadhaura.
He treated alike the Hindus and Muslims; the poor and the
rich; the literate and illiterate; the ignorant and the learned.
He had intense desire to meet the Lord. He sincerely served
the Muslims and the Hindus by running two separate kitchens
for them and providing free meals. Whatever, he said became
true. People came to Him for the fulfillment of  their desires.
He had the healing power. So he healed the sick who came
to him. He was a gifted soul in all respects. All people loved
him; and were ever prepared to sacrifice their lives for him.
His followers were wise and did not hate anyone. They had
learnt all this from their Murshid (Teacher or Guru) who
possessed noble qualities. The Murshid who himself  suffers
from shortcomings cannot show the correct way to his
followers. They, therefore, hate others; consider others inferior
to and worse than themselves.

But the saint referred to above did not suffer from these
evils. However, there was one doubt in his mind which could
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not be removed despite discussions with great saints.

Five doubts always agitate the mind of  man. Guru Ji says
-

“Without knowing one’s self, O slave Nanak, the moss (filth)
of doubt is removed not.”

Üé éÅéÕ Çìé¹ ÁÅêÅ ÚÆéË Çîà Ë é í zî ÕÆ ÕÅÂÆ¨Üé éÅéÕ Çìé¹ ÁÅêÅ ÚÆéË Çîà Ë é í zî ÕÆ ÕÅÂÆ¨Üé éÅéÕ Çìé¹ ÁÅêÅ ÚÆéË Çîà Ë é í zî ÕÆ ÕÅÂÆ¨Üé éÅéÕ Çìé¹ ÁÅêÅ ÚÆéË Çîà Ë é í zî ÕÆ ÕÅÂÆ¨Üé éÅéÕ Çìé¹ ÁÅêÅ ÚÆéË Çîà Ë é í zî ÕÆ ÕÅÂÆ¨
AMg  - FHD - FHD - FHD - FHD - FHD

Realization of self is possible with guidance. Without it
the malady of doubt cannot be removed and the circle of
births and deaths continues. Because the ultimate consequence
of this disease is sure transmigration -

“The nature of ego is this, that man goes about his business
in pride. The trammel of ego is this that man again and
again enters into lives.”

ÔÀ°î Ë Â ¶ÔÅ ÜÅÇå Ô Ë ÔÀ°î Ë  Õðî ÕîÅÇÔ¨ÔÀ°î Ë Â ¶ÔÅ ÜÅÇå Ô Ë ÔÀ°î Ë  Õðî ÕîÅÇÔ¨ÔÀ°î Ë Â ¶ÔÅ ÜÅÇå Ô Ë ÔÀ°î Ë  Õðî ÕîÅÇÔ¨ÔÀ°î Ë Â ¶ÔÅ ÜÅÇå Ô Ë ÔÀ°î Ë  Õðî ÕîÅÇÔ¨ÔÀ°î Ë Â ¶ÔÅ ÜÅÇå Ô Ë ÔÀ°î Ë  Õðî ÕîÅÇÔ¨
ÔÀ°î Ë Â ¶ÂÆ ì ¿èéÅ ÇëÇð ÇëÇð Ü¯éÆ êÅÇÔ¨ÔÀ°î Ë Â ¶ÂÆ ì ¿èéÅ ÇëÇð ÇëÇð Ü¯éÆ êÅÇÔ¨ÔÀ°î Ë Â ¶ÂÆ ì ¿èéÅ ÇëÇð ÇëÇð Ü¯éÆ êÅÇÔ¨ÔÀ°î Ë Â ¶ÂÆ ì ¿èéÅ ÇëÇð ÇëÇð Ü¯éÆ êÅÇÔ¨ÔÀ°î Ë Â ¶ÂÆ ì ¿èéÅ ÇëÇð ÇëÇð Ü¯éÆ êÅÇÔ¨ AMg  - DFF - DFF - DFF - DFF - DFF

The malady of pride disappears with the coming of
perfect gnosis (gyan). With that, coming into lives by man
also ceases.

So, the saint was quite honest. Theoretically he knew the
issue. But practically he did not have the desired experience.
He, therefore, appeared before Guru Gobind Singh, who was
at that time living in Paonta Sahib. People thronged to him
for the fulfilments of their desires regarding (Dharam (life of
righteousness), Arth (prosperity) and Moksh (salvation). In his
heart of  heart he realized that to tell the truth is always
difficult. No doubt he did not suffer from the evils of
slandering, backbiting, jealousy, lust, wrath, avarice, attachment
and ego but he had not achieved the ultimate goal which had
been mentioned in the Dharam Sahstras (scriptures) vividly. He
made up his mind for plain speaking before Guru Ji. It is said
-
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“There in his heart dawns the Divine Light.
Which like the sun, removing nights’ darkness, banished his
mental ignorance.”

åÔ íÇÂÁÅ ê Ì×ÅÃ ¹ ÇîÇàÁÅ Á³ÇèÁÅðÅåÔ íÇÂÁÅ ê Ì×ÅÃ ¹ ÇîÇàÁÅ Á³ÇèÁÅðÅåÔ íÇÂÁÅ ê Ì×ÅÃ ¹ ÇîÇàÁÅ Á³ÇèÁÅðÅåÔ íÇÂÁÅ ê Ì×ÅÃ ¹ ÇîÇàÁÅ Á³ÇèÁÅðÅåÔ íÇÂÁÅ ê Ì×ÅÃ ¹ ÇîÇàÁÅ Á³ÇèÁÅðÅ
ÇÜÀ° Ã ÈðÜ ð Ë Çä ÇÕðÅÖÆ¨ÇÜÀ° Ã ÈðÜ ð Ë Çä ÇÕðÅÖÆ¨ÇÜÀ° Ã ÈðÜ ð Ë Çä ÇÕðÅÖÆ¨ÇÜÀ° Ã ÈðÜ ð Ë Çä ÇÕðÅÖÆ¨ÇÜÀ° Ã ÈðÜ ð Ë Çä ÇÕðÅÖÆ¨ AMg  - HG - HG - HG - HG - HG

He thought that such Light had not dawned in his mind. It
is said about this Light -

“If hundred moons arise and a thousand suns appear even
with such light, there would be pitch darkness without the
Guru.’

Ü¶ ÃÀ° Ú ¿çÅ À°×òÇÔ Ã ÈðÜ ÚóÇÔ ÔÜÅð¨Ü¶ ÃÀ° Ú ¿çÅ À°×òÇÔ Ã ÈðÜ ÚóÇÔ ÔÜÅð¨Ü¶ ÃÀ° Ú ¿çÅ À°×òÇÔ Ã ÈðÜ ÚóÇÔ ÔÜÅð¨Ü¶ ÃÀ° Ú ¿çÅ À°×òÇÔ Ã ÈðÜ ÚóÇÔ ÔÜÅð¨Ü¶ ÃÀ° Ú ¿çÅ À°×òÇÔ Ã ÈðÜ ÚóÇÔ ÔÜÅð¨
Â¶å ¶ ÚÅéä Ô¯ÇçÁ» ×¹ð Çìé° Ø¯ð Á³èÅð¨Â¶å ¶ ÚÅéä Ô¯ÇçÁ» ×¹ð Çìé° Ø¯ð Á³èÅð¨Â¶å ¶ ÚÅéä Ô¯ÇçÁ» ×¹ð Çìé° Ø¯ð Á³èÅð¨Â¶å ¶ ÚÅéä Ô¯ÇçÁ» ×¹ð Çìé° Ø¯ð Á³èÅð¨Â¶å ¶ ÚÅéä Ô¯ÇçÁ» ×¹ð Çìé° Ø¯ð Á³èÅð¨ AMg  - DFC - DFC - DFC - DFC - DFC

The Murshid (Master) was fully determined to disclose
to Guru Ji that darkness pervaded his mind. That darkness
had not vanished. As a matter of fact we are used to in
darkness because we are not aware of the Divine Light; as
the blind person does not know about the light of  the eyes.
For the blind the world is darkness. Our explanation about
light cannot convince him. We may say that we see green
leaves of the trees, pink and yellow flowers, but it is all
meaningless for him. None can make him understand the light
of  eyes. Similarly the whole world is living in the darkness
of  ignorance about the Reality. The world does not know as
to what Guru Ji says about the Truth. Moreover, we are
contented with our fate. We do not expect anything beyond
that. However, this ignorance can disappear with the
attainment of  true knowledge, as night disappears with the
dawn of  the day. Only then we will start making right efforts
in the right direction. For the present we consider ourselves
complete due to ignorance.

The Murshid decided in his mind to tell Guru Ji that
he was no doubt blessed with the power of  performing
miracles as a result of which he got wealth and several other
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gifts without any demand; but in reality he did not know the
Truth. So, he started towards Paonta Sahib, alongwith his
followers, to meet Guru Ji. Reaching the destination he saw
the holy assembly from a distance. Kirtan (holy singing) was
being held. Everyone was sitting in perfect discipline. He was
highly impressed and thought that he would place his forehead
on the feet of  Guru Ji and would not lift untill Guru Ji
graced him with Divine Light. However, sometimes age factor
creates unwanted complexes. Guru Ji was only 20-22 years
of age at that time; whereas the Murshid was quite aged. He
thought he would be belittled before his followers, if he
placed his forehead on the feet of  Guru Ji, who was much
younger to him. Instead of  seeing him as Guru Ji he under
the complex of egotism thought him a child. He, therefore,
shook hands with Guru Ji, who got him seated with love and
enquired from him about the purpose of his visit. The
Murshid said, “Guru Ji! I have come to know as to how
meeting of  the soul and God takes place.” Guru Ji said, “Pir
Ji! this thing is very simple. This meeting takes place as day
and night meet.” Saying so Guru Ji became calm as only a
small question had been asked. The Pir also pondered over
the reply for about seven minutes. But he was not satisfied
with the reply. Without caring about his followers and other
devotees sitting there he again said, “Maharaj! I have not
followed the reply given by you. The reality is that when the
day comes, the night does not remain there. So the meeting
of the day and night does not take place. Then how shall
soul meet God?” Guru Ji said, “As you have followed”. But
the Pir again sought more clarification and Guru Ji said, “No
further clarification is needed. The soul and God meet as
truth and falsehood meet.” This reply of  Guru Ji also did not
satisfy Pir Ji. He thought that truth and falsehood have never
met. Moreover truth and falsehood cannot go side by side.
So, the Pir said, “O King! still I have not followed your reply.
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Kindly explain it further” His Holiness, the guru, said, “You
just leave falsehood. Only truth would remain with you. You
leave the falsehood that you are something. “Iness” (I+mine)
is due to egotism. Abandon egotism." The Pir said, "Maharaj!
it is very difficult to abandon egotism. For this purpose I have
undertaken hard penances, meditation, recitations and given
a lot in charity. I have also been visiting the holy Mecca. I
have always treated the Hindus and Muslims at equal level
and have run free kitchens (Langar). I have done all possible
virtuous deeds. But egotism does not leave me.” His Holiness
said, “Your virtuous deeds are strong chains to bind you.
Better you attend holy assembly. The Pir said, “I have come
to attend  your holy assembly.” But His Holiness said, “You
have come with a gown of  falsehood on your body. The
humility is the first principle to attend the holy assembly. The
devotee must believe before coming to the holy assembly that
he is ignorant and inferior to all. Ordinarily all are devotees
and are sitting since early morning. They are singing the
praises of the Lord. But the real persons do not claim
superiority. You have come with your Murids (followers) and
feel as to what they would think about you if you touch the
feet of  the Guru, who is younger in age. So, you have come
with the gown of falsehood. It must be abandoned.” The Pir
said, “I cannot leave falsehood as you advise. It can be done
with your kindness and grace.” It is said -

“How can we be true and how can the screen of untruth be
rent?”

ÇÕò ÃÇÚÁÅðÅ Ô ¯ÂÆÁË ÇÕò Õ±ó Ë å °à Ë  êÅÇñ¨ÇÕò ÃÇÚÁÅðÅ Ô ¯ÂÆÁË ÇÕò Õ±ó Ë å °à Ë  êÅÇñ¨ÇÕò ÃÇÚÁÅðÅ Ô ¯ÂÆÁË ÇÕò Õ±ó Ë å °à Ë  êÅÇñ¨ÇÕò ÃÇÚÁÅðÅ Ô ¯ÂÆÁË ÇÕò Õ±ó Ë å °à Ë  êÅÇñ¨ÇÕò ÃÇÚÁÅðÅ Ô ¯ÂÆÁË ÇÕò Õ±ó Ë å °à Ë  êÅÇñ¨                AMg  -A -A -A -A -A
The Pir said, “How can I become truthful and demolish the
wall of  falsehood?” Guru Ji said, “Budhu Shah! it is quite
easy -

“By obeying, O Nanak! the pre-ordained order of the Lord of
will.”
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Ô¹ÕÇî ðÜÅÂÆ ÚñäÅ éÅéÕ ÇñÇÖÁÅ éÅÇñ¨Ô¹ÕÇî ðÜÅÂÆ ÚñäÅ éÅéÕ ÇñÇÖÁÅ éÅÇñ¨Ô¹ÕÇî ðÜÅÂÆ ÚñäÅ éÅéÕ ÇñÇÖÁÅ éÅÇñ¨Ô¹ÕÇî ðÜÅÂÆ ÚñäÅ éÅéÕ ÇñÇÖÁÅ éÅÇñ¨Ô¹ÕÇî ðÜÅÂÆ ÚñäÅ éÅéÕ ÇñÇÖÁÅ éÅÇñ¨           AMg  - A - A - A - A - A
“You also obey the command. Look! the weapons are

being prepared for the war; the brave army men are doing
military exercises; 102 scholars are writing poems and
narratives. But actually we are not doing anything. We don’t
have attachment with them. Everything is happening under
His command. I simply observe as to what happens.” With
this comprehension of reality the Pir was inspired. He
commenced dancing and approached the feet of  Guru Ji and
placed his forehead thereon. Guru Ji pressed his hand with
love. As soon as he touched the Pir the darkness of ignorance
and falsehood evaporated like a black cloud. Divine Light
dawned in his mind. Whatever and wherever he saw, was
nothing but God -

“Thou, of Thyself art the table, O Lord, of Thyself the pen
and Thou art also the writing thereon.
Speak Thou of the One Lord, O Nanak
Why should there be a second.”

ÁÅê¶ êàÆ Õñî ÁÅÇê À°êÇð ñ¶Ö ¹  Çí åÈ ¿¨ÁÅê¶ êàÆ Õñî ÁÅÇê À°êÇð ñ¶Ö ¹  Çí åÈ ¿¨ÁÅê¶ êàÆ Õñî ÁÅÇê À°êÇð ñ¶Ö ¹  Çí åÈ ¿¨ÁÅê¶ êàÆ Õñî ÁÅÇê À°êÇð ñ¶Ö ¹  Çí åÈ ¿¨ÁÅê¶ êàÆ Õñî ÁÅÇê À°êÇð ñ¶Ö ¹  Çí åÈ ¿¨
Â ¶Õ ¯ ÕÔÆÁË éÅéÕÅ çÈÜÅ ÕÅÔ ¶ Õ ±¨Â ¶Õ ¯ ÕÔÆÁË éÅéÕÅ çÈÜÅ ÕÅÔ ¶ Õ ±¨Â ¶Õ ¯ ÕÔÆÁË éÅéÕÅ çÈÜÅ ÕÅÔ ¶ Õ ±¨Â ¶Õ ¯ ÕÔÆÁË éÅéÕÅ çÈÜÅ ÕÅÔ ¶ Õ ±¨Â ¶Õ ¯ ÕÔÆÁË éÅéÕÅ çÈÜÅ ÕÅÔ ¶ Õ ±¨ AMg  - ABIA - ABIA - ABIA - ABIA - ABIA

Falsehood and duality ended. It was the end of egotism.
Five evils and egotism do not leave man. Five evils are - lust,
wrath, avarice, attachment and pride. Egotism and five evils
leave man after his meeting the perfect Guru. “Iness” is
destroyed -

“Kabir, repeating “Thy Name” I have become like Thee. In
me now “I” has remained not.”

ÕìÆð å± ¿  å ± ¿  ÕðåÅ å± Ô ÈÁÅ î ¹Þ îÇÔ ðÔÅ é Ô È ¿¨ÕìÆð å± ¿  å ± ¿  ÕðåÅ å± Ô ÈÁÅ î ¹Þ îÇÔ ðÔÅ é Ô È ¿¨ÕìÆð å± ¿  å ± ¿  ÕðåÅ å± Ô ÈÁÅ î ¹Þ îÇÔ ðÔÅ é Ô È ¿¨ÕìÆð å± ¿  å ± ¿  ÕðåÅ å± Ô ÈÁÅ î ¹Þ îÇÔ ðÔÅ é Ô È ¿¨ÕìÆð å± ¿  å ± ¿  ÕðåÅ å± Ô ÈÁÅ î ¹Þ îÇÔ ðÔÅ é Ô È ¿¨
Üì ÁÅêÅ êð ÕÅ ÇîÇà ×ÇÂÁÅ Üå ç¶ÖÀ° åå å±¨Üì ÁÅêÅ êð ÕÅ ÇîÇà ×ÇÂÁÅ Üå ç¶ÖÀ° åå å±¨Üì ÁÅêÅ êð ÕÅ ÇîÇà ×ÇÂÁÅ Üå ç¶ÖÀ° åå å±¨Üì ÁÅêÅ êð ÕÅ ÇîÇà ×ÇÂÁÅ Üå ç¶ÖÀ° åå å±¨Üì ÁÅêÅ êð ÕÅ ÇîÇà ×ÇÂÁÅ Üå ç¶ÖÀ° åå å±¨

AMg  - ACGE - ACGE - ACGE - ACGE - ACGE
With the vanishing of the discrimination of “I" and

“Thou” “I-ness" disappeared. The visible world also started
appearing as Lord Himself. The Pir said, “Where is the world,
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in which I saw good and bad people, my people and my
opponents, people doing good and bad deeds, has gone? O
God! where has the world disappeared?

Seeing him like that

Guru Ji said, “How do you feel?”

The Pir said, “There is some difference. My eyes have
undergone a change.”

Guru Ji asked him again, “What type of  change?”

The Pir said, “Instead of the world I find the Divine Light.
It is all wonder."
About this Divine Light Guru Ji says -

“O mine eyes, God has infused light in ye. Without the Lord,
see ye, not another, therefore. Save the Lord, see ye not any
other. The Merciful Master Lord alone is worthy of
beholding.”

Â¶ é¶åzÔ ¹ î ¶ÇðÔ¯ ÔÇð å°î îÇÔ Ü¯Çå èðÆÂ¶ é¶åzÔ ¹ î ¶ÇðÔ¯ ÔÇð å°î îÇÔ Ü¯Çå èðÆÂ¶ é¶åzÔ ¹ î ¶ÇðÔ¯ ÔÇð å°î îÇÔ Ü¯Çå èðÆÂ¶ é¶åzÔ ¹ î ¶ÇðÔ¯ ÔÇð å°î îÇÔ Ü¯Çå èðÆÂ¶ é¶åzÔ ¹ î ¶ÇðÔ¯ ÔÇð å°î îÇÔ Ü¯Çå èðÆ
ÔÇð Çìé° Áòð¹ é ç¶ÖÔ¹ Õ ¯ÂÆ¨ÔÇð Çìé° Áòð¹ é ç¶ÖÔ¹ Õ ¯ÂÆ¨ÔÇð Çìé° Áòð¹ é ç¶ÖÔ¹ Õ ¯ÂÆ¨ÔÇð Çìé° Áòð¹ é ç¶ÖÔ¹ Õ ¯ÂÆ¨ÔÇð Çìé° Áòð¹ é ç¶ÖÔ¹ Õ ¯ÂÆ¨
ÔÇð Çìé° Áòð¹ é ç¶ÖÔ¹ Õ ¯ÂÆÔÇð Çìé° Áòð¹ é ç¶ÖÔ¹ Õ ¯ÂÆÔÇð Çìé° Áòð¹ é ç¶ÖÔ¹ Õ ¯ÂÆÔÇð Çìé° Áòð¹ é ç¶ÖÔ¹ Õ ¯ÂÆÔÇð Çìé° Áòð¹ é ç¶ÖÔ¹ Õ ¯ÂÆ
éçðÆ ÔÇð ÇéÔÅÇñÁÅ¨éçðÆ ÔÇð ÇéÔÅÇñÁÅ¨éçðÆ ÔÇð ÇéÔÅÇñÁÅ¨éçðÆ ÔÇð ÇéÔÅÇñÁÅ¨éçðÆ ÔÇð ÇéÔÅÇñÁÅ¨ AMg  - IBB - IBB - IBB - IBB - IBB

As to how only the Lord pervades and plays his sport, Guru
Gobind Singh says -

“One and yet who seemeth many and entereth into a myriad
forms,
And Playeth His play, and then windeth it up and becometh
the One again.”

Â¶Õ î ÈðÇå Áé¶Õ çðÃé ÕÆé ð Èê Áé¶Õ¨Â¶Õ î ÈðÇå Áé¶Õ çðÃé ÕÆé ð Èê Áé¶Õ¨Â¶Õ î ÈðÇå Áé¶Õ çðÃé ÕÆé ð Èê Áé¶Õ¨Â¶Õ î ÈðÇå Áé¶Õ çðÃé ÕÆé ð Èê Áé¶Õ¨Â¶Õ î ÈðÇå Áé¶Õ çðÃé ÕÆé ð Èê Áé¶Õ¨
Ö¶ñ Ö¶ñ ÁÖ¶ñ Ö¶ñé Á¿å Õ¯ Çëð Â ¶Õ¨Ö¶ñ Ö¶ñ ÁÖ¶ñ Ö¶ñé Á¿å Õ¯ Çëð Â ¶Õ¨Ö¶ñ Ö¶ñ ÁÖ¶ñ Ö¶ñé Á¿å Õ¯ Çëð Â ¶Õ¨Ö¶ñ Ö¶ñ ÁÖ¶ñ Ö¶ñé Á¿å Õ¯ Çëð Â ¶Õ¨Ö¶ñ Ö¶ñ ÁÖ¶ñ Ö¶ñé Á¿å Õ¯ Çëð Â ¶Õ¨ (ÜÅê¹ ÃÅÇÔì)(ÜÅê ¹ ÃÅÇÔì)(ÜÅê ¹ ÃÅÇÔì)(ÜÅê ¹ ÃÅÇÔì)(ÜÅê ¹ ÃÅÇÔì)

Pir Ji clearly expressed his inner feelings of that time to
Guru Ji and said, “I have seen both the aspects of  this
world. Firstly when God was there all alone. Secondly when
the Lord assumed His myriad forms. I have also realized as
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to how He would ultimately become One.” It is thus clear
that real understanding dawned on the Pir Ji. His egotism
vanished. His desires ended. Dear devotees! we have come
to this world, passing through 84 lac species, to achieve a
particular goal, as a result of which all ailments of the man
have to be finished. This goal can be achieved by attending
holy assembly and meeting a perfect holy man, who has
himself seen the whole world at equal level by ending duality
in his mind. Hearing the sermons of  such holy men the
malady of egotism can be removed.

So His Holiness, the guru Ji says, “The Perfect Guru has
graciously removed my five ailments. Simultaneously the
perfect Guru has destroyed my egotism in consequence of
which I had whirled on the wheel of births of 84 lac species
for myriads of  times. Now I am in greatest bliss.” So, dear
holy assembly! if we hold Kirtan (holy singing) consciously
and attend holy assembly with the intention of doing virtuous
deeds, then we will be rewarded with happiness. But we will
miss the real goal for which we do virtuous deeds. To hold
Kirtan in the early hours of the day is called Kirtan Bhagti
(the devotion of singing His praises) -

“The most exalted is the singing of the Lord’s praise in this
Dark age. So, through the Guru, attentively contemplate thou
the Lord’s Name. Thou shalt save thyself and save thy
lineage and shalt go to the Lord’s court with honour.”

ÕñÜ¹× îÇÔ ÕÆðåé¹ êðèÅéÅ¨ÕñÜ¹× îÇÔ ÕÆðåé¹ êðèÅéÅ¨ÕñÜ¹× îÇÔ ÕÆðåé¹ êðèÅéÅ¨ÕñÜ¹× îÇÔ ÕÆðåé¹ êðèÅéÅ¨ÕñÜ¹× îÇÔ ÕÆðåé¹ êðèÅéÅ¨
×¹ðî ¹ÇÖ ÜêÆÁË ñÅÇÂ ÇèÁÅéÅ¨×¹ðî ¹ÇÖ ÜêÆÁË ñÅÇÂ ÇèÁÅéÅ¨×¹ðî ¹ÇÖ ÜêÆÁË ñÅÇÂ ÇèÁÅéÅ¨×¹ðî ¹ÇÖ ÜêÆÁË ñÅÇÂ ÇèÁÅéÅ¨×¹ðî ¹ÇÖ ÜêÆÁË ñÅÇÂ ÇèÁÅéÅ¨
ÁÅÇê åðË Ã×ñ¶ Õ °ñ åÅð ¶ÁÅÇê åðË Ã×ñ¶ Õ °ñ åÅð ¶ÁÅÇê åðË Ã×ñ¶ Õ °ñ åÅð ¶ÁÅÇê åðË Ã×ñ¶ Õ °ñ åÅð ¶ÁÅÇê åðË Ã×ñ¶ Õ °ñ åÅð ¶
ÔÇð çð×Ô êÇå ÇÃÀ° ÜÅÇÂçÅ¨ÔÇð çð×Ô êÇå ÇÃÀ° ÜÅÇÂçÅ¨ÔÇð çð×Ô êÇå ÇÃÀ° ÜÅÇÂçÅ¨ÔÇð çð×Ô êÇå ÇÃÀ° ÜÅÇÂçÅ¨ÔÇð çð×Ô êÇå ÇÃÀ° ÜÅÇÂçÅ¨                AMg  - A@GE - A@GE - A@GE - A@GE - A@GE

His Holiness, the guru, asks us to hold Kirtan with
devotion and concentration. Mere music and sweet tunes shall
cause vibrations of happiness in the mind. But the holy
arrows of Gurbani shall whiz past the devotees without
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touching them. So, singing holy hymns for the sake of  singing
cannot achieve the desired result. Singing with devotion can
take the mind towards supreme bliss. Then Kirtan of  Gurbani
becomes the most exalted method to achieve the goal of life,
as compared with other nine ways of devotion. It is also
called Prema Bhakti (Contemplation with love). With this,
real spiritual life can come to the mind and it can enjoy the
quiver of life. The dead man spiritually becomes alive again
-

“Though one be very handsome, of high birth, wise, a
leading theologian and wealthy, he shall be called as dead,
O Nanak, if he has not love for the Auspicious Master.”

ÁÇå Ã¹ ¿çð Õ°ñÆé Úå°ð î ¹ÇÖ ÇÙÁÅéÆ èéò¿å¨ÁÇå Ã¹ ¿çð Õ°ñÆé Úå°ð î ¹ÇÖ ÇÙÁÅéÆ èéò¿å¨ÁÇå Ã¹ ¿çð Õ°ñÆé Úå°ð î ¹ÇÖ ÇÙÁÅéÆ èéò¿å¨ÁÇå Ã¹ ¿çð Õ°ñÆé Úå°ð î ¹ÇÖ ÇÙÁÅéÆ èéò¿å¨ÁÇå Ã¹ ¿çð Õ°ñÆé Úå°ð î ¹ÇÖ ÇÙÁÅéÆ èéò¿å¨
ÇîðåÕ ÕÔÆÁÇÔ éÅéÕÅ ÇÜÔ êÌÆÇå éÔÆ í×ò¿å¨ÇîðåÕ ÕÔÆÁÇÔ éÅéÕÅ ÇÜÔ êÌÆÇå éÔÆ í×ò¿å¨ÇîðåÕ ÕÔÆÁÇÔ éÅéÕÅ ÇÜÔ êÌÆÇå éÔÆ í×ò¿å¨ÇîðåÕ ÕÔÆÁÇÔ éÅéÕÅ ÇÜÔ êÌÆÇå éÔÆ í×ò¿å¨ÇîðåÕ ÕÔÆÁÇÔ éÅéÕÅ ÇÜÔ êÌÆÇå éÔÆ í×ò¿å¨

AMg  - BEC - BEC - BEC - BEC - BEC
“He alone lives within whose mind That Master abides. O
Nanak! none else is really alive. If someone lives, he shall
depart dishonoured. All, that he eats, is forbidden food and
a waste."
Ã¯ ÜÆÇòÁÅ ÇÜÃ¹ îÇé òÇÃÁÅ Ã ¯ÇÂ¨Ã¯ ÜÆÇòÁÅ ÇÜÃ¹ îÇé òÇÃÁÅ Ã ¯ÇÂ¨Ã¯ ÜÆÇòÁÅ ÇÜÃ¹ îÇé òÇÃÁÅ Ã ¯ÇÂ¨Ã¯ ÜÆÇòÁÅ ÇÜÃ¹ îÇé òÇÃÁÅ Ã ¯ÇÂ¨Ã¯ ÜÆÇòÁÅ ÇÜÃ¹ îÇé òÇÃÁÅ Ã ¯ÇÂ¨
éÅéÕ Áòð¹ é ÜÆòË Õ ¯ÇÂ¨éÅéÕ Áòð¹ é ÜÆòË Õ ¯ÇÂ¨éÅéÕ Áòð¹ é ÜÆòË Õ ¯ÇÂ¨éÅéÕ Áòð¹ é ÜÆòË Õ ¯ÇÂ¨éÅéÕ Áòð¹ é ÜÆòË Õ ¯ÇÂ¨
Ü¶ ÜÆòË êÇå ñæÆ ÜÅÇÂ¨Ü¶ ÜÆòË êÇå ñæÆ ÜÅÇÂ¨Ü¶ ÜÆòË êÇå ñæÆ ÜÅÇÂ¨Ü¶ ÜÆòË êÇå ñæÆ ÜÅÇÂ¨Ü¶ ÜÆòË êÇå ñæÆ ÜÅÇÂ¨
Ãí¹ ÔðÅî ¹ Ü ¶åÅ ÇÕÛ° ÖÅÇÂ¨Ãí¹ ÔðÅî ¹ Ü ¶åÅ ÇÕÛ° ÖÅÇÂ¨Ãí¹ ÔðÅî ¹ Ü ¶åÅ ÇÕÛ° ÖÅÇÂ¨Ãí¹ ÔðÅî ¹ Ü ¶åÅ ÇÕÛ° ÖÅÇÂ¨Ãí¹ ÔðÅî ¹ Ü ¶åÅ ÇÕÛ° ÖÅÇÂ¨ AMg  - ADB - ADB - ADB - ADB - ADB

So, the devotee attains spiritual life when he holds and
hears the Kirtan and recites the holy Gurbani with full
devotion. Not only this. He is enabled to -

Thou shall save thyself and save all thy lineage and shalt go
to the Lord's court with honour.
ÁÅÇê åðË Ã×ñ¶ Õ °ñ åÅð ¶ÁÅÇê åðË Ã×ñ¶ Õ °ñ åÅð ¶ÁÅÇê åðË Ã×ñ¶ Õ °ñ åÅð ¶ÁÅÇê åðË Ã×ñ¶ Õ °ñ åÅð ¶ÁÅÇê åðË Ã×ñ¶ Õ °ñ åÅð ¶
ÔÇð çð×Ô êÇå ÇÃÀ° ÜÅÇÂçÅ¨   ÔÇð çð×Ô êÇå ÇÃÀ° ÜÅÇÂçÅ¨   ÔÇð çð×Ô êÇå ÇÃÀ° ÜÅÇÂçÅ¨   ÔÇð çð×Ô êÇå ÇÃÀ° ÜÅÇÂçÅ¨   ÔÇð çð×Ô êÇå ÇÃÀ° ÜÅÇÂçÅ¨               AMg - A@GF - A@GF - A@GF - A@GF - A@GF

The devotee shall have self realization with which he will
go to the Lord’s Court with honour -
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"His soul, he makes one with the Supreme Soul.
His mind's duality is reabsorbed in the mind.

ÁÅåîÅ êðÅåîÅ Â ¶Õ ¯ Õð Ë¨ÁÅåîÅ êðÅåîÅ Â ¶Õ ¯ Õð Ë¨ÁÅåîÅ êðÅåîÅ Â ¶Õ ¯ Õð Ë¨ÁÅåîÅ êðÅåîÅ Â ¶Õ ¯ Õð Ë¨ÁÅåîÅ êðÅåîÅ Â ¶Õ ¯ Õð Ë¨
Á³åð ÕÆ ç¹ÇìèÅ Á³åÇð îð ËÍÍÁ³åð ÕÆ ç¹ÇìèÅ Á³åÇð îð ËÍÍÁ³åð ÕÆ ç¹ÇìèÅ Á³åÇð îð ËÍÍÁ³åð ÕÆ ç¹ÇìèÅ Á³åÇð îð ËÍÍÁ³åð ÕÆ ç¹ÇìèÅ Á³åÇð îð ËÍÍ AMg  - FFA - FFA - FFA - FFA - FFA

With self  realization true gnosis shall dawn on the devotee-
“When there was egoism in me, Thou wert not within me,
then; now that Thou art there, there is no egoism.”

Üì Ôî Ô¯å ¶ åì å± éÅÔÆ Áì å±ÔÆ î Ë éÅÔÆ¨Üì Ôî Ô¯å ¶ åì å± éÅÔÆ Áì å±ÔÆ î Ë éÅÔÆ¨Üì Ôî Ô¯å ¶ åì å± éÅÔÆ Áì å±ÔÆ î Ë éÅÔÆ¨Üì Ôî Ô¯å ¶ åì å± éÅÔÆ Áì å±ÔÆ î Ë éÅÔÆ¨Üì Ôî Ô¯å ¶ åì å± éÅÔÆ Áì å±ÔÆ î Ë éÅÔÆ¨ AMg-FEG-FEG-FEG-FEG-FEG
“Iness” or Egotism shall evaporate and “Thou” will

dominate. With this true purpose of  rising early and doing
other efforts and meditation shall be achieved. So in such a
brief  message Guru Ji has cautioned us to open the inner eyes.
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Discourse - V

We have listened to the order of  Guru Ji. He has said
that the abode of pains, anxieties, maladies in man has been
smashed and thrown out when the Lord gave His support.
With the end of pain and disease comes shower of happiness
in the family. Guru Ji has also said that the mandate which
is to finish anxiety has come from the Court of God. So
sermons of  Gurbani remove all anxieties. Today we have
praised the Lord by holding Kirtan (holy singing) of Asa-Di-
Var (very Early morning prayer) to celebrate the birth of  a
child. Prayer has also been made for his ever exaltation.
Order of  the Guru is also for the removal of  pain and
anxiety.

Celebration of birthdays is a universal feature. The
children in the West are very alert. Days before their birth
they enquire from their parents as to what they would do for
the celebration of  their happy birthday. Some children invite
their fellow children and enjoy by cutting cake. The elders
do not join them. The children celebrate independently.
Sometimes the parents celebrate the birthdays in the hotels
and invite the people to enhance their contacts in the public.
The children also come with them and mixup mutually. In
this way social interactions improve. The whole atmosphere
echoes with “Happy birthday to you”.

There are several ways for the celebration of  birthdays.
But Guru Ji tells us an easy way. Before the birth of  the child,
the arrival of a soul is awaited, who is coming in human
incarnation after passing through 83 lac, ninety nine thousand,
nine hundred and ninety nine species. It is very difficult to
judge our relations with the coming soul in the previous
incarnation. But it all happens under the eternal code of
meeting and separating. Under eternal system some souls, who
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have to realize or discharge their debts, meet and separate
repeatedly. The father becomes the son and vice versa.
Sometime he becomes grandfather, great grandfather and grand
son. Under this current the whole world is running. Affinity
and attachment develop mutually. Due to these relations
social warmth develops and the society goes on running.

But there is a section of people who are wiser than the
above said category of  persons. The latter feel that their son
shall be born. They would educate and nourish him well.
Later they would arrange his marriage; and with great pride
they would call him as their progeny. They also hope that
their son shall become a high officer and take care of them
in their old age.

The second category of  persons are blessed with gnosis.
They feel that coming child is undergoing distress in the
womb of the mother in reverse posture. Pitch darkness
prevails there. But his attention, being in contemplation, is
lodged in Sukhmani Nadi (nerve of  tranquility). No ideas cross
his mind. He hears tune of the Name of God and remains
alive -

“Inversed in the pit of the womb, the mortal performed
penance. There with every breath, he continued to remember
the Lord.”

×ðí Õ° ¿à îÇÔ À°ðè åê Õðå¶¨×ðí Õ° ¿à îÇÔ À°ðè åê Õðå¶¨×ðí Õ° ¿à îÇÔ À°ðè åê Õðå¶¨×ðí Õ° ¿à îÇÔ À°ðè åê Õðå¶¨×ðí Õ° ¿à îÇÔ À°ðè åê Õðå¶¨
ÃÅÇÃ ÃÅÇÃ ÇÃîðå êÌí ¹  ðÔå¶¨ÃÅÇÃ ÃÅÇÃ ÇÃîðå êÌí ¹  ðÔå¶¨ÃÅÇÃ ÃÅÇÃ ÇÃîðå êÌí ¹  ðÔå¶¨ÃÅÇÃ ÃÅÇÃ ÇÃîðå êÌí ¹  ðÔå¶¨ÃÅÇÃ ÃÅÇÃ ÇÃîðå êÌí ¹  ðÔå¶¨ AMg  - BEA - BEA - BEA - BEA - BEA

They are aware that after the birth, link of the child with
the tune of the Name of God shall be broken, due to the
outer atmosphere dominated with the influence of the great
might of  mammon (maya). Guru Ji says -

“As is the fire of womb within, so is the fire of mammon
without. The fires of worldly valuables and of the womb are
all the same. The Creator has set agoing this play.
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When it pleases Him, then is the child born and the family is
well pleased.”

ÜËÃÆ Á×Çé À°çð îÇÔ åËÃÆ ìÅÔÇð îÅÇÂÁÅ¨ÜËÃÆ Á×Çé À°çð îÇÔ åËÃÆ ìÅÔÇð îÅÇÂÁÅ¨ÜËÃÆ Á×Çé À°çð îÇÔ åËÃÆ ìÅÔÇð îÅÇÂÁÅ¨ÜËÃÆ Á×Çé À°çð îÇÔ åËÃÆ ìÅÔÇð îÅÇÂÁÅ¨ÜËÃÆ Á×Çé À°çð îÇÔ åËÃÆ ìÅÔÇð îÅÇÂÁÅ¨
îÅÇÂÁÅ Á×Çé Ãí ÇÂÕ¯ Ü ¶ÔÆ ÕðåË Ö ¶« ðÚÅÇÂÁÅ¨îÅÇÂÁÅ Á×Çé Ãí ÇÂÕ¯ Ü ¶ÔÆ ÕðåË Ö ¶« ðÚÅÇÂÁÅ¨îÅÇÂÁÅ Á×Çé Ãí ÇÂÕ¯ Ü ¶ÔÆ ÕðåË Ö ¶« ðÚÅÇÂÁÅ¨îÅÇÂÁÅ Á×Çé Ãí ÇÂÕ¯ Ü ¶ÔÆ ÕðåË Ö ¶« ðÚÅÇÂÁÅ¨îÅÇÂÁÅ Á×Çé Ãí ÇÂÕ¯ Ü ¶ÔÆ ÕðåË Ö ¶« ðÚÅÇÂÁÅ¨
ÜÅ ÇåÃ¹ íÅäÅ åÅ Ü¿ÇîÁÅ êðòÅÇð íñÅ íÅÇÂÁÅ¨ÜÅ ÇåÃ¹ íÅäÅ åÅ Ü¿ÇîÁÅ êðòÅÇð íñÅ íÅÇÂÁÅ¨ÜÅ ÇåÃ¹ íÅäÅ åÅ Ü¿ÇîÁÅ êðòÅÇð íñÅ íÅÇÂÁÅ¨ÜÅ ÇåÃ¹ íÅäÅ åÅ Ü¿ÇîÁÅ êðòÅÇð íñÅ íÅÇÂÁÅ¨ÜÅ ÇåÃ¹ íÅäÅ åÅ Ü¿ÇîÁÅ êðòÅÇð íñÅ íÅÇÂÁÅ¨

AMg  - IBA - IBA - IBA - IBA - IBA
With the birth of  the child the family feels happy. Many

people, friends, relations and fraternity come for
congratulations. But on the other hand the child loses -

“The Lord’s love departs, greed attaches to the child and
mammon’s writ begins to run.”

Çñò Û°óÕÆ ñ×Æ ÇåzÃéÅ îÅÇÂÁÅ Áîð¹ òðåÅÇÂÁÅ¨Çñò Û°óÕÆ ñ×Æ ÇåzÃéÅ îÅÇÂÁÅ Áîð¹ òðåÅÇÂÁÅ¨Çñò Û°óÕÆ ñ×Æ ÇåzÃéÅ îÅÇÂÁÅ Áîð¹ òðåÅÇÂÁÅ¨Çñò Û°óÕÆ ñ×Æ ÇåzÃéÅ îÅÇÂÁÅ Áîð¹ òðåÅÇÂÁÅ¨Çñò Û°óÕÆ ñ×Æ ÇåzÃéÅ îÅÇÂÁÅ Áîð¹ òðåÅÇÂÁÅ¨
AMg  - IBA - IBA - IBA - IBA - IBA

The child was in tune with God in the womb of the
mother. In that subconscious stage he had made certain
commitments. The psychologists call that stage to be of
unconsciousness. But those who meditate call it a perfect
stage of  knowledge in which the child had visions. He had
also entered into a dialogue with God and said, “O God! you
have associated me with your Name here. I will not forget
your Name when I go into the world. For the present I am
visualizing that I have already taken many births. In those
births I had become the father of  many and the son of  many.
But I missed my goal and consequently I was born and I died
repeatedly. I have also visualized the mistakes of  previous
lives. I have also seen the fruits of  those mistakes. Now O
God! be kind to me. I have realized my follies. I shall not
repeat those mistakes now”. The child hears the voice, “O
soul! I have not given you this realization only once. I have
done it always whenever you entered the womb of your
mother. I have always nourished you with the tune of  My
Name. Repeatedly I have been telling you about your mistakes
and consequent punishments, so that you do not indulge in
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their repetition.” In reply the soul said, “O God! I will not
repeat them now.” But the voice asked the child to furnish
some surety for keeping his promise. But at that time there
was no surety. So, the voice suggested, “The gods of  five
elements are present with you. They can stand surety for
you.” But all of them refused to stand surety for him on the
plea that he had ever been non-fulfiller of  his promises. Only
water was left. The soul then requested humbly to the (god
of) water to stand surety for him. He said to the water, “You
please stand surety for me. I am not so bad. I will not forget
the Name of God.” On this water got ready to give
conditional surety. He requested the Lord, “O God! this soul
is forgetful and does not fulfil his promise. He retracts every
moment. He does not remember the goodness done to him.
He will remember, neither you nor me for the help I am
rendering to him. I stand surety with one condition that when
he will put the first mug of water on his body for taking a
bath early in the morning, I will make him recite once,
Waheguru or Allah or Ram or Gobind or Narayan. On this
the Lord said, “I have also made some arrangement in this
regard. I have sent the great souls or gurus (spiritual Masters),
Pirs (spiritual Masters especially of Muslim religion) sadhus
(monks), Rishi-Munis (sages & seers) Gurus, Pirs, Sadhus,
Saints, Rishi-Munis, even before his birth. They will remind
him about his promise again and again.” Despite this
arrangement of the Lord the soul does not listen to them.

ëðÆçÅ Õ±Õ ¶ÇçÁÅ Ú»×¶ÇçÁÅ îåÆ ç¶ÇçÁÅ Çéå¨ëðÆçÅ Õ±Õ ¶ÇçÁÅ Ú»×¶ÇçÁÅ îåÆ ç¶ÇçÁÅ Çéå¨ëðÆçÅ Õ±Õ ¶ÇçÁÅ Ú»×¶ÇçÁÅ îåÆ ç¶ÇçÁÅ Çéå¨ëðÆçÅ Õ±Õ ¶ÇçÁÅ Ú»×¶ÇçÁÅ îåÆ ç¶ÇçÁÅ Çéå¨ëðÆçÅ Õ±Õ ¶ÇçÁÅ Ú»×¶ÇçÁÅ îåÆ ç¶ÇçÁÅ Çéå¨
AMg  - ACGH - ACGH - ACGH - ACGH - ACGH

Four Vedas, the six dharam shastras, twenty seven
Simritis, the Upanishads, the Quran, the Bible, and several
other scriptures like Guru Granth Sahib and great saints warn
man to do his duty for which he has come to the
world -
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“O mortal! thou came to earn profit. With what useless acts
art thou engaged? Thy entire Night (life) is coming to an
end.”

êÌÅäÆ å¿ ±  ÁÅÇÂÁÅ ñÅÔÅ ñËÇä¨êÌÅäÆ å¿ ±  ÁÅÇÂÁÅ ñÅÔÅ ñËÇä¨êÌÅäÆ å¿ ±  ÁÅÇÂÁÅ ñÅÔÅ ñËÇä¨êÌÅäÆ å¿ ±  ÁÅÇÂÁÅ ñÅÔÅ ñËÇä¨êÌÅäÆ å¿ ±  ÁÅÇÂÁÅ ñÅÔÅ ñËÇä¨
ñ×Å ÇÕå° Õ °ëÕó¶ Ãí î ¹ÕçÆ ÚñÆ ð Ë Çä¨ñ×Å ÇÕå° Õ °ëÕó¶ Ãí î ¹ÕçÆ ÚñÆ ð Ë Çä¨ñ×Å ÇÕå° Õ °ëÕó¶ Ãí î ¹ÕçÆ ÚñÆ ð Ë Çä¨ñ×Å ÇÕå° Õ °ëÕó¶ Ãí î ¹ÕçÆ ÚñÆ ð Ë Çä¨ñ×Å ÇÕå° Õ °ëÕó¶ Ãí î ¹ÕçÆ ÚñÆ ð Ë Çä¨      AMg  - DC - DC - DC - DC - DC

The profitable job, for which human birth has been attained,
has also been described in detail as below -

“This human body has come to Thy hand.
This is thy chance to meet the Lord of world.
Other works are of no avail to thee.
Joining the society of saints, contemplate over the Name.
Make effort for crossing the dreadful world ocean.
In the love of worldliness, the human life is passing in vain.”

íÂÆ êðÅêÇå îÅé°Ö ç¶Ô ¹ðÆÁÅ¨íÂÆ êðÅêÇå îÅé°Ö ç¶Ô ¹ðÆÁÅ¨íÂÆ êðÅêÇå îÅé°Ö ç¶Ô ¹ðÆÁÅ¨íÂÆ êðÅêÇå îÅé°Ö ç¶Ô ¹ðÆÁÅ¨íÂÆ êðÅêÇå îÅé°Ö ç¶Ô ¹ðÆÁÅ¨
×¯Çì ¿ç Çîñä ÕÆ ÇÂÔ å¶ðÆ ìðÆÁÅ¨×¯Çì ¿ç Çîñä ÕÆ ÇÂÔ å¶ðÆ ìðÆÁÅ¨×¯Çì ¿ç Çîñä ÕÆ ÇÂÔ å¶ðÆ ìðÆÁÅ¨×¯Çì ¿ç Çîñä ÕÆ ÇÂÔ å¶ðÆ ìðÆÁÅ¨×¯Çì ¿ç Çîñä ÕÆ ÇÂÔ å¶ðÆ ìðÆÁÅ¨
ÁòÇð ÕÅÜ å¶ð Ë  ÇÕåË é ÕÅî¨ÁòÇð ÕÅÜ å¶ð Ë  ÇÕåË é ÕÅî¨ÁòÇð ÕÅÜ å¶ð Ë  ÇÕåË é ÕÅî¨ÁòÇð ÕÅÜ å¶ð Ë  ÇÕåË é ÕÅî¨ÁòÇð ÕÅÜ å¶ð Ë  ÇÕåË é ÕÅî¨
Çî« ÃÅèÃ¿×Çå íÜ¹ Õ ¶òñ éÅî¨Çî« ÃÅèÃ¿×Çå íÜ¹ Õ ¶òñ éÅî¨Çî« ÃÅèÃ¿×Çå íÜ¹ Õ ¶òñ éÅî¨Çî« ÃÅèÃ¿×Çå íÜ¹ Õ ¶òñ éÅî¨Çî« ÃÅèÃ¿×Çå íÜ¹ Õ ¶òñ éÅî¨
Ãð¿ÜÅÇî ñÅ×¹ íòÜñ åðé ÕË¨Ãð¿ÜÅÇî ñÅ×¹ íòÜñ åðé ÕË¨Ãð¿ÜÅÇî ñÅ×¹ íòÜñ åðé ÕË¨Ãð¿ÜÅÇî ñÅ×¹ íòÜñ åðé ÕË¨Ãð¿ÜÅÇî ñÅ×¹ íòÜñ åðé ÕË¨
Üéî¹ Çì ÌæÅ ÜÅå ð ¿Ç× îÅÇÂÁÅ ÕË¨Üéî¹ Çì ÌæÅ ÜÅå ð ¿Ç× îÅÇÂÁÅ ÕË¨Üéî¹ Çì ÌæÅ ÜÅå ð ¿Ç× îÅÇÂÁÅ ÕË¨Üéî¹ Çì ÌæÅ ÜÅå ð ¿Ç× îÅÇÂÁÅ ÕË¨Üéî¹ Çì ÌæÅ ÜÅå ð ¿Ç× îÅÇÂÁÅ ÕË¨      AMg  - AB - AB - AB - AB - AB

The divine sermons are repeatedly read over to man. But
unfortunately the divine hearing and sight of man are closed
immediately after his birth. Likewise the divine taste of his
tongue, and divine power of contact and smell are blocked.
He cannot enjoy the natural divine smell present in nature.
Instead he traces the artificial smell in flowers. In this way
all his divine organs are transformed and are engrossed in
worldly pleasures. Man forgets the commitments and does not
come on the right path -

“The Saints shout, shriek and ever give good advice, O
Farid.
They whom the devil has spoiled, how can they turn their
mind towards God?”

ëðÆçÅ Õ±Õ ¶ÇçÁÅ Ú»×¶ÇçÁÅ îåÆ ç¶ÇçÁÅ Çéå¨ëðÆçÅ Õ±Õ ¶ÇçÁÅ Ú»×¶ÇçÁÅ îåÆ ç¶ÇçÁÅ Çéå¨ëðÆçÅ Õ±Õ ¶ÇçÁÅ Ú»×¶ÇçÁÅ îåÆ ç¶ÇçÁÅ Çéå¨ëðÆçÅ Õ±Õ ¶ÇçÁÅ Ú»×¶ÇçÁÅ îåÆ ç¶ÇçÁÅ Çéå¨ëðÆçÅ Õ±Õ ¶ÇçÁÅ Ú»×¶ÇçÁÅ îåÆ ç¶ÇçÁÅ Çéå¨
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Ü¯ Ã ËåÅÇé ò¿ßÅÇÂÁÅ Ã ¶ ÇÕå ë¶ðÇÔ ÇÚå¨  Ü¯ Ã ËåÅÇé ò¿ßÅÇÂÁÅ Ã ¶ ÇÕå ë¶ðÇÔ ÇÚå¨  Ü¯ Ã ËåÅÇé ò¿ßÅÇÂÁÅ Ã ¶ ÇÕå ë¶ðÇÔ ÇÚå¨  Ü¯ Ã ËåÅÇé ò¿ßÅÇÂÁÅ Ã ¶ ÇÕå ë¶ðÇÔ ÇÚå¨  Ü¯ Ã ËåÅÇé ò¿ßÅÇÂÁÅ Ã ¶ ÇÕå ë¶ðÇÔ ÇÚå¨  AMg  - ACGH - ACGH - ACGH - ACGH - ACGH
The mammon's influence on man is so tremendous that he
does not turn to the righteous duty -

“As is the fire of womb within, so is the fire of mammon
without. The fires of worldly valuables and of the womb are
all the same. The Creator has set agoing this play. When it
pleases Him then is the child born and the family is well
pleased.”

ÜËÃÆ Á×Çé À°çð îÇÔ åËÃÆ ìÅÔÇð îÅÇÂÁÅ¨ÜËÃÆ Á×Çé À°çð îÇÔ åËÃÆ ìÅÔÇð îÅÇÂÁÅ¨ÜËÃÆ Á×Çé À°çð îÇÔ åËÃÆ ìÅÔÇð îÅÇÂÁÅ¨ÜËÃÆ Á×Çé À°çð îÇÔ åËÃÆ ìÅÔÇð îÅÇÂÁÅ¨ÜËÃÆ Á×Çé À°çð îÇÔ åËÃÆ ìÅÔÇð îÅÇÂÁÅ¨
îÅÇÂÁÅ Á×Çé Ãí ÇÂÕ¯ Ü ¶ÔÆ ÕðåË Ö ¶« ðÚÅÇÂÁÅ¨îÅÇÂÁÅ Á×Çé Ãí ÇÂÕ¯ Ü ¶ÔÆ ÕðåË Ö ¶« ðÚÅÇÂÁÅ¨îÅÇÂÁÅ Á×Çé Ãí ÇÂÕ¯ Ü ¶ÔÆ ÕðåË Ö ¶« ðÚÅÇÂÁÅ¨îÅÇÂÁÅ Á×Çé Ãí ÇÂÕ¯ Ü ¶ÔÆ ÕðåË Ö ¶« ðÚÅÇÂÁÅ¨îÅÇÂÁÅ Á×Çé Ãí ÇÂÕ¯ Ü ¶ÔÆ ÕðåË Ö ¶« ðÚÅÇÂÁÅ¨
ÜÅ ÇåÃ¹ íÅäÅ åÅ Ü¿ÇîÁÅ êðòÅÇð íñÅ íÅÇÂÁÅ¨ÜÅ ÇåÃ¹ íÅäÅ åÅ Ü¿ÇîÁÅ êðòÅÇð íñÅ íÅÇÂÁÅ¨ÜÅ ÇåÃ¹ íÅäÅ åÅ Ü¿ÇîÁÅ êðòÅÇð íñÅ íÅÇÂÁÅ¨ÜÅ ÇåÃ¹ íÅäÅ åÅ Ü¿ÇîÁÅ êðòÅÇð íñÅ íÅÇÂÁÅ¨ÜÅ ÇåÃ¹ íÅäÅ åÅ Ü¿ÇîÁÅ êðòÅÇð íñÅ íÅÇÂÁÅ¨

AMg  - IBA - IBA - IBA - IBA - IBA
The family is happy over the birth of the child. But on

the other hand his link with the Name of God is broken.
With the very first breath coming outside the womb, desires
surround him -

“At first man cherishes affection for breast milk. Secondly he
acquires understanding of his mother and father. Thirdly he
comes to recognize his brother, brothers wife and his sister. In
the fourth stage the love of play arises in him. Fifthly he runs
after food and drink. In the sixth he inquires not woman’s
caste in his lust. Seventhly he amasses wealth and acquires an
abode in his home.”

êÇÔñË ÇêÁÅÇð ñ×Å æä ç¹Çè¨ çÈÜ Ë îÅÇÂ ìÅê ÕÆ Ã ¹Çè¨êÇÔñË ÇêÁÅÇð ñ×Å æä ç¹Çè¨ çÈÜ Ë îÅÇÂ ìÅê ÕÆ Ã ¹Çè¨êÇÔñË ÇêÁÅÇð ñ×Å æä ç¹Çè¨ çÈÜ Ë îÅÇÂ ìÅê ÕÆ Ã ¹Çè¨êÇÔñË ÇêÁÅÇð ñ×Å æä ç¹Çè¨ çÈÜ Ë îÅÇÂ ìÅê ÕÆ Ã ¹Çè¨êÇÔñË ÇêÁÅÇð ñ×Å æä ç¹Çè¨ çÈÜ Ë îÅÇÂ ìÅê ÕÆ Ã ¹Çè¨
åÆÜË íïÅ íÅíÆ ì ¶ì¨ ÚÀ°æ Ë ÇêÁÅÇð À°ê ³éÆ Ö ¶â¨åÆÜË íïÅ íÅíÆ ì ¶ì¨ ÚÀ°æ Ë ÇêÁÅÇð À°ê ³éÆ Ö ¶â¨åÆÜË íïÅ íÅíÆ ì ¶ì¨ ÚÀ°æ Ë ÇêÁÅÇð À°ê ³éÆ Ö ¶â¨åÆÜË íïÅ íÅíÆ ì ¶ì¨ ÚÀ°æ Ë ÇêÁÅÇð À°ê ³éÆ Ö ¶â¨åÆÜË íïÅ íÅíÆ ì ¶ì¨ ÚÀ°æ Ë ÇêÁÅÇð À°ê ³éÆ Ö ¶â¨
ê³ÜòË ÖÅä êÆÁä ÕÆ èÅå°¨ ÇÛòË ÕÅî ¹ é ê ¹Û Ë ÜÅÇå¨ê³ÜòË ÖÅä êÆÁä ÕÆ èÅå°¨ ÇÛòË ÕÅî ¹ é ê ¹Û Ë ÜÅÇå¨ê³ÜòË ÖÅä êÆÁä ÕÆ èÅå°¨ ÇÛòË ÕÅî ¹ é ê ¹Û Ë ÜÅÇå¨ê³ÜòË ÖÅä êÆÁä ÕÆ èÅå°¨ ÇÛòË ÕÅî ¹ é ê ¹Û Ë ÜÅÇå¨ê³ÜòË ÖÅä êÆÁä ÕÆ èÅå°¨ ÇÛòË ÕÅî ¹ é ê ¹Û Ë ÜÅÇå¨
ÃåòË Ã ¿ ÇÜ ÕÆÁÅ Øð òÅÃ¹¨ÃåòË Ã ¿ ÇÜ ÕÆÁÅ Øð òÅÃ¹¨ÃåòË Ã ¿ ÇÜ ÕÆÁÅ Øð òÅÃ¹¨ÃåòË Ã ¿ ÇÜ ÕÆÁÅ Øð òÅÃ¹¨ÃåòË Ã ¿ ÇÜ ÕÆÁÅ Øð òÅÃ¹¨ AMg  - ACG - ACG - ACG - ACG - ACG

man amasses wealth at the fag end of his life. He starts
enhancing his bank balances and property when he is nearing
his death. Simultaneously he wastes his life in wrath -

“In the eighth stage his body is wasted away in wrath.”

ÁáòË ´¯è ¹  Ô ¯ÁÅ åé éÅÃ ¹¨ÁáòË ´¯è ¹  Ô ¯ÁÅ åé éÅÃ ¹¨ÁáòË ´¯è ¹  Ô ¯ÁÅ åé éÅÃ ¹¨ÁáòË ´¯è ¹  Ô ¯ÁÅ åé éÅÃ ¹¨ÁáòË ´¯è ¹  Ô ¯ÁÅ åé éÅÃ ¹¨ AMg  - ACG - ACG - ACG - ACG - ACG
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the wrath rises over his non-completion of the plans and
nonfulfilment of  desires. The children do not cooperate and
tread separate path from him. They do not obey him. After
retirement he loses authority. All these factors add to his
anguish -

“In the ninth stage he grows grey and his breathing becomes
difficult.”

éÅòË èÀ°ñ¶ À °í ¶ ÃÅÔ¨éÅòË èÀ°ñ¶ À °í ¶ ÃÅÔ¨éÅòË èÀ°ñ¶ À °í ¶ ÃÅÔ¨éÅòË èÀ°ñ¶ À °í ¶ ÃÅÔ¨éÅòË èÀ°ñ¶ À °í ¶ ÃÅÔ¨ AMg  - ACG - ACG - ACG - ACG - ACG
Thereafter, ultimately the body of man gets weak. His vitality
goes and he develops joints pain. He cannot move about
easily. He faces difficulty in rising -

“My teeth, feet, eyes and ears; they have ceased their
functions. My body cried out a loud lamentation, “Those
intimates of mine have abandoned me.”

Úìä Úñä ðå¿é Ã ¶ Ã ¹äÆÁð ìÇÔ ×Â¶¨Úìä Úñä ðå¿é Ã ¶ Ã ¹äÆÁð ìÇÔ ×Â¶¨Úìä Úñä ðå¿é Ã ¶ Ã ¹äÆÁð ìÇÔ ×Â¶¨Úìä Úñä ðå¿é Ã ¶ Ã ¹äÆÁð ìÇÔ ×Â¶¨Úìä Úñä ðå¿é Ã ¶ Ã ¹äÆÁð ìÇÔ ×Â¶¨
Ô ¶ó ¶ î ¹åÆ èÅÔ Ã ¶ ÜÅéÆ ÚÇñ ×Â¶¨Ô ¶ó ¶ î ¹åÆ èÅÔ Ã ¶ ÜÅéÆ ÚÇñ ×Â¶¨Ô ¶ó ¶ î ¹åÆ èÅÔ Ã ¶ ÜÅéÆ ÚÇñ ×Â¶¨Ô ¶ó ¶ î ¹åÆ èÅÔ Ã ¶ ÜÅéÆ ÚÇñ ×Â¶¨Ô ¶ó ¶ î ¹åÆ èÅÔ Ã ¶ ÜÅéÆ ÚÇñ ×Â¶¨                     AMg  - ACHA - ACHA - ACHA - ACHA - ACHA

The man regrets over the loss of sight which enabled
him to see from a distance of  two miles. His hearing power
was great. But in old age he cannot hear. The tongue fumbles
which did Kirtan (holy singing) for a long time, and enjoyed
contemplation. Similarly his hands are famished and cannot
pick up small articles. The feet do not rise of  their own. He
rises with the help of hands put on the ground -

“My body cried out a loud lamentation, “Those intimates of
mine have abandoned me.”

Ô¶ó ¶ î ¹åÆ èÅÔ Ã ¶ ÜÅéÆ ÚÇñ ×Â¶¨Ô ¶ó ¶ î ¹åÆ èÅÔ Ã ¶ ÜÅéÆ ÚÇñ ×Â¶¨Ô ¶ó ¶ î ¹åÆ èÅÔ Ã ¶ ÜÅéÆ ÚÇñ ×Â¶¨Ô ¶ó ¶ î ¹åÆ èÅÔ Ã ¶ ÜÅéÆ ÚÇñ ×Â¶¨Ô ¶ó ¶ î ¹åÆ èÅÔ Ã ¶ ÜÅéÆ ÚÇñ ×Â¶¨                     AMg  - ACHA - ACHA - ACHA - ACHA - ACHA
He weeps over the departure of his intimate friends and
relations. His five organs of  knowledge, five organs of  action,
leave him. Ultimately he himself leaves this world -

“In the tenth stage he is burnt and becomes ashes.”

çÃòË çèÅ Ô ¯ÁÅ Ã ¹ÁÅÔ¨çÃòË çèÅ Ô ¯ÁÅ Ã ¹ÁÅÔ¨çÃòË çèÅ Ô ¯ÁÅ Ã ¹ÁÅÔ¨çÃòË çèÅ Ô ¯ÁÅ Ã ¹ÁÅÔ¨çÃòË çèÅ Ô ¯ÁÅ Ã ¹ÁÅÔ¨ AMg  - ACG - ACG - ACG - ACG - ACG
His Holiness, the guru, says -
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“His comrades accompany him to the pyre and give vent to
loud lamentation. The swan flies away and inquires about
the road to take. He came and departed and even his name
is dead. After him, food is offered on leaves and crows are
called."

×Â¶ ÇÃ×Æå ê¹ÕÅðÆ èÅÔ¨ À°ÇâÁÅ Ô ¿Ã ¹  çÃÅÂ ¶ ðÅÔ¨×Â¶ ÇÃ×Æå ê¹ÕÅðÆ èÅÔ¨ À°ÇâÁÅ Ô ¿Ã ¹  çÃÅÂ ¶ ðÅÔ¨×Â¶ ÇÃ×Æå ê¹ÕÅðÆ èÅÔ¨ À°ÇâÁÅ Ô ¿Ã ¹  çÃÅÂ ¶ ðÅÔ¨×Â¶ ÇÃ×Æå ê¹ÕÅðÆ èÅÔ¨ À°ÇâÁÅ Ô ¿Ã ¹  çÃÅÂ ¶ ðÅÔ¨×Â¶ ÇÃ×Æå ê¹ÕÅðÆ èÅÔ¨ À°ÇâÁÅ Ô ¿Ã ¹  çÃÅÂ ¶ ðÅÔ¨
ÁÅÇÂÁÅ ×ÇÂÁÅ î ¹ÇÂÁÅ éÅÀ°¨ ÇêÛË êåÇñ ÃÇçÔ¹ ÕÅò¨ÁÅÇÂÁÅ ×ÇÂÁÅ î ¹ÇÂÁÅ éÅÀ°¨ ÇêÛË êåÇñ ÃÇçÔ¹ ÕÅò¨ÁÅÇÂÁÅ ×ÇÂÁÅ î ¹ÇÂÁÅ éÅÀ°¨ ÇêÛË êåÇñ ÃÇçÔ¹ ÕÅò¨ÁÅÇÂÁÅ ×ÇÂÁÅ î ¹ÇÂÁÅ éÅÀ°¨ ÇêÛË êåÇñ ÃÇçÔ¹ ÕÅò¨ÁÅÇÂÁÅ ×ÇÂÁÅ î ¹ÇÂÁÅ éÅÀ°¨ ÇêÛË êåÇñ ÃÇçÔ¹ ÕÅò¨

AMg  - ACG - ACG - ACG - ACG - ACG
The happinesses go and life ends. So Guru, the Emperor, says
-

“Nanak, the wayward love the spiritual darkness.
Without the Guru the world is drowning.”

éÅéÕ îéî¹ÇÖ Á³è ¹  ÇêÁÅð ¹¨ ìÅÞ ¹ ×¹ð È  â °ìÅ Ã ¿ÃÅð ¹¨éÅéÕ îéî¹ÇÖ Á³è ¹  ÇêÁÅð ¹¨ ìÅÞ ¹ ×¹ð È  â °ìÅ Ã ¿ÃÅð ¹¨éÅéÕ îéî¹ÇÖ Á³è ¹  ÇêÁÅð ¹¨ ìÅÞ ¹ ×¹ð È  â °ìÅ Ã ¿ÃÅð ¹¨éÅéÕ îéî¹ÇÖ Á³è ¹  ÇêÁÅð ¹¨ ìÅÞ ¹ ×¹ð È  â °ìÅ Ã ¿ÃÅð ¹¨éÅéÕ îéî¹ÇÖ Á³è ¹  ÇêÁÅð ¹¨ ìÅÞ ¹ ×¹ð È  â °ìÅ Ã ¿ÃÅð ¹¨
                    AMg  - ACG - ACG - ACG - ACG - ACG

Without the light (guidance) of  the Guru, the whole
world is heading towards destruction. So, this is our life
experience. On our coming to this world also there were
celebrations. But our parents were not aware of  the real
celebration of  happiness. They were themselves forgetful of
their goal of life. The spiritually awakened parents make
efforts to put their son on the right path towards God. They
teach him to do social service and welfare of  humanity with
his novel ideas. They also guide him to complete their job
of welfare. However, some parents do not put their child on
this path, feeling apprehensive of his leaving the house. But
Guru Granth Sahib does not advise abandoning of  the house
for meditation. Guru Ji advises us to do meditation, while
living in family life. But it should be done in a perfect way
taught by the perfect Guru -

“By meeting the True Guru, man comes to know the perfect
way. While laughing, playing, dressing up and eating he gets
emancipated.”
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éÅéÕ ÃÇå×¹Çð í ¶ÇàÁË ê ÈðÆ Ô ¯ò Ë Ü ¹×Çå¨éÅéÕ ÃÇå×¹Çð í ¶ÇàÁË ê ÈðÆ Ô ¯ò Ë Ü ¹×Çå¨éÅéÕ ÃÇå×¹Çð í ¶ÇàÁË ê ÈðÆ Ô ¯ò Ë Ü ¹×Çå¨éÅéÕ ÃÇå×¹Çð í ¶ÇàÁË ê ÈðÆ Ô ¯ò Ë Ü ¹×Çå¨éÅéÕ ÃÇå×¹Çð í ¶ÇàÁË ê ÈðÆ Ô ¯ò Ë Ü ¹×Çå¨
ÔÃ¿ÇçÁÅ Ö ¶¦ÇçÁÅ ê Ëé §ÇçÁÅ ÖÅò¿ÇçÁÅ ÇòÚ¶ Ô ¯ò Ë î ¹ÕÇå¨ÔÃ¿ÇçÁÅ Ö ¶¦ÇçÁÅ ê Ëé §ÇçÁÅ ÖÅò¿ÇçÁÅ ÇòÚ¶ Ô ¯ò Ë î ¹ÕÇå¨ÔÃ¿ÇçÁÅ Ö ¶¦ÇçÁÅ ê Ëé §ÇçÁÅ ÖÅò¿ÇçÁÅ ÇòÚ¶ Ô ¯ò Ë î ¹ÕÇå¨ÔÃ¿ÇçÁÅ Ö ¶¦ÇçÁÅ ê Ëé §ÇçÁÅ ÖÅò¿ÇçÁÅ ÇòÚ¶ Ô ¯ò Ë î ¹ÕÇå¨ÔÃ¿ÇçÁÅ Ö ¶¦ÇçÁÅ ê Ëé §ÇçÁÅ ÖÅò¿ÇçÁÅ ÇòÚ¶ Ô ¯ò Ë î ¹ÕÇå¨

AMg  - EBB - EBB - EBB - EBB - EBB
However, the parents should attend to the building of

high character of their son, which is most essential, and they
should remind him persistantly of aim of life -

“O mortal thou came to earn profit. With what useless task
art thou engaged? Thy entire Night (life) is coming to an
end.”

êÌÅäÆ å± ¿  ÁÅÇÂÁÅ ñÅÔÅ ñËÇä¨êÌÅäÆ å± ¿  ÁÅÇÂÁÅ ñÅÔÅ ñËÇä¨êÌÅäÆ å± ¿  ÁÅÇÂÁÅ ñÅÔÅ ñËÇä¨êÌÅäÆ å± ¿  ÁÅÇÂÁÅ ñÅÔÅ ñËÇä¨êÌÅäÆ å± ¿  ÁÅÇÂÁÅ ñÅÔÅ ñËÇä¨
ñ×Å ÇÕå° Õ °ëÕó¶ Ãí î ¹ÕçÆ ÚñÆ ð Ë Çä¨ñ×Å ÇÕå° Õ °ëÕó¶ Ãí î ¹ÕçÆ ÚñÆ ð Ë Çä¨ñ×Å ÇÕå° Õ °ëÕó¶ Ãí î ¹ÕçÆ ÚñÆ ð Ë Çä¨ñ×Å ÇÕå° Õ °ëÕó¶ Ãí î ¹ÕçÆ ÚñÆ ð Ë Çä¨ñ×Å ÇÕå° Õ °ëÕó¶ Ãí î ¹ÕçÆ ÚñÆ ð Ë Çä¨      AMg  - DC - DC - DC - DC - DC

The real problem is that even the parents are not aware
of their goal of life. They have become blind to their
profitable aim of life. They don’t hear the correct advice being
forgetful of  their true job -

“The man attached to mammon is very blind and deaf. He
hears not the Name, and makes a great uproar and tumult.”

îÅÇÂÁÅèÅðÆ ÁÇå Á³éÅ ì ¯ñÅ¨îÅÇÂÁÅèÅðÆ ÁÇå Á³éÅ ì ¯ñÅ¨îÅÇÂÁÅèÅðÆ ÁÇå Á³éÅ ì ¯ñÅ¨îÅÇÂÁÅèÅðÆ ÁÇå Á³éÅ ì ¯ñÅ¨îÅÇÂÁÅèÅðÆ ÁÇå Á³éÅ ì ¯ñÅ¨
Ãìç¹ é Ã ¹äÂÆ ìÔ¹ ð ¯ñ ØÚ¯ñÅ¨Ãìç¹ é Ã ¹äÂÆ ìÔ¹ ð ¯ñ ØÚ¯ñÅ¨Ãìç¹ é Ã ¹äÂÆ ìÔ¹ ð ¯ñ ØÚ¯ñÅ¨Ãìç¹ é Ã ¹äÂÆ ìÔ¹ ð ¯ñ ØÚ¯ñÅ¨Ãìç¹ é Ã ¹äÂÆ ìÔ¹ ð ¯ñ ØÚ¯ñÅ¨ AMg  - CAC - CAC - CAC - CAC - CAC

This tumult within does not permit hearing of  the
perpetual tuning of the Name. In order to reach the tune of
Name within the wise and realized souls have made several
efforts. Kirtan is one of  those divine designs. You have come
for participation in the Kirtan by ignoring your comfort and
sound sleep after taking bath and covering great distance.
With this wonderful means we should try to achieve the
supreme goal. As regards the celebration of the birth day of
the child -

“Recite His Name and, remember God. By recitation of
God's Name thou shalt attain peace and efface from within
thy body strife and anguish.’

ÇÃîðÀ° ÇÃîÇð ÇÃîÇð Ã ¹Ö ¹  êÅòÀ°¨ÇÃîðÀ° ÇÃîÇð ÇÃîÇð Ã ¹Ö ¹  êÅòÀ°¨ÇÃîðÀ° ÇÃîÇð ÇÃîÇð Ã ¹Ö ¹  êÅòÀ°¨ÇÃîðÀ° ÇÃîÇð ÇÃîÇð Ã ¹Ö ¹  êÅòÀ°¨ÇÃîðÀ° ÇÃîÇð ÇÃîÇð Ã ¹Ö ¹  êÅòÀ°¨
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ÕÇñ Õñ¶Ã åÇé îÅÇÔ ÇîàÅòÀ°¨ÕÇñ Õñ¶Ã åÇé îÅÇÔ ÇîàÅòÀ°¨ÕÇñ Õñ¶Ã åÇé îÅÇÔ ÇîàÅòÀ°¨ÕÇñ Õñ¶Ã åÇé îÅÇÔ ÇîàÅòÀ°¨ÕÇñ Õñ¶Ã åÇé îÅÇÔ ÇîàÅòÀ°¨ AMg  - BFB - BFB - BFB - BFB - BFB
Hurdles, strife and anguish shall vanish. The diseases

disappear and business prospers. Let us remember all this. For
the celebration of  the birth day, the holy assembly has recited
the praise of  God since 2 A.M. Kirtan of  Asa Di Var (Ode
in the Asa Musical Measure) has been held. May God bless the
child with the understanding that he has come in this world
for the recitation of Name after completing a great circle.
Now he should join the society of the saints and meditate
on the Name. This righteous path shall ensure happiness to
him here and hereafter -

“I make supplication, listen to me, o my Friend! This is the
high time to serve these saints.”
Over here, earn the profit of God's Name and departing
hereafter, thou shalt have adorned abode.

ÕðÀ° ì ¶é §åÆ Ã ¹éÔ¹ î ¶ð ¶  îÆåÅ Ã ¿å àÔñ ÕÆ ì ¶ñÅ¨ÕðÀ° ì ¶é §åÆ Ã ¹éÔ¹ î ¶ð ¶  îÆåÅ Ã ¿å àÔñ ÕÆ ì ¶ñÅ¨ÕðÀ° ì ¶é §åÆ Ã ¹éÔ¹ î ¶ð ¶  îÆåÅ Ã ¿å àÔñ ÕÆ ì ¶ñÅ¨ÕðÀ° ì ¶é §åÆ Ã ¹éÔ¹ î ¶ð ¶  îÆåÅ Ã ¿å àÔñ ÕÆ ì ¶ñÅ¨ÕðÀ° ì ¶é §åÆ Ã ¹éÔ¹ î ¶ð ¶  îÆåÅ Ã ¿å àÔñ ÕÆ ì ¶ñÅ¨
ÂÆÔÅ ÖÅÇà ÚñÔ¹ ÔÇð ñÅÔÅ ÁÅ×Ë ìÃé° Ã ¹Ô ¶ñÅ¨ÂÆÔÅ ÖÅÇà ÚñÔ¹ ÔÇð ñÅÔÅ ÁÅ×Ë ìÃé° Ã ¹Ô ¶ñÅ¨ÂÆÔÅ ÖÅÇà ÚñÔ¹ ÔÇð ñÅÔÅ ÁÅ×Ë ìÃé° Ã ¹Ô ¶ñÅ¨ÂÆÔÅ ÖÅÇà ÚñÔ¹ ÔÇð ñÅÔÅ ÁÅ×Ë ìÃé° Ã ¹Ô ¶ñÅ¨ÂÆÔÅ ÖÅÇà ÚñÔ¹ ÔÇð ñÅÔÅ ÁÅ×Ë ìÃé° Ã ¹Ô ¶ñÅ¨

AMg  - B@E - B@E - B@E - B@E - B@E
I also pray for the welfare of the child. May God keep

him happy and bless us with His remembrance
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Discourse - VI

After the holy Kirtan we have been blessed with his
Hukam Nama (The command of  the day) by the Guru Ji.
Those who have understood this command of  Guru Ji, they
would also understand about the true path of  emancipation.
In reality man is badly confused about the true path. He is
lost under the influence of  mammon. Totally unconscious man
has been groping in dark. He has been whirling in distress
for the last myriads of  years. He does not find the way to
salvation, because he is not keen to know what the true path
is and how it can be traced and attained. The period for
which man has been in circle of coming into existences cannot
be calculated. Human incarnation is attained after passing into
83,99,999 species. But man does not behave like the man.
He remains animal and beast. Because he is still without right
understanding. Guru Ji says -

“The human beings come to the world, but sans knowing
God, they are like animals and beasts. Nanak, he alone
knows the Lord, through the Guru, who has good destiny
recorded on his forehead.”

ÁÅòé ÁÅÂ¶ ÇÃ ÌÃÇà îÇÔ Çìé° ì ÈÞ ¶  êÃ ¹ ã ¯ð¨ÁÅòé ÁÅÂ¶ ÇÃ ÌÃÇà îÇÔ Çìé° ì ÈÞ ¶  êÃ ¹ ã ¯ð¨ÁÅòé ÁÅÂ¶ ÇÃ ÌÃÇà îÇÔ Çìé° ì ÈÞ ¶  êÃ ¹ ã ¯ð¨ÁÅòé ÁÅÂ¶ ÇÃ ÌÃÇà îÇÔ Çìé° ì ÈÞ ¶  êÃ ¹ ã ¯ð¨ÁÅòé ÁÅÂ¶ ÇÃ ÌÃÇà îÇÔ Çìé° ì ÈÞ ¶  êÃ ¹ ã ¯ð¨
éÅéÕ ×¹ðî ¹ÇÖ Ã ¯ ì ¹Þ Ë  ÜÅ Õ Ë íÅ× îæ¯ð¨éÅéÕ ×¹ðî ¹ÇÖ Ã ¯ ì ¹Þ Ë  ÜÅ Õ Ë íÅ× îæ¯ð¨éÅéÕ ×¹ðî ¹ÇÖ Ã ¯ ì ¹Þ Ë  ÜÅ Õ Ë íÅ× îæ¯ð¨éÅéÕ ×¹ðî ¹ÇÖ Ã ¯ ì ¹Þ Ë  ÜÅ Õ Ë íÅ× îæ¯ð¨éÅéÕ ×¹ðî ¹ÇÖ Ã ¯ ì ¹Þ Ë  ÜÅ Õ Ë íÅ× îæ¯ð¨ AMg  - BEA - BEA - BEA - BEA - BEA

Guru Ji says that with the help of  destiny recorded on
his forehead man can understand the real purpose of his life.
Otherwise he may look like man but actually he is a beast.
After encirclement for numerous years man happens to meet
the perfect Guru who has the capacity to divert his outlook
towards the true goal of  life. He can show him the Lord’s
abode within mind. About such perfect Guru, it is mentioned
in Gurbani -

“He, who shows the Lord’s abode within the man’s mind
home, He alone is the Omnipotent and Omniscient True
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Guru.”
Øð îÇÔ Øð¹ ç ¶ÖÅÇÂ ç¶ÇÂ Ã ¯ ÃÇå×¹ð ¹  ê ¹ðÖ ¹ Ã ¹ÜÅä°¨Øð îÇÔ Øð¹ ç ¶ÖÅÇÂ ç¶ÇÂ Ã ¯ ÃÇå×¹ð ¹  ê ¹ðÖ ¹ Ã ¹ÜÅä°¨Øð îÇÔ Øð¹ ç ¶ÖÅÇÂ ç¶ÇÂ Ã ¯ ÃÇå×¹ð ¹  ê ¹ðÖ ¹ Ã ¹ÜÅä°¨Øð îÇÔ Øð¹ ç ¶ÖÅÇÂ ç¶ÇÂ Ã ¯ ÃÇå×¹ð ¹  ê ¹ðÖ ¹ Ã ¹ÜÅä°¨Øð îÇÔ Øð¹ ç ¶ÖÅÇÂ ç¶ÇÂ Ã ¯ ÃÇå×¹ð ¹  ê ¹ðÖ ¹ Ã ¹ÜÅä°¨

AMg  - ABIA - ABIA - ABIA - ABIA - ABIA
Out of the homes of the world and homes of all realms

the person who can show the real home within the mind is
called the True Guru. About the identification of  that home
it has been mentioned in Gurbani -

“The Lord is manifest in the tenth gate, where the celestial
strain resounds to the accompaniment of the sound of the five
musical instruments.”

ê³Ú Ãìç è¹ÇéÕÅð è ¹Çé åÔ ìÅÜË Ãìç¹ éÆÃÅä°¨ê³Ú Ãìç è¹ÇéÕÅð è ¹Çé åÔ ìÅÜË Ãìç¹ éÆÃÅä°¨ê³Ú Ãìç è¹ÇéÕÅð è ¹Çé åÔ ìÅÜË Ãìç¹ éÆÃÅä°¨ê³Ú Ãìç è¹ÇéÕÅð è ¹Çé åÔ ìÅÜË Ãìç¹ éÆÃÅä°¨ê³Ú Ãìç è¹ÇéÕÅð è ¹Çé åÔ ìÅÜË Ãìç¹ éÆÃÅä°¨
AMg  - ABIA - ABIA - ABIA - ABIA - ABIA

Further clarification of identification has been given as
below -

“The body fortress has nine doors. The tenth is kept unseen.
The admantive shutters of the tenth gate open not; through
the Guru’s word alone they get opened.”

éÀ° çðòÅÜ¶ ÕÅÇÂÁÅ Õ¯à ¹  Ô Ë  çÃòË ×¹êå° ðÖÆÜË¨éÀ° çðòÅÜ¶ ÕÅÇÂÁÅ Õ¯à ¹  Ô Ë  çÃòË ×¹êå° ðÖÆÜË¨éÀ° çðòÅÜ¶ ÕÅÇÂÁÅ Õ¯à ¹  Ô Ë  çÃòË ×¹êå° ðÖÆÜË¨éÀ° çðòÅÜ¶ ÕÅÇÂÁÅ Õ¯à ¹  Ô Ë  çÃòË ×¹êå° ðÖÆÜË¨éÀ° çðòÅÜ¶ ÕÅÇÂÁÅ Õ¯à ¹  Ô Ë  çÃòË ×¹êå° ðÖÆÜË¨
ìÜð ÕêÅà é Ö ¹ñéÆ ×¹ð ÃìÇç Ö ¹ñÆÜË¨ìÜð ÕêÅà é Ö ¹ñéÆ ×¹ð ÃìÇç Ö ¹ñÆÜË¨ìÜð ÕêÅà é Ö ¹ñéÆ ×¹ð ÃìÇç Ö ¹ñÆÜË¨ìÜð ÕêÅà é Ö ¹ñéÆ ×¹ð ÃìÇç Ö ¹ñÆÜË¨ìÜð ÕêÅà é Ö ¹ñéÆ ×¹ð ÃìÇç Ö ¹ñÆÜË¨ AMg  - IED - IED - IED - IED - IED

However, when the tenth gate is opened, we hear -
“The melodious celestial strain rings there.
By the Guru’s word it is heard. The Divine light shines in
the mind of those, who hear the music of the tenth gate.
Such persons meet God, by embracing meditation."

ÁéÔç òÅÜ¶ è ¹ Çé òÜç¶ ×¹ð ÃìÇç Ã ¹äÆÜË¨ÁéÔç òÅÜ¶ è ¹ Çé òÜç¶ ×¹ð ÃìÇç Ã ¹äÆÜË¨ÁéÔç òÅÜ¶ è ¹ Çé òÜç¶ ×¹ð ÃìÇç Ã ¹äÆÜË¨ÁéÔç òÅÜ¶ è ¹ Çé òÜç¶ ×¹ð ÃìÇç Ã ¹äÆÜË¨ÁéÔç òÅÜ¶ è ¹ Çé òÜç¶ ×¹ð ÃìÇç Ã ¹äÆÜË¨
Çåå° Øà Á¿åÇð ÚÅéäÅ ÕÇð í×Çå ÇîñÆÜË¨Çåå° Øà Á¿åÇð ÚÅéäÅ ÕÇð í×Çå ÇîñÆÜË¨Çåå° Øà Á¿åÇð ÚÅéäÅ ÕÇð í×Çå ÇîñÆÜË¨Çåå° Øà Á¿åÇð ÚÅéäÅ ÕÇð í×Çå ÇîñÆÜË¨Çåå° Øà Á¿åÇð ÚÅéäÅ ÕÇð í×Çå ÇîñÆÜË¨ AMg  - IED - IED - IED - IED - IED

Simultaneously the light of intuition also shines besides the
six Divine Lights -

“The one Lord, who has Himself made the universe is
contained amongst all.
Hail, Hail O True King! your Name is Truth."

Ãí îÇÔ Â ¶Õ ¹ òðåçÅ ÇÜÇé ÁÅê¶ ðÚé ðÚÅÂÆ¨Ãí îÇÔ Â ¶Õ ¹ òðåçÅ ÇÜÇé ÁÅê¶ ðÚé ðÚÅÂÆ¨Ãí îÇÔ Â ¶Õ ¹ òðåçÅ ÇÜÇé ÁÅê¶ ðÚé ðÚÅÂÆ¨Ãí îÇÔ Â ¶Õ ¹ òðåçÅ ÇÜÇé ÁÅê¶ ðÚé ðÚÅÂÆ¨Ãí îÇÔ Â ¶Õ ¹ òðåçÅ ÇÜÇé ÁÅê¶ ðÚé ðÚÅÂÆ¨
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òÅÔ¹ òÅÔ ¹ ÃÚ¶ êÅÇåÃÅÔ å± ÃÚÆ éÅÂÆÍÍòÅÔ ¹ òÅÔ ¹ ÃÚ¶ êÅÇåÃÅÔ å± ÃÚÆ éÅÂÆÍÍòÅÔ ¹ òÅÔ ¹ ÃÚ¶ êÅÇåÃÅÔ å± ÃÚÆ éÅÂÆÍÍòÅÔ ¹ òÅÔ ¹ ÃÚ¶ êÅÇåÃÅÔ å± ÃÚÆ éÅÂÆÍÍòÅÔ ¹ òÅÔ ¹ ÃÚ¶ êÅÇåÃÅÔ å± ÃÚÆ éÅÂÆÍÍ AMg  - IED - IED - IED - IED - IED
The indication of that home is that the man blended with all
pervading light sees Him Who has created the universe -

“The celestial strain resounds to the accompaniment of the
sound of the five musical instruments.
Struck with wonder, one sees all the islands, Universes,
nether worlds, continents and spheres there.”

ê³Ú Ãìç è¹ÇéÕÅð è ¹Çé åÔ ìÅÜË Ãìç¹ éÆÃÅä°ÍÍê ³Ú Ãìç è¹ÇéÕÅð è ¹Çé åÔ ìÅÜË Ãìç¹ éÆÃÅä°ÍÍê ³Ú Ãìç è¹ÇéÕÅð è ¹Çé åÔ ìÅÜË Ãìç¹ éÆÃÅä°ÍÍê ³Ú Ãìç è¹ÇéÕÅð è ¹Çé åÔ ìÅÜË Ãìç¹ éÆÃÅä°ÍÍê ³Ú Ãìç è¹ÇéÕÅð è ¹Çé åÔ ìÅÜË Ãìç¹ éÆÃÅä°ÍÍ
çÆê ñ¯Á êÅåÅñ åÔ Ö³â î ³âñ ÔËðÅé°¨çÆê ñ¯Á êÅåÅñ åÔ Ö³â î ³âñ ÔËðÅé°¨çÆê ñ¯Á êÅåÅñ åÔ Ö³â î ³âñ ÔËðÅé°¨çÆê ñ¯Á êÅåÅñ åÔ Ö³â î ³âñ ÔËðÅé°¨çÆê ñ¯Á êÅåÅñ åÔ Ö³â î ³âñ ÔËðÅé°¨ AMg  - ABIA - ABIA - ABIA - ABIA - ABIA

The whole nature and the universe become visible there.
He reaches the realm of  ecstasy.

“There one hears the resounding of strings of the musical
instruments.’

åÅð Ø¯ð ìÅÇÜ¿åz åÔ..........¨åÅð Ø¯ð ìÅÇÜ¿åz åÔ..........¨åÅð Ø¯ð ìÅÇÜ¿åz åÔ..........¨åÅð Ø¯ð ìÅÇÜ¿åz åÔ..........¨åÅð Ø¯ð ìÅÇÜ¿åz åÔ..........¨ AMg  - ABIA - ABIA - ABIA - ABIA - ABIA
In that realm of  spirituality, in that home of  the mind,

in that “So Ghar” (That Home) strings of the musical
instruments resound automatically. None plays on those
instruments. But singers are there. The whole universe, the
whole realm of gods, under worlds, all artists, all islands, all
continents and all spheres are singing in praise of God. The
water, the fire, the wind are singing. Music is being produced
perpetually. Only the holy person can show that Home and
tell us as to who is there. It is said -

“True Throne of Sovereign Lord.”

.............ÃÅÇÚ åÖÇå Ã¹ñåÅé¹¨.............ÃÅÇÚ åÖÇå Ã¹ñåÅé¹¨.............ÃÅÇÚ åÖÇå Ã¹ñåÅé¹¨.............ÃÅÇÚ åÖÇå Ã¹ñåÅé¹¨.............ÃÅÇÚ åÖÇå Ã¹ñåÅé¹¨ AMg  - ABIA - ABIA - ABIA - ABIA - ABIA
God sits on the throne which is imperishable.

“Hear Thou the music of the home of mental peace and be
attuned to the celestial stillness.”

Ã¹Öîé ÕË ØÇð ðÅ×¹ Ã ¹ Çé Ã ¹ ¿ Çé î ³âÇñ Çñò ñÅÇÂ¨Ã¹Öîé ÕË ØÇð ðÅ×¹ Ã ¹ Çé Ã ¹ ¿ Çé î ³âÇñ Çñò ñÅÇÂ¨Ã¹Öîé ÕË ØÇð ðÅ×¹ Ã ¹ Çé Ã ¹ ¿ Çé î ³âÇñ Çñò ñÅÇÂ¨Ã¹Öîé ÕË ØÇð ðÅ×¹ Ã ¹ Çé Ã ¹ ¿ Çé î ³âÇñ Çñò ñÅÇÂ¨Ã¹Öîé ÕË ØÇð ðÅ×¹ Ã ¹ Çé Ã ¹ ¿ Çé î ³âÇñ Çñò ñÅÇÂ¨
AMg  - ABIA - ABIA - ABIA - ABIA - ABIA

Guru Ji further advises the devotee to hear that music
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by meeting a perfect Guru. In that music the ideas do not
cross the mind. If they do cross, those are broken
instantaneously. Mind and desires vanish there. True gnosis
shines. So be in tune with that music.

“Reflecting on the ineffable discourse of God.”

ÁÕæ ÕæÅ ìÆÚÅðÆÁË................¨ÁÕæ ÕæÅ ìÆÚÅðÆÁË................¨ÁÕæ ÕæÅ ìÆÚÅðÆÁË................¨ÁÕæ ÕæÅ ìÆÚÅðÆÁË................¨ÁÕæ ÕæÅ ìÆÚÅðÆÁË................¨ AMg  - ABIA - ABIA - ABIA - ABIA - ABIA
This description is ineffable. If a blind man is said to

deliver a discourse on colours, he won’t be able to do so.
Because he has no vision about the shades. Due to that lack
of vision he can’t describe as to what types of black, green,
yellow and red shades can be. It is said that O devotee!
reflect on that which is ineffable. Then what will happen?

“Man’s desire is dissolved in the very mind.”

............îéÃÅ îéÇÔ ÃîÅÇÂ¨............îéÃÅ îéÇÔ ÃîÅÇÂ¨............îéÃÅ îéÇÔ ÃîÅÇÂ¨............îéÃÅ îéÇÔ ÃîÅÇÂ¨............îéÃÅ îéÇÔ ÃîÅÇÂ¨ AMg  - ABIA - ABIA - ABIA - ABIA - ABIA
What will then be the consequences of the dissolution of
desires?

“The heart lotus is filled with Nectar and this mind, then
goes not anywhere.’

À°ñÇà Õîñ¹ Á³Çî ÌÇå íÇðÁÅ ÇÂÔ¹ îé° ÕåÔ¹ é ÜÅÇÂ¨À°ñÇà Õîñ¹ Á³Çî ÌÇå íÇðÁÅ ÇÂÔ¹ îé° ÕåÔ¹ é ÜÅÇÂ¨À°ñÇà Õîñ¹ Á³Çî ÌÇå íÇðÁÅ ÇÂÔ¹ îé° ÕåÔ¹ é ÜÅÇÂ¨À°ñÇà Õîñ¹ Á³Çî ÌÇå íÇðÁÅ ÇÂÔ¹ îé° ÕåÔ¹ é ÜÅÇÂ¨À°ñÇà Õîñ¹ Á³Çî ÌÇå íÇðÁÅ ÇÂÔ¹ îé° ÕåÔ¹ é ÜÅÇÂ¨
AMg  - ABIA - ABIA - ABIA - ABIA - ABIA

Our lotus (mind) is in reverse posture due to hostility,
jealousy, slandering, backbiting and hatred. We carry filth and
suffer. There is no sign of  happiness. We are unconscious of
the real knowledge. Guru Ji says that the lotus (mind) comes
to the right posture when we attain knowledge of  our true
home.

“This mind does not go anywhere.”

 ...........ÇÂÔ¹ îé° ÕåÔ¹ é ÜÅÇÂ¨ ...........ÇÂÔ¹ îé° ÕåÔ¹ é ÜÅÇÂ¨ ...........ÇÂÔ¹ îé° ÕåÔ¹ é ÜÅÇÂ¨ ...........ÇÂÔ¹ îé° ÕåÔ¹ é ÜÅÇÂ¨ ...........ÇÂÔ¹ îé° ÕåÔ¹ é ÜÅÇÂ¨ AMg  - ABIA - ABIA - ABIA - ABIA - ABIA
This mind neither goes anywhere nor wavers. Forgetting

about any delusion it becomes stable.
“Man forgets not the mental meditation.’
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ÁÜêÅ ÜÅê¹ é òÆÃðË...........¨ÁÜêÅ ÜÅê¹ é òÆÃðË...........¨ÁÜêÅ ÜÅê¹ é òÆÃðË...........¨ÁÜêÅ ÜÅê¹ é òÆÃðË...........¨ÁÜêÅ ÜÅê¹ é òÆÃðË...........¨ AMg  - ABIA - ABIA - ABIA - ABIA - ABIA
There are two kinds of recitation. One is Apasoo (vocal),

which means recitation by tongue. In the second kind of
recitation lips do not move. Recitation aloud of  Waheguru
for ten times is equal to recitation of  Waheguru once with
use of  tongue and moving lips. Mental recitation for one time
is equal to recitation aloud for one hundred times. Similarly
recitation once in mind is equal to one thousand times
recitation aloud. Further recitation once at navel point is
equal to ten thousand recitations aloud. In this way
significance or benefit of  recitation goes on multiplying. Guru
Ji says about a kind of recitation in which neither the lips
move nor the tongue. Breath and throat are also not used.
That type of  recitation is heard automatically. Effortlessly it
goes on perpetually. It does not stop. The sound of  this
recitation comes continuously in the body. It is a sort of
vibration of intuition experienced. When this recitation begins
then man does not forget God even for a moment and is
merged in God. With this duality is finished -

“Kabir, thou hast obtained the place which thou wert
searching. Thou thyself hath turned to be the One, whom
thou thought to be different from thee.’

ÕìÆð ÜÅ ÕÀ° Ö ¯Üå¶ êÅÇÂú Ã¯ÂÆ áÀ°ð ¹¨ÕìÆð ÜÅ ÕÀ° Ö ¯Üå¶ êÅÇÂú Ã¯ÂÆ áÀ°ð ¹¨ÕìÆð ÜÅ ÕÀ° Ö ¯Üå¶ êÅÇÂú Ã¯ÂÆ áÀ°ð ¹¨ÕìÆð ÜÅ ÕÀ° Ö ¯Üå¶ êÅÇÂú Ã¯ÂÆ áÀ°ð ¹¨ÕìÆð ÜÅ ÕÀ° Ö ¯Üå¶ êÅÇÂú Ã¯ÂÆ áÀ°ð ¹¨
Ã ¯ÂÆ ÇëÇð ÕË å ± íÇÂÁÅ ÜÅ ÕÀ° ÕÔåÅ ÁÀ°ð ¹¨Ã ¯ÂÆ ÇëÇð ÕË å ± íÇÂÁÅ ÜÅ ÕÀ° ÕÔåÅ ÁÀ°ð ¹¨Ã ¯ÂÆ ÇëÇð ÕË å ± íÇÂÁÅ ÜÅ ÕÀ° ÕÔåÅ ÁÀ°ð ¹¨Ã ¯ÂÆ ÇëÇð ÕË å ± íÇÂÁÅ ÜÅ ÕÀ° ÕÔåÅ ÁÀ°ð ¹¨Ã ¯ÂÆ ÇëÇð ÕË å ± íÇÂÁÅ ÜÅ ÕÀ° ÕÔåÅ ÁÀ°ð ¹¨

AMg - ACFI - ACFI - ACFI - ACFI - ACFI
At this stage man loses his identity -

“As water comes and gets blended with water, so does his
light blend with the Supreme Light.
His coming and going end and he attains rest.
Nanak is ever devoted unto the Lord.”

ÇÜÀ° Üñ îÇÔ Ü« ÁÅÇÂ ÖàÅéÅ¨ÇÜÀ° Üñ îÇÔ Ü« ÁÅÇÂ ÖàÅéÅ¨ÇÜÀ° Üñ îÇÔ Ü« ÁÅÇÂ ÖàÅéÅ¨ÇÜÀ° Üñ îÇÔ Ü« ÁÅÇÂ ÖàÅéÅ¨ÇÜÀ° Üñ îÇÔ Ü« ÁÅÇÂ ÖàÅéÅ¨
ÇåÀ° Ü ¯åÆ Ã ¿ Ç× Ü¯Çå ÃîÅéÅ¨ÇåÀ° Ü ¯åÆ Ã ¿ Ç× Ü¯Çå ÃîÅéÅ¨ÇåÀ° Ü ¯åÆ Ã ¿ Ç× Ü¯Çå ÃîÅéÅ¨ÇåÀ° Ü ¯åÆ Ã ¿ Ç× Ü¯Çå ÃîÅéÅ¨ÇåÀ° Ü ¯åÆ Ã ¿ Ç× Ü¯Çå ÃîÅéÅ¨
ÇîÇà ×Â¶ ×òé êÅÂ ¶ ÇìÃÌÅî¨ÇîÇà ×Â¶ ×òé êÅÂ ¶ ÇìÃÌÅî¨ÇîÇà ×Â¶ ×òé êÅÂ ¶ ÇìÃÌÅî¨ÇîÇà ×Â¶ ×òé êÅÂ ¶ ÇìÃÌÅî¨ÇîÇà ×Â¶ ×òé êÅÂ ¶ ÇìÃÌÅî¨
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éÅéÕ êÌí ÕË Ãç Õ°ðìÅéÍÍéÅéÕ êÌí ÕË Ãç Õ°ðìÅéÍÍéÅéÕ êÌí ÕË Ãç Õ°ðìÅéÍÍéÅéÕ êÌí ÕË Ãç Õ°ðìÅéÍÍéÅéÕ êÌí ÕË Ãç Õ°ðìÅéÍÍ AMg  - BGH - BGH - BGH - BGH - BGH
Then how to achieve this home? Guru Ji says -

“By searching the Divine Word obtain this Home of his.”

Ãìç¹ Ö¯ÇÜ ÇÂÔ¹ Øð¹ ñÔË........¨Ãìç¹ Ö¯ÇÜ ÇÂÔ¹ Øð¹ ñÔË........¨Ãìç¹ Ö¯ÇÜ ÇÂÔ¹ Øð¹ ñÔË........¨Ãìç¹ Ö¯ÇÜ ÇÂÔ¹ Øð¹ ñÔË........¨Ãìç¹ Ö¯ÇÜ ÇÂÔ¹ Øð¹ ñÔË........¨ AMg  - ABIA - ABIA - ABIA - ABIA - ABIA
So, with the search of  the Word this home is located. In this
home -

“By the Guru’s grace, all the organs are blessed with five
virtues and man abides in his own home. Nanak is the slave
of him, who by searching the Lord’s Name obtains this Home
of his.”

ÃÇí ÃÖÆÁÅ ê ³Ú ¶ Çîñ¶ ×¹ðî ¹ÇÖ ÇéÜ ØÇð òÅÃ ¹¨ÃÇí ÃÖÆÁÅ ê ³Ú ¶ Çîñ¶ ×¹ðî ¹ÇÖ ÇéÜ ØÇð òÅÃ ¹¨ÃÇí ÃÖÆÁÅ ê ³Ú ¶ Çîñ¶ ×¹ðî ¹ÇÖ ÇéÜ ØÇð òÅÃ ¹¨ÃÇí ÃÖÆÁÅ ê ³Ú ¶ Çîñ¶ ×¹ðî ¹ÇÖ ÇéÜ ØÇð òÅÃ ¹¨ÃÇí ÃÖÆÁÅ ê ³Ú ¶ Çîñ¶ ×¹ðî ¹ÇÖ ÇéÜ ØÇð òÅÃ ¹¨
Ãìç¹ Ö ¯ ÇÜ ÇÂÔ¹ Øð¹ ñÔË éÅéÕ¹ °  åÅ ÕÅ çÅÃ ¹ÍÍÃìç¹ Ö ¯ ÇÜ ÇÂÔ¹ Øð¹ ñÔË éÅéÕ¹ °  åÅ ÕÅ çÅÃ ¹ÍÍÃìç¹ Ö ¯ ÇÜ ÇÂÔ¹ Øð¹ ñÔË éÅéÕ¹ °  åÅ ÕÅ çÅÃ ¹ÍÍÃìç¹ Ö ¯ ÇÜ ÇÂÔ¹ Øð¹ ñÔË éÅéÕ¹ °  åÅ ÕÅ çÅÃ ¹ÍÍÃìç¹ Ö ¯ ÇÜ ÇÂÔ¹ Øð¹ ñÔË éÅéÕ¹ °  åÅ ÕÅ çÅÃ ¹ÍÍ

AMg  - ABIA - ABIA - ABIA - ABIA - ABIA
Five organs of knowledge, five organs of action, and all
thinking power become one; and the eyes do not consider
anyone separate -

“O mine eyes, God had infused light in ye. Without the
Lord, see yet not another, therefore. Save the Lord, see ye not
any other. The merciful Master Lord alone is worthy of
beholding. This entire world, which ye behold is the Lord’s
manifestation;
God’s image alone is seen in it.”

Â¶ é¶åzÔ ¹ î ¶ÇðÔ¯ ÔÇð å°î îÇÔ Ü¯Çå èðÆÂ¶ é¶åzÔ ¹ î ¶ÇðÔ¯ ÔÇð å°î îÇÔ Ü¯Çå èðÆÂ¶ é¶åzÔ ¹ î ¶ÇðÔ¯ ÔÇð å°î îÇÔ Ü¯Çå èðÆÂ¶ é¶åzÔ ¹ î ¶ÇðÔ¯ ÔÇð å°î îÇÔ Ü¯Çå èðÆÂ¶ é¶åzÔ ¹ î ¶ÇðÔ¯ ÔÇð å°î îÇÔ Ü¯Çå èðÆ
ÔÇð Çìé° Áòð¹ é ç¶ÖÔ¹ Õ ¯ÂÆ¨ÔÇð Çìé° Áòð¹ é ç¶ÖÔ¹ Õ ¯ÂÆ¨ÔÇð Çìé° Áòð¹ é ç¶ÖÔ¹ Õ ¯ÂÆ¨ÔÇð Çìé° Áòð¹ é ç¶ÖÔ¹ Õ ¯ÂÆ¨ÔÇð Çìé° Áòð¹ é ç¶ÖÔ¹ Õ ¯ÂÆ¨
ÔÇð Çìé° Áòð¹ é ç¶ÖÔ¹ Õ¯ÂÆ éçðÆ ÔÇð ÇéÔÅÇñÁÅ¨ÔÇð Çìé° Áòð¹ é ç¶ÖÔ¹ Õ¯ÂÆ éçðÆ ÔÇð ÇéÔÅÇñÁÅ¨ÔÇð Çìé° Áòð¹ é ç¶ÖÔ¹ Õ¯ÂÆ éçðÆ ÔÇð ÇéÔÅÇñÁÅ¨ÔÇð Çìé° Áòð¹ é ç¶ÖÔ¹ Õ¯ÂÆ éçðÆ ÔÇð ÇéÔÅÇñÁÅ¨ÔÇð Çìé° Áòð¹ é ç¶ÖÔ¹ Õ¯ÂÆ éçðÆ ÔÇð ÇéÔÅÇñÁÅ¨
Â¶Ô ¹  ÇòÃ¹ Ã ¿ÃÅð ¹  å °î ç¶Öç¶ Â ¶Ô ¹  ÔÇð ÕÅ ð Èê ¹  Ô ËÂ ¶Ô ¹  ÇòÃ¹ Ã ¿ÃÅð ¹  å °î ç¶Öç¶ Â ¶Ô ¹  ÔÇð ÕÅ ð Èê ¹  Ô ËÂ ¶Ô ¹  ÇòÃ¹ Ã ¿ÃÅð ¹  å °î ç¶Öç¶ Â ¶Ô ¹  ÔÇð ÕÅ ð Èê ¹  Ô ËÂ ¶Ô ¹  ÇòÃ¹ Ã ¿ÃÅð ¹  å °î ç¶Öç¶ Â ¶Ô ¹  ÔÇð ÕÅ ð Èê ¹  Ô ËÂ ¶Ô ¹  ÇòÃ¹ Ã ¿ÃÅð ¹  å °î ç¶Öç¶ Â ¶Ô ¹  ÔÇð ÕÅ ð Èê ¹  Ô Ë
ÔÇð ð Èê ¹ éçðÆ ÁÅÇÂÁÅ¨ÔÇð ð Èê ¹ éçðÆ ÁÅÇÂÁÅ¨ÔÇð ð Èê ¹ éçðÆ ÁÅÇÂÁÅ¨ÔÇð ð Èê ¹ éçðÆ ÁÅÇÂÁÅ¨ÔÇð ð Èê ¹ éçðÆ ÁÅÇÂÁÅ¨ AMg  - IBB - IBB - IBB - IBB - IBB

Like the eyes now the ears also do not hear anything else -

“Whatever the deer, the fish and the birds utter, without
God they speak not of another.”

Ü¯ ì ¯ñå ÔË Çî Ì× îÆé ê ³Ö ¶ð ÈÜ ¯  ì ¯ñå ÔË Çî Ì× îÆé ê ³Ö ¶ð ÈÜ ¯  ì ¯ñå ÔË Çî Ì× îÆé ê ³Ö ¶ð ÈÜ ¯  ì ¯ñå ÔË Çî Ì× îÆé ê ³Ö ¶ð ÈÜ ¯  ì ¯ñå ÔË Çî Ì× îÆé ê ³Ö ¶ð È
Ã ¹  Çìé° ÔÇð ÜÅêå ÔË éÔÆ Ô ¯ð¨Ã¹ Çìé° ÔÇð ÜÅêå ÔË éÔÆ Ô ¯ð¨Ã¹ Çìé° ÔÇð ÜÅêå ÔË éÔÆ Ô ¯ð¨Ã¹ Çìé° ÔÇð ÜÅêå ÔË éÔÆ Ô ¯ð¨Ã¹ Çìé° ÔÇð ÜÅêå ÔË éÔÆ Ô ¯ð¨                AMg  - ABFE - ABFE - ABFE - ABFE - ABFE
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“The persian wheel too recites “thou, thou” and utters
sublime words.”

ÔðÔà íÆ å± ¿  å ± ¿  ÕðÇÔ ì¯ñÇÔ íñÆ ìÅÇä¨ÔðÔà íÆ å± ¿  å ± ¿  ÕðÇÔ ì¯ñÇÔ íñÆ ìÅÇä¨ÔðÔà íÆ å± ¿  å ± ¿  ÕðÇÔ ì¯ñÇÔ íñÆ ìÅÇä¨ÔðÔà íÆ å± ¿  å ± ¿  ÕðÇÔ ì¯ñÇÔ íñÆ ìÅÇä¨ÔðÔà íÆ å± ¿  å ± ¿  ÕðÇÔ ì¯ñÇÔ íñÆ ìÅÇä¨ AMg  - ADB@ - ADB@ - ADB@ - ADB@ - ADB@
Whosoever speaks is heard of speaking God. Whatever

they realize or touch is converted into the Name of God and
are tuned into one level. Then what happens? They abide in
the real home with the aid of  Guru, already described in
detail. But how is this home achieved? Guru Ji says, it can
be done by -

“With the search of the Divine Word, Name of God, the true
home is attained.”

Ãìç¹ Ö¯ÇÜ ÇÂÔ¹ Øð¹ ñÔË.........¨Ãìç¹ Ö¯ÇÜ ÇÂÔ¹ Øð¹ ñÔË.........¨Ãìç¹ Ö¯ÇÜ ÇÂÔ¹ Øð¹ ñÔË.........¨Ãìç¹ Ö¯ÇÜ ÇÂÔ¹ Øð¹ ñÔË.........¨Ãìç¹ Ö¯ÇÜ ÇÂÔ¹ Øð¹ ñÔË.........¨ AMg  - ABIA - ABIA - ABIA - ABIA - ABIA
Guru Ji advises man to search Gurbani, Gur Mantar, body,
life breaths, five organs of knowledge, five organs of action,
mind and intellect. Beyond this search is the search of
“Iness”. Then the Home shall be located. The person who
succeeds in tracing this Home, Nanak becomes his slave -

“Nanak is his slave”

.........éÅéÕ¹ åÅ ÕÅ çÅÃ ¹¨.........éÅéÕ¹ åÅ ÕÅ çÅÃ ¹¨.........éÅéÕ¹ åÅ ÕÅ çÅÃ ¹¨.........éÅéÕ¹ åÅ ÕÅ çÅÃ ¹¨.........éÅéÕ¹ åÅ ÕÅ çÅÃ ¹¨ AMg  - ABIA - ABIA - ABIA - ABIA - ABIA
Then -

“Wandering and wandering, I have met the saintly person,
the Perfect Guru, and he has instructed me.’

Çëðå Çëðå í¶à ¶  Üé ÃÅè È ê Èð Ë  × ¹Çð ÃîÞÅÇÂÁÅ¨Çëðå Çëðå í¶à ¶  Üé ÃÅè È ê Èð Ë  × ¹Çð ÃîÞÅÇÂÁÅ¨Çëðå Çëðå í¶à ¶  Üé ÃÅè È ê Èð Ë  × ¹Çð ÃîÞÅÇÂÁÅ¨Çëðå Çëðå í¶à ¶  Üé ÃÅè È ê Èð Ë  × ¹Çð ÃîÞÅÇÂÁÅ¨Çëðå Çëðå í¶à ¶  Üé ÃÅè È ê Èð Ë  × ¹Çð ÃîÞÅÇÂÁÅ¨
AMg  - FGF - FGF - FGF - FGF - FGF

With the grace of God alone such a saint of God is met
during encirclement of  myriads of  births. He is himself  blended
with God. Meeting him ends all pain, all encirclement and
whole of  wandering. Actually mammon is pervading
everywhere. It has dominated man. It is said -

“Kabir, the pure rain drop of heaven mixes with the dust.”

ÕìÆð Çéðîñ ìÈ ¿ç ÁÕÅÃ ÕÆ ñÆéÆ íÈÇî ÇîñÅÇÂ¨ÕìÆð Çéðîñ ìÈ ¿ç ÁÕÅÃ ÕÆ ñÆéÆ íÈÇî ÇîñÅÇÂ¨ÕìÆð Çéðîñ ìÈ ¿ç ÁÕÅÃ ÕÆ ñÆéÆ íÈÇî ÇîñÅÇÂ¨ÕìÆð Çéðîñ ìÈ ¿ç ÁÕÅÃ ÕÆ ñÆéÆ íÈÇî ÇîñÅÇÂ¨ÕìÆð Çéðîñ ìÈ ¿ç ÁÕÅÃ ÕÆ ñÆéÆ íÈÇî ÇîñÅÇÂ¨
AMg  - ACGE - ACGE - ACGE - ACGE - ACGE
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The drop of soul, ray of the soul got entangled in the trap
of mammon -

“Millions of wise men have striven and failed. It can be
separated not.”

ÁÇéÕ ÇÃÁÅé¶ êÇÚ ×Â¶ éÅ ÇéðòÅðÆ ÜÅÇÂ¨ÁÇéÕ ÇÃÁÅé¶ êÇÚ ×Â¶ éÅ ÇéðòÅðÆ ÜÅÇÂ¨ÁÇéÕ ÇÃÁÅé¶ êÇÚ ×Â¶ éÅ ÇéðòÅðÆ ÜÅÇÂ¨ÁÇéÕ ÇÃÁÅé¶ êÇÚ ×Â¶ éÅ ÇéðòÅðÆ ÜÅÇÂ¨ÁÇéÕ ÇÃÁÅé¶ êÇÚ ×Â¶ éÅ ÇéðòÅðÆ ÜÅÇÂ¨AMg  - ACGE - ACGE - ACGE - ACGE - ACGE
Many made Himalyan efforts to get themselves

emancipated from the mammon. But they failed due to lack
of proper guidance. The Sadhus or ascetics of ancient times
had the proper formula to get rid of  mammon. They could
convert iron into gold. With that formula they could
transform the elementary atoms. In Chemistry there was a
formula with which silver and gold could be prepared. But
they kept their formula a secret. Some found “Paras' (a
touchstone) which could convert metals into gold. Similarly
there is a formula with which man, the pure soul, stuck up
in the mammon, can be redeemed. For the present the soul
is in degenerated state -

“Kabir, the immaculate drop from the sky has fallen on the
filthy ground.”

ÕìÆð Çéðîñ ìÈ ¿ç ÁÕÅÃ ÕÆ êÇð ×ÂÆ íÈÇî ÇìÕÅð¨ÕìÆð Çéðîñ ìÈ ¿ç ÁÕÅÃ ÕÆ êÇð ×ÂÆ íÈÇî ÇìÕÅð¨ÕìÆð Çéðîñ ìÈ ¿ç ÁÕÅÃ ÕÆ êÇð ×ÂÆ íÈÇî ÇìÕÅð¨ÕìÆð Çéðîñ ìÈ ¿ç ÁÕÅÃ ÕÆ êÇð ×ÂÆ íÈÇî ÇìÕÅð¨ÕìÆð Çéðîñ ìÈ ¿ç ÁÕÅÃ ÕÆ êÇð ×ÂÆ íÈÇî ÇìÕÅð¨
AMg  - ACGE - ACGE - ACGE - ACGE - ACGE

The pure soul got alienated from its source which is God. It got
alienated from the association of holy saints as well -

“Know thou this wise, that without the saints association it
becomes like the ashes of furnace.”

Çìé¹ Ã ¿×Çå ÇÂÀ° î»éÂÆ Ô ¯ÇÂ ×ÂÆ íá ÛÅð¨Çìé¹ Ã ¿×Çå ÇÂÀ° î»éÂÆ Ô ¯ÇÂ ×ÂÆ íá ÛÅð¨Çìé¹ Ã ¿×Çå ÇÂÀ° î»éÂÆ Ô ¯ÇÂ ×ÂÆ íá ÛÅð¨Çìé¹ Ã ¿×Çå ÇÂÀ° î»éÂÆ Ô ¯ÇÂ ×ÂÆ íá ÛÅð¨Çìé¹ Ã ¿×Çå ÇÂÀ° î»éÂÆ Ô ¯ÇÂ ×ÂÆ íá ÛÅð¨AMg  - ACGE - ACGE - ACGE - ACGE - ACGE
With disconnection from the source, what happened?

“It became ashes of the furnace.”

..........Ô¯ÇÂ ×ÂÆ íá ÛÅð¨..........Ô¯ÇÂ ×ÂÆ íá ÛÅð¨..........Ô¯ÇÂ ×ÂÆ íá ÛÅð¨..........Ô¯ÇÂ ×ÂÆ íá ÛÅð¨..........Ô¯ÇÂ ×ÂÆ íá ÛÅð¨                                    AMg  - ACGE - ACGE - ACGE - ACGE - ACGE
Then how to revert to the original position? How to get

united with the Supreme soul. Guru Ji takes pity on the jiva
(man regarded as helpless creature) trapped by mammon -
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“Maya has spread out its net and in it has placed the bait.
The avaricious bird is snared and cannot escape, O my
Mother.’

îÅÇÂÁÅ ÜÅñ¹ êÃÅÇðÁÅ íÆåÇð Ú¯× ìäÅÇÂ¨îÅÇÂÁÅ ÜÅñ¹ êÃÅÇðÁÅ íÆåÇð Ú¯× ìäÅÇÂ¨îÅÇÂÁÅ ÜÅñ¹ êÃÅÇðÁÅ íÆåÇð Ú¯× ìäÅÇÂ¨îÅÇÂÁÅ ÜÅñ¹ êÃÅÇðÁÅ íÆåÇð Ú¯× ìäÅÇÂ¨îÅÇÂÁÅ ÜÅñ¹ êÃÅÇðÁÅ íÆåÇð Ú¯× ìäÅÇÂ¨
ÇåzÃéÅ ê ³ÖÆ ëÅÇÃÁÅ ÇéÕÃ¹ é êÅÂ ¶ îÅÇÂ¨ÇåzÃéÅ ê ³ÖÆ ëÅÇÃÁÅ ÇéÕÃ¹ é êÅÂ ¶ îÅÇÂ¨ÇåzÃéÅ ê ³ÖÆ ëÅÇÃÁÅ ÇéÕÃ¹ é êÅÂ ¶ îÅÇÂ¨ÇåzÃéÅ ê ³ÖÆ ëÅÇÃÁÅ ÇéÕÃ¹ é êÅÂ ¶ îÅÇÂ¨ÇåzÃéÅ ê ³ÖÆ ëÅÇÃÁÅ ÇéÕÃ¹ é êÅÂ ¶ îÅÇÂ¨ AMg  - E@ - E@ - E@ - E@ - E@

Maya (delusion) has spread its net all around. The soul
acknowledges its separate identity which is not there. Without
self realization, therefore, man is just a beast. Because he is
suffering from the evils, jealousy, hatred, insolence, slandering,
usurping the rights of others, wrath, lust, attachment and
avarice. He has the weakness for sex, smell, beauty, taste,
property, ruling over others and caste. The person under the
influence of these five evils and the person who takes bath
in the rivulets of  “Hans” (cruelty), “Het” (worldly love),
'Lobh” (avarice),  Kop (wrath) suffers -

By falling into them, the mortal is burnt,
O Nanak! Emancipation is obtained by sticking to good
deeds.’

êòÇÔ çÞÇÔ éÅéÕÅ åðÆÁË ÕðîÆ ñÇ×¨êòÇÔ çÞÇÔ éÅéÕÅ åðÆÁË ÕðîÆ ñÇ×¨êòÇÔ çÞÇÔ éÅéÕÅ åðÆÁË ÕðîÆ ñÇ×¨êòÇÔ çÞÇÔ éÅéÕÅ åðÆÁË ÕðîÆ ñÇ×¨êòÇÔ çÞÇÔ éÅéÕÅ åðÆÁË ÕðîÆ ñÇ×¨ AMg  - ADG - ADG - ADG - ADG - ADG
Guru Ji says that such a person is not human being

though he has the body of a man. His thinking is below the
human level. All this is happening due to the domination of
mammon all over. For emancipation self  realization is
essential. The man living in the family claims, “This is my
son, my daughter and my property. So and so has insulted
me. I will break my relations with him.” This word “My” or
“Iness” is false. Guru Ji says how get to out of  the net of
“Iness”?" Taking pity on him Guru Ji says -

“The avaricious bird is snared.’

ÇåzÃéÅ ê³ÖÆ ëÅÇÃÁÅ.........¨ÇåzÃéÅ ê³ÖÆ ëÅÇÃÁÅ.........¨ÇåzÃéÅ ê³ÖÆ ëÅÇÃÁÅ.........¨ÇåzÃéÅ ê³ÖÆ ëÅÇÃÁÅ.........¨ÇåzÃéÅ ê³ÖÆ ëÅÇÃÁÅ.........¨      AMg  - E@ - E@ - E@ - E@ - E@
Instead of getting out of this trap he further claims, “I

am quite happy, I have been given promotion, I have a
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flourishing business, my sons have been adjusted in good jobs,
I have a nice piece of land, I have purchased the tractor and
car.” The poor man does not get out of  “My” or “Iness”.

“He does not wriggle out of mammon.”

...........ÇéÕÃ¹ é êÅÂ¶ îÅÇÂ¨...........ÇéÕÃ¹ é êÅÂ¶ îÅÇÂ¨...........ÇéÕÃ¹ é êÅÂ¶ îÅÇÂ¨...........ÇéÕÃ¹ é êÅÂ¶ îÅÇÂ¨...........ÇéÕÃ¹ é êÅÂ¶ îÅÇÂ¨      AMg  - E@ - E@ - E@ - E@ - E@
Maya (delusion) is so sweet that man can't get out of it -

“The birds of the beautiful trees fly and go in four directions.’

ê³ÖÆ ÇìðÖ Ã ¹ÔÅòó¶ À±âÇÔ ÚÔ¹ ÇçÇÃ ÜÅÇÔ¨ê³ÖÆ ÇìðÖ Ã ¹ÔÅòó¶ À±âÇÔ ÚÔ¹ ÇçÇÃ ÜÅÇÔ¨ê³ÖÆ ÇìðÖ Ã ¹ÔÅòó¶ À±âÇÔ ÚÔ¹ ÇçÇÃ ÜÅÇÔ¨ê³ÖÆ ÇìðÖ Ã ¹ÔÅòó¶ À±âÇÔ ÚÔ¹ ÇçÇÃ ÜÅÇÔ¨ê³ÖÆ ÇìðÖ Ã ¹ÔÅòó¶ À±âÇÔ ÚÔ¹ ÇçÇÃ ÜÅÇÔ¨ AMg  - FF - FF - FF - FF - FF
The bird has settled on the tree. Similarly the Jiva is

settled in the body. He flies and flies. Whether he is
meditating or contemplating; holding Kirtan or doing other
things. He flies in all the directions -

The more they fly.”

Ü¶åÅ À±âÇÔ ........¨Ü¶åÅ À±âÇÔ ........¨Ü¶åÅ À±âÇÔ ........¨Ü¶åÅ À±âÇÔ ........¨Ü¶åÅ À±âÇÔ ........¨ AMg  - FF - FF - FF - FF - FF
With flying vaguely peace cannot be achieved. Guru Ji says -

“The more they suffer.”

..........ç¹Ö Øä¶...........¨..........ç¹Ö Øä¶...........¨..........ç¹Ö Øä¶...........¨..........ç¹Ö Øä¶...........¨..........ç¹Ö Øä¶...........¨ AMg  - FF - FF - FF - FF - FF
Not only limited distress. But infinite pain they suffer -

“They ever burn and bewail.”

..........Çéå çÅÞÇÔ åË ÇìññÅÇÔ¨..........Çéå çÅÞÇÔ åË ÇìññÅÇÔ¨..........Çéå çÅÞÇÔ åË ÇìññÅÇÔ¨..........Çéå çÅÞÇÔ åË ÇìññÅÇÔ¨..........Çéå çÅÞÇÔ åË ÇìññÅÇÔ¨      AMg  - FF - FF - FF - FF - FF
With burning he naturally bewails. In this way the life

of  a being comes to end and he gets into the circle of  births.
The poor being does not understand what actually he is. We
have just heard the order of  Guru Ji -

Wandering and wandering, I have met the saintly person,
the Perfect Guru, and he has explained to me.’

Çëðå Çëðå í¶à ¶  Üé ÃÅè È ê Èð Ë  × ¹Çð ÃîÞÅÇÂÁÅ¨Çëðå Çëðå í¶à ¶  Üé ÃÅè È ê Èð Ë  × ¹Çð ÃîÞÅÇÂÁÅ¨Çëðå Çëðå í¶à ¶  Üé ÃÅè È ê Èð Ë  × ¹Çð ÃîÞÅÇÂÁÅ¨Çëðå Çëðå í¶à ¶  Üé ÃÅè È ê Èð Ë  × ¹Çð ÃîÞÅÇÂÁÅ¨Çëðå Çëðå í¶à ¶  Üé ÃÅè È ê Èð Ë  × ¹Çð ÃîÞÅÇÂÁÅ¨
AMg  - FGF - FGF - FGF - FGF - FGF

We can achieve our noble goal by following the essence
of  this hymn. We can find out the way for emancipation. For
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that mind has to be trained. But mind is not ready to accept
reason. The foolish mind goes on bowing and offering
beautiful coverlets to Guru Granth Sahib. It would arrange
Akhand Path and Kirtan and bring Parshad. Not only this. This
mind would quarrel that his Guru is the best. But this mind
is not ready to understand the true meaning of  even one
word of  Guru Granth Sahib. Guru Ji says -

“To accept the command is the best of services.”

ÁÅÇ×ÁÅ Ãî éÔÄ ÃÅÇÔì Ã ¶òÅ¨ÁÅÇ×ÁÅ Ãî éÔÄ ÃÅÇÔì Ã ¶òÅ¨ÁÅÇ×ÁÅ Ãî éÔÄ ÃÅÇÔì Ã ¶òÅ¨ÁÅÇ×ÁÅ Ãî éÔÄ ÃÅÇÔì Ã ¶òÅ¨ÁÅÇ×ÁÅ Ãî éÔÄ ÃÅÇÔì Ã ¶òÅ¨
Guru Ji says that the best service of  the devotee towards
him is to accept his advice. Because whatever he says is not
his own -

“By myself I know not what to speak.
I utter all, that is the command of my Lord.”

ÔÀ° ÁÅêÔ¹ ì ¯ Çñ é ÜÅäçÅÔÀ° ÁÅêÔ¹ ì ¯ Çñ é ÜÅäçÅÔÀ° ÁÅêÔ¹ ì ¯ Çñ é ÜÅäçÅÔÀ° ÁÅêÔ¹ ì ¯ Çñ é ÜÅäçÅÔÀ° ÁÅêÔ¹ ì ¯ Çñ é ÜÅäçÅ
îË ÕÇÔÁÅ Ãí¹ Ô ¹ÕîÅÀ° ÜÆÀ°¨îË ÕÇÔÁÅ Ãí¹ Ô ¹ÕîÅÀ° ÜÆÀ°¨îË ÕÇÔÁÅ Ãí¹ Ô ¹ÕîÅÀ° ÜÆÀ°¨îË ÕÇÔÁÅ Ãí¹ Ô ¹ÕîÅÀ° ÜÆÀ°¨îË ÕÇÔÁÅ Ãí¹ Ô ¹ÕîÅÀ° ÜÆÀ°¨ AMg  - GFC - GFC - GFC - GFC - GFC

Guru Ji says that whatever he says has come from God
Himself. Hence man must listen to it carefully and accept it.
But man is not ready to listen to him. He is interested in
the stories of the worldly people because those have come
from the realm of Maya. He prefers them because he himself
lives in the world of maya. Man does not love the advice of
the Guru. He neither likes nor understands the preachings of
the spiritual realm. As a matter of fact he does not believe
in spiritual things. He does not proceed an inch towards the
true path. He remains where he was like the tail of  the dog
which is not straightened even by putting it in the pipe for
twelve years. Likewise the man recites Gurbani, holds Kirtan
and meditation; gives in charity and does service. But he does
not obey the command of  the Guru. For his guidance he is
told about gnosis and sermons. But he does not follow. Even
the following verse is not understood by him -

“Nanak, the world tree bears the fruit of love for mammon
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and upon it perch two birds (Guruward and self ward
persons).

éÅéÕ åðòð¹ Â ¶Õ ° ë« ç¹ÇÂ ê ³Ö ¶ð È  ÁÅÇÔ¨éÅéÕ åðòð¹ Â ¶Õ ° ë« ç¹ÇÂ ê ³Ö ¶ð È  ÁÅÇÔ¨éÅéÕ åðòð¹ Â ¶Õ ° ë« ç¹ÇÂ ê ³Ö ¶ð È  ÁÅÇÔ¨éÅéÕ åðòð¹ Â ¶Õ ° ë« ç¹ÇÂ ê ³Ö ¶ð È  ÁÅÇÔ¨éÅéÕ åðòð¹ Â ¶Õ ° ë« ç¹ÇÂ ê ³Ö ¶ð È  ÁÅÇÔ¨ AMg  - EE@ - EE@ - EE@ - EE@ - EE@
On the tree of intellect two birds have perched. One

bird says, “I do, I undergo consequences of  my deeds, I am
black, I am white, I am religious etc etc.” This rut of  “Iness”
ties him in chains. He enters lives after lives -

“For several births thou became a worm and a moth.
In several births thou wert an elephant, a fish and a deer.
In several births thou became a bird and a snake.
In several births thou wert yoked as a horse and an ox.”

ÕÂÆ Üéî íÂ¶ ÕÆà êå¿×Å¨ÕÂÆ Üéî íÂ¶ ÕÆà êå¿×Å¨ÕÂÆ Üéî íÂ¶ ÕÆà êå¿×Å¨ÕÂÆ Üéî íÂ¶ ÕÆà êå¿×Å¨ÕÂÆ Üéî íÂ¶ ÕÆà êå¿×Å¨
ÕÂÆ Üéî ×Ü îÆé Õ°ð ¿×Å¨ÕÂÆ Üéî ×Ü îÆé Õ°ð ¿×Å¨ÕÂÆ Üéî ×Ü îÆé Õ°ð ¿×Å¨ÕÂÆ Üéî ×Ü îÆé Õ°ð ¿×Å¨ÕÂÆ Üéî ×Ü îÆé Õ°ð ¿×Å¨
ÕÂÆ Üéî ê³ÖÆ Ãðê  Ô ¯ÇÂú¨ÕÂÆ Üéî ê³ÖÆ Ãðê  Ô ¯ÇÂú¨ÕÂÆ Üéî ê³ÖÆ Ãðê  Ô ¯ÇÂú¨ÕÂÆ Üéî ê³ÖÆ Ãðê  Ô ¯ÇÂú¨ÕÂÆ Üéî ê³ÖÆ Ãðê  Ô ¯ÇÂú¨
ÕÂÆ Üéî ÔËòð Çì ÌÖ Ü¯ÇÂú¨ÕÂÆ Üéî ÔËòð Çì ÌÖ Ü¯ÇÂú¨ÕÂÆ Üéî ÔËòð Çì ÌÖ Ü¯ÇÂú¨ÕÂÆ Üéî ÔËòð Çì ÌÖ Ü¯ÇÂú¨ÕÂÆ Üéî ÔËòð Çì ÌÖ Ü¯ÇÂú¨ AMg  - AGF - AGF - AGF - AGF - AGF

This is the consequence of ego of man -
“The nature of ego is this, that man goes about his business
in pride. The trammel of ego is this that man again and
again enters into lives.”

ÔÀ°î Ë Â ¶ÔÅ ÜÅÇå Ô Ë ÔÀ°î Ë  Õðî ÕîÅÇÔ¨ÔÀ°î Ë Â ¶ÔÅ ÜÅÇå Ô Ë ÔÀ°î Ë  Õðî ÕîÅÇÔ¨ÔÀ°î Ë Â ¶ÔÅ ÜÅÇå Ô Ë ÔÀ°î Ë  Õðî ÕîÅÇÔ¨ÔÀ°î Ë Â ¶ÔÅ ÜÅÇå Ô Ë ÔÀ°î Ë  Õðî ÕîÅÇÔ¨ÔÀ°î Ë Â ¶ÔÅ ÜÅÇå Ô Ë ÔÀ°î Ë  Õðî ÕîÅÇÔ¨
ÔÀ°î Ë Â ¶ÂÆ ì ¿èéÅ ÇëÇð ÇëÇð Ü¯éÆ êÅÇÔ¨ÔÀ°î Ë Â ¶ÂÆ ì ¿èéÅ ÇëÇð ÇëÇð Ü¯éÆ êÅÇÔ¨ÔÀ°î Ë Â ¶ÂÆ ì ¿èéÅ ÇëÇð ÇëÇð Ü¯éÆ êÅÇÔ¨ÔÀ°î Ë Â ¶ÂÆ ì ¿èéÅ ÇëÇð ÇëÇð Ü¯éÆ êÅÇÔ¨ÔÀ°î Ë Â ¶ÂÆ ì ¿èéÅ ÇëÇð ÇëÇð Ü¯éÆ êÅÇÔ¨ AMg  - DFF - DFF - DFF - DFF - DFF

Deeds of man rope him in -
“If mortal does deeds then he is bound and if he does not, then
is he slandered.”

Õðî ÕðË å ì ¿èÅ éÔ ÕðË å Çé §çÅ¨Õðî ÕðË å ì ¿èÅ éÔ ÕðË å Çé §çÅ¨Õðî ÕðË å ì ¿èÅ éÔ ÕðË å Çé §çÅ¨Õðî ÕðË å ì ¿èÅ éÔ ÕðË å Çé §çÅ¨Õðî ÕðË å ì ¿èÅ éÔ ÕðË å Çé §çÅ¨ AMg  - A@AI - A@AI - A@AI - A@AI - A@AI
The second kind of bird is -

“These birds have no wings; and are not seen while coming
and going.”

ÁÅòå ÜÅå é çÆÃÔÆ éÅ êð ê ³ÖÆ åÅÇÔ¨ÁÅòå ÜÅå é çÆÃÔÆ éÅ êð ê ³ÖÆ åÅÇÔ¨ÁÅòå ÜÅå é çÆÃÔÆ éÅ êð ê ³ÖÆ åÅÇÔ¨ÁÅòå ÜÅå é çÆÃÔÆ éÅ êð ê ³ÖÆ åÅÇÔ¨ÁÅòå ÜÅå é çÆÃÔÆ éÅ êð ê ³ÖÆ åÅÇÔ¨ AMg  - EE@ - EE@ - EE@ - EE@ - EE@
The second type of  bird is without wings. It does not

take flights. It is ever blissful.
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Now Guru Ji says to man, “You identify yourself.
Whether you belong to the first or second category?” He
claims to belong to the first category. This is shadow which
remains with man wherever he goes. That shadow is not man.
The shadow which is seen in the mirror is not real. The real
is he whose shadow is visible in the mirror. So the shadow
of  blissful bird (Sat, Chit, Anand) falls on the body. Under
the influence of mammon this shadow is converted into
“Iness” and the chapter of the pains of man is started. In
order to finish this ego or “Iness” several methods are
adopted. Those are holding of Kirtan, meditation of the
Name, contemplation, showing mercy, and sympathy,
remaining calm and non-aggressive and observing several
other virtues. These ways are adopted to rescue the entrapped
being and make him realize the significance of gian or gnosis
or knowledge about his “self ”. But the being does not
inculcate faith  in the reality of his self. In order to bring
this faith Guru Granth Sahib comprising 1430 pages, guides
man. Guru Granth Sahib says that God pervades within and
without man. With this belief wandering of man shall finish.
But we see the man in frustration and anxiety. He suffers
losses in business. If  God is all pervasive, then why so?
Because man does not have faith in the existence of God
everywhere. With faith alone can reality dawn on man -

“Into whose heart the faith in the Lord has entered, unto the
mind of him, the essence of Divine Knowledge is revealed.”

ÜÅ ÕË ÇðçË ÇìÃÉÅÃ ¹  ê Ìí ÁÅÇÂÁÅ¨ÜÅ ÕË ÇðçË ÇìÃÉÅÃ ¹  ê Ìí ÁÅÇÂÁÅ¨ÜÅ ÕË ÇðçË ÇìÃÉÅÃ ¹  ê Ìí ÁÅÇÂÁÅ¨ÜÅ ÕË ÇðçË ÇìÃÉÅÃ ¹  ê Ìí ÁÅÇÂÁÅ¨ÜÅ ÕË ÇðçË ÇìÃÉÅÃ ¹  ê Ìí ÁÅÇÂÁÅ¨
å°å Ç×ÁÅé° ÇåÃ¹ îÇé ê Ì×àÅÇÂÁÅ¨å°å Ç×ÁÅé° ÇåÃ¹ îÇé ê Ì×àÅÇÂÁÅ¨å°å Ç×ÁÅé° ÇåÃ¹ îÇé ê Ì×àÅÇÂÁÅ¨å°å Ç×ÁÅé° ÇåÃ¹ îÇé ê Ì×àÅÇÂÁÅ¨å°å Ç×ÁÅé° ÇåÃ¹ îÇé ê Ì×àÅÇÂÁÅ¨                     AMg  - BHE - BHE - BHE - BHE - BHE

Deep faith follows the emergence of the essence of the
Divine Knowledge and perishing of  pain. So, Guru Ji insists
on meditation of the Name of God above all other methods
of contemplation. Recitation and meditation of the Name
make man merge in the Name and abide therein and become
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one with the Name -
“I abide in the Name, and the Name has come to abide
within my mind.”

éÅòË Á³çÇð ÔÀ° òÃ» éÅÀ° òÃË îÇé ÁÅÇÂ¨éÅòË Á³çÇð ÔÀ° òÃ» éÅÀ° òÃË îÇé ÁÅÇÂ¨éÅòË Á³çÇð ÔÀ° òÃ» éÅÀ° òÃË îÇé ÁÅÇÂ¨éÅòË Á³çÇð ÔÀ° òÃ» éÅÀ° òÃË îÇé ÁÅÇÂ¨éÅòË Á³çÇð ÔÀ° òÃ» éÅÀ° òÃË îÇé ÁÅÇÂ¨ AMg  - EE - EE - EE - EE - EE
I (God) abide in the Name. Search Me therein. I am also
within you (man) just search me there -

“He is in the soul and the soul is in His ownself.”

îé îÇÔ ÁÅÇê îé Áê¹é ¶ îÅÇÔ¨îé îÇÔ ÁÅÇê îé Áê¹é ¶ îÅÇÔ¨îé îÇÔ ÁÅÇê îé Áê¹é ¶ îÅÇÔ¨îé îÇÔ ÁÅÇê îé Áê¹é ¶ îÅÇÔ¨îé îÇÔ ÁÅÇê îé Áê¹é ¶ îÅÇÔ¨ AMg  - BGI - BGI - BGI - BGI - BGI
The real awakening of the body is awakening in God.

But the body does not awake. The body works and moves.
There is chemical action in the body. With that chemical
action we feel some activity in the body. But over all this
activity some supreme power is present. He is real self of
man. He should, therefore, be identified -

“My soul thou art the embodiment (image) of Divine Light.
So know thy source.”

îé å± ¿  Ü ¯ Çå Ãð Èê ¹  Ô Ë  ÁÅêäÅ î È« êÛÅä°¨îé å± ¿  Ü ¯ Çå Ãð Èê ¹  Ô Ë  ÁÅêäÅ î È« êÛÅä°¨îé å± ¿  Ü ¯ Çå Ãð Èê ¹  Ô Ë  ÁÅêäÅ î È« êÛÅä°¨îé å± ¿  Ü ¯ Çå Ãð Èê ¹  Ô Ë  ÁÅêäÅ î È« êÛÅä°¨îé å± ¿  Ü ¯ Çå Ãð Èê ¹  Ô Ë  ÁÅêäÅ î È« êÛÅä°¨ AMg  - DDA - DDA - DDA - DDA - DDA
The source can easily be identified with the aid of

realized souls. For this man should have firm determination.

Yesterday I visited a village. The house where I had to
go was close by. The tents put up there were visible. The
voice of Kirtan was also audible. But I could not find the
way to the house. We stopped to guess the way to the house.
But the path to the house was full of  water. At that time
one villager happened to reach there. He said, “You take back
your car." I did so. Then he piloted us to the right path by
running before the car. That path ran straight to the house.”
It struck me that it was day. We are hearing the voice. The
house was close by, hardly at a distance of  one hundred and
fifty yards, but we could not find the path to the house
without guidance. Likewise the spiritual path which is not
visible, and is called a secret path, and is ineffable, cannot
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be found without proper guidance. In Guru Granth Sahib a
mention has been made of Sadhus, Braham Gianis, Saints and
Gurmukhs. Repeated mention of Sadhu and Saint has been
made most. Still there is the greatest hatred developed in our
minds about them. Then how shall emancipation be attained?
Hatred for saints shall lead to destruction. It is so due to our
past deeds.

Man comes, spends life, eating and drinking like beasts,
and goes away. Man is born and grows to be young. He is
then married and he nourishes his children. He educates them
and gets them married. He becomes old and grumbles. So
grumbling he departs with a bundle of  sins and vicious
deeds. He enters the circle of  births and gets on to a long
journey. So, the holy assembly! the society of  the saints is
great -

“Singing of God’s praise in the saints’ society is the highest of
all deeds.”

ÔÇð ÕÆðÇå ÃÅèÃ¿×Çå Ô Ë ÇÃÇð Õðîé ÕË ÕðîÅ¨ÔÇð ÕÆðÇå ÃÅèÃ¿×Çå Ô Ë ÇÃÇð Õðîé ÕË ÕðîÅ¨ÔÇð ÕÆðÇå ÃÅèÃ¿×Çå Ô Ë ÇÃÇð Õðîé ÕË ÕðîÅ¨ÔÇð ÕÆðÇå ÃÅèÃ¿×Çå Ô Ë ÇÃÇð Õðîé ÕË ÕðîÅ¨ÔÇð ÕÆðÇå ÃÅèÃ¿×Çå Ô Ë ÇÃÇð Õðîé ÕË ÕðîÅ¨
AMg  - FDB - FDB - FDB - FDB - FDB

Singing of  God’s praise and society of  saints have been
emphasized most in Guru Granth Sahib. There is no confusion
about their meaning. Similarly definition of  the Khalsa has
also been clearly given -

“Spiritual Ecstacy who has known is pure.
There is no difference between him, myself and the Lord.”

ÁÅåî ðÃ ÇÜÔ ÜÅéÔÆ Ã ¯ Ô Ë  ÖÅñÃ ç¶ò¨ÁÅåî ðÃ ÇÜÔ ÜÅéÔÆ Ã ¯ Ô Ë  ÖÅñÃ ç¶ò¨ÁÅåî ðÃ ÇÜÔ ÜÅéÔÆ Ã ¯ Ô Ë  ÖÅñÃ ç¶ò¨ÁÅåî ðÃ ÇÜÔ ÜÅéÔÆ Ã ¯ Ô Ë  ÖÅñÃ ç¶ò¨ÁÅåî ðÃ ÇÜÔ ÜÅéÔÆ Ã ¯ Ô Ë  ÖÅñÃ ç¶ò¨
êÌí îÇÔ, î ¯ÇÔ îÇÔ, åÅÃ îÇÔ, ð ¿ÚÕ éÅÔé í¶ò¨êÌí îÇÔ, î ¯ÇÔ îÇÔ, åÅÃ îÇÔ, ð ¿ÚÕ éÅÔé í¶ò¨êÌí îÇÔ, î ¯ÇÔ îÇÔ, åÅÃ îÇÔ, ð ¿ÚÕ éÅÔé í¶ò¨êÌí îÇÔ, î ¯ÇÔ îÇÔ, åÅÃ îÇÔ, ð ¿ÚÕ éÅÔé í¶ò¨êÌí îÇÔ, î ¯ÇÔ îÇÔ, åÅÃ îÇÔ, ð ¿ÚÕ éÅÔé í¶ò¨

(Ãðì ñ¯Ô ×Ì ¿æ ÓÚ ¯ º )(Ãðì ñ¯Ô ×Ì ¿æ ÓÚ ¯ º )(Ãðì ñ¯Ô ×Ì ¿æ ÓÚ ¯ º )(Ãðì ñ¯Ô ×Ì ¿æ ÓÚ ¯ º )(Ãðì ñ¯Ô ×Ì ¿æ ÓÚ ¯ º )
Brahamgiani and the Khalsa are synonymous. Anybody

who has tasted the spiritual delight, says Guru Ji, there is not
the slightest difference between him, myself and the Lord.
The scholars have given distorted image of the Khalsa in their
books. Maharaj Ji says -
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“Perfect Divine Light shines in whose mind,
He should be considered pure amongst the impure.”

êÈðé Ü¯å Ü×Ë Øà î Ë, åì õÅñÃ åÅÇÔ éõÅñÃ ÜÅéË¨êÈðé Ü¯å Ü×Ë Øà î Ë, åì õÅñÃ åÅÇÔ éõÅñÃ ÜÅéË¨êÈðé Ü¯å Ü×Ë Øà î Ë, åì õÅñÃ åÅÇÔ éõÅñÃ ÜÅéË¨êÈðé Ü¯å Ü×Ë Øà î Ë, åì õÅñÃ åÅÇÔ éõÅñÃ ÜÅéË¨êÈðé Ü¯å Ü×Ë Øà î Ë, åì õÅñÃ åÅÇÔ éõÅñÃ ÜÅéË¨
Amongst the impure, he is pure in whose mind perfect

Divine Light shines. We have started adding Braham Giani and
Khalsa after our names. But Guru Ji calls him Khalsa or
Brahamgiani who has known his real self.

Similarly everybody is calling himself  “Sant”. So, we are
required to attend the society of  realized souls only. In their
association the praise of the Lord be sung with perfect
technique. Guru Ji says that singing of  the praise of  the Lord
by a blind mind will make no difference to that mind. The
singers and the listeners are blind to the realization. But when
we hold Kirtan with awakened mind then whatever is said is
converted into the arrows of the bold -

“Kabir, the warrior True Guru has shot an arrow at me. As
soon as it struck me I fell to the ground and a hole has been
made in my heart.”

ÕìÆð ÃÇå×¹ð Ã Èðî ¶ ìÅÇÔÁÅ ìÅé° Ü ¹ Â ¶Õ °¨ÕìÆð ÃÇå×¹ð Ã Èðî ¶ ìÅÇÔÁÅ ìÅé° Ü ¹ Â ¶Õ °¨ÕìÆð ÃÇå×¹ð Ã Èðî ¶ ìÅÇÔÁÅ ìÅé° Ü ¹ Â ¶Õ °¨ÕìÆð ÃÇå×¹ð Ã Èðî ¶ ìÅÇÔÁÅ ìÅé° Ü ¹ Â ¶Õ °¨ÕìÆð ÃÇå×¹ð Ã Èðî ¶ ìÅÇÔÁÅ ìÅé° Ü ¹ Â ¶Õ °¨
ñÅ×å ÔÆ í ¹ÇÂ Ç×Çð êÇðÁÅ êðÅ Õð¶ ¶Ü ¶  Û ¶Õ °¨ñÅ×å ÔÆ í ¹ÇÂ Ç×Çð êÇðÁÅ êðÅ Õð¶ ¶Ü ¶  Û ¶Õ °¨ñÅ×å ÔÆ í ¹ÇÂ Ç×Çð êÇðÁÅ êðÅ Õð¶ ¶Ü ¶  Û ¶Õ °¨ñÅ×å ÔÆ í ¹ÇÂ Ç×Çð êÇðÁÅ êðÅ Õð¶ ¶Ü ¶  Û ¶Õ °¨ñÅ×å ÔÆ í ¹ÇÂ Ç×Çð êÇðÁÅ êðÅ Õð¶ ¶Ü ¶  Û ¶Õ °¨AMg - ACGD¶ - ACGD¶ - ACGD¶ - ACGD¶ - ACGD¶

The arrows of  the Guru (Gurbani) are completely mighty
but those who shoot (sing) are not perfect. Hence these
arrows of  Gurbani do not strike the minds. Hence, holy
assembly! I advise you to know yourself. Only then will there
be some benefit of  rising early. Struggle against the
domination of mammon and try to get yourself emancipated
from it. There are various hand cuffs and chains around you.
They will be shattered if we try to break them one by one.
By getting early we may to go to the heavens after our
deaths. Immense pleasures will be available there. But we will
miss our real target untill we achieve the Divine Knowledge.
The man can be freed from births and deaths with the shining
of  Divine Light in the mind. So Guru Ji says -
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“Wandering and wandering, I have met the saintly person,
the perfect Guru and he has instructed me.
All other devices avail not, so I meditate only on the Lord
God’s Name.”

Çëðå Çëðå í¶à ¶  Üé ÃÅè È ê Èð Ë  × ¹Çð ÃîÞÅÇÂÁÅ¨Çëðå Çëðå í¶à ¶  Üé ÃÅè È ê Èð Ë  × ¹Çð ÃîÞÅÇÂÁÅ¨Çëðå Çëðå í¶à ¶  Üé ÃÅè È ê Èð Ë  × ¹Çð ÃîÞÅÇÂÁÅ¨Çëðå Çëðå í¶à ¶  Üé ÃÅè È ê Èð Ë  × ¹Çð ÃîÞÅÇÂÁÅ¨Çëðå Çëðå í¶à ¶  Üé ÃÅè È ê Èð Ë  × ¹Çð ÃîÞÅÇÂÁÅ¨
ÁÅé Ã×ñ ÇìÇè Õ»Çî é ÁÅòËÁÅé Ã×ñ ÇìÇè Õ»Çî é ÁÅòËÁÅé Ã×ñ ÇìÇè Õ»Çî é ÁÅòËÁÅé Ã×ñ ÇìÇè Õ»Çî é ÁÅòËÁÅé Ã×ñ ÇìÇè Õ»Çî é ÁÅòË
ÔÇð ÔÇð éÅî¹ ÇèÁÅÇÂÁÅ¨ÔÇð ÔÇð éÅî¹ ÇèÁÅÇÂÁÅ¨ÔÇð ÔÇð éÅî¹ ÇèÁÅÇÂÁÅ¨ÔÇð ÔÇð éÅî¹ ÇèÁÅÇÂÁÅ¨ÔÇð ÔÇð éÅî¹ ÇèÁÅÇÂÁÅ¨ AMg  - FGF - FGF - FGF - FGF - FGF

Luckily we have met the saint. Now turn to meditation
of the Name, by abandoning  other methods, as has been
said in Guru Granth Sahib. Guru Ji says repeatedly that try
to understand that the Name abides within the mind -

“The nine treasures and the Nectar are Lord’s Name
Within the human body itself is its seat.”

éÀ° ÇéÇè Á³Çî Ìå ¹ ê Ìí ÕÅ éÅî ¹¨éÀ° ÇéÇè Á³Çî Ìå ¹ ê Ìí ÕÅ éÅî ¹¨éÀ° ÇéÇè Á³Çî Ìå ¹ ê Ìí ÕÅ éÅî ¹¨éÀ° ÇéÇè Á³Çî Ìå ¹ ê Ìí ÕÅ éÅî ¹¨éÀ° ÇéÇè Á³Çî Ìå ¹ ê Ìí ÕÅ éÅî ¹¨
ç¶ÔÆ îÇÔ ÇÂÃ ÕÅ ÇìÃÌÅî ¹¨ç¶ÔÆ îÇÔ ÇÂÃ ÕÅ ÇìÃÌÅî ¹¨ç¶ÔÆ îÇÔ ÇÂÃ ÕÅ ÇìÃÌÅî ¹¨ç¶ÔÆ îÇÔ ÇÂÃ ÕÅ ÇìÃÌÅî ¹¨ç¶ÔÆ îÇÔ ÇÂÃ ÕÅ ÇìÃÌÅî ¹¨ AMg  - BIC - BIC - BIC - BIC - BIC

Guru Ji gives clear hints as to where the Name is located -
“There is deep meditation.”

Ã¹ ¿é ÃîÅÇè...........¨Ã¹ ¿é ÃîÅÇè...........¨Ã¹ ¿é ÃîÅÇè...........¨Ã¹ ¿é ÃîÅÇè...........¨Ã¹ ¿é ÃîÅÇè...........¨ AMg  - BIC - BIC - BIC - BIC - BIC
The ideas do not cross the mind there -

“Melody of celestial music there.”

........ÁéÔå åÔ éÅç¨........ÁéÔå åÔ éÅç¨........ÁéÔå åÔ éÅç¨........ÁéÔå åÔ éÅç¨........ÁéÔå åÔ éÅç¨ AMg  - BIC - BIC - BIC - BIC - BIC
There is perfect bliss -

“The wonder and marvel of it cannot be narrated.”

ÕÔé¹ é ÜÅÂÆ ÁÚðÜ ÇìÃîÅç¨ÕÔé¹ é ÜÅÂÆ ÁÚðÜ ÇìÃîÅç¨ÕÔé¹ é ÜÅÂÆ ÁÚðÜ ÇìÃîÅç¨ÕÔé¹ é ÜÅÂÆ ÁÚðÜ ÇìÃîÅç¨ÕÔé¹ é ÜÅÂÆ ÁÚðÜ ÇìÃîÅç¨ AMg  - BIC - BIC - BIC - BIC - BIC
So, dear devotees recite Gur Mantar (Waheguru) for the

attainment of the Name, praise the Lord, recite Gurbani and
proceed with clean life. Only then shall we advance towards
our goal.
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Discourse - VII

Since early morning you have been hearing the praise of
the Lord. Prayer has also been held for the purpose for which
this holy function is held. After that Guru Ji has shown us a
way in his Hukam Nama (The command of the day) for
today. From this order of  Guru Ji one thing can be
understood that man is confronted with one or the other job
during his life time. It may be regarding the starting of
education of the child or holding a marriage or starting some
business or service. In this way man is always faced with
several jobs. At no time he is free from such problems.
Maharaj says that man always desires success of  his jobs. If
he goes on a journey prayer is held for his safe return after
doing his work successfully. For success in life, we give in
charity; we go to the astrologers for consultation regarding the
auspicious day on which the business can be started and how
it should be done. For safe journey towards the East or any
other direction we consult the astrologer. In this way the man
remains wavering and does not get firm support with the aid
of  which his all actions can result in success.

There used to be a medicine, with the name of Amrit
Dhara, in the past. The Vaids and Hakims (doctors especially
practising Ayurvedic science) used to claim that it could cure
32 diseases. A drop of  it was taken along with a sugar candy
(piece) and the patient felt relief. It was taken for stomach
ache or cold or bad digestion or any other problem and the
patients felt relief in all maladies with one medicine.

Similarly Guru Ji has told us about a panacea for all our
problems here and hereafter, where we shall be totally helpless
otherwise. The panacea is love for the feet of the Lord with
which our mind should be imbued. Prima facie resort to this
recourse looks very easy. But practically it is most difficult.
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Because our mind is full of filth. There are infinite desires
and temptations in our mind. Then there may be desires, may
be for earning wealth or pride. The man is bedevilled with
the notion that none in the world is his equal. This kind of
complex is the worst. Even meditation and recitation of the
Name go waste if  the egotism does not disappear. The
devotee may get good reward for meditation and other
virtuous deeds but the disease is not cured and man enters
the circle of  existences.

In this way our minds are smeared with wrath and hatred.
The mind should be cleared of  all such evils. Only then can feet
of the Lord abide in our mind. So the mind has to be crystal
clear. But how to achieve this Himalyan goal. It is well nigh
impossible to get rid of  these evils. Take the care of  wrath or
lust. By habit the evil doer will either suffer or justify his evil.
Here Guru Ji comes to our rescue and suggests one or two
remedies with the condition that those should be adopted
sincerely. But it is not done ordinarily. Man stands before Guru
Granth Sahib and prays -

“Evil doer, sinner, apostate, I am.
Thief, bad character, gambler and full of lust, I am.
Slanderer, dishonest and cheat, I am.
Full of lust, wrath, avarice, attachment and pride I am.
Unfaithful, thankless, I am liked by none.
Pray to God, O slave, He is merciful.

ÔÀ° ÁêðÅèÆ ×¹éÔ×Åð ¹ ÔÀ° ì ¶î ¹Ö î ³çÅÍÔÀ° ÁêðÅèÆ ×¹éÔ×Åð ¹ ÔÀ° ì ¶î ¹Ö î ³çÅÍÔÀ° ÁêðÅèÆ ×¹éÔ×Åð ¹ ÔÀ° ì ¶î ¹Ö î ³çÅÍÔÀ° ÁêðÅèÆ ×¹éÔ×Åð ¹ ÔÀ° ì ¶î ¹Ö î ³çÅÍÔÀ° ÁêðÅèÆ ×¹éÔ×Åð ¹ ÔÀ° ì ¶î ¹Ö î ³çÅÍ
Ú¯ð ïÅð ÜÈÁÅÇð ÔÀ° º  êð ØÇð Ü¯Ô ¿çÅÍÚ¯ð ïÅð ÜÈÁÅÇð ÔÀ° º  êð ØÇð Ü¯Ô ¿çÅÍÚ¯ð ïÅð ÜÈÁÅÇð ÔÀ° º  êð ØÇð Ü¯Ô ¿çÅÍÚ¯ð ïÅð ÜÈÁÅÇð ÔÀ° º  êð ØÇð Ü¯Ô ¿çÅÍÚ¯ð ïÅð ÜÈÁÅÇð ÔÀ° º  êð ØÇð Ü¯Ô ¿çÅÍ
Çé §çÕ° ç ¹ôà ¹ ÔðÅî Ö ¯ð ¹  á ¼× ç¶Ã á×¿çÅÍÇé§çÕ° ç ¹ôà ¹ ÔðÅî Ö ¯ð ¹  á ¼× ç¶Ã á×¿çÅÍÇé§çÕ° ç ¹ôà ¹ ÔðÅî Ö ¯ð ¹  á ¼× ç¶Ã á×¿çÅÍÇé§çÕ° ç ¹ôà ¹ ÔðÅî Ö ¯ð ¹  á ¼× ç¶Ã á×¿çÅÍÇé§çÕ° ç ¹ôà ¹ ÔðÅî Ö ¯ð ¹  á ¼× ç¶Ã á×¿çÅÍ
ÕÅî ¹ Õð ¯è ¹  îç¹ ñ ¯í ¹ î ¯Ô ¹  Ô ¿ÕÅð Õð¿çÅÍÕÅî ¹ Õð ¯è ¹  îç¹ ñ ¯í ¹ î ¯Ô ¹  Ô ¿ÕÅð Õð¿çÅÍÕÅî ¹ Õð ¯è ¹  îç¹ ñ ¯í ¹ î ¯Ô ¹  Ô ¿ÕÅð Õð¿çÅÍÕÅî ¹ Õð ¯è ¹  îç¹ ñ ¯í ¹ î ¯Ô ¹  Ô ¿ÕÅð Õð¿çÅÍÕÅî ¹ Õð ¯è ¹  îç¹ ñ ¯í ¹ î ¯Ô ¹  Ô ¿ÕÅð Õð¿çÅÍ
ÇòÃÉÅÃØÅåÆ ÁÇ´åØä îË Õ ¯ é ðÖ³çÅÍÇòÃÉÅÃØÅåÆ ÁÇ´åØä îË Õ ¯ é ðÖ³çÅÍÇòÃÉÅÃØÅåÆ ÁÇ´åØä îË Õ ¯ é ðÖ³çÅÍÇòÃÉÅÃØÅåÆ ÁÇ´åØä îË Õ ¯ é ðÖ³çÅÍÇòÃÉÅÃØÅåÆ ÁÇ´åØä îË Õ ¯ é ðÖ³çÅÍ
ÇÃîÇð î ¹ðÆçÅ ãÅâÆÁÅ ÃÇå×¹ð ¹  ìÖÃ¿çÅÍÇÃîÇð î ¹ðÆçÅ ãÅâÆÁÅ ÃÇå×¹ð ¹  ìÖÃ¿çÅÍÇÃîÇð î ¹ðÆçÅ ãÅâÆÁÅ ÃÇå×¹ð ¹  ìÖÃ¿çÅÍÇÃîÇð î ¹ðÆçÅ ãÅâÆÁÅ ÃÇå×¹ð ¹  ìÖÃ¿çÅÍÇÃîÇð î ¹ðÆçÅ ãÅâÆÁÅ ÃÇå×¹ð ¹  ìÖÃ¿çÅÍ

íÅÂÆ ×¹ðçÅÃ ÜÆ, òÅð CF/BAíÅÂÆ ×¹ðçÅÃ ÜÆ, òÅð CF/BAíÅÂÆ ×¹ðçÅÃ ÜÆ, òÅð CF/BAíÅÂÆ ×¹ðçÅÃ ÜÆ, òÅð CF/BAíÅÂÆ ×¹ðçÅÃ ÜÆ, òÅð CF/BA
Such prayer made sincerely and genuinely can work
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wonders. Because we are actually so. But such prayers are
made by us superficially. Whereas Bhai Gurdas Ji made this
prayer genuinely. Confession made earnestly results in the
disappearance of  ego and emergence of  humility. Moreover,
false superiority complex vanishes from the mind of man and
joins Kabir thus -

“Kabir, I am the worst of all, except me, every one else is
good. Whosoever realizes thus, he alone is my friend.”

ÕìÆð Ãí å¶ Ôî ì ¹ð ¶  Ôî åÇÜ íñ¯ Ãí¹ Õ ¯ÇÂ¨ÕìÆð Ãí å¶ Ôî ì ¹ð ¶  Ôî åÇÜ íñ¯ Ãí¹ Õ ¯ÇÂ¨ÕìÆð Ãí å¶ Ôî ì ¹ð ¶  Ôî åÇÜ íñ¯ Ãí¹ Õ ¯ÇÂ¨ÕìÆð Ãí å¶ Ôî ì ¹ð ¶  Ôî åÇÜ íñ¯ Ãí¹ Õ ¯ÇÂ¨ÕìÆð Ãí å¶ Ôî ì ¹ð ¶  Ôî åÇÜ íñ¯ Ãí¹ Õ ¯ÇÂ¨
ÇÜÇé ÁËÃÅ ÕÇð ì ÈÇÞÁÅ îÆå° ÔîÅðÅ Ã ¯ÇÂ¨ÇÜÇé ÁËÃÅ ÕÇð ì ÈÇÞÁÅ îÆå° ÔîÅðÅ Ã ¯ÇÂ¨ÇÜÇé ÁËÃÅ ÕÇð ì ÈÇÞÁÅ îÆå° ÔîÅðÅ Ã ¯ÇÂ¨ÇÜÇé ÁËÃÅ ÕÇð ì ÈÇÞÁÅ îÆå° ÔîÅðÅ Ã ¯ÇÂ¨ÇÜÇé ÁËÃÅ ÕÇð ì ÈÇÞÁÅ îÆå° ÔîÅðÅ Ã ¯ÇÂ¨ AMg  - ACFD - ACFD - ACFD - ACFD - ACFD

Kabir Ji says, “I am bad alone. The whole world is good
besides me.” To consider oneself  lower than others is really
great. Guru Ji says -

“I am not good. Others are not bad.”

Ôî éÔÆ Ú¿×¶ ì ¹ðÅ éÔÆ Õ¯ÇÂ¨Ôî éÔÆ Ú¿×¶ ì ¹ðÅ éÔÆ Õ¯ÇÂ¨Ôî éÔÆ Ú¿×¶ ì ¹ðÅ éÔÆ Õ¯ÇÂ¨Ôî éÔÆ Ú¿×¶ ì ¹ðÅ éÔÆ Õ¯ÇÂ¨Ôî éÔÆ Ú¿×¶ ì ¹ðÅ éÔÆ Õ¯ÇÂ¨ AMg  - GBH - GBH - GBH - GBH - GBH
But this thinking should emerge from the core of  hearts. It
should not be formal. Then all problems are finished.
However, it does not happen actually. Guru Ji says -

“From the mouth everyone repeats God’s Name; but only a
few enshrine it in their heart.”

î¹ÖÔ¹ ÔÇð ÔÇð Ãí¹ Õ ¯ ÕðË ÇòðñË ÇÔðçË òÃÅÇÂÁÅ¨î¹ÖÔ¹ ÔÇð ÔÇð Ãí¹ Õ ¯ ÕðË ÇòðñË ÇÔðçË òÃÅÇÂÁÅ¨î¹ÖÔ¹ ÔÇð ÔÇð Ãí¹ Õ ¯ ÕðË ÇòðñË ÇÔðçË òÃÅÇÂÁÅ¨î¹ÖÔ¹ ÔÇð ÔÇð Ãí¹ Õ ¯ ÕðË ÇòðñË ÇÔðçË òÃÅÇÂÁÅ¨î¹ÖÔ¹ ÔÇð ÔÇð Ãí¹ Õ ¯ ÕðË ÇòðñË ÇÔðçË òÃÅÇÂÁÅ¨
AMg  - EFE - EFE - EFE - EFE - EFE

Rare people say the things from the core of  their hearts.
Others say it superficially. It is thus evident that the man
must love humility like the persons blessed with Divine
Knowledge. They think so because they find the presence of
God in every person. They do not see any one else other than
the Lord. “Iness” does not exist in their minds. Instead God
abides there.

The second method, as told by Guru Ji, is the praise of
the Lord. It is essence of  all other means, like penances. But
praise of the Lord should be done with proper understanding
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and by seeing God before you. Some persons sing praises with
blind mind. They do so for the sake of  singing. The hymns
they sing may influence the minds of  listeners. They
themselves remain unaffected. Suppose the singer sings hymns
of pangs of separation. But he himself has not felt pang of
separation. Then hymns shall not influence his mind. Maharaj
says that such singers sing falsely. They narrate stories falsely.
They are not influenced by those stories. Singing sabads with
true concentration is  supreme. Because Kirtan takes away all
evil thinking of mind like heavy showers of rain. In
meditation our deeds appear before us and disturb the mind.
Memory starts dominating and very old stories of our deeds,
may be twenty or thirty years, come before us when we go
deeper in contemplation. It is just like the mud of a narrow
pond. It immediately comes up when touched by the feet of
the person trying to take bath there. Similarly when we sit
in meditation or recite Gurbani our suppressed deeds rise of
their own. However, it does not happen when we are singing
praises of the Lord or holding Kirtan.

With Kirtan, held devotedly, God is enshrined in the mind.
Thereafter, the blessings awaiting us, rush towards us. During
the meditation a time or a moment does come when the mind is
in perfect concentration. Then the voices are heard saying,
“You just think of  me. I would show you the things here from
one thousand miles. You just remember the man. He will come.
If  you require money. Support would come right now.” Maharaj
Ji says about this -

“The nine treasures and eighteen miraculous powers go after
him who ever keeps enshrined the Lord within his mind.’

éò ÇéèÆ ÁáÅðÔ ÇÃèÆ ÇêÛË ñ×ÆÁÅ ÇëðÇÔéò ÇéèÆ ÁáÅðÔ ÇÃèÆ ÇêÛË ñ×ÆÁÅ ÇëðÇÔéò ÇéèÆ ÁáÅðÔ ÇÃèÆ ÇêÛË ñ×ÆÁÅ ÇëðÇÔéò ÇéèÆ ÁáÅðÔ ÇÃèÆ ÇêÛË ñ×ÆÁÅ ÇëðÇÔéò ÇéèÆ ÁáÅðÔ ÇÃèÆ ÇêÛË ñ×ÆÁÅ ÇëðÇÔ
Ü¯ ÔÇð ÇÔðçË ÃçÅ òÃÅÇÂ¨Ü¯ ÔÇð ÇÔðçË ÃçÅ òÃÅÇÂ¨Ü¯ ÔÇð ÇÔðçË ÃçÅ òÃÅÇÂ¨Ü¯ ÔÇð ÇÔðçË ÃçÅ òÃÅÇÂ¨Ü¯ ÔÇð ÇÔðçË ÃçÅ òÃÅÇÂ¨ AMg  - FDI - FDI - FDI - FDI - FDI

It is thus clear that all your works can be successful if
you enshrine God in your mind. The celebration of birthdays
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are worth while if done with due consideration.
Man is sleeping. Maharaj says he alone is not sleeping.

The whole world is sleeping under the powerful current of
Kings, Satav and Tamas attributes. The sleep entered the
consciousness of man under their tremendous influence and
the man went to sleep -

“Under three attributes slept the world;
And the night (of life) passed sleeping.”

ÇåÔÆ ×¹äÆ Ã ¿ÃÅð ¹  í z Çî Ã ¹åÅ Ã ¹ ÇåÁÅ ð Ë Çä ÇòÔÅäÆ¨ÇåÔÆ ×¹äÆ Ã ¿ÃÅð ¹  í z Çî Ã ¹åÅ Ã ¹ ÇåÁÅ ð Ë Çä ÇòÔÅäÆ¨ÇåÔÆ ×¹äÆ Ã ¿ÃÅð ¹  í z Çî Ã ¹åÅ Ã ¹ ÇåÁÅ ð Ë Çä ÇòÔÅäÆ¨ÇåÔÆ ×¹äÆ Ã ¿ÃÅð ¹  í z Çî Ã ¹åÅ Ã ¹ ÇåÁÅ ð Ë Çä ÇòÔÅäÆ¨ÇåÔÆ ×¹äÆ Ã ¿ÃÅð ¹  í z Çî Ã ¹åÅ Ã ¹ ÇåÁÅ ð Ë Çä ÇòÔÅäÆ¨
AMg- FDI- FDI- FDI- FDI- FDI

Our life is passing in our sleep. Guru Maharaj cautions us
to awake -

“Awake, O man, be awake; why art thou sleeping heedlessly.
The body that was born with thee, even that shall not go
with thee.”

ÜÅ× ñ¶Ô ¹  ð ¶  îéÅ ÜÅ× ñ¶Ô ¹  ÕÔÅ ×Åëñ Ã¯ÇÂÁÅ¨ÜÅ× ñ¶Ô ¹  ð ¶  îéÅ ÜÅ× ñ¶Ô ¹  ÕÔÅ ×Åëñ Ã¯ÇÂÁÅ¨ÜÅ× ñ¶Ô ¹  ð ¶  îéÅ ÜÅ× ñ¶Ô ¹  ÕÔÅ ×Åëñ Ã¯ÇÂÁÅ¨ÜÅ× ñ¶Ô ¹  ð ¶  îéÅ ÜÅ× ñ¶Ô ¹  ÕÔÅ ×Åëñ Ã¯ÇÂÁÅ¨ÜÅ× ñ¶Ô ¹  ð ¶  îéÅ ÜÅ× ñ¶Ô ¹  ÕÔÅ ×Åëñ Ã¯ÇÂÁÅ¨
Ü¯ åé° À°êÇÜÁÅ Ã ¿× ÔÆ Ã ¯ íÆ Ã ¿ Ç× é Ô ¯ÇÂÁÅ¨Ü¯ åé° À°êÇÜÁÅ Ã ¿× ÔÆ Ã ¯ íÆ Ã ¿ Ç× é Ô ¯ÇÂÁÅ¨Ü¯ åé° À°êÇÜÁÅ Ã ¿× ÔÆ Ã ¯ íÆ Ã ¿ Ç× é Ô ¯ÇÂÁÅ¨Ü¯ åé° À°êÇÜÁÅ Ã ¿× ÔÆ Ã ¯ íÆ Ã ¿ Ç× é Ô ¯ÇÂÁÅ¨Ü¯ åé° À°êÇÜÁÅ Ã ¿× ÔÆ Ã ¯ íÆ Ã ¿ Ç× é Ô ¯ÇÂÁÅ¨

AMg  - GBF - GBF - GBF - GBF - GBF
Guru Ji warns the mind, not the body to awake. To the body
Guru Ji says -

“O my body, what deed hast thou done by coming into this
world.
What deed hast thou done, O body of mine, since thou
comest into this world.”

Â¶ ÃðÆðÅ î ¶ÇðÁÅ ÇÂÃ¹ Ü× îÇÔ ÁÅÇÂ ÕËÂ ¶ ÃðÆðÅ î ¶ÇðÁÅ ÇÂÃ¹ Ü× îÇÔ ÁÅÇÂ ÕËÂ ¶ ÃðÆðÅ î ¶ÇðÁÅ ÇÂÃ¹ Ü× îÇÔ ÁÅÇÂ ÕËÂ ¶ ÃðÆðÅ î ¶ÇðÁÅ ÇÂÃ¹ Ü× îÇÔ ÁÅÇÂ ÕËÂ ¶ ÃðÆðÅ î ¶ÇðÁÅ ÇÂÃ¹ Ü× îÇÔ ÁÅÇÂ ÕË
ÇÕÁÅ å°è ¹  Õðî ÕîÅÇÂÁÅ¨ÇÕÁÅ å°è ¹  Õðî ÕîÅÇÂÁÅ¨ÇÕÁÅ å°è ¹  Õðî ÕîÅÇÂÁÅ¨ÇÕÁÅ å°è ¹  Õðî ÕîÅÇÂÁÅ¨ÇÕÁÅ å°è ¹  Õðî ÕîÅÇÂÁÅ¨
ÇÕ Õðî ÕîÅÇÂÁÅ å°è ¹  ÃðÆðÅÇÕ Õðî ÕîÅÇÂÁÅ å°è ¹  ÃðÆðÅÇÕ Õðî ÕîÅÇÂÁÅ å°è ¹  ÃðÆðÅÇÕ Õðî ÕîÅÇÂÁÅ å°è ¹  ÃðÆðÅÇÕ Õðî ÕîÅÇÂÁÅ å°è ¹  ÃðÆðÅ
ÜÅ å± Ü× îÇÔ ÁÅÇÂÁÅ¨ÜÅ å± Ü× îÇÔ ÁÅÇÂÁÅ¨ÜÅ å± Ü× îÇÔ ÁÅÇÂÁÅ¨ÜÅ å± Ü× îÇÔ ÁÅÇÂÁÅ¨ÜÅ å± Ü× îÇÔ ÁÅÇÂÁÅ¨ AMg  - IBB - IBB - IBB - IBB - IBB

God placed His Light in the body -
“O my body! God placed His Light into thee and then thou
didst come into this world.
The Lord put His Light into thee and then didst thou come
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in this world.”

Â¶ ÃðÆðÅ î¶ÇðÁÅ ÔÇð å°î îÇÔ Ü¯Çå ðÖÆÂ¶ ÃðÆðÅ î¶ÇðÁÅ ÔÇð å°î îÇÔ Ü¯Çå ðÖÆÂ¶ ÃðÆðÅ î¶ÇðÁÅ ÔÇð å°î îÇÔ Ü¯Çå ðÖÆÂ¶ ÃðÆðÅ î¶ÇðÁÅ ÔÇð å°î îÇÔ Ü¯Çå ðÖÆÂ¶ ÃðÆðÅ î¶ÇðÁÅ ÔÇð å°î îÇÔ Ü¯Çå ðÖÆ
åÅ å± Ü× îÇÔ ÁÅÇÂÁÅ¨åÅ å± Ü× îÇÔ ÁÅÇÂÁÅ¨åÅ å± Ü× îÇÔ ÁÅÇÂÁÅ¨åÅ å± Ü× îÇÔ ÁÅÇÂÁÅ¨åÅ å± Ü× îÇÔ ÁÅÇÂÁÅ¨
ÔÇð Ü¯Çå ðÖÆ å°è ¹ ÇòÇÚÔÇð Ü¯Çå ðÖÆ å°è ¹ ÇòÇÚÔÇð Ü¯Çå ðÖÆ å°è ¹ ÇòÇÚÔÇð Ü¯Çå ðÖÆ å°è ¹ ÇòÇÚÔÇð Ü¯Çå ðÖÆ å°è ¹ ÇòÇÚ
åÅ å± Ü× îÇÔ ÁÅÇÂÁÅ¨åÅ å± Ü× îÇÔ ÁÅÇÂÁÅ¨åÅ å± Ü× îÇÔ ÁÅÇÂÁÅ¨åÅ å± Ü× îÇÔ ÁÅÇÂÁÅ¨åÅ å± Ü× îÇÔ ÁÅÇÂÁÅ¨ AMg  - IBA - IBA - IBA - IBA - IBA

Guru Ji asks the body as to what good deed has been done by
him. He has not enshrined God into his mind. Guru Ji asks the
man, the soul, the intellect, the thoughts; the mind, the man as
a whole to awake. The mind has been asleep for the last
myriads of births and has passed through most difficult species
before coming to this world -

“For several births thou became a worm and a moth.
In several births thou wert an elephant, a fish and a deer.
In several births thou became a bird and a snake.
In several births thou wert yoked as a horse and an ox.
Meet the Lord of the Universe. This is the time to meet.
After a long time this human body is fashioned.”

ÕÂÆ Üéî íÂ¶ ÕÆà êå¿×Å¨ ÕÂÆ Üéî ×Ü îÆé Õ¹ð ¿×Å¨ÕÂÆ Üéî íÂ¶ ÕÆà êå¿×Å¨ ÕÂÆ Üéî ×Ü îÆé Õ¹ð ¿×Å¨ÕÂÆ Üéî íÂ¶ ÕÆà êå¿×Å¨ ÕÂÆ Üéî ×Ü îÆé Õ¹ð ¿×Å¨ÕÂÆ Üéî íÂ¶ ÕÆà êå¿×Å¨ ÕÂÆ Üéî ×Ü îÆé Õ¹ð ¿×Å¨ÕÂÆ Üéî íÂ¶ ÕÆà êå¿×Å¨ ÕÂÆ Üéî ×Ü îÆé Õ¹ð ¿×Å¨
ÕÂÆ Üéî ê³ÖÆ Ãðê Ô¯ÇÂú¨ ÕÂÆ Üéî ÔËòð ÇìÌÖ Ü¯ÇÂú¨ÕÂÆ Üéî ê³ÖÆ Ãðê Ô¯ÇÂú¨ ÕÂÆ Üéî ÔËòð ÇìÌÖ Ü¯ÇÂú¨ÕÂÆ Üéî ê³ÖÆ Ãðê Ô¯ÇÂú¨ ÕÂÆ Üéî ÔËòð ÇìÌÖ Ü¯ÇÂú¨ÕÂÆ Üéî ê³ÖÆ Ãðê Ô¯ÇÂú¨ ÕÂÆ Üéî ÔËòð ÇìÌÖ Ü¯ÇÂú¨ÕÂÆ Üéî ê³ÖÆ Ãðê Ô¯ÇÂú¨ ÕÂÆ Üéî ÔËòð ÇìÌÖ Ü¯ÇÂú¨
Çî« Ü×çÆÃ Çîñé ÕÆ ìðÆÁÅ¨ ÇÚð¿ÕÅñ ÇÂÔ ç¶Ô Ã¿ÜðÆÁÅ¨Çî« Ü×çÆÃ Çîñé ÕÆ ìðÆÁÅ¨ ÇÚð¿ÕÅñ ÇÂÔ ç¶Ô Ã¿ÜðÆÁÅ¨Çî« Ü×çÆÃ Çîñé ÕÆ ìðÆÁÅ¨ ÇÚð¿ÕÅñ ÇÂÔ ç¶Ô Ã¿ÜðÆÁÅ¨Çî« Ü×çÆÃ Çîñé ÕÆ ìðÆÁÅ¨ ÇÚð¿ÕÅñ ÇÂÔ ç¶Ô Ã¿ÜðÆÁÅ¨Çî« Ü×çÆÃ Çîñé ÕÆ ìðÆÁÅ¨ ÇÚð¿ÕÅñ ÇÂÔ ç¶Ô Ã¿ÜðÆÁÅ¨

AMg  - AGF - AGF - AGF - AGF - AGF
Man becomes dog and cat due to evil deeds. Only the Name
of God can save him from such eventualities -

“On the path whose miles cannot be counted;
God’s Name shall there be the viaticum with thee.
The journey, when there is arch pitch darkness, there, the
light of God’s Name shall be with thee.’

ÇÜÔ îÅð× Õ¶ ×é¶ ÜÅÇÔ é Õ¯ÃÅÍÍÇÜÔ îÅð× Õ¶ ×é¶ ÜÅÇÔ é Õ¯ÃÅÍÍÇÜÔ îÅð× Õ¶ ×é¶ ÜÅÇÔ é Õ¯ÃÅÍÍÇÜÔ îÅð× Õ¶ ×é¶ ÜÅÇÔ é Õ¯ÃÅÍÍÇÜÔ îÅð× Õ¶ ×é¶ ÜÅÇÔ é Õ¯ÃÅÍÍ
ÔÇð ÕÅ éÅî ¹ À ±ÔÅ Ã ¿ Ç× å¯ÃÅ¨ÔÇð ÕÅ éÅî ¹ À ±ÔÅ Ã ¿ Ç× å¯ÃÅ¨ÔÇð ÕÅ éÅî ¹ À ±ÔÅ Ã ¿ Ç× å¯ÃÅ¨ÔÇð ÕÅ éÅî ¹ À ±ÔÅ Ã ¿ Ç× å¯ÃÅ¨ÔÇð ÕÅ éÅî ¹ À ±ÔÅ Ã ¿ Ç× å¯ÃÅ¨
ÇÜÔ êËâ Ë îÔÅ Á³è ×¹ìÅðÅ¨ÇÜÔ êËâ Ë îÔÅ Á³è ×¹ìÅðÅ¨ÇÜÔ êËâ Ë îÔÅ Á³è ×¹ìÅðÅ¨ÇÜÔ êËâ Ë îÔÅ Á³è ×¹ìÅðÅ¨ÇÜÔ êËâ Ë îÔÅ Á³è ×¹ìÅðÅ¨
ÔÇð ÕÅ éÅî ¹ Ã ¿ Ç× À°ÇÜÁÅðÅ¨ÔÇð ÕÅ éÅî ¹ Ã ¿ Ç× À°ÇÜÁÅðÅ¨ÔÇð ÕÅ éÅî ¹ Ã ¿ Ç× À°ÇÜÁÅðÅ¨ÔÇð ÕÅ éÅî ¹ Ã ¿ Ç× À°ÇÜÁÅðÅ¨ÔÇð ÕÅ éÅî ¹ Ã ¿ Ç× À°ÇÜÁÅðÅ¨
ÜÔÅ ê ³Çæ å¶ðÅ Õ ¯ é ÇÃßÅé±¨ÜÔÅ ê ³Çæ å¶ðÅ Õ ¯ é ÇÃßÅé±¨ÜÔÅ ê ³Çæ å¶ðÅ Õ ¯ é ÇÃßÅé±¨ÜÔÅ ê ³Çæ å¶ðÅ Õ ¯ é ÇÃßÅé±¨ÜÔÅ ê ³Çæ å¶ðÅ Õ ¯ é ÇÃßÅé±¨
ÔÇð ÕÅ éÅî ¹ åÔ éÅÇñ êÛÅé±¨ÔÇð ÕÅ éÅî ¹ åÔ éÅÇñ êÛÅé±¨ÔÇð ÕÅ éÅî ¹ åÔ éÅÇñ êÛÅé±¨ÔÇð ÕÅ éÅî ¹ åÔ éÅÇñ êÛÅé±¨ÔÇð ÕÅ éÅî ¹ åÔ éÅÇñ êÛÅé±¨ AMg  - BFD - BFD - BFD - BFD - BFD
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The man is blessed with several gifts with the recitation of
the Name -

“By Lords’ meditation, man enters not the womb.
By Lords’ meditation the torture of death flees.
By Lord’s meditation, death is removed.
By Lord’s meditation, the enemy keeps away.”

êÌí ÕË ÇÃîðÇé ×ðÇí é ìÃË¨ê Ìí ÕË ÇÃîðÇé ×ðÇí é ìÃË¨ê Ìí ÕË ÇÃîðÇé ×ðÇí é ìÃË¨ê Ìí ÕË ÇÃîðÇé ×ðÇí é ìÃË¨ê Ìí ÕË ÇÃîðÇé ×ðÇí é ìÃË¨
êÌí ÕË ÇÃîðÇé çÈÖ ¹  Üî¹ éÃË¨êÌí ÕË ÇÃîðÇé çÈÖ ¹  Üî¹ éÃË¨êÌí ÕË ÇÃîðÇé çÈÖ ¹  Üî¹ éÃË¨êÌí ÕË ÇÃîðÇé çÈÖ ¹  Üî¹ éÃË¨êÌí ÕË ÇÃîðÇé çÈÖ ¹  Üî¹ éÃË¨
êÌí ÕË ÇÃîðÇé ÕÅ« êðÔðË¨êÌí ÕË ÇÃîðÇé ÕÅ« êðÔðË¨êÌí ÕË ÇÃîðÇé ÕÅ« êðÔðË¨êÌí ÕË ÇÃîðÇé ÕÅ« êðÔðË¨êÌí ÕË ÇÃîðÇé ÕÅ« êðÔðË¨
ê Ìí ÕË ÇÃîðÇé ç¹Ãîé° àð Ë¨ê Ìí ÕË ÇÃîðÇé ç¹Ãîé° àð Ë¨ê Ìí ÕË ÇÃîðÇé ç¹Ãîé° àð Ë¨ê Ìí ÕË ÇÃîðÇé ç¹Ãîé° àð Ë¨ê Ìí ÕË ÇÃîðÇé ç¹Ãîé° àð Ë¨
ê Ìí ÇÃîðå ÕÛ° ÇìØé° é ñÅ×Ë¨êÌí ÇÃîðå ÕÛ° ÇìØé° é ñÅ×Ë¨êÌí ÇÃîðå ÕÛ° ÇìØé° é ñÅ×Ë¨êÌí ÇÃîðå ÕÛ° ÇìØé° é ñÅ×Ë¨êÌí ÇÃîðå ÕÛ° ÇìØé° é ñÅ×Ë¨
êÌí ÕË ÇÃîðÇé ÁéÇçé° ÜÅ×Ë¨êÌí ÕË ÇÃîðÇé ÁéÇçé° ÜÅ×Ë¨êÌí ÕË ÇÃîðÇé ÁéÇçé° ÜÅ×Ë¨êÌí ÕË ÇÃîðÇé ÁéÇçé° ÜÅ×Ë¨êÌí ÕË ÇÃîðÇé ÁéÇçé° ÜÅ×Ë¨ AMg  - BFB - BFB - BFB - BFB - BFB

With the meditation of the Name man awakes not to
sleep again. For this purpose, Maharaj says, man should wake
up early and sit in meditation of the Name of God. Gradual
efforts in this direction would enable man to follow this
practice. God will also abide in the mind. Enshrinement of
God in mind brings happiness and bliss and love and pure
love. Then confusion, wrath and hatred do not enter the
mind. With this enshrinement of  God completely, the mind
changes totally. That mind will be -

"He, who in his heart loves Lord's Ordinance, is said to be
the man having salvation while alive.
As is joy, so is sorrow for him. In that state, there is
everlasting happiness and no separation from God. As is
gold, so is dust for him. As is nectar, so is sour poison for
him. To him as is honour, so is dishonour. As is pauper, so is
the king. He, who deems that what God puts in vogue, is the
proper way, that man, O Nanak, is said to be emancipated
while still alive.”

êÌí ÕÆ ÁÅÇ×ÁÅ ÁÅåî ÇÔåÅòË¨êÌí ÕÆ ÁÅÇ×ÁÅ ÁÅåî ÇÔåÅòË¨êÌí ÕÆ ÁÅÇ×ÁÅ ÁÅåî ÇÔåÅòË¨êÌí ÕÆ ÁÅÇ×ÁÅ ÁÅåî ÇÔåÅòË¨êÌí ÕÆ ÁÅÇ×ÁÅ ÁÅåî ÇÔåÅòË¨
ÜÆòé î¹ÕÇå Ã ¯À ± ÕÔÅòË¨ÜÆòé î¹ÕÇå Ã ¯À ± ÕÔÅòË¨ÜÆòé î¹ÕÇå Ã ¯À ± ÕÔÅòË¨ÜÆòé î¹ÕÇå Ã ¯À ± ÕÔÅòË¨ÜÆòé î¹ÕÇå Ã ¯À ± ÕÔÅòË¨
åËÃÅ ÔðÖ¹ å ËÃÅ À°Ã ¹  Ã ¯× ¹¨åËÃÅ ÔðÖ¹ å ËÃÅ À°Ã ¹  Ã ¯× ¹¨åËÃÅ ÔðÖ¹ å ËÃÅ À°Ã ¹  Ã ¯× ¹¨åËÃÅ ÔðÖ¹ å ËÃÅ À°Ã ¹  Ã ¯× ¹¨åËÃÅ ÔðÖ¹ å ËÃÅ À°Ã ¹  Ã ¯× ¹¨
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ÃçÅ Áé§ç ¹ åÔ éÔÆ Çìú×¹¨ÃçÅ Áé§ç ¹ åÔ éÔÆ Çìú×¹¨ÃçÅ Áé§ç ¹ åÔ éÔÆ Çìú×¹¨ÃçÅ Áé§ç ¹ åÔ éÔÆ Çìú×¹¨ÃçÅ Áé§ç ¹ åÔ éÔÆ Çìú×¹¨
åËÃÅ Ã ¹òðé° å ËÃÆ À°Ã ¹  îÅàÆ¨åËÃÅ Ã ¹òðé° å ËÃÆ À°Ã ¹  îÅàÆ¨åËÃÅ Ã ¹òðé° å ËÃÆ À°Ã ¹  îÅàÆ¨åËÃÅ Ã ¹òðé° å ËÃÆ À°Ã ¹  îÅàÆ¨åËÃÅ Ã ¹òðé° å ËÃÆ À°Ã ¹  îÅàÆ¨
åËÃÅ Á³Çî Ìå ° å ËÃÆ ÇìÖ¹ ÖÅàÆ¨åËÃÅ Á³Çî Ìå ° å ËÃÆ ÇìÖ¹ ÖÅàÆ¨åËÃÅ Á³Çî Ìå ° å ËÃÆ ÇìÖ¹ ÖÅàÆ¨åËÃÅ Á³Çî Ìå ° å ËÃÆ ÇìÖ¹ ÖÅàÆ¨åËÃÅ Á³Çî Ìå ° å ËÃÆ ÇìÖ¹ ÖÅàÆ¨
åËÃÅ îÅé° å ËÃÅ ÁÇíîÅé°¨åËÃÅ îÅé° å ËÃÅ ÁÇíîÅé°¨åËÃÅ îÅé° å ËÃÅ ÁÇíîÅé°¨åËÃÅ îÅé° å ËÃÅ ÁÇíîÅé°¨åËÃÅ îÅé° å ËÃÅ ÁÇíîÅé°¨
åËÃÅ ð ¿Õ °  å ËÃÅ ðÅÜÅé°¨åËÃÅ ð ¿Õ °  å ËÃÅ ðÅÜÅé°¨åËÃÅ ð ¿Õ °  å ËÃÅ ðÅÜÅé°¨åËÃÅ ð ¿Õ °  å ËÃÅ ðÅÜÅé°¨åËÃÅ ð ¿Õ °  å ËÃÅ ðÅÜÅé°¨
Ü¯ òðåÅÂ¶ ÃÅÂÆ Ü¹×Çå¨Ü¯ òðåÅÂ¶ ÃÅÂÆ Ü¹×Çå¨Ü¯ òðåÅÂ¶ ÃÅÂÆ Ü¹×Çå¨Ü¯ òðåÅÂ¶ ÃÅÂÆ Ü¹×Çå¨Ü¯ òðåÅÂ¶ ÃÅÂÆ Ü¹×Çå¨
éÅéÕ úÔ¹ ê ¹ðÖ ¹ ÕÔÆÁË ÜÆòé î¹ÕÇå¨éÅéÕ úÔ¹ ê ¹ðÖ ¹ ÕÔÆÁË ÜÆòé î¹ÕÇå¨éÅéÕ úÔ¹ ê ¹ðÖ ¹ ÕÔÆÁË ÜÆòé î¹ÕÇå¨éÅéÕ úÔ¹ ê ¹ðÖ ¹ ÕÔÆÁË ÜÆòé î¹ÕÇå¨éÅéÕ úÔ¹ ê ¹ðÖ ¹ ÕÔÆÁË ÜÆòé î¹ÕÇå¨                     AMg  - BGE - BGE - BGE - BGE - BGE

With the meditation of the Name devotedly man is
emancipated while still alive and he passes his life happily.
While attending to his normal duties of  this life he departs
for his true home, never to return again. If  at all he reverts
to this, he does so with his own will -

“The God conscious being comes and goes without fear.”

×¹ðî¹ÇÖ ÁÅòË ÜÅÇÂ ÇéÃ¿×¹¨×¹ðî ¹ÇÖ ÁÅòË ÜÅÇÂ ÇéÃ¿×¹¨×¹ðî ¹ÇÖ ÁÅòË ÜÅÇÂ ÇéÃ¿×¹¨×¹ðî ¹ÇÖ ÁÅòË ÜÅÇÂ ÇéÃ¿×¹¨×¹ðî ¹ÇÖ ÁÅòË ÜÅÇÂ ÇéÃ¿×¹¨ AMg  - ICB - ICB - ICB - ICB - ICB
This visit of the emancipated man to this world is not

the result of  his deeds. He is sent by the Lord for the welfare
of  the humanity. Otherwise he lives in perfect bliss hereafter
perpetually.

Now ponder over two aspects of life. One is life of
insolvency. The life is spent in wealth collection which does
not go with the man. Then man bemoans. The other is life
of remembrance of the Lord for ever and doing worldly
things just for formality sake. Men living this type of  life
remain busy in meditation and attending the holy assembly
of  saints. They achieve Divine Knowledge and consequently
their egotism perishes. They realize their real self. They are
ever exalted and are happy here and hereafter.

One is life of  insolvency. The second is wealthy life.
Now ponder over the two and decide which is better.
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Discourse - VIII

With the grace of God only mighty souls dare come to
the holy assembly, braving cold and fog and covering long
distances at 2 a.m. Only the God blessed come in the
presence of  the Guru despite storm and heavy rain. They dare
cross a sea or the ocean to reach the Guru. It has not come
to the fortune of all. Because attendance of holy assembly
is invaluable. Nobody knows the value of the great reward
for rising early and hearing the praise of the Lord. But so
many folds of filth have been deposited in men of the world
that nobody even thinks of  attaining this profit. Man runs
after money and other pleasures. But the result of  these
pleasures is distress and pain. Contrarily coming into the
society of  holy saints and the presence of  the Guru is
blissful.

Guru Ji says that the world is drowning and diving in a
blind well where there is no distinction of friend and foe. So
Guru Ji prays for the redemption of  the world. The easiest
way to come out of the blind well is the availability of ladder
of  holy assembly. With the grip of  this ladder man can come
out of  the blind well gradually. Man is in distress and for his
happiness Guru Ji has said in his order of  today (Hukamnama)
that man should abandon “Iness” or egotism which is the
source of  all diseases. More and more liking of  “Iness” leads
to all frustrations, losses, embarrassments and obstacles.
“Iness” also results in virtuous and vicious deeds by man
(egoist). If  the egoist says that it is will of  Waheguru, it
cannot be worthwhile. Because the egoist does not say so
from the core of  his heart. His saying so is superficial. Guru
Ji says -

“Everyone says that the Lord is, but One,
but each one is engrossed in ego and pride.’
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Â¶Õ ¯ Â ¶Õ ° ÕÔË Ãí¹ Õ ¯ÂÆ ÔÀ°î Ë ×ðì¹ ÇòÁÅêË¨Â ¶Õ ¯ Â ¶Õ ° ÕÔË Ãí¹ Õ ¯ÂÆ ÔÀ°î Ë ×ðì¹ ÇòÁÅêË¨Â ¶Õ ¯ Â ¶Õ ° ÕÔË Ãí¹ Õ ¯ÂÆ ÔÀ°î Ë ×ðì¹ ÇòÁÅêË¨Â ¶Õ ¯ Â ¶Õ ° ÕÔË Ãí¹ Õ ¯ÂÆ ÔÀ°î Ë ×ðì¹ ÇòÁÅêË¨Â ¶Õ ¯ Â ¶Õ ° ÕÔË Ãí¹ Õ ¯ÂÆ ÔÀ°î Ë ×ðì¹ ÇòÁÅêË¨ AMg  - IC@ - IC@ - IC@ - IC@ - IC@
It is no use saying “God is One; God is One” in ego

and pride. Because in such conduct of the egoist he cannot
escape frustrations; the seed of  vice and virtue is not
destroyed, coming into lives does not cease. He will go on
taking births and dying; meeting and separating. He would
face frustration and wrath. Because the seed of  “Iness” is
there in the mind of the egoist; and it is the source of all
evils. Roughly “Iness” comprises mind, body and wealth. So
the egoist makes the rut of  “My mind; My body and My
wealth.” But all these three items are bristle with infinite pain.
Though it is extremely difficult to escape the complex of
“Iness”, yet it can be done by placing “Iness” on the feet of
Guru Ji. With this daring feat half  of  the pains of  man shall
vanish. Further if the reality that the soul is simply a watcher
of the body dawns on man then it becomes easy to leave
“Iness”. He also realizes that he has already passed through
millions of  such bodies due to the pride of  “Iness”. Guru Ji
says that to break or end this circle of coming into lives, all
the three, mind, body and wealth should be given to the Guru
who is very judicious and graceful -

“My body belongs to the saints; my wealth to the saints and to
the saints I have entrusted my mind.”

åé¹ Ã ¿åé ÕÅ èé° Ã ¿åé ÕÅ îé° Ã ¿åé ÕÅ ÕÆÁÅ¨åé¹ Ã ¿åé ÕÅ èé° Ã ¿åé ÕÅ îé° Ã ¿åé ÕÅ ÕÆÁÅ¨åé¹ Ã ¿åé ÕÅ èé° Ã ¿åé ÕÅ îé° Ã ¿åé ÕÅ ÕÆÁÅ¨åé¹ Ã ¿åé ÕÅ èé° Ã ¿åé ÕÅ îé° Ã ¿åé ÕÅ ÕÆÁÅ¨åé¹ Ã ¿åé ÕÅ èé° Ã ¿åé ÕÅ îé° Ã ¿åé ÕÅ ÕÆÁÅ¨
AMg  - FA@ - FA@ - FA@ - FA@ - FA@

Now the devotee has given “Iness” mind, body and
wealth to the Guru. Then nothing is left. Guru is also very
affectionate. He will also bless the devotee with Divine
Knowledge which ensures bliss and perfect silence “Param
Maun”. Theoretically it is very difficult to understand all these
significant issues. But with gradual practice they are
understood properly.

King Janak was much aggrieved due to a dream he had
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eight year earlier. He would not disclose his inner feelings to
anyone and looked almost half mad. In the dreadful dream
he lost his kingdom and was badly humiliated. He became a
beggar. But his kingdom was intact -

“It is like a king falling asleep on his throne and becoming a
beggar in dream. His kingdom is intact, but separating from
it, he suffers pain.
Such indeed has been my condition.”

²éðêÇå Â ¶Õ ° ÇÃ ¿ØÅÃÇé Ã ¯ÇÂÁÅ Ã ¹êé¶ íÇÂÁÅ ÇíÖÅðÆ¨²éðêÇå Â ¶Õ ° ÇÃ ¿ØÅÃÇé Ã ¯ÇÂÁÅ Ã ¹êé¶ íÇÂÁÅ ÇíÖÅðÆ¨²éðêÇå Â ¶Õ ° ÇÃ ¿ØÅÃÇé Ã ¯ÇÂÁÅ Ã ¹êé¶ íÇÂÁÅ ÇíÖÅðÆ¨²éðêÇå Â ¶Õ ° ÇÃ ¿ØÅÃÇé Ã ¯ÇÂÁÅ Ã ¹êé¶ íÇÂÁÅ ÇíÖÅðÆ¨²éðêÇå Â ¶Õ ° ÇÃ ¿ØÅÃÇé Ã ¯ÇÂÁÅ Ã ¹êé¶ íÇÂÁÅ ÇíÖÅðÆ¨
ÁÛå ðÅÜ ÇìÛ°ðå ç¹Ö ¹ êÅÇÂÁÅ Ã ¯ ×Çå íÂÆ ÔîÅðÆ¨ÁÛå ðÅÜ ÇìÛ°ðå ç¹Ö ¹ êÅÇÂÁÅ Ã ¯ ×Çå íÂÆ ÔîÅðÆ¨ÁÛå ðÅÜ ÇìÛ°ðå ç¹Ö ¹ êÅÇÂÁÅ Ã ¯ ×Çå íÂÆ ÔîÅðÆ¨ÁÛå ðÅÜ ÇìÛ°ðå ç¹Ö ¹ êÅÇÂÁÅ Ã ¯ ×Çå íÂÆ ÔîÅðÆ¨ÁÛå ðÅÜ ÇìÛ°ðå ç¹Ö ¹ êÅÇÂÁÅ Ã ¯ ×Çå íÂÆ ÔîÅðÆ¨

AMg  - FEH - FEH - FEH - FEH - FEH
After the dream the king developed a complex that his

running kingdom while awake might also be a dream in
reality. He therefore, wanted to be sure whether the sight of
the dream or what he was seeing, while awake, was true. He
tried for eight years to arrive at the correct conclusion, but
in vain. He invited all the renowned scholars of India to stay
with him till they could give appropriate answer of his
question. He served them well during their stay and sent
maintenance allowance to their families.

At that time there was a young boy of eight or nine
years of age. Divine Light had dawned on him. He heard all
about the anxiety of King Janak. He also learnt about the
question “whether this or that is true? "Which he had put
to the scholars. The young boy expressed his surprise about
the ability of the scholars to his mother and sought her
permission to visit King Janak. He also told his mother that
there was simple answer to the question which he would be
able to give to King for his perfect satisfaction. He got the
palanquin and reached Mithlapuri. He told the courtiers of
the King that he had come to give the answer to the question
of  the King. In response to his offer the assembly of  the
scholars was held. He also came. There were eight curves in
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his body. While walking he looked one side and set his feet
in the other direction. He did not have control over the
movement of  his limbs. Seeing him, the scholars who were
awaiting his arrival and were anxious to know as to what kind
of the boy could be, laughed aloud. Because they were
thinking that they had been holding discourses for eight years
to find the apt reply but they had failed. Then how could a
child furnish the answer? Seeing them ridiculing him
Ashtawaker (his name which meant one having eight curves
or Eight-curved one) realized that there was none Divine
Light blessed, in the whole assembly. They could go to only
outer appearance of the skin and were thus “Charam Darshi”
or traders of  leather. Seeing them so, he jeered at them and
said, “O King! you have been engaged with these traders of
leather for eight years. How could they afford solution of  your
problem?” Hearing the child all scholars were stung with
wrath. They sprang up, and asked the King, if  he had called
the child for their humiliation and disgrace. Some others said
they would curse him. All of them spoke in different
languages. They further said, “O King! we don’t want to say
much keeping in view the sobriety of the function. But you
should award punishment to this child for disgracing and
taunting all the scholars unnecessarily. He has used the word
of  chamar (menial) and leather dealers for the scholars.” The
King Janak said, “Braham Rishi Ji! you hear yourself that the
scholars and Rishis, attending the assembly are enraged over
your remarks. I have also heard them. Consequently they are
using intemperate language against you. Please calm them and
explain as to why you have made the irritating remarks.”
Ashtawaker said, “O King! I have used these words quite
correctly. They should ponder over in their minds why they
laughed when I came. You just ask them as to why they
laughed after seeing me. Why had they not laughed before
that? I thought that they had laughed over my ugly face and
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curved body. If  ignorant people laugh over such sight, it does
not matter. They are blind. The wise people do not lose
temper over them. But I had the impression that I had come
to attend the assembly of  great scholars and Rishis. Seeing
them I would attain peace. So I came with full respect for
them. But when they saw and jeered at me my faith was
shaken and I started thinking differently about them. It came
to my mind that they did not know even this much that body
is the abode of  soul. The soul is without any curve. In the
sugarcane the juice is without curves whereas there may be
some curves in the sugarcane itself. Similarly the flowers may
be scattered. But there cannot be any flaw in their smell. As
these great people had come down from “Atam Drishti” (seeing
the soul pervading all bodies) to “Charam Drishti” (seeing only
the body and not the soul within) I used these words because
they had seen my outer body and not the soul within. Now
it is for these great people to decide the problem before we
proceed further.”

Hearing the words of the child, all the scholars lowered
their heads. They realized that they had mere knowledge on
the basis of  which they could deliver high discourses. But they
did not have faith in that knowledge. They did have the
knowledge of intellect, but not of soul. They had been trying
to know the soul but they had not succeeded. They did have
a glimpse of the Divine Knowledge when they sat in
meditation with full concentration. Thereafter they again
reverted to Charam-skin knowledge. At that moment he asked
the King if the great people had still any grievance? King said,
“O Great people! let me know if you have any objection?”
To this there was no reply. After that Ashtawaker advanced
and sat on the sandle low stool and said, “King! now you
put the question to me.” His question was “whether this or
that is true?” Hearing the question he said, “King! you are
not putting your question in detail. This is the reason that
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these great scholars cannot answer your question. As the
question is brief, the reply shall also be brief : “This, as well
as that both are false.” This reply could neither satisfy the
King nor the participants of  the assembly. So King said,
“Your Holiness! I have not followed fully, what you have
said.” On this Ashtawaker gave the following explanation of
his brief  answer.

Ashtawaker said, “King! you had a dream about eight
years ago. In that dream you were dethroned and turned out
of your kingdom with disgrace and humiliation. In distress
that dream had so deep effect on you that you developed a
serious doubt in your mind. Consequently you felt it difficult
to decide whether this or that was true. Both of  them are
false. In the world, waking condition or dreaming condition,
both are false. Here only God is true because in the world
no body else has come; nor will ever come. God is playing
His sport. In this sport man establishes his own identify of
“Iness” which results in pain.”

Hearing Ashtawaker like this King Janak and others felt
peace. They were satisfied. So they thanked him. King Janak
also declared in that august assembly that he wanted to adopt
a Guru because he had been told by Ashtawaker, the great
soul, that he had been suffering so long as he was without a
Guru. However, “I would put my one foot in the stirrup of
the saddle on the horseback and by the time I put my second
foot in the stirrup of  the other side, if  some one blesses me
with Divine Knowledge I would accept him as my Guru.”

The horse with saddle was brought there. But none dared
to sit on the sandal stool for the above said purpose. At that
critical moment also that very child (Ashtawaker) came
forward and occupied the stool and said, “Bring the horse
here.” The horse was brought there. After that the child said,
“Now tell me what you want”. The King, as already declared,
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got ready to jump over the horse. But before that he repeated
his condition and tried to mount the horse. On this
Ashtawaker said, “Stop! when you are enlightened with the
Divine Knowledge you will not be left with anything. Then
how will you give the initiation gift?” The King pondered
over that question and said, “Maharaj! you be kind and tell
me.” Ashtawaker said, “After the attainment of  Divine
Knowledge you will have no attachment with your kingdom,
family and the world. You will reach the Truth and you will
understand the essence. You should, therefore, give initiation
gift first when you have not attained the Divine Knowledge."
Because about the remedy Maharaj says -

“Egotism is chronic malady; the remedy also lies therein.’

ÔÀ°î Ë çÆðØ ð ¯×¹ Ô Ë  çÅð È íÆ ÇÂÃ¹ îÅÇÔ¨ÔÀ°î Ë çÆðØ ð ¯×¹ Ô Ë  çÅð È íÆ ÇÂÃ¹ îÅÇÔ¨ÔÀ°î Ë çÆðØ ð ¯×¹ Ô Ë  çÅð È íÆ ÇÂÃ¹ îÅÇÔ¨ÔÀ°î Ë çÆðØ ð ¯×¹ Ô Ë  çÅð È íÆ ÇÂÃ¹ îÅÇÔ¨ÔÀ°î Ë çÆðØ ð ¯×¹ Ô Ë  çÅð È íÆ ÇÂÃ¹ îÅÇÔ¨ AMg  - DF - DF - DF - DF - DF
The remedy of egotism has been kept in 'egotism' and

not in Divine Knowledge. Then the King said, “Maharaj! tell
me what I should offer?” He said, “Give me three things -
body, mind and wealth”. The King went and consulted his
queens about this demand. They agreed for the sake of
achieving gnosis. The King came and offered all the three to
Ashtawaker. He washed his hands and face and said,
“Maharaj! my body, mind and wealth are yours from today. I
will not be keeping anything with me.”

“Kabir nothing is mine within me. Whatever, there is, that
is Thine, O Lord.”

ÕìÆð î ¶ðÅ î ¹Þ îÇÔ ÇÕÛ° éÔÆ Ü¯ ÇÕÛ° Ô Ë Ã ¯ å ¶ðÅ¨ÕìÆð î ¶ðÅ î ¹Þ îÇÔ ÇÕÛ° éÔÆ Ü¯ ÇÕÛ° Ô Ë Ã ¯ å ¶ðÅ¨ÕìÆð î ¶ðÅ î ¹Þ îÇÔ ÇÕÛ° éÔÆ Ü¯ ÇÕÛ° Ô Ë Ã ¯ å ¶ðÅ¨ÕìÆð î ¶ðÅ î ¹Þ îÇÔ ÇÕÛ° éÔÆ Ü¯ ÇÕÛ° Ô Ë Ã ¯ å ¶ðÅ¨ÕìÆð î ¶ðÅ î ¹Þ îÇÔ ÇÕÛ° éÔÆ Ü¯ ÇÕÛ° Ô Ë Ã ¯ å ¶ðÅ¨
AMg  - ACGE - ACGE - ACGE - ACGE - ACGE

I offer everything to you.
“If I surrender unto Thee, what is Thine, what does it cost
me?”

å¶ðÅ å°Þ ÕÀ° ÃÀ°êå¶ ÇÕÁÅ ñÅ×Ë î ¶ðÅ¨å¶ðÅ å°Þ ÕÀ° ÃÀ°êå¶ ÇÕÁÅ ñÅ×Ë î ¶ðÅ¨å¶ðÅ å°Þ ÕÀ° ÃÀ°êå¶ ÇÕÁÅ ñÅ×Ë î ¶ðÅ¨å¶ðÅ å°Þ ÕÀ° ÃÀ°êå¶ ÇÕÁÅ ñÅ×Ë î ¶ðÅ¨å¶ðÅ å°Þ ÕÀ° ÃÀ°êå¶ ÇÕÁÅ ñÅ×Ë î ¶ðÅ¨      AMg  - ACGE - ACGE - ACGE - ACGE - ACGE
The King broke his relation with body, mind and wealth.
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After that he tried to raise his foot to mount the horse. But
Ashtawaker said, “O King stop! why have you moved your
body?” He said, “I want to mount the horse.” He again said,
“Just think! you have given all the three things to me - body
also. Now the body will move on my direction. Horse is
included in wealth which you have given me. Mind creates
thoughts. You have given me the mind as well. Now tell me
what is there in you which creates the urge to mount the
horse?” When Ashtawaker said so, his thinking stopped, his
mind stilled and his desires were finished. He felt perfect
solitude and concentration. He stood silent. At that time a
Brahmin came with his complaint. He said, “O King! my son
was married and we were passing through a jungle. There the
robbers looted us. The jungle and the robbers are close by.
They are carrying our property. Kindly depute some sepoys.”
The King was not hearing anything. The Brahmin continued
his bewailing for fifteen minutes. But finding no response from
the King, he was enraged and he started using abusive language,
“What type of  King is this. He hears but does not speak. Is
he hard of hearing? There cannot be a worse person more than
him. Because he hears the bewailing without taking any action,
he has become just a stone.” On the other hand Ashtawaker
noticed on the face of the King, after the expiry of half an
hour, that he had genuinely surrendered his three things -

“My body belongs to the saints, my wealth to the saints and to
the saints I have entrusted my mind.”

åé¹ Ã ¿åé ÕÅ èé° Ã ¿åé ÕÅ îé° Ã ¿åé ÕÅ ÕÆÁÅ¨åé¹ Ã ¿åé ÕÅ èé° Ã ¿åé ÕÅ îé° Ã ¿åé ÕÅ ÕÆÁÅ¨åé¹ Ã ¿åé ÕÅ èé° Ã ¿åé ÕÅ îé° Ã ¿åé ÕÅ ÕÆÁÅ¨åé¹ Ã ¿åé ÕÅ èé° Ã ¿åé ÕÅ îé° Ã ¿åé ÕÅ ÕÆÁÅ¨åé¹ Ã ¿åé ÕÅ èé° Ã ¿åé ÕÅ îé° Ã ¿åé ÕÅ ÕÆÁÅ¨
AMg  - FA@ - FA@ - FA@ - FA@ - FA@

In consequence of the surrender the King had achieved the
state about which Guru Ji has said -

“The man, who in pain, feels not pain, who is affected not by
pleasure, love and fear and deems gold as dust. Who is
swayed not by dispraise, or praise. And who suffers not from
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greed, worldly love and pride, who remains unaffected by joy
or sorrow and who minds not honour and dishonour.”

Ü¯ éð ¹ ç ¹Ö î Ë ç ¹Ö ¹  éÔÆ îÅéË¨Ü¯ éð ¹ ç ¹Ö î Ë ç ¹Ö ¹  éÔÆ îÅéË¨Ü¯ éð ¹ ç ¹Ö î Ë ç ¹Ö ¹  éÔÆ îÅéË¨Ü¯ éð ¹ ç ¹Ö î Ë ç ¹Ö ¹  éÔÆ îÅéË¨Ü¯ éð ¹ ç ¹Ö î Ë ç ¹Ö ¹  éÔÆ îÅéË¨
Ã ¹Ö Ãé¶Ô ¹  Áð¹ í Ë éÔÆ ÜÅ ÕË Õ ¿Úé îÅàÆ îÅéË¨Ã ¹Ö Ãé¶Ô ¹  Áð¹ í Ë éÔÆ ÜÅ ÕË Õ ¿Úé îÅàÆ îÅéË¨Ã ¹Ö Ãé¶Ô ¹  Áð¹ í Ë éÔÆ ÜÅ ÕË Õ ¿Úé îÅàÆ îÅéË¨Ã ¹Ö Ãé¶Ô ¹  Áð¹ í Ë éÔÆ ÜÅ ÕË Õ ¿Úé îÅàÆ îÅéË¨Ã ¹Ö Ãé¶Ô ¹  Áð¹ í Ë éÔÆ ÜÅ ÕË Õ ¿Úé îÅàÆ îÅéË¨
éÔ Çé§ÇçÁÅ éÔ À°ÃåÇå ÜÅ ÕË ñ ¯í ¹ î ¯Ô ¹  ÁÇíîÅéÅ¨éÔ Çé§ÇçÁÅ éÔ À°ÃåÇå ÜÅ ÕË ñ ¯í ¹ î ¯Ô ¹  ÁÇíîÅéÅ¨éÔ Çé§ÇçÁÅ éÔ À°ÃåÇå ÜÅ ÕË ñ ¯í ¹ î ¯Ô ¹  ÁÇíîÅéÅ¨éÔ Çé§ÇçÁÅ éÔ À°ÃåÇå ÜÅ ÕË ñ ¯í ¹ î ¯Ô ¹  ÁÇíîÅéÅ¨éÔ Çé§ÇçÁÅ éÔ À°ÃåÇå ÜÅ ÕË ñ ¯í ¹ î ¯Ô ¹  ÁÇíîÅéÅ¨
ÔðÖ Ã ¯× å¶ ðÔ Ë ÇéÁÅðÀ° éÅÇÔ îÅé ÁêîÅéÅ¨ÔðÖ Ã ¯× å¶ ðÔ Ë ÇéÁÅðÀ° éÅÇÔ îÅé ÁêîÅéÅ¨ÔðÖ Ã ¯× å¶ ðÔ Ë ÇéÁÅðÀ° éÅÇÔ îÅé ÁêîÅéÅ¨ÔðÖ Ã ¯× å¶ ðÔ Ë ÇéÁÅðÀ° éÅÇÔ îÅé ÁêîÅéÅ¨ÔðÖ Ã ¯× å¶ ðÔ Ë ÇéÁÅðÀ° éÅÇÔ îÅé ÁêîÅéÅ¨

AMg  - FCC - FCC - FCC - FCC - FCC
Then he asked the King to leave the horse. There is no

need to ride the horse or to put foot in the stirrup. Go and
occupy the throne. The King obeyed and sat on the throne.
He further said, “Now I send your mind in your body and
return your property to your body. I entrust your body to you
with which you run your kingdom.” The King abandoned
“Iness” completely and ran his kingdom while from within
absorbed in his soul. About him Bhai Gurdas Ji has said -

“Great Bhakat is King Janak who achieved salvation living
amidst delusion.”

í×å ò¼âÅ ðÅÜÅ ÜéÕ ÔË ×¹ðî ¹Ö îÅïÅ ÇòÚ À°çÅÃÆ¨í×å ò¼âÅ ðÅÜÅ ÜéÕ ÔË ×¹ðî ¹Ö îÅïÅ ÇòÚ À°çÅÃÆ¨í×å ò¼âÅ ðÅÜÅ ÜéÕ ÔË ×¹ðî ¹Ö îÅïÅ ÇòÚ À°çÅÃÆ¨í×å ò¼âÅ ðÅÜÅ ÜéÕ ÔË ×¹ðî ¹Ö îÅïÅ ÇòÚ À°çÅÃÆ¨í×å ò¼âÅ ðÅÜÅ ÜéÕ ÔË ×¹ðî ¹Ö îÅïÅ ÇòÚ À°çÅÃÆ¨
íÅÂÆ ×¹ðçÅÃ ÜÆ, òÅð - A@/EíÅÂÆ ×¹ðçÅÃ ÜÆ, òÅð - A@/EíÅÂÆ ×¹ðçÅÃ ÜÆ, òÅð - A@/EíÅÂÆ ×¹ðçÅÃ ÜÆ, òÅð - A@/EíÅÂÆ ×¹ðçÅÃ ÜÆ, òÅð - A@/E

Why did he live above maya? Because he abandoned egoism
and offered the same to Guru. Thereafter he did not have
attachment with it. So this is a small verse -

“My body belongs to the saints; my wealth to the saints and to
the saints I have entrusted my mind.”

åé° Ã ¿åé ÕÅ èé° Ã ¿åé ÕÅ îé° Ã ¿åé ÕÅ ÕÆÁÅ¨åé° Ã ¿åé ÕÅ èé° Ã ¿åé ÕÅ îé° Ã ¿åé ÕÅ ÕÆÁÅ¨åé° Ã ¿åé ÕÅ èé° Ã ¿åé ÕÅ îé° Ã ¿åé ÕÅ ÕÆÁÅ¨åé° Ã ¿åé ÕÅ èé° Ã ¿åé ÕÅ îé° Ã ¿åé ÕÅ ÕÆÁÅ¨åé° Ã ¿åé ÕÅ èé° Ã ¿åé ÕÅ îé° Ã ¿åé ÕÅ ÕÆÁÅ¨
AMg  - FA@ - FA@ - FA@ - FA@ - FA@

It is full of  deep philosophy. If  we follow it with hard
effort, it would be a great thing. But for this purpose how
many births are required? It cannot be said. It is a question
of abandoning “I-ness”. Then we would be left with soul
which only watches the body and runs the body by giving
strength. When this soul creates understanding in the body
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then this lower understanding, which is called understanding
of pride, creates its own identity and believes itself to be
body which is perishable. It comes down from the level of
soul. This consciousness is called “Haumai” (ego). Then the
man starts the rut, “My body, my home, my house, my
children and my family.” In that case he falls down from his
real position and enters the circle of  births again. So, Guru
Ji says at the end of this hymn, “O Lord! It is really a
difficult task. We have fallen into a blind well and are
helpless. We can come out of  it with your grace.” Accordingly
God has been kind to us. We have been blessed with rising
early (in the morning), holding Kirtan and praising the Lord.
Rare persons can understand this. Rest of  the world is
suffering in “Haumai”. A few have been gifted with the right
thinking.

So doing this effort you try to raise yourself more so
that “Iness” is finished and we realize our real self to achieve
the ultimate bliss. This is the priceless gain of  attending the
holy assembly. But mere talking is not enough. We must
accept Gurbani to be our Guru and meditate in accordance
with Guru’s instructions. We should encourage virtue and
abandon slandering, jealousy and avarice. We may have
controlled use of lust, wrath, avarice, attachment and pride
and ever remember that -

“I may not forget Him, Who is Giver of the all.”

ÃíéÅ ÜÆÁÅ ÕÅ ÇÂÕ° çÅåÅ Ã ¯ î Ë  ÇòÃÇð é ÜÅÂÆ¨ÃíéÅ ÜÆÁÅ ÕÅ ÇÂÕ° çÅåÅ Ã ¯ î Ë  ÇòÃÇð é ÜÅÂÆ¨ÃíéÅ ÜÆÁÅ ÕÅ ÇÂÕ° çÅåÅ Ã ¯ î Ë  ÇòÃÇð é ÜÅÂÆ¨ÃíéÅ ÜÆÁÅ ÕÅ ÇÂÕ° çÅåÅ Ã ¯ î Ë  ÇòÃÇð é ÜÅÂÆ¨ÃíéÅ ÜÆÁÅ ÕÅ ÇÂÕ° çÅåÅ Ã ¯ î Ë  ÇòÃÇð é ÜÅÂÆ¨
AMg  - B - B - B - B - B

By living life like this we shall achieve everlasting
happiness.
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Discourse - IX

Every man in the world wants happiness and no losses
and obstacles in his work and no separation from his beloveds.
Guru Nanak Ji has mentioned about four kinds of  pain -

“Firstly I feel the pain of separation from God and another
pain is of the hunger.
Then there is the pain of the fear of death’s myrmidon. Yet
another pain is that infested with diseases my body shall
pass away. O ignorant physician minister thou not any
medicine to me.

ç¹Ö ¹ ò ¶Û ¯óÅ ÇÂÕ¹ ç ¹Ö ¹  í ÈÖ¨ ÇÂÕ° ç ¹Ö ¹  ÃÕåòÅð ÜîçÈå¨ç¹Ö ¹ ò ¶Û ¯óÅ ÇÂÕ¹ ç ¹Ö ¹  í ÈÖ¨ ÇÂÕ° ç ¹Ö ¹  ÃÕåòÅð ÜîçÈå¨ç¹Ö ¹ ò ¶Û ¯óÅ ÇÂÕ¹ ç ¹Ö ¹  í ÈÖ¨ ÇÂÕ° ç ¹Ö ¹  ÃÕåòÅð ÜîçÈå¨ç¹Ö ¹ ò ¶Û ¯óÅ ÇÂÕ¹ ç ¹Ö ¹  í ÈÖ¨ ÇÂÕ° ç ¹Ö ¹  ÃÕåòÅð ÜîçÈå¨ç¹Ö ¹ ò ¶Û ¯óÅ ÇÂÕ¹ ç ¹Ö ¹  í ÈÖ¨ ÇÂÕ° ç ¹Ö ¹  ÃÕåòÅð ÜîçÈå¨
ÇÂÕ° ç ¹Ö ¹  ð ¯× ¹ ñ×¶ åÇé èÅÇÂ¨ òËç é í¯ñ ¶ çÅð È ñÅÇÂ¨ÇÂÕ° ç ¹Ö ¹  ð ¯× ¹ ñ×¶ åÇé èÅÇÂ¨ òËç é í¯ñ ¶ çÅð È ñÅÇÂ¨ÇÂÕ° ç ¹Ö ¹  ð ¯× ¹ ñ×¶ åÇé èÅÇÂ¨ òËç é í¯ñ ¶ çÅð È ñÅÇÂ¨ÇÂÕ° ç ¹Ö ¹  ð ¯× ¹ ñ×¶ åÇé èÅÇÂ¨ òËç é í¯ñ ¶ çÅð È ñÅÇÂ¨ÇÂÕ° ç ¹Ö ¹  ð ¯× ¹ ñ×¶ åÇé èÅÇÂ¨ òËç é í¯ñ ¶ çÅð È ñÅÇÂ¨

               AMg  - ABEF - ABEF - ABEF - ABEF - ABEF
There are four pains. First is of  separation; second is of

perpetual hunger in mind. We know about the hunger of  the
body and hunger of  the mind. We demand something to eat
when we feel hungry. The hunger of  the body can be
satisfied, but not of  mind. Great people came to this world.’
They devised several means to satisfy the hunger of the mind
but in vain -

“The craving of even the great kings and the big landlords is
not quenched. Intoxicated with the pleasure of wealth, they
remain engrossed in it and their eyes see not anything else. In
sin none has ever been satiated. As the fire is satiated not
with any fuel, so how can be the mortal be content without
the Lord.”

òâ¶ òâ¶ ðÅÜé Áð¹ í Èîé åÅ ÕÆ ÇåzÃé é ì ÈÞÆ¨òâ¶ òâ¶ ðÅÜé Áð¹ í Èîé åÅ ÕÆ ÇåzÃé é ì ÈÞÆ¨òâ¶ òâ¶ ðÅÜé Áð¹ í Èîé åÅ ÕÆ ÇåzÃé é ì ÈÞÆ¨òâ¶ òâ¶ ðÅÜé Áð¹ í Èîé åÅ ÕÆ ÇåzÃé é ì ÈÞÆ¨òâ¶ òâ¶ ðÅÜé Áð¹ í Èîé åÅ ÕÆ ÇåzÃé é ì ÈÞÆ¨
ñêÇà ðÔ¶ îÅÇÂÁÅ ð ¿× îÅå¶ ñ ¯Úé ÕÛ± é Ã ÈÞÆ¨ñêÇà ðÔ¶ îÅÇÂÁÅ ð ¿× îÅå¶ ñ ¯Úé ÕÛ± é Ã ÈÞÆ¨ñêÇà ðÔ¶ îÅÇÂÁÅ ð ¿× îÅå¶ ñ ¯Úé ÕÛ± é Ã ÈÞÆ¨ñêÇà ðÔ¶ îÅÇÂÁÅ ð ¿× îÅå¶ ñ ¯Úé ÕÛ± é Ã ÈÞÆ¨ñêÇà ðÔ¶ îÅÇÂÁÅ ð ¿× îÅå¶ ñ ¯Úé ÕÛ± é Ã ÈÞÆ¨
ÇìÇÖÁÅ îÇÔ ÇÕé ÔÆ ÇåzêÇå é êÅÂÆ¨ÇìÇÖÁÅ îÇÔ ÇÕé ÔÆ ÇåzêÇå é êÅÂÆ¨ÇìÇÖÁÅ îÇÔ ÇÕé ÔÆ ÇåzêÇå é êÅÂÆ¨ÇìÇÖÁÅ îÇÔ ÇÕé ÔÆ ÇåzêÇå é êÅÂÆ¨ÇìÇÖÁÅ îÇÔ ÇÕé ÔÆ ÇåzêÇå é êÅÂÆ¨
ÇÜÀ° êÅòÕ° ÂÆèÇé éÔÆ è ÌÅê Ë  Çìé° ÔÇð ÕÔÅ ÁØÅÂÆ¨ÇÜÀ° êÅòÕ° ÂÆèÇé éÔÆ è ÌÅê Ë  Çìé° ÔÇð ÕÔÅ ÁØÅÂÆ¨ÇÜÀ° êÅòÕ° ÂÆèÇé éÔÆ è ÌÅê Ë  Çìé° ÔÇð ÕÔÅ ÁØÅÂÆ¨ÇÜÀ° êÅòÕ° ÂÆèÇé éÔÆ è ÌÅê Ë  Çìé° ÔÇð ÕÔÅ ÁØÅÂÆ¨ÇÜÀ° êÅòÕ° ÂÆèÇé éÔÆ è ÌÅê Ë  Çìé° ÔÇð ÕÔÅ ÁØÅÂÆ¨

AMg  - FGB - FGB - FGB - FGB - FGB
His Holiness says that the biggest disease is of  leprosy.
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Human mind is suffering from leprosy (the great disease) -
“Avarice is a great malady.”

Â¶ ÇåÃéÅ òâÅ ð ¯×¹ ñ×Å..............¨Â¶ ÇåÃéÅ òâÅ ð ¯×¹ ñ×Å..............¨Â¶ ÇåÃéÅ òâÅ ð ¯×¹ ñ×Å..............¨Â¶ ÇåÃéÅ òâÅ ð ¯×¹ ñ×Å..............¨Â¶ ÇåÃéÅ òâÅ ð ¯×¹ ñ×Å..............¨ AMg  - IAI - IAI - IAI - IAI - IAI
What does avarice do?

"It makes mind forget death.”

.............îðä° îéÔ¹ ÇòÃÅÇðÁÅ¨.............îðä° îéÔ¹ ÇòÃÅÇðÁÅ¨.............îðä° îéÔ¹ ÇòÃÅÇðÁÅ¨.............îðä° îéÔ¹ ÇòÃÅÇðÁÅ¨.............îðä° îéÔ¹ ÇòÃÅÇðÁÅ¨      AMg  - IAI - IAI - IAI - IAI - IAI
To die is eternal truth. But man has forgotten death.

Everyone, big or small or mighty, has to depart. He may enjoy
any length of age. Departure from this world is a must.

Guru Arjun Dev Ji was supervising the construction of
Darbar Sahib, at Amritsar when a devotee came with a mule
loaded with gold coins and offered the coins to Guru Ji for
their being spent on some noble cause. He also prayed Guru
Ji to bless him with the boon of a son because memory of
man should continue in the world. There are two or three
factors which can contribute to the continuation of the
memory of man. One is by the continuation of generation
with able children. Their parents are also respected. Their
dynasty is honoured. In this way the continuity goes on.
People recollect their ancestors for the last 20-30 generations.
So the family must grow further. Secondly the memory
continues with noble deeds. Thirdly it is ensured by raising
memorials like school, college, hospital or any other institution
for the welfare of  the society. In this background the devotee
requested Guru Ji for the gift of  a son. But Guru Ji said, “A
son is also perishable”. There are many sons who do not
know the names of their great grandfathers and great grand
mothers. Nobody knows to which village their great grand
mother belonged. Their genealogy is sometimes revealed
during marriage ceremonies. The other way to perpetuate the
memory is by raising some memorial as Bhim Sarovor. The
Taj built by Shahjehan in the memory of  his wife Mumtaz.
The names of Bhim and Shahjehan shall be remembered as
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long as the Sarovar (the pool) and the Taj endure. The
interested persons would like to know about them and their
families. But the most perpetual memory is of  those who
meditate most.

Once the Tenth Guru (Gobind Singh) was asked by the
holy assembly, “Maharaj! by which thing does the memory of
man become ever lasting? Guru Ji replied, “Dear devotees!
the memory of  Bhagats lasts for ever.” In the world the Saints
and Gobind (God) live forever. According to Dharam Shastras
(religious books especially of  India) two Valmiks, one in the
Treta (Silver Age) and the other in Dwapar (Bronze Age),
existed. Valmik of  Dwapar belonged to a low caste. He killed
people and robbed them.

“Balmik the robber killed people on the way.
When he met the perfect Guru, he became double minded.
He wanted to kill his victim; but he became helpless. He
could not raise his hand to kill him.
The Guru blessed him with peace of mind
The Guru asked the reason for killing and he told, robbing
and killing was his daily job for livelihood.
The Guru sent him to enquire if his family could die for him.
They refused. They reprimanded him saying how anybody else
could die in place of him. He started meditation and got
redemption with one earnest effort (meditation)
Becoming Gurmukh (Guru-obedient) mountains of sins can
be crossed."

òÅàË îÅäÃ îÅðçÅ ì ËáÅ ìÅñîÆÕ ìàòÅóÅÍòÅà Ë îÅäÃ îÅðçÅ ì ËáÅ ìÅñîÆÕ ìàòÅóÅÍòÅà Ë îÅäÃ îÅðçÅ ì ËáÅ ìÅñîÆÕ ìàòÅóÅÍòÅà Ë îÅäÃ îÅðçÅ ì ËáÅ ìÅñîÆÕ ìàòÅóÅÍòÅà Ë îÅäÃ îÅðçÅ ì ËáÅ ìÅñîÆÕ ìàòÅóÅÍ
ê ÈðÅ ÃÇå×¹ð Ã ¶ÇòÁÅ îé ÇòÚ Ô¯ÁÅ ÇÖ ³Ü ¯åÅóÅÍê ÈðÅ ÃÇå×¹ð Ã ¶ÇòÁÅ îé ÇòÚ Ô¯ÁÅ ÇÖ ³Ü ¯åÅóÅÍê ÈðÅ ÃÇå×¹ð Ã ¶ÇòÁÅ îé ÇòÚ Ô¯ÁÅ ÇÖ ³Ü ¯åÅóÅÍê ÈðÅ ÃÇå×¹ð Ã ¶ÇòÁÅ îé ÇòÚ Ô¯ÁÅ ÇÖ ³Ü ¯åÅóÅÍê ÈðÅ ÃÇå×¹ð Ã ¶ÇòÁÅ îé ÇòÚ Ô¯ÁÅ ÇÖ ³Ü ¯åÅóÅÍ
îÅðé é¯ º  ñ ¯Ú Ë ØäÅ Õ¼Çã é Ô ¿ØË Ô ¼æ À°ØÅóÅÍîÅðé é¯ º  ñ ¯Ú Ë ØäÅ Õ¼Çã é Ô ¿ØË Ô ¼æ À°ØÅóÅÍîÅðé é¯ º  ñ ¯Ú Ë ØäÅ Õ¼Çã é Ô ¿ØË Ô ¼æ À°ØÅóÅÍîÅðé é¯ º  ñ ¯Ú Ë ØäÅ Õ¼Çã é Ô ¿ØË Ô ¼æ À°ØÅóÅÍîÅðé é¯ º  ñ ¯Ú Ë ØäÅ Õ¼Çã é Ô ¿ØË Ô ¼æ À°ØÅóÅÍ
ÃÇå×¹ð îé±ÁÅ ð ¼ ÇÖÁÅ Ô ¯ÇÂ é ÁÅòË À°Û ¯ÔÅóÅÍÃÇå×¹ð îé±ÁÅ ð ¼ ÇÖÁÅ Ô ¯ÇÂ é ÁÅòË À°Û ¯ÔÅóÅÍÃÇå×¹ð îé±ÁÅ ð ¼ ÇÖÁÅ Ô ¯ÇÂ é ÁÅòË À°Û ¯ÔÅóÅÍÃÇå×¹ð îé±ÁÅ ð ¼ ÇÖÁÅ Ô ¯ÇÂ é ÁÅòË À°Û ¯ÔÅóÅÍÃÇå×¹ð îé±ÁÅ ð ¼ ÇÖÁÅ Ô ¯ÇÂ é ÁÅòË À°Û ¯ÔÅóÅÍ
ÁÀ°×¹ä Ãí êð×ÅÇÃÁé° ð ¯Ü×Åð ¹ Ô Ë  ÇÂÔ ¹ ÁÃÅóÅÍÁÀ°×¹ä Ãí êð×ÅÇÃÁé° ð ¯Ü×Åð ¹ Ô Ë  ÇÂÔ ¹ ÁÃÅóÅÍÁÀ°×¹ä Ãí êð×ÅÇÃÁé° ð ¯Ü×Åð ¹ Ô Ë  ÇÂÔ ¹ ÁÃÅóÅÍÁÀ°×¹ä Ãí êð×ÅÇÃÁé° ð ¯Ü×Åð ¹ Ô Ë  ÇÂÔ ¹ ÁÃÅóÅÍÁÀ°×¹ä Ãí êð×ÅÇÃÁé° ð ¯Ü×Åð ¹ Ô Ë  ÇÂÔ ¹ ÁÃÅóÅÍ
Øð ÇòÚ ê¹ ¼Ûä Ø¼ÇñÁÅ Á³å ÕÅñ Ô Ë Õ ¯ÇÂ ÁÃÅóÅÍØð ÇòÚ ê¹ ¼Ûä Ø¼ÇñÁÅ Á³å ÕÅñ Ô Ë Õ ¯ÇÂ ÁÃÅóÅÍØð ÇòÚ ê¹ ¼Ûä Ø¼ÇñÁÅ Á³å ÕÅñ Ô Ë Õ ¯ÇÂ ÁÃÅóÅÍØð ÇòÚ ê¹ ¼Ûä Ø¼ÇñÁÅ Á³å ÕÅñ Ô Ë Õ ¯ÇÂ ÁÃÅóÅÍØð ÇòÚ ê¹ ¼Ûä Ø¼ÇñÁÅ Á³å ÕÅñ Ô Ë Õ ¯ÇÂ ÁÃÅóÅÍ
Õ¯óîóÅ ÚÀ°Ö ³éÆÁË Õ ¯ÇÂ é ì ¶ñÆ Õðç¶ ÞÅóÅÍÕ¯óîóÅ ÚÀ°Ö ³éÆÁË Õ ¯ÇÂ é ì ¶ñÆ Õðç¶ ÞÅóÅÍÕ¯óîóÅ ÚÀ°Ö ³éÆÁË Õ ¯ÇÂ é ì ¶ñÆ Õðç¶ ÞÅóÅÍÕ¯óîóÅ ÚÀ°Ö ³éÆÁË Õ ¯ÇÂ é ì ¶ñÆ Õðç¶ ÞÅóÅÍÕ¯óîóÅ ÚÀ°Ö ³éÆÁË Õ ¯ÇÂ é ì ¶ñÆ Õðç¶ ÞÅóÅÍ
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Ã¼Ú ÇçzóÅÇÂ À°èÅÇðÁé° à ¼ê ÇéÕ¼æÅ À°êð òÅóÅÍÃ ¼Ú Çç zóÅÇÂ À°èÅÇðÁé° à ¼ê ÇéÕ¼æÅ À°êð òÅóÅÍÃ ¼Ú Çç zóÅÇÂ À°èÅÇðÁé° à ¼ê ÇéÕ¼æÅ À°êð òÅóÅÍÃ ¼Ú Çç zóÅÇÂ À°èÅÇðÁé° à ¼ê ÇéÕ¼æÅ À°êð òÅóÅÍÃ ¼Ú Çç zóÅÇÂ À°èÅÇðÁé° à ¼ê ÇéÕ¼æÅ À°êð òÅóÅÍ
×¹ðî ¹Ö ¦Ø¶ êÅê êÔÅóÅÍ×¹ðî ¹Ö ¦Ø¶ êÅê êÔÅóÅÍ×¹ðî ¹Ö ¦Ø¶ êÅê êÔÅóÅÍ×¹ðî ¹Ö ¦Ø¶ êÅê êÔÅóÅÍ×¹ðî ¹Ö ¦Ø¶ êÅê êÔÅóÅÍ íÅÂÆ ×¹ðçÅÃ ÜÆ, òÅð A@/AIíÅÂÆ ×¹ðçÅÃ ÜÆ, òÅð A@/AIíÅÂÆ ×¹ðçÅÃ ÜÆ, òÅð A@/AIíÅÂÆ ×¹ðçÅÃ ÜÆ, òÅð A@/AIíÅÂÆ ×¹ðçÅÃ ÜÆ, òÅð A@/AI

Balmik came across Sadhus. He tried to kill them. But
they were spiritually quite powerful. They directed him to
follow the right path. He meditated for fourteen years and
the Divine Light appeared in his mind. Today everyone knows
that Balmik. Who has fogotten him? Lacs of years have
passed. Eight lac and sixty four years of the Dwapar, and
five thousand years of Kali Age. This period comes to
8,69,000 years in which people have not forgotten Balmik.
Vashist, who lived in Treta, is also still remembered. Sri Ram
Ji also lived in Treta. He is also remembered by all of  us.
Similarly other renowned Bhagats are remembered. Then Guru
Ji asked the devotees to disclose the name of the king who
existed during the period of Kabir Ji. That king had tried to
drown him in water but the water did not drown Kabir Ji.
He tried to burn Kabir but the fire did not burn him. He
buried Kabir in the earth but he did not remain buried. Now
remember and disclose his name. Still none could make the
disclosure. Then Guru Ji remarked, “Look! the king is not
remembered. But Kabir who wove clothes but remained
united with God is alive forever.”

“Braham Giani dies not and is ever alive.”

ìÌÔî Ç×ÁÅéÆ Ãç ÜÆòË éÔÆ îðåÅ¨ìÌÔî Ç×ÁÅéÆ Ãç ÜÆòË éÔÆ îðåÅ¨ìÌÔî Ç×ÁÅéÆ Ãç ÜÆòË éÔÆ îðåÅ¨ìÌÔî Ç×ÁÅéÆ Ãç ÜÆòË éÔÆ îðåÅ¨ìÌÔî Ç×ÁÅéÆ Ãç ÜÆòË éÔÆ îðåÅ¨ AMg  - BGC - BGC - BGC - BGC - BGC
Man also tries to live a long life. Guru Arjun Dev Ji said,

“Dear devotee! people have their sons. But nobody knows
them." So, Guru Ji got a tank dug in his name. His name
was Santokh. So, the tank was named as Santokh Sar (the
tank of  contentment).” While digging the tank a small
monastery was discovered. It was closed from all the four
sides. The Sikhs came to Guru Ji and told him about the
monastery, they had discovered. Guru Ji advised them to
open one side of that very carefully and bring the inmate of
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the monastery, very properly wrapped in cotton to him.
Because he had to converse with him. He should, therefore
he saved from exposure. It was done accordingly. Guru Ji also
prescribed several medicines like almond oil and musk etc.
His body was also duly massaged to gain consciousness. His
breath was in the tenth gate, which was to be brought to
normalcy with massage etc. With such precautions he became
normal. His first question was regarding the current age. Baba
Budha Ji told him, “It was Kali age”. He again asked, “Has
the age of Dwapar been completed?” Baba Budha Ji replied
in the affirmative and said, “Please tell us about you”. On
this the saint said, “During the regime of Sri Ram Chander
a battle was fought here between Sri Ram Chander and his
two sons, Love and Kush. I had seen that battle. During that
battle the army of  Sri Ram Chander was killed. He himself
and his brothers Bharat, Lachman and Shatrooghan were badly
injured and became unconscious. Taking them for dead Sita
Ji told his sons, Love & Kush that she would also immolate
her life with Ram Ji. Then Love and Kush brought Kalash
(pitcher) of Nectar from the heavens and sprinkled the Nectar
on them. With that they became conscious. Their army also
became alive. Thereafter the empty pitcher (Kalash) was not
taken to the heavens. It was buried here.” He was asked
about the location where the pitcher was buried. He indicated
that place with signs. It was the same place where Guru Ji
had got dug Amrit Sarovar (Amritsar). The saint prayed to
Guru Ji, “Maharaj! I have not been able to achieve peace
despite prolonged Samadhi (meditation). Now be graceful to
bless me with peace”. Guru Ji blessed him with Divine
Knowledge and said, “Look! if after attainment of Divine
Knowledge you want to see the sport of the world, you can
be given more life. Otherwise you are on your last breath.”
In reply he said, “Maharaj! I had enquired from my Guru as
to how I would achieve Divine Knowledge and he had told
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me clearly that Guru Nanak would bless me with Divine
Knowledge in Kali age and my stony gates would be opened.
Till then I should sit in meditation. He would himself take
me out when the time came.”

So, in this way the world makes efforts to achieve
happiness. But it does not come with the attainment of
wealth. Pain and worry do not leave man. Guru Maharaj,
therefore, says that happiness can be achieved if man knows
where happiness lies. There are four types of  pains. First is
separation from the beloveds or relations. The second pain
is of  hunger. Mind’s hunger is the desire or thirst. The fire
of desire cannot be extinguished -

“The thirst (desire) of only a few is quenched.”“Man amasses
millions and lacs of millions but restrains not his mind. He
longs for more and more.”

ÇåÌÃéÅ Çìðñ¶ ÔÆ ÕÆ ì ¹ÞÆ Ô ¶¨ÇåÌÃéÅ Çìðñ¶ ÔÆ ÕÆ ì ¹ÞÆ Ô ¶¨ÇåÌÃéÅ Çìðñ¶ ÔÆ ÕÆ ì ¹ÞÆ Ô ¶¨ÇåÌÃéÅ Çìðñ¶ ÔÆ ÕÆ ì ¹ÞÆ Ô ¶¨ÇåÌÃéÅ Çìðñ¶ ÔÆ ÕÆ ì ¹ÞÆ Ô ¶¨
Õ¯Çà Ü¯ð ¶  ñÅÖ ´¯ð ¶  îé° é Ô ¯ð ¶¨Õ¯Çà Ü¯ð ¶  ñÅÖ ´¯ð ¶  îé° é Ô ¯ð ¶¨Õ¯Çà Ü¯ð ¶  ñÅÖ ´¯ð ¶  îé° é Ô ¯ð ¶¨Õ¯Çà Ü¯ð ¶  ñÅÖ ´¯ð ¶  îé° é Ô ¯ð ¶¨Õ¯Çà Ü¯ð ¶  ñÅÖ ´¯ð ¶  îé° é Ô ¯ð ¶¨
êð Ë êð Ë ÔÆ ÕÀ° «ÞÆ Ô ¶¨êð Ë êð Ë ÔÆ ÕÀ° «ÞÆ Ô ¶¨êð Ë êð Ë ÔÆ ÕÀ° «ÞÆ Ô ¶¨êð Ë êð Ë ÔÆ ÕÀ° «ÞÆ Ô ¶¨êð Ë êð Ë ÔÆ ÕÀ° «ÞÆ Ô ¶¨ AMg  - BAC - BAC - BAC - BAC - BAC

Guru Ji says that the mind of  man does not become
stable. He demands one lac billions and trillions when he has
amassed a million of  rupees. He makes efforts to earn that
much. Thirst is multiplied, says Guru Ji. Man cannot achieve
happiness with the increase of the fire of desire. The hunger
of wealth is never satisfied. It rather makes man forget death.
The man who forgets death loses everything because the fact
is that we are not to remain here forever. Our next station
lies elsewhere. Maharaj says -

“I make supplication, listen to me, O my Friend!
This is the high time to serve the saints.
Over here, earn the profit of God's Name and depart;
hereafter thou shalt have adorned abode.”

ÕðÀ° ì ¶é ¿åÆ Ã ¹éÔ¹ î ¶ð ¶  îÆåÅ Ã ¿å àÔñ ÕÆ ì ¶ñÅ¨ÕðÀ° ì ¶é ¿åÆ Ã ¹éÔ¹ î ¶ð ¶  îÆåÅ Ã ¿å àÔñ ÕÆ ì ¶ñÅ¨ÕðÀ° ì ¶é ¿åÆ Ã ¹éÔ¹ î ¶ð ¶  îÆåÅ Ã ¿å àÔñ ÕÆ ì ¶ñÅ¨ÕðÀ° ì ¶é ¿åÆ Ã ¹éÔ¹ î ¶ð ¶  îÆåÅ Ã ¿å àÔñ ÕÆ ì ¶ñÅ¨ÕðÀ° ì ¶é ¿åÆ Ã ¹éÔ¹ î ¶ð ¶  îÆåÅ Ã ¿å àÔñ ÕÆ ì ¶ñÅ¨
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ÂÆÔÅ ÖÅÇà ÚñÔ¹ ÔÇð ñÅÔÅ ÁÅ×Ë ìÃé° Ã ¹Ô ¶ñÅ¨ÂÆÔÅ ÖÅÇà ÚñÔ¹ ÔÇð ñÅÔÅ ÁÅ×Ë ìÃé° Ã ¹Ô ¶ñÅ¨ÂÆÔÅ ÖÅÇà ÚñÔ¹ ÔÇð ñÅÔÅ ÁÅ×Ë ìÃé° Ã ¹Ô ¶ñÅ¨ÂÆÔÅ ÖÅÇà ÚñÔ¹ ÔÇð ñÅÔÅ ÁÅ×Ë ìÃé° Ã ¹Ô ¶ñÅ¨ÂÆÔÅ ÖÅÇà ÚñÔ¹ ÔÇð ñÅÔÅ ÁÅ×Ë ìÃé° Ã ¹Ô ¶ñÅ¨
AMg  - B@E - B@E - B@E - B@E - B@E

There are several other worlds beyond the present visible
world. Lacs of  them. We have to go there. Our body remains
here. There is a subtle body within this physical body. This
subtle body either takes birth again in accordance with its
desires or goes to the higher worlds. He goes to the heaven
if good deeds have been done here and enjoys happiness
there. If deeds done here are vicious he goes to the hell. If
the soul remains here it becomes a ghost or a devil and goes
about troubling people. Its own distress is infinite -

“There are many afflictions in the body cage of the mind’s
ghost. Through the darkness of spiritual ignorance the
mortals putrefy in hell.”

êÌ ¶å Çê ³Üð îÇÔ çÈÖ Øé¶ð ¶¨ê Ì ¶å Çê ³Üð îÇÔ çÈÖ Øé¶ð ¶¨ê Ì ¶å Çê ³Üð îÇÔ çÈÖ Øé¶ð ¶¨ê Ì ¶å Çê ³Üð îÇÔ çÈÖ Øé¶ð ¶¨ê Ì ¶å Çê ³Üð îÇÔ çÈÖ Øé¶ð ¶¨
éðÇÕ êÚÇÔ ÁÇ×ÁÅé Á³è ¶ð ¶¨éðÇÕ êÚÇÔ ÁÇ×ÁÅé Á³è ¶ð ¶¨éðÇÕ êÚÇÔ ÁÇ×ÁÅé Á³è ¶ð ¶¨éðÇÕ êÚÇÔ ÁÇ×ÁÅé Á³è ¶ð ¶¨éðÇÕ êÚÇÔ ÁÇ×ÁÅé Á³è ¶ð ¶¨                AMg  - A@BI - A@BI - A@BI - A@BI - A@BI

A saint used to tell people that there was a man, who
was very poor and starved. He learnt that going into the
service of  a particular saint one got ample wealth. Guru Ji
also says -

“He who prays for four cardinal boons, should apply himself
to the service of holy men.”

ÚÅÇð êçÅðæ Ü¶ Õ ¯ îÅ×Ë¨ ÃÅè ÜéÅ ÕÆ Ã ¶òÅ ñÅ×Ë¨ÚÅÇð êçÅðæ Ü¶ Õ ¯ îÅ×Ë¨ ÃÅè ÜéÅ ÕÆ Ã ¶òÅ ñÅ×Ë¨ÚÅÇð êçÅðæ Ü¶ Õ ¯ îÅ×Ë¨ ÃÅè ÜéÅ ÕÆ Ã ¶òÅ ñÅ×Ë¨ÚÅÇð êçÅðæ Ü¶ Õ ¯ îÅ×Ë¨ ÃÅè ÜéÅ ÕÆ Ã ¶òÅ ñÅ×Ë¨ÚÅÇð êçÅðæ Ü¶ Õ ¯ îÅ×Ë¨ ÃÅè ÜéÅ ÕÆ Ã ¶òÅ ñÅ×Ë¨
AMg  - BFF - BFF - BFF - BFF - BFF

Which are the greatest boons in the world which a man
can desire? One is Dharam; the second is Arth i.e. getting
wealth. The other is fulfilment of desires (kama) and the
fourth is salvation ie. termination of  the circle of  births
(moksha) Guru Ji says -

“Man is born in this world to obtain the four life-objects, but
his soul takes abode in the house of mammon. Impelled by
hunger, he spies the way of riches and secular attachment
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snatches away his wealth of salvation.”

ÚÅÇð êçÅðæ ñË ÜÇ× ÜéÇîÁÅÚÅÇð êçÅðæ ñË ÜÇ× ÜéÇîÁÅÚÅÇð êçÅðæ ñË ÜÇ× ÜéÇîÁÅÚÅÇð êçÅðæ ñË ÜÇ× ÜéÇîÁÅÚÅÇð êçÅðæ ñË ÜÇ× ÜéÇîÁÅ
ÇÃò ÃÕåÆ ØÇð òÅÃ ¹ èð ¶¨ÇÃò ÃÕåÆ ØÇð òÅÃ ¹ èð ¶¨ÇÃò ÃÕåÆ ØÇð òÅÃ ¹ èð ¶¨ÇÃò ÃÕåÆ ØÇð òÅÃ ¹ èð ¶¨ÇÃò ÃÕåÆ ØÇð òÅÃ ¹ èð ¶¨
ñÅ×Æ í ÈÖ îÅÇÂÁÅ î×¹ Ü ¯Ô ËñÅ×Æ í ÈÖ îÅÇÂÁÅ î×¹ Ü ¯Ô ËñÅ×Æ í ÈÖ îÅÇÂÁÅ î×¹ Ü ¯Ô ËñÅ×Æ í ÈÖ îÅÇÂÁÅ î×¹ Ü ¯Ô ËñÅ×Æ í ÈÖ îÅÇÂÁÅ î×¹ Ü ¯Ô Ë
î ¹ÕÇå êçÅðæ¹ î ¯ ÇÔ Öð ¶¨î¹ÕÇå êçÅðæ¹ î ¯ ÇÔ Öð ¶¨î¹ÕÇå êçÅðæ¹ î ¯ ÇÔ Öð ¶¨î¹ÕÇå êçÅðæ¹ î ¯ ÇÔ Öð ¶¨î¹ÕÇå êçÅðæ¹ î ¯ ÇÔ Öð ¶¨                AMg  - A@AD - A@AD - A@AD - A@AD - A@AD

This world is a dream. Untill man knows the secret of
life of awakening, his pains do not end. He wanders asleep
in thirst of  the three attributes. He forgets the truth of  death
and spoils his life. He is plundered by five thieves in the body
-

“Within this body dwell the five thieves, lust, wrath,
avarice, attachment and pride.
They plunder Nectar
The apostate knows it not and none hears the complaint.”

ÇÂÃ¹ ç ¶ÔÆ Á³çÇð ê ³Ú Ú¯ð òÃÇÔÇÂÃ¹ ç ¶ÔÆ Á³çÇð ê ³Ú Ú¯ð òÃÇÔÇÂÃ¹ ç ¶ÔÆ Á³çÇð ê ³Ú Ú¯ð òÃÇÔÇÂÃ¹ ç ¶ÔÆ Á³çÇð ê ³Ú Ú¯ð òÃÇÔÇÂÃ¹ ç ¶ÔÆ Á³çÇð ê ³Ú Ú¯ð òÃÇÔ
ÕÅî¹ ´¯è ¹  ñ ¯í ¹  î ¯Ô ¹  ÁÔ¿ÕÅðÅ¨ÕÅî¹ ´¯è ¹  ñ ¯í ¹  î ¯Ô ¹  ÁÔ¿ÕÅðÅ¨ÕÅî¹ ´¯è ¹  ñ ¯í ¹  î ¯Ô ¹  ÁÔ¿ÕÅðÅ¨ÕÅî¹ ´¯è ¹  ñ ¯í ¹  î ¯Ô ¹  ÁÔ¿ÕÅðÅ¨ÕÅî¹ ´¯è ¹  ñ ¯í ¹  î ¯Ô ¹  ÁÔ¿ÕÅðÅ¨
Á³Çî Ìå° ¬àÇÔ îéî¹Ö éÔÆ ìÈÞÇÔÁ³Çî Ìå° ¬àÇÔ îéî¹Ö éÔÆ ìÈÞÇÔÁ³Çî Ìå° ¬àÇÔ îéî¹Ö éÔÆ ìÈÞÇÔÁ³Çî Ìå° ¬àÇÔ îéî¹Ö éÔÆ ìÈÞÇÔÁ³Çî Ìå° ¬àÇÔ îéî¹Ö éÔÆ ìÈÞÇÔ
Õ¯ÇÂ é Ã ¹ä Ë ê ÈÕÅðÅÍÍÕ¯ÇÂ é Ã ¹ä Ë ê ÈÕÅðÅÍÍÕ¯ÇÂ é Ã ¹ä Ë ê ÈÕÅðÅÍÍÕ¯ÇÂ é Ã ¹ä Ë ê ÈÕÅðÅÍÍÕ¯ÇÂ é Ã ¹ä Ë ê ÈÕÅðÅÍÍ AMg  - F@@ - F@@ - F@@ - F@@ - F@@

Man is born with great wealth. But he is robbed by five
thieves. Man fails to defend himself  against the thieves. So
Guru Ji tenders the advice to man to apply himself  in the
service of  saints to obtain four boons.

So, the devotee thought that he should apply himself  to
the service of  the holy man to obtain his blessings for his
prosperity. He continued doing service. One day the holy
saint said, “O devotee! how have you come?” He said, “I
cannot make both ends meet.” The holy saint said, “You will
start earning. But your thirst within shall not be quenched.”
The devotee said, “No Maharaj! I do not get two square
meals a day. If  I get them, I shall be satisfied.” The holy
saint said, “This is a very small demand. You just take four
candles from me. Light the first candle on the midnight of
“Masia” (the dark night) and go towards the east. You will
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find the treasure buried in the earth at a place where the
candle goes out. When that wealth is spent you light the
second candle and go towards the west; you will again get
the wealth where this candle goes out. You use the wealth
economically. It will not end. Still if  the wealth is consumed
you light the third candle and go to the North. Do not light
the fourth candle. If you do it and go to the South you will
suffer.” The devotee heard the holy saint very intently and
said, “Maharaj! I will act according to your advice.” He came
back to his home with the four candles and awaited the night
of  Masia (the dark night) quite restlessly. The night of  Masia
came in duecourse. He lighted the first candle and went
towards the east. He stopped where it got extinguished and
dug the earth. He found coins of copper which were current
in the past. Now people do not know about copper coins.
He covered the pit with earth, thinking he would take the
coins from there according to his requirement. He returned
home and again became restless with the idea to see the other
direction. On the next night he lighted the second candle and
went towards the west. He stopped at the place where the
candle got extinguished and dug up the earth. He found coins
of  silver and became very happy. He thought that instead of
bringing copper coins he would fetch silver coins. With this
idea he returned home. But on the third night he lighted the
third candle and went towards the North and found a treasure
of  diamonds. Each diamond was valued thousands of  rupees.
Coins of gold were also there. He decided to use that treasure
before the use of other treasures of silver and coin. Happy
with this idea he returned home. He thought that he should
see the Southern direction also. But he remembered the
warning of the holy saint, not to go towards the South which
was the area of  ghosts and devils. Still he could not control
his lust for wealth and went towards the South with lighted
candle. As before he stopped when the candle got
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extinguished. He dug the earth and found a closed door. He
opened the door and went inside. A revolving circle started
striking his forehead. The circle struck him if  he tried to
return. There was a cave in which he went on advancing. He
reached a place where a person was busy operating a hand-
operated-mill-stone. He enquired from him if there was a
treasure there. He said, “Yes, I can tell you about a huge
treasure, provided you take over first the working of the
hand-mill.” He touched the handle with his hand which got
stuck there. The hand of the earlier man got relieved. The
former enquired from him, “My hand has been stuck up. How
shall I be relieved?” The latter said, “You shall be relieved
by a person who is greedier than you. I was also entrapped
here like you.” So Guru Ji says -

“The thirst (desire) of only a few is quenched
Man amasses millions and lacs of millions but restrains not
his mind. He longs for more and more.”

Çå zÃéÅ Çìðñ¶ ÔÆ ÕÆ ì ¹ÞÆ Ô ¶ÍÍÇåzÃéÅ Çìðñ¶ ÔÆ ÕÆ ì ¹ÞÆ Ô ¶ÍÍÇåzÃéÅ Çìðñ¶ ÔÆ ÕÆ ì ¹ÞÆ Ô ¶ÍÍÇåzÃéÅ Çìðñ¶ ÔÆ ÕÆ ì ¹ÞÆ Ô ¶ÍÍÇåzÃéÅ Çìðñ¶ ÔÆ ÕÆ ì ¹ÞÆ Ô ¶ÍÍ
Õ ¯Çà Ü¯ð ¶  ñÅÖ ´¯ð ¶  îé° é Ô ¯ð ¶ÍÍÕ ¯Çà Ü¯ð ¶  ñÅÖ ´¯ð ¶  îé° é Ô ¯ð ¶ÍÍÕ ¯Çà Ü¯ð ¶  ñÅÖ ´¯ð ¶  îé° é Ô ¯ð ¶ÍÍÕ ¯Çà Ü¯ð ¶  ñÅÖ ´¯ð ¶  îé° é Ô ¯ð ¶ÍÍÕ ¯Çà Ü¯ð ¶  ñÅÖ ´¯ð ¶  îé° é Ô ¯ð ¶ÍÍ
êð Ë êð Ë ÔÆ ÕÀ° «ÞÆ Ô ¶¨êð Ë êð Ë ÔÆ ÕÀ° «ÞÆ Ô ¶¨êð Ë êð Ë ÔÆ ÕÀ° «ÞÆ Ô ¶¨êð Ë êð Ë ÔÆ ÕÀ° «ÞÆ Ô ¶¨êð Ë êð Ë ÔÆ ÕÀ° «ÞÆ Ô ¶¨ AMg  - BAC - BAC - BAC - BAC - BAC

Man goes about abroad doing great deeds; goes in the
womb of  the earth, mines and oceans. He flies in the skies
and climbs mountains. His desires are not satisfied. The
hunger of the body can be satisfied but not that of mind.
His mind does not become stable -

“He longs for more and more.”

............êðË êðË ÔÆ ÕÀ° «ÞÆ Ô¶¨............êðË êðË ÔÆ ÕÀ° «ÞÆ Ô¶¨............êðË êðË ÔÆ ÕÀ° «ÞÆ Ô¶¨............êðË êðË ÔÆ ÕÀ° «ÞÆ Ô¶¨............êðË êðË ÔÆ ÕÀ° «ÞÆ Ô¶¨      AMg  - BAC - BAC - BAC - BAC - BAC
The desires do not end. Life ends and man departs and

he is confronted with further pain -
“Another pain is of the fear of strong attack of the death’s
myrmidon.”

ÇÂÕ¹ ç ¹Ö ¹  ÃÕåòÅð ÜîçÈå¨ÇÂÕ¹ ç ¹Ö ¹  ÃÕåòÅð ÜîçÈå¨ÇÂÕ¹ ç ¹Ö ¹  ÃÕåòÅð ÜîçÈå¨ÇÂÕ¹ ç ¹Ö ¹  ÃÕåòÅð ÜîçÈå¨ÇÂÕ¹ ç ¹Ö ¹  ÃÕåòÅð ÜîçÈå¨                AMg  - ABEF - ABEF - ABEF - ABEF - ABEF
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Man faces myrmidons of  death. They tell him that he
is in their clutches because he did not meditate on the Name
of God during his life. They who do so are honoured in the
Court of God.

“None shall address you rudely in God’s Court. All shall
welcome thee saying, “Come, be seated”.

ð¶ ð ¶  çð×Ô ÕÔË é Õ¯À ±¨ð ¶ ð ¶  çð×Ô ÕÔË é Õ¯À ±¨ð ¶ ð ¶  çð×Ô ÕÔË é Õ¯À ±¨ð ¶ ð ¶  çð×Ô ÕÔË é Õ¯À ±¨ð ¶ ð ¶  çð×Ô ÕÔË é Õ¯À ±¨
ÁÅÀ° ì Ëá ° ÁÅçð¹ Ã ¹í ç¶À ±¨ÁÅÀ° ì Ëá ° ÁÅçð¹ Ã ¹í ç¶À ±¨ÁÅÀ° ì Ëá ° ÁÅçð¹ Ã ¹í ç¶À ±¨ÁÅÀ° ì Ëá ° ÁÅçð¹ Ã ¹í ç¶À ±¨ÁÅÀ° ì Ëá ° ÁÅçð¹ Ã ¹í ç¶À ±¨ AMg  - BEB - BEB - BEB - BEB - BEB

Those who go without the treasure of the Name of God are
tortured -

“In this wondrous world forest there is tumult and confusion
and shrieks resound on the high ways.”

ìÅÇð ÇòâÅéóË Ô ¹ ¿îÃ è ¹ ¿îÃ Õ±ÕÅ êÂÆÁÅ ðÅÔÆÍÍìÅÇð ÇòâÅéóË Ô ¹ ¿îÃ è ¹ ¿îÃ Õ±ÕÅ êÂÆÁÅ ðÅÔÆÍÍìÅÇð ÇòâÅéóË Ô ¹ ¿îÃ è ¹ ¿îÃ Õ±ÕÅ êÂÆÁÅ ðÅÔÆÍÍìÅÇð ÇòâÅéóË Ô ¹ ¿îÃ è ¹ ¿îÃ Õ±ÕÅ êÂÆÁÅ ðÅÔÆÍÍìÅÇð ÇòâÅéóË Ô ¹ ¿îÃ è ¹ ¿îÃ Õ±ÕÅ êÂÆÁÅ ðÅÔÆÍÍ
AMg  - EB@ - EB@ - EB@ - EB@ - EB@

They go crying. They also say, “You have spoiled your
life. You also know that you have already passed through 84
lac species by becoming dog, cat, snake, swine, cattle and
buffalo. You just see the species through which you did not
(pass).”

“We assumed the forms of numerous trees and plants and
many a times we were born as beasts.”

Õ¶å¶ ð ¹Ö ÇìðÖ Ôî ÚÆé¶ Õ ¶å ¶ êÃÈ À °êÅÂ ¶ÍÍÕ¶å ¶ ð ¹Ö ÇìðÖ Ôî ÚÆé¶ Õ ¶å ¶ êÃÈ À °êÅÂ ¶ÍÍÕ¶å ¶ ð ¹Ö ÇìðÖ Ôî ÚÆé¶ Õ ¶å ¶ êÃÈ À °êÅÂ ¶ÍÍÕ¶å ¶ ð ¹Ö ÇìðÖ Ôî ÚÆé¶ Õ ¶å ¶ êÃÈ À °êÅÂ ¶ÍÍÕ¶å ¶ ð ¹Ö ÇìðÖ Ôî ÚÆé¶ Õ ¶å ¶ êÃÈ À °êÅÂ ¶ÍÍ AMg  - AEF - AEF - AEF - AEF - AEF
We became tree, plant and beast -

“We entered the family of serpents and many times we were
flown as birds.”

Õ¶å¶ éÅ× Õ°ñÆ îÇÔ ÁÅÂ¶...........¨Õ¶å¶ éÅ× Õ°ñÆ îÇÔ ÁÅÂ¶...........¨Õ¶å¶ éÅ× Õ°ñÆ îÇÔ ÁÅÂ¶...........¨Õ¶å¶ éÅ× Õ°ñÆ îÇÔ ÁÅÂ¶...........¨Õ¶å¶ éÅ× Õ°ñÆ îÇÔ ÁÅÂ¶...........¨ AMg  - AEF - AEF - AEF - AEF - AEF
At certain places we became reptiles without legs -

“Somewhere flew with feathers.”

............Õ¶å¶ ê ³Ö À°âÅÂ¶¨............Õ¶å¶ ê ³Ö À°âÅÂ¶¨............Õ¶å¶ ê ³Ö À°âÅÂ¶¨............Õ¶å¶ ê ³Ö À°âÅÂ¶¨............Õ¶å¶ ê ³Ö À°âÅÂ¶¨ AMg  - AEF - AEF - AEF - AEF - AEF
Man makes the confession before the Yamas that he had been,
no doubt, warned by the holy saints. Still he did not recite
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the Name of God. Consequently he is tortured and beaten -
“The pervese person is the field of sorrow.
He sows sorrow and eats sorrow. In pain he is born, in pain
he dies and in taking pride, his life passes away.”

îéî¹Ö ¹ ç ¹Ö ÕÅ Ö ¶å ° Ô Ë  ç ¹Ö ¹  ìÆÜ¶ ç ¹Ö ¹  ÖÅÇÂ¨îéî¹Ö ¹ ç ¹Ö ÕÅ Ö ¶å ° Ô Ë  ç ¹Ö ¹  ìÆÜ¶ ç ¹Ö ¹  ÖÅÇÂ¨îéî¹Ö ¹ ç ¹Ö ÕÅ Ö ¶å ° Ô Ë  ç ¹Ö ¹  ìÆÜ¶ ç ¹Ö ¹  ÖÅÇÂ¨îéî¹Ö ¹ ç ¹Ö ÕÅ Ö ¶å ° Ô Ë  ç ¹Ö ¹  ìÆÜ¶ ç ¹Ö ¹  ÖÅÇÂ¨îéî¹Ö ¹ ç ¹Ö ÕÅ Ö ¶å ° Ô Ë  ç ¹Ö ¹  ìÆÜ¶ ç ¹Ö ¹  ÖÅÇÂ¨
ç¹Ö ÇòÇÚ Ü¿î Ë ç ¹ÇÖ îðË ÔÀ°î Ë Õðå ÇòÔÅÇÂ¨ç¹Ö ÇòÇÚ Ü¿î Ë ç ¹ÇÖ îðË ÔÀ°î Ë Õðå ÇòÔÅÇÂ¨ç¹Ö ÇòÇÚ Ü¿î Ë ç ¹ÇÖ îðË ÔÀ°î Ë Õðå ÇòÔÅÇÂ¨ç¹Ö ÇòÇÚ Ü¿î Ë ç ¹ÇÖ îðË ÔÀ°î Ë Õðå ÇòÔÅÇÂ¨ç¹Ö ÇòÇÚ Ü¿î Ë ç ¹ÇÖ îðË ÔÀ°î Ë Õðå ÇòÔÅÇÂ¨ AMg  - IDG - IDG - IDG - IDG - IDG
The ego centric is born; then he dies
He suffers blows again and again in the cycle of eighty four.
As many as the hells, in so many the perverse person suffers
pain while the Guru-ward is affected not even a bit by
them.”
îéî¹ÇÖ ÁÅòË îéî¹ÇÖ ÜÅòË¨ îéî¹ÇÖ ÇëÇð ÇëÇð Ú¯àÅ ÖÅòË¨îéî¹ÇÖ ÁÅòË îéî¹ÇÖ ÜÅòË¨ îéî¹ÇÖ ÇëÇð ÇëÇð Ú¯àÅ ÖÅòË¨îéî¹ÇÖ ÁÅòË îéî¹ÇÖ ÜÅòË¨ îéî¹ÇÖ ÇëÇð ÇëÇð Ú¯àÅ ÖÅòË¨îéî¹ÇÖ ÁÅòË îéî¹ÇÖ ÜÅòË¨ îéî¹ÇÖ ÇëÇð ÇëÇð Ú¯àÅ ÖÅòË¨îéî¹ÇÖ ÁÅòË îéî¹ÇÖ ÜÅòË¨ îéî¹ÇÖ ÇëÇð ÇëÇð Ú¯àÅ ÖÅòË¨
ÇÜåé¶ éðÕ Ã¶ îéî¹ÇÖ í ¯×Ë ×¹ðî ¹ÇÖ ñ¶ê ¹  é îÅÃÅ Ô ¶¨ÇÜåé¶ éðÕ Ã¶ îéî¹ÇÖ í ¯×Ë ×¹ðî ¹ÇÖ ñ¶ê ¹  é îÅÃÅ Ô ¶¨ÇÜåé¶ éðÕ Ã¶ îéî¹ÇÖ í ¯×Ë ×¹ðî ¹ÇÖ ñ¶ê ¹  é îÅÃÅ Ô ¶¨ÇÜåé¶ éðÕ Ã¶ îéî¹ÇÖ í ¯×Ë ×¹ðî ¹ÇÖ ñ¶ê ¹  é îÅÃÅ Ô ¶¨ÇÜåé¶ éðÕ Ã¶ îéî¹ÇÖ í ¯×Ë ×¹ðî ¹ÇÖ ñ¶ê ¹  é îÅÃÅ Ô ¶¨

     AMg  - A@GC - A@GC - A@GC - A@GC - A@GC
His Holiness says that the egocentric has to go to all the
hells and suffer unbearable there pain. The pain of death is
ineffable. All have to face this pain - king or man of highest
status -

“Kabir bad is the death’s club that can be endured not. I
have met with a saint and he has attached me to his skirt.”

ÕìÆð Üî¹ ÕÅ á¶ º×Å ì ¹ðÅ Ô Ë úÔ¹ éÔÆ ÃÇÔÁÅ ÜÅÇÂ¨ÕìÆð Üî¹ ÕÅ á¶ º×Å ì ¹ðÅ Ô Ë úÔ¹ éÔÆ ÃÇÔÁÅ ÜÅÇÂ¨ÕìÆð Üî¹ ÕÅ á¶ º×Å ì ¹ðÅ Ô Ë úÔ¹ éÔÆ ÃÇÔÁÅ ÜÅÇÂ¨ÕìÆð Üî¹ ÕÅ á¶ º×Å ì ¹ðÅ Ô Ë úÔ¹ éÔÆ ÃÇÔÁÅ ÜÅÇÂ¨ÕìÆð Üî¹ ÕÅ á¶ º×Å ì ¹ðÅ Ô Ë úÔ¹ éÔÆ ÃÇÔÁÅ ÜÅÇÂ¨
Â¶Õ ° Ü ¹ ÃÅè È î ¯ ÇÔ ÇîÇñú ÇåÇé ñÆÁÅ Á³ÚÇñ ñÅÇÂÍÍÂ ¶Õ ° Ü ¹ ÃÅè È î ¯ ÇÔ ÇîÇñú ÇåÇé ñÆÁÅ Á³ÚÇñ ñÅÇÂÍÍÂ ¶Õ ° Ü ¹ ÃÅè È î ¯ ÇÔ ÇîÇñú ÇåÇé ñÆÁÅ Á³ÚÇñ ñÅÇÂÍÍÂ ¶Õ ° Ü ¹ ÃÅè È î ¯ ÇÔ ÇîÇñú ÇåÇé ñÆÁÅ Á³ÚÇñ ñÅÇÂÍÍÂ ¶Õ ° Ü ¹ ÃÅè È î ¯ ÇÔ ÇîÇñú ÇåÇé ñÆÁÅ Á³ÚÇñ ñÅÇÂÍÍ

               AMg  - ACFH - ACFH - ACFH - ACFH - ACFH
The pain of  the death’s club is equivalent to the pain

of 400 cuts of a sword at the same place or the pain of
the stinging of  one hundred scorpions simultaneously. It is
said we have to face this unbearable pain but they would be
honoured in the Court of God who have meditated on the
Name of God -

“Blessed, blessed, will every one call thee.
Thy face shall be bright in that God’s Court.”

è¿Çé è ¿Çé ÕÔË Ãí¹ Õ ¯ÇÂÍÍè ¿Çé è ¿Çé ÕÔË Ãí¹ Õ ¯ÇÂÍÍè ¿Çé è ¿Çé ÕÔË Ãí¹ Õ ¯ÇÂÍÍè ¿Çé è ¿Çé ÕÔË Ãí¹ Õ ¯ÇÂÍÍè ¿Çé è ¿Çé ÕÔË Ãí¹ Õ ¯ÇÂÍÍ
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î¹Ö À±Üñ ÔÇð çð×Ô Ã¯ÇÂÍÍî ¹Ö À±Üñ ÔÇð çð×Ô Ã¯ÇÂÍÍî ¹Ö À±Üñ ÔÇð çð×Ô Ã¯ÇÂÍÍî ¹Ö À±Üñ ÔÇð çð×Ô Ã¯ÇÂÍÍî ¹Ö À±Üñ ÔÇð çð×Ô Ã¯ÇÂÍÍ                     AMg  - BHC - BHC - BHC - BHC - BHC
But unfortunately we do not realize this truth. We love

this world as sweet and don’t believe in the world hereafter.
Like fools we say we will see when such time comes. The
wise do not dismiss this significant issue like this. Suppose a
man is suffering from cancer and the doctors tell him that
he cannot recover. He is sure to die, so he can do something
virtuous and give in charity. But the patient says he would
do when death comes. Such a person is a great fool. Guru Ji
says -

“The human beings come to the world but sans knowing
God, they are like animals and beasts. Nanak, he alone
knows the Lord, through the Guru, who has good destiny
recorded on his forehead.”

ÁÅòé ÁÅÂ¶ ÇÃ ÌÃÇà îÇÔ Çìé¹ ì ÈÞ ¶  êÃ ¹ ã ¯ð¨ÁÅòé ÁÅÂ¶ ÇÃ ÌÃÇà îÇÔ Çìé¹ ì ÈÞ ¶  êÃ ¹ ã ¯ð¨ÁÅòé ÁÅÂ¶ ÇÃ ÌÃÇà îÇÔ Çìé¹ ì ÈÞ ¶  êÃ ¹ ã ¯ð¨ÁÅòé ÁÅÂ¶ ÇÃ ÌÃÇà îÇÔ Çìé¹ ì ÈÞ ¶  êÃ ¹ ã ¯ð¨ÁÅòé ÁÅÂ¶ ÇÃ ÌÃÇà îÇÔ Çìé¹ ì ÈÞ ¶  êÃ ¹ ã ¯ð¨
éÅéÕ ×¹ðî ¹ÇÖ Ã ¯ ì ¹Þ Ë  ÜÅ Õ Ë íÅ× îæ¯ð¨éÅéÕ ×¹ðî ¹ÇÖ Ã ¯ ì ¹Þ Ë  ÜÅ Õ Ë íÅ× îæ¯ð¨éÅéÕ ×¹ðî ¹ÇÖ Ã ¯ ì ¹Þ Ë  ÜÅ Õ Ë íÅ× îæ¯ð¨éÅéÕ ×¹ðî ¹ÇÖ Ã ¯ ì ¹Þ Ë  ÜÅ Õ Ë íÅ× îæ¯ð¨éÅéÕ ×¹ðî ¹ÇÖ Ã ¯ ì ¹Þ Ë  ÜÅ Õ Ë íÅ× îæ¯ð¨ AMg  - BEA - BEA - BEA - BEA - BEA

What a pity if man could not know the reality and
behaved like a donkey and beast. So His Holiness cautions
man to understand the true aim of  his coming to the world.
Otherwise his coming to this world shall be futile -

“They, who did not contemplate on such a Name of God, why
did they come in this world? Very difficult to obtain is this
human birth and without the Name, it all goes in vain.
Now, in the opportune season, man, sows not God’s Name.
What will the hungry eat thereafter? The wayward are born
again. Such is the will of God, O Nanak.”

ÇÜéÆ ÁËÃÅ ÔÇð éÅî ¹ é Ú¶ÇåúÇÜéÆ ÁËÃÅ ÔÇð éÅî ¹ é Ú¶ÇåúÇÜéÆ ÁËÃÅ ÔÇð éÅî ¹ é Ú¶ÇåúÇÜéÆ ÁËÃÅ ÔÇð éÅî ¹ é Ú¶ÇåúÇÜéÆ ÁËÃÅ ÔÇð éÅî ¹ é Ú¶Çåú
Ã¶ ÕÅÔ ¶ ÜÇ× ÁÅÂ¶ ðÅî ðÅÜ¶¨Ã ¶ ÕÅÔ ¶ ÜÇ× ÁÅÂ¶ ðÅî ðÅÜ¶¨Ã ¶ ÕÅÔ ¶ ÜÇ× ÁÅÂ¶ ðÅî ðÅÜ¶¨Ã ¶ ÕÅÔ ¶ ÜÇ× ÁÅÂ¶ ðÅî ðÅÜ¶¨Ã ¶ ÕÅÔ ¶ ÜÇ× ÁÅÂ¶ ðÅî ðÅÜ¶¨
ÇÂÔ¹ îÅäÃ Üéî¹ ç ¹¦í¹ Ô Ë  éÅî ÇìéÅ ÇìðæÅ Ãí¹ ÜÅÂ ¶ÍÍÇÂÔ¹ îÅäÃ Üéî¹ ç ¹¦í¹ Ô Ë  éÅî ÇìéÅ ÇìðæÅ Ãí¹ ÜÅÂ ¶ÍÍÇÂÔ¹ îÅäÃ Üéî¹ ç ¹¦í¹ Ô Ë  éÅî ÇìéÅ ÇìðæÅ Ãí¹ ÜÅÂ ¶ÍÍÇÂÔ¹ îÅäÃ Üéî¹ ç ¹¦í¹ Ô Ë  éÅî ÇìéÅ ÇìðæÅ Ãí¹ ÜÅÂ ¶ÍÍÇÂÔ¹ îÅäÃ Üéî¹ ç ¹¦í¹ Ô Ë  éÅî ÇìéÅ ÇìðæÅ Ãí¹ ÜÅÂ ¶ÍÍ
Ô ¹ Çä òåË ÔÇð éÅî ¹ é ìÆÇÜú Á×Ë í ¹ÖÅ ÇÕÁÅ ÖÅÂ ¶ÍÍÔ ¹ Çä òåË ÔÇð éÅî ¹ é ìÆÇÜú Á×Ë í ¹ÖÅ ÇÕÁÅ ÖÅÂ ¶ÍÍÔ ¹ Çä òåË ÔÇð éÅî ¹ é ìÆÇÜú Á×Ë í ¹ÖÅ ÇÕÁÅ ÖÅÂ ¶ÍÍÔ ¹ Çä òåË ÔÇð éÅî ¹ é ìÆÇÜú Á×Ë í ¹ÖÅ ÇÕÁÅ ÖÅÂ ¶ÍÍÔ ¹ Çä òåË ÔÇð éÅî ¹ é ìÆÇÜú Á×Ë í ¹ÖÅ ÇÕÁÅ ÖÅÂ ¶ÍÍ
îéî¹ÖÅ é ¯ ÇëÇð Üéî¹ Ô Ë  éÅéÕ ÔÇð íÅÂ ¶¨îéî¹ÖÅ é ¯ ÇëÇð Üéî¹ Ô Ë  éÅéÕ ÔÇð íÅÂ ¶¨îéî¹ÖÅ é ¯ ÇëÇð Üéî¹ Ô Ë  éÅéÕ ÔÇð íÅÂ ¶¨îéî¹ÖÅ é ¯ ÇëÇð Üéî¹ Ô Ë  éÅéÕ ÔÇð íÅÂ ¶¨îéî¹ÖÅ é ¯ ÇëÇð Üéî¹ Ô Ë  éÅéÕ ÔÇð íÅÂ ¶¨ AMg  - DE@ - DE@ - DE@ - DE@ - DE@

Guru Ji says, “You have not attended the company of
holy saints. They preach the true message of  God day and
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night at the top of their voice.” Man says, “He does not have
spare time”. Guru, the Emperor, says that those who have
meditated on the Name of  God, hailed their Guru and
Gursikhs and addressed them with love, they shall be
honoured in the Court of God” -

“If someone pays homage to them, then the death’s Courier
summons him not for interrogation.”

Ü¶ Õ ¯ ÜÆÀ° ÕÔË úéÅ ÕÀ° Üî ÕÆ åñì é Ô ¯ÂÆÍÍÜ¶ Õ ¯ ÜÆÀ° ÕÔË úéÅ ÕÀ° Üî ÕÆ åñì é Ô ¯ÂÆÍÍÜ¶ Õ ¯ ÜÆÀ° ÕÔË úéÅ ÕÀ° Üî ÕÆ åñì é Ô ¯ÂÆÍÍÜ¶ Õ ¯ ÜÆÀ° ÕÔË úéÅ ÕÀ° Üî ÕÆ åñì é Ô ¯ÂÆÍÍÜ¶ Õ ¯ ÜÆÀ° ÕÔË úéÅ ÕÀ° Üî ÕÆ åñì é Ô ¯ÂÆÍÍ
AMg  - ACBH - ACBH - ACBH - ACBH - ACBH

There was a saint during the ministry of  the sixth Guru.
Guru Ji was going to meet Baba Budha Ji whose end was
near. He had sent the message to Guru Ji that he had to
leave his mortal body. Guru Ji stayed at Lahore while on his
way to Baba Buddha Ji. There a saint, named Jalhan came,
to meet him. He was a realized soul. Once he thought to
get away from the people thronging him for their worldly
desires. They neither meditated nor talked about meditation.
The saint left that place secretly and engaged himself as
labourer with a rich man. Many other labourers also worked
with him.

The manager of the rich man misappropriated the share
of  the labourers. He used to get six rupees for each labourer
from the rich man and paid only four rupees. He asked the
saint to disclose his name. He said, “My name is, Jalhan Ji”.
He used to call the saint and said, “Jalhan Ji! you come and
get your money.” At the time of  marking attendance, he would
announce, “Is Jalhan Ji, present?” “Yes, sir! came the prompt
reply from the saint.” The Munshi (manager) treated the other
labourers quite rudely. On the other hand Jalhan Ji would sit
calmly and attend to the duty on his asking. One day Jalhan
Ji was sitting in meditation when he heard someone weeping
with his subtle body and asked the couriers of death as to
whom they were taking away. They said, “A man has died.
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We are taking his soul.” The saint said, “Why are you beating
him?” They replied, “He has committed vicious deeds and
sins in the whole of  his life. We are, therefore, beating him
here. Next we will bind him and beat him more.” On this
the holy saint saw the soul and identified him. He said, “He
is our Babu,the manager. Do not beat him.” The couriers
replied, “Maharaj! we have been told that this soul has all
sins to his credit. He did not do a single virtuous deed. So
we have been ordered to carry him beating.” The holy saint
dissuaded them from beating the soul and accompanied them
to Dharam Raj (god of righteousness). The holy saint said to
Dharam Raj, “Why have you given order for the beating of
this soul?” Dharam Raj said, “Baba Ji! he has committed sins”.
Guru Granth Ji says that saying of  the Sadhus is respected
in the Court of God -

“He, whose word is accepted in Lord’s Court, whom does he
care for?”

ÜÅ ÕÅ ÕÇÔÁÅ çð×Ô ÚñË¨ÜÅ ÕÅ ÕÇÔÁÅ çð×Ô ÚñË¨ÜÅ ÕÅ ÕÇÔÁÅ çð×Ô ÚñË¨ÜÅ ÕÅ ÕÇÔÁÅ çð×Ô ÚñË¨ÜÅ ÕÅ ÕÇÔÁÅ çð×Ô ÚñË¨
Ã¯ ÇÕÃ ÕÀ° éçÇð ñË ÁÅòË åñËÍÍÃ ¯ ÇÕÃ ÕÀ° éçÇð ñË ÁÅòË åñËÍÍÃ ¯ ÇÕÃ ÕÀ° éçÇð ñË ÁÅòË åñËÍÍÃ ¯ ÇÕÃ ÕÀ° éçÇð ñË ÁÅòË åñËÍÍÃ ¯ ÇÕÃ ÕÀ° éçÇð ñË ÁÅòË åñËÍÍ AMg  - AHF - AHF - AHF - AHF - AHF

The word of the kings is not respected there. Only the
Sadhus are respected. The kings stand a-begging on their doors.
The saint said, “At present the writ of  Guru Nanak runs in
all the realms and universes. Writs issued before him stand
nullified." Hearing this, Dharam Raj (god of righteousness)
desired to know the command of  Guru Nanak Ji. In reply
the holy saint said -

“If someone pays homage to them, the Saints, then the death’s
courier summons him not for interrogation.”

Ü¶ Õ ¯ ÜÆÀ° ÕÔË úéÅ ÕÀ° Üî ÕÆ åñì é Ô ¯ÂÆÍÍÜ¶ Õ ¯ ÜÆÀ° ÕÔË úéÅ ÕÀ° Üî ÕÆ åñì é Ô ¯ÂÆÍÍÜ¶ Õ ¯ ÜÆÀ° ÕÔË úéÅ ÕÀ° Üî ÕÆ åñì é Ô ¯ÂÆÍÍÜ¶ Õ ¯ ÜÆÀ° ÕÔË úéÅ ÕÀ° Üî ÕÆ åñì é Ô ¯ÂÆÍÍÜ¶ Õ ¯ ÜÆÀ° ÕÔË úéÅ ÕÀ° Üî ÕÆ åñì é Ô ¯ÂÆÍÍ
AMg  - ACBH - ACBH - ACBH - ACBH - ACBH

The man who addresses the saints with respect, gets the
benefit. There are also people who hate the very sight of
saints. But the saints are hostile to none. They sincerely pray
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-
“Blest by Nanak, the Guru, may our spirits be ever in the
ascendancy. O God, may the whole world be blest in Thy
Will and mercy.”

éÅéÕ éÅî Úó·çÆ ÕñÅ å¶ð ¶  íÅä¶ Ãðì¼å ÕÅ íñÅÍéÅéÕ éÅî Úó·çÆ ÕñÅ å¶ð ¶  íÅä¶ Ãðì¼å ÕÅ íñÅÍéÅéÕ éÅî Úó·çÆ ÕñÅ å¶ð ¶  íÅä¶ Ãðì¼å ÕÅ íñÅÍéÅéÕ éÅî Úó·çÆ ÕñÅ å¶ð ¶  íÅä¶ Ãðì¼å ÕÅ íñÅÍéÅéÕ éÅî Úó·çÆ ÕñÅ å¶ð ¶  íÅä¶ Ãðì¼å ÕÅ íñÅÍ
The saints wish well of the sinners even. They advise

them to have understanding of  the Name of  God in true
spirit. They pray for the drunkards and dishonest people that
God may help them to leave the evil habits. Jalhan Ji said,
“He respectfully behaved with me. Guru Nanak has said that
anyone who receives the saints with honour and salutes them
reverently should not be harassed by the Yamas. Guru the
Emperor, says that like these people those are also honoured
in the Court of  God who do the meditation sincerely. Guru
Ji, therefore questions man as to why he does not engage
himself in meditation." Without that his human life shall be
futile -

“They, who did not contemplate on such a Name of God, why
did they come in this world. Very difficult to obtain is the
human birth and without the Name, it all goes in vain.
Now is the opportune season, man sows not God’s Name.
What will the hungry eat, thereafter? The wayward are born
again. Such is the will of God, O Nanak.”

ÇÜéÆ ÁËÃÅ ÔÇð éÅî ¹ é Ú¶ÇåúÇÜéÆ ÁËÃÅ ÔÇð éÅî ¹ é Ú¶ÇåúÇÜéÆ ÁËÃÅ ÔÇð éÅî ¹ é Ú¶ÇåúÇÜéÆ ÁËÃÅ ÔÇð éÅî ¹ é Ú¶ÇåúÇÜéÆ ÁËÃÅ ÔÇð éÅî ¹ é Ú¶Çåú
Ã¶ ÕÅÔ ¶ ÜÇ× ÁÅÂ¶ ðÅî ðÅÜ¶¨Ã ¶ ÕÅÔ ¶ ÜÇ× ÁÅÂ¶ ðÅî ðÅÜ¶¨Ã ¶ ÕÅÔ ¶ ÜÇ× ÁÅÂ¶ ðÅî ðÅÜ¶¨Ã ¶ ÕÅÔ ¶ ÜÇ× ÁÅÂ¶ ðÅî ðÅÜ¶¨Ã ¶ ÕÅÔ ¶ ÜÇ× ÁÅÂ¶ ðÅî ðÅÜ¶¨
ÇÂÔ¹ îÅäÃ Üéî¹ ç ¹¦í¹ Ô Ë  éÅî ÇìéÅ ÇìðæÅ Ãí¹ ÜÅÂ ¶ÍÍÇÂÔ¹ îÅäÃ Üéî¹ ç ¹¦í¹ Ô Ë  éÅî ÇìéÅ ÇìðæÅ Ãí¹ ÜÅÂ ¶ÍÍÇÂÔ¹ îÅäÃ Üéî¹ ç ¹¦í¹ Ô Ë  éÅî ÇìéÅ ÇìðæÅ Ãí¹ ÜÅÂ ¶ÍÍÇÂÔ¹ îÅäÃ Üéî¹ ç ¹¦í¹ Ô Ë  éÅî ÇìéÅ ÇìðæÅ Ãí¹ ÜÅÂ ¶ÍÍÇÂÔ¹ îÅäÃ Üéî¹ ç ¹¦í¹ Ô Ë  éÅî ÇìéÅ ÇìðæÅ Ãí¹ ÜÅÂ ¶ÍÍ
Ô ¹Çä òåË ÔÇð éÅî ¹ é ìÆÇÜú Á×Ë í ¹ÖÅ ÇÕÁÅ ÖÅÂ ¶¨Ô ¹Çä òåË ÔÇð éÅî ¹ é ìÆÇÜú Á×Ë í ¹ÖÅ ÇÕÁÅ ÖÅÂ ¶¨Ô ¹Çä òåË ÔÇð éÅî ¹ é ìÆÇÜú Á×Ë í ¹ÖÅ ÇÕÁÅ ÖÅÂ ¶¨Ô ¹Çä òåË ÔÇð éÅî ¹ é ìÆÇÜú Á×Ë í ¹ÖÅ ÇÕÁÅ ÖÅÂ ¶¨Ô ¹Çä òåË ÔÇð éÅî ¹ é ìÆÇÜú Á×Ë í ¹ÖÅ ÇÕÁÅ ÖÅÂ ¶¨
îéî¹ÖÅ é ¯ ÇëÇð Üéî¹ Ô Ë  éÅéÕ ÔÇð íÅÂ ¶¨îéî¹ÖÅ é ¯ ÇëÇð Üéî¹ Ô Ë  éÅéÕ ÔÇð íÅÂ ¶¨îéî¹ÖÅ é ¯ ÇëÇð Üéî¹ Ô Ë  éÅéÕ ÔÇð íÅÂ ¶¨îéî¹ÖÅ é ¯ ÇëÇð Üéî¹ Ô Ë  éÅéÕ ÔÇð íÅÂ ¶¨îéî¹ÖÅ é ¯ ÇëÇð Üéî¹ Ô Ë  éÅéÕ ÔÇð íÅÂ ¶¨ AMg  - DE@ - DE@ - DE@ - DE@ - DE@

Man takes the plea that he nourishes the children born
to him. Animals also reproduce and nourish their children.
The birds also reproduce progeny. They don’t have stores of
grain. They rely on day to day feeding. They believe in God.
No bird is ever seen dying with starvation. God provides
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them with their sustenance daily -
“I am a sacrifice unto those birds which live in the woods,
O Farid.”
For they peck at roots, live on the ground and leave not the
Lord’s side.”

ëðÆçÅ ÔÀ° ìÇñÔÅðÆ Çåé© ê ³ÖÆÁÅëðÆçÅ ÔÀ° ìÇñÔÅðÆ Çåé© ê ³ÖÆÁÅëðÆçÅ ÔÀ° ìÇñÔÅðÆ Çåé© ê ³ÖÆÁÅëðÆçÅ ÔÀ° ìÇñÔÅðÆ Çåé© ê ³ÖÆÁÅëðÆçÅ ÔÀ° ìÇñÔÅðÆ Çåé© ê ³ÖÆÁÅ
Ü¿×Çñ ÇÜ¿éÅ ©  òÅÃ ¹¨Ü¿×Çñ ÇÜ¿éÅ ©  òÅÃ ¹¨Ü¿×Çñ ÇÜ¿éÅ ©  òÅÃ ¹¨Ü¿×Çñ ÇÜ¿éÅ ©  òÅÃ ¹¨Ü¿×Çñ ÇÜ¿éÅ ©  òÅÃ ¹¨
ÕÕð¹ Ú ¹×Çé æÇñ òÃÇéÕÕð¹ Ú ¹×Çé æÇñ òÃÇéÕÕð¹ Ú ¹×Çé æÇñ òÃÇéÕÕð¹ Ú ¹×Çé æÇñ òÃÇéÕÕð¹ Ú ¹×Çé æÇñ òÃÇé
ðì é Û¯âÇé êÅÃ ¹¨ðì é Û¯âÇé êÅÃ ¹¨ðì é Û¯âÇé êÅÃ ¹¨ðì é Û¯âÇé êÅÃ ¹¨ðì é Û¯âÇé êÅÃ ¹¨ AMg  - ACHC - ACHC - ACHC - ACHC - ACHC
“Why dost thou O mind! think of enterprises, when Revered
God Himself is engaged in Thy care. In the rocks and stones
He has created beings. Their sustenance He puts before
them.”

ÕÅÔ¶ ð ¶  îé ÇÚåòÇÔ À°çî¹ÕÅÔ ¶ ð ¶  îé ÇÚåòÇÔ À°çî¹ÕÅÔ ¶ ð ¶  îé ÇÚåòÇÔ À°çî¹ÕÅÔ ¶ ð ¶  îé ÇÚåòÇÔ À°çî¹ÕÅÔ ¶ ð ¶  îé ÇÚåòÇÔ À°çî¹
ÜÅ ÁÅÔÇð ÔÇð ÜÆÀ° êÇðÁÅ¨ÜÅ ÁÅÔÇð ÔÇð ÜÆÀ° êÇðÁÅ¨ÜÅ ÁÅÔÇð ÔÇð ÜÆÀ° êÇðÁÅ¨ÜÅ ÁÅÔÇð ÔÇð ÜÆÀ° êÇðÁÅ¨ÜÅ ÁÅÔÇð ÔÇð ÜÆÀ° êÇðÁÅ¨
ÃËñ êæð îÇÔ Ü¿å À°êÅÂ ¶Ã Ëñ êæð îÇÔ Ü¿å À°êÅÂ ¶Ã Ëñ êæð îÇÔ Ü¿å À°êÅÂ ¶Ã Ëñ êæð îÇÔ Ü¿å À°êÅÂ ¶Ã Ëñ êæð îÇÔ Ü¿å À°êÅÂ ¶
åÅ ÕÅ ÇðÜÕ° ÁÅ×Ë ÕÇð èÇðÁÅ¨åÅ ÕÅ ÇðÜÕ° ÁÅ×Ë ÕÇð èÇðÁÅ¨åÅ ÕÅ ÇðÜÕ° ÁÅ×Ë ÕÇð èÇðÁÅ¨åÅ ÕÅ ÇðÜÕ° ÁÅ×Ë ÕÇð èÇðÁÅ¨åÅ ÕÅ ÇðÜÕ° ÁÅ×Ë ÕÇð èÇðÁÅ¨                AMg  - A@ - A@ - A@ - A@ - A@

The Golden doctrine of  Guru Ji says, “O devotee! you
have come to the world for the meditation of the Name and
with the meditation of the Name, all your pains shall perish.”
Whole of the holy assembly makes efforts to get up early and
take a bath; listens to the Kirtan of  Asa Di Var quite intently.
It is bound to ensure happiness. It is a big gain here and
hereafter where man has to go after death. So, listen, practise
and believe in THE sacred hymns. Search God, who is within.
Holy saints always lend their support in this noble endeavour.
They themselves meditate on the Name and enable others to
follow them. The supreme goal of life is -

“This human body has come to Thy hand.
This is Thy chance to meet the Lord of World.
Other works are of no avail to thee.
Joining the society of saints, contemplate over the Name.
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íÂÆ êðÅêÇå îÅé°Ö ç¶Ô ¹ðÆÁÅ¨íÂÆ êðÅêÇå îÅé°Ö ç¶Ô ¹ðÆÁÅ¨íÂÆ êðÅêÇå îÅé°Ö ç¶Ô ¹ðÆÁÅ¨íÂÆ êðÅêÇå îÅé°Ö ç¶Ô ¹ðÆÁÅ¨íÂÆ êðÅêÇå îÅé°Ö ç¶Ô ¹ðÆÁÅ¨
×¯Çì ¿ç Çîñä ÕÆ ÇÂÔ å¶ðÆ ìðÆÁÅ¨×¯Çì ¿ç Çîñä ÕÆ ÇÂÔ å¶ðÆ ìðÆÁÅ¨×¯Çì ¿ç Çîñä ÕÆ ÇÂÔ å¶ðÆ ìðÆÁÅ¨×¯Çì ¿ç Çîñä ÕÆ ÇÂÔ å¶ðÆ ìðÆÁÅ¨×¯Çì ¿ç Çîñä ÕÆ ÇÂÔ å¶ðÆ ìðÆÁÅ¨
ÁòÇð ÕÅÜ å¶ð Ë  ÇÕåË é ÕÅî¨ÁòÇð ÕÅÜ å¶ð Ë  ÇÕåË é ÕÅî¨ÁòÇð ÕÅÜ å¶ð Ë  ÇÕåË é ÕÅî¨ÁòÇð ÕÅÜ å¶ð Ë  ÇÕåË é ÕÅî¨ÁòÇð ÕÅÜ å¶ð Ë  ÇÕåË é ÕÅî¨
Çî« ÃÅèÃ¿×Çå íÜ¹ Õ ¶òñ éÅî¨Çî« ÃÅèÃ¿×Çå íÜ¹ Õ ¶òñ éÅî¨Çî« ÃÅèÃ¿×Çå íÜ¹ Õ ¶òñ éÅî¨Çî« ÃÅèÃ¿×Çå íÜ¹ Õ ¶òñ éÅî¨Çî« ÃÅèÃ¿×Çå íÜ¹ Õ ¶òñ éÅî¨      AMg  - AB - AB - AB - AB - AB

Recite the Name with tongue, breaths, concentration of
mind and amass the treasures of the Name. Everyone shall
hail us when we depart from this world.
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Discourse - X

With the immense grace of God you have come to
attend the holy assembly in your vehicles, rising early and not
caring for the sleep, when the world is enjoying sound sleep.
You are fully devoted and are enjoying the bliss of  Kirtan
(Holy singing). Amidst the family life you are meditating like
saints. Some of  you have to do labour for the whole day.
Some have to attend office; some do business; some
agriculture; some have to attend to their cows and buffalos
and milk them. You are workers of  several trades. You have
come to attend the holy assembly like the queen, Tara
Lochan, of  King Hari Chand, as described by Bhai Gurdas.
It is due to the result of  your previous deeds. By coming to
the holy assembly, the most important thing to be understood
is that the soul of man has travelled through 83,99,999
species before attaining the human incarnation. Human specie
is action oriented. Man enjoys the fruit of  previous deeds and
sows new deeds in this birth. To enjoy the fruits of  deeds
of  this birth man enters again a long circle of  existences.
Again he has to pass through 84 lac species before obtaining
human incarnation. But man does not remember his past.
However, Guru Ji says about his previous births -

“For several births thou became a worm and a moth.
In several births thou wert an elephant, a fish and a deer.
In several births thou became a bird and a snake.
In several births thou wert yoked as a horse and an ox.
Meet the Lord of the universe. This is the time to meet after a
long time this human body is fashioned."

ÕÂÆ Üéî íÂ¶ ÕÆà êå¿×Å¨ ÕÂÆ Üéî ×Ü îÆé Õ°ð ¿×Å¨ÕÂÆ Üéî íÂ¶ ÕÆà êå¿×Å¨ ÕÂÆ Üéî ×Ü îÆé Õ°ð ¿×Å¨ÕÂÆ Üéî íÂ¶ ÕÆà êå¿×Å¨ ÕÂÆ Üéî ×Ü îÆé Õ°ð ¿×Å¨ÕÂÆ Üéî íÂ¶ ÕÆà êå¿×Å¨ ÕÂÆ Üéî ×Ü îÆé Õ°ð ¿×Å¨ÕÂÆ Üéî íÂ¶ ÕÆà êå¿×Å¨ ÕÂÆ Üéî ×Ü îÆé Õ°ð ¿×Å¨
ÕÂÆ Üéî ê³ÖÆ Ãðê Ô¯ÇÂú¨ ÕÂÆ Üéî ÔËòð ÇìÌÖ Ü¯ÇÂú¨ÕÂÆ Üéî ê³ÖÆ Ãðê Ô¯ÇÂú¨ ÕÂÆ Üéî ÔËòð ÇìÌÖ Ü¯ÇÂú¨ÕÂÆ Üéî ê³ÖÆ Ãðê Ô¯ÇÂú¨ ÕÂÆ Üéî ÔËòð ÇìÌÖ Ü¯ÇÂú¨ÕÂÆ Üéî ê³ÖÆ Ãðê Ô¯ÇÂú¨ ÕÂÆ Üéî ÔËòð ÇìÌÖ Ü¯ÇÂú¨ÕÂÆ Üéî ê³ÖÆ Ãðê Ô¯ÇÂú¨ ÕÂÆ Üéî ÔËòð ÇìÌÖ Ü¯ÇÂú¨
Çî« Ü×çÆÃ Çîñé ÕÆ ìðÆÁÅ¨ ÇÚð¿ÕÅñ ÇÂÔ ç¶Ô Ã¿ÜðÆÁÅ¨Çî« Ü×çÆÃ Çîñé ÕÆ ìðÆÁÅ¨ ÇÚð¿ÕÅñ ÇÂÔ ç¶Ô Ã¿ÜðÆÁÅ¨Çî« Ü×çÆÃ Çîñé ÕÆ ìðÆÁÅ¨ ÇÚð¿ÕÅñ ÇÂÔ ç¶Ô Ã¿ÜðÆÁÅ¨Çî« Ü×çÆÃ Çîñé ÕÆ ìðÆÁÅ¨ ÇÚð¿ÕÅñ ÇÂÔ ç¶Ô Ã¿ÜðÆÁÅ¨Çî« Ü×çÆÃ Çîñé ÕÆ ìðÆÁÅ¨ ÇÚð¿ÕÅñ ÇÂÔ ç¶Ô Ã¿ÜðÆÁÅ¨

               AMg  - AGF - AGF - AGF - AGF - AGF
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Now man has to see as to how he can meet God.
Because this is his supreme purpose achieving human birth.
The solution to this issue is going to the Guru, who alone
can give right guidance about the path to the Lord of the
universe. It is said that the very name of the person without
a Guru should not be mentioned. Because there is no
difference between a person without a Guru and a beast -

“The mortal, who is without the Guru’s instruction, accursed
and contaminated. He is a swine, an ass, a crow and a
snake.”

×¹ð î ³å z ÔÆäÃ Ü¯ ê ÌÅäÆ Çè Ì× ¿å Üéî ízÃàäÔ¨×¹ð î ³å z ÔÆäÃ Ü¯ ê ÌÅäÆ Çè Ì× ¿å Üéî ízÃàäÔ¨×¹ð î ³å z ÔÆäÃ Ü¯ ê ÌÅäÆ Çè Ì× ¿å Üéî ízÃàäÔ¨×¹ð î ³å z ÔÆäÃ Ü¯ ê ÌÅäÆ Çè Ì× ¿å Üéî ízÃàäÔ¨×¹ð î ³å z ÔÆäÃ Ü¯ ê ÌÅäÆ Çè Ì× ¿å Üéî ízÃàäÔ¨
Õ±ÕðÔ Ã ÈÕðÔ ×ðèíÔ ÕÅÕÔ ÃðêéÔ å°Çñ ÖñÔ¨Õ±ÕðÔ Ã ÈÕðÔ ×ðèíÔ ÕÅÕÔ ÃðêéÔ å°Çñ ÖñÔ¨Õ±ÕðÔ Ã ÈÕðÔ ×ðèíÔ ÕÅÕÔ ÃðêéÔ å°Çñ ÖñÔ¨Õ±ÕðÔ Ã ÈÕðÔ ×ðèíÔ ÕÅÕÔ ÃðêéÔ å°Çñ ÖñÔ¨Õ±ÕðÔ Ã ÈÕðÔ ×ðèíÔ ÕÅÕÔ ÃðêéÔ å°Çñ ÖñÔ¨

AMg - ACEF - ACEF - ACEF - ACEF - ACEF
The person without the Guru is like dog, cat, swine,

snake, ass and crow. It is wrong to call him man just because
he has come to this world.

So, first of  all, man must adopt a Guru. He guides man
to engage himself in praise of God while in the holy
assembly -

“Singing of God’s praise in the saint’s society is the highest of
all the deeds.
Says Nanak, he alone obtains it, who is predestined to
receive it.’

ÔÇð ÕÆðÇå ÃÅèÃ¿×Çå Ô Ë ÇÃÇð Õðîé ÕË ÕðîÅ¨ÔÇð ÕÆðÇå ÃÅèÃ¿×Çå Ô Ë ÇÃÇð Õðîé ÕË ÕðîÅ¨ÔÇð ÕÆðÇå ÃÅèÃ¿×Çå Ô Ë ÇÃÇð Õðîé ÕË ÕðîÅ¨ÔÇð ÕÆðÇå ÃÅèÃ¿×Çå Ô Ë ÇÃÇð Õðîé ÕË ÕðîÅ¨ÔÇð ÕÆðÇå ÃÅèÃ¿×Çå Ô Ë ÇÃÇð Õðîé ÕË ÕðîÅ¨
ÕÔ¹ éÅéÕ ÇåÃ¹ íÇÂú êðÅêÇåÕÔ¹ éÅéÕ ÇåÃ¹ íÇÂú êðÅêÇåÕÔ¹ éÅéÕ ÇåÃ¹ íÇÂú êðÅêÇåÕÔ¹ éÅéÕ ÇåÃ¹ íÇÂú êðÅêÇåÕÔ¹ éÅéÕ ÇåÃ¹ íÇÂú êðÅêÇå
ÇÜÃ¹ ê ¹ðì ÇñÖ¶ ÕÅ ñÔéÅ¨ÇÜÃ¹ ê ¹ðì ÇñÖ¶ ÕÅ ñÔéÅ¨ÇÜÃ¹ ê ¹ðì ÇñÖ¶ ÕÅ ñÔéÅ¨ÇÜÃ¹ ê ¹ðì ÇñÖ¶ ÕÅ ñÔéÅ¨ÇÜÃ¹ ê ¹ðì ÇñÖ¶ ÕÅ ñÔéÅ¨           AMg  -  FDB -  FDB -  FDB -  FDB -  FDB

But this boon is attained with the help of previous pious
deeds. This boon is bound to show the right path to man.
Other means cannot help -

“The man reads holy texts and studies Vedas.
He practises inner washing and breath control
But he escapes not from the company of the five evil passions
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and is all the more tied to haughty disposition. My dear, by
these methods Lord is not met, and I have performed many
such rituals. I have dropped down weary at the Lord’s door
and pray for the grant of discerning intellect.”

êÅá° êÇóú Áð¹ ì ¶ç ¹ ìÆÚÅÇðú ÇéòÇñ í¹Á³×î ÃÅè ¶¨êÅá° êÇóú Áð¹ ì ¶ç ¹ ìÆÚÅÇðú ÇéòÇñ í¹Á³×î ÃÅè ¶¨êÅá° êÇóú Áð¹ ì ¶ç ¹ ìÆÚÅÇðú ÇéòÇñ í¹Á³×î ÃÅè ¶¨êÅá° êÇóú Áð¹ ì ¶ç ¹ ìÆÚÅÇðú ÇéòÇñ í¹Á³×î ÃÅè ¶¨êÅá° êÇóú Áð¹ ì ¶ç ¹ ìÆÚÅÇðú ÇéòÇñ í¹Á³×î ÃÅè ¶¨
ê ³Ú ÜéÅ ÇÃÀ° Ã ¿× ¹ é Û°àÇÕú ÁÇèÕ ÁÔ¿ì ¹ Çè ìÅè ¶¨ê ³Ú ÜéÅ ÇÃÀ° Ã ¿× ¹ é Û°àÇÕú ÁÇèÕ ÁÔ¿ì ¹ Çè ìÅè ¶¨ê ³Ú ÜéÅ ÇÃÀ° Ã ¿× ¹ é Û°àÇÕú ÁÇèÕ ÁÔ¿ì ¹ Çè ìÅè ¶¨ê ³Ú ÜéÅ ÇÃÀ° Ã ¿× ¹ é Û°àÇÕú ÁÇèÕ ÁÔ¿ì ¹ Çè ìÅè ¶¨ê ³Ú ÜéÅ ÇÃÀ° Ã ¿× ¹ é Û°àÇÕú ÁÇèÕ ÁÔ¿ì ¹ Çè ìÅè ¶¨
ÇêÁÅð ¶ ÇÂé ÇìÇè Çîñä° é ÜÅÂÆ î Ë ÕÆÂ ¶ Õðî Áé¶ÕÅ¨ÇêÁÅð ¶ ÇÂé ÇìÇè Çîñä° é ÜÅÂÆ î Ë ÕÆÂ ¶ Õðî Áé¶ÕÅ¨ÇêÁÅð ¶ ÇÂé ÇìÇè Çîñä° é ÜÅÂÆ î Ë ÕÆÂ ¶ Õðî Áé¶ÕÅ¨ÇêÁÅð ¶ ÇÂé ÇìÇè Çîñä° é ÜÅÂÆ î Ë ÕÆÂ ¶ Õðî Áé¶ÕÅ¨ÇêÁÅð ¶ ÇÂé ÇìÇè Çîñä° é ÜÅÂÆ î Ë ÕÆÂ ¶ Õðî Áé¶ÕÅ¨
ÔÅÇð êÇðú Ã¹ÁÅîÆ ÕË ç ¹ÁÅð Ë çÆÜË ì ¹ Çè Çìì¶ÕÅ¨ÔÅÇð êÇðú Ã¹ÁÅîÆ ÕË ç ¹ÁÅð Ë çÆÜË ì ¹ Çè Çìì¶ÕÅ¨ÔÅÇð êÇðú Ã¹ÁÅîÆ ÕË ç ¹ÁÅð Ë çÆÜË ì ¹ Çè Çìì¶ÕÅ¨ÔÅÇð êÇðú Ã¹ÁÅîÆ ÕË ç ¹ÁÅð Ë çÆÜË ì ¹ Çè Çìì¶ÕÅ¨ÔÅÇð êÇðú Ã¹ÁÅîÆ ÕË ç ¹ÁÅð Ë çÆÜË ì ¹ Çè Çìì¶ÕÅ¨

AMg  - FDA - FDA - FDA - FDA - FDA
More such methods have been mentioned -

“Man may remain mute, make his hands the leaf-plate and
wander naked in the forest. He may visit river banks,
shrines and the whole earth, but duality leaves him not.”

î¯Çé íÇÂú ÕðêÅåÆ ðÇÔú é×é ÇëÇðú ìé îÅÔÆ¨î¯Çé íÇÂú ÕðêÅåÆ ðÇÔú é×é ÇëÇðú ìé îÅÔÆ¨î¯Çé íÇÂú ÕðêÅåÆ ðÇÔú é×é ÇëÇðú ìé îÅÔÆ¨î¯Çé íÇÂú ÕðêÅåÆ ðÇÔú é×é ÇëÇðú ìé îÅÔÆ¨î¯Çé íÇÂú ÕðêÅåÆ ðÇÔú é×é ÇëÇðú ìé îÅÔÆ¨
åà åÆðæ Ãí èðåÆ í zÇîú ç¹ÇìèÅ Û°àÕË éÅÔÆ¨åà åÆðæ Ãí èðåÆ í zÇîú ç¹ÇìèÅ Û°àÕË éÅÔÆ¨åà åÆðæ Ãí èðåÆ í zÇîú ç¹ÇìèÅ Û°àÕË éÅÔÆ¨åà åÆðæ Ãí èðåÆ í zÇîú ç¹ÇìèÅ Û°àÕË éÅÔÆ¨åà åÆðæ Ãí èðåÆ í zÇîú ç¹ÇìèÅ Û°àÕË éÅÔÆ¨

AMg  - FDA - FDA - FDA - FDA - FDA
Such methods of going about naked in the forests,

making the hands leaf-plate; doing Pranayam (breathing exercise);
adopting 84 poses of yoga were of no avail. On the other
hand experience of spending royal life was also in vain-

“He may enjoy royal sports, indulge in the kingly
ostentations, and issue unchangeable orders;
He may have beauteous couches perfumed with the Sandal
aloe-wood scent. Such things lead him to the door of terrible
hell.”

ðÅÜ ñÆñÅ ðÅÜé ÕÆ ðÚéÅ ÕÇðÁÅ Ô ¹Õî¹ ÁëÅðÅ¨ðÅÜ ñÆñÅ ðÅÜé ÕÆ ðÚéÅ ÕÇðÁÅ Ô ¹Õî¹ ÁëÅðÅ¨ðÅÜ ñÆñÅ ðÅÜé ÕÆ ðÚéÅ ÕÇðÁÅ Ô ¹Õî¹ ÁëÅðÅ¨ðÅÜ ñÆñÅ ðÅÜé ÕÆ ðÚéÅ ÕÇðÁÅ Ô ¹Õî¹ ÁëÅðÅ¨ðÅÜ ñÆñÅ ðÅÜé ÕÆ ðÚéÅ ÕÇðÁÅ Ô ¹Õî¹ ÁëÅðÅ¨
Ã¶Ü Ã ¯ÔéÆ Ú¿çé° Ú ¯ÁÅ éðÕ Ø¯ð ÕÅ ç¹ÁÅðÅ¨Ã¶Ü Ã ¯ÔéÆ Ú¿çé° Ú ¯ÁÅ éðÕ Ø¯ð ÕÅ ç¹ÁÅðÅ¨Ã¶Ü Ã ¯ÔéÆ Ú¿çé° Ú ¯ÁÅ éðÕ Ø¯ð ÕÅ ç¹ÁÅðÅ¨Ã¶Ü Ã ¯ÔéÆ Ú¿çé° Ú ¯ÁÅ éðÕ Ø¯ð ÕÅ ç¹ÁÅðÅ¨Ã¶Ü Ã ¯ÔéÆ Ú¿çé° Ú ¯ÁÅ éðÕ Ø¯ð ÕÅ ç¹ÁÅðÅ¨          AMg-FDB-FDB-FDB-FDB-FDB

However, with the grace of God and due to the virtuous
deeds of the past births, a devotee gets two priceless gifts,
rewards of which are ineffable in the Kali age. The penances
and austerities do not bear the same rewards. Those are -

“Singing of God’s praise in the saint’s society is the highest of
all the deeds.
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Says Nanak, he alone obtains it, who is predestined to
receive it.”

ÔÇð ÕÆðÇå ÃÅèÃ¿×Çå Ô Ë ÇÃÇð Õðîé ÕË ÕðîÅ¨ÔÇð ÕÆðÇå ÃÅèÃ¿×Çå Ô Ë ÇÃÇð Õðîé ÕË ÕðîÅ¨ÔÇð ÕÆðÇå ÃÅèÃ¿×Çå Ô Ë ÇÃÇð Õðîé ÕË ÕðîÅ¨ÔÇð ÕÆðÇå ÃÅèÃ¿×Çå Ô Ë ÇÃÇð Õðîé ÕË ÕðîÅ¨ÔÇð ÕÆðÇå ÃÅèÃ¿×Çå Ô Ë ÇÃÇð Õðîé ÕË ÕðîÅ¨
ÕÔ¹ éÅéÕ ÇåÃ¹ íÇÂú êðÅêÇåÕÔ¹ éÅéÕ ÇåÃ¹ íÇÂú êðÅêÇåÕÔ¹ éÅéÕ ÇåÃ¹ íÇÂú êðÅêÇåÕÔ¹ éÅéÕ ÇåÃ¹ íÇÂú êðÅêÇåÕÔ¹ éÅéÕ ÇåÃ¹ íÇÂú êðÅêÇå
ÇÜÃ¹ ê ¹ðì ÇñÖ¶ ÕÅ ñÔéÅ¨ÇÜÃ¹ ê ¹ðì ÇñÖ¶ ÕÅ ñÔéÅ¨ÇÜÃ¹ ê ¹ðì ÇñÖ¶ ÕÅ ñÔéÅ¨ÇÜÃ¹ ê ¹ðì ÇñÖ¶ ÕÅ ñÔéÅ¨ÇÜÃ¹ ê ¹ðì ÇñÖ¶ ÕÅ ñÔéÅ¨ AMg  - FDB - FDB - FDB - FDB - FDB

Praise of the Lord and society of the holy saint are of
highest value on the spiritual path. But both the boons are
predestined for the persons who get them

I therefore, always repeat that from children to the
elders, whosoever contemplates attentively, they will know
about the path to the Lord, because they have begun their
journey.

In the order of  Guru Ji, it has been asked, “O devotee!
how would you meet the Lord to whom you have come to
meet. You are no doubt very keen to meet him. You have
lost taste to eat and to wear good dress. You are always sad
-

“If I meet thee not even for a moment, then the dark age is
come for me. When shall I now meet Thee, O my beloved,
auspicious Lord?
I can pass not the night and sleep comes not to me, without
beholding the Guru’s Court. I am a sacrifice, and I sacrifice
my soul unto that True Court of the venerable Guru.’

ÇÂÕ ØóÆ é Çîñå¶ åÅ ÕÇñÜ¹×¹ Ô ¯åÅ¨ÇÂÕ ØóÆ é Çîñå¶ åÅ ÕÇñÜ¹×¹ Ô ¯åÅ¨ÇÂÕ ØóÆ é Çîñå¶ åÅ ÕÇñÜ¹×¹ Ô ¯åÅ¨ÇÂÕ ØóÆ é Çîñå¶ åÅ ÕÇñÜ¹×¹ Ô ¯åÅ¨ÇÂÕ ØóÆ é Çîñå¶ åÅ ÕÇñÜ¹×¹ Ô ¯åÅ¨
Ô¹Çä ÕÇç ÇîñÆÁË Çê ÌÁ å°è ¹ í×ò¿åÅ¨Ô¹Çä ÕÇç ÇîñÆÁË Çê ÌÁ å°è ¹ í×ò¿åÅ¨Ô¹Çä ÕÇç ÇîñÆÁË Çê ÌÁ å°è ¹ í×ò¿åÅ¨Ô¹Çä ÕÇç ÇîñÆÁË Çê ÌÁ å°è ¹ í×ò¿åÅ¨Ô¹Çä ÕÇç ÇîñÆÁË Çê ÌÁ å°è ¹ í×ò¿åÅ¨
î¯ÇÔ ð Ë Çä é ÇòÔÅòË éÆç é ÁÅòËî ¯ ÇÔ ð Ë Çä é ÇòÔÅòË éÆç é ÁÅòËî ¯ ÇÔ ð Ë Çä é ÇòÔÅòË éÆç é ÁÅòËî ¯ ÇÔ ð Ë Çä é ÇòÔÅòË éÆç é ÁÅòËî ¯ ÇÔ ð Ë Çä é ÇòÔÅòË éÆç é ÁÅòË
Çìé° ç ¶Ö ¶  ×¹ð çðìÅð ¶ ÜÆÀ°¨Çìé° ç ¶Ö ¶  ×¹ð çðìÅð ¶ ÜÆÀ°¨Çìé° ç ¶Ö ¶  ×¹ð çðìÅð ¶ ÜÆÀ°¨Çìé° ç ¶Ö ¶  ×¹ð çðìÅð ¶ ÜÆÀ°¨Çìé° ç ¶Ö ¶  ×¹ð çðìÅð ¶ ÜÆÀ°¨
ÔÀ° Ø¯ñÆ ÜÆÀ° Ø¯Çñ Ø¹îÅÂÆÔÀ° Ø¯ñÆ ÜÆÀ° Ø¯Çñ Ø¹îÅÂÆÔÀ° Ø¯ñÆ ÜÆÀ° Ø¯Çñ Ø¹îÅÂÆÔÀ° Ø¯ñÆ ÜÆÀ° Ø¯Çñ Ø¹îÅÂÆÔÀ° Ø¯ñÆ ÜÆÀ° Ø¯Çñ Ø¹îÅÂÆ
ÇåÃ¹ ÃÚ¶ ×¹ð çðìÅð ¶ ÜÆÀ°¨ÇåÃ¹ ÃÚ¶ ×¹ð çðìÅð ¶ ÜÆÀ°¨ÇåÃ¹ ÃÚ¶ ×¹ð çðìÅð ¶ ÜÆÀ°¨ÇåÃ¹ ÃÚ¶ ×¹ð çðìÅð ¶ ÜÆÀ°¨ÇåÃ¹ ÃÚ¶ ×¹ð çðìÅð ¶ ÜÆÀ°¨ AMg  - IF - IF - IF - IF - IF

The night passes with difficulty. There is only one desire in
my mind to meet you without any delay -

“Those who maintain a desire in mind cannot sit
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comfortably.
The lovers proceed day and night without sleep in their eyes.
With one contemplation they move perpetually.
They rest not short of meeting the beloved.”

ÃÆé¶ ÇÖ ¼Ú ÇÜé·» é ¶ ÖÅèÆ À°Ô Õð ÁÅðÅî é ìÇÔ ¿ç ¶ÍÃÆé¶ ÇÖ ¼Ú ÇÜé·» é ¶ ÖÅèÆ À°Ô Õð ÁÅðÅî é ìÇÔ ¿ç ¶ÍÃÆé¶ ÇÖ ¼Ú ÇÜé·» é ¶ ÖÅèÆ À°Ô Õð ÁÅðÅî é ìÇÔ ¿ç ¶ÍÃÆé¶ ÇÖ ¼Ú ÇÜé·» é ¶ ÖÅèÆ À°Ô Õð ÁÅðÅî é ìÇÔ ¿ç ¶ÍÃÆé¶ ÇÖ ¼Ú ÇÜé·» é ¶ ÖÅèÆ À°Ô Õð ÁÅðÅî é ìÇÔ ¿ç ¶Í
ÇéÔ¹ ¿  òÅñ¶ é Ëä» ÕÆ éÄçð À°Ô Ççé¶ ðÅå êÂ¶ òÇÔ ¿ç ¶ÍÇéÔ¹ ¿  òÅñ¶ é Ëä» ÕÆ éÄçð À°Ô Ççé¶ ðÅå êÂ¶ òÇÔ ¿ç ¶ÍÇéÔ¹ ¿  òÅñ¶ é Ëä» ÕÆ éÄçð À°Ô Ççé¶ ðÅå êÂ¶ òÇÔ ¿ç ¶ÍÇéÔ¹ ¿  òÅñ¶ é Ëä» ÕÆ éÄçð À°Ô Ççé¶ ðÅå êÂ¶ òÇÔ ¿ç ¶ÍÇéÔ¹ ¿  òÅñ¶ é Ëä» ÕÆ éÄçð À°Ô Ççé¶ ðÅå êÂ¶ òÇÔ ¿ç ¶Í
ÇÂÕ¯ ñ×é ñ×Æ ñÂÆ Ü»çÆ à ¯ð Áé§å ÇÜé·» çÆÍÇÂÕ¯ ñ×é ñ×Æ ñÂÆ Ü»çÆ à ¯ð Áé§å ÇÜé·» çÆÍÇÂÕ¯ ñ×é ñ×Æ ñÂÆ Ü»çÆ à ¯ð Áé§å ÇÜé·» çÆÍÇÂÕ¯ ñ×é ñ×Æ ñÂÆ Ü»çÆ à ¯ð Áé§å ÇÜé·» çÆÍÇÂÕ¯ ñ×é ñ×Æ ñÂÆ Ü»çÆ à ¯ð Áé§å ÇÜé·» çÆÍ
òÃñ¯ º  À °ð ¶  î ¹ÕÅî éÅ Õ¯ÂÆ Ã ¯ ÚÅñ êÂ¶ Çéå ðÇÔ ¿ç ¶ÍòÃñ¯ º  À °ð ¶  î ¹ÕÅî éÅ Õ¯ÂÆ Ã ¯ ÚÅñ êÂ¶ Çéå ðÇÔ ¿ç ¶ÍòÃñ¯ º  À °ð ¶  î ¹ÕÅî éÅ Õ¯ÂÆ Ã ¯ ÚÅñ êÂ¶ Çéå ðÇÔ ¿ç ¶ÍòÃñ¯ º  À °ð ¶  î ¹ÕÅî éÅ Õ¯ÂÆ Ã ¯ ÚÅñ êÂ¶ Çéå ðÇÔ ¿ç ¶ÍòÃñ¯ º  À °ð ¶  î ¹ÕÅî éÅ Õ¯ÂÆ Ã ¯ ÚÅñ êÂ¶ Çéå ðÇÔ ¿ç ¶Í

(íÅÂÆ òÆð ÇÃ ¿Ø ÜÆ)(íÅÂÆ òÆð ÇÃ ¿Ø ÜÆ)(íÅÂÆ òÆð ÇÃ ¿Ø ÜÆ)(íÅÂÆ òÆð ÇÃ ¿Ø ÜÆ)(íÅÂÆ òÆð ÇÃ ¿Ø ÜÆ)
I am not finding the way. So, Guru Ji! be kind to show

me the path. Guru Ji says to the devotee, “It is very easy to
trace the path. You surrender three things over which you
claim your “my-ness”. They are “self ”, “being” and “mind”.
In the mind “Iness” is entrenched deeply. Consequently man
says, “I am so and so”. My home; my sons, my daughters;
my property; I am an officer.” On the other hand reality is
that the soul had been encircling in millions of births before
attaining human body. The soul should know its source. It is
infinitely smaller than an atom. It is endless. No measurements
can be suggested. It is unimaginably small.

“Subtle and minute; oldest of all
Land, sky, under world all created.
And became many from One Alone.”

ÃÈÛî å¶ Ã ÈÛî Õð ÚÆé¶ Çì Ìèé Çì Ìè ìåÅÂ ¶¨Ã ÈÛî å¶ Ã ÈÛî Õð ÚÆé¶ Çì Ìèé Çì Ìè ìåÅÂ ¶¨Ã ÈÛî å¶ Ã ÈÛî Õð ÚÆé¶ Çì Ìèé Çì Ìè ìåÅÂ ¶¨Ã ÈÛî å¶ Ã ÈÛî Õð ÚÆé¶ Çì Ìèé Çì Ìè ìåÅÂ ¶¨Ã ÈÛî å¶ Ã ÈÛî Õð ÚÆé¶ Çì Ìèé Çì Ìè ìåÅÂ ¶¨
íÈÇî ÁÕÅÃ êåÅñ ÃíË ÃÇÜ Â ¶Õ Áé¶Õ ÃçÅÂ ¶¨íÈÇî ÁÕÅÃ êåÅñ ÃíË ÃÇÜ Â ¶Õ Áé¶Õ ÃçÅÂ ¶¨íÈÇî ÁÕÅÃ êåÅñ ÃíË ÃÇÜ Â ¶Õ Áé¶Õ ÃçÅÂ ¶¨íÈÇî ÁÕÅÃ êåÅñ ÃíË ÃÇÜ Â ¶Õ Áé¶Õ ÃçÅÂ ¶¨íÈÇî ÁÕÅÃ êåÅñ ÃíË ÃÇÜ Â ¶Õ Áé¶Õ ÃçÅÂ ¶¨

êÅåôÅÔÆ 10êÅåôÅÔÆ 10êÅåôÅÔÆ 10êÅåôÅÔÆ 10êÅåôÅÔÆ 10
He is most subtle, infinitely subtle. There are two forms

of the Lord. Self being given by God, is part of the Lord
of the universe. But the self-being started calling himself as
“I”. The second is the body fashioned by God as He liked.
But with the body several other gifts have been given. The
third is in between the two. It is mind and ideas arise from
it. In the mind, endless doubts and suspicions also arise.
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Devoted and undevoted ideas also arise therein. Several
schemes and plans are launched there. The mind wants to go
to several places. Guru Ji says to the devotee to surrender
these three things to the real owner-God. Immediately after
the surrender there shall be his meeting with the Lord. Till
their surrender these three are great obstacles -

“The wall of pride and ego intervenes between me and Him.
He is heard to be close by in the country. Between me and
the Lord is the fine curtain like the wings of a butterfly.
But seeing Him not I deem Him distant.”

ÔÀ° ÔÀ° íÆÇå íÇÂú ÔË ìÆÚ¯ Ã ¹éå ç¶ÇÃ ÇéÕàÅÇÂú¨ÔÀ° ÔÀ° íÆÇå íÇÂú ÔË ìÆÚ¯ Ã ¹éå ç¶ÇÃ ÇéÕàÅÇÂú¨ÔÀ° ÔÀ° íÆÇå íÇÂú ÔË ìÆÚ¯ Ã ¹éå ç¶ÇÃ ÇéÕàÅÇÂú¨ÔÀ° ÔÀ° íÆÇå íÇÂú ÔË ìÆÚ¯ Ã ¹éå ç¶ÇÃ ÇéÕàÅÇÂú¨ÔÀ° ÔÀ° íÆÇå íÇÂú ÔË ìÆÚ¯ Ã ¹éå ç¶ÇÃ ÇéÕàÅÇÂú¨
í»íÆðÆ Õ ¶ êÅå êðç¯ Çìé° ê ¶Ö ¶  ç ÈðÅÇÂú¨í»íÆðÆ Õ ¶ êÅå êðç¯ Çìé° ê ¶Ö ¶  ç ÈðÅÇÂú¨í»íÆðÆ Õ ¶ êÅå êðç¯ Çìé° ê ¶Ö ¶  ç ÈðÅÇÂú¨í»íÆðÆ Õ ¶ êÅå êðç¯ Çìé° ê ¶Ö ¶  ç ÈðÅÇÂú¨í»íÆðÆ Õ ¶ êÅå êðç¯ Çìé° ê ¶Ö ¶  ç ÈðÅÇÂú¨      AMg  - FBD - FBD - FBD - FBD - FBD

The Lord abides in the body. But there is the shadow
of egoism, “Iness”. Man must leave “Iness”. Then what shall
be left behind? Then who is to meet. God alone is there.
Only “Iness” is the obstruction with which man is contented.
It is called consciousness of “Iness”, which changes every
moment. Man himself changes who believes in “Iness” -

“Know thou that there are three stages of life, childhood,
youth and then old age. Says Nanak, know thou that without
the Lord’s meditation all are in vain.”

ìÅñ Ü¹ÁÅéÆ Áð¹ ÇìðÇè ë ¹Çé åÆÇé ÁòÃæÅ ÜÅÇé¨ìÅñ Ü¹ÁÅéÆ Áð¹ ÇìðÇè ë ¹Çé åÆÇé ÁòÃæÅ ÜÅÇé¨ìÅñ Ü¹ÁÅéÆ Áð¹ ÇìðÇè ë ¹Çé åÆÇé ÁòÃæÅ ÜÅÇé¨ìÅñ Ü¹ÁÅéÆ Áð¹ ÇìðÇè ë ¹Çé åÆÇé ÁòÃæÅ ÜÅÇé¨ìÅñ Ü¹ÁÅéÆ Áð¹ ÇìðÇè ë ¹Çé åÆÇé ÁòÃæÅ ÜÅÇé¨
ÕÔ¹ éÅéÕ ÔÇð íÜé Çìé° ÇìðæÅ Ãí¹ ÔÆ îÅé°¨ÕÔ¹ éÅéÕ ÔÇð íÜé Çìé° ÇìðæÅ Ãí¹ ÔÆ îÅé°¨ÕÔ¹ éÅéÕ ÔÇð íÜé Çìé° ÇìðæÅ Ãí¹ ÔÆ îÅé°¨ÕÔ¹ éÅéÕ ÔÇð íÜé Çìé° ÇìðæÅ Ãí¹ ÔÆ îÅé°¨ÕÔ¹ éÅéÕ ÔÇð íÜé Çìé° ÇìðæÅ Ãí¹ ÔÆ îÅé°¨

AMg  - ADBH - ADBH - ADBH - ADBH - ADBH
“Iness” is said with mistake. Reality has to be known -

O my soul, thou art the embodiment (image) of Divine Light,
so know thy source.
My soul, the reverend Lord is with thee.
By Guru’s teaching enjoy His love.”

îé å± ¿  Ü ¯ Çå Ãð Èê ¹  Ô Ë  ÁÅêäÅ î È« êÛÅä°¨îé å± ¿  Ü ¯ Çå Ãð Èê ¹  Ô Ë  ÁÅêäÅ î È« êÛÅä°¨îé å± ¿  Ü ¯ Çå Ãð Èê ¹  Ô Ë  ÁÅêäÅ î È« êÛÅä°¨îé å± ¿  Ü ¯ Çå Ãð Èê ¹  Ô Ë  ÁÅêäÅ î È« êÛÅä°¨îé å± ¿  Ü ¯ Çå Ãð Èê ¹  Ô Ë  ÁÅêäÅ î È« êÛÅä°¨
îé ÔÇð ÜÆ å¶ð Ë  éÅÇñ ÔË ×¹ðîåÆ ð ¿×¹ îÅä°¨îé ÔÇð ÜÆ å¶ð Ë  éÅÇñ ÔË ×¹ðîåÆ ð ¿×¹ îÅä°¨îé ÔÇð ÜÆ å¶ð Ë  éÅÇñ ÔË ×¹ðîåÆ ð ¿×¹ îÅä°¨îé ÔÇð ÜÆ å¶ð Ë  éÅÇñ ÔË ×¹ðîåÆ ð ¿×¹ îÅä°¨îé ÔÇð ÜÆ å¶ð Ë  éÅÇñ ÔË ×¹ðîåÆ ð ¿×¹ îÅä°¨ AMg  - DDA - DDA - DDA - DDA - DDA

Soul is Divine Light, and is not body, mind, and self-
being. Mind believes in their superfluous existence. This
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burden is to be removed by placing all the three things at
the feet of  the Guru and obeying his instructions as
contained in 1430 pages of  Guru Granth Sahib -

“Surrender all your body, soul and wealth unto the Guru and
submit to His will.
Thus shall you obtain the Lord.”

åé¹ îé¹ èé¹ Ãí¹ ÃÀ°Çê ×¹ð ÕÀ° Ô ¹ÕÇî î ³ÇéÁË êÅÂÆÁË¨åé¹ îé¹ èé¹ Ãí¹ ÃÀ°Çê ×¹ð ÕÀ° Ô ¹ÕÇî î ³ÇéÁË êÅÂÆÁË¨åé¹ îé¹ èé¹ Ãí¹ ÃÀ°Çê ×¹ð ÕÀ° Ô ¹ÕÇî î ³ÇéÁË êÅÂÆÁË¨åé¹ îé¹ èé¹ Ãí¹ ÃÀ°Çê ×¹ð ÕÀ° Ô ¹ÕÇî î ³ÇéÁË êÅÂÆÁË¨åé¹ îé¹ èé¹ Ãí¹ ÃÀ°Çê ×¹ð ÕÀ° Ô ¹ÕÇî î ³ÇéÁË êÅÂÆÁË¨
AMg  - IAH - IAH - IAH - IAH - IAH

This surrender of  three things has to be gradual. For
some time body should be surrendered. During that period
human service is to be done, Bani is to be recited, meditation
on the Name of God is to be done. Ideas of “Iness” are to
be abandoned. Consequently one God alone will be there.
There are two things -

“Nanak, the world-tree bears the fruit of love for mammon
and upon it perch two birds (Guru-ward) and (self-ward)
persons.
These birds have no wings and are not seen while coming
and going.”

éÅéÕ åðòð¹ Â ¶Õ ° ë« ç¹ÇÂ ê ³Ö ¶ð È  ÁÅÇÔ¨éÅéÕ åðòð¹ Â ¶Õ ° ë« ç¹ÇÂ ê ³Ö ¶ð È  ÁÅÇÔ¨éÅéÕ åðòð¹ Â ¶Õ ° ë« ç¹ÇÂ ê ³Ö ¶ð È  ÁÅÇÔ¨éÅéÕ åðòð¹ Â ¶Õ ° ë« ç¹ÇÂ ê ³Ö ¶ð È  ÁÅÇÔ¨éÅéÕ åðòð¹ Â ¶Õ ° ë« ç¹ÇÂ ê ³Ö ¶ð È  ÁÅÇÔ¨
ÁÅòå ÜÅå é çÆÃÔÆ éÅ êð ê ³ÖÆ åÅÇÔ¨ÁÅòå ÜÅå é çÆÃÔÆ éÅ êð ê ³ÖÆ åÅÇÔ¨ÁÅòå ÜÅå é çÆÃÔÆ éÅ êð ê ³ÖÆ åÅÇÔ¨ÁÅòå ÜÅå é çÆÃÔÆ éÅ êð ê ³ÖÆ åÅÇÔ¨ÁÅòå ÜÅå é çÆÃÔÆ éÅ êð ê ³ÖÆ åÅÇÔ¨ AMg  - EE@ - EE@ - EE@ - EE@ - EE@

One bird does not go anywhere and is ever blissful. The
second is shadow. It keeps on flying -

“The birds of the beautiful trees fly and go in four directions.
The more they fly (up) the more they suffer. They ever burn
and bewail.”

ê³ÖÆ ÇìðÖ Ã ¹ÔÅòó¶ À±âÇÔ ÚÔ¹ ÇçÇÃ ÜÅÇÔ¨ê³ÖÆ ÇìðÖ Ã ¹ÔÅòó¶ À±âÇÔ ÚÔ¹ ÇçÇÃ ÜÅÇÔ¨ê³ÖÆ ÇìðÖ Ã ¹ÔÅòó¶ À±âÇÔ ÚÔ¹ ÇçÇÃ ÜÅÇÔ¨ê³ÖÆ ÇìðÖ Ã ¹ÔÅòó¶ À±âÇÔ ÚÔ¹ ÇçÇÃ ÜÅÇÔ¨ê³ÖÆ ÇìðÖ Ã ¹ÔÅòó¶ À±âÇÔ ÚÔ¹ ÇçÇÃ ÜÅÇÔ¨
Ü¶åÅ ÀÈâÇÔ ç¹Ö Øä¶ Çéå çÅÞÇÔ åË ÇìññÅÇÔ¨Ü¶åÅ ÀÈâÇÔ ç¹Ö Øä¶ Çéå çÅÞÇÔ åË ÇìññÅÇÔ¨Ü¶åÅ ÀÈâÇÔ ç¹Ö Øä¶ Çéå çÅÞÇÔ åË ÇìññÅÇÔ¨Ü¶åÅ ÀÈâÇÔ ç¹Ö Øä¶ Çéå çÅÞÇÔ åË ÇìññÅÇÔ¨Ü¶åÅ ÀÈâÇÔ ç¹Ö Øä¶ Çéå çÅÞÇÔ åË ÇìññÅÇÔ¨ AMg-FF-FF-FF-FF-FF

The more is flying of  the shadow; more is ensnaring.
“Mammon has spread out its net and in it has placed the
bait. The avaricious bird is snared and cannot escape, O my
Mother.”
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îÅÇÂÁÅ ÜÅ« êÃÅÇðÁÅ íÆåÇð Ú¯× ìäÅÇÂ¨îÅÇÂÁÅ ÜÅ« êÃÅÇðÁÅ íÆåÇð Ú¯× ìäÅÇÂ¨îÅÇÂÁÅ ÜÅ« êÃÅÇðÁÅ íÆåÇð Ú¯× ìäÅÇÂ¨îÅÇÂÁÅ ÜÅ« êÃÅÇðÁÅ íÆåÇð Ú¯× ìäÅÇÂ¨îÅÇÂÁÅ ÜÅ« êÃÅÇðÁÅ íÆåÇð Ú¯× ìäÅÇÂ¨
ÇåzÃéÅ ê ³ÖÆ ëÅÇÃÁÅ ÇéÕÃ¹ é êÅÂ ¶ îÅÇÂ¨ÇåzÃéÅ ê ³ÖÆ ëÅÇÃÁÅ ÇéÕÃ¹ é êÅÂ ¶ îÅÇÂ¨ÇåzÃéÅ ê ³ÖÆ ëÅÇÃÁÅ ÇéÕÃ¹ é êÅÂ ¶ îÅÇÂ¨ÇåzÃéÅ ê ³ÖÆ ëÅÇÃÁÅ ÇéÕÃ¹ é êÅÂ ¶ îÅÇÂ¨ÇåzÃéÅ ê ³ÖÆ ëÅÇÃÁÅ ÇéÕÃ¹ é êÅÂ ¶ îÅÇÂ¨ AMg  - E@ - E@ - E@ - E@ - E@

Guru Ji says mammon has spread the net and kept the
bait there. The bird is entrapped in it when it comes flying
and settles on it. The surrender is therefore insisted on with
kindness of  the Lord. With this surrender true self  shall be
known. Then no difference shall remain between soul and
Supreme Soul.

“His soul, he makes one with the Supreme Soul.
His mind’s duality is reabsorbed in the mind.”

ÁÅåîÅ êðÅåîÅ Â ¶Õ ¯ Õð ËÍÍÁÅåîÅ êðÅåîÅ Â ¶Õ ¯ Õð ËÍÍÁÅåîÅ êðÅåîÅ Â ¶Õ ¯ Õð ËÍÍÁÅåîÅ êðÅåîÅ Â ¶Õ ¯ Õð ËÍÍÁÅåîÅ êðÅåîÅ Â ¶Õ ¯ Õð ËÍÍ
Á³åð ÕÆ ç¹ÇìèÅ Á³åÇð îðË¨Á³åð ÕÆ ç¹ÇìèÅ Á³åÇð îðË¨Á³åð ÕÆ ç¹ÇìèÅ Á³åÇð îðË¨Á³åð ÕÆ ç¹ÇìèÅ Á³åÇð îðË¨Á³åð ÕÆ ç¹ÇìèÅ Á³åÇð îðË¨ AMg  - FFA - FFA - FFA - FFA - FFA

The soul merges with the Supreme Soul. But it is a very
difficult task -

“This mind actor, how can thou keep under arrest? It is
unseizable and immeasurable.”

ÇÂÃ Õðå¶ ÕÀ° ÇÕÀ° ×ÇÔ ðÅÖÀ°ÇÂÃ Õðå¶ ÕÀ° ÇÕÀ° ×ÇÔ ðÅÖÀ°ÇÂÃ Õðå¶ ÕÀ° ÇÕÀ° ×ÇÔ ðÅÖÀ°ÇÂÃ Õðå¶ ÕÀ° ÇÕÀ° ×ÇÔ ðÅÖÀ°ÇÂÃ Õðå¶ ÕÀ° ÇÕÀ° ×ÇÔ ðÅÖÀ°
ÁëÇðú å°Çñú é ÜÅÂÆ¨ÁëÇðú å°Çñú é ÜÅÂÆ¨ÁëÇðú å°Çñú é ÜÅÂÆ¨ÁëÇðú å°Çñú é ÜÅÂÆ¨ÁëÇðú å°Çñú é ÜÅÂÆ¨ AMg  - IC@ - IC@ - IC@ - IC@ - IC@

The mind is unseizable. But it comes under control by
going into the presence of  the Guru and securing his support.
The Guru gives the 'chant “Mantar” for recitation. With
perpetual recitation minds belief  about the body shall shatter.
Mind shall believe in the reality of the soul. With gradual
practice it (mind) will stick to the belief, “I am not body; I
am not breath, I am not mind and I am not intellect. All
those relate to matter I am not shadow of  self-being. I am a
part of  the Supreme Lord. I am nothing. He Himself  is
pervading everywhere.” With this belief  supreme goal of  life
shall be achieved.
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Discourse - XI

Guru, the Emperor, has given his holy Hukam Nama
(the commandment) for our salvation. In this sermon he prays
to the ever merciful Lord of the universe that his humble
prayer may be heard and answered. The prayer is that he may
be accommodated nicely in the society of the saints and in
that society every one should consider him as their own.

Guru, the Emperor, has said a very significant thing for
us. We may not pay attention because it is beyond our
comprehension. Today you have to give name to the new
born child whose journey has commenced in the world. There
was strange atmosphere when the child was in the womb of
his mother. He was in solitude. In a way he was in meditation
there. There are “Ira”, “Pingla” and “Sukhmana” veins (nerve)
within the body. The last end of  “Sukhmana” vein (nerve) is
linked with the tenth gate. Consciousness of the child was
concentrated on that point. No ideas were crossing in his
mind. He was watching a sight and hearing the Word (logos)
there. The word is also called “the Name”.

“In the beginning the Lord raised the sound of “Oankar”
which pervades the whole universe.”

êÌæî úÁ³ÕÅð Çåé ÕÔÅ Ã ¯ è ¹é ê Èð Ü×å î¯ ðÔÅ¨êÌæî úÁ³ÕÅð Çåé ÕÔÅ Ã ¯ è ¹é ê Èð Ü×å î¯ ðÔÅ¨êÌæî úÁ³ÕÅð Çåé ÕÔÅ Ã ¯ è ¹é ê Èð Ü×å î¯ ðÔÅ¨êÌæî úÁ³ÕÅð Çåé ÕÔÅ Ã ¯ è ¹é ê Èð Ü×å î¯ ðÔÅ¨êÌæî úÁ³ÕÅð Çåé ÕÔÅ Ã ¯ è ¹é ê Èð Ü×å î¯ ðÔÅ¨
The name of that word which was raised first of all is
“Oankar” because “Oankar” rose from “Ekankar”.

The sound of the word Oankar rose from Ekonkar and
“Oankar” created the universe.”

Â¶Õ ¿ÕÅðÔ¹ ôìç è¹é úÁ³ÕÅð ÁÕÅð ìéÅïÅ¨Â¶Õ ¿ÕÅðÔ¹ ôìç è¹é úÁ³ÕÅð ÁÕÅð ìéÅïÅ¨Â¶Õ ¿ÕÅðÔ¹ ôìç è¹é úÁ³ÕÅð ÁÕÅð ìéÅïÅ¨Â¶Õ ¿ÕÅðÔ¹ ôìç è¹é úÁ³ÕÅð ÁÕÅð ìéÅïÅ¨Â¶Õ ¿ÕÅðÔ¹ ôìç è¹é úÁ³ÕÅð ÁÕÅð ìéÅïÅ¨
íÅÂÆ ×¹ðçÅÃ ÜÆíÅÂÆ ×¹ðçÅÃ ÜÆíÅÂÆ ×¹ðçÅÃ ÜÆíÅÂÆ ×¹ðçÅÃ ÜÆíÅÂÆ ×¹ðçÅÃ ÜÆ

“Oankar” is so mighty that it created all universes. This word
“Oankar” is called the Name as well -

“By the Name are sustained all creatures.
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By the Name are supported the regions of the earth, and the
solar-system.
By God’s Name are supported the Simiritis,
the Vedas and the Puranas
By the Name's support the mortals hear of Divine Knowledge
and meditation.
Lord’s Name is the prop of the skies and under worlds.
Lord’s Name is the prop of all bodies.
By the Name are supported all the worlds and spheres.
Men have been saved by associating with the Name and
hearing it with their ears.”

éÅî Õ¶ èÅð ¶  Ã×ñ¶ Ü ¿å¨éÅî Õ¶ èÅð ¶  Ã×ñ¶ Ü ¿å¨éÅî Õ¶ èÅð ¶  Ã×ñ¶ Ü ¿å¨éÅî Õ¶ èÅð ¶  Ã×ñ¶ Ü ¿å¨éÅî Õ¶ èÅð ¶  Ã×ñ¶ Ü ¿å¨
éÅî Õ¶ èÅð ¶  Ö ³â ì ÌÔî ³â¨éÅî Õ¶ èÅð ¶  Ö ³â ì ÌÔî ³â¨éÅî Õ¶ èÅð ¶  Ö ³â ì ÌÔî ³â¨éÅî Õ¶ èÅð ¶  Ö ³â ì ÌÔî ³â¨éÅî Õ¶ èÅð ¶  Ö ³â ì ÌÔî ³â¨
éÅî Õ¶ èÅð ¶  ÇÃÇî ÌÇå ì ¶ç ê ¹ðÅéÍÍéÅî Õ¶ èÅð ¶  ÇÃÇî ÌÇå ì ¶ç ê ¹ðÅéÍÍéÅî Õ¶ èÅð ¶  ÇÃÇî ÌÇå ì ¶ç ê ¹ðÅéÍÍéÅî Õ¶ èÅð ¶  ÇÃÇî ÌÇå ì ¶ç ê ¹ðÅéÍÍéÅî Õ¶ èÅð ¶  ÇÃÇî ÌÇå ì ¶ç ê ¹ðÅéÍÍ
éÅî Õ¶ èÅð ¶  Ã ¹éé Ç×ÁÅé ÇèÁÅé¨éÅî Õ¶ èÅð ¶  Ã ¹éé Ç×ÁÅé ÇèÁÅé¨éÅî Õ¶ èÅð ¶  Ã ¹éé Ç×ÁÅé ÇèÁÅé¨éÅî Õ¶ èÅð ¶  Ã ¹éé Ç×ÁÅé ÇèÁÅé¨éÅî Õ¶ èÅð ¶  Ã ¹éé Ç×ÁÅé ÇèÁÅé¨
éÅî Õ¶ èÅð ¶  ÁÅ×ÅÃ êÅåÅñ¨éÅî Õ¶ èÅð ¶  ÁÅ×ÅÃ êÅåÅñ¨éÅî Õ¶ èÅð ¶  ÁÅ×ÅÃ êÅåÅñ¨éÅî Õ¶ èÅð ¶  ÁÅ×ÅÃ êÅåÅñ¨éÅî Õ¶ èÅð ¶  ÁÅ×ÅÃ êÅåÅñ¨
éÅî Õ¶ èÅð ¶  Ã×ñ ÁÅÕÅð¨éÅî Õ¶ èÅð ¶  Ã×ñ ÁÅÕÅð¨éÅî Õ¶ èÅð ¶  Ã×ñ ÁÅÕÅð¨éÅî Õ¶ èÅð ¶  Ã×ñ ÁÅÕÅð¨éÅî Õ¶ èÅð ¶  Ã×ñ ÁÅÕÅð¨
éÅî Õ¶ èÅð ¶  ê ¹ðÆÁÅ Ãí íòé¨éÅî Õ¶ èÅð ¶  ê ¹ðÆÁÅ Ãí íòé¨éÅî Õ¶ èÅð ¶  ê ¹ðÆÁÅ Ãí íòé¨éÅî Õ¶ èÅð ¶  ê ¹ðÆÁÅ Ãí íòé¨éÅî Õ¶ èÅð ¶  ê ¹ðÆÁÅ Ãí íòé¨
éÅî ÕË Ã ¿ Ç× À°èð ¶ Ã ¹ Çé Ã Ìòé¨éÅî ÕË Ã ¿ Ç× À°èð ¶ Ã ¹ Çé Ã Ìòé¨éÅî ÕË Ã ¿ Ç× À°èð ¶ Ã ¹ Çé Ã Ìòé¨éÅî ÕË Ã ¿ Ç× À°èð ¶ Ã ¹ Çé Ã Ìòé¨éÅî ÕË Ã ¿ Ç× À°èð ¶ Ã ¹ Çé Ã Ìòé¨      AMg  - BHD - BHD - BHD - BHD - BHD

All hearing, knowledge, meditation, Vedas, Purans, 27
simrities, all Dharam Shastras (religious books especially of
India) and Knowledge; as well as whatever we see like sky,
underworld, wind, water and fire, all originated from the
Name of  God. Tune of  the Name or perception of  the
Name pervades everywhere. In the womb the child heard the
tune of the Name and he remembered it with every breath.

“Inversed in the pit of the womb the mortal performed
penance. There with every breath he continued to remember
the Lord.”

×ðí Õ° ¿à îÇÔ À°ðè åê Õðå¶¨×ðí Õ° ¿à îÇÔ À°ðè åê Õðå¶¨×ðí Õ° ¿à îÇÔ À°ðè åê Õðå¶¨×ðí Õ° ¿à îÇÔ À°ðè åê Õðå¶¨×ðí Õ° ¿à îÇÔ À°ðè åê Õðå¶¨
ÃÅÇÃ ÃÅÇÃ ÇÃîðå êÌí ¹  ðÔå¶¨ÃÅÇÃ ÃÅÇÃ ÇÃîðå êÌí ¹  ðÔå¶¨ÃÅÇÃ ÃÅÇÃ ÇÃîðå êÌí ¹  ðÔå¶¨ÃÅÇÃ ÃÅÇÃ ÇÃîðå êÌí ¹  ðÔå¶¨ÃÅÇÃ ÃÅÇÃ ÇÃîðå êÌí ¹  ðÔå¶¨ AMg  - BEA - BEA - BEA - BEA - BEA

Alongwith the tune of  the Name he was observing
hundreds of  past births of  different species. He was in deep
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dream or sleep there. Our dream is never true. But the child
in the womb was witnessing his previous births alongwith
their pains and happinesses -

“For several births thou became a worm and a moth.
In several births thou wert an ‘elephant’; a fish and a deer.
In several births thou became a bird and a snake.
In several births thou wert yoked as a horse and an ox.”

ÕÂÆ Üéî íÂ¶ ÕÆà êå¿×Å¨ÕÂÆ Üéî íÂ¶ ÕÆà êå¿×Å¨ÕÂÆ Üéî íÂ¶ ÕÆà êå¿×Å¨ÕÂÆ Üéî íÂ¶ ÕÆà êå¿×Å¨ÕÂÆ Üéî íÂ¶ ÕÆà êå¿×Å¨
ÕÂÆ Üéî ×Ü îÆé Õ°ð ¿×Å¨ÕÂÆ Üéî ×Ü îÆé Õ°ð ¿×Å¨ÕÂÆ Üéî ×Ü îÆé Õ°ð ¿×Å¨ÕÂÆ Üéî ×Ü îÆé Õ°ð ¿×Å¨ÕÂÆ Üéî ×Ü îÆé Õ°ð ¿×Å¨
ÕÂÆ Üéî ê³ÖÆ Ãðê Ô ¯ÇÂú¨ÕÂÆ Üéî ê³ÖÆ Ãðê Ô ¯ÇÂú¨ÕÂÆ Üéî ê³ÖÆ Ãðê Ô ¯ÇÂú¨ÕÂÆ Üéî ê³ÖÆ Ãðê Ô ¯ÇÂú¨ÕÂÆ Üéî ê³ÖÆ Ãðê Ô ¯ÇÂú¨
ÕÂÆ Üéî ÔËòð Çì ÌÖ Ü¯ÇÂú¨ÕÂÆ Üéî ÔËòð Çì ÌÖ Ü¯ÇÂú¨ÕÂÆ Üéî ÔËòð Çì ÌÖ Ü¯ÇÂú¨ÕÂÆ Üéî ÔËòð Çì ÌÖ Ü¯ÇÂú¨ÕÂÆ Üéî ÔËòð Çì ÌÖ Ü¯ÇÂú¨ AMg  - AGF - AGF - AGF - AGF - AGF

The child has come to this world with totally different
form, which does not tally with any of  the forms in the
previous births. He has also come with different thinking.
Hence he would do new things. In the womb he had realized
that in the previous births he did not achieve the prime goal
under the influence of mammon. Hence he prayed to God
to take him out of  the womb. He also promised that he will
not forget His Name and achieve his supreme goal in this
very life, because he was being sent to the world by God with
His grace.

Guru Ji says that the mind of  the child in the womb
was quite pure. He had no enemy, no relation of  his own
and none indifferent to him. He was observing only the Light
of the Lord. But what happened after his coming into this
world? Here maya (mammon) is mighty. It enchants all. Guru
Ji says regions and universes, whatever we see, are all
influenced by the invisible maya. This maya shrouds the
thinking of all under its influence.

Guru Ji says that under the command of  Waheguru (God)
the child is born -

“As is the fire of womb, so is the fire of mammon without.
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The fire of worldly valuables and of the womb are all the
same. The Creator has set agoing this play. When it pleases
Him, then is the child born and the family is well pleased.”

ÜËÃÆ Á×Çé À°çð îÇÔ åËÃÆ ìÅÔÇð îÅÇÂÁÅ¨ÜËÃÆ Á×Çé À°çð îÇÔ åËÃÆ ìÅÔÇð îÅÇÂÁÅ¨ÜËÃÆ Á×Çé À°çð îÇÔ åËÃÆ ìÅÔÇð îÅÇÂÁÅ¨ÜËÃÆ Á×Çé À°çð îÇÔ åËÃÆ ìÅÔÇð îÅÇÂÁÅ¨ÜËÃÆ Á×Çé À°çð îÇÔ åËÃÆ ìÅÔÇð îÅÇÂÁÅ¨
îÅÇÂÁÅ Á×Çé Ãí ÇÂÕ¯ Ü ¶ÔÆ ÕðåË Ö ¶« ðÚÅÇÂÁÅ¨îÅÇÂÁÅ Á×Çé Ãí ÇÂÕ¯ Ü ¶ÔÆ ÕðåË Ö ¶« ðÚÅÇÂÁÅ¨îÅÇÂÁÅ Á×Çé Ãí ÇÂÕ¯ Ü ¶ÔÆ ÕðåË Ö ¶« ðÚÅÇÂÁÅ¨îÅÇÂÁÅ Á×Çé Ãí ÇÂÕ¯ Ü ¶ÔÆ ÕðåË Ö ¶« ðÚÅÇÂÁÅ¨îÅÇÂÁÅ Á×Çé Ãí ÇÂÕ¯ Ü ¶ÔÆ ÕðåË Ö ¶« ðÚÅÇÂÁÅ¨
ÜÅ ÇåÃ¹ íÅäÅ åÅ Ü¿ÇîÁÅ êðòÅÇð íñÅ íÅÇÂÁÅ¨ÜÅ ÇåÃ¹ íÅäÅ åÅ Ü¿ÇîÁÅ êðòÅÇð íñÅ íÅÇÂÁÅ¨ÜÅ ÇåÃ¹ íÅäÅ åÅ Ü¿ÇîÁÅ êðòÅÇð íñÅ íÅÇÂÁÅ¨ÜÅ ÇåÃ¹ íÅäÅ åÅ Ü¿ÇîÁÅ êðòÅÇð íñÅ íÅÇÂÁÅ¨ÜÅ ÇåÃ¹ íÅäÅ åÅ Ü¿ÇîÁÅ êðòÅÇð íñÅ íÅÇÂÁÅ¨

AMg  - IBA - IBA - IBA - IBA - IBA
After the birth the parents claimed him. All in the family

claim, “My son my nephew etc.” Nobody knows from where
their son has come. The child has also forgotten about it. Guru
Ji says -

“Hear, O man, who art thou and where comest Thou from?
Even this much thou knowest not, that how long thou hast
to stay here. Thou hast no tidings regarding thy departure.”

Ã¹éÔ¹ ð ¶  å ± ÕÀ°é ° ÕÔÅ å¶ ÁÅÇÂú¨Ã¹éÔ¹ ð ¶  å ± ÕÀ°é ° ÕÔÅ å¶ ÁÅÇÂú¨Ã¹éÔ¹ ð ¶  å ± ÕÀ°é ° ÕÔÅ å¶ ÁÅÇÂú¨Ã¹éÔ¹ ð ¶  å ± ÕÀ°é ° ÕÔÅ å¶ ÁÅÇÂú¨Ã¹éÔ¹ ð ¶  å ± ÕÀ°é ° ÕÔÅ å¶ ÁÅÇÂú¨
Â¶åÆ é ÜÅéÀ° Õ ¶åÆÕ° î ¹çÇå Úñå¶ ÖìÇð é êÅÇÂú¨Â¶åÆ é ÜÅéÀ° Õ ¶åÆÕ° î ¹çÇå Úñå¶ ÖìÇð é êÅÇÂú¨Â¶åÆ é ÜÅéÀ° Õ ¶åÆÕ° î ¹çÇå Úñå¶ ÖìÇð é êÅÇÂú¨Â¶åÆ é ÜÅéÀ° Õ ¶åÆÕ° î ¹çÇå Úñå¶ ÖìÇð é êÅÇÂú¨Â¶åÆ é ÜÅéÀ° Õ ¶åÆÕ° î ¹çÇå Úñå¶ ÖìÇð é êÅÇÂú¨

AMg  - III - III - III - III - III
For how long he has been wandering cannot be

calculated by him. He has no knowledge about his real self.
With this knowledge of real self, worldly knowledge or
education does not match. Guru Ji says -

“Nanak, only one thing, God’s Name is of account and all
else is but to prate and prattle.”

éÅéÕ ñ¶Ö Ë ÇÂÕ ×ñ Ô¯ð ¹  ÔÀ°î Ë  ÞÖäÅ ÞÅÖ¨éÅéÕ ñ¶Ö Ë ÇÂÕ ×ñ Ô¯ð ¹  ÔÀ°î Ë  ÞÖäÅ ÞÅÖ¨éÅéÕ ñ¶Ö Ë ÇÂÕ ×ñ Ô¯ð ¹  ÔÀ°î Ë  ÞÖäÅ ÞÅÖ¨éÅéÕ ñ¶Ö Ë ÇÂÕ ×ñ Ô¯ð ¹  ÔÀ°î Ë  ÞÖäÅ ÞÅÖ¨éÅéÕ ñ¶Ö Ë ÇÂÕ ×ñ Ô¯ð ¹  ÔÀ°î Ë  ÞÖäÅ ÞÅÖ¨ AMg  - DFG - DFG - DFG - DFG - DFG
So, His Holiness says that when the family felt extremely

happy over the birth of their son and claimed him to be
theirs, the son also felt its impact. Before this he knew that
he was traveller of long journey and had come, changing
several forms -

“Wandering and wandering for many ages I have obtained
human body.”

Çëðå Çëðå ìÔ¹å¶ Ü¹× ÔÅÇðú îÅéÃ ç¶Ô ñÔÆ¨Çëðå Çëðå ìÔ¹å¶ Ü¹× ÔÅÇðú îÅéÃ ç¶Ô ñÔÆ¨Çëðå Çëðå ìÔ¹å¶ Ü¹× ÔÅÇðú îÅéÃ ç¶Ô ñÔÆ¨Çëðå Çëðå ìÔ¹å¶ Ü¹× ÔÅÇðú îÅéÃ ç¶Ô ñÔÆ¨Çëðå Çëðå ìÔ¹å¶ Ü¹× ÔÅÇðú îÅéÃ ç¶Ô ñÔÆ¨
AMg  - FCA - FCA - FCA - FCA - FCA
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Human body has been obtained for a particular purpose.
But no effort is being made in that direction -

“Says Nanak, there is now a chance to meet the Lord. Why
rememberest thou not Him, O man?”

éÅéÕ ÕÔå Çîñé ÕÆ ìðÆÁÅ ÇÃîðå ÕÔÅ éÔÆÍÍéÅéÕ ÕÔå Çîñé ÕÆ ìðÆÁÅ ÇÃîðå ÕÔÅ éÔÆÍÍéÅéÕ ÕÔå Çîñé ÕÆ ìðÆÁÅ ÇÃîðå ÕÔÅ éÔÆÍÍéÅéÕ ÕÔå Çîñé ÕÆ ìðÆÁÅ ÇÃîðå ÕÔÅ éÔÆÍÍéÅéÕ ÕÔå Çîñé ÕÆ ìðÆÁÅ ÇÃîðå ÕÔÅ éÔÆÍÍ
AMg  - FCA - FCA - FCA - FCA - FCA

Man appears to have forgotten totally that he has been given
human body to meet the Lord. Because after death -

“The Lord departs, greed attaches to the child and mammon’s
writ begins to run.”

Çñò Û¹óÕÆ ñ×Æ ÇåzÃéÅ îÅÇÂÁÅ Áîð¹ òðåÅÇÂÁÅ¨Çñò Û¹óÕÆ ñ×Æ ÇåzÃéÅ îÅÇÂÁÅ Áîð¹ òðåÅÇÂÁÅ¨Çñò Û¹óÕÆ ñ×Æ ÇåzÃéÅ îÅÇÂÁÅ Áîð¹ òðåÅÇÂÁÅ¨Çñò Û¹óÕÆ ñ×Æ ÇåzÃéÅ îÅÇÂÁÅ Áîð¹ òðåÅÇÂÁÅ¨Çñò Û¹óÕÆ ñ×Æ ÇåzÃéÅ îÅÇÂÁÅ Áîð¹ òðåÅÇÂÁÅ¨
AMg  - IBA - IBA - IBA - IBA - IBA

The child was in tune with the Name of God -
“In the Lord’s love is the spiritual vision and through the
spiritual vision the Lord is comprehended. By Guru’s grace,
this ineffable discourse is known.”

è¹Çé îÇÔ ÇèÁÅé° ÇèÁÅé îÇÔ ÜÅÇéÁÅè¹Çé îÇÔ ÇèÁÅé° ÇèÁÅé îÇÔ ÜÅÇéÁÅè¹Çé îÇÔ ÇèÁÅé° ÇèÁÅé îÇÔ ÜÅÇéÁÅè¹Çé îÇÔ ÇèÁÅé° ÇèÁÅé îÇÔ ÜÅÇéÁÅè¹Çé îÇÔ ÇèÁÅé° ÇèÁÅé îÇÔ ÜÅÇéÁÅ
×¹ðî ¹ÇÖ ÁÕæ ÕÔÅéÆ¨×¹ðî ¹ÇÖ ÁÕæ ÕÔÅéÆ¨×¹ðî ¹ÇÖ ÁÕæ ÕÔÅéÆ¨×¹ðî ¹ÇÖ ÁÕæ ÕÔÅéÆ¨×¹ðî ¹ÇÖ ÁÕæ ÕÔÅéÆ¨ AMg  - HGI - HGI - HGI - HGI - HGI

After coming into the world he went out of that tune
under the influence of maya or ignorance or egotism. With
the increase of this influence, he forgot about his past and
became more and more involved in the worldly pleasure.
“Iness” and “Myness” arose with attachment -

“At first man cherishes affection for breast milk
Secondly he acquires understanding of his mother and father.
Thirdly he comes to recognize his brother, brother’s wife and
his sister. In the fourth stage the love of play arises in him.
Fifthly he runs after food and drink. In the sixth he inquires
not the woman’s caste in his lust. Seventhly he amasses
wealth and acquires an abode in his home.”

êÇÔñË ÇêÁÅÇð ñ×Å æä ç¹Çè¨ çÈÜ Ë îÅÇÂ ìÅê ÕÆ Ã ¹ÇèÍÍêÇÔñË ÇêÁÅÇð ñ×Å æä ç¹Çè¨ çÈÜ Ë îÅÇÂ ìÅê ÕÆ Ã ¹ÇèÍÍêÇÔñË ÇêÁÅÇð ñ×Å æä ç¹Çè¨ çÈÜ Ë îÅÇÂ ìÅê ÕÆ Ã ¹ÇèÍÍêÇÔñË ÇêÁÅÇð ñ×Å æä ç¹Çè¨ çÈÜ Ë îÅÇÂ ìÅê ÕÆ Ã ¹ÇèÍÍêÇÔñË ÇêÁÅÇð ñ×Å æä ç¹Çè¨ çÈÜ Ë îÅÇÂ ìÅê ÕÆ Ã ¹ÇèÍÍ
åÆÜË íïÅ íÅíÆ ì ¶ì¨ ÚÀ°æ Ë ÇêÁÅÇð À°ê ³éÆ Ö ¶â¨åÆÜË íïÅ íÅíÆ ì ¶ì¨ ÚÀ°æ Ë ÇêÁÅÇð À°ê ³éÆ Ö ¶â¨åÆÜË íïÅ íÅíÆ ì ¶ì¨ ÚÀ°æ Ë ÇêÁÅÇð À°ê ³éÆ Ö ¶â¨åÆÜË íïÅ íÅíÆ ì ¶ì¨ ÚÀ°æ Ë ÇêÁÅÇð À°ê ³éÆ Ö ¶â¨åÆÜË íïÅ íÅíÆ ì ¶ì¨ ÚÀ°æ Ë ÇêÁÅÇð À°ê ³éÆ Ö ¶â¨
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ê³ÜòË ÖÅä êÆÁä ÕÆ èÅå°¨ ÇÛòË ÕÅî ¹ é ê ¹Û Ë ÜÅÇå¨ê³ÜòË ÖÅä êÆÁä ÕÆ èÅå°¨ ÇÛòË ÕÅî ¹ é ê ¹Û Ë ÜÅÇå¨ê³ÜòË ÖÅä êÆÁä ÕÆ èÅå°¨ ÇÛòË ÕÅî ¹ é ê ¹Û Ë ÜÅÇå¨ê³ÜòË ÖÅä êÆÁä ÕÆ èÅå°¨ ÇÛòË ÕÅî ¹ é ê ¹Û Ë ÜÅÇå¨ê³ÜòË ÖÅä êÆÁä ÕÆ èÅå°¨ ÇÛòË ÕÅî ¹ é ê ¹Û Ë ÜÅÇå¨
ÃåòË Ã ¿ ÇÜ ÕÆÁÅ Øð òÅÃ¹¨ÃåòË Ã ¿ ÇÜ ÕÆÁÅ Øð òÅÃ¹¨ÃåòË Ã ¿ ÇÜ ÕÆÁÅ Øð òÅÃ¹¨ÃåòË Ã ¿ ÇÜ ÕÆÁÅ Øð òÅÃ¹¨ÃåòË Ã ¿ ÇÜ ÕÆÁÅ Øð òÅÃ¹¨ AMg  - ACG - ACG - ACG - ACG - ACG

Man makes his mansions and adds to his property. He
amasses wealth for himself. But he does not know that he
has to leave the world. Then what will he do with this
property? To whom shall he entrust his property? He appoints
his sons as his successors. He does a lot for his successors.
But when he grows old he feels his targets are not achieved.
His family does not obey him. His sons live separately after
they are married. Consequently man is frustrated and gets
angry -

“In the eighth stage his body is wasted in wrath.”

ÁáòË ´¯è ¹  Ô ¯ÁÅ åé éÅÃ¹ÍÍÁáòË ´¯è ¹  Ô ¯ÁÅ åé éÅÃ¹ÍÍÁáòË ´¯è ¹  Ô ¯ÁÅ åé éÅÃ¹ÍÍÁáòË ´¯è ¹  Ô ¯ÁÅ åé éÅÃ¹ÍÍÁáòË ´¯è ¹  Ô ¯ÁÅ åé éÅÃ¹ÍÍ AMg  - ACG - ACG - ACG - ACG - ACG
Man is thus cheated by maya. He did not devise any

means to save himself from maya. However, with the grace
of God, those holy persons who have seen and understood
maya in its true form, caution aloud the man -

“Meet the Lord of the Universe. This is the time to meet.
After a long time this body is fashioned.”

Çî« Ü×çÆÃ Çîñé ÕÆ ìðÆÁÅÍÍÇî« Ü×çÆÃ Çîñé ÕÆ ìðÆÁÅÍÍÇî« Ü×çÆÃ Çîñé ÕÆ ìðÆÁÅÍÍÇî« Ü×çÆÃ Çîñé ÕÆ ìðÆÁÅÍÍÇî« Ü×çÆÃ Çîñé ÕÆ ìðÆÁÅÍÍ
ÇÚð¿ÕÅñ ÇÂÔ ç¶Ô Ã ¿ÜðÆÁÅ¨ÇÚð¿ÕÅñ ÇÂÔ ç¶Ô Ã ¿ÜðÆÁÅ¨ÇÚð¿ÕÅñ ÇÂÔ ç¶Ô Ã ¿ÜðÆÁÅ¨ÇÚð¿ÕÅñ ÇÂÔ ç¶Ô Ã ¿ÜðÆÁÅ¨ÇÚð¿ÕÅñ ÇÂÔ ç¶Ô Ã ¿ÜðÆÁÅ¨ AMg  - AGF - AGF - AGF - AGF - AGF

Man has obtained human body to meet God. But he has not
made up his mind to achieve this end. He leaves the world
unsucessfully as before -

“Enmity, strife, lust, wrath, worldly love, falsehood, sin,
excessive greed and deceit.
In their ways man has passed away many lives
O Lord, redeem Nanak, by showing Thy mercy.”

ìËð Çìð ¯è ÕÅî ´¯è î ¯Ô¨ Þ Èá ÇìÕÅð îÔÅ ñ¯í è Ì ¯ÔÍÍì Ëð Çìð ¯è ÕÅî ´¯è î ¯Ô¨ Þ Èá ÇìÕÅð îÔÅ ñ¯í è Ì ¯ÔÍÍì Ëð Çìð ¯è ÕÅî ´¯è î ¯Ô¨ Þ Èá ÇìÕÅð îÔÅ ñ¯í è Ì ¯ÔÍÍì Ëð Çìð ¯è ÕÅî ´¯è î ¯Ô¨ Þ Èá ÇìÕÅð îÔÅ ñ¯í è Ì ¯ÔÍÍì Ëð Çìð ¯è ÕÅî ´¯è î ¯Ô¨ Þ Èá ÇìÕÅð îÔÅ ñ¯í è Ì ¯ÔÍÍ
ÇÂÁÅÔÈ Ü ¹×Çå ÇìÔÅé¶ ÕÂÆ Üéî¨ÇÂÁÅÔÈ Ü ¹×Çå ÇìÔÅé¶ ÕÂÆ Üéî¨ÇÂÁÅÔÈ Ü ¹×Çå ÇìÔÅé¶ ÕÂÆ Üéî¨ÇÂÁÅÔÈ Ü ¹×Çå ÇìÔÅé¶ ÕÂÆ Üéî¨ÇÂÁÅÔÈ Ü ¹×Çå ÇìÔÅé¶ ÕÂÆ Üéî¨
éÅéÕ ðÅÇÖ ñ¶Ô ¹  ÁÅêé ÕÇð Õðî¨éÅéÕ ðÅÇÖ ñ¶Ô ¹  ÁÅêé ÕÇð Õðî¨éÅéÕ ðÅÇÖ ñ¶Ô ¹  ÁÅêé ÕÇð Õðî¨éÅéÕ ðÅÇÖ ñ¶Ô ¹  ÁÅêé ÕÇð Õðî¨éÅéÕ ðÅÇÖ ñ¶Ô ¹  ÁÅêé ÕÇð Õðî¨      AMg  - BFG - BFG - BFG - BFG - BFG

So it is known that human body was obtained several
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times and was wasted in evil. Hence the prayer is made for
redemption.

Guru Ji says there is only one way to achieve the
desired end. He should be accommodated in the society of
saints. But this is also not done. Because he is not prepared
to accept their first condition. The condition is for the
acceptance of death of pride within him -

“Accept thou death first, abandon the hope of life, and be the
dust of the feet of all, then alone come thou to me.”

êÇÔñÅ îðä° ÕìÈÇñ ÜÆòä ÕÆ ÛÇâ ÁÅÃÍÍêÇÔñÅ îðä° ÕìÈÇñ ÜÆòä ÕÆ ÛÇâ ÁÅÃÍÍêÇÔñÅ îðä° ÕìÈÇñ ÜÆòä ÕÆ ÛÇâ ÁÅÃÍÍêÇÔñÅ îðä° ÕìÈÇñ ÜÆòä ÕÆ ÛÇâ ÁÅÃÍÍêÇÔñÅ îðä° ÕìÈÇñ ÜÆòä ÕÆ ÛÇâ ÁÅÃÍÍ
Ô ¯Ô ¹  ÃíéÅ ÕÆ ð ¶ä °ÕÅ åÀ° ÁÅÀ° ÔîÅð Ë êÅÇÃ¨Ô¯Ô ¹  ÃíéÅ ÕÆ ð ¶ä °ÕÅ åÀ° ÁÅÀ° ÔîÅð Ë êÅÇÃ¨Ô¯Ô ¹  ÃíéÅ ÕÆ ð ¶ä °ÕÅ åÀ° ÁÅÀ° ÔîÅð Ë êÅÇÃ¨Ô¯Ô ¹  ÃíéÅ ÕÆ ð ¶ä °ÕÅ åÀ° ÁÅÀ° ÔîÅð Ë êÅÇÃ¨Ô¯Ô ¹  ÃíéÅ ÕÆ ð ¶ä °ÕÅ åÀ° ÁÅÀ° ÔîÅð Ë êÅÇÃ¨AMg - AA@B - AA@B - AA@B - AA@B - AA@B

It is bad to blame others. Under no circumstance should it
be done. Kabir Ji says -

“Kabir, I am the worst of all, except me, everyone else is
good.
Whosoever realizes thus, he alone is my friend.”

ÕìÆð Ãí å¶ Ôî ì ¹ð ¶  Ôî åÇÜ íñ¯ Ãí¹ Õ ¯ÇÂ¨ÕìÆð Ãí å¶ Ôî ì ¹ð ¶  Ôî åÇÜ íñ¯ Ãí¹ Õ ¯ÇÂ¨ÕìÆð Ãí å¶ Ôî ì ¹ð ¶  Ôî åÇÜ íñ¯ Ãí¹ Õ ¯ÇÂ¨ÕìÆð Ãí å¶ Ôî ì ¹ð ¶  Ôî åÇÜ íñ¯ Ãí¹ Õ ¯ÇÂ¨ÕìÆð Ãí å¶ Ôî ì ¹ð ¶  Ôî åÇÜ íñ¯ Ãí¹ Õ ¯ÇÂ¨
ÇÜÇé ÁËÃÅ ÕÇð ì ÈÇÞÁÅ îÆå° ÔîÅðÅ Ã ¯ÇÂÍÍÇÜÇé ÁËÃÅ ÕÇð ì ÈÇÞÁÅ îÆå° ÔîÅðÅ Ã ¯ÇÂÍÍÇÜÇé ÁËÃÅ ÕÇð ì ÈÇÞÁÅ îÆå° ÔîÅðÅ Ã ¯ÇÂÍÍÇÜÇé ÁËÃÅ ÕÇð ì ÈÇÞÁÅ îÆå° ÔîÅðÅ Ã ¯ÇÂÍÍÇÜÇé ÁËÃÅ ÕÇð ì ÈÇÞÁÅ îÆå° ÔîÅðÅ Ã ¯ÇÂÍÍ AMg  - ACFD - ACFD - ACFD - ACFD - ACFD

In the saints' society recitation of the Name and praise
of Lord alone is done. With this the influence of maya and
pride vanish -

“Waheguru is Gurmantar (chant given by Guru), meditation
of which destroys the pride.”

òÅÇÔ×¹ð È  ×¹ðî ³å z Ô Ë  Üê ÔÀ°î Ë Ö ¯ÂÆ¨òÅÇÔ×¹ð È  ×¹ðî ³å z Ô Ë  Üê ÔÀ°î Ë Ö ¯ÂÆ¨òÅÇÔ×¹ð È  ×¹ðî ³å z Ô Ë  Üê ÔÀ°î Ë Ö ¯ÂÆ¨òÅÇÔ×¹ð È  ×¹ðî ³å z Ô Ë  Üê ÔÀ°î Ë Ö ¯ÂÆ¨òÅÇÔ×¹ð È  ×¹ðî ³å z Ô Ë  Üê ÔÀ°î Ë Ö ¯ÂÆ¨ íÅÂÆ ×¹ðçÅÃ ÜÆíÅÂÆ ×¹ðçÅÃ ÜÆíÅÂÆ ×¹ðçÅÃ ÜÆíÅÂÆ ×¹ðçÅÃ ÜÆíÅÂÆ ×¹ðçÅÃ ÜÆ
With the loss of impact of egotism man knows about

his real self and the factors responsible for his downfall. He
also knows about the best thing for his help. Guru Ji says
about it -

“Singing of God’s praise in the saint’s society is the highest of
all the deeds. Says Nanak, he alone obtains it, who is
predestined to receive it.”
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ÔÇð ÕÆðÇå ÃÅèÃ¿×Çå Ô Ë ÇÃÇð Õðîé ÕË ÕðîÅ¨ÔÇð ÕÆðÇå ÃÅèÃ¿×Çå Ô Ë ÇÃÇð Õðîé ÕË ÕðîÅ¨ÔÇð ÕÆðÇå ÃÅèÃ¿×Çå Ô Ë ÇÃÇð Õðîé ÕË ÕðîÅ¨ÔÇð ÕÆðÇå ÃÅèÃ¿×Çå Ô Ë ÇÃÇð Õðîé ÕË ÕðîÅ¨ÔÇð ÕÆðÇå ÃÅèÃ¿×Çå Ô Ë ÇÃÇð Õðîé ÕË ÕðîÅ¨
ÕÔ¹ éÅéÕ ÇåÃ¹ íÇÂú êðÅêÇå ÇÜÃ¹ ê¹ðì ÇñÖ¶ ÕÅ ñÔéÅ¨ÕÔ¹ éÅéÕ ÇåÃ¹ íÇÂú êðÅêÇå ÇÜÃ¹ ê¹ðì ÇñÖ¶ ÕÅ ñÔéÅ¨ÕÔ¹ éÅéÕ ÇåÃ¹ íÇÂú êðÅêÇå ÇÜÃ¹ ê¹ðì ÇñÖ¶ ÕÅ ñÔéÅ¨ÕÔ¹ éÅéÕ ÇåÃ¹ íÇÂú êðÅêÇå ÇÜÃ¹ ê¹ðì ÇñÖ¶ ÕÅ ñÔéÅ¨ÕÔ¹ éÅéÕ ÇåÃ¹ íÇÂú êðÅêÇå ÇÜÃ¹ ê¹ðì ÇñÖ¶ ÕÅ ñÔéÅ¨

AMg  - FDB - FDB - FDB - FDB - FDB
Out of all high deeds, the highest deeds are the praise

of  God and the society of  the holy saints. Only those
persons shall get this boon on whose forehead, God has
already recorded so -

“Such cargo shall be with the mortal, as God’s reed pen has
recorded on his brow.”

ÜËÃÆ Õñî ò¹óÆ Ô Ë îÃåÇÕ åËÃÆ ÜÆÁó¶ êÅÇÃÍÍÜËÃÆ Õñî ò¹óÆ Ô Ë îÃåÇÕ åËÃÆ ÜÆÁó¶ êÅÇÃÍÍÜËÃÆ Õñî ò¹óÆ Ô Ë îÃåÇÕ åËÃÆ ÜÆÁó¶ êÅÇÃÍÍÜËÃÆ Õñî ò¹óÆ Ô Ë îÃåÇÕ åËÃÆ ÜÆÁó¶ êÅÇÃÍÍÜËÃÆ Õñî ò¹óÆ Ô Ë îÃåÇÕ åËÃÆ ÜÆÁó¶ êÅÇÃÍÍ
AMg  - GD - GD - GD - GD - GD

The writ was recorded -
“When, the plumule of the actions of past sprouted, I met a
person enjoying soul essence and living in detachment from
the world.

êÈðì Õðî Á³Õ °ð Üì êÌ×à¶ í ¶Çàú ê¹ðÖ ¹ ðÇÃÕ ìËðÅ×Æ¨êÈðì Õðî Á³Õ °ð Üì êÌ×à¶ í ¶Çàú ê¹ðÖ ¹ ðÇÃÕ ìËðÅ×Æ¨êÈðì Õðî Á³Õ °ð Üì êÌ×à¶ í ¶Çàú ê¹ðÖ ¹ ðÇÃÕ ìËðÅ×Æ¨êÈðì Õðî Á³Õ °ð Üì êÌ×à¶ í ¶Çàú ê¹ðÖ ¹ ðÇÃÕ ìËðÅ×Æ¨êÈðì Õðî Á³Õ °ð Üì êÌ×à¶ í ¶Çàú ê¹ðÖ ¹ ðÇÃÕ ìËðÅ×Æ¨
AMg  - B@D - B@D - B@D - B@D - B@D

One meets a person with soul essence living in
detachment from the world. He is equipped with Divine
knowledge and is blended with God and love. This is done
not with the force of wisdom. With the force of wisdom only
knowledge can be obtained. Wisdom and love together bring
knowledge with meditation which has its own attraction. Then
what is the proof of meeting such a holy personage?

“My darkness is dispelled on meeting God,
O Nanak, and I am awakened after being asleep for
numberless births.”

ÇîÇàú Á³è ¶ð ¹  Çîñå ÔÇð éÅéÕÇîÇàú Á³è ¶ð ¹  Çîñå ÔÇð éÅéÕÇîÇàú Á³è ¶ð ¹  Çîñå ÔÇð éÅéÕÇîÇàú Á³è ¶ð ¹  Çîñå ÔÇð éÅéÕÇîÇàú Á³è ¶ð ¹  Çîñå ÔÇð éÅéÕ
Üéî Üéî ÕÆ Ã ¯ÂÆ ÜÅ×Æ¨Üéî Üéî ÕÆ Ã ¯ÂÆ ÜÅ×Æ¨Üéî Üéî ÕÆ Ã ¯ÂÆ ÜÅ×Æ¨Üéî Üéî ÕÆ Ã ¯ÂÆ ÜÅ×Æ¨Üéî Üéî ÕÆ Ã ¯ÂÆ ÜÅ×Æ¨ AMg  - B@D - B@D - B@D - B@D - B@D

The darkness in mind is of ignorance and illusion. Otherwise
God is with everyone -

“Wherever I see, there I see Him present. He, My Master, is
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never far from any place. O my soul, ever remember Him,
who is contained in everything. He alone is accounted a
companion, who leaves us not here and hereafter. Paltry is
said to be the pleasure which passes off in an instant.
Living sustenance, the Lord cherishes all and He is short of
nothing.
Every moment, that Lord of mine takes care of His creatures.

ÜÔ ÜÔ ê¶ÖÀ° åÔ ÔÜÈÇð çÈÇð ÕåÔ¹ é ÜÅÂÆ¨ÜÔ ÜÔ ê¶ÖÀ° åÔ ÔÜÈÇð çÈÇð ÕåÔ¹ é ÜÅÂÆ¨ÜÔ ÜÔ ê¶ÖÀ° åÔ ÔÜÈÇð çÈÇð ÕåÔ¹ é ÜÅÂÆ¨ÜÔ ÜÔ ê¶ÖÀ° åÔ ÔÜÈÇð çÈÇð ÕåÔ¹ é ÜÅÂÆ¨ÜÔ ÜÔ ê¶ÖÀ° åÔ ÔÜÈÇð çÈÇð ÕåÔ¹ é ÜÅÂÆ¨
ðÇò ðÇÔÁÅ Ãðìåz î Ë îé ÃçÅ ÇèÁÅÂÆ¨ðÇò ðÇÔÁÅ Ãðìåz î Ë îé ÃçÅ ÇèÁÅÂÆ¨ðÇò ðÇÔÁÅ Ãðìåz î Ë îé ÃçÅ ÇèÁÅÂÆ¨ðÇò ðÇÔÁÅ Ãðìåz î Ë îé ÃçÅ ÇèÁÅÂÆ¨ðÇò ðÇÔÁÅ Ãðìåz î Ë îé ÃçÅ ÇèÁÅÂÆ¨
ÂÆå À±å éÔÆ ìÆÛ°ó Ë Ã ¯  Ã ¿×Æ ×éÆÁË¨ÂÆå À±å éÔÆ ìÆÛ°ó Ë Ã ¯  Ã ¿×Æ ×éÆÁË¨ÂÆå À±å éÔÆ ìÆÛ°ó Ë Ã ¯  Ã ¿×Æ ×éÆÁË¨ÂÆå À±å éÔÆ ìÆÛ°ó Ë Ã ¯  Ã ¿×Æ ×éÆÁË¨ÂÆå À±å éÔÆ ìÆÛ°ó Ë Ã ¯  Ã ¿×Æ ×éÆÁË¨
ÇìéÇÃ ÜÅÇÂ Ü¯ ÇéîÖ îÇÔ Ã ¯ Áñê Ã¹Ö ¹  íéÆÁËÍÍÇìéÇÃ ÜÅÇÂ Ü¯ ÇéîÖ îÇÔ Ã ¯ Áñê Ã¹Ö ¹  íéÆÁËÍÍÇìéÇÃ ÜÅÇÂ Ü¯ ÇéîÖ îÇÔ Ã ¯ Áñê Ã¹Ö ¹  íéÆÁËÍÍÇìéÇÃ ÜÅÇÂ Ü¯ ÇéîÖ îÇÔ Ã ¯ Áñê Ã¹Ö ¹  íéÆÁËÍÍÇìéÇÃ ÜÅÇÂ Ü¯ ÇéîÖ îÇÔ Ã ¯ Áñê Ã¹Ö ¹  íéÆÁËÍÍ
ê ÌÇåêÅñË ÁÇêÁÅÀ° ç ¶ÇÂ ÕÛ° À±é é Ô ¯ÂÆ¨êÌÇåêÅñË ÁÇêÁÅÀ° ç ¶ÇÂ ÕÛ° À±é é Ô ¯ÂÆ¨êÌÇåêÅñË ÁÇêÁÅÀ° ç ¶ÇÂ ÕÛ° À±é é Ô ¯ÂÆ¨êÌÇåêÅñË ÁÇêÁÅÀ° ç ¶ÇÂ ÕÛ° À±é é Ô ¯ÂÆ¨êÌÇåêÅñË ÁÇêÁÅÀ° ç ¶ÇÂ ÕÛ° À±é é Ô ¯ÂÆ¨
ÃÅÇÃ ÃÅÇÃ Ã ¿îÅñåÅ î ¶ðÅ ê Ìí ¹  Ã ¯ÂÆ¨ÃÅÇÃ ÃÅÇÃ Ã ¿îÅñåÅ î ¶ðÅ ê Ìí ¹  Ã ¯ÂÆ¨ÃÅÇÃ ÃÅÇÃ Ã ¿îÅñåÅ î ¶ðÅ ê Ìí ¹  Ã ¯ÂÆ¨ÃÅÇÃ ÃÅÇÃ Ã ¿îÅñåÅ î ¶ðÅ ê Ìí ¹  Ã ¯ÂÆ¨ÃÅÇÃ ÃÅÇÃ Ã ¿îÅñåÅ î ¶ðÅ ê Ìí ¹  Ã ¯ÂÆ¨ AMg  - FGG - FGG - FGG - FGG - FGG

God is always with us. He never leaves us. Still if  there
is no realization of this reality it is due to ignorance or
darkness of mind. There is another consciousness which is
called chemical or is 'Haumai'. Man is always aware of it but
totally unaware of cosmic consciousness or spiritual
consciousness. This awakening comes with the meeting of  a
holy saint -

“My darkness is dispelled on meeting God, O Nanak, and I
am awakened after being asleep for a number of births.”

ÇîÇàú Á³è ¶ð ¹  Çîñå ÔÇð éÅéÕÇîÇàú Á³è ¶ð ¹  Çîñå ÔÇð éÅéÕÇîÇàú Á³è ¶ð ¹  Çîñå ÔÇð éÅéÕÇîÇàú Á³è ¶ð ¹  Çîñå ÔÇð éÅéÕÇîÇàú Á³è ¶ð ¹  Çîñå ÔÇð éÅéÕ
Üéî Üéî ÕÆ Ã ¯ÂÆ ÜÅ×Æ¨Üéî Üéî ÕÆ Ã ¯ÂÆ ÜÅ×Æ¨Üéî Üéî ÕÆ Ã ¯ÂÆ ÜÅ×Æ¨Üéî Üéî ÕÆ Ã ¯ÂÆ ÜÅ×Æ¨Üéî Üéî ÕÆ Ã ¯ÂÆ ÜÅ×Æ¨ AMg  - B@D - B@D - B@D - B@D - B@D

This darkness is not otherwise removed by the sun, the moon
or lightning -

“If hundred moons arise and thousand suns appear, even
with such light, there would be pitch darkness without the
Guru.”

Ü¶ ÃÀ° Ú ¿çÅ À°×òÇÔ Ã ÈðÜ ÚóÇÔ ÔÜÅð¨Ü¶ ÃÀ° Ú ¿çÅ À°×òÇÔ Ã ÈðÜ ÚóÇÔ ÔÜÅð¨Ü¶ ÃÀ° Ú ¿çÅ À°×òÇÔ Ã ÈðÜ ÚóÇÔ ÔÜÅð¨Ü¶ ÃÀ° Ú ¿çÅ À°×òÇÔ Ã ÈðÜ ÚóÇÔ ÔÜÅð¨Ü¶ ÃÀ° Ú ¿çÅ À°×òÇÔ Ã ÈðÜ ÚóÇÔ ÔÜÅð¨
Â¶å ¶ ÚÅéä Ô¯ÇçÁ» ×¹ð Çìé° Ø¯ð Á³èÅð¨Â¶å ¶ ÚÅéä Ô¯ÇçÁ» ×¹ð Çìé° Ø¯ð Á³èÅð¨Â¶å ¶ ÚÅéä Ô¯ÇçÁ» ×¹ð Çìé° Ø¯ð Á³èÅð¨Â¶å ¶ ÚÅéä Ô¯ÇçÁ» ×¹ð Çìé° Ø¯ð Á³èÅð¨Â¶å ¶ ÚÅéä Ô¯ÇçÁ» ×¹ð Çìé° Ø¯ð Á³èÅð¨ AMg  - DFC - DFC - DFC - DFC - DFC

With the vanishing of darkness light dawns and man
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realizes his true self. This awakening or realization is restored
if the devotee is accommodated in the society of saints and
he achieves the boon of the Name of God. This is a big
task and small task as well. It will be small or easy if man
gives up haughty intellect -

“O ignorant man, forget thou thy haughty intellect.”

í¯ÇñÁÅ ÔÀ°î Ë Ã ¹ðÇå ÇòÃÅÇð¨í¯ÇñÁÅ ÔÀ°î Ë Ã ¹ðÇå ÇòÃÅÇð¨í¯ÇñÁÅ ÔÀ°î Ë Ã ¹ðÇå ÇòÃÅÇð¨í¯ÇñÁÅ ÔÀ°î Ë Ã ¹ðÇå ÇòÃÅÇð¨í¯ÇñÁÅ ÔÀ°î Ë Ã ¹ðÇå ÇòÃÅÇð¨                AMg  - AAFH - AAFH - AAFH - AAFH - AAFH
This “Iness”, and the claim, “I am so and so; I recite

Gurbani; I am handsome; I observe religious rules, I give in
charity” is due to egotism. It has to be abandoned to know
the reality.

So, the wisdom of  all philosophies is contained in this
very holy one line of  Guru Ji. To escape the templation of
maya which has enchanted the regions and universes, there
is only one way that of  joining the society of  the holy saints.
A true saint is met only with the grace of  God, because the
saints are rare. Everybody cannot claim to be a true saint. It
is very difficult to identify a true saint. But Guru Ji gives
valuable guidance in this regard -

“Who with every inbreathing and out breathing forgets not
God’s Name and within whose mind is this spell; they alone
are the perfect saints O Nanak.”

ÇÜéÅ ÃÅÇÃ Ç×ðÅÇÃ é ÇòÃðË ÔÇð éÅî» îÇé î ³å °¨ÇÜéÅ ÃÅÇÃ Ç×ðÅÇÃ é ÇòÃðË ÔÇð éÅî» îÇé î ³å °¨ÇÜéÅ ÃÅÇÃ Ç×ðÅÇÃ é ÇòÃðË ÔÇð éÅî» îÇé î ³å °¨ÇÜéÅ ÃÅÇÃ Ç×ðÅÇÃ é ÇòÃðË ÔÇð éÅî» îÇé î ³å °¨ÇÜéÅ ÃÅÇÃ Ç×ðÅÇÃ é ÇòÃðË ÔÇð éÅî» îÇé î ³å °¨
è ¿é ° ÇÃ Ã ¶ÂÆ éÅéÕÅ ê Èðé° Ã ¯ÂÆ Ã ¿å °¨è ¿é ° ÇÃ Ã ¶ÂÆ éÅéÕÅ ê Èðé° Ã ¯ÂÆ Ã ¿å °¨è ¿é ° ÇÃ Ã ¶ÂÆ éÅéÕÅ ê Èðé° Ã ¯ÂÆ Ã ¿å °¨è ¿é ° ÇÃ Ã ¶ÂÆ éÅéÕÅ ê Èðé° Ã ¯ÂÆ Ã ¿å °¨è ¿é ° ÇÃ Ã ¶ÂÆ éÅéÕÅ ê Èðé° Ã ¯ÂÆ Ã ¿å °¨                          AMg  - CAI - CAI - CAI - CAI - CAI

A true saint never forgets God. He is blended in the
Lord; and is love personified. An ordinary person forgets
God. He just has a wink of His Light and thereafter he
forgets Him. A true saint always remains one with Him -

“What are they like, who forget not the Name?
They are like the Lord. Know that there is absolutely no
difference between the two.”

ÇÜéÅ é ÇòÃðË éÅî ¹ Ã ¶  ÇÕé¶ÇÔÁÅ¨ÇÜéÅ é ÇòÃðË éÅî ¹ Ã ¶  ÇÕé¶ÇÔÁÅ¨ÇÜéÅ é ÇòÃðË éÅî ¹ Ã ¶  ÇÕé¶ÇÔÁÅ¨ÇÜéÅ é ÇòÃðË éÅî ¹ Ã ¶  ÇÕé¶ÇÔÁÅ¨ÇÜéÅ é ÇòÃðË éÅî ¹ Ã ¶  ÇÕé¶ÇÔÁÅ¨
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í¶ç ¹ é ÜÅäÔ¹ î È Çñ Ã»ÂÆ Ü¶ÇÔÁÅ¨í¶ç ¹ é ÜÅäÔ¹ î È Çñ Ã»ÂÆ Ü¶ÇÔÁÅ¨í¶ç ¹ é ÜÅäÔ¹ î È Çñ Ã»ÂÆ Ü¶ÇÔÁÅ¨í¶ç ¹ é ÜÅäÔ¹ î È Çñ Ã»ÂÆ Ü¶ÇÔÁÅ¨í¶ç ¹ é ÜÅäÔ¹ î È Çñ Ã»ÂÆ Ü¶ÇÔÁÅ¨ AMg  - CIG - CIG - CIG - CIG - CIG
We interpret this sermon of  Guru Ji with our own

intellect. With the wrong interpretation we suffer. We do not
achieve essence of the Divine Light.

I, therefore, pray that God may bless us with the society
of a holy saint and His Name to enable us to achieve
emancipation.
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Discourse - XII

It is the grace of God that during this burning period
of Kali age, when man is without peace of mind, we have
got the opportunity to hear the praise of  the Lord. It’s reward
is -

“The hearers and singers of Lord’s praise receive the reward
of many millions of sacred feasts.”

ÕÂÆ Õ¯ÇàÕ Ü× ëñÅ Ã ¹Çä ×ÅòéÔÅð ¶ ðÅî¨ÕÂÆ Õ¯ÇàÕ Ü× ëñÅ Ã ¹Çä ×ÅòéÔÅð ¶ ðÅî¨ÕÂÆ Õ¯ÇàÕ Ü× ëñÅ Ã ¹Çä ×ÅòéÔÅð ¶ ðÅî¨ÕÂÆ Õ¯ÇàÕ Ü× ëñÅ Ã ¹Çä ×ÅòéÔÅð ¶ ðÅî¨ÕÂÆ Õ¯ÇàÕ Ü× ëñÅ Ã ¹Çä ×ÅòéÔÅð ¶ ðÅî¨ AMg  - EDF - EDF - EDF - EDF - EDF
If praise of the Lord is heard intentively and the

doctrine contained therein is adopted and acted upon, then
reward of millions of sacred feasts is achieved according to
Guru Ji. However Guru Ji has also told us in this order that
this boon cannot be achieved without good fortune.

The best fortune, which is also called luck, favours when
the opportune time for achieving the reward of previous
virtuous deeds arrives and the devotee comes in to the society
of  true saints. In that holy company bad thinking is destroyed
which is called “Durmat” (evil-will) and “Manmat' (self-will).

There is also Gurmat (Guru's will) with the thinking
gifted by the Guru in the society of  the saint, evil thinking
disappears and the devotee attains the Name of God. The
devotee imbued with the Name of God is worthy of
veneration. The Guru destroys his misdeeds -

“The Guru’s word, destroys millions of misdeeds.”

×¹ð ÕÅ Ãìç¹ ÕÅà Ë Õ ¯Çà Õðî¨×¹ð ÕÅ Ãìç¹ ÕÅà Ë Õ ¯Çà Õðî¨×¹ð ÕÅ Ãìç¹ ÕÅà Ë Õ ¯Çà Õðî¨×¹ð ÕÅ Ãìç¹ ÕÅà Ë Õ ¯Çà Õðî¨×¹ð ÕÅ Ãìç¹ ÕÅà Ë Õ ¯Çà Õðî¨                AMg  - AAIE - AAIE - AAIE - AAIE - AAIE
All dirt is washed -

“By washing with water the dust of the besmeared hands, feet
and other parts of the body is removed.
The garment polluted with urine, that is washed clean by
applying soap.
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The soul defiled with sins, that is cleaned with the love of
(God’s) Name.”

íðÆÁË Ôæ¹ ê Ëð ¹  åé° ç ¶Ô¨ êÅäÆ è ¯å Ë À °åðÃ¹ Ö ¶Ô¨íðÆÁË Ôæ¹ ê Ëð ¹  åé° ç ¶Ô¨ êÅäÆ è ¯å Ë À °åðÃ¹ Ö ¶Ô¨íðÆÁË Ôæ¹ ê Ëð ¹  åé° ç ¶Ô¨ êÅäÆ è ¯å Ë À °åðÃ¹ Ö ¶Ô¨íðÆÁË Ôæ¹ ê Ëð ¹  åé° ç ¶Ô¨ êÅäÆ è ¯å Ë À °åðÃ¹ Ö ¶Ô¨íðÆÁË Ôæ¹ ê Ëð ¹  åé° ç ¶Ô¨ êÅäÆ è ¯å Ë À °åðÃ¹ Ö ¶Ô¨
îÈå êñÆåÆ Õêó° Ô ¯ ÇÂ¨ ç¶ ÃÅì Èä ° ñÂÆÁË úÔ¹ è ¯ ÇÂ¨îÈå êñÆåÆ Õêó° Ô ¯ ÇÂ¨ ç¶ ÃÅì Èä ° ñÂÆÁË úÔ¹ è ¯ ÇÂ¨îÈå êñÆåÆ Õêó° Ô ¯ ÇÂ¨ ç¶ ÃÅì Èä ° ñÂÆÁË úÔ¹ è ¯ ÇÂ¨îÈå êñÆåÆ Õêó° Ô ¯ ÇÂ¨ ç¶ ÃÅì Èä ° ñÂÆÁË úÔ¹ è ¯ ÇÂ¨îÈå êñÆåÆ Õêó° Ô ¯ ÇÂ¨ ç¶ ÃÅì Èä ° ñÂÆÁË úÔ¹ è ¯ ÇÂ¨
íðÆÁË îÇå êÅêÅ ÕË Ã ¿ Ç×¨ úÔ¹ è ¯ê Ë  éÅòË Õ Ë ð ¿ Ç×¨íðÆÁË îÇå êÅêÅ ÕË Ã ¿ Ç×¨ úÔ¹ è ¯ê Ë  éÅòË Õ Ë ð ¿ Ç×¨íðÆÁË îÇå êÅêÅ ÕË Ã ¿ Ç×¨ úÔ¹ è ¯ê Ë  éÅòË Õ Ë ð ¿ Ç×¨íðÆÁË îÇå êÅêÅ ÕË Ã ¿ Ç×¨ úÔ¹ è ¯ê Ë  éÅòË Õ Ë ð ¿ Ç×¨íðÆÁË îÇå êÅêÅ ÕË Ã ¿ Ç×¨ úÔ¹ è ¯ê Ë  éÅòË Õ Ë ð ¿ Ç×¨

AMg  - D - D - D - D - D
With the remembrance of the Name of God the devotee
attains high position -

“What are they like, who forget not the Name?
They are like the Lord. Know that there is absolutely no
difference between the two.”

ÇÜéÅ é ÇòÃðË éÅî ¹ Ã ¶  ÇÕé¶ÇÔÁÅ¨ÇÜéÅ é ÇòÃðË éÅî ¹ Ã ¶  ÇÕé¶ÇÔÁÅ¨ÇÜéÅ é ÇòÃðË éÅî ¹ Ã ¶  ÇÕé¶ÇÔÁÅ¨ÇÜéÅ é ÇòÃðË éÅî ¹ Ã ¶  ÇÕé¶ÇÔÁÅ¨ÇÜéÅ é ÇòÃðË éÅî ¹ Ã ¶  ÇÕé¶ÇÔÁÅ¨
í¶ç ¹ é ÜÅäÔ¹ î È Çñ Ã»ÂÆ Ü¶ÇÔÁÅ¨í¶ç ¹ é ÜÅäÔ¹ î È Çñ Ã»ÂÆ Ü¶ÇÔÁÅ¨í¶ç ¹ é ÜÅäÔ¹ î È Çñ Ã»ÂÆ Ü¶ÇÔÁÅ¨í¶ç ¹ é ÜÅäÔ¹ î È Çñ Ã»ÂÆ Ü¶ÇÔÁÅ¨í¶ç ¹ é ÜÅäÔ¹ î È Çñ Ã»ÂÆ Ü¶ÇÔÁÅ¨ AMg  - CIG - CIG - CIG - CIG - CIG

The devotees imbued with the Name appear like God.
Because they are merged in the Name as a wave of water
merges in the ocean. Their defilement, earlier to the
achievement of  Name is cleaned. Guru Ji says -

“Those who have realized spiritual bliss, they become like
God.
There is no difference whatsoever between them, God and
myself.”

ÁÅåî ðÃ ÇÜÔ ÜÅéÔÆ, Ã ¯ Ô Ë  ÖÅñÃ ç¶ò¨ÁÅåî ðÃ ÇÜÔ ÜÅéÔÆ, Ã ¯ Ô Ë  ÖÅñÃ ç¶ò¨ÁÅåî ðÃ ÇÜÔ ÜÅéÔÆ, Ã ¯ Ô Ë  ÖÅñÃ ç¶ò¨ÁÅåî ðÃ ÇÜÔ ÜÅéÔÆ, Ã ¯ Ô Ë  ÖÅñÃ ç¶ò¨ÁÅåî ðÃ ÇÜÔ ÜÅéÔÆ, Ã ¯ Ô Ë  ÖÅñÃ ç¶ò¨
êÌí îÇÔ, î ¯ îÇÔ, åÅÃ îÇÔ, ð ¿ÚÕ éÅÔé í¶ò¨êÌí îÇÔ, î ¯ îÇÔ, åÅÃ îÇÔ, ð ¿ÚÕ éÅÔé í¶ò¨êÌí îÇÔ, î ¯ îÇÔ, åÅÃ îÇÔ, ð ¿ÚÕ éÅÔé í¶ò¨êÌí îÇÔ, î ¯ îÇÔ, åÅÃ îÇÔ, ð ¿ÚÕ éÅÔé í¶ò¨êÌí îÇÔ, î ¯ îÇÔ, åÅÃ îÇÔ, ð ¿ÚÕ éÅÔé í¶ò¨

(Ãðì ñ¯Ô ×Ì ¿æ ÓÚ ¯ º )(Ãðì ñ¯Ô ×Ì ¿æ ÓÚ ¯ º )(Ãðì ñ¯Ô ×Ì ¿æ ÓÚ ¯ º )(Ãðì ñ¯Ô ×Ì ¿æ ÓÚ ¯ º )(Ãðì ñ¯Ô ×Ì ¿æ ÓÚ ¯ º )
Guru Ji says that anyone who finds God all around and

spirit of discrimination is finished in him, becomes like God.
It is the eternal truth. Not an iota of  falsehood is there. Guru
Ji says -

“I have said the Truth. Guru Nanak is witness to this.”

ïÅ î Ë ð ¿Ú é ÇîÇæÁÅ íÅÖÆ¨ êÅðìÌÔî ×¹ð éÅéÕ ÃÅÖÆ¨ïÅ î Ë ð ¿Ú é ÇîÇæÁÅ íÅÖÆ¨ êÅðìÌÔî ×¹ð éÅéÕ ÃÅÖÆ¨ïÅ î Ë ð ¿Ú é ÇîÇæÁÅ íÅÖÆ¨ êÅðìÌÔî ×¹ð éÅéÕ ÃÅÖÆ¨ïÅ î Ë ð ¿Ú é ÇîÇæÁÅ íÅÖÆ¨ êÅðìÌÔî ×¹ð éÅéÕ ÃÅÖÆ¨ïÅ î Ë ð ¿Ú é ÇîÇæÁÅ íÅÖÆ¨ êÅðìÌÔî ×¹ð éÅéÕ ÃÅÖÆ¨
  (Ãðì ñ¯Ô ×Ì ¿æ)  (Ãðì ñ¯Ô ×Ì ¿æ)  (Ãðì ñ¯Ô ×Ì ¿æ)  (Ãðì ñ¯Ô ×Ì ¿æ)  (Ãðì ñ¯Ô ×Ì ¿æ)

Guru Ji says, it is not a piece of  poetry. It is truth and
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said with the authority of  God and Guru Nanak Dev Ji. Guru
Ji also says that he seeks the dust of the feet of those
imbued with God because his filth is removed -

“Imperishable and Benefactor of the beings is the Lord,
remembering Whom all the filth is removed
The Lord, the Treasure of virtues, is for saint's use, but rare
is the person who receives it.”

ÁÇìéÅÃÆ ÜÆÁé Õ¯ çÅåÅ ÇÃîðå Ãí î« Ö¯ÂÆ¨ÁÇìéÅÃÆ ÜÆÁé Õ¯ çÅåÅ ÇÃîðå Ãí î« Ö¯ÂÆ¨ÁÇìéÅÃÆ ÜÆÁé Õ¯ çÅåÅ ÇÃîðå Ãí î« Ö¯ÂÆ¨ÁÇìéÅÃÆ ÜÆÁé Õ¯ çÅåÅ ÇÃîðå Ãí î« Ö¯ÂÆ¨ÁÇìéÅÃÆ ÜÆÁé Õ¯ çÅåÅ ÇÃîðå Ãí î« Ö¯ÂÆ¨
×¹ä ÇéèÅé í×åé ÕÀ° ìðåÇé ÇìðñÅ êÅòË Õ ¯ÂÆ¨×¹ä ÇéèÅé í×åé ÕÀ° ìðåÇé ÇìðñÅ êÅòË Õ ¯ÂÆ¨×¹ä ÇéèÅé í×åé ÕÀ° ìðåÇé ÇìðñÅ êÅòË Õ ¯ÂÆ¨×¹ä ÇéèÅé í×åé ÕÀ° ìðåÇé ÇìðñÅ êÅòË Õ ¯ÂÆ¨×¹ä ÇéèÅé í×åé ÕÀ° ìðåÇé ÇìðñÅ êÅòË Õ ¯ÂÆ¨

AMg  - FAG - FAG - FAG - FAG - FAG
With deep remembrance of God filth of the mind of

man is gradually removed. We have seen the filth of  the
clothes and body; we know about the filth around our houses,
but it is a pity that we know not the filth of our mind which
has darkened the mirror of soul. As a result of darkness of
the mind with filth, the image of the real self of man cannot
be seen. With this self realization alone the circle of
transmigration of  the soul can be terminated. On the other
hand the darkness has shrouded the reality and falsehood has
dominated the mind. Alienating itself, the soul started thinking
intellect, mind, life breaths, and root of five element and
filthy perishable body to be the real self. What is the cause
of depositing such a deep filth on the mirror of the mind -

“The scum of so many births is attached to this soul and it
has become jet black.”

Üéî Üéî ÕÆ ÇÂÃ¹ îé ÕÀ° î« ñÅ×ÆÜéî Üéî ÕÆ ÇÂÃ¹ îé ÕÀ° î« ñÅ×ÆÜéî Üéî ÕÆ ÇÂÃ¹ îé ÕÀ° î« ñÅ×ÆÜéî Üéî ÕÆ ÇÂÃ¹ îé ÕÀ° î« ñÅ×ÆÜéî Üéî ÕÆ ÇÂÃ¹ îé ÕÀ° î« ñÅ×Æ
ÕÅñÅ Ô ¯ÁÅ ÇÃÁÅÔ¹¨ÕÅñÅ Ô ¯ÁÅ ÇÃÁÅÔ¹¨ÕÅñÅ Ô ¯ÁÅ ÇÃÁÅÔ¹¨ÕÅñÅ Ô ¯ÁÅ ÇÃÁÅÔ¹¨ÕÅñÅ Ô ¯ÁÅ ÇÃÁÅÔ¹¨ AMg  - FEA - FEA - FEA - FEA - FEA

The soul has become extremely jet black -
“The oilman’s rag turns not white by washing even though it
be washed a hundred times.”

Ö³éñÆ è ¯åÆ À°ÜñÆ é Ô ¯òÂÆ Ü¶ ÃÀ° è ¯òÇä êÅÔ ¹¨Ö ³éñÆ è ¯åÆ À°ÜñÆ é Ô ¯òÂÆ Ü¶ ÃÀ° è ¯òÇä êÅÔ ¹¨Ö ³éñÆ è ¯åÆ À°ÜñÆ é Ô ¯òÂÆ Ü¶ ÃÀ° è ¯òÇä êÅÔ ¹¨Ö ³éñÆ è ¯åÆ À°ÜñÆ é Ô ¯òÂÆ Ü¶ ÃÀ° è ¯òÇä êÅÔ ¹¨Ö ³éñÆ è ¯åÆ À°ÜñÆ é Ô ¯òÂÆ Ü¶ ÃÀ° è ¯òÇä êÅÔ ¹¨
AMg  - FEA - FEA - FEA - FEA - FEA
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The cloth with which the oil is cleaned repeatedly becomes
so dirty that it cannot be restored to its original clean
condition -

“Even though it be washed a hundred times.”

.................Ü¶ ÃÀ° è ¯òÇä êÅÔ¹¨.................Ü¶ ÃÀ° è ¯òÇä êÅÔ¹¨.................Ü¶ ÃÀ° è ¯òÇä êÅÔ¹¨.................Ü¶ ÃÀ° è ¯òÇä êÅÔ¹¨.................Ü¶ ÃÀ° è ¯òÇä êÅÔ¹¨ AMg  - FEA - FEA - FEA - FEA - FEA
An oilman’s rag will not become white even if  washed

for a hundred times. There is another problem. Scum deposits
on the soul daily with evil seeing, hearing, thinking and bad
eating. Our thinking of  several ideas other than God creates
filth. The biggest scum is the egotism with which the soul
has become dirty. If  the mind or soul has become filthy,
keeping the body clean is of  no use. Guru Ji says -

“With filthy mind, all other body is dirty. Washing of the
body is of no avail.”

îÇé î Ëñ Ë Ãí¹ ÇÕÛ° î ËñÅ åÇé è¯å Ë îé° ÔÛÅ é Ô ¯ÇÂÍÍîÇé î Ëñ Ë Ãí¹ ÇÕÛ° î ËñÅ åÇé è¯å Ë îé° ÔÛÅ é Ô ¯ÇÂÍÍîÇé î Ëñ Ë Ãí¹ ÇÕÛ° î ËñÅ åÇé è¯å Ë îé° ÔÛÅ é Ô ¯ÇÂÍÍîÇé î Ëñ Ë Ãí¹ ÇÕÛ° î ËñÅ åÇé è¯å Ë îé° ÔÛÅ é Ô ¯ÇÂÍÍîÇé î Ëñ Ë Ãí¹ ÇÕÛ° î ËñÅ åÇé è¯å Ë îé° ÔÛÅ é Ô ¯ÇÂÍÍ
AMg  - EEH - EEH - EEH - EEH - EEH

Then how can the filthy soul be cleaned? It can be done
by keeping God always in the mind -

“The Infinite Lord, is both within and without.
The Auspicious Master Lord is contained in every heart.
He is in earth, sky and the under world.
Of all the worlds, he is the Perfect Cherisher.
In forests, grass blades and mountains, the Supreme Lord is
contained.
As is His will so are His creature’s acts.
The Lord is in wind, water and fire.
He is permeating the four quarters and the ten directions.
There is no place without Him.
By Guru’s grace, Nanak has obtained peace.”

Ã¯ Á³åÇð Ã ¯ ìÅÔÇð Áé§å¨Ã¯ Á³åÇð Ã ¯ ìÅÔÇð Áé§å¨Ã¯ Á³åÇð Ã ¯ ìÅÔÇð Áé§å¨Ã¯ Á³åÇð Ã ¯ ìÅÔÇð Áé§å¨Ã¯ Á³åÇð Ã ¯ ìÅÔÇð Áé§å¨
ØÇà ØÇà ÇìÁÅÇê ðÇÔÁÅ í×ò¿å¨ØÇà ØÇà ÇìÁÅÇê ðÇÔÁÅ í×ò¿å¨ØÇà ØÇà ÇìÁÅÇê ðÇÔÁÅ í×ò¿å¨ØÇà ØÇà ÇìÁÅÇê ðÇÔÁÅ í×ò¿å¨ØÇà ØÇà ÇìÁÅÇê ðÇÔÁÅ í×ò¿å¨
èðÇé îÅÇÔ ÁÅÕÅÃ êÇÂÁÅñ¨èðÇé îÅÇÔ ÁÅÕÅÃ êÇÂÁÅñ¨èðÇé îÅÇÔ ÁÅÕÅÃ êÇÂÁÅñ¨èðÇé îÅÇÔ ÁÅÕÅÃ êÇÂÁÅñ¨èðÇé îÅÇÔ ÁÅÕÅÃ êÇÂÁÅñ¨
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Ãðì ñ¯Õ ê Èðé ê ÌÇåêÅñ¨Ãðì ñ¯Õ ê Èðé ê ÌÇåêÅñ¨Ãðì ñ¯Õ ê Èðé ê ÌÇåêÅñ¨Ãðì ñ¯Õ ê Èðé ê ÌÇåêÅñ¨Ãðì ñ¯Õ ê Èðé ê ÌÇåêÅñ¨
ìÇé ÇåÇé êðìÇå ÔË êÅðìÌÔî¹¨ìÇé ÇåÇé êðìÇå ÔË êÅðìÌÔî¹¨ìÇé ÇåÇé êðìÇå ÔË êÅðìÌÔî¹¨ìÇé ÇåÇé êðìÇå ÔË êÅðìÌÔî¹¨ìÇé ÇåÇé êðìÇå ÔË êÅðìÌÔî¹¨
ÜËÃÆ ÁÅÇ×ÁÅ åËÃÅ Õðî¹¨ÜËÃÆ ÁÅÇ×ÁÅ åËÃÅ Õðî¹¨ÜËÃÆ ÁÅÇ×ÁÅ åËÃÅ Õðî¹¨ÜËÃÆ ÁÅÇ×ÁÅ åËÃÅ Õðî¹¨ÜËÃÆ ÁÅÇ×ÁÅ åËÃÅ Õðî¹¨
êÀ°ä êÅäÆ ì ËÃ ¿åð îÅÇÔ¨êÀ°ä êÅäÆ ì ËÃ ¿åð îÅÇÔ¨êÀ°ä êÅäÆ ì ËÃ ¿åð îÅÇÔ¨êÀ°ä êÅäÆ ì ËÃ ¿åð îÅÇÔ¨êÀ°ä êÅäÆ ì ËÃ ¿åð îÅÇÔ¨
ÚÅÇð Õ° ¿à çÔ ÇçÃ¶ ÃîÅÇÔ¨ÚÅÇð Õ° ¿à çÔ ÇçÃ¶ ÃîÅÇÔ¨ÚÅÇð Õ° ¿à çÔ ÇçÃ¶ ÃîÅÇÔ¨ÚÅÇð Õ° ¿à çÔ ÇçÃ¶ ÃîÅÇÔ¨ÚÅÇð Õ° ¿à çÔ ÇçÃ¶ ÃîÅÇÔ¨
ÇåÃ å¶ Çí ¿é éÔÆ Õ¯ áÅÀ°¨ÇåÃ å¶ Çí ¿é éÔÆ Õ¯ áÅÀ°¨ÇåÃ å¶ Çí ¿é éÔÆ Õ¯ áÅÀ°¨ÇåÃ å¶ Çí ¿é éÔÆ Õ¯ áÅÀ°¨ÇåÃ å¶ Çí ¿é éÔÆ Õ¯ áÅÀ°¨
×¹ð ê ÌÃÅÇç éÅéÕ Ã¹Ö ¹  êÅÀ°¨×¹ð ê ÌÃÅÇç éÅéÕ Ã¹Ö ¹  êÅÀ°¨×¹ð ê ÌÃÅÇç éÅéÕ Ã¹Ö ¹  êÅÀ°¨×¹ð ê ÌÃÅÇç éÅéÕ Ã¹Ö ¹  êÅÀ°¨×¹ð ê ÌÃÅÇç éÅéÕ Ã¹Ö ¹  êÅÀ°¨ AMg  - BIC - BIC - BIC - BIC - BIC

The faith that He is permeating everywhere and He
alone is truth and the rest is false, cleans the mind completely.

The number of filths cannot be counted. His Holiness
asks what is the state of the mind when it is cleaned. God,
Whom we try to search, comes to abide within. Man forgets
“Iness”. He finds God within and without. Discrimination
between the recitation of  “Ram-Ram” or “Waheguru-
Waheguru” vanishes. Kabir Ji says that this discrimination is
due to duality. It exists not in unity -

“Kabir, my mind has become immaculate like the Ganges'
water
The Lord follows me, saying
“Kabir, O my Kabir.”

ÕìÆð îé° Çéðî« íÇÂÁÅ ÜËÃÅ ×¿×Å éÆð ¹¨ÕìÆð îé° Çéðî« íÇÂÁÅ ÜËÃÅ ×¿×Å éÆð ¹¨ÕìÆð îé° Çéðî« íÇÂÁÅ ÜËÃÅ ×¿×Å éÆð ¹¨ÕìÆð îé° Çéðî« íÇÂÁÅ ÜËÃÅ ×¿×Å éÆð ¹¨ÕìÆð îé° Çéðî« íÇÂÁÅ ÜËÃÅ ×¿×Å éÆð ¹¨
êÅÛË ñÅ×¯ ÔÇð ÇëðË ÕÔå ÕìÆð ÕìÆð¨êÅÛË ñÅ×¯ ÔÇð ÇëðË ÕÔå ÕìÆð ÕìÆð¨êÅÛË ñÅ×¯ ÔÇð ÇëðË ÕÔå ÕìÆð ÕìÆð¨êÅÛË ñÅ×¯ ÔÇð ÇëðË ÕÔå ÕìÆð ÕìÆð¨êÅÛË ñÅ×¯ ÔÇð ÇëðË ÕÔå ÕìÆð ÕìÆð¨      AMg  - ACFG - ACFG - ACFG - ACFG - ACFG

Evidently the process of cleaning the mind is praise of
the Lord and meditation of the Name of God. Gradually the
Light appears within by becoming one with God. But it can
be done with the society of the saint, which is achieved with
complete fortune.

But who is a Sadhu or Saint? He is not the outer
appearance; He is not a shop, as has been opened by
everyone these days. He is an embodiment of  virtues. He may
be an agriculturist or doing service in civil or in army. He
may be living in solitude or in some “Dera” (religious place).
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But if he never forgets the remembrance of God and has
forgotten the pride completely he is said to be Sadhu (a saint)
-

“Who with every inbreathing and out breathing forget not
God’s Name and within whose mind is this spell they alone
are the perfect saints, O Nanak.”

ÇÜéÅ ÃÅÇÃ Ç×ðÅÇÃ é ÇòÃðË ÔÇð éÅî» îÇé î ³å °¨ÇÜéÅ ÃÅÇÃ Ç×ðÅÇÃ é ÇòÃðË ÔÇð éÅî» îÇé î ³å °¨ÇÜéÅ ÃÅÇÃ Ç×ðÅÇÃ é ÇòÃðË ÔÇð éÅî» îÇé î ³å °¨ÇÜéÅ ÃÅÇÃ Ç×ðÅÇÃ é ÇòÃðË ÔÇð éÅî» îÇé î ³å °¨ÇÜéÅ ÃÅÇÃ Ç×ðÅÇÃ é ÇòÃðË ÔÇð éÅî» îÇé î ³å °¨
è ¿é ° ÇÃ Ã ¶ÂÆ éÅéÕÅ ê Èðé° Ã ¯ÂÆ Ã ¿å °¨è ¿é ° ÇÃ Ã ¶ÂÆ éÅéÕÅ ê Èðé° Ã ¯ÂÆ Ã ¿å °¨è ¿é ° ÇÃ Ã ¶ÂÆ éÅéÕÅ ê Èðé° Ã ¯ÂÆ Ã ¿å °¨è ¿é ° ÇÃ Ã ¶ÂÆ éÅéÕÅ ê Èðé° Ã ¯ÂÆ Ã ¿å °¨è ¿é ° ÇÃ Ã ¶ÂÆ éÅéÕÅ ê Èðé° Ã ¯ÂÆ Ã ¿å °¨                     AMg  - CAI - CAI - CAI - CAI - CAI

The Sadhu does not do any publicity. There is no tumult
that so and so is a saint. It is by good luck that a person
meets a good saint and obeys his instructions rightly.
Ordinarily a meeting with a saint does take place; his
preachings are also heard, but the minds do not meet. Man
continues entertaining several doubts in his mind which do
not permit him to blend himself  with the mind of  the sadhu.
True meeting with a sadhu takes place with good luck -

“By good fortune the saints’ society is obtained, by meeting
which the evil-thought is dispelled.”

òâíÅ×Æ ÃÅèÃ¿×¹ êðÅêÇå Çåé í¶àå ç¹ðîÇå Ö ¯ÂÆ¨òâíÅ×Æ ÃÅèÃ¿×¹ êðÅêÇå Çåé í¶àå ç¹ðîÇå Ö ¯ÂÆ¨òâíÅ×Æ ÃÅèÃ¿×¹ êðÅêÇå Çåé í¶àå ç¹ðîÇå Ö ¯ÂÆ¨òâíÅ×Æ ÃÅèÃ¿×¹ êðÅêÇå Çåé í¶àå ç¹ðîÇå Ö ¯ÂÆ¨òâíÅ×Æ ÃÅèÃ¿×¹ êðÅêÇå Çåé í¶àå ç¹ðîÇå Ö ¯ÂÆ¨
AMg  - FAH - FAH - FAH - FAH - FAH

Offering one’s self, one’s body, breath, mind, intellect,
consciousness, separate identity due to egotism for merger in
the saint result in perishing of the evil thought. Divine Light,
subsequently, appears within such man. Guru Ji seeks dust
of the feet of such a person -

“The nine treasures and the Nectar are Lord’s Name.
Within the human body itself is their seat. There is deep
meditation and melody of celestial music there.”

éÀ° ÇéÇè Á³Çî Ìå ° ê Ìí ÕÅ éÅî ¹¨éÀ° ÇéÇè Á³Çî Ìå ° ê Ìí ÕÅ éÅî ¹¨éÀ° ÇéÇè Á³Çî Ìå ° ê Ìí ÕÅ éÅî ¹¨éÀ° ÇéÇè Á³Çî Ìå ° ê Ìí ÕÅ éÅî ¹¨éÀ° ÇéÇè Á³Çî Ìå ° ê Ìí ÕÅ éÅî ¹¨
ç¶ÔÆ îÇÔ ÇÂÃ ÕÅ ÇìÃÌÅî ¹¨ç¶ÔÆ îÇÔ ÇÂÃ ÕÅ ÇìÃÌÅî ¹¨ç¶ÔÆ îÇÔ ÇÂÃ ÕÅ ÇìÃÌÅî ¹¨ç¶ÔÆ îÇÔ ÇÂÃ ÕÅ ÇìÃÌÅî ¹¨ç¶ÔÆ îÇÔ ÇÂÃ ÕÅ ÇìÃÌÅî ¹¨
Ã ¹ ¿é ÃîÅÇè ÁéÔå åÔ éÅç¨Ã¹ ¿é ÃîÅÇè ÁéÔå åÔ éÅç¨Ã¹ ¿é ÃîÅÇè ÁéÔå åÔ éÅç¨Ã¹ ¿é ÃîÅÇè ÁéÔå åÔ éÅç¨Ã¹ ¿é ÃîÅÇè ÁéÔå åÔ éÅç¨
ÕÔé° é ÜÅÂÆ ÁÚðÜ ÇìÃîÅç¨ÕÔé° é ÜÅÂÆ ÁÚðÜ ÇìÃîÅç¨ÕÔé° é ÜÅÂÆ ÁÚðÜ ÇìÃîÅç¨ÕÔé° é ÜÅÂÆ ÁÚðÜ ÇìÃîÅç¨ÕÔé° é ÜÅÂÆ ÁÚðÜ ÇìÃîÅç¨ AMg  - BIC - BIC - BIC - BIC - BIC
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The wonder and marvel of  it cannot be narrated.” This
rapturous Name of God abides within man. But greatness of
that Name is not known to the world -

“The praise of the Name, abides within the mind of the
saint.
By saints' influence, all the sin flees.”

éÅî ÕÆ îÇÔîÅ Ã ¿å Çðç òÃË¨éÅî ÕÆ îÇÔîÅ Ã ¿å Çðç òÃË¨éÅî ÕÆ îÇÔîÅ Ã ¿å Çðç òÃË¨éÅî ÕÆ îÇÔîÅ Ã ¿å Çðç òÃË¨éÅî ÕÆ îÇÔîÅ Ã ¿å Çðç òÃË¨
Ã ¿å ê ÌåÅÇê ç¹ðå° Ãí¹ éÃË¨Ã ¿å ê ÌåÅÇê ç¹ðå° Ãí¹ éÃË¨Ã ¿å ê ÌåÅÇê ç¹ðå° Ãí¹ éÃË¨Ã ¿å ê ÌåÅÇê ç¹ðå° Ãí¹ éÃË¨Ã ¿å ê ÌåÅÇê ç¹ðå° Ãí¹ éÃË¨ AMg  - BFD - BFD - BFD - BFD - BFD

Evil flees with the influence of the saints because in
their minds praise of  the Name abides. It does not abide in
the minds of the worldly people. Actually they do not know
the greatness of the Name. It is known in the holy assembly
which is achieved with the grace of God.

“All the Sikhs and servants come to worship thee,
O Lord, and all of them sing the Lord God’s sublime
Gurbani (Divine Hymns).
God approves the singing and hearing of those who accept
the True Guru’s dictates as perfectly true.”

Ã¶òÕ ÇÃÖ ê ÈÜä ÃÇí ÁÅòÇÔÃ¶òÕ ÇÃÖ ê ÈÜä ÃÇí ÁÅòÇÔÃ¶òÕ ÇÃÖ ê ÈÜä ÃÇí ÁÅòÇÔÃ¶òÕ ÇÃÖ ê ÈÜä ÃÇí ÁÅòÇÔÃ¶òÕ ÇÃÖ ê ÈÜä ÃÇí ÁÅòÇÔ
ÃÇí ×ÅòÇÔ ÔÇð ÔÇð À±åî ìÅéÆ¨ÃÇí ×ÅòÇÔ ÔÇð ÔÇð À±åî ìÅéÆ¨ÃÇí ×ÅòÇÔ ÔÇð ÔÇð À±åî ìÅéÆ¨ÃÇí ×ÅòÇÔ ÔÇð ÔÇð À±åî ìÅéÆ¨ÃÇí ×ÅòÇÔ ÔÇð ÔÇð À±åî ìÅéÆ¨
×ÅÇòÁÅ Ã ¹ÇäÁÅ Çåé ÕÅ ÔÇð æÅÇÂ êÅòË×ÅÇòÁÅ Ã ¹ÇäÁÅ Çåé ÕÅ ÔÇð æÅÇÂ êÅòË×ÅÇòÁÅ Ã ¹ÇäÁÅ Çåé ÕÅ ÔÇð æÅÇÂ êÅòË×ÅÇòÁÅ Ã ¹ÇäÁÅ Çåé ÕÅ ÔÇð æÅÇÂ êÅòË×ÅÇòÁÅ Ã ¹ÇäÁÅ Çåé ÕÅ ÔÇð æÅÇÂ êÅòË
ÇÜé ÃÇå×¹ð ÕÆ ÁÅÇ×ÁÅ ÃÇå ÃÇå ÕÇð îÅéÆ¨ÇÜé ÃÇå×¹ð ÕÆ ÁÅÇ×ÁÅ ÃÇå ÃÇå ÕÇð îÅéÆ¨ÇÜé ÃÇå×¹ð ÕÆ ÁÅÇ×ÁÅ ÃÇå ÃÇå ÕÇð îÅéÆ¨ÇÜé ÃÇå×¹ð ÕÆ ÁÅÇ×ÁÅ ÃÇå ÃÇå ÕÇð îÅéÆ¨ÇÜé ÃÇå×¹ð ÕÆ ÁÅÇ×ÁÅ ÃÇå ÃÇå ÕÇð îÅéÆ¨

AMg  - FFI - FFI - FFI - FFI - FFI
A child goes to the school. Gradually he reaches the

stage of  Ph.D. and D.Lit. Similarly by coming to the holy
assembly devotion develops, pain of separation is felt,
wisdom dawns that the goal of life is achieved within this
life. Then the devotee hears, reflects, practises with love and
hard labour. Thereafter the stage comes when he knows his
real self. He finds God there. Divine Light appears. Then he
finds Truth everywhere. Even signs of  falsehood disappear.
No illusions persist. Light of  true state dawns -
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“Thou thyself hath turned to be the One,
whom thou thought to be different from thee.”

ÒÃ ¯ÂÆ ÇëÇð ÕË å È íÇÂÁÅ ÜÅ ÕÀ° ÕÔåÅ ÁÀ°ð¨ÒÃ ¯ÂÆ ÇëÇð ÕË å È íÇÂÁÅ ÜÅ ÕÀ° ÕÔåÅ ÁÀ°ð¨ÒÃ ¯ÂÆ ÇëÇð ÕË å È íÇÂÁÅ ÜÅ ÕÀ° ÕÔåÅ ÁÀ°ð¨ÒÃ ¯ÂÆ ÇëÇð ÕË å È íÇÂÁÅ ÜÅ ÕÀ° ÕÔåÅ ÁÀ°ð¨ÒÃ ¯ÂÆ ÇëÇð ÕË å È íÇÂÁÅ ÜÅ ÕÀ° ÕÔåÅ ÁÀ°ð¨
(((((AMg  - ACFI) - ACFI) - ACFI) - ACFI) - ACFI)
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Discourse - XIII

“He who shows the erring mortal the Lord’s path,
Such a Guru is found by the greatest good fortune.
O my soul, contemplate and utter the Lord’s Name.
The Guru’s loved feet are enshrined within my mind.
My mind is engrossed in lust, wrath, avarice and worldly
attachments.
Snapping my bonds the Guru has emancipated me.
Enduring weal and woe, the mortal comes
and goes again and again.
The Guru’s lotus feet bless him with peace.
In the ocean of fire, the world is being drowned.
Holding me by the arm the True Guru has saved me.”

íÈñ¶ îÅð× ÇÜéÇÔ ìåÅÇÂÁÅ¨íÈñ¶ îÅð× ÇÜéÇÔ ìåÅÇÂÁÅ¨íÈñ¶ îÅð× ÇÜéÇÔ ìåÅÇÂÁÅ¨íÈñ¶ îÅð× ÇÜéÇÔ ìåÅÇÂÁÅ¨íÈñ¶ îÅð× ÇÜéÇÔ ìåÅÇÂÁÅ¨
ÁËÃÅ ×¹ð ¹  òâíÅ×Æ êÅÇÂÁÅ¨1¨ÁËÃÅ ×¹ð ¹  òâíÅ×Æ êÅÇÂÁÅ¨1¨ÁËÃÅ ×¹ð ¹  òâíÅ×Æ êÅÇÂÁÅ¨1¨ÁËÃÅ ×¹ð ¹  òâíÅ×Æ êÅÇÂÁÅ¨1¨ÁËÃÅ ×¹ð ¹  òâíÅ×Æ êÅÇÂÁÅ¨1¨
ÇÃîÇð îéÅ ðÅî éÅî ¹ ÇÚåÅð ¶¨ÇÃîÇð îéÅ ðÅî éÅî ¹ ÇÚåÅð ¶¨ÇÃîÇð îéÅ ðÅî éÅî ¹ ÇÚåÅð ¶¨ÇÃîÇð îéÅ ðÅî éÅî ¹ ÇÚåÅð ¶¨ÇÃîÇð îéÅ ðÅî éÅî ¹ ÇÚåÅð ¶¨
ìÇÃ ðÔ¶ ÇÔðçË ×¹ð Úðé ÇêÁÅð ¶¨1¨ ðÔÅÀ°¨ìÇÃ ðÔ¶ ÇÔðçË ×¹ð Úðé ÇêÁÅð ¶¨1¨ ðÔÅÀ°¨ìÇÃ ðÔ¶ ÇÔðçË ×¹ð Úðé ÇêÁÅð ¶¨1¨ ðÔÅÀ°¨ìÇÃ ðÔ¶ ÇÔðçË ×¹ð Úðé ÇêÁÅð ¶¨1¨ ðÔÅÀ°¨ìÇÃ ðÔ¶ ÇÔðçË ×¹ð Úðé ÇêÁÅð ¶¨1¨ ðÔÅÀ°¨
ÕÅÇî ´¯Çè ñ¯Çí î ¯ÇÔ îé° ñÆéÅ¨ÕÅÇî ´¯Çè ñ¯Çí î ¯ÇÔ îé° ñÆéÅ¨ÕÅÇî ´¯Çè ñ¯Çí î ¯ÇÔ îé° ñÆéÅ¨ÕÅÇî ´¯Çè ñ¯Çí î ¯ÇÔ îé° ñÆéÅ¨ÕÅÇî ´¯Çè ñ¯Çí î ¯ÇÔ îé° ñÆéÅ¨
ì¿èé ÕÅÇà î ¹ÕÇå ×¹Çð ÕÆéÅ¨2¨ì¿èé ÕÅÇà î ¹ÕÇå ×¹Çð ÕÆéÅ¨2¨ì¿èé ÕÅÇà î ¹ÕÇå ×¹Çð ÕÆéÅ¨2¨ì¿èé ÕÅÇà î ¹ÕÇå ×¹Çð ÕÆéÅ¨2¨ì¿èé ÕÅÇà î ¹ÕÇå ×¹Çð ÕÆéÅ¨2¨
ç¹Ö Ã ¹Ö Õðå ÜéÇî ë ¹Çé î ÈÁÅ¨ç¹Ö Ã ¹Ö Õðå ÜéÇî ë ¹Çé î ÈÁÅ¨ç¹Ö Ã ¹Ö Õðå ÜéÇî ë ¹Çé î ÈÁÅ¨ç¹Ö Ã ¹Ö Õðå ÜéÇî ë ¹Çé î ÈÁÅ¨ç¹Ö Ã ¹Ö Õðå ÜéÇî ë ¹Çé î ÈÁÅ¨
Úðé Õîñ ×¹Çð ÁÅÃ Ìî ¹  çÆÁÅ¨3¨Úðé Õîñ ×¹Çð ÁÅÃ Ìî ¹  çÆÁÅ¨3¨Úðé Õîñ ×¹Çð ÁÅÃ Ìî ¹  çÆÁÅ¨3¨Úðé Õîñ ×¹Çð ÁÅÃ Ìî ¹  çÆÁÅ¨3¨Úðé Õîñ ×¹Çð ÁÅÃ Ìî ¹  çÆÁÅ¨3¨
Á×Çé ÃÅ×ð ì Èâå Ã¿ÃÅðÅ¨Á×Çé ÃÅ×ð ì Èâå Ã¿ÃÅðÅ¨Á×Çé ÃÅ×ð ì Èâå Ã¿ÃÅðÅ¨Á×Çé ÃÅ×ð ì Èâå Ã¿ÃÅðÅ¨Á×Çé ÃÅ×ð ì Èâå Ã¿ÃÅðÅ¨
éÅéÕ ìÅÔ êÕÇð ÃÇå×¹Çð ÇéÃåÅðÅ¨4¨éÅéÕ ìÅÔ êÕÇð ÃÇå×¹Çð ÇéÃåÅðÅ¨4¨éÅéÕ ìÅÔ êÕÇð ÃÇå×¹Çð ÇéÃåÅðÅ¨4¨éÅéÕ ìÅÔ êÕÇð ÃÇå×¹Çð ÇéÃåÅðÅ¨4¨éÅéÕ ìÅÔ êÕÇð ÃÇå×¹Çð ÇéÃåÅðÅ¨4¨ AMg  - H@C - H@C - H@C - H@C - H@C

You are enjoying listining Lord’s praises since early
morning. Guru Ji has said that to snap the bonds of  the being
in the world, the supreme way is to rise early and join the
holy assembly to hear the praise of the Lord and enshrine
its essence in the mind. Then mould one’s way of  life
accordingly and achieve the goal of life. Meeting with a
perfect Guru is a boon. Here mention has also been made
about the imperfect Guru. They lead their followers to
dammation -
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“The blind Guru drowns all followers.”

Á³é·Å ÁÅ×È Ü ¶ æÆÁË Ãí¹ ÃÅæ ¹ î ¹ÔÅòË¨Á³é ·Å ÁÅ×È Ü ¶ æÆÁË Ãí¹ ÃÅæ ¹ î ¹ÔÅòË¨Á³é ·Å ÁÅ×È Ü ¶ æÆÁË Ãí¹ ÃÅæ ¹ î ¹ÔÅòË¨Á³é ·Å ÁÅ×È Ü ¶ æÆÁË Ãí¹ ÃÅæ ¹ î ¹ÔÅòË¨Á³é ·Å ÁÅ×È Ü ¶ æÆÁË Ãí¹ ÃÅæ ¹ î ¹ÔÅòË¨
íÅÂÆ ×¹ðçÅÃ ÜÆ, òÅð CE/BíÅÂÆ ×¹ðçÅÃ ÜÆ, òÅð CE/BíÅÂÆ ×¹ðçÅÃ ÜÆ, òÅð CE/BíÅÂÆ ×¹ðçÅÃ ÜÆ, òÅð CE/BíÅÂÆ ×¹ðçÅÃ ÜÆ, òÅð CE/B

The blind Guru leads the followers to trouble and
drowns them. A thoughtless leader of a country lands his
country into problems like war. Similarly imperfect Guru can
do no good to his followers. He can’t ensure them their
emancipation. It can be done only by a perfect Guru in whom
eyes of gnosis are opened. He is himself blended with the
Lord. Anyone who follows such a perfect Guru with full faith
and devotion, and offers his body and mind to him, is enabled
to reach the Abode of  the Lord and by searching the Word
reaches the true home.

Guru Ji says in this hymn that the whole world is
floundering and dying in the fire of ocean. It is very strange
that Guru Ji calls this world an ocean of  fire while this world
is so lovable to us. It means that there is some secret which
is not understandable to us. We bewail and the whole world
is in distress. Guru Ji says -

“The young woman weeps for she has no husband.
Nanak the whole world is in distress.”

ìÅñÆ ð ¯ò Ë éÅÇÔ íåÅð ¹¨ éÅéÕ ç¹ÖÆÁÅ Ãí¹ Ã ¿ÃÅð ¹¨ìÅñÆ ð ¯ò Ë éÅÇÔ íåÅð ¹¨ éÅéÕ ç¹ÖÆÁÅ Ãí¹ Ã ¿ÃÅð ¹¨ìÅñÆ ð ¯ò Ë éÅÇÔ íåÅð ¹¨ éÅéÕ ç¹ÖÆÁÅ Ãí¹ Ã ¿ÃÅð ¹¨ìÅñÆ ð ¯ò Ë éÅÇÔ íåÅð ¹¨ éÅéÕ ç¹ÖÆÁÅ Ãí¹ Ã ¿ÃÅð ¹¨ìÅñÆ ð ¯ò Ë éÅÇÔ íåÅð ¹¨ éÅéÕ ç¹ÖÆÁÅ Ãí¹ Ã ¿ÃÅð ¹¨
AMg  - IED - IED - IED - IED - IED

By believing the Name and then involving the mind
completely in the Name without any doubt or suspicion man
wins in this world and achieves happiness. All else is in vain.

Mahatma Buddh gave his final verdict that this world is
home of pains and to achieve happiness man shall have to
be desire free. The great Rishis (ascetics) also said this world
to be ocean of fire in which man is snared by maya
(mammon) and is leading a pathetic life without knowing that
there is also something higher.
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Guru Ji desires to take us to bliss about which we know
not. The bliss of the feet of the Lord is ineffable. Intellect
of man cannot envision it.

“Kabir, how can I tell thee, the extent of the joy of the Lord’s
lotus feet.”

ÕìÆð Úðé Õîñ ÕÆ îÀ°Ü Õ¯ ÕÇÔ ÕËÃ ¶  À °éîÅé¨ÕìÆð Úðé Õîñ ÕÆ îÀ°Ü Õ¯ ÕÇÔ ÕËÃ ¶  À °éîÅé¨ÕìÆð Úðé Õîñ ÕÆ îÀ°Ü Õ¯ ÕÇÔ ÕËÃ ¶  À °éîÅé¨ÕìÆð Úðé Õîñ ÕÆ îÀ°Ü Õ¯ ÕÇÔ ÕËÃ ¶  À °éîÅé¨ÕìÆð Úðé Õîñ ÕÆ îÀ°Ü Õ¯ ÕÇÔ ÕËÃ ¶  À °éîÅé¨
AMg  - ACG@ - ACG@ - ACG@ - ACG@ - ACG@

It is just ineffable. It can be experienced by seeing only -
“It can only be seen and realized.”

ÕÇÔì¶ ÕÀ° Ã ¯íÅ éÔÆ ç¶ÖÅ ÔÆ êðòÅé¹¨ÕÇÔì¶ ÕÀ° Ã ¯íÅ éÔÆ ç¶ÖÅ ÔÆ êðòÅé¹¨ÕÇÔì¶ ÕÀ° Ã ¯íÅ éÔÆ ç¶ÖÅ ÔÆ êðòÅé¹¨ÕÇÔì¶ ÕÀ° Ã ¯íÅ éÔÆ ç¶ÖÅ ÔÆ êðòÅé¹¨ÕÇÔì¶ ÕÀ° Ã ¯íÅ éÔÆ ç¶ÖÅ ÔÆ êðòÅé¹¨                AMg  - ACG@ - ACG@ - ACG@ - ACG@ - ACG@
The joy of the lotus feet of the Lord can only be

realized. It is ineffable, otherwise in words.

Guru Ji has explained the plight of  man in detail. He is
engrossed in lust, wrath, avarice, attachment, pride, hope and
desire. There are so many other temptations in which  man
remains involved. He is unaware of his real purpose of life.
The result is thus obvious. He whirls on the wheel of  births
again and again. He obtains human body many times in
accordance with his deeds. It is given in detail in the Dharam
Shastras (holy books) as to what kind of next station man is
bound to get in accordance with his deeds, like charity and
other virtuous deeds or evil deeds. The birth shall be in good
family, where all facilities are available, if  the deeds done here
are good. Similarly if sins have been committed here his
body shall be diseased in the next birth. He may suffer from
polio from the very birth. The man who indulges in slandering
here may be born as dumb. If  he is in the habit of  hearing
slandering then he may be born as deaf.

Guru Ji has not controverted these provisions of  the
Dharam Shastras. He has also not given his own list. He
simply says that man gets the next station in accordance with
his thought and desires at the time of  death. Guru Gobind
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Singh asked Banda Bahadur, “What is the name of your
Guru?”

He replied, “Sir, his name was Aghar Nath.”

Guru Ji - “Where is he now?”

Banda Bahadur - “Sir, he has been lodged in the heaven,
because he was Bal Brahmchari, a celibate from childhood.
He did meditation and had never done anything wrong.”

Guru Ji gave a broad smile.

Madhodas (Banda Bahadur) said, “Your Holiness! there is
some secret behind your smile. Kindly tell me in detail.”

Guru Ji - “Madho Das! your Guru has not gone beyond the
boundaries of your Ashram.”

Madho Das - “Your Holiness! may I know as to how he is
and what form he has assumed?”

Guru Ji - “Pluck that marmelos and bring it to me. Your
Guru is living there as a worm in the fruit.”

The marmelos was brought and broken.

Guru Ji - “Do you hear what this worm says?

Madho Das - “Maharaj! I do not understand his language. I
can understand him with your grace. So, be kind to me.”

With the benevolence of  Guru Ji, the worm spoke,
“Madho Dass! I am badly stuck up. Guru Gobind Singh is
God himself. He alone can help me in my emancipation. You
just bow at his feet. He is not ordinary human being.”

Madho Dass - “Maharaj! why are you in such terrible form?”

The worm said, “The time when I left my body I
happened to see this Bill (marmelos) and desired to eat it.
So, in this fruit I am taking birth again and again.”
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On an other occasion Guru Ji was having a stroll when
the voice of  a partridge was heard. Hearing the bird, Guru
Ji read the following verse -

“The landlord ever, contends for his land.
He has to abandon it and depart but his desire is not
extinguished.”

íÈîÆÁÅ í ÈÇî À±êÇð Çéå «ÞË¨íÈîÆÁÅ í ÈÇî À±êÇð Çéå «ÞË¨íÈîÆÁÅ í ÈÇî À±êÇð Çéå «ÞË¨íÈîÆÁÅ í ÈÇî À±êÇð Çéå «ÞË¨íÈîÆÁÅ í ÈÇî À±êÇð Çéå «ÞË¨
Û¯Çâ ÚñË Çå zÃéÅ éÔÆ ì ¹Þ Ë¨Û¯Çâ ÚñË Çå zÃéÅ éÔÆ ì ¹Þ Ë¨Û¯Çâ ÚñË Çå zÃéÅ éÔÆ ì ¹Þ Ë¨Û¯Çâ ÚñË Çå zÃéÅ éÔÆ ì ¹Þ Ë¨Û¯Çâ ÚñË Çå zÃéÅ éÔÆ ì ¹Þ Ë¨ AMg  - AHH - AHH - AHH - AHH - AHH

The Sikhs accompanying Guru Ji said, “O True King!
what is the cause of the recitation of this verse, so
suddenly?”

Maharaj Ji said, “This partridge is abusing us.”

The Sikhs - “True King! who is he?”

Guru Ji replied, “He was king of  this place and this
land was his personal property. At the time of  death he
remained interested in this land. So, he is born here, again
and again. His memory is still persisting. He is saying to us
not to pass through his land. He is blind in the left eye. He
has seen me. Now he has to get the reward. Just encircle and
entrap it.”

The Sikhs caught the partridge and brought it to Guru
Ji who emancipated his soul, which went to the heavens and
was lodged there.

There are several similar examples. Jaidrath left the war
by showing his back, while fighting in the war of Mahabharat.
But after his death he passed through many species. During
the life time of  Guru Gobind Singh he was born as lion. The
hill Kings prayed to Guru Gobind Singh for help against the
mighty lion. On the acceptance of their prayer they arranged
a campaign against the lion. Guru Ji went with them. It was
in a jungle near Paonta Sahib. This place is now known as
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Sher Garhi. The lion was killed there by Guru Ji. The Chiefs
enquired, “Your Holiness! why was the lion so mighty?” Guru
Ji said, “You better hear the reply from his own mouth.” Guru
Ji granted him the strength to speak.

He said, “I was Jaidrath. I am encircling in births since
then. I have been emancipated by the Guru, because I had
the opportunity to see the prophet Sri Krishan, of that age.
The man who meets the Guru and holy saints, must get the
reward. I was enduring the punishment of  my misdeeds. Now
I have met the Guru who is God himself. I have been
rewarded. I have got a better state.”

So, in this way we are allured by lust, wrath, avarice,
attachment, slandering, jealousy, backbiting, desire and hope
and taking repeated births.

Several experiments have been done which prove that in
certain cases the memory revives. Many experiences are
recollected. But man does not understand that there is higher
happiness as well. This bliss is achieved by meeting the
perfect Guru in this very life -

“If Thou shalt emancipate me after death, no one shall be
aware of this emancipation.”

îÈÂ ¶  Ô ÈÂ ¶  ÜÀ° î ¹ÕÇå ç¶Ô ¹× ¶ î ¹ÕÇå é ÜÅéË Õ ¯ÇÂñÅ¨îÈÂ ¶  Ô ÈÂ ¶  ÜÀ° î ¹ÕÇå ç¶Ô ¹× ¶ î ¹ÕÇå é ÜÅéË Õ ¯ÇÂñÅ¨îÈÂ ¶  Ô ÈÂ ¶  ÜÀ° î ¹ÕÇå ç¶Ô ¹× ¶ î ¹ÕÇå é ÜÅéË Õ ¯ÇÂñÅ¨îÈÂ ¶  Ô ÈÂ ¶  ÜÀ° î ¹ÕÇå ç¶Ô ¹× ¶ î ¹ÕÇå é ÜÅéË Õ ¯ÇÂñÅ¨îÈÂ ¶  Ô ÈÂ ¶  ÜÀ° î ¹ÕÇå ç¶Ô ¹× ¶ î ¹ÕÇå é ÜÅéË Õ ¯ÇÂñÅ¨
AMg  - ABIB - ABIB - ABIB - ABIB - ABIB

Achieving the redemption and snapping the bonds in this very
life can be possible by meeting the perfect Guru -

“He who shows the erring mortal the Lord’s path, such a
Guru is found by the greatest good fortune.”

íÈñ¶ ¶  îÅð× ÇÜéÇÔ ìåÅÇÂÁÅ¨íÈñ¶ ¶  îÅð× ÇÜéÇÔ ìåÅÇÂÁÅ¨íÈñ¶ ¶  îÅð× ÇÜéÇÔ ìåÅÇÂÁÅ¨íÈñ¶ ¶  îÅð× ÇÜéÇÔ ìåÅÇÂÁÅ¨íÈñ¶ ¶  îÅð× ÇÜéÇÔ ìåÅÇÂÁÅ¨
ÁËÃÅ ×¹ð ¹  òâíÅ×Æ êÅÇÂÁÅ¨ÁËÃÅ ×¹ð ¹  òâíÅ×Æ êÅÇÂÁÅ¨ÁËÃÅ ×¹ð ¹  òâíÅ×Æ êÅÇÂÁÅ¨ÁËÃÅ ×¹ð ¹  òâíÅ×Æ êÅÇÂÁÅ¨ÁËÃÅ ×¹ð ¹  òâíÅ×Æ êÅÇÂÁÅ¨ AMg  - H@C - H@C - H@C - H@C - H@C

The true Guru puts us on the right path which has been
forgotten. He has shown as our real self and we have become
one with God.
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Discourse - XIV

Very sweet Kirtan (holy singing) of  Asa Di Var is being
held. The listeners are also responding on their turn. The choir
of the girls is singing holy hymn in most enchanting voice.
Many of the listeners are enshrining the essence of holy
hymns in their minds. Many devotees are united with the
Word and are enjoying it. All were heading towards
concluding the Kirtan well in time. But it was so good that
everybody wanted it to continue. But time cannot be halted.
Exactly after three hours, recitation of Anand Sahib was
started. Then finally Ardas (prayer) was held. Since 2 A.M.
early in the morning it appeared that devotees were picking
diamonds and rubies in the form of  hymns like swans on the
lake of  Man Sarovar.  Everybody had full devotional
concentration. After the Prayer Guru Ji blessed us with the
following Hukam Nama (order for the day) -

“My soul burns over and over again.
Greatly agonized, the soul is distracted and falls a prey to
many sins.
The body, that forgets the Guru’s words.
Screams like a chronic patient.
To prattle much is all in vain.
Without our saying, everything is known to the Lord.
It is He, who made our ears, eyes and noses.
Who has given us tongue to talk fluently.
He, who putting man in the womb fire,
has preserved him, and at whose bidding,
the breath moves everywhere.
All these worldly attachments, affection and dainties, all of
them are but black stains on the soul.
He who departs bearing the stains of sins
on his face, finds no place to sit in Lord’s Court.
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Through Thy grace, O Lord, the recitation
of Thy Name is attained.
By attaching wherewith the mortal is saved. There is no
other recourse.
Even if, one be drowned in sins, still by meditation on the
Name one is taken care of. Nanak, the True Lord is
Beneficent to all.

èéÅÃðÆ îÔñÅ 1èéÅÃðÆ îÔñÅ 1èéÅÃðÆ îÔñÅ 1èéÅÃðÆ îÔñÅ 1èéÅÃðÆ îÔñÅ 1
ÜÆÀ° åêå° Ô Ë  ìÅð ¯  ìÅð¨ åÇê åÇê ÖêË ìÔ ¹å ° ì ¶ÕÅð¨ÜÆÀ° åêå° Ô Ë  ìÅð ¯  ìÅð¨ åÇê åÇê ÖêË ìÔ ¹å ° ì ¶ÕÅð¨ÜÆÀ° åêå° Ô Ë  ìÅð ¯  ìÅð¨ åÇê åÇê ÖêË ìÔ ¹å ° ì ¶ÕÅð¨ÜÆÀ° åêå° Ô Ë  ìÅð ¯  ìÅð¨ åÇê åÇê ÖêË ìÔ ¹å ° ì ¶ÕÅð¨ÜÆÀ° åêå° Ô Ë  ìÅð ¯  ìÅð¨ åÇê åÇê ÖêË ìÔ ¹å ° ì ¶ÕÅð¨
ÜË åÇé ìÅäÆ ÇòÃÇð ÜÅÇÂ¨ ÇÜÀ° êÕÅ ð ¯×Æ ÇòññÅÇÂ¨1¨ÜË åÇé ìÅäÆ ÇòÃÇð ÜÅÇÂ¨ ÇÜÀ° êÕÅ ð ¯×Æ ÇòññÅÇÂ¨1¨ÜË åÇé ìÅäÆ ÇòÃÇð ÜÅÇÂ¨ ÇÜÀ° êÕÅ ð ¯×Æ ÇòññÅÇÂ¨1¨ÜË åÇé ìÅäÆ ÇòÃÇð ÜÅÇÂ¨ ÇÜÀ° êÕÅ ð ¯×Æ ÇòññÅÇÂ¨1¨ÜË åÇé ìÅäÆ ÇòÃÇð ÜÅÇÂ¨ ÇÜÀ° êÕÅ ð ¯×Æ ÇòññÅÇÂ¨1¨
ìÔ¹åÅ ì ¯ñä¹ ÞÖä° Ô ¯ ÇÂ¨ Çòä° ì ¯ñ ¶ ÜÅäË Ãí¹ Ã ¯ ÇÂ¨1¨ìÔ¹åÅ ì ¯ñä¹ ÞÖä° Ô ¯ ÇÂ¨ Çòä° ì ¯ñ ¶ ÜÅäË Ãí¹ Ã ¯ ÇÂ¨1¨ìÔ¹åÅ ì ¯ñä¹ ÞÖä° Ô ¯ ÇÂ¨ Çòä° ì ¯ñ ¶ ÜÅäË Ãí¹ Ã ¯ ÇÂ¨1¨ìÔ¹åÅ ì ¯ñä¹ ÞÖä° Ô ¯ ÇÂ¨ Çòä° ì ¯ñ ¶ ÜÅäË Ãí¹ Ã ¯ ÇÂ¨1¨ìÔ¹åÅ ì ¯ñä¹ ÞÖä° Ô ¯ ÇÂ¨ Çòä° ì ¯ñ ¶ ÜÅäË Ãí¹ Ã ¯ ÇÂ¨1¨
ðÔÅÀ°¨ ÇÜÇé Õé ÕÆå¶ ÁÖÆ éÅÕ°¨ ÇÜÇé ÇÜÔòÅ ÇçåÆ ì¯ñ¶ðÔÅÀ°¨ ÇÜÇé Õé ÕÆå¶ ÁÖÆ éÅÕ°¨ ÇÜÇé ÇÜÔòÅ ÇçåÆ ì¯ñ¶ðÔÅÀ°¨ ÇÜÇé Õé ÕÆå¶ ÁÖÆ éÅÕ°¨ ÇÜÇé ÇÜÔòÅ ÇçåÆ ì¯ñ¶ðÔÅÀ°¨ ÇÜÇé Õé ÕÆå¶ ÁÖÆ éÅÕ°¨ ÇÜÇé ÇÜÔòÅ ÇçåÆ ì¯ñ¶ðÔÅÀ°¨ ÇÜÇé Õé ÕÆå¶ ÁÖÆ éÅÕ°¨ ÇÜÇé ÇÜÔòÅ ÇçåÆ ì¯ñ¶
åÅå°¨ ÇÜÇé îé° ðÅÇÖÁÅ Á×éÆ êÅÇÂ¨ òÅÜË êòä° ÁÅÖ ËåÅå°¨ ÇÜÇé îé° ðÅÇÖÁÅ Á×éÆ êÅÇÂ¨ òÅÜË êòä° ÁÅÖ ËåÅå°¨ ÇÜÇé îé° ðÅÇÖÁÅ Á×éÆ êÅÇÂ¨ òÅÜË êòä° ÁÅÖ ËåÅå°¨ ÇÜÇé îé° ðÅÇÖÁÅ Á×éÆ êÅÇÂ¨ òÅÜË êòä° ÁÅÖ ËåÅå°¨ ÇÜÇé îé° ðÅÇÖÁÅ Á×éÆ êÅÇÂ¨ òÅÜË êòä° ÁÅÖ Ë
Ãí ÜÅÇÂ¨2¨ Ü¶åÅ î ¯Ô ¹  êðÆÇå Ã ¹ÁÅç¨ ÃíÅ ÕÅñÖ çÅ×ÅÃí ÜÅÇÂ¨2¨ Ü¶åÅ î ¯Ô ¹  êðÆÇå Ã ¹ÁÅç¨ ÃíÅ ÕÅñÖ çÅ×ÅÃí ÜÅÇÂ¨2¨ Ü¶åÅ î ¯Ô ¹  êðÆÇå Ã ¹ÁÅç¨ ÃíÅ ÕÅñÖ çÅ×ÅÃí ÜÅÇÂ¨2¨ Ü¶åÅ î ¯Ô ¹  êðÆÇå Ã ¹ÁÅç¨ ÃíÅ ÕÅñÖ çÅ×ÅÃí ÜÅÇÂ¨2¨ Ü¶åÅ î ¯Ô ¹  êðÆÇå Ã ¹ÁÅç¨ ÃíÅ ÕÅñÖ çÅ×Å
çÅ×¨ çÅ× ç¯Ã î ¹ÇÔ ÚÇñÁÅ ñÅÇÂ¨ çð×Ô ìËÃä éÅÔÆçÅ×¨ çÅ× ç¯Ã î ¹ÇÔ ÚÇñÁÅ ñÅÇÂ¨ çð×Ô ìËÃä éÅÔÆçÅ×¨ çÅ× ç¯Ã î ¹ÇÔ ÚÇñÁÅ ñÅÇÂ¨ çð×Ô ìËÃä éÅÔÆçÅ×¨ çÅ× ç¯Ã î ¹ÇÔ ÚÇñÁÅ ñÅÇÂ¨ çð×Ô ìËÃä éÅÔÆçÅ×¨ çÅ× ç¯Ã î ¹ÇÔ ÚÇñÁÅ ñÅÇÂ¨ çð×Ô ìËÃä éÅÔÆ
ÜÅÇÂ¨3¨ ÕðÇî ÇîñË ÁÅÖä° å¶ðÅ éÅÀ°¨ ÇÜå° ñÇ× åðäÅÜÅÇÂ¨3¨ ÕðÇî ÇîñË ÁÅÖä° å¶ðÅ éÅÀ°¨ ÇÜå° ñÇ× åðäÅÜÅÇÂ¨3¨ ÕðÇî ÇîñË ÁÅÖä° å¶ðÅ éÅÀ°¨ ÇÜå° ñÇ× åðäÅÜÅÇÂ¨3¨ ÕðÇî ÇîñË ÁÅÖä° å¶ðÅ éÅÀ°¨ ÇÜå° ñÇ× åðäÅÜÅÇÂ¨3¨ ÕðÇî ÇîñË ÁÅÖä° å¶ðÅ éÅÀ°¨ ÇÜå° ñÇ× åðäÅ
Ô¯ð ¹  éÔÆ æÅÀ°¨ Ü¶ Õ ¯ â ±ì Ë  ÇëÇð Ô ¯ò Ë ÃÅð¨ éÅéÕ ÃÅÚÅÔ ¯ð ¹  éÔÆ æÅÀ°¨ Ü¶ Õ ¯ â ±ì Ë  ÇëÇð Ô ¯ò Ë ÃÅð¨ éÅéÕ ÃÅÚÅÔ ¯ð ¹  éÔÆ æÅÀ°¨ Ü¶ Õ ¯ â ±ì Ë  ÇëÇð Ô ¯ò Ë ÃÅð¨ éÅéÕ ÃÅÚÅÔ ¯ð ¹  éÔÆ æÅÀ°¨ Ü¶ Õ ¯ â ±ì Ë  ÇëÇð Ô ¯ò Ë ÃÅð¨ éÅéÕ ÃÅÚÅÔ ¯ð ¹  éÔÆ æÅÀ°¨ Ü¶ Õ ¯ â ±ì Ë  ÇëÇð Ô ¯ò Ë ÃÅð¨ éÅéÕ ÃÅÚÅ
Ãðì çÅåÅð¨4¨Ãðì çÅåÅð¨4¨Ãðì çÅåÅð¨4¨Ãðì çÅåÅð¨4¨Ãðì çÅåÅð¨4¨ AMg  - FFB - FFB - FFB - FFB - FFB

It is the month of August, 1993. The villages are
flooded badly. Some villages are drowned and great havoc has
been wrought to the villages by floods. The devotees remain
busy in helping those villages during the day. In early morning
they enjoy holy singing (Kirtan) from 2 A. M. to 5 A. M.

We can benefit a lot if  we try to comprehend essence
of  the above holy hymn. We can achieve salvation by acting
upon the instructions contained therein. Guru Ji says that man
engrossed in worldly pleasures can also be saved if he turns
to meditation of the Name of God. Because God is merciful
and benevolent but this is also possible with the grace of the
Lord. But for meditation of the Name no other method can
achieve salvation. If this doctrine is followed then not only
physical diseases and pains, but misdeeds of millions of
previous births can also be pardoned. Man endures pain due
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to previous misdeeds. Those are physical pains, mental
suffering, hostility, slaps of  lust and wrath and their pains.
Whosoever is visible in the world is in distress -

“All those, that are seen, they are disease stricken.
It is only my True Guru, united with God, who is free from
the disease.”

Ü¯ Ü ¯ çÆÃ Ë Ã ¯  Ã ¯  ð ¯×Æ¨ ð ¯× ðÇÔå î¶ðÅ ÃÇå×¹ð ¹  Ü ¯×Æ¨Ü¯ Ü ¯ çÆÃ Ë Ã ¯  Ã ¯  ð ¯×Æ¨ ð ¯× ðÇÔå î¶ðÅ ÃÇå×¹ð ¹  Ü ¯×Æ¨Ü¯ Ü ¯ çÆÃ Ë Ã ¯  Ã ¯  ð ¯×Æ¨ ð ¯× ðÇÔå î¶ðÅ ÃÇå×¹ð ¹  Ü ¯×Æ¨Ü¯ Ü ¯ çÆÃ Ë Ã ¯  Ã ¯  ð ¯×Æ¨ ð ¯× ðÇÔå î¶ðÅ ÃÇå×¹ð ¹  Ü ¯×Æ¨Ü¯ Ü ¯ çÆÃ Ë Ã ¯  Ã ¯  ð ¯×Æ¨ ð ¯× ðÇÔå î¶ðÅ ÃÇå×¹ð ¹  Ü ¯×Æ¨
               AMg  - AAD@ - AAD@ - AAD@ - AAD@ - AAD@

In this hymn, Guru Ji describes the disease of  pride to
be most terrible. Great scholars, thinkers, philosophers are
sufferers of this disease. It is almost impossible to get
emancipation from this horrible disease. Man has been
humbled with this disease. Egotism is the source of  bonds.
In egotism man performs deeds -

“The disease of pride has humbled man.”

ÔÀ°î Ë ð ¯× ¹ îÅé°Ö ÕÀ° çÆéÅ¨ÔÀ°î Ë ð ¯× ¹ îÅé°Ö ÕÀ° çÆéÅ¨ÔÀ°î Ë ð ¯× ¹ îÅé°Ö ÕÀ° çÆéÅ¨ÔÀ°î Ë ð ¯× ¹ îÅé°Ö ÕÀ° çÆéÅ¨ÔÀ°î Ë ð ¯× ¹ îÅé°Ö ÕÀ° çÆéÅ¨                     AMg  - AAD@ - AAD@ - AAD@ - AAD@ - AAD@
As regards the disease of lust it is so powerful in the

elephant that it becomes helpless on seeing a cow made of
paper. In order to harness an elephant a deep pit is dug and
is covered with a roof  of  straw. A cow made of  paper is
placed on that roof. Elephant has the capacity to understand
many problems. I was once travelling by rail to Panjab from
U. P. Another passenger from Haldvani was also sitting beside
me. During the journey we started discussing and talking
about certain issues. I told him, “Many lions abide in our
farms. It has, therefore, become very difficult for us to enter
the jungle. The lion is seen at certain places. Sometimes that
lion passes through the village. We, therefore keep lamps
burning on the poles. The lion is afraid of  coming near the
light. But it does not harm anyone unless disturbed. Some
times that lion passes at very close distance.” It was also
mentioned that there were deep forests near the rivulets
passing through our farms. A mention about huge snakes, 20-
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22 feet in length and 18 inches in breadth, was also made.
Some how if a tractor happened to pass over such snakes,
they would lift the heavy tractor like the lifting of  a rubber
ball by a small child. It could swallow a deer or a goat alive.
Once we killed such a snake with the bullets of a gun. Its
belly was cut and we found a porcupine lying dead. Similarly
a deer and a goat, half swallowed, were found. Hearing my
tales the other passenger started narrating his own problems.
He said, once elephants entered my farm. I shot an elephant
on his forehead and he fell unconscious. In no time 40-50
more elephants came and stood around the fallen elephant.
They tried to lift him with their trunks. But he died soon.
Agitated elephants, thereafter, advanced towards my residence.
There was no way for my escape. There was no regular road.
Even the tractors reached that place with great difficulty.
Moreover, deep rivulets had to be crossed to reach there.
However, there was a heap of  wood and a drum of  diesel
was also with me. I sprinkled the diesel and set the heap of
wood on fire. The elephants rushed to the rivulet and filled
their trunks with water. They threw the water on the fire.
From inside I went on throwing diesel on the fire. It went
on for about hours. Ultimately the elephants felt unsuccessful
and went away. I thanked God and shifted to the city with
necessary luggage. I was completely shattered by the elephants.
They dragged my tractor upto the bank of  the rivulet. But
more tragic than all this was that the forest Government
servant registered a criminal case against me when they learnt
that I had killed an elephant. Despite my telling about the
compelling circumstances under which I had to shoot the
elephant, none paid heed to my bewailing. Then I had to
approach Sh. Jawahar Lal Nehru, the then Prime Minister of
India. Hearing my pathetic tale he ordered the withdrawal of
the case.” Hearing this tale of  the passenger farmer we felt
our problems to be insignificant as compared to his problems.
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Our problems related to lions and snakes. The other fellow
had to deal with elephants. The elephants have mutual family
sympathy. They obey the command of  their leader. He
elephants go and stand at a distance with their backs towards
the place where a cow delivers her baby elephant. After the
delivery they bring sand and throw over the child elephant
to clean his smeared body. They obey the command of  the
in whose custody they happen to fall. During the wars they
try their best to save their masters. Still he suffers from
disease of lust. He becomes so overwhelmed by cow of
paper that he consequently falls in the pit and is caught.

“The disease of lust overwhelms the elephant.”

ÕÅî ð ¯ Ç× î Ë×« ìÇÃ ñÆéÅ¨ÕÅî ð ¯ Ç× î Ë×« ìÇÃ ñÆéÅ¨ÕÅî ð ¯ Ç× î Ë×« ìÇÃ ñÆéÅ¨ÕÅî ð ¯ Ç× î Ë×« ìÇÃ ñÆéÅ¨ÕÅî ð ¯ Ç× î Ë×« ìÇÃ ñÆéÅ¨      AMg  - AAD@ - AAD@ - AAD@ - AAD@ - AAD@
Similarly the moth suffers from the disease of  seeing.

After sunset it goes towards the light in darkness and is burnt
by the candle or the mustard oil lamp light -

“Through the disease of seeing the moth is burnt to death.”

Çç zÃÇà ð ¯ Ç× êÇÚ î ¹Â ¶  êå¿×Å¨ÇçzÃÇà ð ¯ Ç× êÇÚ î ¹Â ¶  êå¿×Å¨ÇçzÃÇà ð ¯ Ç× êÇÚ î ¹Â ¶  êå¿×Å¨ÇçzÃÇà ð ¯ Ç× êÇÚ î ¹Â ¶  êå¿×Å¨ÇçzÃÇà ð ¯ Ç× êÇÚ î ¹Â ¶  êå¿×Å¨                     AMg  - AAD@ - AAD@ - AAD@ - AAD@ - AAD@
The deer passes his life under great safety; and cannot

ordinarily be killed with arrows or swords by the hunters. Rich
hunters go on horses and kill the deer. Poor hunters use bell’s
note which tempts and attracts the deer. He likes sweet
tuning so much that it advances towards them and is caught
by the hunters -

“Through the disease of bell’s note the deer is ruined.”

éÅç ð ¯Ç× ÖÇê ×Â¶ Õ °ð ¿×Å¨éÅç ð ¯Ç× ÖÇê ×Â¶ Õ °ð ¿×Å¨éÅç ð ¯Ç× ÖÇê ×Â¶ Õ °ð ¿×Å¨éÅç ð ¯Ç× ÖÇê ×Â¶ Õ °ð ¿×Å¨éÅç ð ¯Ç× ÖÇê ×Â¶ Õ °ð ¿×Å¨                     AMg  - AAD@ - AAD@ - AAD@ - AAD@ - AAD@
Similarly the fish swallows the bait with the hook which sticks
in the throat and the angler drags the fish out of water -

“Through the malady of tongue the fish is caught.”

ÇÜÔòÅ ð ¯ Ç× îÆé° ×ÌÇÃÁÅé¯¨ÇÜÔòÅ ð ¯ Ç× îÆé° ×ÌÇÃÁÅé¯¨ÇÜÔòÅ ð ¯ Ç× îÆé° ×ÌÇÃÁÅé¯¨ÇÜÔòÅ ð ¯ Ç× îÆé° ×ÌÇÃÁÅé¯¨ÇÜÔòÅ ð ¯ Ç× îÆé° ×ÌÇÃÁÅé¯¨                     AMg  - AAD@ - AAD@ - AAD@ - AAD@ - AAD@
In this way the bumble-bee settles on the flower and is

attracted by the smell so much that it is caught when the
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flower closes after sunset, and it dies -
“Through the malady of nose the black bee is destroyed.”

ìÅÃé ð ¯Ç× íòð¹ ÇìéÃÅé¯¨ìÅÃé ð ¯Ç× íòð¹ ÇìéÃÅé¯¨ìÅÃé ð ¯Ç× íòð¹ ÇìéÃÅé¯¨ìÅÃé ð ¯Ç× íòð¹ ÇìéÃÅé¯¨ìÅÃé ð ¯Ç× íòð¹ ÇìéÃÅé¯¨                     AMg  - AAD@ - AAD@ - AAD@ - AAD@ - AAD@
The whole world suffers from the disease of attachment

and the diseases emanating from Rajo (passion), Tamo
(avarice) and Sato (virtue) -

“Of me, the meek one, hear Thou the supplication, O my
Merciful Master.
The five demons and three inimical dispositions, torture my
soul. O kind Lord, the Patron of the patronless, save Thee me
from them.

çÆé ÇìéÀ° Ã ¹é ° çÇÂÁÅñ¨çÆé ÇìéÀ° Ã ¹é ° çÇÂÁÅñ¨çÆé ÇìéÀ° Ã ¹é ° çÇÂÁÅñ¨çÆé ÇìéÀ° Ã ¹é ° çÇÂÁÅñ¨çÆé ÇìéÀ° Ã ¹é ° çÇÂÁÅñ¨
ê³Ú çÅÃ åÆÇé ç¯ÖÆ Â ¶Õ îé° ÁéÅæ éÅæ¨ê³Ú çÅÃ åÆÇé ç¯ÖÆ Â ¶Õ îé° ÁéÅæ éÅæ¨ê³Ú çÅÃ åÆÇé ç¯ÖÆ Â ¶Õ îé° ÁéÅæ éÅæ¨ê³Ú çÅÃ åÆÇé ç¯ÖÆ Â ¶Õ îé° ÁéÅæ éÅæ¨ê³Ú çÅÃ åÆÇé ç¯ÖÆ Â ¶Õ îé° ÁéÅæ éÅæ¨
ðÅÖ ¹ Ô ¯  ÇÕðêÅñÍÍðÅÖ ¹ Ô ¯  ÇÕðêÅñÍÍðÅÖ ¹ Ô ¯  ÇÕðêÅñÍÍðÅÖ ¹ Ô ¯  ÇÕðêÅñÍÍðÅÖ ¹ Ô ¯  ÇÕðêÅñÍÍ                     AMg  - AAAI - AAAI - AAAI - AAAI - AAAI

Supplication has been made to the Lord Merciful that
the mind, surrounded by several enemies, may kindly be
saved. Because man has tried other ways, like six religious
rites which are of no avail. Only the support of the Merciful
Lord can help -

“Of me, the meek one, hear Thou the supplication, O my
Merciful Master.
The five demons and three inimical dispositions, torture my
soul. O kind Lord, the Patron of the patronless, save Thee me
from them. I make many efforts and go on pilgrimages. I
perform six religious rites, and contemplate in the right way.
I have grown weary of making all the efforts, but the fearful
sins leave me not, ever.
O Lord of compassion, I seek Thy protection and make
obeisance unto Thee. O God Lord, the Immortal Master,
Thou art the Destroyer of dread. Thou alone art
compassionate to the meek.
Nanak has the support of the Lord’s feet alone.
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Clinging to the feet and skirt of the saints, I have crossed the
ocean of doubt and worldly love.

çÆé ÇìéÀ° Ã ¹é ° çÇÂÁÅñ¨çÆé ÇìéÀ° Ã ¹é ° çÇÂÁÅñ¨çÆé ÇìéÀ° Ã ¹é ° çÇÂÁÅñ¨çÆé ÇìéÀ° Ã ¹é ° çÇÂÁÅñ¨çÆé ÇìéÀ° Ã ¹é ° çÇÂÁÅñ¨
ê³Ú çÅÃ åÆÇé ç¯ÖÆ Â ¶Õ îé° ÁéÅæ éÅæ¨ê³Ú çÅÃ åÆÇé ç¯ÖÆ Â ¶Õ îé° ÁéÅæ éÅæ¨ê³Ú çÅÃ åÆÇé ç¯ÖÆ Â ¶Õ îé° ÁéÅæ éÅæ¨ê³Ú çÅÃ åÆÇé ç¯ÖÆ Â ¶Õ îé° ÁéÅæ éÅæ¨ê³Ú çÅÃ åÆÇé ç¯ÖÆ Â ¶Õ îé° ÁéÅæ éÅæ¨
ðÅÖ ¹ Ô ¯  ÇÕðêÅñÍÍðÅÖ ¹ Ô ¯  ÇÕðêÅñÍÍðÅÖ ¹ Ô ¯  ÇÕðêÅñÍÍðÅÖ ¹ Ô ¯  ÇÕðêÅñÍÍðÅÖ ¹ Ô ¯  ÇÕðêÅñÍÍ
ÁÇéÕ Üåé ×òé° ÕðÀ°¨ÁÇéÕ Üåé ×òé° ÕðÀ°¨ÁÇéÕ Üåé ×òé° ÕðÀ°¨ÁÇéÕ Üåé ×òé° ÕðÀ°¨ÁÇéÕ Üåé ×òé° ÕðÀ°¨
Öà¹ Õðî Ü¹×Çå ÇèÁÅé° èðÀ°¨Öà¹ Õðî Ü¹×Çå ÇèÁÅé° èðÀ°¨Öà¹ Õðî Ü¹×Çå ÇèÁÅé° èðÀ°¨Öà¹ Õðî Ü¹×Çå ÇèÁÅé° èðÀ°¨Öà¹ Õðî Ü¹×Çå ÇèÁÅé° èðÀ°¨
À°êÅò Ã×ñ ÕÇð ÔÅÇðú éÔ éÔ Ô¹àÇÔ ÇìÕðÅñ¨À°êÅò Ã×ñ ÕÇð ÔÅÇðú éÔ éÔ Ô¹àÇÔ ÇìÕðÅñ¨À°êÅò Ã×ñ ÕÇð ÔÅÇðú éÔ éÔ Ô¹àÇÔ ÇìÕðÅñ¨À°êÅò Ã×ñ ÕÇð ÔÅÇðú éÔ éÔ Ô¹àÇÔ ÇìÕðÅñ¨À°êÅò Ã×ñ ÕÇð ÔÅÇðú éÔ éÔ Ô¹àÇÔ ÇìÕðÅñ¨
ÃðÇä ì¿çé Õð¹äÅ êå¶ÍÍÃðÇä ì ¿çé Õð¹äÅ êå¶ÍÍÃðÇä ì ¿çé Õð¹äÅ êå¶ÍÍÃðÇä ì ¿çé Õð¹äÅ êå¶ÍÍÃðÇä ì ¿çé Õð¹äÅ êå¶ÍÍ
íò Ôðä ÔÇð ÔÇð ÔÇð Ôð¶ÍÍíò Ôðä ÔÇð ÔÇð ÔÇð Ôð¶ÍÍíò Ôðä ÔÇð ÔÇð ÔÇð Ôð¶ÍÍíò Ôðä ÔÇð ÔÇð ÔÇð Ôð¶ÍÍíò Ôðä ÔÇð ÔÇð ÔÇð Ôð¶ÍÍ
Â ¶Õ å±ÔÆ çÆé çÇÂÁÅñ¨Â¶Õ å±ÔÆ çÆé çÇÂÁÅñ¨Â¶Õ å±ÔÆ çÆé çÇÂÁÅñ¨Â¶Õ å±ÔÆ çÆé çÇÂÁÅñ¨Â¶Õ å±ÔÆ çÆé çÇÂÁÅñ¨
êÌí Úðé éÅéÕ ÁÅÃð¯ÍÍê Ìí Úðé éÅéÕ ÁÅÃð¯ÍÍê Ìí Úðé éÅéÕ ÁÅÃð¯ÍÍê Ìí Úðé éÅéÕ ÁÅÃð¯ÍÍê Ìí Úðé éÅéÕ ÁÅÃð¯ÍÍ
À°èð ¶ í zî î ¯Ô ÃÅ×ð¨À°èð ¶ í zî î ¯Ô ÃÅ×ð¨À°èð ¶ í zî î ¯Ô ÃÅ×ð¨À°èð ¶ í zî î ¯Ô ÃÅ×ð¨À°èð ¶ í zî î ¯Ô ÃÅ×ð¨
ñÇ× Ã¿åéÅ ê× êÅñ¨ñÇ× Ã¿åéÅ ê× êÅñ¨ñÇ× Ã¿åéÅ ê× êÅñ¨ñÇ× Ã¿åéÅ ê× êÅñ¨ñÇ× Ã¿åéÅ ê× êÅñ¨ AMg  - AAAI - AAAI - AAAI - AAAI - AAAI

So man is dominated by three dispositions, which are
Rajo (passion), Tamo (avarice) and Sato (virtue). Man is under
the influence of Rajo Gun passion (attribute) when he desires
to go high, earn wealth and wear good clothes. Under the
impact of  Tamo Gun man indulges in slandering, backbiting,
jealousy and hatred. Under Sattav nature man feels the pain
of separation and he desires to spend a life of comfort by
abandoning other things. He tries to wriggle out of  the malady
of thirst and wants to visit holy places and hear the
preachings of  the saints. However, according to the doctrine
of  Guru Ji there is the fourth stage which is called Turia
Avastha (the fourth Transcendental stage). This stage is
achieved by the devotees who are imbued with the love of
meditation. Doing this noble deed they complete their worldly
journey. The other world is engrossed in the three attributes
-

“The whole world is entangled in the malady of secular love.
The sins are multiplied in the malady of three attributes.
In disease man dies and in diseas he is born.
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Through disease, he wanders in existences again and again.
Entangled in disease, he is not permitted to stay anywhere
even for a moment.
Without the True Guru, the disease is never eradicated.
He, to whom the Transcendent Lord shows mercy; taking his
arm, him He pulls out of the disease.
The fetters of him, who obtains the saints society are snapped.
Says Nanak, the Guru rids him of the disease.”

Ô¶å ð ¯× ÕÅ Ã×ñ Ã¿ÃÅðÅ¨Ô¶å ð ¯× ÕÅ Ã×ñ Ã¿ÃÅðÅ¨Ô¶å ð ¯× ÕÅ Ã×ñ Ã¿ÃÅðÅ¨Ô¶å ð ¯× ÕÅ Ã×ñ Ã¿ÃÅðÅ¨Ô¶å ð ¯× ÕÅ Ã×ñ Ã¿ÃÅðÅ¨
ÇåzÇìÇè ð ¯× îÇÔ ìè¶ ÇìÕÅðÅ¨ÇåzÇìÇè ð ¯× îÇÔ ìè¶ ÇìÕÅðÅ¨ÇåzÇìÇè ð ¯× îÇÔ ìè¶ ÇìÕÅðÅ¨ÇåzÇìÇè ð ¯× îÇÔ ìè¶ ÇìÕÅðÅ¨ÇåzÇìÇè ð ¯× îÇÔ ìè¶ ÇìÕÅðÅ¨
ð¯×¶ îðåÅ ð ¯×¶ ÜéîË¨ ð ¯×¶ ÇëÇð ÇëÇð Ü¯éÆ íðî¶¨ð ¯×¶ îðåÅ ð ¯×¶ ÜéîË¨ ð ¯×¶ ÇëÇð ÇëÇð Ü¯éÆ íðî¶¨ð ¯×¶ îðåÅ ð ¯×¶ ÜéîË¨ ð ¯×¶ ÇëÇð ÇëÇð Ü¯éÆ íðî¶¨ð ¯×¶ îðåÅ ð ¯×¶ ÜéîË¨ ð ¯×¶ ÇëÇð ÇëÇð Ü¯éÆ íðî¶¨ð ¯×¶ îðåÅ ð ¯×¶ ÜéîË¨ ð ¯×¶ ÇëÇð ÇëÇð Ü¯éÆ íðî¶¨
ð ¯× ¹ ì ¿è ðÔé° ðåÆ é êÅòË¨ð ¯× ¹ ì ¿è ðÔé° ðåÆ é êÅòË¨ð ¯× ¹ ì ¿è ðÔé° ðåÆ é êÅòË¨ð ¯× ¹ ì ¿è ðÔé° ðåÆ é êÅòË¨ð ¯× ¹ ì ¿è ðÔé° ðåÆ é êÅòË¨
Çìé° ÃÇå×¹ð ð ¯× ¹ ÕåÇÔ é ÜÅòË¨Çìé° ÃÇå×¹ð ð ¯× ¹ ÕåÇÔ é ÜÅòË¨Çìé° ÃÇå×¹ð ð ¯× ¹ ÕåÇÔ é ÜÅòË¨Çìé° ÃÇå×¹ð ð ¯× ¹ ÕåÇÔ é ÜÅòË¨Çìé° ÃÇå×¹ð ð ¯× ¹ ÕåÇÔ é ÜÅòË¨
êÅðìÌÔÇî ÇÜÃ¹ ÕÆéÆ çÇÂÁÅ¨êÅðìÌÔÇî ÇÜÃ¹ ÕÆéÆ çÇÂÁÅ¨êÅðìÌÔÇî ÇÜÃ¹ ÕÆéÆ çÇÂÁÅ¨êÅðìÌÔÇî ÇÜÃ¹ ÕÆéÆ çÇÂÁÅ¨êÅðìÌÔÇî ÇÜÃ¹ ÕÆéÆ çÇÂÁÅ¨
ìÅÔ êÕÇó ð ¯×Ô¹ ÕÇã ñÇÂÁÅ¨ìÅÔ êÕÇó ð ¯×Ô¹ ÕÇã ñÇÂÁÅ¨ìÅÔ êÕÇó ð ¯×Ô¹ ÕÇã ñÇÂÁÅ¨ìÅÔ êÕÇó ð ¯×Ô¹ ÕÇã ñÇÂÁÅ¨ìÅÔ êÕÇó ð ¯×Ô¹ ÕÇã ñÇÂÁÅ¨
å±à Ë ì ¿èé ÃÅèÃ¿×¹ êÅÇÂÁÅÍÍå±à Ë  ì ¿èé ÃÅèÃ¿×¹ êÅÇÂÁÅÍÍå±à Ë  ì ¿èé ÃÅèÃ¿×¹ êÅÇÂÁÅÍÍå±à Ë  ì ¿èé ÃÅèÃ¿×¹ êÅÇÂÁÅÍÍå±à Ë  ì ¿èé ÃÅèÃ¿×¹ êÅÇÂÁÅÍÍ
ÕÔ¹ éÅéÕ ×¹Çð ð ¯× ¹ ÇîàÅÇÂÁÅ¨ÕÔ¹ éÅéÕ ×¹Çð ð ¯× ¹ ÇîàÅÇÂÁÅ¨ÕÔ¹ éÅéÕ ×¹Çð ð ¯× ¹ ÇîàÅÇÂÁÅ¨ÕÔ¹ éÅéÕ ×¹Çð ð ¯× ¹ ÇîàÅÇÂÁÅ¨ÕÔ¹ éÅéÕ ×¹Çð ð ¯× ¹ ÇîàÅÇÂÁÅ¨ AMg  - AADA - AADA - AADA - AADA - AADA

A diseased man is always restless. However the maladies can
vanish with the grace of  the Guru. All these bonds are
shattered by meeting a perfect saint. So only one -

"All those , who are seen, they are diseased stricken.
It is only my True Guru, united with God, who is free from
disease."

Ü¯ Ü ¯ çÆÃ Ë Ã ¯  Ã ¯  ð ¯×Æ¨ ð ¯× ðÇÔå î¶ðÅ ÃÇå×¹ð ¹  Ü ¯×Æ¨Ü¯ Ü ¯ çÆÃ Ë Ã ¯  Ã ¯  ð ¯×Æ¨ ð ¯× ðÇÔå î¶ðÅ ÃÇå×¹ð ¹  Ü ¯×Æ¨Ü¯ Ü ¯ çÆÃ Ë Ã ¯  Ã ¯  ð ¯×Æ¨ ð ¯× ðÇÔå î¶ðÅ ÃÇå×¹ð ¹  Ü ¯×Æ¨Ü¯ Ü ¯ çÆÃ Ë Ã ¯  Ã ¯  ð ¯×Æ¨ ð ¯× ðÇÔå î¶ðÅ ÃÇå×¹ð ¹  Ü ¯×Æ¨Ü¯ Ü ¯ çÆÃ Ë Ã ¯  Ã ¯  ð ¯×Æ¨ ð ¯× ðÇÔå î¶ðÅ ÃÇå×¹ð ¹  Ü ¯×Æ¨
                         AMg  - AAD@ - AAD@ - AAD@ - AAD@ - AAD@

Guru Ji mentions the sufferings -
Firstly I feel the pain of separation from God;
And another pain is of the hunger for His meditation.
Another pain is of the fear of strong attack of the death’s
myrmidon.
Yet another pain is that infested with disease, my body shall
pass away.
O ignorant physician, minister thou not any medicine to me.
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O simpleton physician, give thou me no medicaments.
The pain persists and the body’s suffering continues. Such a
medicine produces no effect on me, O brother. Pause.
Forgetting the Lord, man enjoys sexual pleasures, then do the
ailments arise in the body.
The blind soul is punished O ignorant physician, apply thy
not cure to me.
The use of sandalwood is the sandal’s perfume
Man is useful as long as there is breath in his body.
When breath departs, the body crumbles away.
After that no one takes anything.
Gold becomes the body and stainless the soul swan; in which
there is even a particle of the Immaculate Name.
All his pain and disease are dispelled.
Through the True Name, O Nanak he is delivered and
released.”

ç¹Ö ¹ ò ¶Û ¯óÅ ÇÂÕ¹ ç ¹Ö ¹  í ÈÖ¨ç¹Ö ¹ ò ¶Û ¯óÅ ÇÂÕ¹ ç ¹Ö ¹  í ÈÖ¨ç¹Ö ¹ ò ¶Û ¯óÅ ÇÂÕ¹ ç ¹Ö ¹  í ÈÖ¨ç¹Ö ¹ ò ¶Û ¯óÅ ÇÂÕ¹ ç ¹Ö ¹  í ÈÖ¨ç¹Ö ¹ ò ¶Û ¯óÅ ÇÂÕ¹ ç ¹Ö ¹  í ÈÖ¨
ÇÂÕ° ç ¹Ö ¹  ÃÕåòÅð ÜîçÈåÍÍÇÂÕ° ç ¹Ö ¹  ÃÕåòÅð ÜîçÈåÍÍÇÂÕ° ç ¹Ö ¹  ÃÕåòÅð ÜîçÈåÍÍÇÂÕ° ç ¹Ö ¹  ÃÕåòÅð ÜîçÈåÍÍÇÂÕ° ç ¹Ö ¹  ÃÕåòÅð ÜîçÈåÍÍ
ÇÂÕ° ç ¹Ö ¹  ð ¯× ¹ ñ×¶ åÇé èÅÇÂÍÍÇÂÕ° ç ¹Ö ¹  ð ¯× ¹ ñ×¶ åÇé èÅÇÂÍÍÇÂÕ° ç ¹Ö ¹  ð ¯× ¹ ñ×¶ åÇé èÅÇÂÍÍÇÂÕ° ç ¹Ö ¹  ð ¯× ¹ ñ×¶ åÇé èÅÇÂÍÍÇÂÕ° ç ¹Ö ¹  ð ¯× ¹ ñ×¶ åÇé èÅÇÂÍÍ
òËç é í¯ñ ¶ çÅð È ñÅÇÂ¨òËç é í¯ñ ¶ çÅð È ñÅÇÂ¨òËç é í¯ñ ¶ çÅð È ñÅÇÂ¨òËç é í¯ñ ¶ çÅð È ñÅÇÂ¨òËç é í¯ñ ¶ çÅð È ñÅÇÂ¨
çðç¹ Ô ¯ò Ë ç ¹Ö ¹  ðÔ Ë ÃðÆð¨çðç¹ Ô ¯ò Ë ç ¹Ö ¹  ðÔ Ë ÃðÆð¨çðç¹ Ô ¯ò Ë ç ¹Ö ¹  ðÔ Ë ÃðÆð¨çðç¹ Ô ¯ò Ë ç ¹Ö ¹  ðÔ Ë ÃðÆð¨çðç¹ Ô ¯ò Ë ç ¹Ö ¹  ðÔ Ë ÃðÆð¨
ÁËÃÅ çÅð È ñ×Ë é ìÆð¨ÁËÃÅ çÅð È ñ×Ë é ìÆð¨ÁËÃÅ çÅð È ñ×Ë é ìÆð¨ÁËÃÅ çÅð È ñ×Ë é ìÆð¨ÁËÃÅ çÅð È ñ×Ë é ìÆð¨
ÖÃî¹ ÇòÃÅÇð ÕÆÂ ¶ ðÃ í¯×¨ÖÃî¹ ÇòÃÅÇð ÕÆÂ ¶ ðÃ í¯×¨ÖÃî¹ ÇòÃÅÇð ÕÆÂ ¶ ðÃ í¯×¨ÖÃî¹ ÇòÃÅÇð ÕÆÂ ¶ ðÃ í¯×¨ÖÃî¹ ÇòÃÅÇð ÕÆÂ ¶ ðÃ í¯×¨
å» åÇé À°Çá Öñ¯Â ¶ ð ¯×¨å» åÇé À°Çá Öñ¯Â ¶ ð ¯×¨å» åÇé À°Çá Öñ¯Â ¶ ð ¯×¨å» åÇé À°Çá Öñ¯Â ¶ ð ¯×¨å» åÇé À°Çá Öñ¯Â ¶ ð ¯×¨
îé Á³è ¶ ÕÀ° ÇîñË ÃÜÅÇÂÍÍîé Á³è ¶ ÕÀ° ÇîñË ÃÜÅÇÂÍÍîé Á³è ¶ ÕÀ° ÇîñË ÃÜÅÇÂÍÍîé Á³è ¶ ÕÀ° ÇîñË ÃÜÅÇÂÍÍîé Á³è ¶ ÕÀ° ÇîñË ÃÜÅÇÂÍÍ
òËç é í¯ñ ¶ çÅð È ñÅÇÂ¨òËç é í¯ñ ¶ çÅð È ñÅÇÂ¨òËç é í¯ñ ¶ çÅð È ñÅÇÂ¨òËç é í¯ñ ¶ çÅð È ñÅÇÂ¨òËç é í¯ñ ¶ çÅð È ñÅÇÂ¨
Ú¿çé ÕÅ ë« Ú¿çé òÅÃ¹¨Ú¿çé ÕÅ ë« Ú¿çé òÅÃ¹¨Ú¿çé ÕÅ ë« Ú¿çé òÅÃ¹¨Ú¿çé ÕÅ ë« Ú¿çé òÅÃ¹¨Ú¿çé ÕÅ ë« Ú¿çé òÅÃ¹¨
îÅäÃ ÕÅ ë« Øà îÇÔ ÃÅÃ ¹ÍÍîÅäÃ ÕÅ ë« Øà îÇÔ ÃÅÃ ¹ÍÍîÅäÃ ÕÅ ë« Øà îÇÔ ÃÅÃ ¹ÍÍîÅäÃ ÕÅ ë« Øà îÇÔ ÃÅÃ ¹ÍÍîÅäÃ ÕÅ ë« Øà îÇÔ ÃÅÃ ¹ÍÍ
ÃÅÇÃ ×ÇÂÁË ÕÅÇÂÁÅ ãÇñ êÅÇÂÍÍÃÅÇÃ ×ÇÂÁË ÕÅÇÂÁÅ ãÇñ êÅÇÂÍÍÃÅÇÃ ×ÇÂÁË ÕÅÇÂÁÅ ãÇñ êÅÇÂÍÍÃÅÇÃ ×ÇÂÁË ÕÅÇÂÁÅ ãÇñ êÅÇÂÍÍÃÅÇÃ ×ÇÂÁË ÕÅÇÂÁÅ ãÇñ êÅÇÂÍÍ
åÅ ÕË êÅÛË Õ ¯ÇÂ é ÖÅÇÂ¨åÅ ÕË êÅÛË Õ ¯ÇÂ é ÖÅÇÂ¨åÅ ÕË êÅÛË Õ ¯ÇÂ é ÖÅÇÂ¨åÅ ÕË êÅÛË Õ ¯ÇÂ é ÖÅÇÂ¨åÅ ÕË êÅÛË Õ ¯ÇÂ é ÖÅÇÂ¨
Õ¿Úé ÕÅÇÂÁÅ Çéðîñ Ô¿Ã ¹ÍÍÕ ¿Úé ÕÅÇÂÁÅ Çéðîñ Ô¿Ã ¹ÍÍÕ ¿Úé ÕÅÇÂÁÅ Çéðîñ Ô¿Ã ¹ÍÍÕ ¿Úé ÕÅÇÂÁÅ Çéðîñ Ô¿Ã ¹ÍÍÕ ¿Úé ÕÅÇÂÁÅ Çéðîñ Ô¿Ã ¹ÍÍ
ÇÜÃ¹ îÇÔ éÅî ¹ Çéð ¿Üé Á³Ã ¹¨ÇÜÃ¹ îÇÔ éÅî ¹ Çéð ¿Üé Á³Ã ¹¨ÇÜÃ¹ îÇÔ éÅî ¹ Çéð ¿Üé Á³Ã ¹¨ÇÜÃ¹ îÇÔ éÅî ¹ Çéð ¿Üé Á³Ã ¹¨ÇÜÃ¹ îÇÔ éÅî ¹ Çéð ¿Üé Á³Ã ¹¨
çÈÖ ð ¯× ÃÇí ×ÇÂÁÅ ×òÅÇÂ¨çÈÖ ð ¯× ÃÇí ×ÇÂÁÅ ×òÅÇÂ¨çÈÖ ð ¯× ÃÇí ×ÇÂÁÅ ×òÅÇÂ¨çÈÖ ð ¯× ÃÇí ×ÇÂÁÅ ×òÅÇÂ¨çÈÖ ð ¯× ÃÇí ×ÇÂÁÅ ×òÅÇÂ¨
éÅéÕ Û±àÇÃ ÃÅÚË éÅÇÂ¨éÅéÕ Û±àÇÃ ÃÅÚË éÅÇÂ¨éÅéÕ Û±àÇÃ ÃÅÚË éÅÇÂ¨éÅéÕ Û±àÇÃ ÃÅÚË éÅÇÂ¨éÅéÕ Û±àÇÃ ÃÅÚË éÅÇÂ¨                AMg  - ABEF - ABEF - ABEF - ABEF - ABEF
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Giving details of  the pains, Guru Ji now tells us as to how
and in what way the world is in distress -

“With the award of the punishment of the thousand marks of
Vulva, Indar did weep.
Paras Ram returned home crying.
Ajai wailed, when made to eat the dung he gave in charity.
Such is the punishment, meted out in God’s Court.
Rama wept when he was exiled and got separated from Sita
and Lachhman.
Ten headed Ravan, who took away Sita with the beat of
tambourine, wept when he lost Ceylon.
The Pandwas, whose Master lived with them, became
servants and wailed.
Janmeja bewailed that he went astray.
For an offence he became a sinner.
The Divine teachers, seers and religious guides weep, lest they
should suffer agony at the last moment.
The kings weep, having their pierced with ear rings of a yogi
and they go abugging from house to house.
The miser weeps when his amassed wealth parts company
with him.
The learned man cries when his learning fails him.
The young woman weeps for she has no husband.
Nanak, the whole world is in distress.
He, who believes in the Name, becomes victorious.
No other deed is of any account.”

ÃÔ¿Ãð çÅé ç¶ ÇÂ ¿ç z ð ¯ÁÅÇÂÁÅ¨ÃÔ¿Ãð çÅé ç¶ ÇÂ ¿ç z ð ¯ÁÅÇÂÁÅ¨ÃÔ¿Ãð çÅé ç¶ ÇÂ ¿ç z ð ¯ÁÅÇÂÁÅ¨ÃÔ¿Ãð çÅé ç¶ ÇÂ ¿ç z ð ¯ÁÅÇÂÁÅ¨ÃÔ¿Ãð çÅé ç¶ ÇÂ ¿ç z ð ¯ÁÅÇÂÁÅ¨
êðÃ ðÅî ¹ ð ¯ò Ë ØÇð ÁÅÇÂÁÅ¨êðÃ ðÅî ¹ ð ¯ò Ë ØÇð ÁÅÇÂÁÅ¨êðÃ ðÅî ¹ ð ¯ò Ë ØÇð ÁÅÇÂÁÅ¨êðÃ ðÅî ¹ ð ¯ò Ë ØÇð ÁÅÇÂÁÅ¨êðÃ ðÅî ¹ ð ¯ò Ë ØÇð ÁÅÇÂÁÅ¨
ÁÜË Ã ¹ ð ¯ò Ë íÆÇÖÁÅ ÖÅÇÂ¨ÁÜË Ã ¹ ð ¯ò Ë íÆÇÖÁÅ ÖÅÇÂ¨ÁÜË Ã ¹ ð ¯ò Ë íÆÇÖÁÅ ÖÅÇÂ¨ÁÜË Ã ¹ ð ¯ò Ë íÆÇÖÁÅ ÖÅÇÂ¨ÁÜË Ã ¹ ð ¯ò Ë íÆÇÖÁÅ ÖÅÇÂ¨
ÁËÃÆ çð×Ô ÇîñË ÃÜÅÇÂ¨ÁËÃÆ çð×Ô ÇîñË ÃÜÅÇÂ¨ÁËÃÆ çð×Ô ÇîñË ÃÜÅÇÂ¨ÁËÃÆ çð×Ô ÇîñË ÃÜÅÇÂ¨ÁËÃÆ çð×Ô ÇîñË ÃÜÅÇÂ¨
ð¯ò Ë ðÅî ¹ ÇéÕÅñÅ íÇÂÁÅ¨ð¯ò Ë ðÅî ¹ ÇéÕÅñÅ íÇÂÁÅ¨ð¯ò Ë ðÅî ¹ ÇéÕÅñÅ íÇÂÁÅ¨ð¯ò Ë ðÅî ¹ ÇéÕÅñÅ íÇÂÁÅ¨ð¯ò Ë ðÅî ¹ ÇéÕÅñÅ íÇÂÁÅ¨
ÃÆåÅ ñÖîä° ÇòÛ°Çó ×ÇÂÁÅÍÍÃÆåÅ ñÖîä° ÇòÛ°Çó ×ÇÂÁÅÍÍÃÆåÅ ñÖîä° ÇòÛ°Çó ×ÇÂÁÅÍÍÃÆåÅ ñÖîä° ÇòÛ°Çó ×ÇÂÁÅÍÍÃÆåÅ ñÖîä° ÇòÛ°Çó ×ÇÂÁÅÍÍ
ð ¯ò Ë çÔÇÃð ¹ ¦Õ ×òÅÇÂÍÍð ¯ò Ë çÔÇÃð ¹ ¦Õ ×òÅÇÂÍÍð ¯ò Ë çÔÇÃð ¹ ¦Õ ×òÅÇÂÍÍð ¯ò Ë çÔÇÃð ¹ ¦Õ ×òÅÇÂÍÍð ¯ò Ë çÔÇÃð ¹ ¦Õ ×òÅÇÂÍÍ
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ÇÜÇé ÃÆåÅ ÁÅçÆ âÀ°ð È  òÅÇÂ¨ÇÜÇé ÃÆåÅ ÁÅçÆ âÀ°ð È  òÅÇÂ¨ÇÜÇé ÃÆåÅ ÁÅçÆ âÀ°ð È  òÅÇÂ¨ÇÜÇé ÃÆåÅ ÁÅçÆ âÀ°ð È  òÅÇÂ¨ÇÜÇé ÃÆåÅ ÁÅçÆ âÀ°ð È  òÅÇÂ¨
ð¯òÇÔ ê»âò íÂ¶ îÜÈðÍÍð ¯òÇÔ ê»âò íÂ¶ îÜÈðÍÍð ¯òÇÔ ê»âò íÂ¶ îÜÈðÍÍð ¯òÇÔ ê»âò íÂ¶ îÜÈðÍÍð ¯òÇÔ ê»âò íÂ¶ îÜÈðÍÍ
ÇÜé ÕË Ã ¹ÁÅîÆ ðÔå ÔçÈÇðÍÍÇÜé ÕË Ã ¹ÁÅîÆ ðÔå ÔçÈÇðÍÍÇÜé ÕË Ã ¹ÁÅîÆ ðÔå ÔçÈÇðÍÍÇÜé ÕË Ã ¹ÁÅîÆ ðÔå ÔçÈÇðÍÍÇÜé ÕË Ã ¹ÁÅîÆ ðÔå ÔçÈÇðÍÍ
ð ¯ò Ë Üéî¶ÜÅ Ö ¹ÇÂ ×ÇÂÁÅÍÍð ¯ò Ë Üéî¶ÜÅ Ö ¹ÇÂ ×ÇÂÁÅÍÍð ¯ò Ë Üéî¶ÜÅ Ö ¹ÇÂ ×ÇÂÁÅÍÍð ¯ò Ë Üéî¶ÜÅ Ö ¹ÇÂ ×ÇÂÁÅÍÍð ¯ò Ë Üéî¶ÜÅ Ö ¹ÇÂ ×ÇÂÁÅÍÍ
Â ¶ÕÆ ÕÅðÇä êÅêÆ íÇÂÁÅÍÍÂ ¶ÕÆ ÕÅðÇä êÅêÆ íÇÂÁÅÍÍÂ ¶ÕÆ ÕÅðÇä êÅêÆ íÇÂÁÅÍÍÂ ¶ÕÆ ÕÅðÇä êÅêÆ íÇÂÁÅÍÍÂ ¶ÕÆ ÕÅðÇä êÅêÆ íÇÂÁÅÍÍ
ð ¯òÇÔ Ã ¶Ö îÃÅÇÂÕ êÆð¨ð¯òÇÔ Ã ¶Ö îÃÅÇÂÕ êÆð¨ð¯òÇÔ Ã ¶Ö îÃÅÇÂÕ êÆð¨ð¯òÇÔ Ã ¶Ö îÃÅÇÂÕ êÆð¨ð¯òÇÔ Ã ¶Ö îÃÅÇÂÕ êÆð¨
Á³Çå ÕÅÇñ îå° ñÅ×Ë íÆó¨Á³Çå ÕÅÇñ îå° ñÅ×Ë íÆó¨Á³Çå ÕÅÇñ îå° ñÅ×Ë íÆó¨Á³Çå ÕÅÇñ îå° ñÅ×Ë íÆó¨Á³Çå ÕÅÇñ îå° ñÅ×Ë íÆó¨
ð¯òÇÔ ðÅÜ¶ Õ ¿é êóÅÇÂÍÍð ¯òÇÔ ðÅÜ¶ Õ ¿é êóÅÇÂÍÍð ¯òÇÔ ðÅÜ¶ Õ ¿é êóÅÇÂÍÍð ¯òÇÔ ðÅÜ¶ Õ ¿é êóÅÇÂÍÍð ¯òÇÔ ðÅÜ¶ Õ ¿é êóÅÇÂÍÍ
ØÇð ØÇð îÅ×ÇÔ íÆÇÖÁÅ ÜÅÇÂÍÍØÇð ØÇð îÅ×ÇÔ íÆÇÖÁÅ ÜÅÇÂÍÍØÇð ØÇð îÅ×ÇÔ íÆÇÖÁÅ ÜÅÇÂÍÍØÇð ØÇð îÅ×ÇÔ íÆÇÖÁÅ ÜÅÇÂÍÍØÇð ØÇð îÅ×ÇÔ íÆÇÖÁÅ ÜÅÇÂÍÍ
ð ¯òÇÔ ÇÕðêé Ã¿ÚÇÔ èé° ÜÅÇÂ¨ð¯òÇÔ ÇÕðêé Ã¿ÚÇÔ èé° ÜÅÇÂ¨ð¯òÇÔ ÇÕðêé Ã¿ÚÇÔ èé° ÜÅÇÂ¨ð¯òÇÔ ÇÕðêé Ã¿ÚÇÔ èé° ÜÅÇÂ¨ð¯òÇÔ ÇÕðêé Ã¿ÚÇÔ èé° ÜÅÇÂ¨
ê³Çâå ð ¯òÇÔ Ç×ÁÅé° ×òÅÇÂÍÍê ³Çâå ð ¯òÇÔ Ç×ÁÅé° ×òÅÇÂÍÍê ³Çâå ð ¯òÇÔ Ç×ÁÅé° ×òÅÇÂÍÍê ³Çâå ð ¯òÇÔ Ç×ÁÅé° ×òÅÇÂÍÍê ³Çâå ð ¯òÇÔ Ç×ÁÅé° ×òÅÇÂÍÍ
ìÅñÆ ð ¯ò Ë éÅÇÔ íåÅð ¹¨ìÅñÆ ð ¯ò Ë éÅÇÔ íåÅð ¹¨ìÅñÆ ð ¯ò Ë éÅÇÔ íåÅð ¹¨ìÅñÆ ð ¯ò Ë éÅÇÔ íåÅð ¹¨ìÅñÆ ð ¯ò Ë éÅÇÔ íåÅð ¹¨
éÅéÕ ç¹ÖÆÁÅ Ãí¹ Ã ¿ÃÅð ¹ÍÍéÅéÕ ç¹ÖÆÁÅ Ãí¹ Ã ¿ÃÅð ¹ÍÍéÅéÕ ç¹ÖÆÁÅ Ãí¹ Ã ¿ÃÅð ¹ÍÍéÅéÕ ç¹ÖÆÁÅ Ãí¹ Ã ¿ÃÅð ¹ÍÍéÅéÕ ç¹ÖÆÁÅ Ãí¹ Ã ¿ÃÅð ¹ÍÍ AMg  - IED - IED - IED - IED - IED

How does pain arise and how to get rid of it? Great
thinkers have tried to find answers to these two questions.

Guru Ji tells in detail in this hymn, about the cause of
pain. It is necessary to know about it.

During his travels for redeeming the world Guru Nanak
Dev Ji reached near Deepalpur (Pakistan) village (now in
Pakistan). It was getting dark. People were returning to their
homes after attending to their daily duties. Bhai Bala and Bhai
Mardana were with Guru Nanak Dev Ji. Guru Ji decided to
spend the night under a beautiful tree. Bhai Bala started
brooming the place for rest; and Bhai Mardana went in search
of  clean water for bath the next early morning.

Dear holy assembly! It is worth knowing how Guru
Nanak underwent troubles for the redemption of the burning
world. When we go out, there are arrangements of good
residence, good food and nice beddings. But Guru Ji spent
the night sleeping on bare earth which was cleaned with the
branches of  the tree under which Guru Ji slept. Bhai
Mardana felt very much concerned over the sleeping of  Guru
Ji along with them by using his arm as pillow and rising early
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in the morning. Today our richness and honour are due to
the grace of  Guru Nanak. But he himself  spent the nights
in forests and inhabitations finding a place of solitude. He
would take a bath in the nearby available clean water and
hold Kirtan of  Asa Di Var. If  some listeners came attracted
he held spiritual conversation with them. He walked always
on foot and carried very few necessities with him and used
wooden sandals. He would wear a simple long gown without
buttons. He never used gaudy dresses. He used a long cloth
to cover the body during the day and spread that very cloth
on the ground and took rest thereon. Undergoing ineffable
sufferings he gave us the superb message -

“True in the prime, True in the beginning of ages, True He is
even now and True He, verily, shall be, O Nanak.”

ÁÅÇç ÃÚ¹ Ü ¹×ÅÇç ÃÚ¹ Ô Ë  íÆ ÃÚ¹ éÅéÕ Ô¯ÃÆ íÆ ÃÚ¹¨ÁÅÇç ÃÚ¹ Ü ¹×ÅÇç ÃÚ¹ Ô Ë  íÆ ÃÚ¹ éÅéÕ Ô¯ÃÆ íÆ ÃÚ¹¨ÁÅÇç ÃÚ¹ Ü ¹×ÅÇç ÃÚ¹ Ô Ë  íÆ ÃÚ¹ éÅéÕ Ô¯ÃÆ íÆ ÃÚ¹¨ÁÅÇç ÃÚ¹ Ü ¹×ÅÇç ÃÚ¹ Ô Ë  íÆ ÃÚ¹ éÅéÕ Ô¯ÃÆ íÆ ÃÚ¹¨ÁÅÇç ÃÚ¹ Ü ¹×ÅÇç ÃÚ¹ Ô Ë  íÆ ÃÚ¹ éÅéÕ Ô¯ÃÆ íÆ ÃÚ¹¨
          AMg  - A - A - A - A - A

We do not bring before our mind the difficulties suffered
by Guru Nanak for us. We have forgotten both Guru Ji and
God. The great people relinquish everything. When we read
about Muhammad Sahib, we come to know that he passed
his life with two long clothes only. Guru Nanak Dev Ji had
to face thieves, robbers, bad people and sorcerers. At
Deepalpur some villagers noticed the presence of  Guru Nanak
and his two companions. They suspected their bonafides and
decided to ask them to leave that place. They came and said
to Guru Ji, “We do not know whether you are real or unreal
saints. But we will not permit your stay here for the night.”
On this Guru Ji left that place. He also said to Bhai
Mardana, “This place is not our ownership. We cannot pick
a quarrel with these people, that we must spend the night
there because we have cleaned it. Let us go, Guru Ji wished
them their welfare and left that place. They again came to
the second place where Guru Ji tried to settle for the night
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and asked them to leave that place also. They repeated this
act on four or five places. Then Guru Ji enquired from them
if there was any place for the stay of the saints in their
village. In reply they said together, “No, no. We wont allow
the strangers to stay in our village for the sake of  safety.”

Then Guru Ji said to them, “Look! you are men of  God,
Who has given you good houses to live in, good food to eat,
vehicles to travel in. How strange it is that you can’t do
anything for His creation! The saints wish you well always.
They have come to the world to tell you that human body
has been blessed to you for meeting God. How the villagers
shall benefit if no saint comes to stay there! Who will preach
you to rescue you from the clutches of  mammon (maya)? You
are doing no good deed. Then what will you get in the court
of Dharam Raj (judge of righteousness)? The life goes waste
without doing good deeds, without service to the humanity
and giving in charity. In every good village a common place
is reserved by the elders for the service and stay of  the
outsiders, saints and sadhus. They also supply food to those
saints. It is the duty of  family men to earn honestly, share
their honest earnings with others and listen to the sermons
of the saints to achieve the boon of the Name of God.” At
that time some mischievous villages exchanged notes and said,
“Sorry Baba! we had forgotten. There is really a good place
arranged for the stay of saints like you. That place is at some
distance from the village. We did not know that you are
saints. It is our habit to suspect the sadhus. You are giving
good advice.” They told Guru Ji the way leading to that place
and said, “Your Holiness! if  you go straight on this path you
will reach a tree near which is situated a nice palace. From
distance you will feel the good smells coming out of that
palace. The inmate of that place will receive you. He does
not sleep for the whole night. You will like to stay there.
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There is also a well nearby where you can take a bath. We
are sorry. We have been considering you a thief.”

His Holiness Ji said, “Well brothers! May God bless you!
Whether the said house gives good or bad smells does not
make any difference because we have to remain according to
the will of  God. Living in a hut or palace is immaterial. You
just guide us properly.” The villagers repeated the above. After
this Guru Ji proceeded towards that place with his
companions, saying, “Let us go, whether we will get a good
palace or it will be converted into a good palace, whether
the smells are foul, or the foul smells are to be converted
into good smells, we have to do good to the village under
the command of  God.” These observations shook the
villagers. They started thinking that the saint might be a
realized soul.

Guru Ji reached near the place, as guided by the
villagers. Mardana said, “Your Holiness they had said that good
smells shall issue from this place. But I am feeling headache.
Foul smell like the smell of   a dead animal is also being felt
by me.”

Your Holiness smiled and said, “Mardana! we have to
pass this night here as willed by Kartar (God). You start
music. We will enjoy inner smell and also abide in the inner
mansion. Dear Mardana! The villagers are self-willed. They
have sent us mischievously. In this hut lives one leper. From
his body foul smell is issuing. We have to unite with the
Word. Then there shall be neither good nor bad smell. You
blend yourself with the inner smell and spend the night here
patiently. One day this hut will become a palace. This leper
shall bring the village to the right path. There cannot be a
pain when the Name is enshrined in the mind. The dust of
the feet of lover of the Name is so blessed that if it is
applied on the forehead of the ailing person, the disease is
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removed.” They all slept for the night there.

Next morning they took a bath at the nearby well. From
the nearby hut sound of bewailing was quite audible as the
night was calm. Some one was weeping aloud and blaming
God for his ailment. He was saying, “O God! the whole world
is happy. I alone have been punished by you. There are
bigger sinners than me. They are happy and enjoying life.
There is no justice in your house.” Guru Ji took pity on him.
He asked Mardana to start the music. From his sacred throat
rose the tune many times sweeter than the song of
nightingale. The whole atmosphere began to reverberate. The
leper stopped bewailing. The hymn
was -

“My soul burns over and over again. Greatly agonised, the
soul is distracted and falls a prey to many sins. The body,
that forgets the Guru’s words, screams like a chronic patient.”

ÜÆÀ° åêå° Ô Ë  ìÅð ¯  ìÅð¨ åÇê åÇê ÖêË ìÔ ¹å ° ì ¶ÕÅð¨ÜÆÀ° åêå° Ô Ë  ìÅð ¯  ìÅð¨ åÇê åÇê ÖêË ìÔ ¹å ° ì ¶ÕÅð¨ÜÆÀ° åêå° Ô Ë  ìÅð ¯  ìÅð¨ åÇê åÇê ÖêË ìÔ ¹å ° ì ¶ÕÅð¨ÜÆÀ° åêå° Ô Ë  ìÅð ¯  ìÅð¨ åÇê åÇê ÖêË ìÔ ¹å ° ì ¶ÕÅð¨ÜÆÀ° åêå° Ô Ë  ìÅð ¯  ìÅð¨ åÇê åÇê ÖêË ìÔ ¹å ° ì ¶ÕÅð¨
ÜË åÇé ìÅäÆ ÇòÃÇð ÜÅÇÂ¨ ÇÜÀ° êÕÅ ð ¯×Æ ÇòññÅÇÂ¨ÜË åÇé ìÅäÆ ÇòÃÇð ÜÅÇÂ¨ ÇÜÀ° êÕÅ ð ¯×Æ ÇòññÅÇÂ¨ÜË åÇé ìÅäÆ ÇòÃÇð ÜÅÇÂ¨ ÇÜÀ° êÕÅ ð ¯×Æ ÇòññÅÇÂ¨ÜË åÇé ìÅäÆ ÇòÃÇð ÜÅÇÂ¨ ÇÜÀ° êÕÅ ð ¯×Æ ÇòññÅÇÂ¨ÜË åÇé ìÅäÆ ÇòÃÇð ÜÅÇÂ¨ ÇÜÀ° êÕÅ ð ¯×Æ ÇòññÅÇÂ¨

AMg  - FFA - FFA - FFA - FFA - FFA
The leper heard the holy voice that the man who forgets

the Lord and is disunited from the tune of the Name within,
bewails like a leper. The soul of  the man is entangled in
pleasures and burning. Consequently the soul is suffering. The
leper became one with the holy verse, sung by Guru Nanak,
the vibration of  which was enchanting. He started pondering
over the person, whose voice was so powerful, hearing which
his pain of leprosy disappeared. He also realized that his
blaming God was futile because He heard his inner pain and
came to his rescue. That God has given us ears, nose, eyes
and all other organs. He has also given us tongue to talk
sweet. This tongue succeeds by reciting the Name. That God
saved the being in the fire of  the womb of  the mother. After
the birth the attachment with pleasures is a black stain. With
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these sins and blackstains man goes to the court. But the soul
with such ugly face is not honoured there. Meditation on the
Name of God is done with the grace of God. With sincere
and devotional meditation the soul achieves emancipation.
Without the meditation of the Name of God there is other
way of emancipation. Even man entangled in worldly
pleasures can be saved if he makes sincere prayer to God to
take him out of that entanglement. Because God is the giver
of all. He hears the prayer and blesses the pelitioners with
His Name, and consequently the drowned man also starts
swimming. Hearing the holy hymn the leper felt peace and
relief. He just forgot about his disease. He came out and
prostrated himself  before Guru Nanak. Guru, the Emperor,
asked him to take bath with the left over water at the well.
After the bath the disease disappeared. He became perfectly
healthy. His happiness was boundless. We have to ponder
over this hymn. As the man suffering from leprosy from head
to foot he bewails, similarly the man who forgets Gurbani
and tune of the Name within him breaks down, happiness
disappears from his mind. He starts bewailing. Distress of
anxieties and deep sighs pervade him. Why? This hymn
provides the full explanation which must be understood
properly. Firstly the whole universe has originated from bani,
the Holy Divine Word -

“They have all been made from the Lord’s One Word.”

Â¶Õ ÕòÅòË å ¶ ÃÇí Ô ¯ÁÅ¨Â¶Õ ÕòÅòË å ¶ ÃÇí Ô ¯ÁÅ¨Â¶Õ ÕòÅòË å ¶ ÃÇí Ô ¯ÁÅ¨Â¶Õ ÕòÅòË å ¶ ÃÇí Ô ¯ÁÅ¨Â¶Õ ÕòÅòË å ¶ ÃÇí Ô ¯ÁÅ¨                AMg  - A@@C - A@@C - A@@C - A@@C - A@@C
Then where does this pure form of  bani abide? Guru Ji
clarifies it in Japuji -

“(My) obeisance is unto (God), who Himself is worldly
valuables and Himself the Word of Brahm.
He is true and beautiful and rapture ever abides within His
mind.”

Ã¹ÁÃÇå ÁÅÇæ ìÅäÆ ìðîÅÀ°¨Ã¹ÁÃÇå ÁÅÇæ ìÅäÆ ìðîÅÀ°¨Ã¹ÁÃÇå ÁÅÇæ ìÅäÆ ìðîÅÀ°¨Ã¹ÁÃÇå ÁÅÇæ ìÅäÆ ìðîÅÀ°¨Ã¹ÁÃÇå ÁÅÇæ ìÅäÆ ìðîÅÀ°¨
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ÃÇå Ã ¹ÔÅä° ÃçÅ îÇé ÚÅÀ°¨ÃÇå Ã ¹ÔÅä° ÃçÅ îÇé ÚÅÀ°¨ÃÇå Ã ¹ÔÅä° ÃçÅ îÇé ÚÅÀ°¨ÃÇå Ã ¹ÔÅä° ÃçÅ îÇé ÚÅÀ°¨ÃÇå Ã ¹ÔÅä° ÃçÅ îÇé ÚÅÀ°¨           AMg  - D - D - D - D - D
This pure Bani has come from Him (Ekankar) Bhai Gurdas
says -

“The Formless Lord manifested and called Himself Ekankar,
the One Boundless.
The Word (Oankar) arose from Him and the Universe
appeared, with numerous names and forms."

Çéð ¿ÕÅð ÁÅÕÅð Ô ¯ÇÂ Â ¶Õ ¿ÕÅð ÁêÅð ÃçÅïÅ¨Çéð¿ÕÅð ÁÅÕÅð Ô ¯ÇÂ Â ¶Õ ¿ÕÅð ÁêÅð ÃçÅïÅ¨Çéð¿ÕÅð ÁÅÕÅð Ô ¯ÇÂ Â ¶Õ ¿ÕÅð ÁêÅð ÃçÅïÅ¨Çéð¿ÕÅð ÁÅÕÅð Ô ¯ÇÂ Â ¶Õ ¿ÕÅð ÁêÅð ÃçÅïÅ¨Çéð¿ÕÅð ÁÅÕÅð Ô ¯ÇÂ Â ¶Õ ¿ÕÅð ÁêÅð ÃçÅïÅ¨
Â¶Õ ¿ÕÅðÔ¹ ¿  ôìç è¹é úÁ³ÕÅð ÁÕÅð ìéÅïÅ¨Â¶Õ ¿ÕÅðÔ¹ ¿  ôìç è¹é úÁ³ÕÅð ÁÕÅð ìéÅïÅ¨Â¶Õ ¿ÕÅðÔ¹ ¿  ôìç è¹é úÁ³ÕÅð ÁÕÅð ìéÅïÅ¨Â¶Õ ¿ÕÅðÔ¹ ¿  ôìç è¹é úÁ³ÕÅð ÁÕÅð ìéÅïÅ¨Â¶Õ ¿ÕÅðÔ¹ ¿  ôìç è¹é úÁ³ÕÅð ÁÕÅð ìéÅïÅ¨

íÅÂÆ ×¹ðçÅÃ ÜÆ, òÅð BF/BíÅÂÆ ×¹ðçÅÃ ÜÆ, òÅð BF/BíÅÂÆ ×¹ðçÅÃ ÜÆ, òÅð BF/BíÅÂÆ ×¹ðçÅÃ ÜÆ, òÅð BF/BíÅÂÆ ×¹ðçÅÃ ÜÆ, òÅð BF/B
The Tenth Guru also says -

“In the prime Oankar was uttered by him
The same tune (Oankar) pervades the whole world.”

êÌæî úÁ³ÕÅð Çåé ÕÔÅ Ã ¯ è °é ê Èð Ü×å î¯ ðÔÅ¨êÌæî úÁ³ÕÅð Çåé ÕÔÅ Ã ¯ è °é ê Èð Ü×å î¯ ðÔÅ¨êÌæî úÁ³ÕÅð Çåé ÕÔÅ Ã ¯ è °é ê Èð Ü×å î¯ ðÔÅ¨êÌæî úÁ³ÕÅð Çåé ÕÔÅ Ã ¯ è °é ê Èð Ü×å î¯ ðÔÅ¨êÌæî úÁ³ÕÅð Çåé ÕÔÅ Ã ¯ è °é ê Èð Ü×å î¯ ðÔÅ¨
AMg  - A@@C - A@@C - A@@C - A@@C - A@@C

Guru further Nanak says -
The One Lord has created the universe. He has made days,
nights and everything.
The forests, grass, the three worlds and water, the four Vedas,
the four sources of creation,
The nine regions, the seven continents and all the worlds
They have all been made from Lord’s One Word.
O man, realize thou thy Creator Lord.
If thou meet with True Guru, then alone shalt thou
understand Him.
The entire world is engrossed in the three modes.
It lands in hell and heaven. In self-conceit man comes and
goes.
The soul is not allowed to stay even for a moment.
Without the Guru, there is pitch darkness.
Meeting with the True Guru, one is emancipated.

úÁ³ÕÅÇð À°åêÅåÆ¨ ÕÆÁÅ ÇçéÃ¹ Ãí ðÅåÆ¨úÁ³ÕÅÇð À°åêÅåÆ¨ ÕÆÁÅ ÇçéÃ¹ Ãí ðÅåÆ¨úÁ³ÕÅÇð À°åêÅåÆ¨ ÕÆÁÅ ÇçéÃ¹ Ãí ðÅåÆ¨úÁ³ÕÅÇð À°åêÅåÆ¨ ÕÆÁÅ ÇçéÃ¹ Ãí ðÅåÆ¨úÁ³ÕÅÇð À°åêÅåÆ¨ ÕÆÁÅ ÇçéÃ¹ Ãí ðÅåÆ¨
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òä° Çå zä° Çå zíòä êÅäÆ¨ ÚÅÇð ì ¶ç ÚÅð ¶ ÖÅäÆ¨òä° Çå zä ° Çå zíòä êÅäÆ¨ ÚÅÇð ì ¶ç ÚÅð ¶ ÖÅäÆ¨òä° Çå zä ° Çå zíòä êÅäÆ¨ ÚÅÇð ì ¶ç ÚÅð ¶ ÖÅäÆ¨òä° Çå zä ° Çå zíòä êÅäÆ¨ ÚÅÇð ì ¶ç ÚÅð ¶ ÖÅäÆ¨òä° Çå zä ° Çå zíòä êÅäÆ¨ ÚÅÇð ì ¶ç ÚÅð ¶ ÖÅäÆ¨
Ö³â çÆê ÃÇí ñ¯ÁÅ¨ Â ¶Õ ÕòÅòË å ¶ ÃÇí Ô ¯ÁÅ¨Ö³â çÆê ÃÇí ñ¯ÁÅ¨ Â ¶Õ ÕòÅòË å ¶ ÃÇí Ô ¯ÁÅ¨Ö³â çÆê ÃÇí ñ¯ÁÅ¨ Â ¶Õ ÕòÅòË å ¶ ÃÇí Ô ¯ÁÅ¨Ö³â çÆê ÃÇí ñ¯ÁÅ¨ Â ¶Õ ÕòÅòË å ¶ ÃÇí Ô ¯ÁÅ¨Ö³â çÆê ÃÇí ñ¯ÁÅ¨ Â ¶Õ ÕòÅòË å ¶ ÃÇí Ô ¯ÁÅ¨
ÕðäËÔÅðÅ ì ÈÞÔ ¹ ð ¶¨ ÃÇå×¹ð ¹  ÇîñË å Ã ¹Þ Ë  ð ¶¨ÕðäËÔÅðÅ ì ÈÞÔ ¹ ð ¶¨ ÃÇå×¹ð ¹  ÇîñË å Ã ¹Þ Ë  ð ¶¨ÕðäËÔÅðÅ ì ÈÞÔ ¹ ð ¶¨ ÃÇå×¹ð ¹  ÇîñË å Ã ¹Þ Ë  ð ¶¨ÕðäËÔÅðÅ ì ÈÞÔ ¹ ð ¶¨ ÃÇå×¹ð ¹  ÇîñË å Ã ¹Þ Ë  ð ¶¨ÕðäËÔÅðÅ ì ÈÞÔ ¹ ð ¶¨ ÃÇå×¹ð ¹  ÇîñË å Ã ¹Þ Ë  ð ¶¨
åz Ë  × ¹ä ÕÆÁÅ êÃÅðÅÍÍ éðÕ Ã¹ð× ÁòåÅðÅ¨åz Ë  × ¹ä ÕÆÁÅ êÃÅðÅÍÍ éðÕ Ã¹ð× ÁòåÅðÅ¨åz Ë  × ¹ä ÕÆÁÅ êÃÅðÅÍÍ éðÕ Ã¹ð× ÁòåÅðÅ¨åz Ë  × ¹ä ÕÆÁÅ êÃÅðÅÍÍ éðÕ Ã¹ð× ÁòåÅðÅ¨åz Ë  × ¹ä ÕÆÁÅ êÃÅðÅÍÍ éðÕ Ã¹ð× ÁòåÅðÅ¨
ÔÀ°î Ë ÁÅòË ÜÅÂÆ¨ îé ÇàÕä° é êÅòË ðÅÂÆ¨ÔÀ°î Ë ÁÅòË ÜÅÂÆ¨ îé ÇàÕä° é êÅòË ðÅÂÆ¨ÔÀ°î Ë ÁÅòË ÜÅÂÆ¨ îé ÇàÕä° é êÅòË ðÅÂÆ¨ÔÀ°î Ë ÁÅòË ÜÅÂÆ¨ îé ÇàÕä° é êÅòË ðÅÂÆ¨ÔÀ°î Ë ÁÅòË ÜÅÂÆ¨ îé ÇàÕä° é êÅòË ðÅÂÆ¨
ìÅÞ ¹ ×¹ð È  ×¹ìÅðÅ¨ ÇîÇñ ÃÇå×¹ð ÇéÃåÅðÅ¨ìÅÞ ¹ ×¹ð È  ×¹ìÅðÅ¨ ÇîÇñ ÃÇå×¹ð ÇéÃåÅðÅ¨ìÅÞ ¹ ×¹ð È  ×¹ìÅðÅ¨ ÇîÇñ ÃÇå×¹ð ÇéÃåÅðÅ¨ìÅÞ ¹ ×¹ð È  ×¹ìÅðÅ¨ ÇîÇñ ÃÇå×¹ð ÇéÃåÅðÅ¨ìÅÞ ¹ ×¹ð È  ×¹ìÅðÅ¨ ÇîÇñ ÃÇå×¹ð ÇéÃåÅðÅ¨     AMg  - A@@C - A@@C - A@@C - A@@C - A@@C

“Shabad Dhuni” ie. tune of the word has been referred
to as bani in this hymn. The Regions, Continents, Sky,
underworld and infinite number of  Worlds originated from
Bani which is ineffable. Contrarily we are aware of worldly
languages. Men, animal, sentient beings, water, fire, sky,
stones, all speak. But they speak in their own languages.
However before the creation only One God existed. The first
“Word” He uttered, with which the whole creation came into
existence, that Word or Bani exists in all sentient beings. The
realized souls call it “Name Dhuni” - tune of the Name. As
soon as we come into contact with this “Name Dhuni” bliss
and light appear in the mind. Nectar pours out of the eyes
of such a person. As has been said in Gurbani -

“Ambrosia rains from the glance of him, who knows God.”

ìÌÔî Ç×ÁÅéÆ ÕÆ ÇçzÃÇà Á³Çî Ìå ° ìðÃÆ¨ìÌÔî Ç×ÁÅéÆ ÕÆ ÇçzÃÇà Á³Çî Ìå ° ìðÃÆ¨ìÌÔî Ç×ÁÅéÆ ÕÆ ÇçzÃÇà Á³Çî Ìå ° ìðÃÆ¨ìÌÔî Ç×ÁÅéÆ ÕÆ ÇçzÃÇà Á³Çî Ìå ° ìðÃÆ¨ìÌÔî Ç×ÁÅéÆ ÕÆ ÇçzÃÇà Á³Çî Ìå ° ìðÃÆ¨ AMg  - BGC - BGC - BGC - BGC - BGC
The man in tune with the “Name Dhuni” becomes

mighty. Whatever, he says becomes true. He remains always
blissful. He feels not tired, feeble and old. He is ever active
and smart. Some people are seen faded, despite the height
of  youthfulness. Such people also become happy if  they
happen to meet some realized soul and fondness for the Name
is created in their mind. Their faces start blooming. Their
voices become honey sweet. Everybody thinks them as his
own. All the great saints call this tune to be Oankar Dhuni
or Name Dhuni (vibration of Oankar or Name) -

“In the Lord’s love is the spiritual vision and through the
spiritual vision the Lord is comprehended.
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By the Guru’s grace, this ineffable discourse is known.”

è¹Çé îÇÔ ÇèÁÅé° ÇèÁÅé îÇÔ ÜÅÇéÁÅè¹Çé îÇÔ ÇèÁÅé° ÇèÁÅé îÇÔ ÜÅÇéÁÅè¹Çé îÇÔ ÇèÁÅé° ÇèÁÅé îÇÔ ÜÅÇéÁÅè¹Çé îÇÔ ÇèÁÅé° ÇèÁÅé îÇÔ ÜÅÇéÁÅè¹Çé îÇÔ ÇèÁÅé° ÇèÁÅé îÇÔ ÜÅÇéÁÅ
×¹ðî ¹ÇÖ ÁÕæ ÕÔÅéÆ¨×¹ðî ¹ÇÖ ÁÕæ ÕÔÅéÆ¨×¹ðî ¹ÇÖ ÁÕæ ÕÔÅéÆ¨×¹ðî ¹ÇÖ ÁÕæ ÕÔÅéÆ¨×¹ðî ¹ÇÖ ÁÕæ ÕÔÅéÆ¨ AMg  - HGI - HGI - HGI - HGI - HGI

All the solar systems, realms and regions run in a system
controlled by “Oankar Dhuni” or “Name Dhuni” -

“By the Name are sustained all the creatures.
By the Name are supported the regions of the earth, and
solar systems.
By God’s Name are supported the Simirtis, the Vedas and
the Puranas.
By the Name’s support the mortals hear of Divine Knowledge
and meditation.
Lord’s Name is the prop of the skies and under worlds.
Lord’s Name is the prop of all the bodies.
By the Name are supported all the worlds and spheres.
Men have been saved by associating with the Name and
hearing it with their ears.
Whom the Master mercifully attaches to His Name,
O Nanak, the servant obtains salvation and gets into the
fourth state of beatitude.”

éÅî Õ¶ èÅð ¶  Ã×ñ¶ Ü ¿å¨éÅî Õ¶ èÅð ¶  Ã×ñ¶ Ü ¿å¨éÅî Õ¶ èÅð ¶  Ã×ñ¶ Ü ¿å¨éÅî Õ¶ èÅð ¶  Ã×ñ¶ Ü ¿å¨éÅî Õ¶ èÅð ¶  Ã×ñ¶ Ü ¿å¨
éÅî Õ¶ èÅð ¶  Ö ³â ì ÌÔî ³â¨éÅî Õ¶ èÅð ¶  Ö ³â ì ÌÔî ³â¨éÅî Õ¶ èÅð ¶  Ö ³â ì ÌÔî ³â¨éÅî Õ¶ èÅð ¶  Ö ³â ì ÌÔî ³â¨éÅî Õ¶ èÅð ¶  Ö ³â ì ÌÔî ³â¨
éÅî Õ¶ èÅð ¶  ÇÃÇî ÌÇå ì ¶ç ê ¹ðÅé¨éÅî Õ¶ èÅð ¶  ÇÃÇî ÌÇå ì ¶ç ê ¹ðÅé¨éÅî Õ¶ èÅð ¶  ÇÃÇî ÌÇå ì ¶ç ê ¹ðÅé¨éÅî Õ¶ èÅð ¶  ÇÃÇî ÌÇå ì ¶ç ê ¹ðÅé¨éÅî Õ¶ èÅð ¶  ÇÃÇî ÌÇå ì ¶ç ê ¹ðÅé¨
éÅî Õ¶ èÅð ¶  Ã ¹éé Ç×ÁÅé ÇèÁÅé¨éÅî Õ¶ èÅð ¶  Ã ¹éé Ç×ÁÅé ÇèÁÅé¨éÅî Õ¶ èÅð ¶  Ã ¹éé Ç×ÁÅé ÇèÁÅé¨éÅî Õ¶ èÅð ¶  Ã ¹éé Ç×ÁÅé ÇèÁÅé¨éÅî Õ¶ èÅð ¶  Ã ¹éé Ç×ÁÅé ÇèÁÅé¨
éÅî Õ¶ èÅð ¶  ÁÅ×ÅÃ êÅåÅñ¨éÅî Õ¶ èÅð ¶  ÁÅ×ÅÃ êÅåÅñ¨éÅî Õ¶ èÅð ¶  ÁÅ×ÅÃ êÅåÅñ¨éÅî Õ¶ èÅð ¶  ÁÅ×ÅÃ êÅåÅñ¨éÅî Õ¶ èÅð ¶  ÁÅ×ÅÃ êÅåÅñ¨
éÅî Õ¶ èÅð ¶  Ã×ñ ÁÅÕÅð¨éÅî Õ¶ èÅð ¶  Ã×ñ ÁÅÕÅð¨éÅî Õ¶ èÅð ¶  Ã×ñ ÁÅÕÅð¨éÅî Õ¶ èÅð ¶  Ã×ñ ÁÅÕÅð¨éÅî Õ¶ èÅð ¶  Ã×ñ ÁÅÕÅð¨
éÅî Õ¶ èÅð ¶  ê ¹ðÆÁÅ Ãí íòé¨éÅî Õ¶ èÅð ¶  ê ¹ðÆÁÅ Ãí íòé¨éÅî Õ¶ èÅð ¶  ê ¹ðÆÁÅ Ãí íòé¨éÅî Õ¶ èÅð ¶  ê ¹ðÆÁÅ Ãí íòé¨éÅî Õ¶ èÅð ¶  ê ¹ðÆÁÅ Ãí íòé¨
éÅî ÕË Ã ¿ Ç× À°èð ¶ Ã ¹ Çé Ã Ìòé¨éÅî ÕË Ã ¿ Ç× À°èð ¶ Ã ¹ Çé Ã Ìòé¨éÅî ÕË Ã ¿ Ç× À°èð ¶ Ã ¹ Çé Ã Ìòé¨éÅî ÕË Ã ¿ Ç× À°èð ¶ Ã ¹ Çé Ã Ìòé¨éÅî ÕË Ã ¿ Ç× À°èð ¶ Ã ¹ Çé Ã Ìòé¨
ÕÇð ÇÕðêÅ ÇÜÃ¹ ÁÅêéË éÅÇî ñÅÂ ¶¨ÕÇð ÇÕðêÅ ÇÜÃ¹ ÁÅêéË éÅÇî ñÅÂ ¶¨ÕÇð ÇÕðêÅ ÇÜÃ¹ ÁÅêéË éÅÇî ñÅÂ ¶¨ÕÇð ÇÕðêÅ ÇÜÃ¹ ÁÅêéË éÅÇî ñÅÂ ¶¨ÕÇð ÇÕðêÅ ÇÜÃ¹ ÁÅêéË éÅÇî ñÅÂ ¶¨
éÅéÕ ÚÀ°æ ¶ êç îÇÔ Ã ¯ Üé° ×Çå êÅÂ ¶¨éÅéÕ ÚÀ°æ ¶ êç îÇÔ Ã ¯ Üé° ×Çå êÅÂ ¶¨éÅéÕ ÚÀ°æ ¶ êç îÇÔ Ã ¯ Üé° ×Çå êÅÂ ¶¨éÅéÕ ÚÀ°æ ¶ êç îÇÔ Ã ¯ Üé° ×Çå êÅÂ ¶¨éÅéÕ ÚÀ°æ ¶ êç îÇÔ Ã ¯ Üé° ×Çå êÅÂ ¶¨ AMg  - BHD - BHD - BHD - BHD - BHD

Guru Ji also says -
“He is true and beautiful and rapture ever abides within His
mind.”
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ÃÇå Ã¹ÔÅä¹ ÃçÅ îÇé ÚÅÀ°ÍÍÃÇå Ã ¹ÔÅä¹ ÃçÅ îÇé ÚÅÀ°ÍÍÃÇå Ã ¹ÔÅä¹ ÃçÅ îÇé ÚÅÀ°ÍÍÃÇå Ã ¹ÔÅä¹ ÃçÅ îÇé ÚÅÀ°ÍÍÃÇå Ã ¹ÔÅä¹ ÃçÅ îÇé ÚÅÀ°ÍÍ           AMg  - D - D - D - D - D
This state of mind arises with its coming into contact

with, “Oankar Dhun” which is ever present in each person.
Some sort of infinite strength is generated in his mind that
even the dust where he places his foot becomes sacred. With
the touching of that sacred dust on the forehead several
obstacles vanish. The “Name Dhuni” appears in his mind
about which Guru Ji says -

“That Name Dhuni pervades the whole universe.”

...........Ã ¯ è ¹é êÈð Ü×å î¯ ðÔÅ¨...........Ã ¯ è ¹é êÈð Ü×å î¯ ðÔÅ¨...........Ã ¯ è ¹é êÈð Ü×å î¯ ðÔÅ¨...........Ã ¯ è ¹é êÈð Ü×å î¯ ðÔÅ¨...........Ã ¯ è ¹é êÈð Ü×å î¯ ðÔÅ¨
Bhai Gurdas also says -

“With One word of Oankar Lord the universe came into
existence. I am sacrifice to the Lord in the form as true
Guru.”

ÇÂÕ¹ ÕòÅÀ° êÃÅÀ° ÕÇð úÁ¿ÕÅð ÁÕÅð ÃòÅð ¶¨ÇÂÕ¹ ÕòÅÀ° êÃÅÀ° ÕÇð úÁ¿ÕÅð ÁÕÅð ÃòÅð ¶¨ÇÂÕ¹ ÕòÅÀ° êÃÅÀ° ÕÇð úÁ¿ÕÅð ÁÕÅð ÃòÅð ¶¨ÇÂÕ¹ ÕòÅÀ° êÃÅÀ° ÕÇð úÁ¿ÕÅð ÁÕÅð ÃòÅð ¶¨ÇÂÕ¹ ÕòÅÀ° êÃÅÀ° ÕÇð úÁ¿ÕÅð ÁÕÅð ÃòÅð ¶¨
êÅðìÌÔî ÃÇå×¹ð ìÇñÔÅð ¶¨êÅðìÌÔî ÃÇå×¹ð ìÇñÔÅð ¶¨êÅðìÌÔî ÃÇå×¹ð ìÇñÔÅð ¶¨êÅðìÌÔî ÃÇå×¹ð ìÇñÔÅð ¶¨êÅðìÌÔî ÃÇå×¹ð ìÇñÔÅð ¶¨

íÅÂÆ ×¹ðçÅÃ ÜÆ, òÅð D@/GíÅÂÆ ×¹ðçÅÃ ÜÆ, òÅð D@/GíÅÂÆ ×¹ðçÅÃ ÜÆ, òÅð D@/GíÅÂÆ ×¹ðçÅÃ ÜÆ, òÅð D@/GíÅÂÆ ×¹ðçÅÃ ÜÆ, òÅð D@/G
How sweet that “Dhuni” must be, which is ever

existing? It is said about Lord Krishna that he always kept
his flute with him. The cows, Krishna grazed, left off grazing
and started looking towards him when he played on his flute.
If he played on the flute continuously the cows assembled
around him. That flute music was so enchanting that it
influenced the animals and birds. Similarly it has been heard
from the great saints that when Guru Nanak Dev sang the
hymns in the forests, the lions, leopards, deer, the goats and
other animals came and sat together around Guru Ji. We are
also aware that bell’s note tempts and attracts the deer so
much that it advances towards the hunter even at the cost
of his life. In joy the deer starts rolling on the ground and
is caught. The saints who have experienced the inner
“Oankar Dhuni”, tell us that this holy sound can be heard
clearly from each small body pore, every particle, water, wind
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and fire -
“The earth, nether-world and firmament, O my soul, all
meditate on the Lord Master’s Name.
The wind, the water and the fire, O my soul, ever hymn the
praise of Lord God, the Master.
The woods, the grass blades and the whole world,
O my soul, utter with their mouth the Lord Master’s Name.
Nanak, he who fixes his mind, through the Guru, on Lord’s
devotional service.
O my soul, is robed in the God’s Court.”

èðÇå êÅåÅ« ÁÅÕÅÃ¹ Ô Ë  î ¶ðÆ ÇÜ ¿ç ¹óÆÂ ¶èðÇå êÅåÅ« ÁÅÕÅÃ¹ Ô Ë  î ¶ðÆ ÇÜ ¿ç ¹óÆÂ ¶èðÇå êÅåÅ« ÁÅÕÅÃ¹ Ô Ë  î ¶ðÆ ÇÜ ¿ç ¹óÆÂ ¶èðÇå êÅåÅ« ÁÅÕÅÃ¹ Ô Ë  î ¶ðÆ ÇÜ ¿ç ¹óÆÂ ¶èðÇå êÅåÅ« ÁÅÕÅÃ¹ Ô Ë  î ¶ðÆ ÇÜ ¿ç ¹óÆÂ ¶
ÃÇí ÔÇð ÔÇð éÅî¹ ÇèÁÅòË ðÅî¨ÃÇí ÔÇð ÔÇð éÅî¹ ÇèÁÅòË ðÅî¨ÃÇí ÔÇð ÔÇð éÅî¹ ÇèÁÅòË ðÅî¨ÃÇí ÔÇð ÔÇð éÅî¹ ÇèÁÅòË ðÅî¨ÃÇí ÔÇð ÔÇð éÅî¹ ÇèÁÅòË ðÅî¨
êÀ°ä° êÅäÆ ì ËÃ ¿åð ¯ î ¶ðÆ ÇÜ ¿ç ¹óÆÂ ¶êÀ°ä° êÅäÆ ì ËÃ ¿åð ¯ î ¶ðÆ ÇÜ ¿ç ¹óÆÂ ¶êÀ°ä° êÅäÆ ì ËÃ ¿åð ¯ î ¶ðÆ ÇÜ ¿ç ¹óÆÂ ¶êÀ°ä° êÅäÆ ì ËÃ ¿åð ¯ î ¶ðÆ ÇÜ ¿ç ¹óÆÂ ¶êÀ°ä° êÅäÆ ì ËÃ ¿åð ¯ î ¶ðÆ ÇÜ ¿ç ¹óÆÂ ¶
Çéå ÔÇð ÔÇð ÔÇð ÜÃ¹ ×ÅòË ðÅî¨Çéå ÔÇð ÔÇð ÔÇð ÜÃ¹ ×ÅòË ðÅî¨Çéå ÔÇð ÔÇð ÔÇð ÜÃ¹ ×ÅòË ðÅî¨Çéå ÔÇð ÔÇð ÔÇð ÜÃ¹ ×ÅòË ðÅî¨Çéå ÔÇð ÔÇð ÔÇð ÜÃ¹ ×ÅòË ðÅî¨
òä° Çå Ìä° Ãí¹ ÁÅÕÅð ¹ Ô Ë  î ¶ðÆ ÇÜ ¿ç ¹óÆÂ ¶òä° Çå Ìä° Ãí¹ ÁÅÕÅð ¹ Ô Ë  î ¶ðÆ ÇÜ ¿ç ¹óÆÂ ¶òä° Çå Ìä° Ãí¹ ÁÅÕÅð ¹ Ô Ë  î ¶ðÆ ÇÜ ¿ç ¹óÆÂ ¶òä° Çå Ìä° Ãí¹ ÁÅÕÅð ¹ Ô Ë  î ¶ðÆ ÇÜ ¿ç ¹óÆÂ ¶òä° Çå Ìä° Ãí¹ ÁÅÕÅð ¹ Ô Ë  î ¶ðÆ ÇÜ ¿ç ¹óÆÂ ¶
î ¹ÇÖ ÔÇð ÔÇð éÅî¹ ÇèÁÅòË ðÅî¨î¹ÇÖ ÔÇð ÔÇð éÅî¹ ÇèÁÅòË ðÅî¨î¹ÇÖ ÔÇð ÔÇð éÅî¹ ÇèÁÅòË ðÅî¨î¹ÇÖ ÔÇð ÔÇð éÅî¹ ÇèÁÅòË ðÅî¨î¹ÇÖ ÔÇð ÔÇð éÅî¹ ÇèÁÅòË ðÅî¨
éÅéÕ å¶ ÔÇð çÇð ê ËéÅÇÂÁÅ î ¶ðÆ ÇÜ ¿ç ¹óÆÂ ¶éÅéÕ å¶ ÔÇð çÇð ê ËéÅÇÂÁÅ î ¶ðÆ ÇÜ ¿ç ¹óÆÂ ¶éÅéÕ å¶ ÔÇð çÇð ê ËéÅÇÂÁÅ î ¶ðÆ ÇÜ ¿ç ¹óÆÂ ¶éÅéÕ å¶ ÔÇð çÇð ê ËéÅÇÂÁÅ î ¶ðÆ ÇÜ ¿ç ¹óÆÂ ¶éÅéÕ å¶ ÔÇð çÇð ê ËéÅÇÂÁÅ î ¶ðÆ ÇÜ ¿ç ¹óÆÂ ¶
Ü ¯ ×¹ðî ¹ÇÖ í×Çå îé° ñÅòË ðÅî¨Ü¯ ×¹ðî ¹ÇÖ í×Çå îé° ñÅòË ðÅî¨Ü¯ ×¹ðî ¹ÇÖ í×Çå îé° ñÅòË ðÅî¨Ü¯ ×¹ðî ¹ÇÖ í×Çå îé° ñÅòË ðÅî¨Ü¯ ×¹ðî ¹ÇÖ í×Çå îé° ñÅòË ðÅî¨                     AMg  - AA@@ - AA@@ - AA@@ - AA@@ - AA@@

A story goes that Sant Baba Gurbachan Singh Khalsa
was in service of  Sant Baba Sunder Singh. One day he
supplicated, “His Holiness! enable me to hear the Name,
present in every particle.” Sant Baba Sunder Singh Ji said,
“You just fix your ear against the door or wall. You will hear
the “Name Dhuni” from everywhere.” It can be heard from
each pore of  the body of  a Gurmukh (Guruward).

Dr. Swami Ram, a great Jogi, writes that when he resided
in the icy caves he applied his ear to a tree and heard music
tune. The same music tune he heard by applying his mind
to the stone of the cave and grass in the forest. He was
really astonished to hear the enchanting tune. So this Bani,
called Braham Bani is present within everything.

Its abode is in Para Bani (Divine poetry of  the Beyond)
and from it the whole creation originated. Anybody who hears
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this holy tune escapes the cycle of  births and deaths. Those
who forget this Bani suffer the pain of a chronic patient.

“The body, that forgets the Guru’s words screams like a
chronic patient.”

ÜË åÇé ìÅäÆ ÇòÃÇð ÜÅÇÂ¨ ÇÜÀ° êÕÅ ð ¯×Æ ÇòññÅÇÂ¨ÜË åÇé ìÅäÆ ÇòÃÇð ÜÅÇÂ¨ ÇÜÀ° êÕÅ ð ¯×Æ ÇòññÅÇÂ¨ÜË åÇé ìÅäÆ ÇòÃÇð ÜÅÇÂ¨ ÇÜÀ° êÕÅ ð ¯×Æ ÇòññÅÇÂ¨ÜË åÇé ìÅäÆ ÇòÃÇð ÜÅÇÂ¨ ÇÜÀ° êÕÅ ð ¯×Æ ÇòññÅÇÂ¨ÜË åÇé ìÅäÆ ÇòÃÇð ÜÅÇÂ¨ ÇÜÀ° êÕÅ ð ¯×Æ ÇòññÅÇÂ¨
AMg  - FFA - FFA - FFA - FFA - FFA

After the recovery of  the leper, Guru Ji asked Mardana
to give some spare cloth, if  any, to him. Alongwith the
physical recovery Guru Ji granted him mental recovery also
by destroying all his past misdeeds. Guru Ji blessed him with
the boon of the Name of God. “Name Dhuni” became
audible to him within and light appeared there. Shine returned
to his face and the eyes. Guru Ji said, “Dear Fakir (saint)!
thank God and go in the village.” Obeying the command he
went about in the village of  Deepalpur. People identified him
and were extremely astonished over the miracle with which
his leprosy, emitting foul smell, had vanished and his body
had become healthy and handsome. On their asking he said,
“O Fools you said "no" to God who had visited your village.
You could not provide a place for his stay for the night. That
too under the trees and not in the houses. You diverted him
to me. I had only foul smelling body. Even the birds did not
come near me not to talk of men. He spent the night on
the bare ground. Early in the morning he sung such a holy
song which drew me out of the leprosy and distress like a
man drawn out of  the mud. He is God. For my good luck
he had to come to me. You simply became the cause. I took
a bath in his left over water and my body became healthy
and handsome. The news about this miracle spread like a wild
fire and people of Deepalpur started repenting over their sin.
They all rushed to Guru Nanak Dev Ji and fell on his feet
with full hope that he would forgive them like an affectionate
mother who not only pardons but embraces the erring son
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also. They all echod one voice “Fazal-Fazal-Fazal Grace,
Grace, Grace." Guru Ji took pity and made them his
devotees and said, “O innocent people! the sadhus go about
in the world for the redemption of man, as the clouds rising
from the ocean rain in the drought hit areas that brings
greenness. You build an inn (common place for stay). Sit in
holy assembly both the times. Take care of  the outside
visitors. Abandon self-will and devote yourself  to God. Rise
early and recite the Name. God shall bless you with His gifts.
In the totally dry lotus mind when the rain of the Name shall
fall, you will have deep bliss. Even the palaces of  diamond
cannot match that happiness.”

The essence of this hymn is that the man who forgets
God bewails like a chronic patient. His blaming God for his
distress is futile. Instead of blaming, the man should offer
himself before God with supplication for His Grace. God is
benign and abides in every one. He hears the request. He
knows the plight of each person. It is said -

“Make supplication before the Supreme Being, who knows all
things.
His creatures He Himself honours.”

ÕðÀ° ì ¶éåÆ êÅðìÌÔî ¹ Ãí¹ ÜÅéË¨ÕðÀ° ì ¶éåÆ êÅðìÌÔî ¹ Ãí¹ ÜÅéË¨ÕðÀ° ì ¶éåÆ êÅðìÌÔî ¹ Ãí¹ ÜÅéË¨ÕðÀ° ì ¶éåÆ êÅðìÌÔî ¹ Ãí¹ ÜÅéË¨ÕðÀ° ì ¶éåÆ êÅðìÌÔî ¹ Ãí¹ ÜÅéË¨
ÁêéÅ ÕÆÁÅ ÁÅêÇÔ îÅéË¨ÁêéÅ ÕÆÁÅ ÁÅêÇÔ îÅéË¨ÁêéÅ ÕÆÁÅ ÁÅêÇÔ îÅéË¨ÁêéÅ ÕÆÁÅ ÁÅêÇÔ îÅéË¨ÁêéÅ ÕÆÁÅ ÁÅêÇÔ îÅéË¨ AMg  - BFI - BFI - BFI - BFI - BFI

God knows our plight even without our prayer. We
should always remember His infinite Grace. We can hear and
speak, because He has enabled to do so. He nourished us for
nine months in inverted position, with the support of His
Word. Then He gives us the birth in the world. We should
never forget Him. But we forget Him even with the very first
breath after birth under the influence of maya (mammon) and
land ourselves in its fire -

“As is the fire of womb within, so is the fire of mammon
without.
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The fires of worldly valuables and of the womb are all the
same. The Creator has set agoing this play.
When it pleases Him, then is the child born and the family is
well pleased.
The Lord’s love departs, greed attaches to the child and
mammon’s writ begins to run.
Such is this mammon, by which the Lord is forgotten,
worldly love wells up and one is attached to the love of
another.
Says Nanak, they, who enshrine love for the Lord, by Guru’s
grace, obtain the Lord in the midst of mammon.”

ÜËÃÆ Á×Çé À°çÇð îÇÔ åËÃÆ ìÅÔÇð îÅÇÂÁÅ¨ÜËÃÆ Á×Çé À°çÇð îÇÔ åËÃÆ ìÅÔÇð îÅÇÂÁÅ¨ÜËÃÆ Á×Çé À°çÇð îÇÔ åËÃÆ ìÅÔÇð îÅÇÂÁÅ¨ÜËÃÆ Á×Çé À°çÇð îÇÔ åËÃÆ ìÅÔÇð îÅÇÂÁÅ¨ÜËÃÆ Á×Çé À°çÇð îÇÔ åËÃÆ ìÅÔÇð îÅÇÂÁÅ¨
îÅÇÂÁÅ Á×Çé Ãí ÇÂÕ¯ Ü ¶ÔÆ ÕðåË Ö ¶« ðÚÅÇÂÁÅ¨îÅÇÂÁÅ Á×Çé Ãí ÇÂÕ¯ Ü ¶ÔÆ ÕðåË Ö ¶« ðÚÅÇÂÁÅ¨îÅÇÂÁÅ Á×Çé Ãí ÇÂÕ¯ Ü ¶ÔÆ ÕðåË Ö ¶« ðÚÅÇÂÁÅ¨îÅÇÂÁÅ Á×Çé Ãí ÇÂÕ¯ Ü ¶ÔÆ ÕðåË Ö ¶« ðÚÅÇÂÁÅ¨îÅÇÂÁÅ Á×Çé Ãí ÇÂÕ¯ Ü ¶ÔÆ ÕðåË Ö ¶« ðÚÅÇÂÁÅ¨
ÜÅ ÇåÃ¹ íÅäÅ åÅ Ü¿ÇîÁÅ êðòÅÇð íñÅ íÅÇÂÁÅ¨ÜÅ ÇåÃ¹ íÅäÅ åÅ Ü¿ÇîÁÅ êðòÅÇð íñÅ íÅÇÂÁÅ¨ÜÅ ÇåÃ¹ íÅäÅ åÅ Ü¿ÇîÁÅ êðòÅÇð íñÅ íÅÇÂÁÅ¨ÜÅ ÇåÃ¹ íÅäÅ åÅ Ü¿ÇîÁÅ êðòÅÇð íñÅ íÅÇÂÁÅ¨ÜÅ ÇåÃ¹ íÅäÅ åÅ Ü¿ÇîÁÅ êðòÅÇð íñÅ íÅÇÂÁÅ¨
Çñò Û°óÕÆ ñ×Æ ÇåÌÃéÅ îÅÇÂÁÅ Áîð¹ òðåÅÇÂÁÅ¨Çñò Û°óÕÆ ñ×Æ ÇåÌÃéÅ îÅÇÂÁÅ Áîð¹ òðåÅÇÂÁÅ¨Çñò Û°óÕÆ ñ×Æ ÇåÌÃéÅ îÅÇÂÁÅ Áîð¹ òðåÅÇÂÁÅ¨Çñò Û°óÕÆ ñ×Æ ÇåÌÃéÅ îÅÇÂÁÅ Áîð¹ òðåÅÇÂÁÅ¨Çñò Û°óÕÆ ñ×Æ ÇåÌÃéÅ îÅÇÂÁÅ Áîð¹ òðåÅÇÂÁÅ¨
Â¶Ô îÅÇÂÁÅ ÇÜå° ÔÇð ÇòÃðË î¯Ô¹ À°êÜË íÅÀ° çÈÜÅ ñÅÇÂÁÅ¨Â¶Ô îÅÇÂÁÅ ÇÜå° ÔÇð ÇòÃðË î¯Ô¹ À°êÜË íÅÀ° çÈÜÅ ñÅÇÂÁÅ¨Â¶Ô îÅÇÂÁÅ ÇÜå° ÔÇð ÇòÃðË î¯Ô¹ À°êÜË íÅÀ° çÈÜÅ ñÅÇÂÁÅ¨Â¶Ô îÅÇÂÁÅ ÇÜå° ÔÇð ÇòÃðË î¯Ô¹ À°êÜË íÅÀ° çÈÜÅ ñÅÇÂÁÅ¨Â¶Ô îÅÇÂÁÅ ÇÜå° ÔÇð ÇòÃðË î¯Ô¹ À°êÜË íÅÀ° çÈÜÅ ñÅÇÂÁÅ¨
ÕÔË éÅéÕ° ×¹ð êðÃÅçÆ ÇÜéÅ Çñò ñÅ×ÆÕÔË éÅéÕ° ×¹ð êðÃÅçÆ ÇÜéÅ Çñò ñÅ×ÆÕÔË éÅéÕ° ×¹ð êðÃÅçÆ ÇÜéÅ Çñò ñÅ×ÆÕÔË éÅéÕ° ×¹ð êðÃÅçÆ ÇÜéÅ Çñò ñÅ×ÆÕÔË éÅéÕ° ×¹ð êðÃÅçÆ ÇÜéÅ Çñò ñÅ×Æ
ÇåéÆ ÇòÚ¶ îÅÇÂÁÅ êÅÇÂÁÅ¨ÇåéÆ ÇòÚ¶ îÅÇÂÁÅ êÅÇÂÁÅ¨ÇåéÆ ÇòÚ¶ îÅÇÂÁÅ êÅÇÂÁÅ¨ÇåéÆ ÇòÚ¶ îÅÇÂÁÅ êÅÇÂÁÅ¨ÇåéÆ ÇòÚ¶ îÅÇÂÁÅ êÅÇÂÁÅ¨ AMg  - IBA - IBA - IBA - IBA - IBA

The child forgets God and develops love for the milk
of his mother for his sustenance. Then he begins to recognise
his parents and develops love for them. In this way man
passes life forgetting God. Then the old age comes and
engrossed in anxieties and desires he is taken away by the
couriers of death. He wastes his precious human life and
enters the circle of  84 lac species. With his involvement in
attachment he becomes blemished and does not get a place
of honour in the court of God -

“All these worldly attachments, affections and dainties, all of
them are but black stains on the soul.
He, who departs bearing the stains of sins on his face, finds
no place to sit in Lord’s Court.”

Ü¶åÅ î ¯Ô ¹  êðÆÇå Ã ¹ÁÅç¨Ü¶åÅ î ¯Ô ¹  êðÆÇå Ã ¹ÁÅç¨Ü¶åÅ î ¯Ô ¹  êðÆÇå Ã ¹ÁÅç¨Ü¶åÅ î ¯Ô ¹  êðÆÇå Ã ¹ÁÅç¨Ü¶åÅ î ¯Ô ¹  êðÆÇå Ã ¹ÁÅç¨
ÃíÅ ÕÅñÖ çÅ×Å çÅ×¨ÃíÅ ÕÅñÖ çÅ×Å çÅ×¨ÃíÅ ÕÅñÖ çÅ×Å çÅ×¨ÃíÅ ÕÅñÖ çÅ×Å çÅ×¨ÃíÅ ÕÅñÖ çÅ×Å çÅ×¨
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çÅ× ç¯Ã î ¹ÇÔ ÚÇñÁÅ ñÅÇÂ¨çÅ× ç¯Ã î ¹ÇÔ ÚÇñÁÅ ñÅÇÂ¨çÅ× ç¯Ã î ¹ÇÔ ÚÇñÁÅ ñÅÇÂ¨çÅ× ç¯Ã î ¹ÇÔ ÚÇñÁÅ ñÅÇÂ¨çÅ× ç¯Ã î ¹ÇÔ ÚÇñÁÅ ñÅÇÂ¨
çð×Ô ìËÃä éÅÔÆ ÜÅÇÂ¨çð×Ô ìËÃä éÅÔÆ ÜÅÇÂ¨çð×Ô ìËÃä éÅÔÆ ÜÅÇÂ¨çð×Ô ìËÃä éÅÔÆ ÜÅÇÂ¨çð×Ô ìËÃä éÅÔÆ ÜÅÇÂ¨ AMg  - FFB - FFB - FFB - FFB - FFB

Only the devotees imbued with the Name get a place
in the Court of God. They achieve the gift of the Name
from the holy saints. They also gather the treasure of  the
Name of God while remaining in their presence. They are
honoured when they pass through each realm after death. But
such persons are rare who come out of the entanglement of
the mammon and enshrine Name -

“The merchandise, thou hast come into the world to obtain,
that Name of the
Omnipresent Lord is found in the house of the saints.
Renounce all self-conceit, weigh Lord’s Name within thy
mind, and purchase it with they soul. Load thy merchandise
and set out with the saints.
Abandon other entanglements of deadly sins.
Blessed, blessed, will everyone call thee.
Thy face shall be bright in that God’s Court.
Only a few engage in this trade.
Nanak, is ever devoted unto them.

ÇÜÃ¹ òÖð ÕÀ° ñËÇé å± ÁÅÇÂÁÅ¨ÇÜÃ¹ òÖð ÕÀ° ñËÇé å± ÁÅÇÂÁÅ¨ÇÜÃ¹ òÖð ÕÀ° ñËÇé å± ÁÅÇÂÁÅ¨ÇÜÃ¹ òÖð ÕÀ° ñËÇé å± ÁÅÇÂÁÅ¨ÇÜÃ¹ òÖð ÕÀ° ñËÇé å± ÁÅÇÂÁÅ¨
ðÅîéÅî¹ Ã ¿åé ØÇð êÅÇÂÁÅ¨ðÅîéÅî¹ Ã ¿åé ØÇð êÅÇÂÁÅ¨ðÅîéÅî¹ Ã ¿åé ØÇð êÅÇÂÁÅ¨ðÅîéÅî¹ Ã ¿åé ØÇð êÅÇÂÁÅ¨ðÅîéÅî¹ Ã ¿åé ØÇð êÅÇÂÁÅ¨
åÇÜ ÁÇíîÅé° ñ¶Ô ¹ îé î¯Çñ¨åÇÜ ÁÇíîÅé° ñ¶Ô ¹ îé î¯Çñ¨åÇÜ ÁÇíîÅé° ñ¶Ô ¹ îé î¯Çñ¨åÇÜ ÁÇíîÅé° ñ¶Ô ¹ îé î¯Çñ¨åÇÜ ÁÇíîÅé° ñ¶Ô ¹ îé î¯Çñ¨
ðÅîéÅî¹ ÇÔðç¶ îÇÔ å¯«¨ðÅîéÅî¹ ÇÔðç¶ îÇÔ å¯«¨ðÅîéÅî¹ ÇÔðç¶ îÇÔ å¯«¨ðÅîéÅî¹ ÇÔðç¶ îÇÔ å¯«¨ðÅîéÅî¹ ÇÔðç¶ îÇÔ å¯«¨
ñÅÇç Ö ¶ê Ã ¿åÔ Ã ¿Ç× ÚÅ«ÍÍñÅÇç Ö ¶ê Ã ¿åÔ Ã ¿Ç× ÚÅ«ÍÍñÅÇç Ö ¶ê Ã ¿åÔ Ã ¿Ç× ÚÅ«ÍÍñÅÇç Ö ¶ê Ã ¿åÔ Ã ¿Ç× ÚÅ«ÍÍñÅÇç Ö ¶ê Ã ¿åÔ Ã ¿Ç× ÚÅ«ÍÍ
Áòð ÇåÁÅÇ× ÇìÇÖÁÅ Ü¿ÜÅñ¨Áòð ÇåÁÅÇ× ÇìÇÖÁÅ Ü¿ÜÅñ¨Áòð ÇåÁÅÇ× ÇìÇÖÁÅ Ü¿ÜÅñ¨Áòð ÇåÁÅÇ× ÇìÇÖÁÅ Ü¿ÜÅñ¨Áòð ÇåÁÅÇ× ÇìÇÖÁÅ Ü¿ÜÅñ¨
è¿Çé è ¿Çé ÕÔË Ãí¹ Õ ¯ÇÂ¨è¿Çé è ¿Çé ÕÔË Ãí¹ Õ ¯ÇÂ¨è¿Çé è ¿Çé ÕÔË Ãí¹ Õ ¯ÇÂ¨è¿Çé è ¿Çé ÕÔË Ãí¹ Õ ¯ÇÂ¨è¿Çé è ¿Çé ÕÔË Ãí¹ Õ ¯ÇÂ¨
î¹Ö À±Üñ ÔÇð çð×Ô Ã¯ÇÂÍÍî ¹Ö À±Üñ ÔÇð çð×Ô Ã¯ÇÂÍÍî ¹Ö À±Üñ ÔÇð çð×Ô Ã¯ÇÂÍÍî ¹Ö À±Üñ ÔÇð çð×Ô Ã¯ÇÂÍÍî ¹Ö À±Üñ ÔÇð çð×Ô Ã¯ÇÂÍÍ
ÇÂÔ¹ òÅêÅð ¹ ÇòðñÅ òÅêÅð Ë¨ÇÂÔ¹ òÅêÅð ¹ ÇòðñÅ òÅêÅð Ë¨ÇÂÔ¹ òÅêÅð ¹ ÇòðñÅ òÅêÅð Ë¨ÇÂÔ¹ òÅêÅð ¹ ÇòðñÅ òÅêÅð Ë¨ÇÂÔ¹ òÅêÅð ¹ ÇòðñÅ òÅêÅð Ë¨
éÅéÕ åÅ ÕË Ãç ìÇñÔÅð Ë¨éÅéÕ åÅ ÕË Ãç ìÇñÔÅð Ë¨éÅéÕ åÅ ÕË Ãç ìÇñÔÅð Ë¨éÅéÕ åÅ ÕË Ãç ìÇñÔÅð Ë¨éÅéÕ åÅ ÕË Ãç ìÇñÔÅð Ë¨ AMg  - BHC - BHC - BHC - BHC - BHC

There are a few who know their duty. The rest are
wasting their lives and are in distress. The pain comes when
God is forgotten -
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“By forgetting the Supreme Lord, all the ailments cling to
man.
The non-believers in the Omnipresent Lord suffer separation
from Him, birth after birth.”

êðî¶Ãð å¶ í ¹ ÇñÁ» ÇòÁÅêÇé Ãí¶ ð ¯×ÍÍêðî¶Ãð å¶ í ¹ ÇñÁ» ÇòÁÅêÇé Ãí¶ ð ¯×ÍÍêðî¶Ãð å¶ í ¹ ÇñÁ» ÇòÁÅêÇé Ãí¶ ð ¯×ÍÍêðî¶Ãð å¶ í ¹ ÇñÁ» ÇòÁÅêÇé Ãí¶ ð ¯×ÍÍêðî¶Ãð å¶ í ¹ ÇñÁ» ÇòÁÅêÇé Ãí¶ ð ¯×ÍÍ
ò¶î ¹Ö Ô ¯Â ¶  ðÅî å¶ ñ×Çé Üéî ÇòÜ¯×¨ò¶î ¹Ö Ô ¯Â ¶  ðÅî å¶ ñ×Çé Üéî ÇòÜ¯×¨ò¶î ¹Ö Ô ¯Â ¶  ðÅî å¶ ñ×Çé Üéî ÇòÜ¯×¨ò¶î ¹Ö Ô ¯Â ¶  ðÅî å¶ ñ×Çé Üéî ÇòÜ¯×¨ò¶î ¹Ö Ô ¯Â ¶  ðÅî å¶ ñ×Çé Üéî ÇòÜ¯×¨ AMg  - ACE - ACE - ACE - ACE - ACE

Pain is born out of the forgetfulness of God which is
due to egotism. Man performs deeds under the influence of
Haumai-egotism and endures consequences. Consequently man
goes to hell or heaven in accordance with the nature of his
deeds. Only those men get a place in the court God whose
eyes see the Guru, whose ears do not hear slander,
backbiting, jealousy and fake talk but hear the holy words of
the Guru. Their tongues remain busy in the recitation of  the
Name, who enshrine Name in the heart and are overwhelmed
with the love of God. Mere fake talking cannot ensure seat
in the court of God. Man may be an orator and scholar of
Gurbani. He cannot get a seat in the court of God with his
such qualities. For getting a seat in the court of  God it is
essential to do -

“Within thy mind, contemplate thou on the Guru and with
thy tongue, utter the Guru’s Name.
With thine eyes, behold the True Guru and with thine ears,
hear the Guru’s Name.
Being imbued in the True Guru, thou shalt find a seat in the
Lord’s court.
Says Nanak, the Lord gives this commodity to him, on
whom He showers His benediction.
Rare, very rare, indeed, are such persons, who are said to be
good men, in the world.”

Á³åÇð ×¹ð ¹  ÁÅðÅèäÅ ÇÜÔòÅ ÜÇê ×¹ð éÅÀ°¨Á³åÇð ×¹ð ¹  ÁÅðÅèäÅ ÇÜÔòÅ ÜÇê ×¹ð éÅÀ°¨Á³åÇð ×¹ð ¹  ÁÅðÅèäÅ ÇÜÔòÅ ÜÇê ×¹ð éÅÀ°¨Á³åÇð ×¹ð ¹  ÁÅðÅèäÅ ÇÜÔòÅ ÜÇê ×¹ð éÅÀ°¨Á³åÇð ×¹ð ¹  ÁÅðÅèäÅ ÇÜÔòÅ ÜÇê ×¹ð éÅÀ°¨
é¶å zÆ ÃÇå×¹ð ¹  ê ¶ÖäÅ Ã ÌòäÆ Ã ¹éäÅ ×¹ð éÅÀ°ÍÍé¶å zÆ ÃÇå×¹ð ¹  ê ¶ÖäÅ Ã ÌòäÆ Ã ¹éäÅ ×¹ð éÅÀ°ÍÍé¶å zÆ ÃÇå×¹ð ¹  ê ¶ÖäÅ Ã ÌòäÆ Ã ¹éäÅ ×¹ð éÅÀ°ÍÍé¶å zÆ ÃÇå×¹ð ¹  ê ¶ÖäÅ Ã ÌòäÆ Ã ¹éäÅ ×¹ð éÅÀ°ÍÍé¶å zÆ ÃÇå×¹ð ¹  ê ¶ÖäÅ Ã ÌòäÆ Ã ¹éäÅ ×¹ð éÅÀ°ÍÍ
ÃÇå×¹ð Ã ¶åÆ ðÇåÁÅ çð×Ô êÅÂÆÁË áÅÀ°¨ÃÇå×¹ð Ã ¶åÆ ðÇåÁÅ çð×Ô êÅÂÆÁË áÅÀ°¨ÃÇå×¹ð Ã ¶åÆ ðÇåÁÅ çð×Ô êÅÂÆÁË áÅÀ°¨ÃÇå×¹ð Ã ¶åÆ ðÇåÁÅ çð×Ô êÅÂÆÁË áÅÀ°¨ÃÇå×¹ð Ã ¶åÆ ðÇåÁÅ çð×Ô êÅÂÆÁË áÅÀ°¨
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ÕÔ¹ éÅéÕ ÇÕðêÅ Õð¶ ÇÜÃ é¯ Â ¶Ô òæ¹ ç ¶ÇÂ¨ÕÔ¹ éÅéÕ ÇÕðêÅ Õð¶ ÇÜÃ é¯ Â ¶Ô òæ¹ ç ¶ÇÂ¨ÕÔ¹ éÅéÕ ÇÕðêÅ Õð¶ ÇÜÃ é¯ Â ¶Ô òæ¹ ç ¶ÇÂ¨ÕÔ¹ éÅéÕ ÇÕðêÅ Õð¶ ÇÜÃ é¯ Â ¶Ô òæ¹ ç ¶ÇÂ¨ÕÔ¹ éÅéÕ ÇÕðêÅ Õð¶ ÇÜÃ é¯ Â ¶Ô òæ¹ ç ¶ÇÂ¨
Ü×¹ îÇ× À°åî ÕÅãÆÁÇÔ Çòðñ¶ Õ¶ÂÆ Õ¶ÇÂ¨Ü×¹ îÇ× À°åî ÕÅãÆÁÇÔ Çòðñ¶ Õ¶ÂÆ Õ¶ÇÂ¨Ü×¹ îÇ× À°åî ÕÅãÆÁÇÔ Çòðñ¶ Õ¶ÂÆ Õ¶ÇÂ¨Ü×¹ îÇ× À°åî ÕÅãÆÁÇÔ Çòðñ¶ Õ¶ÂÆ Õ¶ÇÂ¨Ü×¹ îÇ× À°åî ÕÅãÆÁÇÔ Çòðñ¶ Õ¶ÂÆ Õ¶ÇÂ¨ AMg  - EAG - EAG - EAG - EAG - EAG

Man is entangled in vices like drinking, meat eating and
ever forgetting God. In this way man wastes his life. So he
has to suffer -

“As man acts, so is he rewarded;
as he himself sows, so does he himself reap.

ÜËÃÅ Õð¶ Ã ¹  å ËÃÅ êÅòË¨ ÁÅÇê ìÆÇÜ ÁÅê¶ ÔÆ ÖÅòË¨ÜËÃÅ Õð¶ Ã ¹  å ËÃÅ êÅòË¨ ÁÅÇê ìÆÇÜ ÁÅê¶ ÔÆ ÖÅòË¨ÜËÃÅ Õð¶ Ã ¹  å ËÃÅ êÅòË¨ ÁÅÇê ìÆÇÜ ÁÅê¶ ÔÆ ÖÅòË¨ÜËÃÅ Õð¶ Ã ¹  å ËÃÅ êÅòË¨ ÁÅÇê ìÆÇÜ ÁÅê¶ ÔÆ ÖÅòË¨ÜËÃÅ Õð¶ Ã ¹  å ËÃÅ êÅòË¨ ÁÅÇê ìÆÇÜ ÁÅê¶ ÔÆ ÖÅòË¨
AMg  - FFB - FFB - FFB - FFB - FFB

Kabir Ji says -
“Kabir sublime is the meal of rice and pulse boiled together,
wherein there is delicious salt.”

ÕìÆð ÖÈì ¹ ÖÅéÅ ÖÆÚðÆ ÜÅ îÇÔ Á³Çî Ìå ° ñ¯é °¨ÕìÆð Ö Èì ¹ ÖÅéÅ ÖÆÚðÆ ÜÅ îÇÔ Á³Çî Ìå ° ñ¯é °¨ÕìÆð Ö Èì ¹ ÖÅéÅ ÖÆÚðÆ ÜÅ îÇÔ Á³Çî Ìå ° ñ¯é °¨ÕìÆð Ö Èì ¹ ÖÅéÅ ÖÆÚðÆ ÜÅ îÇÔ Á³Çî Ìå ° ñ¯é °¨ÕìÆð Ö Èì ¹ ÖÅéÅ ÖÆÚðÆ ÜÅ îÇÔ Á³Çî Ìå ° ñ¯é °¨AMg  - ACGD - ACGD - ACGD - ACGD - ACGD
With simple diet many diseases can be avoided. But

those who kill the creatures of God for their dainties have
to bear consequences. Some gentlemen believe that they don’t
kill the creatures. They emancipate them. They are unaware
of the fact that they are themselves passing their lives under
the influence of Haumai in distress and they must suffer the
consequences of their bad deeds -

“Who will have his throat cut for meat with his bread.”

Ô¶ðÅ ð ¯àÆ ÕÅðé¶ ×ñÅ ÕàÅòË ÕÀ°é °¨Ô ¶ðÅ ð ¯àÆ ÕÅðé¶ ×ñÅ ÕàÅòË ÕÀ°é °¨Ô ¶ðÅ ð ¯àÆ ÕÅðé¶ ×ñÅ ÕàÅòË ÕÀ°é °¨Ô ¶ðÅ ð ¯àÆ ÕÅðé¶ ×ñÅ ÕàÅòË ÕÀ°é °¨Ô ¶ðÅ ð ¯àÆ ÕÅðé¶ ×ñÅ ÕàÅòË ÕÀ°é °¨                AMg  - ACGD - ACGD - ACGD - ACGD - ACGD
We become the diet of  that animal whom we kill to

prepare delicious food for ourselves. This circle starts. When
we arise above such dainties and take “Satavik” diet our
thinking becomes pure and we get the incentive for
meditation. Tamo Guni diet keeps man in anger and
consequently he indulges in slandering, backbiting, jealousy
and does not come near meditation. His mind becomes stiff
and hard. Rajo Guni diet creates desire for many pleasures and
indulgence in temptations. The man taking such diet also does
not advance towards meditation.
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There are two disciplines. One is the enjoyment of  life
and forgetfulness of  God. It results in all kinds of  diseases.
The other is to enshrine in mind love of God and bliss of
the Name. In this way the body of man is rejuvenated and
diseases do not come near him. It is not theoretical thinking.
In Ratwara Sahib hundreds of patients came who were
suffering from dreadful diseases. They repented over their past
deeds, and involved themselves in the service of  the holy
assembly by taking the support of  Guru’s Word (Bani). They
become one with God Who is ever blissful (Sat, Chit, Anand).
The Light of  God pervades everywhere. As Guru Gobind
Singh has said -

“Between the land and the sky there is One Light.
It remains the same; it neither increases nor decreases.”

ÇÜîÆ ÜîÅé Õ¶ ÇìÖ Ë ÃîÃÇå Â ¶Õ Ü¯å Ô Ë¨ÇÜîÆ ÜîÅé Õ¶ ÇìÖ Ë ÃîÃÇå Â ¶Õ Ü¯å Ô Ë¨ÇÜîÆ ÜîÅé Õ¶ ÇìÖ Ë ÃîÃÇå Â ¶Õ Ü¯å Ô Ë¨ÇÜîÆ ÜîÅé Õ¶ ÇìÖ Ë ÃîÃÇå Â ¶Õ Ü¯å Ô Ë¨ÇÜîÆ ÜîÅé Õ¶ ÇìÖ Ë ÃîÃÇå Â ¶Õ Ü¯å Ô Ë¨
éÅ ØÅà Ô Ë éÅ ìÅã Ô Ë éÅ ØÅÇà ìÅÇã Ô ¯å Ô Ë¨éÅ ØÅà Ô Ë éÅ ìÅã Ô Ë éÅ ØÅÇà ìÅÇã Ô ¯å Ô Ë¨éÅ ØÅà Ô Ë éÅ ìÅã Ô Ë éÅ ØÅÇà ìÅÇã Ô ¯å Ô Ë¨éÅ ØÅà Ô Ë éÅ ìÅã Ô Ë éÅ ØÅÇà ìÅÇã Ô ¯å Ô Ë¨éÅ ØÅà Ô Ë éÅ ìÅã Ô Ë éÅ ØÅÇà ìÅÇã Ô ¯å Ô Ë¨

ÁÕÅÇñ À°ÃåÇåÁÕÅÇñ À°ÃåÇåÁÕÅÇñ À°ÃåÇåÁÕÅÇñ À°ÃåÇåÁÕÅÇñ À°ÃåÇå
Tuning to this Light of  God brings fresh life to man and

he becomes healthy perfectly. It does not happen there
(Ratwara Sahib) due to the miracle of any person. Many
devotees feel that if Baba Ji blesses them, they will become
healthy. It is wrong thinking. My faith is that by becoming
one with Guru’s Word, the diseases vanish. The more this
faith is developed, the sooner can be the recovery. It is said
by Guru Ji -

“After taking bath, remember thou thy Lord;
thus thy soul and body shall be disease-free.
In the Lord’s refuge millions of obstacles are removed and
good fortune dawns.”
ÕÇð ÇÂÃéÅé° ÇÃîÇð ê Ìí ¹  ÁêéÅ îé åé íÂ¶ Áð¯×Å¨ÕÇð ÇÂÃéÅé° ÇÃîÇð ê Ìí ¹  ÁêéÅ îé åé íÂ¶ Áð¯×Å¨ÕÇð ÇÂÃéÅé° ÇÃîÇð ê Ìí ¹  ÁêéÅ îé åé íÂ¶ Áð¯×Å¨ÕÇð ÇÂÃéÅé° ÇÃîÇð ê Ìí ¹  ÁêéÅ îé åé íÂ¶ Áð¯×Å¨ÕÇð ÇÂÃéÅé° ÇÃîÇð ê Ìí ¹  ÁêéÅ îé åé íÂ¶ Áð¯×Å¨
Õ¯Çà ÇìØé ñÅæ¶ ê Ìí ÃðäÅ ê Ì×à¶ íñ¶ Ã ¿Ü ¯×Å¨Õ¯Çà ÇìØé ñÅæ¶ ê Ìí ÃðäÅ ê Ì×à¶ íñ¶ Ã ¿Ü ¯×Å¨Õ¯Çà ÇìØé ñÅæ¶ ê Ìí ÃðäÅ ê Ì×à¶ íñ¶ Ã ¿Ü ¯×Å¨Õ¯Çà ÇìØé ñÅæ¶ ê Ìí ÃðäÅ ê Ì×à¶ íñ¶ Ã ¿Ü ¯×Å¨Õ¯Çà ÇìØé ñÅæ¶ ê Ìí ÃðäÅ ê Ì×à¶ íñ¶ Ã ¿Ü ¯×Å¨

AMg  - FAA - FAA - FAA - FAA - FAA
In order to reach this inner holy Bani, it is essential to
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take guidance of  the Guru and get his “Mantar” (word).
According to the Sikh discipline only Five Beloveds are
authorized to give this “Mantar” orchant in the presence of
Guru Granth Sahib. This word has to be enshrined in the
mind with full devotion in solitude or while reciting the Bani.
This eternal energy pervades everywhere. All eyes, all ears,
all feet and all hands are of  that Energy. Still He is Formless.
Guru the Emperor says -

“Wherever I see, there I see Him present. He, My Master, is
never far from any place.
O my soul, ever remember Him, who is a companion, who
separates not here and hereafter.
Paltry is said to be the pleasure which passes off in an
instant. Pause.”

ÜÔ ÜÔ ê¶ÖÀ° åÔ ÔÜÈÇð çÈÇð ÕåÔ¹ é ÜÅÂÆ¨ÜÔ ÜÔ ê¶ÖÀ° åÔ ÔÜÈÇð çÈÇð ÕåÔ¹ é ÜÅÂÆ¨ÜÔ ÜÔ ê¶ÖÀ° åÔ ÔÜÈÇð çÈÇð ÕåÔ¹ é ÜÅÂÆ¨ÜÔ ÜÔ ê¶ÖÀ° åÔ ÔÜÈÇð çÈÇð ÕåÔ¹ é ÜÅÂÆ¨ÜÔ ÜÔ ê¶ÖÀ° åÔ ÔÜÈÇð çÈÇð ÕåÔ¹ é ÜÅÂÆ¨
ðÇò ðÇÔÁÅ Ãðìåz î Ë îé ÃçÅ ÇèÁÅÂÆ¨ðÇò ðÇÔÁÅ Ãðìåz î Ë îé ÃçÅ ÇèÁÅÂÆ¨ðÇò ðÇÔÁÅ Ãðìåz î Ë îé ÃçÅ ÇèÁÅÂÆ¨ðÇò ðÇÔÁÅ Ãðìåz î Ë îé ÃçÅ ÇèÁÅÂÆ¨ðÇò ðÇÔÁÅ Ãðìåz î Ë îé ÃçÅ ÇèÁÅÂÆ¨
ÂÆå À±å éÔÆ ìÆÛ°ó Ë Ã ¯  Ã ¿×Æ ×éÆÁË¨ÂÆå À±å éÔÆ ìÆÛ°ó Ë Ã ¯  Ã ¿×Æ ×éÆÁË¨ÂÆå À±å éÔÆ ìÆÛ°ó Ë Ã ¯  Ã ¿×Æ ×éÆÁË¨ÂÆå À±å éÔÆ ìÆÛ°ó Ë Ã ¯  Ã ¿×Æ ×éÆÁË¨ÂÆå À±å éÔÆ ìÆÛ°ó Ë Ã ¯  Ã ¿×Æ ×éÆÁË¨
ÇìéÇÃ ÜÅÇÂ Ü¯ ÇéîÖ îÇÔ Ã ¯ Áñê Ã¹Ö ¹  íéÆÁËÍÍÇìéÇÃ ÜÅÇÂ Ü¯ ÇéîÖ îÇÔ Ã ¯ Áñê Ã¹Ö ¹  íéÆÁËÍÍÇìéÇÃ ÜÅÇÂ Ü¯ ÇéîÖ îÇÔ Ã ¯ Áñê Ã¹Ö ¹  íéÆÁËÍÍÇìéÇÃ ÜÅÇÂ Ü¯ ÇéîÖ îÇÔ Ã ¯ Áñê Ã¹Ö ¹  íéÆÁËÍÍÇìéÇÃ ÜÅÇÂ Ü¯ ÇéîÖ îÇÔ Ã ¯ Áñê Ã¹Ö ¹  íéÆÁËÍÍ

AMg  - FGG - FGG - FGG - FGG - FGG
The rain of blessings falls when we become one with

the Supreme Lord. We are blessed with the boon of  bliss. No
disease can stand before that current of happiness which
starts flowing from within. It happens when man desists from
evil -

“Do thou not ever such deed, of which thou may have to
repent in the end.
Hear thou the True Guru’s instruction, which shall go
alongwith.”

ÁËÃÅ Õ¿î ¹  î Èñ ¶ é ÕÆÚË ÇÜå¹ Á³Çå êÛ¯åÅÂÆÁË¨ÁËÃÅ Õ ¿î ¹  î Èñ ¶ é ÕÆÚË ÇÜå¹ Á³Çå êÛ¯åÅÂÆÁË¨ÁËÃÅ Õ ¿î ¹  î Èñ ¶ é ÕÆÚË ÇÜå¹ Á³Çå êÛ¯åÅÂÆÁË¨ÁËÃÅ Õ ¿î ¹  î Èñ ¶ é ÕÆÚË ÇÜå¹ Á³Çå êÛ¯åÅÂÆÁË¨ÁËÃÅ Õ ¿î ¹  î Èñ ¶ é ÕÆÚË ÇÜå¹ Á³Çå êÛ¯åÅÂÆÁË¨
ÃÇå×¹ð È  ÕÅ À°êç¶Ã ¹  Ã ¹ Çä å± Ô ¯ò Ë å ¶ð Ë  éÅñ¶¨ÃÇå×¹ð È  ÕÅ À°êç¶Ã ¹  Ã ¹ Çä å± Ô ¯ò Ë å ¶ð Ë  éÅñ¶¨ÃÇå×¹ð È  ÕÅ À°êç¶Ã ¹  Ã ¹ Çä å± Ô ¯ò Ë å ¶ð Ë  éÅñ¶¨ÃÇå×¹ð È  ÕÅ À°êç¶Ã ¹  Ã ¹ Çä å± Ô ¯ò Ë å ¶ð Ë  éÅñ¶¨ÃÇå×¹ð È  ÕÅ À°êç¶Ã ¹  Ã ¹ Çä å± Ô ¯ò Ë å ¶ð Ë  éÅñ¶¨AMg  - IAH - IAH - IAH - IAH - IAH

Man should mould himself in such a manner that he is
never separated from God. But the mammon (maya) is so
powerful that it makes this path most difficult. Hence, the
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devotees who remain one with God in whom there is not
even an iota of  duality, who see God speak everywhere and
hear Him everywhere who find God in every particle, their
task becomes easy. It is a very easy thing for us if  we ponder
over the hymns of  Guru Granth Sahib and enshrine their
essence within and mould our way of  life accordingly. We
must make our life pure and straightforward. It can be done
with sincere repentance over our past.

Dear holy assembly! the world is in distress due to the
deeds the cause of which is Haumai (Egotism). God gives
pain for the welfare of man. But it appears to be a
punishment. Still we must come to the help of men in
distress. It can be done by physical help and secondly by
prayer for the distressed. Due to this principle prayer is held
by all the Sikhs daily -

“Nanak, may Thy Name,
O God, be exalted, And all prosper by Thy Grace.”

éÅéÕ éÅî Úó·çÆ ÕñÅ å¶ð ¶  íÅä¶ Ãðì¼å ÕÅ íñÅ¨éÅéÕ éÅî Úó·çÆ ÕñÅ å¶ð ¶  íÅä¶ Ãðì¼å ÕÅ íñÅ¨éÅéÕ éÅî Úó·çÆ ÕñÅ å¶ð ¶  íÅä¶ Ãðì¼å ÕÅ íñÅ¨éÅéÕ éÅî Úó·çÆ ÕñÅ å¶ð ¶  íÅä¶ Ãðì¼å ÕÅ íñÅ¨éÅéÕ éÅî Úó·çÆ ÕñÅ å¶ð ¶  íÅä¶ Ãðì¼å ÕÅ íñÅ¨
Our Gurus suffered great pains on their bodies to remove

the worldly sufferings. To bring the cruel rulers on the right
path they sacrificed their lives for the welfare of the
humanity. Other great persons made sacrifices because God
knowing person is ever ready to help the suffering people.
The shower of some fountains goes very high to remove the
surrounding heat -

“Guru-ward person is ever enthusiastic to do good.”

ìÌÔî Ç×ÁÅéÆ êðÀ°êÕÅð À°îÅÔÅÍÍì ÌÔî Ç×ÁÅéÆ êðÀ°êÕÅð À°îÅÔÅÍÍì ÌÔî Ç×ÁÅéÆ êðÀ°êÕÅð À°îÅÔÅÍÍì ÌÔî Ç×ÁÅéÆ êðÀ°êÕÅð À°îÅÔÅÍÍì ÌÔî Ç×ÁÅéÆ êðÀ°êÕÅð À°îÅÔÅÍÍ AMg  - BGC - BGC - BGC - BGC - BGC
Similarly everyone can help others by sharing honest

earnings and sparing time. The present time is very hard. Due
to the wrong planning of the Government the villages have
been flooded and the flood water is flowing over the roofs
of  the houses. The animals of  the villagers have been killed
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in the flood. Their grain stores are filled with water. Their
clothes, beddings and small cotton carpets have been spoiled
completely. We have seen these pathetic scenes with our own
eyes. Now the human sympathy will not allow us to say that
they have suffered due to their own faults. Recitation of  holy
hymns and contemplation shall be of no avail if the
distressed are not given the relief. God appears in sympathetic
minds only. Many devotees accompanied me to the places
where flood sufferers had been starving for two days. We
reached there, crossing through deep flood water. The ladies
were without clothes. The boys had no books. They became
destitute. Shri Rachhpal Malhotra, Bibi Tejinder Malhotra and
many other devotees were with me. We could not bear to see
that heart rending scene. Tears trickled down my eyes. We
arranged food, clothes, medicines and tarpaulins for them. As
man of  pure life is always selfless, he lives for others. He
finds light of God in others in distress and helps them. I
advised the devotees to forget about their comfort and
persuade those who have enough to spare for these needy
flood sufferers. The response was overwhelming. Next day
huge heaps of  grains etc. piled up. The Truck Union spared
200 Trucks. 200 devotees engaged themselves in preparing the
packets of  food etc. Lists of  aggrieved persons were
prepared. 23 items of food were purchased. New utensils
were also arranged. The devotees reached the villages through
mud. Foul smell came from those villages due to the dead
animals lying there. We did not cover our noses to avoid foul
smell. We delivered one quintal of  wheet, two and half
kilograms of sugar, Dals (pulses) half a kilo of vegetable ghee
and oil, candles, packets of  milk in each house. We also
distributed two blankets to each family along with turbans
and clothes. Tarpaulins were also supplied to them for their
coverage. This relief  was distributed in a few days. The
students were supplied with new books, exercise copy books,
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shoes and uniforms. The relief, so distributed cost near about
one crore. But we were astonished to see that the
Government was issuing statements only and doing nothing
practically. No saint or members of  any other social
organisation reached there. Only workers of saints of Kar Seva
were distributing food carrying on their heads. The buildings
of the schools were got repaired. All the schools were got
disinfected. The pits created by flood waters were filled with
the help of  tractors, trolleys. We were feeling that benevolent
God was with us while we were working there. We had told
the Head Masters of the schools that we will pay fees of
the students of  flood affected villages. It was quite worth
seeing when respectable, men and women from the cities,
were carrying bundles of ration and clothes to the affected
houses. No old cloth was distributed in those villages. Only
new clothes were arranged. We earned the gratitude of
destitute flood sufferers. So, I must say that the mind of  a
devotee should be soft like wax. Take it for granted that
God is pleased when the mind is overwhelmed with mercy.
Live for others. He abides in every particle. Guru Ji has taught
the truth to us -

“The Guru has shown Thee to mine eyes, O Lord. Pause.
Here and there, in every soul and in everybody, Thou, Thou,
alone art contained, O Bewitcher God.”

×¹ðÇÔ ÇçÖÅÇÂú ñ¯ÇÂéÅ¨×¹ðÇÔ ÇçÖÅÇÂú ñ¯ÇÂéÅ¨×¹ðÇÔ ÇçÖÅÇÂú ñ¯ÇÂéÅ¨×¹ðÇÔ ÇçÖÅÇÂú ñ¯ÇÂéÅ¨×¹ðÇÔ ÇçÖÅÇÂú ñ¯ÇÂéÅ¨
ÂÆåÇÔ À±åÇÔ ØÇà ØÇà ØÇà ØÇà å± ¿ÔÆ å± ¿ÔÆ î ¯ÇÔéÅ¨ÂÆåÇÔ À±åÇÔ ØÇà ØÇà ØÇà ØÇà å± ¿ÔÆ å± ¿ÔÆ î ¯ÇÔéÅ¨ÂÆåÇÔ À±åÇÔ ØÇà ØÇà ØÇà ØÇà å± ¿ÔÆ å± ¿ÔÆ î ¯ÇÔéÅ¨ÂÆåÇÔ À±åÇÔ ØÇà ØÇà ØÇà ØÇà å± ¿ÔÆ å± ¿ÔÆ î ¯ÇÔéÅ¨ÂÆåÇÔ À±åÇÔ ØÇà ØÇà ØÇà ØÇà å± ¿ÔÆ å± ¿ÔÆ î ¯ÇÔéÅ¨

AMg  - D@G - D@G - D@G - D@G - D@G
See God abiding in every soul. To earn His pleasure,

help the distressed. We have seen Guru Nanak was not given
any place to pass the night in village Deepalpur. He was
made to sleep near the hut of  a leper. But he was so benign
that he removed the disease of  the leper. Not only this. When
the villagers repented over their folly the Guru also put them
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on the right track. Try to see the mind of  a Gursikh. There
is no use of a mere show off. God is not pleased with
pretentions. Set yourself  right. Only then shall God be happy
with you. Otherwise He cannot be impressed with dress,
religious marks, rosaries and outer appearances. If  you want
to please God see Him in every soul and body. Take the
whole world as your own. Believe in honest earning, meditate
on the Name quite attentively and share your food with the
needy.

This type of  living has been prescribed by Guru Nanak
for us. You need not enter into the controversies of  traditions
because Guru Gobind Singh Ji considered the temple and the
mosque at one level. That Brahmin is exalted, who finds God
in all and preaches to all the four castes and instructs all the
scholars who shun duality and unite themselves with One
Lord of the world.

I have taken a lot of your time, because there was a
need to discuss important issues. You have come from distant
places to enjoy the Kirtan (Holy singing). But simultaneously
it is necessary to adopt a pious way of life. I am grateful
for your cooperation in doing such a big work of human
service. The ladies worked really very hard. They reached
each house in groups to collect the relief. They did not care
for their children and personal comfort. I have also heard that
in one house of wealthy people, one person threw down one
rupee from the third storey and asked the ladies to leave.
One lady picked up that one rupee and prayed for his welfare.
She also said, “May God bless you with the understanding
that God abides in everybody! Waheguru Ji (God) can be
found from the Holy Assembly and not from without. We do
not know how many times your one rupee shall increase or
multiply in the Court of God.”

This was the spirit of those devotees who have been
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attending Kirtan of  Asa-Di-Var for the last several years early
in the morning. Now time does not permit me for further
discourse.
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Discourse - XV

Respected Holy Assembly,
Waheguru Ji Ka Khalsa,
Waheguru Ji Ki Fateh.

Early morning, calm and peaceful night, glittering stars
of the sky and cold wind are depicting the essence of the
following hymn -

“The night is wet with dew and the stars glitter. The saintly
persons, beloveds of my Lord, remain awake.
The lovers of the Omnipresent Lord ever remain wakeful,
and night and day remember the Name.
In their mind they dwell upon God’s lotus feet and forget not
the Lord even for an instant.
They shed their mind’s sin, pride and worldly love, and burn
the pain of wickedness.
Prays Nanak, the serfs of God, the dear saints, ever keep
awake.”

Çí ¿éÆ ð ËéóÆÁË ÚÅîÕÇé åÅð ¶¨Çí ¿éÆ ð ËéóÆÁË ÚÅîÕÇé åÅð ¶¨Çí ¿éÆ ð ËéóÆÁË ÚÅîÕÇé åÅð ¶¨Çí ¿éÆ ð ËéóÆÁË ÚÅîÕÇé åÅð ¶¨Çí ¿éÆ ð ËéóÆÁË ÚÅîÕÇé åÅð ¶¨
ÜÅ×ÇÔ Ã ¿å ÜéÅ î ¶ð ¶  ðÅî ÇêÁÅð ¶¨ÜÅ×ÇÔ Ã ¿å ÜéÅ î ¶ð ¶  ðÅî ÇêÁÅð ¶¨ÜÅ×ÇÔ Ã ¿å ÜéÅ î ¶ð ¶  ðÅî ÇêÁÅð ¶¨ÜÅ×ÇÔ Ã ¿å ÜéÅ î ¶ð ¶  ðÅî ÇêÁÅð ¶¨ÜÅ×ÇÔ Ã ¿å ÜéÅ î ¶ð ¶  ðÅî ÇêÁÅð ¶¨
ðÅî ÇêÁÅð ¶ ÃçÅ ÜÅ×ÇÔ éÅî ¹ ÇÃîðÇÔ ÁéÇçé¯¨ðÅî ÇêÁÅð ¶ ÃçÅ ÜÅ×ÇÔ éÅî ¹ ÇÃîðÇÔ ÁéÇçé¯¨ðÅî ÇêÁÅð ¶ ÃçÅ ÜÅ×ÇÔ éÅî ¹ ÇÃîðÇÔ ÁéÇçé¯¨ðÅî ÇêÁÅð ¶ ÃçÅ ÜÅ×ÇÔ éÅî ¹ ÇÃîðÇÔ ÁéÇçé¯¨ðÅî ÇêÁÅð ¶ ÃçÅ ÜÅ×ÇÔ éÅî ¹ ÇÃîðÇÔ ÁéÇçé¯¨
Úðä Õîñ ÇèÁÅé° ÇÔðçË ê Ìí ÇìÃð¹ éÅÔÆ ÇÂÕ° ÇÖé¯¨Úðä Õîñ ÇèÁÅé° ÇÔðçË ê Ìí ÇìÃð¹ éÅÔÆ ÇÂÕ° ÇÖé¯¨Úðä Õîñ ÇèÁÅé° ÇÔðçË ê Ìí ÇìÃð¹ éÅÔÆ ÇÂÕ° ÇÖé¯¨Úðä Õîñ ÇèÁÅé° ÇÔðçË ê Ìí ÇìÃð¹ éÅÔÆ ÇÂÕ° ÇÖé¯¨Úðä Õîñ ÇèÁÅé° ÇÔðçË ê Ìí ÇìÃð¹ éÅÔÆ ÇÂÕ° ÇÖé¯¨
åÇÜ îÅé° î ¯Ô ¹  ÇìÕÅð ¹ îé ÕÅ ÕñîñÅ ç¹Ö ÜÅð ¶¨åÇÜ îÅé° î ¯Ô ¹  ÇìÕÅð ¹ îé ÕÅ ÕñîñÅ ç¹Ö ÜÅð ¶¨åÇÜ îÅé° î ¯Ô ¹  ÇìÕÅð ¹ îé ÕÅ ÕñîñÅ ç¹Ö ÜÅð ¶¨åÇÜ îÅé° î ¯Ô ¹  ÇìÕÅð ¹ îé ÕÅ ÕñîñÅ ç¹Ö ÜÅð ¶¨åÇÜ îÅé° î ¯Ô ¹  ÇìÕÅð ¹ îé ÕÅ ÕñîñÅ ç¹Ö ÜÅð ¶¨
Çìéò¿Çå éÅéÕ ÃçÅ ÜÅ×ÇÔ ÔÇð çÅÃ Ã ¿å ÇêÁÅð ¶¨Çìéò¿Çå éÅéÕ ÃçÅ ÜÅ×ÇÔ ÔÇð çÅÃ Ã ¿å ÇêÁÅð ¶¨Çìéò¿Çå éÅéÕ ÃçÅ ÜÅ×ÇÔ ÔÇð çÅÃ Ã ¿å ÇêÁÅð ¶¨Çìéò¿Çå éÅéÕ ÃçÅ ÜÅ×ÇÔ ÔÇð çÅÃ Ã ¿å ÇêÁÅð ¶¨Çìéò¿Çå éÅéÕ ÃçÅ ÜÅ×ÇÔ ÔÇð çÅÃ Ã ¿å ÇêÁÅð ¶¨

AMg  - DEI - DEI - DEI - DEI - DEI
How great is the love for God in the minds of the

devotees? The whole city is enjoying sound sleep. But for the
devotees the day has dawned and they are coming from
distant places in their vehicles and are settling down in the
Holy Assembly exact at 2 A.M. It is a matter of surprise that
in this Kali Age, not caring for their slumbers, ladies,
gentlemen and children, come and sit with full concentration
for the spiritual bath of their minds and intellect. Their
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assembly resembles the congregation of sadhus of ancient
times, who might have come down in the Kali Age, for
enjoying the Holy Assembly created by Guru Nanak. The
Kirtan of  Asa Di Var, singing of  hymns in groups and sweet
music tune of  harmonium are vigorously bewitching. Three
hours' time is going to be over. Still mind wants time to stop
and Kirtan to continue. Because in the Kali age singing of
holy hymns has been considered superb. In contemplation and
recitation mind is controlled with tremendous efforts. But
Kirtan is such an impressive method that bewitched mind
becomes stable automatically. The mind finds some relief
where it forgets the world during the Kirtan. Sadh Sangat Ji!
due to kindness of  Guru Nanak we have been blessed with
Kirtan, calm night and showers of  nectar. With this we
experience ineffable bliss -

“The most exalted is the celebration of the Lord’s praise in
this Darkage ........
So, through the Guru, attentively contemplate thou the Lord’s
Name.
Thou shalt save thyself and save all thy lineage and shalt go
to the Lord’s court with honour.”

ÕñÜ¹× îÇÔ ÕÆðåé¹ êðèÅéÅ¨ÕñÜ¹× îÇÔ ÕÆðåé¹ êðèÅéÅ¨ÕñÜ¹× îÇÔ ÕÆðåé¹ êðèÅéÅ¨ÕñÜ¹× îÇÔ ÕÆðåé¹ êðèÅéÅ¨ÕñÜ¹× îÇÔ ÕÆðåé¹ êðèÅéÅ¨
×¹ðî ¹ÇÖ ÜêÆÁË ñÅÇÂ ÇèÁÅéÅ¨×¹ðî ¹ÇÖ ÜêÆÁË ñÅÇÂ ÇèÁÅéÅ¨×¹ðî ¹ÇÖ ÜêÆÁË ñÅÇÂ ÇèÁÅéÅ¨×¹ðî ¹ÇÖ ÜêÆÁË ñÅÇÂ ÇèÁÅéÅ¨×¹ðî ¹ÇÖ ÜêÆÁË ñÅÇÂ ÇèÁÅéÅ¨
ÁÅÇê åðË Ã×ñ¶ Õ °ñ åÅð ¶ÁÅÇê åðË Ã×ñ¶ Õ °ñ åÅð ¶ÁÅÇê åðË Ã×ñ¶ Õ °ñ åÅð ¶ÁÅÇê åðË Ã×ñ¶ Õ °ñ åÅð ¶ÁÅÇê åðË Ã×ñ¶ Õ °ñ åÅð ¶
ÔÇð çð×Ô êÇå ÇÃÀ° ÜÅÇÂçÅ¨ÔÇð çð×Ô êÇå ÇÃÀ° ÜÅÇÂçÅ¨ÔÇð çð×Ô êÇå ÇÃÀ° ÜÅÇÂçÅ¨ÔÇð çð×Ô êÇå ÇÃÀ° ÜÅÇÂçÅ¨ÔÇð çð×Ô êÇå ÇÃÀ° ÜÅÇÂçÅ¨      AMg  - A@GF - A@GF - A@GF - A@GF - A@GF

By attending or doing the Kirtan arrogance should not
be allowed to come near. It is a gift of  God obtained by
repeated supplications. In gratitude we should thank God for
this gift. During the day we have to remain busy in our
business. But now we are getting the spiritual injection. At
this early hour the doors of the temples have not yet opened,
the Muslim priest (Mullah) has not given the call for prayer,
the loud speakers have not yet been put up in the
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Gurudwaras; and the devotees have not started coming to the
Gurudwaras. But at this place you have come here shortly
after midnight. After that you heard praise of  the Lord. You
have yourself sung the holy hymns and have made efforts to
understand the essence of  the holy hymns. After that Guru
Ji has blessed us with Hukam Nama (order for the day). I
have enshrined the essence of  this hymn in my mind. Guru
Ji has laid down his philosophy for the human beings. This
hymn cannot be explained in words. Because this Bani
(Guru’s word) has come from the realm we call beyond our
comprehension and unapproachable. Its essence can be
followed by those who have the personal experience of that
realm. Kabir Ji says -

“Kabir the pure raindrop of heaven mixes with the dust.
Millions of wise men have striven and failed. It can be
separated not.”

ÕìÆð Çéðîñ ìÈ ¿ç ÁÕÅÃ ÕÆ ñÆéÆ íÈÇî ÇîñÅÇÂÍÍÕìÆð Çéðîñ ìÈ ¿ç ÁÕÅÃ ÕÆ ñÆéÆ íÈÇî ÇîñÅÇÂÍÍÕìÆð Çéðîñ ìÈ ¿ç ÁÕÅÃ ÕÆ ñÆéÆ íÈÇî ÇîñÅÇÂÍÍÕìÆð Çéðîñ ìÈ ¿ç ÁÕÅÃ ÕÆ ñÆéÆ íÈÇî ÇîñÅÇÂÍÍÕìÆð Çéðîñ ìÈ ¿ç ÁÕÅÃ ÕÆ ñÆéÆ íÈÇî ÇîñÅÇÂÍÍ
ÁÇéÕ ÇÃÁÅé¶ êÇÚ ×Â¶ éÅ ÇéðòÅðÆ ÜÅÇÂ¨ÁÇéÕ ÇÃÁÅé¶ êÇÚ ×Â¶ éÅ ÇéðòÅðÆ ÜÅÇÂ¨ÁÇéÕ ÇÃÁÅé¶ êÇÚ ×Â¶ éÅ ÇéðòÅðÆ ÜÅÇÂ¨ÁÇéÕ ÇÃÁÅé¶ êÇÚ ×Â¶ éÅ ÇéðòÅðÆ ÜÅÇÂ¨ÁÇéÕ ÇÃÁÅé¶ êÇÚ ×Â¶ éÅ ÇéðòÅðÆ ÜÅÇÂ¨AMg - ACGE - ACGE - ACGE - ACGE - ACGE

According to the doctrine of Gurbani, in that place God
alone, and none else, exists -

“True in the prime, True in the beginning of ages, True He is
even now and True He, verily shall be, O Nanak.”

ÁÅÇç ÃÚ¹ Ü ¹×ÅÇç ÃÚ¹¨ Ô Ë íÆ ÃÚ¹ éÅéÕ Ô¯ÃÆ íÆ ÃÚ¹¨ÁÅÇç ÃÚ¹ Ü ¹×ÅÇç ÃÚ¹¨ Ô Ë íÆ ÃÚ¹ éÅéÕ Ô¯ÃÆ íÆ ÃÚ¹¨ÁÅÇç ÃÚ¹ Ü ¹×ÅÇç ÃÚ¹¨ Ô Ë íÆ ÃÚ¹ éÅéÕ Ô¯ÃÆ íÆ ÃÚ¹¨ÁÅÇç ÃÚ¹ Ü ¹×ÅÇç ÃÚ¹¨ Ô Ë íÆ ÃÚ¹ éÅéÕ Ô¯ÃÆ íÆ ÃÚ¹¨ÁÅÇç ÃÚ¹ Ü ¹×ÅÇç ÃÚ¹¨ Ô Ë íÆ ÃÚ¹ éÅéÕ Ô¯ÃÆ íÆ ÃÚ¹¨
          AMg  - A - A - A - A - A

Despite all changes He alone is there. In His
manifestation also He alone is there. For running the world
God created nature from Himself. From this, five matters
emerged. This nature appeared of separate existence in the
light of Haumai. According to His command the reflection
of God appeared on the Nature. With this several beings
came into existence. As has already been said that the pure
rain drop got mixed in the dust. Similarly one ray of God
was absorbed in the nature. That very ray appeared in all
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beings and looked like separate existence and intellect. It is
just like a drop of water from one ocean. That drop appears
to be of separate existence which is not. In this being,
separate thinking, separate  identity. The drop started
considering itself  separate realization and separate identity.
The drop started considering itself separate from the source.
This active part of God was first absorbed  in the Nature.
Then it  descended in the realm of bliss with the push of
nature. Then it came in the realm of intellect. From there it
came to the mental world in the form of  several thoughts.
Still it came further in the realm of  the energy of  breath to
assume some form. Then it landed in the body formed of
five elements as its life current and forgot about the source.
At that stage only one impression lasted that I am body of
five elements. I am Hindu, Sikh, Muslim or Christian by
caste. I am rich; I am poor; I am in distress; I am happy. In
other words the ray of God got surrounded by 'I' and "Iness".
In this darkness of  egotism, it forgot about itself  completely.
The holy saints tell the reality at the top of their voice. But
there is not the slightest effect thereon -

“The saints shout, shriek and ever give good advice, O
Farid.
They whom the devil has spoiled, how can they turn their
mind towards God.”

ëðÆçÅ Õ±Õ ¶ÇçÁÅ Ú»×¶ÇçÁÅ îåÆ ç¶ÇçÁÅ Çéå¨ëðÆçÅ Õ±Õ ¶ÇçÁÅ Ú»×¶ÇçÁÅ îåÆ ç¶ÇçÁÅ Çéå¨ëðÆçÅ Õ±Õ ¶ÇçÁÅ Ú»×¶ÇçÁÅ îåÆ ç¶ÇçÁÅ Çéå¨ëðÆçÅ Õ±Õ ¶ÇçÁÅ Ú»×¶ÇçÁÅ îåÆ ç¶ÇçÁÅ Çéå¨ëðÆçÅ Õ±Õ ¶ÇçÁÅ Ú»×¶ÇçÁÅ îåÆ ç¶ÇçÁÅ Çéå¨
Ü¯ Ã ËåÅÇé ò¿ßÅÇÂÁÅ Ã ¶ ÇÕå ë¶ðÇÔ ÇÚå¨Ü¯ Ã ËåÅÇé ò¿ßÅÇÂÁÅ Ã ¶ ÇÕå ë¶ðÇÔ ÇÚå¨Ü¯ Ã ËåÅÇé ò¿ßÅÇÂÁÅ Ã ¶ ÇÕå ë¶ðÇÔ ÇÚå¨Ü¯ Ã ËåÅÇé ò¿ßÅÇÂÁÅ Ã ¶ ÇÕå ë¶ðÇÔ ÇÚå¨Ü¯ Ã ËåÅÇé ò¿ßÅÇÂÁÅ Ã ¶ ÇÕå ë¶ðÇÔ ÇÚå¨ AMg  - ACGH - ACGH - ACGH - ACGH - ACGH

The stage comes when man is not prepared to obey the
instruction of  the saints. He sticks to that what has been
computerised in his brain. Man has totally forgotten that, I
am part of God (Akal Purakh) and as a matter of fact I
have no form or body. I am not aware of  my realself. But
under the influence  of three modes I have been mixed in
some realm along with nature. I perform deeds and the feeling
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arises within, that I have given so much in charity; I have
done so much human service; I do so much recitation; I am
learned; I am a leader. I am fully engrossed in “Iness” and
“Iness”. Consequently man has to endure the consequences
of  the deeds performed. For this purpose man has to pass
through several existences. While encircling in millions of
species he happens to get human birth. The holy saints tell
him, “O man! listen to us carefully and try to realize that
you have attained human incarnation after passing through
83,99,999 species. Now is your turn to meet God and get
out of  the circle of  84 lac species". Guru Ji says -

“Grown weary of wandering about for many yugas, man has
obtained the human body. Says Nanak, there is now a
chance to meet Him, O man.”

Çëðå Çëðå ìÔ¹å¶ Ü¹× ÔÅÇðú îÅéÃ ç¶Ô ñÔÆ¨Çëðå Çëðå ìÔ¹å¶ Ü¹× ÔÅÇðú îÅéÃ ç¶Ô ñÔÆ¨Çëðå Çëðå ìÔ¹å¶ Ü¹× ÔÅÇðú îÅéÃ ç¶Ô ñÔÆ¨Çëðå Çëðå ìÔ¹å¶ Ü¹× ÔÅÇðú îÅéÃ ç¶Ô ñÔÆ¨Çëðå Çëðå ìÔ¹å¶ Ü¹× ÔÅÇðú îÅéÃ ç¶Ô ñÔÆ¨
éÅéÕ ÕÔå Çîñé ÕÆ ìðÆÁÅ ÇÃîðå ÕÔÅ éÔÆ¨éÅéÕ ÕÔå Çîñé ÕÆ ìðÆÁÅ ÇÃîðå ÕÔÅ éÔÆ¨éÅéÕ ÕÔå Çîñé ÕÆ ìðÆÁÅ ÇÃîðå ÕÔÅ éÔÆ¨éÅéÕ ÕÔå Çîñé ÕÆ ìðÆÁÅ ÇÃîðå ÕÔÅ éÔÆ¨éÅéÕ ÕÔå Çîñé ÕÆ ìðÆÁÅ ÇÃîðå ÕÔÅ éÔÆ¨

AMg  - FCA - FCA - FCA - FCA - FCA
But man is self willed. He does not pay attention to

what holy saints or Guru or Religious Books, Vedas, Quran
and Bible say. He is so much under the influence of  three
modes that he does not care to hear the wise. Ultimately his
life ends -

“Enmity, strife, lust, wrath, worldly love, falsehood, sin,
excessive greed and deceit.
In their ways man has passed away many lives.
O Lord, redeem Nanak, by showering Thine mercy.”

ìËð Çìð ¯è ÕÅî ´¯è î ¯Ô¨ìËð Çìð ¯è ÕÅî ´¯è î ¯Ô¨ìËð Çìð ¯è ÕÅî ´¯è î ¯Ô¨ìËð Çìð ¯è ÕÅî ´¯è î ¯Ô¨ìËð Çìð ¯è ÕÅî ´¯è î ¯Ô¨
ÞÈá ÇìÕÅð îÔÅ ñ¯í è ¯ ÌÔ¨ÞÈá ÇìÕÅð îÔÅ ñ¯í è ¯ ÌÔ¨ÞÈá ÇìÕÅð îÔÅ ñ¯í è ¯ ÌÔ¨ÞÈá ÇìÕÅð îÔÅ ñ¯í è ¯ ÌÔ¨ÞÈá ÇìÕÅð îÔÅ ñ¯í è ¯ ÌÔ¨
ÇÂÁÅÔÈ Ü ¹×Çå ÇìÔÅé¶ ÕÂÆ Üéî¨ÇÂÁÅÔÈ Ü ¹×Çå ÇìÔÅé¶ ÕÂÆ Üéî¨ÇÂÁÅÔÈ Ü ¹×Çå ÇìÔÅé¶ ÕÂÆ Üéî¨ÇÂÁÅÔÈ Ü ¹×Çå ÇìÔÅé¶ ÕÂÆ Üéî¨ÇÂÁÅÔÈ Ü ¹×Çå ÇìÔÅé¶ ÕÂÆ Üéî¨
éÅéÕ ðÅÇÖ ñ¶Ô ¹  ÁÅêé ÕÇð ÕðîÍÍéÅéÕ ðÅÇÖ ñ¶Ô ¹  ÁÅêé ÕÇð ÕðîÍÍéÅéÕ ðÅÇÖ ñ¶Ô ¹  ÁÅêé ÕÇð ÕðîÍÍéÅéÕ ðÅÇÖ ñ¶Ô ¹  ÁÅêé ÕÇð ÕðîÍÍéÅéÕ ðÅÇÖ ñ¶Ô ¹  ÁÅêé ÕÇð ÕðîÍÍ      AMg  - BFH - BFH - BFH - BFH - BFH

What can be said about this long journey -
“At times, the mind soars high up and at times it falls to the
nether regions.
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The greedy mind remains not steady and searches for wealth
etc. in all the four directions.”

ÕìÔÈ ÜÆÁóÅ À±Çí Úóå° Ô Ë ÕìÔÈ ÜÅÇÂ êÇÂÁÅñ¶¨ÕìÔÈ ÜÆÁóÅ À±Çí Úóå° Ô Ë ÕìÔÈ ÜÅÇÂ êÇÂÁÅñ¶¨ÕìÔÈ ÜÆÁóÅ À±Çí Úóå° Ô Ë ÕìÔÈ ÜÅÇÂ êÇÂÁÅñ¶¨ÕìÔÈ ÜÆÁóÅ À±Çí Úóå° Ô Ë ÕìÔÈ ÜÅÇÂ êÇÂÁÅñ¶¨ÕìÔÈ ÜÆÁóÅ À±Çí Úóå° Ô Ë ÕìÔÈ ÜÅÇÂ êÇÂÁÅñ¶¨
ñ¯íÆ ÜÆÁóÅ Çæð ¹ é ðÔå° Ô Ë  ÚÅð ¶ Õ ° ¿âÅ íÅñ¶ÍÍñ¯íÆ ÜÆÁóÅ Çæð ¹ é ðÔå° Ô Ë  ÚÅð ¶ Õ ° ¿âÅ íÅñ¶ÍÍñ¯íÆ ÜÆÁóÅ Çæð ¹ é ðÔå° Ô Ë  ÚÅð ¶ Õ ° ¿âÅ íÅñ¶ÍÍñ¯íÆ ÜÆÁóÅ Çæð ¹ é ðÔå° Ô Ë  ÚÅð ¶ Õ ° ¿âÅ íÅñ¶ÍÍñ¯íÆ ÜÆÁóÅ Çæð ¹ é ðÔå° Ô Ë  ÚÅð ¶ Õ ° ¿âÅ íÅñ¶ÍÍ

AMg  - HGF - HGF - HGF - HGF - HGF
Man reaches Dev Lok (Heaven) in consequence of the

performance of  virtuous deeds here. For sins he goes to the
hell and bewails there. For the welfare of  man God sends
his beloveds to the world. They try to persuade him to do
good with arguments and several other methods. The realized
souls have found such good ways for his salvation that he
can remember God while eating, drinking, nourishing his
children and living in maya. But he has moulded his way of
life in accordance with three modes from which he does not
want to wriggle out. Because he does not know of  his real
self. He may be learned, orator or preacher. Still he is ignorant
about his real self. He always acts with egotism which is a
great obstacle for him. It does not allow him to leave the
wrong intellect. Guru the Emperor, says -

“O ignorant man, forget thou thy haughty intellect. Still thou
thy ego, meditate on God in thy heart, and within thy mind
gather thou the virtues of the sublime virtuous Lord.”

í¯ÇñÁÅ ÔÀ°î Ë Ã ¹ðÇå ÇòÃÅÇð¨í¯ÇñÁÅ ÔÀ°î Ë Ã ¹ðÇå ÇòÃÅÇð¨í¯ÇñÁÅ ÔÀ°î Ë Ã ¹ðÇå ÇòÃÅÇð¨í¯ÇñÁÅ ÔÀ°î Ë Ã ¹ðÇå ÇòÃÅÇð¨í¯ÇñÁÅ ÔÀ°î Ë Ã ¹ðÇå ÇòÃÅÇð¨
ÔÀ°î Ë îÅÇð ìÆÚÅÇð îé ×¹ä ÇòÇÚ ×¹ä° ñ Ë ÃÅÇðÍÍÔÀ°î Ë îÅÇð ìÆÚÅÇð îé ×¹ä ÇòÇÚ ×¹ä° ñ Ë ÃÅÇðÍÍÔÀ°î Ë îÅÇð ìÆÚÅÇð îé ×¹ä ÇòÇÚ ×¹ä° ñ Ë ÃÅÇðÍÍÔÀ°î Ë îÅÇð ìÆÚÅÇð îé ×¹ä ÇòÇÚ ×¹ä° ñ Ë ÃÅÇðÍÍÔÀ°î Ë îÅÇð ìÆÚÅÇð îé ×¹ä ÇòÇÚ ×¹ä° ñ Ë ÃÅÇðÍÍ

AMg  - AAFH - AAFH - AAFH - AAFH - AAFH
The devotee accepts the Bani as his Guru but for the

same Bani he picks quarrels. He does not grasp its essence a
bit. Bani says, “O man! you are not a body. You identify your
real self. You are not any one of  the five elements or any
one of the five Prans (breaths); or any one of the five winds
(Wayoo); or any one of  the organs of  knowledge and action.
All these are your tools. Wind (Pran) keeps you alive. Mind
creates thoughts and makes you move. But you are not mind.
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Intellect has been assigned to you to discriminate between
good and bad. But you are not intellect. In reality you don’t
have any independent existence. Only one Light is playing Its
own sport.

“One and yet Who seemeth many and entereth into a myriad
forms.
And playeth His play, and then windeth it up and becometh
the One again.”

Â¶Õ î ÈðÇå Áé¶Õ çðÃé ÕÆé ð Èê Áé¶Õ¨Â¶Õ î ÈðÇå Áé¶Õ çðÃé ÕÆé ð Èê Áé¶Õ¨Â¶Õ î ÈðÇå Áé¶Õ çðÃé ÕÆé ð Èê Áé¶Õ¨Â¶Õ î ÈðÇå Áé¶Õ çðÃé ÕÆé ð Èê Áé¶Õ¨Â¶Õ î ÈðÇå Áé¶Õ çðÃé ÕÆé ð Èê Áé¶Õ¨
Ö¶ñ Ö¶ñ ÁÖ¶ñ Ö¶ñé Á¿å Õ¯ Çëð Â ¶Õ¨Ö¶ñ Ö¶ñ ÁÖ¶ñ Ö¶ñé Á¿å Õ¯ Çëð Â ¶Õ¨Ö¶ñ Ö¶ñ ÁÖ¶ñ Ö¶ñé Á¿å Õ¯ Çëð Â ¶Õ¨Ö¶ñ Ö¶ñ ÁÖ¶ñ Ö¶ñé Á¿å Õ¯ Çëð Â ¶Õ¨Ö¶ñ Ö¶ñ ÁÖ¶ñ Ö¶ñé Á¿å Õ¯ Çëð Â ¶Õ¨ ÜÅê¹ ÃÅÇÔìÜÅê¹ ÃÅÇÔìÜÅê¹ ÃÅÇÔìÜÅê¹ ÃÅÇÔìÜÅê¹ ÃÅÇÔì

It is quite strange that a man begs everything from his
Gurus but he seldom obeys them or develops firm faith in
their sermons. Man is not prepared to admit that he is soul
and not body. He stands before the mirror and seeing his
handsome image says, he is body. There are several
convictions in his mind. He is not ready to abandon any.
Hypocritically he goes to the temples, listens to the sermons
of holy saints, sits before them with full concentration,
recites Gayatri (Hindu Divine hymn) and other holy hymns,
hears holy singing (Kirtan) answers to the call of prayers, five
times and listens to infinite discourses. Whether he gains the
real essence or not is a question to be considered. Man reads
heaps of  books. He firmly believes, “My sons, my relations,
my property. All these are mine, this is I-am-“Iness”. What
is the use of doing religious rites apparently without having
faith in Guru’s word? It is due to this apathy of  man that
Guru Ji says -

“All the Sikhs and servants come to worship thee,
O Lord, and all of them sing the Lord God’s sublime
Gurbani.
God approves the singing and hearing of those who accept
the True Guru’s dictate as perfectly true.”

Ã¶òÕ ÇÃÖ ê ÈÜä ÃÇí ÁÅòÇÔÃ¶òÕ ÇÃÖ ê ÈÜä ÃÇí ÁÅòÇÔÃ¶òÕ ÇÃÖ ê ÈÜä ÃÇí ÁÅòÇÔÃ¶òÕ ÇÃÖ ê ÈÜä ÃÇí ÁÅòÇÔÃ¶òÕ ÇÃÖ ê ÈÜä ÃÇí ÁÅòÇÔ
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ÃÇí ×ÅòÇÔ ÔÇð ÔÇð À±åî ìÅéÆ¨ÃÇí ×ÅòÇÔ ÔÇð ÔÇð À±åî ìÅéÆ¨ÃÇí ×ÅòÇÔ ÔÇð ÔÇð À±åî ìÅéÆ¨ÃÇí ×ÅòÇÔ ÔÇð ÔÇð À±åî ìÅéÆ¨ÃÇí ×ÅòÇÔ ÔÇð ÔÇð À±åî ìÅéÆ¨
×ÅÇòÁÅ Ã ¹ÇäÁÅ Çåé ÕÅ ÔÇð æÅÇÂ êÅòË×ÅÇòÁÅ Ã ¹ÇäÁÅ Çåé ÕÅ ÔÇð æÅÇÂ êÅòË×ÅÇòÁÅ Ã ¹ÇäÁÅ Çåé ÕÅ ÔÇð æÅÇÂ êÅòË×ÅÇòÁÅ Ã ¹ÇäÁÅ Çåé ÕÅ ÔÇð æÅÇÂ êÅòË×ÅÇòÁÅ Ã ¹ÇäÁÅ Çåé ÕÅ ÔÇð æÅÇÂ êÅòË
ÇÜé ÃÇå×¹ð ÕÆ ÁÅÇ×ÁÅ ÃÇå ÃÇå ÕÇð îÅéÆ¨ÇÜé ÃÇå×¹ð ÕÆ ÁÅÇ×ÁÅ ÃÇå ÃÇå ÕÇð îÅéÆ¨ÇÜé ÃÇå×¹ð ÕÆ ÁÅÇ×ÁÅ ÃÇå ÃÇå ÕÇð îÅéÆ¨ÇÜé ÃÇå×¹ð ÕÆ ÁÅÇ×ÁÅ ÃÇå ÃÇå ÕÇð îÅéÆ¨ÇÜé ÃÇå×¹ð ÕÆ ÁÅÇ×ÁÅ ÃÇå ÃÇå ÕÇð îÅéÆ¨

AMg  - FFI - FFI - FFI - FFI - FFI
Despite performing all religious rites man is not prepared

to accept that “He is not”. Rather he insists, “He is”.
Without having faith in this reality he cannot gain anything.
Selfless devotees, having faith in Guru’s word, alone benefit.
Why does man not repose confidence in the Guru’s word? It
is also clarified that mammon has made him unconscious with
her cheating herb. The mammon has bewitched him so deeply
that it is not possible for man to wake up.

In this regard venerable saint of Rara Sahib used to
narrate a story. Once a king attended the dinner party of
another friendly king and took drinks there. It is quite
common that man goes on drinking on the plea and faith that
he is not intoxicated. He stops only when he is fully
intoxicated and loses consciousness. The great holy persons
have told us three states of  a drunkard. The first peg of  drink
makes the drinker parrot and he speaks like a parrot. Each
of the drinkers goes on making his point without awaiting
reply of  his point from others. After taking the second peg
he becomes a lion. Even the most coward of them roars and
asks others, “Who dares trouble you. Let me know. I will set
him right instantaneously.” After taking the third peg he
behaves like donkey. He does not know that whatever he is
eating is falling on his clothes. With the fourth peg he
becomes unconscious and falls down. Some of them fall in
the street. Due to overdrinking he vomits and a dog standing
near him licks his mouth with his tongue. The drunkard on
the other hand embraces the dog with both hands thinking
that his beloved might have come. Similarly the king
overdrank and his wise minister noted him talking nonsense.
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Apprehending some trouble from him he took the king in his
chariot and started towards his palace. Reaching there the king
noted the guards on watch and ward duty on all the four
sides. The duty officer was quite alert in supervising the
vehicle. The vehicle stopped and he alighted. On this, code
word was enquired from him. Instead of answering them he
asked the minister as to what they were doing. The minister
said, “Sir! you are Maharaja (Emperor). They are guarding
your palace in turn of three hours each. Their areas of beat
(duty) are also fixed. They keep moving in their beats for
watch and ward. They are told the code word. Anyone who
knows this code word is allowed to enter the palace. Others
are not allowed entry. Hearing these observations the king
said, “I will also perform guard duty of  the Maharaja.” The
minister told him that he himself was Maharaja. But he
insisted that he must perform the guard’s duty. This created
problems for the subordinates. Seeing him insistent they
arranged the uniform of  the guard and gave the same to the
Maharaja. The Maharaja wore that uniform and started the
guard’s duty with a gun in his hand. Fully intoxicated he had
forgotten that he was a Maharaja. The minister and other
subordinates concealed themselves in a nearby place. The
Maharaj was doing his duty very smartly. After sometime the
intoxication subsided and the Maharaja started observing as
to what type of  clothes he was wearing. He placed the gun
aside and started looking on four sides in surprise. The
minister and the Military secretary rushed to him. They gave
him the salute respectfully and said, “Sir, excuse us. You were
so much intoxicated that you lost consciousness. In that state
you had put on the uniform of  a guard and started doing a
guard’s duty. Thank God that your majesty has gained
consciousness.” The Maharaja was supplied the royal dress
again. He changed his dress in the nearby room of the guard.
He repented over what he had done. He also felt humiliated
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before his staff. He hurriedly went inside the palace. On the
following morning he said to his minister, “O dear Minister!
I am surprised over the might of intoxication which makes
man forget everything. I had simply heard you. But I don’t
know when I was put in the chariot by you and when I wore
the guard’s uniform. However, I realized my mistake and
everything else after gaining consciousness. He further said,
“O Minister! I have realized that as compared to the strength
of the intoxication of wine, the might of the intoxication of
maya must be infinite, which lasts long. As I had forgotten
that I am a king, similarly man has forgotten that he is part
of  God and not a body.” In this way the whole world has
forgotten the truth.

The venerable saint used to say, “O dear devotees! this
example applies to us. The Lord created His sport and then
originated matter and element of Haumai (I-am-ness). He put
his reflection on the matter. Due to the intoxication of
Haumai the being started identifying himself as body of five
elements. He now does not change this conviction, whether
he is a learned scholar, literate or illiterate; Pandit (Hindu
Priest) or Maulvi (Muslim Priest) or Priest or great Acharya
(Scholar). If man is a writer, preacher, holy singer or orator;
but if  he does not know about his real self, then he is nothing.
He is merely a pawn in the game of  Haumai. We all are
intoxicated with the love of a son, wife, wealth, position and
great property. This intoxication further added to the
intoxication of  maya. We have completely forgotten about our
real self  like the intoxicated king. We cannot awake from this
unconsciousness unless we happen to get the society of holy
saints and learn to die. Because the convictions of men are
harder than the stony gates. These convictions cannot be
blasted even with gun powder. He must abandon them -

“Accept thou death first, abandon the hope of life, be the dust
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of the feet of all, then alone come thou to Me.”

êÇÔñÅ îðä° ÕìÈÇñ ÜÆòä ÕÆ ÛÇâ ÁÅÃ¨êÇÔñÅ îðä° ÕìÈÇñ ÜÆòä ÕÆ ÛÇâ ÁÅÃ¨êÇÔñÅ îðä° ÕìÈÇñ ÜÆòä ÕÆ ÛÇâ ÁÅÃ¨êÇÔñÅ îðä° ÕìÈÇñ ÜÆòä ÕÆ ÛÇâ ÁÅÃ¨êÇÔñÅ îðä° ÕìÈÇñ ÜÆòä ÕÆ ÛÇâ ÁÅÃ¨
Ô¯Ô ¹  ÃíéÅ ÕÆ ð ¶ä °ÕÅ åÀ° ÁÅÀ° ÔîÅð Ë êÅÇÃ¨Ô¯Ô ¹  ÃíéÅ ÕÆ ð ¶ä °ÕÅ åÀ° ÁÅÀ° ÔîÅð Ë êÅÇÃ¨Ô¯Ô ¹  ÃíéÅ ÕÆ ð ¶ä °ÕÅ åÀ° ÁÅÀ° ÔîÅð Ë êÅÇÃ¨Ô¯Ô ¹  ÃíéÅ ÕÆ ð ¶ä °ÕÅ åÀ° ÁÅÀ° ÔîÅð Ë êÅÇÃ¨Ô¯Ô ¹  ÃíéÅ ÕÆ ð ¶ä °ÕÅ åÀ° ÁÅÀ° ÔîÅð Ë êÅÇÃ¨

AMg  - AA@B - AA@B - AA@B - AA@B - AA@B
We know this truth. But the acceptance of  this truth and
acting upon it is essential -

“Not through studying, but through understanding, the
Lord’s secret is found. Six are the creeds of the shastras, but
rare is the person who merges in the True One through them.
The Name of the True and Inscrutable person embellishes
man. He, who believes in the Name of the Infinite One,
attains to His Court.
I, the minstrel, make obeisance unto the Creator and sing
His praises.
Within his mind, Nanak enshrines the Lord, who is but one,
all the ages through.”

êÇóÁË éÅÔÆ í ¶ç ¹ ì ¹ ÇÞÁË êÅòäÅ¨êÇóÁË éÅÔÆ í ¶ç ¹ ì ¹ ÇÞÁË êÅòäÅ¨êÇóÁË éÅÔÆ í ¶ç ¹ ì ¹ ÇÞÁË êÅòäÅ¨êÇóÁË éÅÔÆ í ¶ç ¹ ì ¹ ÇÞÁË êÅòäÅ¨êÇóÁË éÅÔÆ í ¶ç ¹ ì ¹ ÇÞÁË êÅòäÅ¨
Öà¹ çðÃé ÕË í ¶ ÇÖ ÇÕÃË ÃÇÚ ÃîÅòäÅ¨Öà¹ çðÃé ÕË í ¶ ÇÖ ÇÕÃË ÃÇÚ ÃîÅòäÅ¨Öà¹ çðÃé ÕË í ¶ ÇÖ ÇÕÃË ÃÇÚ ÃîÅòäÅ¨Öà¹ çðÃé ÕË í ¶ ÇÖ ÇÕÃË ÃÇÚ ÃîÅòäÅ¨Öà¹ çðÃé ÕË í ¶ ÇÖ ÇÕÃË ÃÇÚ ÃîÅòäÅ¨
ÃÚÅ ê ¹ðÖ ¹ ÁñÖ¹ ÃìÇç Ã ¹ÔÅòäÅ¨ÃÚÅ ê ¹ðÖ ¹ ÁñÖ¹ ÃìÇç Ã ¹ÔÅòäÅ¨ÃÚÅ ê ¹ðÖ ¹ ÁñÖ¹ ÃìÇç Ã ¹ÔÅòäÅ¨ÃÚÅ ê ¹ðÖ ¹ ÁñÖ¹ ÃìÇç Ã ¹ÔÅòäÅ¨ÃÚÅ ê ¹ðÖ ¹ ÁñÖ¹ ÃìÇç Ã ¹ÔÅòäÅ¨
î³é ¶ éÅÀ° ÇìÃ¿Ö çð×Ô êÅòäÅ¨î³é ¶ éÅÀ° ÇìÃ¿Ö çð×Ô êÅòäÅ¨î³é ¶ éÅÀ° ÇìÃ¿Ö çð×Ô êÅòäÅ¨î³é ¶ éÅÀ° ÇìÃ¿Ö çð×Ô êÅòäÅ¨î³é ¶ éÅÀ° ÇìÃ¿Ö çð×Ô êÅòäÅ¨
ÖÅñÕ ÕÀ° ÁÅç¶Ã ¹  ãÅãÆ ×ÅòäÅ¨ÖÅñÕ ÕÀ° ÁÅç¶Ã ¹  ãÅãÆ ×ÅòäÅ¨ÖÅñÕ ÕÀ° ÁÅç¶Ã ¹  ãÅãÆ ×ÅòäÅ¨ÖÅñÕ ÕÀ° ÁÅç¶Ã ¹  ãÅãÆ ×ÅòäÅ¨ÖÅñÕ ÕÀ° ÁÅç¶Ã ¹  ãÅãÆ ×ÅòäÅ¨
éÅéÕ Ü¹×¹ Ü ¹× ¹ Â ¶Õ ° î ³ Çé òÃÅòäÅ¨éÅéÕ Ü¹×¹ Ü ¹× ¹ Â ¶Õ ° î ³ Çé òÃÅòäÅ¨éÅéÕ Ü¹×¹ Ü ¹× ¹ Â ¶Õ ° î ³ Çé òÃÅòäÅ¨éÅéÕ Ü¹×¹ Ü ¹× ¹ Â ¶Õ ° î ³ Çé òÃÅòäÅ¨éÅéÕ Ü¹×¹ Ü ¹× ¹ Â ¶Õ ° î ³ Çé òÃÅòäÅ¨ AMg  - ADH - ADH - ADH - ADH - ADH

It is also said -
“The human beings come to the world but sans knowing
God, they are like animals and beasts, he alone knows the
Lord, through the Guru, who has good destiny recorded on
his head.”

ÁÅòé ÁÅÂ¶ ÇÃ ÌÃÇà îÇÔ Çìé¹ ì ÈÞ ¶  êÃ ¹ ã ¯ð¨ÁÅòé ÁÅÂ¶ ÇÃ ÌÃÇà îÇÔ Çìé¹ ì ÈÞ ¶  êÃ ¹ ã ¯ð¨ÁÅòé ÁÅÂ¶ ÇÃ ÌÃÇà îÇÔ Çìé¹ ì ÈÞ ¶  êÃ ¹ ã ¯ð¨ÁÅòé ÁÅÂ¶ ÇÃ ÌÃÇà îÇÔ Çìé¹ ì ÈÞ ¶  êÃ ¹ ã ¯ð¨ÁÅòé ÁÅÂ¶ ÇÃ ÌÃÇà îÇÔ Çìé¹ ì ÈÞ ¶  êÃ ¹ ã ¯ð¨
éÅéÕ ×¹ðî ¹ÇÖ Ã ¯ ì ¹Þ Ë  ÜÅ Õ Ë íÅ× îæ¯ð¨éÅéÕ ×¹ðî ¹ÇÖ Ã ¯ ì ¹Þ Ë  ÜÅ Õ Ë íÅ× îæ¯ð¨éÅéÕ ×¹ðî ¹ÇÖ Ã ¯ ì ¹Þ Ë  ÜÅ Õ Ë íÅ× îæ¯ð¨éÅéÕ ×¹ðî ¹ÇÖ Ã ¯ ì ¹Þ Ë  ÜÅ Õ Ë íÅ× îæ¯ð¨éÅéÕ ×¹ðî ¹ÇÖ Ã ¯ ì ¹Þ Ë  ÜÅ Õ Ë íÅ× îæ¯ð¨ AMg  - BEA - BEA - BEA - BEA - BEA

We are beasts or animals really. You address me as Sant
Ji or Mahan Pursh (Sire). But how should I believe it? “If
there is an element of  “Iness” then there is nothing. If  there
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is nothing, then there is everything.” Try to follow this. So,
dear! holy functions are held to understand only one thing
about which Guru Ji has said,

Sometimes this man obtains saints society. From that place
he returns not again.
Within his mind dawns the light of Divine Knowledge.
That abode is imperishable.
His soul and body are tinged with the love of God’s Name.
He ever abides with the Supreme Lord.
As water comes and blended with water, so does his light
blended with the Supreme Light. His coming and going ends
and he attains rest.
Nanak is ever devoted unto the Lord.”

ÕìÔÈ ÃÅèÃ¿×Çå ÇÂÔ¹ êÅòË¨ÕìÔÈ ÃÅèÃ¿×Çå ÇÂÔ¹ êÅòË¨ÕìÔÈ ÃÅèÃ¿×Çå ÇÂÔ¹ êÅòË¨ÕìÔÈ ÃÅèÃ¿×Çå ÇÂÔ¹ êÅòË¨ÕìÔÈ ÃÅèÃ¿×Çå ÇÂÔ¹ êÅòË¨
À°Ã ¹ ÁÃæÅé å¶ ìÔ¹Çð é ÁÅòËÍÍÀ°Ã ¹  ÁÃæÅé å¶ ìÔ¹Çð é ÁÅòËÍÍÀ°Ã ¹  ÁÃæÅé å¶ ìÔ¹Çð é ÁÅòËÍÍÀ°Ã ¹  ÁÃæÅé å¶ ìÔ¹Çð é ÁÅòËÍÍÀ°Ã ¹  ÁÃæÅé å¶ ìÔ¹Çð é ÁÅòËÍÍ
Á³åÇð Ô ¯ÇÂ Ç×ÁÅé êð×ÅÃ¹ÍÍÁ³åÇð Ô ¯ÇÂ Ç×ÁÅé êð×ÅÃ¹ÍÍÁ³åÇð Ô ¯ÇÂ Ç×ÁÅé êð×ÅÃ¹ÍÍÁ³åÇð Ô ¯ÇÂ Ç×ÁÅé êð×ÅÃ¹ÍÍÁ³åÇð Ô ¯ÇÂ Ç×ÁÅé êð×ÅÃ¹ÍÍ
À°Ã ¹  ÁÃæÅé ÕÅ éÔÆ ÇìéÅÃ ¹¨À°Ã ¹  ÁÃæÅé ÕÅ éÔÆ ÇìéÅÃ ¹¨À°Ã ¹  ÁÃæÅé ÕÅ éÔÆ ÇìéÅÃ ¹¨À°Ã ¹  ÁÃæÅé ÕÅ éÔÆ ÇìéÅÃ ¹¨À°Ã ¹  ÁÃæÅé ÕÅ éÔÆ ÇìéÅÃ ¹¨
îé åé éÅÇî ðå¶ ÇÂÕ ð ¿Ç×¨îé åé éÅÇî ðå¶ ÇÂÕ ð ¿Ç×¨îé åé éÅÇî ðå¶ ÇÂÕ ð ¿Ç×¨îé åé éÅÇî ðå¶ ÇÂÕ ð ¿Ç×¨îé åé éÅÇî ðå¶ ÇÂÕ ð ¿Ç×¨
ÃçÅ ìÃÇÔ êÅðìÌÔî ÕË Ã ¿ Ç×¨ÃçÅ ìÃÇÔ êÅðìÌÔî ÕË Ã ¿ Ç×¨ÃçÅ ìÃÇÔ êÅðìÌÔî ÕË Ã ¿ Ç×¨ÃçÅ ìÃÇÔ êÅðìÌÔî ÕË Ã ¿ Ç×¨ÃçÅ ìÃÇÔ êÅðìÌÔî ÕË Ã ¿ Ç×¨
ÇÜÀ° Üñ îÇÔ Ü« ÁÅÇÂ ÖàÅéÅ¨ÇÜÀ° Üñ îÇÔ Ü« ÁÅÇÂ ÖàÅéÅ¨ÇÜÀ° Üñ îÇÔ Ü« ÁÅÇÂ ÖàÅéÅ¨ÇÜÀ° Üñ îÇÔ Ü« ÁÅÇÂ ÖàÅéÅ¨ÇÜÀ° Üñ îÇÔ Ü« ÁÅÇÂ ÖàÅéÅ¨
ÇåÀ° Ü ¯åÆ Ã ¿ Ç× Ü¯Çå ÃîÅéÅ¨ÇåÀ° Ü ¯åÆ Ã ¿ Ç× Ü¯Çå ÃîÅéÅ¨ÇåÀ° Ü ¯åÆ Ã ¿ Ç× Ü¯Çå ÃîÅéÅ¨ÇåÀ° Ü ¯åÆ Ã ¿ Ç× Ü¯Çå ÃîÅéÅ¨ÇåÀ° Ü ¯åÆ Ã ¿ Ç× Ü¯Çå ÃîÅéÅ¨
ÇîÇà ×Â¶ ×òé êÅÂ ¶ ÇìÃÌÅî¨ÇîÇà ×Â¶ ×òé êÅÂ ¶ ÇìÃÌÅî¨ÇîÇà ×Â¶ ×òé êÅÂ ¶ ÇìÃÌÅî¨ÇîÇà ×Â¶ ×òé êÅÂ ¶ ÇìÃÌÅî¨ÇîÇà ×Â¶ ×òé êÅÂ ¶ ÇìÃÌÅî¨
éÅéÕ êÌí ÕË Ãç Õ°ðìÅéÍÍéÅéÕ êÌí ÕË Ãç Õ°ðìÅéÍÍéÅéÕ êÌí ÕË Ãç Õ°ðìÅéÍÍéÅéÕ êÌí ÕË Ãç Õ°ðìÅéÍÍéÅéÕ êÌí ÕË Ãç Õ°ðìÅéÍÍ AMg  - BGH - BGH - BGH - BGH - BGH

Now understand as to what we are. Guru Ji says that it is
ineffable -

“O divine, understand thou this riddle. This sermon of the
ineffable Lord is in mind.
Without the Guru this quintessence is found not that the
unseen Lord abides in the mind.
When the True Guru is met and the Name abides in the
mind, then alone is the Lord known.
When pride departs, doubt and dread depart, too, and pain
of birth and death is removed.
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By the Guru’s wisdom the unseeable Lord is seen, intellect is
rendered sublime and one ferries across.
Nanak utter thou the spell of “He is me and I am He.” The
three worlds are included in that Lord.”

ì¹ÞÔ ¹ Ç×ÁÅéÆ ì ÈÞäÅ Â ¶Ô ÁÕæ ÕæÅ îé îÅÇÔ¨ì¹ÞÔ ¹ Ç×ÁÅéÆ ì ÈÞäÅ Â ¶Ô ÁÕæ ÕæÅ îé îÅÇÔ¨ì¹ÞÔ ¹ Ç×ÁÅéÆ ì ÈÞäÅ Â ¶Ô ÁÕæ ÕæÅ îé îÅÇÔ¨ì¹ÞÔ ¹ Ç×ÁÅéÆ ì ÈÞäÅ Â ¶Ô ÁÕæ ÕæÅ îé îÅÇÔ¨ì¹ÞÔ ¹ Ç×ÁÅéÆ ì ÈÞäÅ Â ¶Ô ÁÕæ ÕæÅ îé îÅÇÔ¨
Çìé° ×¹ð åå° é êÅÂÆÁË ÁñÖ¹ òÃË Ãí îÅÇÔÍÍÇìé° ×¹ð åå° é êÅÂÆÁË ÁñÖ¹ òÃË Ãí îÅÇÔÍÍÇìé° ×¹ð åå° é êÅÂÆÁË ÁñÖ¹ òÃË Ãí îÅÇÔÍÍÇìé° ×¹ð åå° é êÅÂÆÁË ÁñÖ¹ òÃË Ãí îÅÇÔÍÍÇìé° ×¹ð åå° é êÅÂÆÁË ÁñÖ¹ òÃË Ãí îÅÇÔÍÍ
ÃÇå×¹ð ¹  ÇîñË å ÜÅäÆÁË Ü» Ãìç¹ òÃË îé îÅÇÔ¨ÃÇå×¹ð ¹  ÇîñË å ÜÅäÆÁË Ü» Ãìç¹ òÃË îé îÅÇÔ¨ÃÇå×¹ð ¹  ÇîñË å ÜÅäÆÁË Ü» Ãìç¹ òÃË îé îÅÇÔ¨ÃÇå×¹ð ¹  ÇîñË å ÜÅäÆÁË Ü» Ãìç¹ òÃË îé îÅÇÔ¨ÃÇå×¹ð ¹  ÇîñË å ÜÅäÆÁË Ü» Ãìç¹ òÃË îé îÅÇÔ¨
ÁÅê¹ ×ÇÂÁÅ í zî ¹  íÀ° ×ÇÂÁÅ Üéî îðé ç¹Ö ÜÅÇÔ¨ÁÅê¹ ×ÇÂÁÅ í zî ¹  íÀ° ×ÇÂÁÅ Üéî îðé ç¹Ö ÜÅÇÔ¨ÁÅê¹ ×ÇÂÁÅ í zî ¹  íÀ° ×ÇÂÁÅ Üéî îðé ç¹Ö ÜÅÇÔ¨ÁÅê¹ ×ÇÂÁÅ í zî ¹  íÀ° ×ÇÂÁÅ Üéî îðé ç¹Ö ÜÅÇÔ¨ÁÅê¹ ×ÇÂÁÅ í zî ¹  íÀ° ×ÇÂÁÅ Üéî îðé ç¹Ö ÜÅÇÔ¨
×¹ðîÇå ÁñÖ¹ ñÖÅÂÆÁË À±åî îÇå åðÅÇÔ¨×¹ðîÇå ÁñÖ¹ ñÖÅÂÆÁË À±åî îÇå åðÅÇÔ¨×¹ðîÇå ÁñÖ¹ ñÖÅÂÆÁË À±åî îÇå åðÅÇÔ¨×¹ðîÇå ÁñÖ¹ ñÖÅÂÆÁË À±åî îÇå åðÅÇÔ¨×¹ðîÇå ÁñÖ¹ ñÖÅÂÆÁË À±åî îÇå åðÅÇÔ¨
éÅéÕ Ã¯Ô ¿  Ô ¿ÃÅ Üê¹ ÜÅêÔ¹ Çå zíòä ÇåÃË ÃîÅÇÔÍÍéÅéÕ Ã¯Ô ¿  Ô ¿ÃÅ Üê¹ ÜÅêÔ¹ Çå zíòä ÇåÃË ÃîÅÇÔÍÍéÅéÕ Ã¯Ô ¿  Ô ¿ÃÅ Üê¹ ÜÅêÔ¹ Çå zíòä ÇåÃË ÃîÅÇÔÍÍéÅéÕ Ã¯Ô ¿  Ô ¿ÃÅ Üê¹ ÜÅêÔ¹ Çå zíòä ÇåÃË ÃîÅÇÔÍÍéÅéÕ Ã¯Ô ¿  Ô ¿ÃÅ Üê¹ ÜÅêÔ¹ Çå zíòä ÇåÃË ÃîÅÇÔÍÍ

AMg  - A@IC - A@IC - A@IC - A@IC - A@IC
Four Vedas, six Shastras (Hindu's holy books) 27 Simritis,

Upanishads, holy Quran, Bible, Guru Granth Sahib and many
realized souls endeavor to awaken man from his slumbers and
understand his real self. But man does not abandon his sleep.
It is his misfortune. He is moving about working, clearing his
examinations and attains big positions. He is wise and
performs great deeds in the world. But it is a wonder that
still he does not wake up to understand his real self.
Consequently he enters the circle of 83,99,999 species, and
completing the circle he again attains human body. Even then
he fails. What is the cause? Ponder over it seriously. Mahatma
Buddha believes that a secret power works and keeps man
confused. That power is called “Mar god”. Similarly the
Muslims believe that Satan is in revolt against God to
misguide man is his prime duty. Many wise heads call it time
power, some call it maya (mammon). We may give it any
name. But the Guru calls it a mental state directed towards
maya under the influence of  three modes. In this state man
remains forgetful of  God. Several forms of  maya tempt and
attract man towards pleasures. Maya does not allow man to
advance towards his real centre. Cause of all this is Haumai
which keeps man in firm illusion. Haumai does not allow man
to come out of  world pleasures. Consequently man cannot
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advance towards his real centre (God). Maya is a mirage. Its
prime job is to show God in three modes. Then the Sublime
essence, world and the being are shown separate identities.
With destruction of  Haumai only One Sublime
Essence(Waheguru) seems pervading everywhere. Powers of
Haumai are Rajo gun, Tamo gun and Sattva Gun (attribute) create
the illusion. Haumai is called ego in English. Ego is personal
vanity. But Haumai is wrong thinking which sees the Essence
differently. Man is suffering from the disease of  Haumai. The
whole world has emerged from Nirankar (Formless God) -

“God has extended Himself by being in endless waves.
The plays of the Supreme One cannot be known.”

êÃÇðú ÁÅê Ô ¯ÇÂ Áéå åð¿×¨êÃÇðú ÁÅê Ô ¯ÇÂ Áéå åð¿×¨êÃÇðú ÁÅê Ô ¯ÇÂ Áéå åð¿×¨êÃÇðú ÁÅê Ô ¯ÇÂ Áéå åð¿×¨êÃÇðú ÁÅê Ô ¯ÇÂ Áéå åð¿×¨
ñÖ¶ é ÜÅÇÔ êÅðìÌÔî Õ¶ ð ¿×¨ñÖ¶ é ÜÅÇÔ êÅðìÌÔî Õ¶ ð ¿×¨ñÖ¶ é ÜÅÇÔ êÅðìÌÔî Õ¶ ð ¿×¨ñÖ¶ é ÜÅÇÔ êÅðìÌÔî Õ¶ ð ¿×¨ñÖ¶ é ÜÅÇÔ êÅðìÌÔî Õ¶ ð ¿×¨      AMg  - BGE - BGE - BGE - BGE - BGE

As huge Banyan tree grows out of a tiny seed, but the
Banyan tree is one. Similarly the universe originated from One
God and the world is one. However, the element of Haumai
in it shows it in separate forms. Whether man considers
himself a subtle being or mere body or accepts his existence
in any form, it is clear ignorance and is the result of  Haumai.
This Haumai goes the extent of converting to the soul into
a body of  five elements. Then  man calls the body to be
himself. Due to this haumai, man alienates himself from the
source and falls into the clutches of deeds which make him
revolve on the wheel of  transmigration to reap the fruit of
his deeds. Then how should man awaken from the slumber
of  Haumai? It can be done by the Guru only. Because he
possesses the pearl of  “Nam”, which is super energy. When
man is imbued with “Nam”, the haumai is blasted first of all;
and thick darkness of haumai is removed. The Nam achieved
through a perfect Guru alone has such a capacity. Guru Ji
compares our living with a dream -

“As is the night’s dream, so is this transient world.
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All that comes to view shall perish.
Why attach thyself to it, O fool?”

ÜËÃÅ Ã ¹êéÅ ð Ë Çé ÕÅ åËÃÅ Ã ¿ÃÅð¨ÜËÃÅ Ã ¹êéÅ ð Ë Çé ÕÅ åËÃÅ Ã ¿ÃÅð¨ÜËÃÅ Ã ¹êéÅ ð Ë Çé ÕÅ åËÃÅ Ã ¿ÃÅð¨ÜËÃÅ Ã ¹êéÅ ð Ë Çé ÕÅ åËÃÅ Ã ¿ÃÅð¨ÜËÃÅ Ã ¹êéÅ ð Ë Çé ÕÅ åËÃÅ Ã ¿ÃÅð¨
ÇçÌÃÇàîÅé Ãí¹ ÇìéÃÆÁË ÇÕÁÅ ñ×ÇÔ ×òÅð¨ÇçÌÃÇàîÅé Ãí¹ ÇìéÃÆÁË ÇÕÁÅ ñ×ÇÔ ×òÅð¨ÇçÌÃÇàîÅé Ãí¹ ÇìéÃÆÁË ÇÕÁÅ ñ×ÇÔ ×òÅð¨ÇçÌÃÇàîÅé Ãí¹ ÇìéÃÆÁË ÇÕÁÅ ñ×ÇÔ ×òÅð¨ÇçÌÃÇàîÅé Ãí¹ ÇìéÃÆÁË ÇÕÁÅ ñ×ÇÔ ×òÅð¨AMg  - H@H - H@H - H@H - H@H - H@H

This is a mental state, based on ignorance or illusion.
The dream is short lived. One dream is of life and the other
is of night. The third dream lasts from birth to birth till the
persistence of  illusion of  separate self  existence. We observe
huge mountains, torrential rivers, deadly animals, enemies,
robbers, dacoits in the dreams. Sometimes we see people who
can harm us. Sometime a rich man finds himself  to be quite
poor, living on a penny in the dreams. But after awakening
we are astonished and we try to brood over the cause of
such happenings in the dreams. We also pray to God in
gratefulness for their not being a reality. In Guru Granth
Sahib there is a mention of -

“A monarch happened to doze while sitting on his throne.
During the sleep he had a dream in which he became a
beggar.”

éðêÇå Â ¶Õ ° ÇÃ ¿ØÅÃÇé Ã ¯ÇÂÁÅ Ã ¹êé¶ íÇÂÁÅ ÇíÖÅðÆ¨éðêÇå Â ¶Õ ° ÇÃ ¿ØÅÃÇé Ã ¯ÇÂÁÅ Ã ¹êé¶ íÇÂÁÅ ÇíÖÅðÆ¨éðêÇå Â ¶Õ ° ÇÃ ¿ØÅÃÇé Ã ¯ÇÂÁÅ Ã ¹êé¶ íÇÂÁÅ ÇíÖÅðÆ¨éðêÇå Â ¶Õ ° ÇÃ ¿ØÅÃÇé Ã ¯ÇÂÁÅ Ã ¹êé¶ íÇÂÁÅ ÇíÖÅðÆ¨éðêÇå Â ¶Õ ° ÇÃ ¿ØÅÃÇé Ã ¯ÇÂÁÅ Ã ¹êé¶ íÇÂÁÅ ÇíÖÅðÆ¨
AMg  - FEG - FEG - FEG - FEG - FEG

A king goes to sleep while sitting on his throne and
experiences a dream. In that dream he becomes poor and
starves. But when he wakes up, he finds himself  on the
throne. Similar is our fate -

“Separated from the throne, the King was tormented greatly.
Similar is fate of man.”

ÁÛå ðÅÜ ÇìÛ°ðå ç¹Ö ¹ êÅÇÂÁÅ Ã ¯ ×Çå íÂÆ ÔîÅðÆ¨ÁÛå ðÅÜ ÇìÛ°ðå ç¹Ö ¹ êÅÇÂÁÅ Ã ¯ ×Çå íÂÆ ÔîÅðÆ¨ÁÛå ðÅÜ ÇìÛ°ðå ç¹Ö ¹ êÅÇÂÁÅ Ã ¯ ×Çå íÂÆ ÔîÅðÆ¨ÁÛå ðÅÜ ÇìÛ°ðå ç¹Ö ¹ êÅÇÂÁÅ Ã ¯ ×Çå íÂÆ ÔîÅðÆ¨ÁÛå ðÅÜ ÇìÛ°ðå ç¹Ö ¹ êÅÇÂÁÅ Ã ¯ ×Çå íÂÆ ÔîÅðÆ¨
AMg  - FEG - FEG - FEG - FEG - FEG

We are spiritual princes, but feel ourselves to be feeble
beings. It is called state of  awakening. Going to the offices,
educating the children, purchasing land and property are also
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in a dream. It is a mental state and looks to be true. In this
regard I may narrate my personal story.

Once I went to a village as a guest in my car. Near that
village lived a friend of  my childhood. His name was Watna.
He used to drive a tonga from the village to Goraya Railway
station and vice versa. He was quite considerate towards me.
Whenever I happened to reach Goraya by train he would enter
my compartment and bring out my luggage and place it in
his a tonga. He never charged fare from me. So, I had respect
for him in my mind. I thought I must meet him. By that time
I had been able to increase my property sufficiently in U. P.
and I purchased several cars. I decided to help that poor man
quite liberally. When I went to his house I found the door
of his house locked from outside. But he was in the house.
He saw me from the window and recognized me. He called
me aloud, “Please come in.” I stood near the window and
found him in chains. He said, “You know me. I was king of
this area. I have been dethroned. My queen has been
imprisoned. My castle has also been occupied. Now I have
only one sofa on which you can sit. Just open the door from
outside. Then he himself said, "There is no use of opening
the door. I have been arrested and imprisoned. I was still
talking to him when some one cried aloud that I should not
go near Watna. He had become insane. At that time I found
a farmer loading his cart with saline earth. Sparing me Watna
started giving filthy abuses to the farmer. He was saying only
one thing, “You are demolishing the walls of  my castle and
are trying to remove my treasure, hidden therein.” Hearing him
I realized that mutual relations can sustain as long as the
brain is all right. To become insane is a mental state which
comes due to the developing of some defect in the brain. But
the realized souls who live in an elevated state, called Turiya
Avastha” (Transcendental state) is the opposite side of  the
brain, where this whole world appears to be a form of  God.
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This state is also called Tatav Avastha also by the great saints.
There are many states of the brain. One state of brain is
called Jagrat Avastha (Waking). The state of  dreaming during
sleep is called “Suppan Avastha” sound sleep is called
“Sakhopat State”. This sound sleep is also watched by some
one present in this body. He tells us that he had no dreams
and had sound sleep. That is called “Sakhi Avastha”. So, in
this body the “Turiya Avastha”, which is higher than “Waking”;
“Dreaming” and “Sakhopat” states is actually detached from the
mammon completely. But holy assembly! Whatever I say, these
words can help knowing the real self of man. At that stage
“Iness” does not exist. There is common intelligence with
which the working of  the world continues. It comprises good
and bad thinking. Both help understanding the working of  the
world. Then there is another understanding, called ‘Sidh” and
“Sudh” (spiritual comprehension). It is above all other
intelligences. About this it is written -

“When there is worldly wisdom how can there be spiritual
strength? Now (when I have spiritual wisdom), the temporal
strength cannot abide.
Says Kabir, God has taken away my worldly wisdom and I
have obtained perfection instead.”

Üì ì¹Çè Ô ¯åÆ åì ì« ÕËÃÅ Áì ì¹Çè ì« é ÖàÅÂÆ¨Üì ì¹Çè Ô ¯åÆ åì ì« ÕËÃÅ Áì ì¹Çè ì« é ÖàÅÂÆ¨Üì ì¹Çè Ô ¯åÆ åì ì« ÕËÃÅ Áì ì¹Çè ì« é ÖàÅÂÆ¨Üì ì¹Çè Ô ¯åÆ åì ì« ÕËÃÅ Áì ì¹Çè ì« é ÖàÅÂÆ¨Üì ì¹Çè Ô ¯åÆ åì ì« ÕËÃÅ Áì ì¹Çè ì« é ÖàÅÂÆ¨
ÕÇÔ ÕìÆð ì¹Çè ÔÇð ñÂÆ î¶ðÆ ì ¹Çè ìçñÆ ÇÃÇè êÅÂÆ¨ÕÇÔ ÕìÆð ì¹Çè ÔÇð ñÂÆ î¶ðÆ ì ¹Çè ìçñÆ ÇÃÇè êÅÂÆ¨ÕÇÔ ÕìÆð ì¹Çè ÔÇð ñÂÆ î¶ðÆ ì ¹Çè ìçñÆ ÇÃÇè êÅÂÆ¨ÕÇÔ ÕìÆð ì¹Çè ÔÇð ñÂÆ î¶ðÆ ì ¹Çè ìçñÆ ÇÃÇè êÅÂÆ¨ÕÇÔ ÕìÆð ì¹Çè ÔÇð ñÂÆ î¶ðÆ ì ¹Çè ìçñÆ ÇÃÇè êÅÂÆ¨

AMg  - CCI - CCI - CCI - CCI - CCI
There inner consciousness, intellect, soul and understanding
are moulded afresh
There the genius of the pious persons and men of occult
powers is moulded anew.

ÇåæË ØóÆÁË Ã ¹ðÇå îÇå îÇé ì¹Çè¨ÇåæË ØóÆÁË Ã ¹ðÇå îÇå îÇé ì¹Çè¨ÇåæË ØóÆÁË Ã ¹ðÇå îÇå îÇé ì¹Çè¨ÇåæË ØóÆÁË Ã ¹ðÇå îÇå îÇé ì¹Çè¨ÇåæË ØóÆÁË Ã ¹ðÇå îÇå îÇé ì¹Çè¨
ÇåæË ØóÆÁË Ã ¹ðÅ ÇÃèÅ ÕÆ Ã ¹Çè¨ÇåæË ØóÆÁË Ã ¹ðÅ ÇÃèÅ ÕÆ Ã ¹Çè¨ÇåæË ØóÆÁË Ã ¹ðÅ ÇÃèÅ ÕÆ Ã ¹Çè¨ÇåæË ØóÆÁË Ã ¹ðÅ ÇÃèÅ ÕÆ Ã ¹Çè¨ÇåæË ØóÆÁË Ã ¹ðÅ ÇÃèÅ ÕÆ Ã ¹Çè¨                          AMg  - H - H - H - H - H

This super intelligence is called “Atam Vishaini” (Soul
penetrating). We cannot understand spiritual sermons with
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worldly wisdom. Because human wisdom cannot fly out of
the circle of Haumai. Bhai Vir Singh Ji has hinted at this state
of mind -

“On the elevations, where, wisdom has burnt its feathers.
Mind flies repeatedly on those heights.
With unseen cup, when lips touch there;
Love and ecstasy bring sweet swayings.
The learned prevents and calls us superstitious.
Those who fly beyond wisdom got perished.
Oh learned! you remain imprisoned in the realm of
intelligence.
We have created friendship in the realm of ecstacy."

ÇÜé·» À°ÚÝÅÂÆÁ» À°å ¯ º  Òì ¹ ¼èÆÓ Ö ³í ÃÅó ã¼áÆ,ÇÜé·» À°ÚÝÅÂÆÁ» À°å ¯ º  Òì ¹ ¼èÆÓ Ö ³í ÃÅó ã¼áÆ,ÇÜé·» À°ÚÝÅÂÆÁ» À°å ¯ º  Òì ¹ ¼èÆÓ Ö ³í ÃÅó ã¼áÆ,ÇÜé·» À°ÚÝÅÂÆÁ» À°å ¯ º  Òì ¹ ¼èÆÓ Ö ³í ÃÅó ã¼áÆ,ÇÜé·» À°ÚÝÅÂÆÁ» À°å ¯ º  Òì ¹ ¼èÆÓ Ö ³í ÃÅó ã¼áÆ,
î ¼ñ ¯ î ¼ñÆ úæ¶ Ççñ îÅðçÅ À°âÅðÆÁ»Íî ¼ñ ¯ î ¼ñÆ úæ¶ Ççñ îÅðçÅ À°âÅðÆÁ»Íî ¼ñ ¯ î ¼ñÆ úæ¶ Ççñ îÅðçÅ À°âÅðÆÁ»Íî ¼ñ ¯ î ¼ñÆ úæ¶ Ççñ îÅðçÅ À°âÅðÆÁ»Íî ¼ñ ¯ î ¼ñÆ úæ¶ Ççñ îÅðçÅ À°âÅðÆÁ»Í
êÝÅñ¶ ÁäÇâ¼á ¶ éÅñ, ì ¹ ¼ñ ñ¼× ÜÅä úæ¶,êÝÅñ¶ ÁäÇâ¼á ¶ éÅñ, ì ¹ ¼ñ ñ¼× ÜÅä úæ¶,êÝÅñ¶ ÁäÇâ¼á ¶ éÅñ, ì ¹ ¼ñ ñ¼× ÜÅä úæ¶,êÝÅñ¶ ÁäÇâ¼á ¶ éÅñ, ì ¹ ¼ñ ñ¼× ÜÅä úæ¶,êÝÅñ¶ ÁäÇâ¼á ¶ éÅñ, ì ¹ ¼ñ ñ¼× ÜÅä úæ¶,
ðÃ å¶ Ãð Èð Úó· ¶ ,  Þ È ¿î» ÁÅÀ°ä êÝÅðÆÁ»ÍðÃ å¶ Ãð Èð Úó· ¶ ,  Þ È ¿î» ÁÅÀ°ä êÝÅðÆÁ»ÍðÃ å¶ Ãð Èð Úó· ¶ ,  Þ È ¿î» ÁÅÀ°ä êÝÅðÆÁ»ÍðÃ å¶ Ãð Èð Úó· ¶ ,  Þ È ¿î» ÁÅÀ°ä êÝÅðÆÁ»ÍðÃ å¶ Ãð Èð Úó· ¶ ,  Þ È ¿î» ÁÅÀ°ä êÝÅðÆÁ»Í
Ò×ÝÅéÆÓ ÃÅù Ô ¯óçÅ å¶ Ò ÒòÇÔîÆ ã¯ñÅÓÓ ÁÅÖçÅ Â ¶,Ò×ÝÅéÆÓ ÃÅù Ô ¯óçÅ å¶ Ò ÒòÇÔîÆ ã¯ñÅÓÓ ÁÅÖçÅ Â ¶,Ò×ÝÅéÆÓ ÃÅù Ô ¯óçÅ å¶ Ò ÒòÇÔîÆ ã¯ñÅÓÓ ÁÅÖçÅ Â ¶,Ò×ÝÅéÆÓ ÃÅù Ô ¯óçÅ å¶ Ò ÒòÇÔîÆ ã¯ñÅÓÓ ÁÅÖçÅ Â ¶,Ò×ÝÅéÆÓ ÃÅù Ô ¯óçÅ å¶ Ò ÒòÇÔîÆ ã¯ñÅÓÓ ÁÅÖçÅ Â ¶,
Ò ÒîÅð ¶  ×Â¶ ÇÜé·» ñÅÂÆÁ» ì ¹è ¯ º  êÅð åÅðÆÁ»ÍÓÓÒ ÒîÅð ¶  ×Â¶ ÇÜé·» ñÅÂÆÁ» ì ¹è ¯ º  êÅð åÅðÆÁ»ÍÓÓÒ ÒîÅð ¶  ×Â¶ ÇÜé·» ñÅÂÆÁ» ì ¹è ¯ º  êÅð åÅðÆÁ»ÍÓÓÒ ÒîÅð ¶  ×Â¶ ÇÜé·» ñÅÂÆÁ» ì ¹è ¯ º  êÅð åÅðÆÁ»ÍÓÓÒ ÒîÅð ¶  ×Â¶ ÇÜé·» ñÅÂÆÁ» ì ¹è ¯ º  êÅð åÅðÆÁ»ÍÓÓ
Ò Òì Ëá ò¶ Ç×ÁÅéÆ! ì ¹ ¼èÆ î ³âñ¶ çÆ ÕËç ÇòÚ,ÒÒì Ëá ò¶ Ç×ÁÅéÆ! ì ¹ ¼èÆ î ³âñ¶ çÆ ÕËç ÇòÚ,ÒÒì Ëá ò¶ Ç×ÁÅéÆ! ì ¹ ¼èÆ î ³âñ¶ çÆ ÕËç ÇòÚ,ÒÒì Ëá ò¶ Ç×ÁÅéÆ! ì ¹ ¼èÆ î ³âñ¶ çÆ ÕËç ÇòÚ,ÒÒì Ëá ò¶ Ç×ÁÅéÆ! ì ¹ ¼èÆ î ³âñ¶ çÆ ÕËç ÇòÚ,
Òòñòñ¶ ç ¶ ç ¶ôÓ ÃÅâÆÁ» ñ¼× ×ÂÆÁ» ïÅðÆÁ»ÍÓÓÒòñòñ¶ ç ¶ ç ¶ôÓ ÃÅâÆÁ» ñ¼× ×ÂÆÁ» ïÅðÆÁ»ÍÓÓÒòñòñ¶ ç ¶ ç ¶ôÓ ÃÅâÆÁ» ñ¼× ×ÂÆÁ» ïÅðÆÁ»ÍÓÓÒòñòñ¶ ç ¶ ç ¶ôÓ ÃÅâÆÁ» ñ¼× ×ÂÆÁ» ïÅðÆÁ»ÍÓÓÒòñòñ¶ ç ¶ ç ¶ôÓ ÃÅâÆÁ» ñ¼× ×ÂÆÁ» ïÅðÆÁ»ÍÓÓ

âÅ. íÅÂÆ òÆð ÇÃ ¿Ø ÜÆâÅ. íÅÂÆ òÆð ÇÃ ¿Ø ÜÆâÅ. íÅÂÆ òÆð ÇÃ ¿Ø ÜÆâÅ. íÅÂÆ òÆð ÇÃ ¿Ø ÜÆâÅ. íÅÂÆ òÆð ÇÃ ¿Ø ÜÆ
The realm of excitement is in reality the “Vishaini Budhi”

or superb intelligence. There is difference of  words only. The
philosophic sermons of  Guru Granth Sahib are beyond the
limits of worldly wisdom. These can be understood with
“Vishaini Buddhi”. So, the company of  realized souls is most
essential. They make us understand these difficult things in
most easy manner.

Guru Maharaj has told us in today’s “Hukamnama”
(Divine Order) that where preparations are being made to
meet God, there come the holy saints for giving
congratulations. Relationship is established by becoming
members of  the marriage party. After the marriage an
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opportunity is obtained to become a light (Jot). The way to
achieve it has been fully explained in this hymn. The hymn
is quite lengthy. So, ponder over it at leisure. In this hymn
has been explained the stage where the soul meets the Guru
and is quite close to meeting God. We do not know about
Guru. We also do not know as to how we can meet him.
Then how does the Guru work with us? As we live in the
outer world, we do not know the inner world.

At that place the saints assembled and the preparation
was completed. But how did it happen? It happened with
single minded devotion and treading that path. It is very
essential to achieve complete concentration of mind. It is
almost impossible due to the presence of limitless thoughts
which have to be abandoned and the support of  the “Word”
is to be obtained. Then by acquiring the support of  the Guru,
the word speaks within -

“The Guru is ever with me and near me.
I continuously contemplate over and ever remember Him.”

×¹ð ¹ î ¶ð Ë  Ã ¿ Ç× ÃçÅ Ô Ë éÅñ¶¨×¹ð ¹  î ¶ð Ë  Ã ¿ Ç× ÃçÅ Ô Ë éÅñ¶¨×¹ð ¹  î ¶ð Ë  Ã ¿ Ç× ÃçÅ Ô Ë éÅñ¶¨×¹ð ¹  î ¶ð Ë  Ã ¿ Ç× ÃçÅ Ô Ë éÅñ¶¨×¹ð ¹  î ¶ð Ë  Ã ¿ Ç× ÃçÅ Ô Ë éÅñ¶¨
ÇÃîÇð ÇÃîÇð ÇåÃ¹ ÃçÅ ÃîÅñ¶¨ÇÃîÇð ÇÃîÇð ÇåÃ¹ ÃçÅ ÃîÅñ¶¨ÇÃîÇð ÇÃîÇð ÇåÃ¹ ÃçÅ ÃîÅñ¶¨ÇÃîÇð ÇÃîÇð ÇåÃ¹ ÃçÅ ÃîÅñ¶¨ÇÃîÇð ÇÃîÇð ÇåÃ¹ ÃçÅ ÃîÅñ¶¨ AMg  - CID - CID - CID - CID - CID

Physical Guru cannot remain with the devotee always. Then
who is the Guru, who remains always with the devotee. In
this regard Guru Ji guides us -

“The Word is my Guru, whose meditation, I, His disciple,
greatly love.”

Ãìç¹ ×¹ð È  Ã ¹ðÇå è ¹Çé Ú¶ñÅ¨Ãìç¹ ×¹ð È  Ã ¹ðÇå è ¹Çé Ú¶ñÅ¨Ãìç¹ ×¹ð È  Ã ¹ðÇå è ¹Çé Ú¶ñÅ¨Ãìç¹ ×¹ð È  Ã ¹ðÇå è ¹Çé Ú¶ñÅ¨Ãìç¹ ×¹ð È  Ã ¹ðÇå è ¹Çé Ú¶ñÅ¨ AMg  - IDC - IDC - IDC - IDC - IDC
Now we do not know as to what “Word” is? The whole world
is manifestation of  the “Word”. Bhai Gurdas Ji says -

The Formless Lord became manifested and is called infinite
Ekankar.
From Ekankar arose the sound “Oankar” and the whole
creation emerged with various names and forms.”
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Çéð ¿ÕÅð ÁÅÕÅð Ô ¯ÇÂ Â ¶Õ ¿ÕÅð ÁêÅð ÃçÅïÅ¨Çéð¿ÕÅð ÁÅÕÅð Ô ¯ÇÂ Â ¶Õ ¿ÕÅð ÁêÅð ÃçÅïÅ¨Çéð¿ÕÅð ÁÅÕÅð Ô ¯ÇÂ Â ¶Õ ¿ÕÅð ÁêÅð ÃçÅïÅ¨Çéð¿ÕÅð ÁÅÕÅð Ô ¯ÇÂ Â ¶Õ ¿ÕÅð ÁêÅð ÃçÅïÅ¨Çéð¿ÕÅð ÁÅÕÅð Ô ¯ÇÂ Â ¶Õ ¿ÕÅð ÁêÅð ÃçÅïÅ¨
Â¶Õ ¿ÕÅðÔ¹ ¿  ôìç è¹é úÁ³ÕÅð ÁÕÅð ìéÅïÅ¨Â¶Õ ¿ÕÅðÔ¹ ¿  ôìç è¹é úÁ³ÕÅð ÁÕÅð ìéÅïÅ¨Â¶Õ ¿ÕÅðÔ¹ ¿  ôìç è¹é úÁ³ÕÅð ÁÕÅð ìéÅïÅ¨Â¶Õ ¿ÕÅðÔ¹ ¿  ôìç è¹é úÁ³ÕÅð ÁÕÅð ìéÅïÅ¨Â¶Õ ¿ÕÅðÔ¹ ¿  ôìç è¹é úÁ³ÕÅð ÁÕÅð ìéÅïÅ¨

 íÅÂÆ ×¹ðçÅÃ ÜÆ, òÅð BF/B íÅÂÆ ×¹ðçÅÃ ÜÆ, òÅð BF/B íÅÂÆ ×¹ðçÅÃ ÜÆ, òÅð BF/B íÅÂÆ ×¹ðçÅÃ ÜÆ, òÅð BF/B íÅÂÆ ×¹ðçÅÃ ÜÆ, òÅð BF/B
So Ekankar is the Creator of the world. From Nirankar

(Formless), He became Ekankar (Manifested). He is present
in each person; He is afraid of none; He created death or
time. But He is above time and death. He is an active Being.
But He can be attained with the kindness of the perfect
Guru. From Ekankar arose the sound and the whole creation
emerged -

“With His command the creation came into existence. His
order cannot be narrated.
With His fiat the souls come into being and with His fiat
greatness is obtained.
By His command the mortals are made high and low and by
His written command they obtain weal and woe.
Some obtain gifts through His order and some through His
order are ever made to wander in transmigration.
All are subject to His fiat and none is exempt from His fiat.
O Nanak! If man were to understand Lord’s fiat, then no one
would take pride.

Ô¹ÕîÆ Ô ¯òÇé ÁÅÕÅð Ô ¹Õî¹ é ÕÇÔÁÅ ÜÅÂÆ¨Ô¹ÕîÆ Ô ¯òÇé ÁÅÕÅð Ô ¹Õî¹ é ÕÇÔÁÅ ÜÅÂÆ¨Ô¹ÕîÆ Ô ¯òÇé ÁÅÕÅð Ô ¹Õî¹ é ÕÇÔÁÅ ÜÅÂÆ¨Ô¹ÕîÆ Ô ¯òÇé ÁÅÕÅð Ô ¹Õî¹ é ÕÇÔÁÅ ÜÅÂÆ¨Ô¹ÕîÆ Ô ¯òÇé ÁÅÕÅð Ô ¹Õî¹ é ÕÇÔÁÅ ÜÅÂÆ¨
Ô¹ÕîÆ Ô ¯òÇé ÜÆÁ Ô¹ÕÇî ÇîñË òÇâÁÅÂÆ¨Ô¹ÕîÆ Ô ¯òÇé ÜÆÁ Ô¹ÕÇî ÇîñË òÇâÁÅÂÆ¨Ô¹ÕîÆ Ô ¯òÇé ÜÆÁ Ô¹ÕÇî ÇîñË òÇâÁÅÂÆ¨Ô¹ÕîÆ Ô ¯òÇé ÜÆÁ Ô¹ÕÇî ÇîñË òÇâÁÅÂÆ¨Ô¹ÕîÆ Ô ¯òÇé ÜÆÁ Ô¹ÕÇî ÇîñË òÇâÁÅÂÆ¨
Ô¹ÕîÆ À°åî¹ éÆÚ¹ Ô ¹ÕÇî ÇñÇÖ ç¹Ö Ã ¹Ö êÅÂÆÁÇÔ¨Ô¹ÕîÆ À°åî¹ éÆÚ¹ Ô ¹ÕÇî ÇñÇÖ ç¹Ö Ã ¹Ö êÅÂÆÁÇÔ¨Ô¹ÕîÆ À°åî¹ éÆÚ¹ Ô ¹ÕÇî ÇñÇÖ ç¹Ö Ã ¹Ö êÅÂÆÁÇÔ¨Ô¹ÕîÆ À°åî¹ éÆÚ¹ Ô ¹ÕÇî ÇñÇÖ ç¹Ö Ã ¹Ö êÅÂÆÁÇÔ¨Ô¹ÕîÆ À°åî¹ éÆÚ¹ Ô ¹ÕÇî ÇñÇÖ ç¹Ö Ã ¹Ö êÅÂÆÁÇÔ¨
ÇÂÕéÅ Ô ¹ÕîÆ ìÖÃÆÃ ÇÂÇÕ Ô¹ÕîÆ ÃçÅ íòÅÂÆÁÇÔ¨ÇÂÕéÅ Ô ¹ÕîÆ ìÖÃÆÃ ÇÂÇÕ Ô¹ÕîÆ ÃçÅ íòÅÂÆÁÇÔ¨ÇÂÕéÅ Ô ¹ÕîÆ ìÖÃÆÃ ÇÂÇÕ Ô¹ÕîÆ ÃçÅ íòÅÂÆÁÇÔ¨ÇÂÕéÅ Ô ¹ÕîÆ ìÖÃÆÃ ÇÂÇÕ Ô¹ÕîÆ ÃçÅ íòÅÂÆÁÇÔ¨ÇÂÕéÅ Ô ¹ÕîÆ ìÖÃÆÃ ÇÂÇÕ Ô¹ÕîÆ ÃçÅ íòÅÂÆÁÇÔ¨
Ô¹ÕîË Á³çÇð Ãí¹ Õ ¯ ìÅÔÇð Ô ¹Õî é Õ¯ÇÂ¨Ô¹ÕîË Á³çÇð Ãí¹ Õ ¯ ìÅÔÇð Ô ¹Õî é Õ¯ÇÂ¨Ô¹ÕîË Á³çÇð Ãí¹ Õ ¯ ìÅÔÇð Ô ¹Õî é Õ¯ÇÂ¨Ô¹ÕîË Á³çÇð Ãí¹ Õ ¯ ìÅÔÇð Ô ¹Õî é Õ¯ÇÂ¨Ô¹ÕîË Á³çÇð Ãí¹ Õ ¯ ìÅÔÇð Ô ¹Õî é Õ¯ÇÂ¨
éÅéÕ Ô¹ÕîË Ü ¶ ì ¹Þ Ë  å ÔÀ°î Ë ÕÔË é Õ¯ÇÂ¨éÅéÕ Ô¹ÕîË Ü ¶ ì ¹Þ Ë  å ÔÀ°î Ë ÕÔË é Õ¯ÇÂ¨éÅéÕ Ô¹ÕîË Ü ¶ ì ¹Þ Ë  å ÔÀ°î Ë ÕÔË é Õ¯ÇÂ¨éÅéÕ Ô¹ÕîË Ü ¶ ì ¹Þ Ë  å ÔÀ°î Ë ÕÔË é Õ¯ÇÂ¨éÅéÕ Ô¹ÕîË Ü ¶ ì ¹Þ Ë  å ÔÀ°î Ë ÕÔË é Õ¯ÇÂ¨           AMg  - A - A - A - A - A

All creations, forms, shades, distinguishing signs, marks,
were made. But Ekankar is without form, colour,
distinguishing signs or marks and garbs. He is without caste
and lineage. If someone asks what is that thing, which is
without form, colour, distinguishing marks or signs? What is
that energy? We make use of  remote control for the working
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of  Television set lying at great distance. Similarly remote
controls are functioning of  the machinery at millions of  miles.
We do not see the energy of  those remote controls. But those
are working. Similarly Waheguru Ji (God) is there, even
without form, colour and distinguishing marks and garbs. But
there is none without Him. Nor there shall be anyone else
except Him. The being and the might of “Nam” have also
originated from Him -

“True in the prime, True in the beginning of ages, True He is
even now and True He verily, shall be, O Nanak!

ÁÅÇç ÃÚ¹ Ü ¹×ÅÇç ÃÚ¹¨ Ô Ë íÆ ÃÚ¹ éÅéÕ Ô¯ÃÆ íÆ ÃÚ¹¨ÁÅÇç ÃÚ¹ Ü ¹×ÅÇç ÃÚ¹¨ Ô Ë íÆ ÃÚ¹ éÅéÕ Ô¯ÃÆ íÆ ÃÚ¹¨ÁÅÇç ÃÚ¹ Ü ¹×ÅÇç ÃÚ¹¨ Ô Ë íÆ ÃÚ¹ éÅéÕ Ô¯ÃÆ íÆ ÃÚ¹¨ÁÅÇç ÃÚ¹ Ü ¹×ÅÇç ÃÚ¹¨ Ô Ë íÆ ÃÚ¹ éÅéÕ Ô¯ÃÆ íÆ ÃÚ¹¨ÁÅÇç ÃÚ¹ Ü ¹×ÅÇç ÃÚ¹¨ Ô Ë íÆ ÃÚ¹ éÅéÕ Ô¯ÃÆ íÆ ÃÚ¹¨
          AMg  - A - A - A - A - A

He Himself is present in the world, still He is aloof from
the world.

“He watches everything sitting aloof.”

............ìËáÅ ò¶Ö Ë òÇÖ ÇÂÕ¶ñÅ¨............ìËáÅ ò¶Ö Ë òÇÖ ÇÂÕ¶ñÅ¨............ìËáÅ ò¶Ö Ë òÇÖ ÇÂÕ¶ñÅ¨............ìËáÅ ò¶Ö Ë òÇÖ ÇÂÕ¶ñÅ¨............ìËáÅ ò¶Ö Ë òÇÖ ÇÂÕ¶ñÅ¨      AMg  - GBC - GBC - GBC - GBC - GBC
He is the closest. He is the farthest. Similarly the

energies of nature, which are not visible are quite astonishing
in their working. With the mobile telephones we can talk to
any one even while sitting in the car. What is that with the
pressing of which the ring passes on to the other side.
Similarly the Lord is watching His sport without form, colour,
marks and garb from both ends. He Himself  destroys His
sport at His will. He nourishes all. He does everything
Himself. But the being is under the shadow of mammon. He,
therefore, thinks that he is doing everything. So the “Dhuni”
sound of Oankar arose -

“In the beginning the sound of Oankar arose;
And that sound pervades the whole universe.”

êÌæî úÁ³ÕÅð Çåé ÕÔÅ Ã ¯ è ¹é ê Èð Ü×å î¯ ðÔÅÍê Ìæî úÁ³ÕÅð Çåé ÕÔÅ Ã ¯ è ¹é ê Èð Ü×å î¯ ðÔÅÍê Ìæî úÁ³ÕÅð Çåé ÕÔÅ Ã ¯ è ¹é ê Èð Ü×å î¯ ðÔÅÍê Ìæî úÁ³ÕÅð Çåé ÕÔÅ Ã ¯ è ¹é ê Èð Ü×å î¯ ðÔÅÍê Ìæî úÁ³ÕÅð Çåé ÕÔÅ Ã ¯ è ¹é ê Èð Ü×å î¯ ðÔÅÍ
êÅåôÅÔÆ 10êÅåôÅÔÆ 10êÅåôÅÔÆ 10êÅåôÅÔÆ 10êÅåôÅÔÆ 10

That original word was named as “Oankar”. Without a
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Name we do not understand anything. Name is given to
identify the article. Still both are different; the “Name” and
the article. As the name poison. But the thing which
adversely affects body, when eaten, is actually poison.
Similarly the divine sound, which pervades the whole world,
is the source of all articles, all sciences, all knowledges and
all happiness. When we peep inside with the force of
Gurmantar and by becoming single minded, then we hear the
unstruck sound and the divine light appears. Above all the
insight appears and clears the path to reach the court of God.
At that place the being loses its identity. His Holiness says -

“O ignorant man, forget thou thy haughty intellect.
Still thou thy ego, meditate on God in thy heart, and within
thy mind gather thou the virtues of the sublime virtuous
Lord.”

í¯ÇñÁÅ ÔÀ°î Ë Ã ¹ðÇå ÇòÃÅÇð¨í¯ÇñÁÅ ÔÀ°î Ë Ã ¹ðÇå ÇòÃÅÇð¨í¯ÇñÁÅ ÔÀ°î Ë Ã ¹ðÇå ÇòÃÅÇð¨í¯ÇñÁÅ ÔÀ°î Ë Ã ¹ðÇå ÇòÃÅÇð¨í¯ÇñÁÅ ÔÀ°î Ë Ã ¹ðÇå ÇòÃÅÇð¨
ÔÀ°î Ë îÅÇð ìÆÚÅÇð îé ×¹ä ÇòÇÚ ×¹ä° ñ Ë ÃÅÇð¨ÔÀ°î Ë îÅÇð ìÆÚÅÇð îé ×¹ä ÇòÇÚ ×¹ä° ñ Ë ÃÅÇð¨ÔÀ°î Ë îÅÇð ìÆÚÅÇð îé ×¹ä ÇòÇÚ ×¹ä° ñ Ë ÃÅÇð¨ÔÀ°î Ë îÅÇð ìÆÚÅÇð îé ×¹ä ÇòÇÚ ×¹ä° ñ Ë ÃÅÇð¨ÔÀ°î Ë îÅÇð ìÆÚÅÇð îé ×¹ä ÇòÇÚ ×¹ä° ñ Ë ÃÅÇð¨

AMg  - AAFH - AAFH - AAFH - AAFH - AAFH
But what does man say? “These are my sons, daughters,

relations, friends and enemies. These are my co-religionists;
and these belong to other religions.” Why does he create
divisions, especially when the Lord is playing in His various
forms? The relations should not be established. In the net of
“Haumai” (pride) man perishes. Contrarily we know our real
self when towards the prime word or Shabad Brahm, our
inner consciousness reaches -

“There inner consciousness, intellect, soul and understanding
are moulded.
There the genius of the pious persons and men of occult
powers is moulded (anew).

ÇåæË ØóÆÁË Ã ¹ðÇå îÇå îÇé ì¹Çè¨ÇåæË ØóÆÁË Ã ¹ðÇå îÇå îÇé ì¹Çè¨ÇåæË ØóÆÁË Ã ¹ðÇå îÇå îÇé ì¹Çè¨ÇåæË ØóÆÁË Ã ¹ðÇå îÇå îÇé ì¹Çè¨ÇåæË ØóÆÁË Ã ¹ðÇå îÇå îÇé ì¹Çè¨
ÇåæË ØóÆÁË Ã ¹ðÅ ÇÃèÅ ÕÆ Ã ¹Çè¨ÇåæË ØóÆÁË Ã ¹ðÅ ÇÃèÅ ÕÆ Ã ¹Çè¨ÇåæË ØóÆÁË Ã ¹ðÅ ÇÃèÅ ÕÆ Ã ¹Çè¨ÇåæË ØóÆÁË Ã ¹ðÅ ÇÃèÅ ÕÆ Ã ¹Çè¨ÇåæË ØóÆÁË Ã ¹ðÅ ÇÃèÅ ÕÆ Ã ¹Çè¨                          AMg  - H - H - H - H - H

There man realizes his nothingness. He finds God playing
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his sport in all the four directions. So, all our efforts to awake
early in the morning listening to Kirtan (holy singing) of Asa-
Di-Vaar after covering long distances, enjoying elevated flights
with concentration of  mind, recitation of  the hymns of  Guru
Granth Sahib, hearing the holy sermons of  the saints, are not
futile exercises. It is neither a rite nor a custom nor ritualism.
It is a way through which you have to reach the realm of
the “Name” and achieve spiritual supreme wisdom. At that
place man affirms his nothingness -

'I am nothing, everything is thine, O Lord.
Here Thou art the Absolute Lord and there the Related One.
Betwixt the two, Thou playest Thy play, O my Lord.
Thou Thyself art within the city and Thyself without it as
well.
Thou, O my Lord, abidest everywhere.
Thou Thyself art the king and Thyself the subject. At one
place Thou art the Lord and at another the slave.
From whom should I hide and with whom should I practise
fraud? Wheresoever I see there I see the Lord just near me.
I have met with Guru Nanak, the saint's embodiment.
When the water drop merges with the ocean, its separateness
can be discerned not.”

îË éÅÔÆ ê Ìí Ãí¹ ÇÕÛ° å ¶ðÅ¨îË éÅÔÆ ê Ìí Ãí¹ ÇÕÛ° å ¶ðÅ¨îË éÅÔÆ ê Ìí Ãí¹ ÇÕÛ° å ¶ðÅ¨îË éÅÔÆ ê Ìí Ãí¹ ÇÕÛ° å ¶ðÅ¨îË éÅÔÆ ê Ìí Ãí¹ ÇÕÛ° å ¶ðÅ¨
ÂÆØË Çéð×¹é À±ØË Ãð×¹éÂÆØË Çéð×¹é À±ØË Ãð×¹éÂÆØË Çéð×¹é À±ØË Ãð×¹éÂÆØË Çéð×¹é À±ØË Ãð×¹éÂÆØË Çéð×¹é À±ØË Ãð×¹é
Õ¶ñ Õðå ÇìÇÚ Ã ¹ÁÅîÆ î ¶ðÅ¨Õ¶ñ Õðå ÇìÇÚ Ã ¹ÁÅîÆ î ¶ðÅ¨Õ¶ñ Õðå ÇìÇÚ Ã ¹ÁÅîÆ î ¶ðÅ¨Õ¶ñ Õðå ÇìÇÚ Ã ¹ÁÅîÆ î ¶ðÅ¨Õ¶ñ Õðå ÇìÇÚ Ã ¹ÁÅîÆ î ¶ðÅ¨
é×ð îÇÔ ÁÅÇê ìÅÔÇð ë ¹Çé ÁÅêéé×ð îÇÔ ÁÅÇê ìÅÔÇð ë ¹Çé ÁÅêéé×ð îÇÔ ÁÅÇê ìÅÔÇð ë ¹Çé ÁÅêéé×ð îÇÔ ÁÅÇê ìÅÔÇð ë ¹Çé ÁÅêéé×ð îÇÔ ÁÅÇê ìÅÔÇð ë ¹Çé ÁÅêé
êzí î ¶ð ¶  Õ ¯ Ã×ñ ìÃ¶ðÅ¨êzí î ¶ð ¶  Õ ¯ Ã×ñ ìÃ¶ðÅ¨êzí î ¶ð ¶  Õ ¯ Ã×ñ ìÃ¶ðÅ¨êzí î ¶ð ¶  Õ ¯ Ã×ñ ìÃ¶ðÅ¨êzí î ¶ð ¶  Õ ¯ Ã×ñ ìÃ¶ðÅ¨
ÁÅê¶ ÔÆ ðÅÜé° ÁÅê¶ ÔÆ ðÅÇÂÁÅÁÅê¶ ÔÆ ðÅÜé° ÁÅê¶ ÔÆ ðÅÇÂÁÅÁÅê¶ ÔÆ ðÅÜé° ÁÅê¶ ÔÆ ðÅÇÂÁÅÁÅê¶ ÔÆ ðÅÜé° ÁÅê¶ ÔÆ ðÅÇÂÁÅÁÅê¶ ÔÆ ðÅÜé° ÁÅê¶ ÔÆ ðÅÇÂÁÅ
ÕÔ ÕÔ áÅÕ°ð ¹  ÕÔ ÕÔ Ú¶ðÅ¨ÕÔ ÕÔ áÅÕ°ð ¹  ÕÔ ÕÔ Ú¶ðÅ¨ÕÔ ÕÔ áÅÕ°ð ¹  ÕÔ ÕÔ Ú¶ðÅ¨ÕÔ ÕÔ áÅÕ°ð ¹  ÕÔ ÕÔ Ú¶ðÅ¨ÕÔ ÕÔ áÅÕ°ð ¹  ÕÔ ÕÔ Ú¶ðÅ¨
ÕÅ ÕÀ° ç ¹ðÅÀ° ÕÅ ÇÃÀ° ìñì¿ÚÅÕÅ ÕÀ° ç ¹ðÅÀ° ÕÅ ÇÃÀ° ìñì¿ÚÅÕÅ ÕÀ° ç ¹ðÅÀ° ÕÅ ÇÃÀ° ìñì¿ÚÅÕÅ ÕÀ° ç ¹ðÅÀ° ÕÅ ÇÃÀ° ìñì¿ÚÅÕÅ ÕÀ° ç ¹ðÅÀ° ÕÅ ÇÃÀ° ìñì¿ÚÅ
ÜÔ ÜÔ ê¶ÖÀ° åÔ åÔ é¶ðÅ¨ÜÔ ÜÔ ê¶ÖÀ° åÔ åÔ é¶ðÅ¨ÜÔ ÜÔ ê¶ÖÀ° åÔ åÔ é¶ðÅ¨ÜÔ ÜÔ ê¶ÖÀ° åÔ åÔ é¶ðÅ¨ÜÔ ÜÔ ê¶ÖÀ° åÔ åÔ é¶ðÅ¨
ÃÅè î ÈðÇå ×¹ð ¹  í ¶ Çàú éÅéÕÃÅè î ÈðÇå ×¹ð ¹  í ¶ Çàú éÅéÕÃÅè î ÈðÇå ×¹ð ¹  í ¶ Çàú éÅéÕÃÅè î ÈðÇå ×¹ð ¹  í ¶ Çàú éÅéÕÃÅè î ÈðÇå ×¹ð ¹  í ¶ Çàú éÅéÕ
ÇîÇñ ÃÅ×ð ì È ¿ç éÔÆ Áé Ô¶ðÅ¨ÇîÇñ ÃÅ×ð ì È ¿ç éÔÆ Áé Ô¶ðÅ¨ÇîÇñ ÃÅ×ð ì È ¿ç éÔÆ Áé Ô¶ðÅ¨ÇîÇñ ÃÅ×ð ì È ¿ç éÔÆ Áé Ô¶ðÅ¨ÇîÇñ ÃÅ×ð ì È ¿ç éÔÆ Áé Ô¶ðÅ¨ AMg  - HBG - HBG - HBG - HBG - HBG
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So dear devotees! do everything, whatever you do, with
complete understanding. Doing the things in a half-awake state
are of  no use. Guru is God. Visibly the Guru is body. But
body is worshipped by the ignorant. But that body is most
sacred and is worth worshipping because in it the Light of
the Lord shines with full glory -

“I have churned the body ocean and I have seen an
enamouring thing come to view.
The Guru is God and God is the Guru.
O Nanak there is no difference between the two, my
brother.”

Ãî¹ ¿ç ¹ Çòð¯Çñ ÃðÆð ¹ Ôî ç¶ÇÖÁÅÃî¹ ¿ç ¹ Çòð¯Çñ ÃðÆð ¹ Ôî ç¶ÇÖÁÅÃî¹ ¿ç ¹ Çòð¯Çñ ÃðÆð ¹ Ôî ç¶ÇÖÁÅÃî¹ ¿ç ¹ Çòð¯Çñ ÃðÆð ¹ Ôî ç¶ÇÖÁÅÃî¹ ¿ç ¹ Çòð¯Çñ ÃðÆð ¹ Ôî ç¶ÇÖÁÅ
ÇÂÕ òÃå° Áé±ê ÇçÖÅÂÆ¨ÇÂÕ òÃå° Áé±ê ÇçÖÅÂÆ¨ÇÂÕ òÃå° Áé±ê ÇçÖÅÂÆ¨ÇÂÕ òÃå° Áé±ê ÇçÖÅÂÆ¨ÇÂÕ òÃå° Áé±ê ÇçÖÅÂÆ¨
×¹ð ×¯Çò ¿ç ¹ ×¹ ¯ Çò ¿ç ¹ ×¹ð È  Ô Ë  éÅéÕ í¶ç ¹ é íÅÂÆ¨×¹ð ×¯Çò ¿ç ¹ ×¹ ¯ Çò ¿ç ¹ ×¹ð È  Ô Ë  éÅéÕ í¶ç ¹ é íÅÂÆ¨×¹ð ×¯Çò ¿ç ¹ ×¹ ¯ Çò ¿ç ¹ ×¹ð È  Ô Ë  éÅéÕ í¶ç ¹ é íÅÂÆ¨×¹ð ×¯Çò ¿ç ¹ ×¹ ¯ Çò ¿ç ¹ ×¹ð È  Ô Ë  éÅéÕ í¶ç ¹ é íÅÂÆ¨×¹ð ×¯Çò ¿ç ¹ ×¹ ¯ Çò ¿ç ¹ ×¹ð È  Ô Ë  éÅéÕ í¶ç ¹ é íÅÂÆ¨

AMg  - DDB - DDB - DDB - DDB - DDB
May God bless you with understanding of  what we hear.

We should not remain mere listneres. Listening alone is not
enough. While listening long ages are finished.
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Discourse - XVI

Holy assembly!
Waheguru Ji Ka Khalsa,
Waheguru Ji Ki Fateh.

Seated in the presence of  Guru, the Emperor you were
holding and listening Kirtan of  Asa-Di-Var since early
morning. Alongwith the Kirtan you were also doing the praise
of the Lord. Thereafter, you have now heard the Hukam
Nama (Divine Order). You have properly followed, whatever,
Guru Maharaj wants to teach us easily through his Hukam
Nama.

His Holiness says that Waheguru (God) fulfills all our
desires. We can cross this world-ocean by contemplation over
His Name. So, Guru Ji has insisted that we must meditate
on His Name. Without meditation we cannot cross the world-
ocean for which Guru, the Emperor cautions us.

Accordingly you have attended the holy assembly which
is of immense significance and utility -

“Kabir, the divine discourse with the saints, even for a ghari
(a small measure of time), half a ghari, or half of that even,
whatever is done, that is the net gain.”

ÕìÆð Â ¶Õ ØóÆ ÁÅèÆ ØðÆ ÁÅèÆ Ô È ¿  å ¶ ÁÅè¨ÕìÆð Â ¶Õ ØóÆ ÁÅèÆ ØðÆ ÁÅèÆ Ô È ¿  å ¶ ÁÅè¨ÕìÆð Â ¶Õ ØóÆ ÁÅèÆ ØðÆ ÁÅèÆ Ô È ¿  å ¶ ÁÅè¨ÕìÆð Â ¶Õ ØóÆ ÁÅèÆ ØðÆ ÁÅèÆ Ô È ¿  å ¶ ÁÅè¨ÕìÆð Â ¶Õ ØóÆ ÁÅèÆ ØðÆ ÁÅèÆ Ô È ¿  å ¶ ÁÅè¨
í×åé Ã¶åÆ ×¯Ãà ¶ Ü ¯ ÕÆé¶ Ã ¯  ñÅíÍ¨í×åé Ã¶åÆ ×¯Ãà ¶ Ü ¯ ÕÆé¶ Ã ¯  ñÅíÍ¨í×åé Ã¶åÆ ×¯Ãà ¶ Ü ¯ ÕÆé¶ Ã ¯  ñÅíÍ¨í×åé Ã¶åÆ ×¯Ãà ¶ Ü ¯ ÕÆé¶ Ã ¯  ñÅíÍ¨í×åé Ã¶åÆ ×¯Ãà ¶ Ü ¯ ÕÆé¶ Ã ¯  ñÅíÍ¨                AMg  - ACGG - ACGG - ACGG - ACGG - ACGG

The essence of  this sermon, worth consideration, is that
the divine discourse with the saints, even for six and quarter
minutes enables us to attain redemption. Because rewards for
this divine discourse with saints are infinite. Our ages pass
living in Satsang (Holy assembly) and singing praises of the
Lord. Still there is not the desired impact on us. What is the
reason for that? We simply hear. But Guru Ji says that divine
discourse even for a short while with the saints is of great
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benefit.

There was a king. His name was Preechhat. During his
regime Kalyug  (Kali-Age) entered his empire. But the king
resisted his entry. The Kalyug said, “O king! you are a small
king with a small empire. You are of  young age. On the
other hand I am king of the whole universe and my age is
4,32,000 years. Time does not stop even if  one tries. On your
turn you will go. Even you cannot stop the running of  time.
But you are religious minded. You tell me as to where I
should stay during your life time.” Brooding over this question
the king said, “You remain in gold”. At that time there was
peaceful rule. The people maintained the precedents of
Dwapar Age. The king remained busy in meditation. But one
day the king wore the crown and decided to go for hunting
in the forest. There he saw a deer and he followed it on his
horse. The deer disappeared. There a Rishi was found sitting
in contemplation with full concentration. He had gone very
deep in meditation.

The king went up to him and enquired, “Sant Ji! Have
you seen the deer going in any direction?” The saint kept
quiet and did not give any answer. The king repeated his
question for 5-7 times. The saint did not break his silence.
On this the king thought him to be a hypocrite pretending
to do meditation with closed eyes. Such evil thought had
never crossed his mind earlier. Why did this thought disturb
his mind on that day? Because he was wearing the crown of
gold; and in the gold was abiding Kali Yuga who spoiled his
thinking.

Nearby the king found a dead snake. The king lifted it
with his arrow and put the same around the neck of the saint
and left that place. After that the disciple of the saint came.
He felt that his Guru had been insulted. He could not put
up with it. He cursed that man who had put the snake
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around the neck of  his Guru would die with snake bite after
seven days.

Rishi Ji learnt about the whole incident after he rose
from the Samadhi (meditation); and said to his disciple. “Dear
son! He is a spiritual king. Have you said anything against
him?”

The disciple said, “Your Holiness! How can he be a
righteous who has dared to insult a saint? Such a person must
get full punishment. I could not tolerate your insult. I have,
therefore, cursed him.”

The saint said, “You have done something very bad. He
is a good king. But he was wearing a crown of  gold in which
resided Kali-Yuga who misguided his intellect. But your curse
cannot be reversed by any means. He is king Preechhat. You
better go to him and tell him that he would die on the
seventh day. So he should listen divine discourse from
Sukhdev the anchorite. You should also tell him that but for
Sukhdev the anchorite, none else was competent to deliver
such divine discourse.”

The king on hearing the message from the saint ordered
that a room should be built amidst the river. Glass should
be fitted on all the four sides of that room. Strict guards
should also be put on duty there. Arrangement for light day
and night should also be made. The room should be built
above the level of  water. No snake, insect, mosquito and fly
should be allowed to get into the room. Making all these
arrangements, the king invited Sukhdev Muni (a saint) and
narrated the whole story to him. The anchorite realized
intuitionally that the king would definitely die on the seventh
day. He also realized that the Raja had been very noble and
pious. Consequently he must achieve emancipation.

The anchorite fixed time for the discourse and delivered
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the divine sermon. After the conclusion of  the discourse on
the first day he enquired from him, “O king! you tell me if
your mind was stable during the discourse.”

The Raja said, “No Your Holiness! my mind was not in
peace.”

The anchorite asked, “What was there in your mind?”
The king said, “My mind was agitated with the idea that I
have to leave the world. How will the administration be run
in my absence? What will the fate of queens be? I should
issue instructions to my Generals as to how they should treat
my enemies in my absence. With these ideas the time passed.
I do not know as to what you had said. I know only about
the beginning and end of the discourse. I did not follow
anything.”

The anchorite said, “All right! you hear the discourse
devotedly on the second day.”

The anchorite delivered the discourse on the second day
and enquired from the king if his mind remained in peace.

The king said, “No Maharaj! my mind was not stable.
It went around the queens, princes, palaces and treasuries.”

The anchorite said, “You better listen to the discourse
attentively on the third day.”

The plight of the king remained the same on the third and
fourth day, as well. The anchorite, therefore, told him, “O king! It
is the fifth day. Tomorrow shall be the sixth day. On the seventh
day the happening must take place. The snake shall come.
Nobody can stop it. Because it is the curse of  a saint. So, you are
left with three days only. You have extremely limited time; still if
you listen to the divine discourse devotedly even for a moment,
you will get the needed benefit. You will achieve emancipation.
Because the Sire used to say that there was a king with the name
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of  Prithu. He went to the heaven to get support from god Inder.
He said to him that his remaining life was only for four Pehars
(Twelve hours). He should say what he wanted.”

King Prithu said, “You deliver such sermon to me with
which my transmigration should end and I should achieve
emancipation. At that time Inder said that the time was very
short. If he was sent to the realm of death, the time shall
be over. In the heaven fruit of  deeds, done in the world was
endured. He will pass the fixed time in heaven. Virtue and
vice did not exist there. Hearing all this, the king prayed,
“Please save me by any means.”

Inder said, “Just see! Eight Pehars (24 hours) are
required to reach the realm of death. But the time at your
disposal is very short. Still I send you there.”

He reaches the realm of death. This realm is where we
abide. Nobody can stay here forever. Everyone, whosoever
comes here, must leave this realm. Man is entangled in false
actions due to ignorance -

Enmity, strife, lust, wrath, worldly love, falsehood, sin,
excessive greed and deceit.

ìËð Çìð ¯è ÕÅî ´¯è î ¯Ô¨ Þ Èá ÇìÕÅð îÔÅ ñ¯í è ¯ ÌÔ¨ìËð Çìð ¯è ÕÅî ´¯è î ¯Ô¨ Þ Èá ÇìÕÅð îÔÅ ñ¯í è ¯ ÌÔ¨ìËð Çìð ¯è ÕÅî ´¯è î ¯Ô¨ Þ Èá ÇìÕÅð îÔÅ ñ¯í è ¯ ÌÔ¨ìËð Çìð ¯è ÕÅî ´¯è î ¯Ô¨ Þ Èá ÇìÕÅð îÔÅ ñ¯í è ¯ ÌÔ¨ìËð Çìð ¯è ÕÅî ´¯è î ¯Ô¨ Þ Èá ÇìÕÅð îÔÅ ñ¯í è ¯ ÌÔ¨
AMg  - BFG - BFG - BFG - BFG - BFG

Due to these false deeds man spoils his life. Engrossed
in anxiety, hostility, love and hatred he misses the real aim
of life. He does not achieve the goal which is mentioned
repeatedly in Guru Granth Sahib. He again enters the realm
of  coming and going. But this realm of  death is so beneficial
that even the gods desire to come here. Because it is the
realm of  action. The seed of  “Nam” fructifies here. There
is no other such realm, where the “Nam” fructifies.

At that time god Inder said, “Pirthu! you are left with
only twenty four and half  minutes. Thereafter you have to
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leave your body. Still if  you can afford to hear the divine
discourse from the saints you can achieve emancipation in one
ghari.” But Pirthu said, “Your Holiness! from where can I
trace a saint in such a short time? In this effort my time will
pass. So, better, you kindly deliver the sacred sermon to me.
I bring my faith of  Guru in you. Now you are on the land.
Whatever, you will say shall be beneficial for me.”

Sukhdev, the anchorite said that at that time Inder
delivered the sermon to king Pirthu only for one ghari. With
that he achieved salvation. But Pirthu heard the sermon with
full devotion. “So, O Preeshat! you have two days at your
disposal. The third day is fateful. It will be useful for you if
you listen to the sermon devotedly.” Preeshat said, “Your
Holiness! what should I do? I have made earnest effort. But
my mind is not becoming stable. There are five tendencies.
My mind roams in those tendencies, one after the other.”
Sukhdev anchorite said, “Well king! you are a judicious king.
I tell you one thing for your decision.” The king replied,
“Maharaj! do tell me that.” Sukhdev anchorite said, “One
king goes out for a game in the month of  winter. Snow is
falling and night comes. But the king forgets about the path.
The king gets frightened that he may not die with cold if he
does not find suitable place for passing the night. At that time
he happened to see a lighted lamp at a distance. He reaches
there and finds bones of dead animals scattered around that
house. At some place lies the head, at other place, the bones
and at other place, the skeletons. They are emitting worst foul
smell. He puts his hand on his nose and advances and finds
that the house belongs to a Chandal. He says to the owner
that he is the king of the area. He may allow him to pass
rest of the night there. Otherwise he will die."

The Chandal said, “king! I belong to the caste of
Chandals. It does not behove you to stay with me. You
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belong to the higher caste. Hence you cannot stay with me.”

The king said, “It is so cold that I shall die. You allow
me to spend the night in a corner of your house. I will pass
the night while sitting.”

The Chandal said, “I do not know you. The Shastras
(religious books) do not allow unknown persons to stay in
the house. As I do not know you, I cannot flout the
Shastras.” The king made repeated requests for the night stay.
Then the Chandal said, “Well! I allow you to stay in my
house on the condition that you will leave the house with
the emergence of the first ray of the sun.”

Saying so, the Chandal took the king inside the house
which emitted a foul smell. But outside it was terribly cold.
Snow was falling. He had no clothes for protection. Under
this compulsion the king had to sleep on the bare floor in
that cottage to save himself from the cold. But with the
dawn of  the day he went to sleep. Before that he had not
slept. Then the Chandal said, “king! you now leave the house
as per your promise.” But the king does not go and says, “Let
me sleep”. Now king! you decide whether that Raja was
wrong or right.

Preechhat said, “Your Holiness! he was very wrong. He
should have fulfilled his promise.” Moreover that land was
dirty and impious.

Sukhdev anchorite said, “Now you see! you abide in this
body; and you have come for a short time. What is this body
in which you reside.”

“Thou art ordure, bones and blood wrapped up in skin.
It is on this that thou art harbouring pride.”

ÇìÃàÅ ÁÃå ðÕå° êð ¶à ¶  ÚÅî¨ÇìÃàÅ ÁÃå ðÕå° êð ¶à ¶  ÚÅî¨ÇìÃàÅ ÁÃå ðÕå° êð ¶à ¶  ÚÅî¨ÇìÃàÅ ÁÃå ðÕå° êð ¶à ¶  ÚÅî¨ÇìÃàÅ ÁÃå ðÕå° êð ¶à ¶  ÚÅî¨
ÇÂÃ¹ À±êÇð ñ¶ ðÅÇÖú ×¹îÅé¨ÇÂÃ¹ À±êÇð ñ¶ ðÅÇÖú ×¹îÅé¨ÇÂÃ¹ À±êÇð ñ¶ ðÅÇÖú ×¹îÅé¨ÇÂÃ¹ À±êÇð ñ¶ ðÅÇÖú ×¹îÅé¨ÇÂÃ¹ À±êÇð ñ¶ ðÅÇÖú ×¹îÅé¨ AMg  - CGD - CGD - CGD - CGD - CGD
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In this dirty body you feel fascinated. The time for your
leaving your body is fast approaching. But you are not
abandoning your love for your dirty body. Similarly you are
attracted towards your palace and you do not leave the love
for the things connected with you. Now you tell me whether
you are right or wrong.”

The king said, “Your Holiness! I am at fault. I have
realized this blunder with your kindness.”

Then Sukhdev Ji delivered the divine sermon. On the
third day the serpent gets into the glass room concealed under
the petals of  flowers. The snake stings the king. He dies. But
it is said that Preechhat went to the paradise with the
listening of  the sermon from Sukhdev the anchorite. He
achieved salvation.

So, this is the benefit of  satsang (holy assembly). Kabir
Ji says that Preechhat heard the Katha (discourse) for a longer
time. It is enough even for a moment. It may be even one
fourth of a ghari. But the discourse should be listened with
full concentration.

What is Satsang? In Satsang only Nam is recited and
discussed. There only the realized souls deliver their discourses
because they speak about “Nam” only and nothing else. They
bring round the devotees to a point of easy access to God.

So, His Holiness, the Guru, says that the devotee
imbued with the Name gets salvation. With the recitation of
“the Name” the worldly ocean can be crossed easily. Then
how to do the recitation? How to achieve salvation? The
sermons delivered in this connection are always of  essence.
Those are also called divine discourses. Everyone is not
entitled to listens the divine discourse. Only rare persons are
entitled to this privilege. They hear with 100% faith.
Consequently they achieve elevated positions by listening -
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“By hearing (God’s Name) the mortal becomes a perfect
person, religious guide, spiritual hero and a great yogi.
By hearing (God’s Name) the reality of the earth, its
(supposed) supporting bull and the heaven is revealed unto
the mortal.
By hearing to (the Lord’s name) man comes to have the
knowledge of the continents, the worlds and the nether
regions.
By hearing (the Lord’s Name) death cannot touch (torment)
the mortal. O Nanak! the devotees ever enjoy happiness.
By hearing to (the Masters Name) sorrow and sin meet  with
destruction.”

Ã¹ÇäÁË ÇÃè êÆð Ã ¹Çð éÅæ¨ Ã ¹ÇäÁË èðÇå èòñ ÁÅÕÅÃ¨Ã¹ÇäÁË ÇÃè êÆð Ã ¹Çð éÅæ¨ Ã ¹ÇäÁË èðÇå èòñ ÁÅÕÅÃ¨Ã¹ÇäÁË ÇÃè êÆð Ã ¹Çð éÅæ¨ Ã ¹ÇäÁË èðÇå èòñ ÁÅÕÅÃ¨Ã¹ÇäÁË ÇÃè êÆð Ã ¹Çð éÅæ¨ Ã ¹ÇäÁË èðÇå èòñ ÁÅÕÅÃ¨Ã¹ÇäÁË ÇÃè êÆð Ã ¹Çð éÅæ¨ Ã ¹ÇäÁË èðÇå èòñ ÁÅÕÅÃ¨
Ã¹ÇäÁË çÆê ñ¯Á êÅåÅñ¨ Ã¹ÇäÁË ê ¯ ÇÔ é ÃÕË ÕÅ«¨Ã¹ÇäÁË çÆê ñ¯Á êÅåÅñ¨ Ã¹ÇäÁË ê ¯ ÇÔ é ÃÕË ÕÅ«¨Ã¹ÇäÁË çÆê ñ¯Á êÅåÅñ¨ Ã¹ÇäÁË ê ¯ ÇÔ é ÃÕË ÕÅ«¨Ã¹ÇäÁË çÆê ñ¯Á êÅåÅñ¨ Ã¹ÇäÁË ê ¯ ÇÔ é ÃÕË ÕÅ«¨Ã¹ÇäÁË çÆê ñ¯Á êÅåÅñ¨ Ã¹ÇäÁË ê ¯ ÇÔ é ÃÕË ÕÅ«¨
éÅéÕ í×åÅ ÃçÅ Çò×ÅÃ¹¨ Ã ¹ÇäÁË ç ÈÖ êÅê ÕÅ éÅÃ ¹¨éÅéÕ í×åÅ ÃçÅ Çò×ÅÃ¹¨ Ã ¹ÇäÁË ç ÈÖ êÅê ÕÅ éÅÃ ¹¨éÅéÕ í×åÅ ÃçÅ Çò×ÅÃ¹¨ Ã ¹ÇäÁË ç ÈÖ êÅê ÕÅ éÅÃ ¹¨éÅéÕ í×åÅ ÃçÅ Çò×ÅÃ¹¨ Ã ¹ÇäÁË ç ÈÖ êÅê ÕÅ éÅÃ ¹¨éÅéÕ í×åÅ ÃçÅ Çò×ÅÃ¹¨ Ã ¹ÇäÁË ç ÈÖ êÅê ÕÅ éÅÃ ¹¨

          AMg  - B - B - B - B - B
Stages of listening and obeying are not different. The devotee
who hears and obeys immediately thereafter gets the real
benefit -

“The condition of (the mortal) who obeys the Lord cannot be
described.
If someone tries to describe he repents afterwards.
There is no paper, pen, and scribe with whom to sit and
reflect over (write) the state of (God’s) obeyer.
Such is the Name of the immaculate Lord. If someone obeys
God, such a solitary being understands the bliss thereof in his
very mind.”

î³é ¶ ÕÆ ×Çå ÕÔÆ é ÜÅÇÂ¨ Ü¶ Õ ¯ ÕÔË ÇêÛË êÛ°åÅÇÂÍÍî ³é ¶ ÕÆ ×Çå ÕÔÆ é ÜÅÇÂ¨ Ü¶ Õ ¯ ÕÔË ÇêÛË êÛ°åÅÇÂÍÍî ³é ¶ ÕÆ ×Çå ÕÔÆ é ÜÅÇÂ¨ Ü¶ Õ ¯ ÕÔË ÇêÛË êÛ°åÅÇÂÍÍî ³é ¶ ÕÆ ×Çå ÕÔÆ é ÜÅÇÂ¨ Ü¶ Õ ¯ ÕÔË ÇêÛË êÛ°åÅÇÂÍÍî ³é ¶ ÕÆ ×Çå ÕÔÆ é ÜÅÇÂ¨ Ü¶ Õ ¯ ÕÔË ÇêÛË êÛ°åÅÇÂÍÍ
ÕÅ×Çç Õñî é ÇñÖäÔÅð ¹¨ î ³é ¶ ÕÅ ìÇÔ ÕðÇé òÆÚÅð ¹¨ÕÅ×Çç Õñî é ÇñÖäÔÅð ¹¨ î ³é ¶ ÕÅ ìÇÔ ÕðÇé òÆÚÅð ¹¨ÕÅ×Çç Õñî é ÇñÖäÔÅð ¹¨ î ³é ¶ ÕÅ ìÇÔ ÕðÇé òÆÚÅð ¹¨ÕÅ×Çç Õñî é ÇñÖäÔÅð ¹¨ î ³é ¶ ÕÅ ìÇÔ ÕðÇé òÆÚÅð ¹¨ÕÅ×Çç Õñî é ÇñÖäÔÅð ¹¨ î ³é ¶ ÕÅ ìÇÔ ÕðÇé òÆÚÅð ¹¨
ÁËÃÅ éÅî ¹ Çéð ¿Üé° Ô ¯ ÇÂ¨ Ü¶ Õ ¯ î ³ Çé ÜÅäË îÇé Õ¯ÇÂ¨ÁËÃÅ éÅî ¹ Çéð ¿Üé° Ô ¯ ÇÂ¨ Ü¶ Õ ¯ î ³ Çé ÜÅäË îÇé Õ¯ÇÂ¨ÁËÃÅ éÅî ¹ Çéð ¿Üé° Ô ¯ ÇÂ¨ Ü¶ Õ ¯ î ³ Çé ÜÅäË îÇé Õ¯ÇÂ¨ÁËÃÅ éÅî ¹ Çéð ¿Üé° Ô ¯ ÇÂ¨ Ü¶ Õ ¯ î ³ Çé ÜÅäË îÇé Õ¯ÇÂ¨ÁËÃÅ éÅî ¹ Çéð ¿Üé° Ô ¯ ÇÂ¨ Ü¶ Õ ¯ î ³ Çé ÜÅäË îÇé Õ¯ÇÂ¨

     AMg  - C - C - C - C - C
The efforts made by the saints for rescuing the devotees

are not very lengthy. They are very brief. The devotees are
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also fully ripe at that moment. With a few words the saints
awaken their wisdom which is in slumber. They achieve
elevated position immediately after awakening. They merge in
the Supreme Soul.

So we attend the satsang. But we do not endeavour to
reach the real place of  satsang. We have to hear and obey.
Thereafter, one more effort is required to be done. It pertains
to recitation and meditation on “the Name” which has been
mentioned by Guru Ji in this Hukam Nama (a Divine Order).
Recitation and meditation bring firm faith. With complete faith
we go above time and consequently we get rid of its
domination on us. We learn and know about our real self  -

“My soul, thou art the embodiment (image) of Divine light, so
know thy source.
O my soul, the reverend Lord is with thee. By Guru’s
teaching enjoy His love.”

îé å± ¿  Ü ¯ Çå Ãð Èê ¹  Ô Ë  ÁÅêäÅ î È« êÛÅä°ÍÍîé å± ¿  Ü ¯ Çå Ãð Èê ¹  Ô Ë  ÁÅêäÅ î È« êÛÅä°ÍÍîé å± ¿  Ü ¯ Çå Ãð Èê ¹  Ô Ë  ÁÅêäÅ î È« êÛÅä°ÍÍîé å± ¿  Ü ¯ Çå Ãð Èê ¹  Ô Ë  ÁÅêäÅ î È« êÛÅä°ÍÍîé å± ¿  Ü ¯ Çå Ãð Èê ¹  Ô Ë  ÁÅêäÅ î È« êÛÅä°ÍÍ
îé ÔÇð ÜÆ å¶ð Ë  éÅÇñ ÔË ×¹ðîåÆ ð ¿×¹ îÅä°¨îé ÔÇð ÜÆ å¶ð Ë  éÅÇñ ÔË ×¹ðîåÆ ð ¿×¹ îÅä°¨îé ÔÇð ÜÆ å¶ð Ë  éÅÇñ ÔË ×¹ðîåÆ ð ¿×¹ îÅä°¨îé ÔÇð ÜÆ å¶ð Ë  éÅÇñ ÔË ×¹ðîåÆ ð ¿×¹ îÅä°¨îé ÔÇð ÜÆ å¶ð Ë  éÅÇñ ÔË ×¹ðîåÆ ð ¿×¹ îÅä°¨ AMg  - DDA - DDA - DDA - DDA - DDA

Self-realization is most essential. Without it, the
participation in the Satsang, recitation and meditation are
preparations to reach the goal of self-realization. It is just like
a sown seed. It germinates, develops into tree. Gradually
branches come out and thereafter flowering for fruit starts.
After the flowers the tree yields fruit. Similarly when the
satsang yields fruit, then the devotee goes to the stages of
hearing, obeying, sitting in meditation and realization of his
real self. Then the drop which had mixed in the nature -

Kabir, the immaculate drop from the sky has fallen on the
filthy ground and mixes with dust.
Millions of wise men have striven and failed. It can be
separated not.

ÕìÆð Çéðîñ ìÈ ¿ç ÁÕÅÃ ÕÆ ñÆéÆ íÈÇî ÇîñÅÇÂ¨ÕìÆð Çéðîñ ìÈ ¿ç ÁÕÅÃ ÕÆ ñÆéÆ íÈÇî ÇîñÅÇÂ¨ÕìÆð Çéðîñ ìÈ ¿ç ÁÕÅÃ ÕÆ ñÆéÆ íÈÇî ÇîñÅÇÂ¨ÕìÆð Çéðîñ ìÈ ¿ç ÁÕÅÃ ÕÆ ñÆéÆ íÈÇî ÇîñÅÇÂ¨ÕìÆð Çéðîñ ìÈ ¿ç ÁÕÅÃ ÕÆ ñÆéÆ íÈÇî ÇîñÅÇÂ¨
ÁÇéÕ ÇÃÁÅé¶ êÇÚ ×Â¶ éÅ ÇéðòÅðÆ ÜÅÇÂ¨ÁÇéÕ ÇÃÁÅé¶ êÇÚ ×Â¶ éÅ ÇéðòÅðÆ ÜÅÇÂ¨ÁÇéÕ ÇÃÁÅé¶ êÇÚ ×Â¶ éÅ ÇéðòÅðÆ ÜÅÇÂ¨ÁÇéÕ ÇÃÁÅé¶ êÇÚ ×Â¶ éÅ ÇéðòÅðÆ ÜÅÇÂ¨ÁÇéÕ ÇÃÁÅé¶ êÇÚ ×Â¶ éÅ ÇéðòÅðÆ ÜÅÇÂ¨AMg  - ACGE - ACGE - ACGE - ACGE - ACGE
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It is separated. The light of the soul gets separated from
the matter and its births and deaths come to an end. When
the Name is enshrined in the mind then all temptations perish.
No temptation remains behind. Then -

“The nine treasures and eighteen miraculous powers go after
him whoever keeps enshrined the Lord within his mind.”

éò ÇéèÆ ÁáÅðÔ ÇÃèÆ ÇêÛË ñ×ÆÁÅ ÇëðÇÔéò ÇéèÆ ÁáÅðÔ ÇÃèÆ ÇêÛË ñ×ÆÁÅ ÇëðÇÔéò ÇéèÆ ÁáÅðÔ ÇÃèÆ ÇêÛË ñ×ÆÁÅ ÇëðÇÔéò ÇéèÆ ÁáÅðÔ ÇÃèÆ ÇêÛË ñ×ÆÁÅ ÇëðÇÔéò ÇéèÆ ÁáÅðÔ ÇÃèÆ ÇêÛË ñ×ÆÁÅ ÇëðÇÔ
Ü¯ ÔÇð ÇÔðçË ÃçÅ òÃÅÇÂÍÍÜ¯ ÔÇð ÇÔðçË ÃçÅ òÃÅÇÂÍÍÜ¯ ÔÇð ÇÔðçË ÃçÅ òÃÅÇÂÍÍÜ¯ ÔÇð ÇÔðçË ÃçÅ òÃÅÇÂÍÍÜ¯ ÔÇð ÇÔðçË ÃçÅ òÃÅÇÂÍÍ AMg  - FDI - FDI - FDI - FDI - FDI

Arriving at this elevation the devotee gets all gifts. He
does not run after any temptation and enjoyments. He reaches
the highest spiritual place.

So, with the participation in the satsang filth of  the mind
is removed gradually -

Joining the society of saints cleanse thy soul, O brother, and
then, thou shalt abide in the Lord’s Name.
The darkness of ignorance shall be dispelled and thy heart-
lotus shall bloom, O brother,
By Guru’s word, well up all the comforts; all the fruits are
with the True Guru, O brother.

ÇîÇñ Ã ¿å ÃíÅ îé° î»ÜÆÁË íÅÂÆ ÔÇð ÕË éÅÇî ÇéòÅÃ¹¨ÇîÇñ Ã ¿å ÃíÅ îé° î»ÜÆÁË íÅÂÆ ÔÇð ÕË éÅÇî ÇéòÅÃ¹¨ÇîÇñ Ã ¿å ÃíÅ îé° î»ÜÆÁË íÅÂÆ ÔÇð ÕË éÅÇî ÇéòÅÃ¹¨ÇîÇñ Ã ¿å ÃíÅ îé° î»ÜÆÁË íÅÂÆ ÔÇð ÕË éÅÇî ÇéòÅÃ¹¨ÇîÇñ Ã ¿å ÃíÅ îé° î»ÜÆÁË íÅÂÆ ÔÇð ÕË éÅÇî ÇéòÅÃ¹¨
ÇîàË Á³è ¶ðÅ ÁÇ×ÁÅéåÅ íÅÂÆ Õîñ Ô¯ò Ë êð×ÅÃ¹¨ÇîàË Á³è ¶ðÅ ÁÇ×ÁÅéåÅ íÅÂÆ Õîñ Ô¯ò Ë êð×ÅÃ¹¨ÇîàË Á³è ¶ðÅ ÁÇ×ÁÅéåÅ íÅÂÆ Õîñ Ô¯ò Ë êð×ÅÃ¹¨ÇîàË Á³è ¶ðÅ ÁÇ×ÁÅéåÅ íÅÂÆ Õîñ Ô¯ò Ë êð×ÅÃ¹¨ÇîàË Á³è ¶ðÅ ÁÇ×ÁÅéåÅ íÅÂÆ Õîñ Ô¯ò Ë êð×ÅÃ¹¨
×¹ð ìÚéÆ Ã ¹Ö ¹  À ±êÜË íÅÂÆ ÃÇí ëñ ÃÇå×¹ð êÅÇÃ¨×¹ð ìÚéÆ Ã ¹Ö ¹  À ±êÜË íÅÂÆ ÃÇí ëñ ÃÇå×¹ð êÅÇÃ¨×¹ð ìÚéÆ Ã ¹Ö ¹  À ±êÜË íÅÂÆ ÃÇí ëñ ÃÇå×¹ð êÅÇÃ¨×¹ð ìÚéÆ Ã ¹Ö ¹  À ±êÜË íÅÂÆ ÃÇí ëñ ÃÇå×¹ð êÅÇÃ¨×¹ð ìÚéÆ Ã ¹Ö ¹  À ±êÜË íÅÂÆ ÃÇí ëñ ÃÇå×¹ð êÅÇÃ¨

AMg  - FCI - FCI - FCI - FCI - FCI
The Name can be enshrined immediately after the mind

is cleaned of dirt.

So, may God bless us with an apt way of  satsang and
consequent real achievement, about which Guru Ji has given
the indication in this hymn (Shabad or Hukamnama).
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Discourse - XVII

Holy assembly!
Waheguru Ji Ka Khalsa,
Waheguru Ji Ki Fateh.

With the inspiration of  Guru Ji we have been blessed
with praise of the Lord. With the sprouting of past virtuous
deeds, when the time comes, we get the best thing, available
in the world. In the following hymn many means of
meditation have been mentioned -

“Man reads holy texts and studies the Vedas.
He practises inner washing and breath control.
But he escapes not from the company of the five evil passions
and is all the more tied to haughty disposition.
My dear, by these methods, the Lord is met not, and I have
performed many such rituals.
I have dropped down weary at the Lord’s door and pray for
the grant of discerning intellect. Pause.
Man may remain mum, make his hands the leaf-plate and
wander naked in the forest. He may visit river banks,
shrines and the whole earth, but duality leaves him not.
With his mind’s desire he may go and abide at a place of
pilgrimage and place his head under the saw but his soul’s
impurity departs not thus, even though he may make lakhs of
efforts.
He may be a man of bounty and give gifts of many sorts, like
gold, women, horses and elephants.
He may offer corn, clothes and lands in abundance, but he
arrives not at the Lord’s door.
He may remain attached, in love, to worship, adoration,
prostrate salutation  and six rites.
He takes pride, nay, excessive pride and falls into
entanglements. By these means, he can meet not God.
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The knowledge of the yoga modes of union with the Lord and
of the eighty four sitting postures of the men of miracles. He
grows weary practising these as well.
He may attain long life, but without obtaining association
with God, he is born again and again.
He may enjoy royal sports, indulge in the kingly ostentations,
and issue unchangeable orders.
He may have beauteous couches perfumed with the sandal
aloewood scent. Such things lead him to the door of terrible
hell.”

êÅá° êÇóú Áð¹ ì ¶ç ¹ ìÆÚÅÇðú ÇéòÇñ í¹Á¿×î ÃÅè ¶¨êÅá° êÇóú Áð¹ ì ¶ç ¹ ìÆÚÅÇðú ÇéòÇñ í¹Á¿×î ÃÅè ¶¨êÅá° êÇóú Áð¹ ì ¶ç ¹ ìÆÚÅÇðú ÇéòÇñ í¹Á¿×î ÃÅè ¶¨êÅá° êÇóú Áð¹ ì ¶ç ¹ ìÆÚÅÇðú ÇéòÇñ í¹Á¿×î ÃÅè ¶¨êÅá° êÇóú Áð¹ ì ¶ç ¹ ìÆÚÅÇðú ÇéòÇñ í¹Á¿×î ÃÅè ¶¨
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Many methods and rituals were performed to rescue the

devotees from the clutches of mammon (maya) and to reach
the realm of  Waheguru (God) during the times of  Guru Ji. So,
Guru Ji has made a mention of  those rituals and methods in
this hymn. Those methods pertained to study of Dharam
Shastras, Vedas, Mahabharat, Ramayan etc and their continuous
reading or consideration of several other scriptures or hearing
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the discourses on these religious books - were in vogue in
those days. With the passage of  time these methods became
quite common in every religion. We accept validity of  those
methods and rituals because in them some secrets of ours are
concealed. Moreover, we try to fulfill the desire to complete
their recitations in accordance with the prescribed methods.
The reward of  such performances must accrue due to the
faith and devotion. But if someone insists that insight can
be achieved only with continuous recitation or hearing, it may
not be correct. Guru Ji does not lend support to such views.
Guru Ji says that internal light can shine only with
rectification of internal conduct and adoption of ten principles
of Dam (Penance) and Sam (Self disciplines). Because with
self discipline we have to unite ourselves with God.
Consequently devilish and mighty lust, wrath, avarice,
attachment and pride; jealousy, slander, backbiting, hostility,
hope, anxiety, fear, haumai (pride), hatred and hypocrisy shall
start to subside gradually and the devotee is enabled to
enshrine the Name in his mind. Our love for the satsang shall
enhance in our mind. Guru Ji has, therefore, pointed out that
in consequence of the study and recitation of holy books,
the devotee must leave company of lust, wrath, avarice,
attachment and pride. But what happens is that the devotee
begins to feel that he recites and ponders over the Dharam
Shastras. Further he feels proud of  giving discourses, hearing
which the listeners are fascinated. Guru Ji does not attach
any importance to such deeds because performance of  such
deeds originate from haumai (egotism). Doing yoga and
reforming the Bhujanga Nadi (nerve or cord) by the yogis are
also not approved by Guru Ji. There are six chief  methods
of yoga - “Dhoti, Neti, Basti, Neoli, Tratak and Kapal Bhati”.
Similarly on the end of the spine there is one Bhujanga Nadi,
like the mouth of  the serpent, under the Muladhar Chakar. It
is blocked by Sukhmana Nadi. If this blockade is removed,
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which can be done with the heat of  breathing, then energy
of Kundalini is generated. This Nadi comprises six Chakras
(circles) and reaches the Tenth Gate. All these circles open with
the might of  breaths. But it is not possible in these days,
when the conduct, dealings and food of man are not pure
and pious. This method is not possible at all. Suppose one
thousand persons try this method. Out of them 999 will
contract several incurable diseases. These methods were
followed during the period of  Guru Ji. He has explained them
in detail -

“Someone makes a display of his worldly wealth.
Someone exhibits his worship.
Someone practises his inner washing and breath control
through snake like coiled route.
But I, the poor one, contemplate my Lord God alone.
I only lean on Thee, O my Beloved.
I know not any other way or religious garb. Pause.
Abandoning his home, someone makes his abode in the forest
tract.
One calls himself a silent anchoret.
One declares that he is the worshipper of the Bhagvat.
I, the meek one, have sought the protection of the Lord
Master.
Someone says that he abides at a place of pilgrimage.
Forsaking food grains, someone says, he has become a recluse.
Someone has wandered through the whole earth.
I, the poor one, have prostrated myself before my Lord-
Master’s door.
One says he belongs to a great family.
One says that he has many arms of his brothers to stand by
him.
One says that he has great manifestation of fortune.
I, the meek one, have God’s Name as my prop.
Someone dances, wearing small anklets.
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Someone vows to fast and wear a rosary.
Someone applies the floral mark of the yellow earth of a pool
near Dwarka.
I, the poor one, contemplate over my Lord-Master’s Name
alone.
One practises many miracles and spells.
Some wear various religious garbs and establish worship-
stations.
Some perform good many charms and spells.
I, the humble one, serve my God, the Lord-Master
Someone calls himself a wise Brahmin.
Someone, alongwith performing six rituals worships Shiva as
well.
One performs religious rites and good deeds.
I, the humble one, have entered the sanctuary of God, the
Lord Master.
I have scrutinized the deeds and faiths of all ages.
Without the Name, this soul awakens not.
Says Nanak, when I found the saints society, my desire was
quenched and I was immensely cooled.”
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ÇÕéÔÆ ÇåñÕ° ×¯êÆ Ú ¿çé ñÅÇÂÁÅ¨ÇÕéÔÆ ÇåñÕ° ×¯êÆ Ú ¿çé ñÅÇÂÁÅ¨ÇÕéÔÆ ÇåñÕ° ×¯êÆ Ú ¿çé ñÅÇÂÁÅ¨ÇÕéÔÆ ÇåñÕ° ×¯êÆ Ú ¿çé ñÅÇÂÁÅ¨ÇÕéÔÆ ÇåñÕ° ×¯êÆ Ú ¿çé ñÅÇÂÁÅ¨
î¯ÇÔ çÆé ÔÇð ÔÇð ÔÇð ÇèÁÅÇÂÁÅ¨î¯ÇÔ çÆé ÔÇð ÔÇð ÔÇð ÇèÁÅÇÂÁÅ¨î¯ÇÔ çÆé ÔÇð ÔÇð ÔÇð ÇèÁÅÇÂÁÅ¨î¯ÇÔ çÆé ÔÇð ÔÇð ÔÇð ÇèÁÅÇÂÁÅ¨î¯ÇÔ çÆé ÔÇð ÔÇð ÔÇð ÇèÁÅÇÂÁÅ¨
ÇÕéÔÆ ÇÃè ìÔ¹ Ú ¶àÕ ñÅÂ ¶¨ÇÕéÔÆ ÇÃè ìÔ¹ Ú ¶àÕ ñÅÂ ¶¨ÇÕéÔÆ ÇÃè ìÔ¹ Ú ¶àÕ ñÅÂ ¶¨ÇÕéÔÆ ÇÃè ìÔ¹ Ú ¶àÕ ñÅÂ ¶¨ÇÕéÔÆ ÇÃè ìÔ¹ Ú ¶àÕ ñÅÂ ¶¨
ÇÕéÔÆ í ¶Ö ìÔ¹ æÅà ìéÅÂ¶¨ÇÕéÔÆ í ¶Ö ìÔ¹ æÅà ìéÅÂ¶¨ÇÕéÔÆ í ¶Ö ìÔ¹ æÅà ìéÅÂ¶¨ÇÕéÔÆ í ¶Ö ìÔ¹ æÅà ìéÅÂ¶¨ÇÕéÔÆ í ¶Ö ìÔ¹ æÅà ìéÅÂ¶¨
ÇÕéÔÆ å¿å î ³å ìÔ¹ Ö ¶òÅ¨ÇÕéÔÆ å¿å î ³å ìÔ¹ Ö ¶òÅ¨ÇÕéÔÆ å¿å î ³å ìÔ¹ Ö ¶òÅ¨ÇÕéÔÆ å¿å î ³å ìÔ¹ Ö ¶òÅ¨ÇÕéÔÆ å¿å î ³å ìÔ¹ Ö ¶òÅ¨
î¯ÇÔ çÆé ÔÇð ÔÇð ÔÇð Ã¶òÅ¨î¯ÇÔ çÆé ÔÇð ÔÇð ÔÇð Ã¶òÅ¨î¯ÇÔ çÆé ÔÇð ÔÇð ÔÇð Ã¶òÅ¨î¯ÇÔ çÆé ÔÇð ÔÇð ÔÇð Ã¶òÅ¨î¯ÇÔ çÆé ÔÇð ÔÇð ÔÇð Ã¶òÅ¨
Õ¯ÂÆ Úå°ð ¹  ÕÔÅòË ê ³ Çâå¨Õ¯ÂÆ Úå°ð ¹  ÕÔÅòË ê ³ Çâå¨Õ¯ÂÆ Úå°ð ¹  ÕÔÅòË ê ³ Çâå¨Õ¯ÂÆ Úå°ð ¹  ÕÔÅòË ê ³ Çâå¨Õ¯ÂÆ Úå°ð ¹  ÕÔÅòË ê ³ Çâå¨
Õ¯ Öà ¹ Õðî ÃÇÔå ÇÃÀ° î ³ Çâå¨Õ¯ Öà ¹ Õðî ÃÇÔå ÇÃÀ° î ³ Çâå¨Õ¯ Öà ¹ Õðî ÃÇÔå ÇÃÀ° î ³ Çâå¨Õ¯ Öà ¹ Õðî ÃÇÔå ÇÃÀ° î ³ Çâå¨Õ¯ Öà ¹ Õðî ÃÇÔå ÇÃÀ° î ³ Çâå¨
Õ¯ÂÆ Õð Ë ÁÅÚÅð Ã ¹ÕðäÆ¨Õ¯ÂÆ Õð Ë ÁÅÚÅð Ã ¹ÕðäÆ¨Õ¯ÂÆ Õð Ë ÁÅÚÅð Ã ¹ÕðäÆ¨Õ¯ÂÆ Õð Ë ÁÅÚÅð Ã ¹ÕðäÆ¨Õ¯ÂÆ Õð Ë ÁÅÚÅð Ã ¹ÕðäÆ¨
î¯ÇÔ çÆé ÔÇð ÔÇð ÔÇð ÃðäÆÍÍî¯ÇÔ çÆé ÔÇð ÔÇð ÔÇð ÃðäÆÍÍî¯ÇÔ çÆé ÔÇð ÔÇð ÔÇð ÃðäÆÍÍî¯ÇÔ çÆé ÔÇð ÔÇð ÔÇð ÃðäÆÍÍî¯ÇÔ çÆé ÔÇð ÔÇð ÔÇð ÃðäÆÍÍ
Ã×ñ¶ Õðî èðî Ü¹× Ã ¯è ¶¨Ã×ñ¶ Õðî èðî Ü¹× Ã ¯è ¶¨Ã×ñ¶ Õðî èðî Ü¹× Ã ¯è ¶¨Ã×ñ¶ Õðî èðî Ü¹× Ã ¯è ¶¨Ã×ñ¶ Õðî èðî Ü¹× Ã ¯è ¶¨
Çìé° éÅòË ÇÂÔ ¹ îé° é ê Ìì ¯è ¶¨Çìé° éÅòË ÇÂÔ ¹ îé° é ê Ìì ¯è ¶¨Çìé° éÅòË ÇÂÔ ¹ îé° é ê Ìì ¯è ¶¨Çìé° éÅòË ÇÂÔ ¹ îé° é ê Ìì ¯è ¶¨Çìé° éÅòË ÇÂÔ ¹ îé° é ê Ìì ¯è ¶¨
ÕÔ¹ éÅéÕ ÜÀ° ÃÅèÃ¿×¹ êÅÇÂÁÅ¨ÕÔ¹ éÅéÕ ÜÀ° ÃÅèÃ¿×¹ êÅÇÂÁÅ¨ÕÔ¹ éÅéÕ ÜÀ° ÃÅèÃ¿×¹ êÅÇÂÁÅ¨ÕÔ¹ éÅéÕ ÜÀ° ÃÅèÃ¿×¹ êÅÇÂÁÅ¨ÕÔ¹ éÅéÕ ÜÀ° ÃÅèÃ¿×¹ êÅÇÂÁÅ¨
ìÈÞÆ Çå zÃéÅ îÔÅ ÃÆåñÅÇÂÁÅ¨ìÈÞÆ Çå zÃéÅ îÔÅ ÃÆåñÅÇÂÁÅ¨ìÈÞÆ Çå zÃéÅ îÔÅ ÃÆåñÅÇÂÁÅ¨ìÈÞÆ Çå zÃéÅ îÔÅ ÃÆåñÅÇÂÁÅ¨ìÈÞÆ Çå zÃéÅ îÔÅ ÃÆåñÅÇÂÁÅ¨                AMg  - IAB-AC - IAB-AC - IAB-AC - IAB-AC - IAB-AC

So, Guru Ji says that these rituals cannot take the devotee
to God. The pride for the performance of  these deeds is
quite futile. As is said below -

“Whosoever, while going on pilgrimage, fasting and giving
alms, takes pride in his mind, Nanak these deeds of his go in
vain like the bathing of an elephant.”

åÆðæ ìðå Áð¹ çÅé° ÕÇð îé î Ë èð Ë ×¹îÅé°¨åÆðæ ìðå Áð¹ çÅé° ÕÇð îé î Ë èð Ë ×¹îÅé°¨åÆðæ ìðå Áð¹ çÅé° ÕÇð îé î Ë èð Ë ×¹îÅé°¨åÆðæ ìðå Áð¹ çÅé° ÕÇð îé î Ë èð Ë ×¹îÅé°¨åÆðæ ìðå Áð¹ çÅé° ÕÇð îé î Ë èð Ë ×¹îÅé°¨
éÅéÕ ÇéÔëñ ÜÅå ÇåÔ ÇÜÀ° Õ ° ¿Úð ÇÂÃéÅé°¨éÅéÕ ÇéÔëñ ÜÅå ÇåÔ ÇÜÀ° Õ ° ¿Úð ÇÂÃéÅé°¨éÅéÕ ÇéÔëñ ÜÅå ÇåÔ ÇÜÀ° Õ ° ¿Úð ÇÂÃéÅé°¨éÅéÕ ÇéÔëñ ÜÅå ÇåÔ ÇÜÀ° Õ ° ¿Úð ÇÂÃéÅé°¨éÅéÕ ÇéÔëñ ÜÅå ÇåÔ ÇÜÀ° Õ ° ¿Úð ÇÂÃéÅé°¨

AMg  - ADBH - ADBH - ADBH - ADBH - ADBH
Guru Ji further says -

“I have dropped down weary at the Lord’s door and pray for
the grant of discerning intellect. Pause.”

ÔÅÇð êÇðú Ã¹ÁÅîÆ ÕË ç ¹ÁÅð Ë çÆÜË ì ¹ Çè Çìì¶ÕÅ¨ÔÅÇð êÇðú Ã¹ÁÅîÆ ÕË ç ¹ÁÅð Ë çÆÜË ì ¹ Çè Çìì¶ÕÅ¨ÔÅÇð êÇðú Ã¹ÁÅîÆ ÕË ç ¹ÁÅð Ë çÆÜË ì ¹ Çè Çìì¶ÕÅ¨ÔÅÇð êÇðú Ã¹ÁÅîÆ ÕË ç ¹ÁÅð Ë çÆÜË ì ¹ Çè Çìì¶ÕÅ¨ÔÅÇð êÇðú Ã¹ÁÅîÆ ÕË ç ¹ÁÅð Ë çÆÜË ì ¹ Çè Çìì¶ÕÅ¨
AMg  - FDA - FDA - FDA - FDA - FDA
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Prolonged silence, adopting of  Karpati tendency (taking
food without utensils) roaming about naked in the forests,
visiting the holy places and taking bath there, do not lead to
end of  duality. Similarly settling at some holy stations like
the banks of Ganges river, taking bath daily in the holy river
and then thinking that emancipation shall be achieved, was
firmly believed during those days. Kabir Ji writes about this
faith as below -

“Kabir, they who make their home on the bank of the
Ganges and drink pure water, even they are emancipated not
without the Lord’s meditation. Kabir proclaims this eternal
truth.”

ÕìÆð ×¿×Å åÆð Ü¹ Øð¹ ÕðÇÔ êÆòÇÔ Çéðîñ éÆð¹¨ÕìÆð ×¿×Å åÆð Ü¹ Øð¹ ÕðÇÔ êÆòÇÔ Çéðîñ éÆð¹¨ÕìÆð ×¿×Å åÆð Ü¹ Øð¹ ÕðÇÔ êÆòÇÔ Çéðîñ éÆð¹¨ÕìÆð ×¿×Å åÆð Ü¹ Øð¹ ÕðÇÔ êÆòÇÔ Çéðîñ éÆð¹¨ÕìÆð ×¿×Å åÆð Ü¹ Øð¹ ÕðÇÔ êÆòÇÔ Çéðîñ éÆð¹¨
Çìé° ÔÇð í×Çå é î¹ÕÇå Ô¯ÇÂ ÇÂÀ° ÕÇÔ ðî¶ ÕìÆðÍÍÇìé° ÔÇð í×Çå é î¹ÕÇå Ô¯ÇÂ ÇÂÀ° ÕÇÔ ðî¶ ÕìÆðÍÍÇìé° ÔÇð í×Çå é î¹ÕÇå Ô¯ÇÂ ÇÂÀ° ÕÇÔ ðî¶ ÕìÆðÍÍÇìé° ÔÇð í×Çå é î¹ÕÇå Ô¯ÇÂ ÇÂÀ° ÕÇÔ ðî¶ ÕìÆðÍÍÇìé° ÔÇð í×Çå é î¹ÕÇå Ô¯ÇÂ ÇÂÀ° ÕÇÔ ðî¶ ÕìÆðÍÍ

AMg  - ACFG - ACFG - ACFG - ACFG - ACFG
So settling in holy places and getting the head sawn

cannot lead to salvation. Previously it was believed that
emancipation could be ensured by getting the head sawn in
Banares. But Guru Ji said that with this sacrifice filth of  the
mind cannot be washed. The mind is smeared with the dirt
of haumai. It enhances with ritualism; and as long as the
intellect is filled with the filth of haumai, gnosis cannot be
achieved. Regarding charity Guru Ji says that giving wife,
gold, good horses, elephants, grain, clothes and landed
property in charity cannot result in reaching the door of the
Lord. Worship, spraying of  sandal wood, salutation by
prostration, doing six deeds like studying and teaching Vedas;
giving and taking charity; holding and getting the yagyas held,
all create haumai. With these deeds performance the devotees
cannot meet God. Learning 84 yoga postures and prolonging
the age with breath control do not remove filth of mind.
Consequently  God cannot be seen; and there will be repeated
births. Running the administration by the Rajas with pride;
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enjoyment of good beds and applying sandalwood and other
perfumes take man to hell. Consequently Guru Ji says that
only the praise of God and company of the saints can take
the devotee to the Court of God. But this privilege cannot
be attained and enjoyed by the unfortunate. It is enjoyed by
those on whose forehead writ in this regards is scribed by the
Lord -

“Singing of God’s praise in the saint’s society is the highest of
all the deeds.
Says Nanak, he alone obtains it, who is predestined to
receive it.
Thy slave, O Lord, is inebriated with this love of Thine.
The Destroyer of the anguish of the meek has become merciful
unto me and this soul of mind is imbued with the Lord God’s
praise.”

ÔÇð ÕÆðÇå ÃÅèÃ¿×Çå Ô Ë ÇÃÇð Õðîé ÕË ÕðîÅ¨ÔÇð ÕÆðÇå ÃÅèÃ¿×Çå Ô Ë ÇÃÇð Õðîé ÕË ÕðîÅ¨ÔÇð ÕÆðÇå ÃÅèÃ¿×Çå Ô Ë ÇÃÇð Õðîé ÕË ÕðîÅ¨ÔÇð ÕÆðÇå ÃÅèÃ¿×Çå Ô Ë ÇÃÇð Õðîé ÕË ÕðîÅ¨ÔÇð ÕÆðÇå ÃÅèÃ¿×Çå Ô Ë ÇÃÇð Õðîé ÕË ÕðîÅ¨
ÕÔ¹ éÅéÕ ÇåÃ¹ íÇÂú êðÅêÇå ÇÜÃ¹ ê¹ðì ÇñÖ¶ ÕÅ ñÔéÅ¨ÕÔ¹ éÅéÕ ÇåÃ¹ íÇÂú êðÅêÇå ÇÜÃ¹ ê¹ðì ÇñÖ¶ ÕÅ ñÔéÅ¨ÕÔ¹ éÅéÕ ÇåÃ¹ íÇÂú êðÅêÇå ÇÜÃ¹ ê¹ðì ÇñÖ¶ ÕÅ ñÔéÅ¨ÕÔ¹ éÅéÕ ÇåÃ¹ íÇÂú êðÅêÇå ÇÜÃ¹ ê¹ðì ÇñÖ¶ ÕÅ ñÔéÅ¨ÕÔ¹ éÅéÕ ÇåÃ¹ íÇÂú êðÅêÇå ÇÜÃ¹ ê¹ðì ÇñÖ¶ ÕÅ ñÔéÅ¨
å¶ð ¯  Ã ¶òÕ° ÇÂÔ ð ¿ Ç× îÅåÅ¨å¶ð ¯  Ã ¶òÕ° ÇÂÔ ð ¿ Ç× îÅåÅ¨å¶ð ¯  Ã ¶òÕ° ÇÂÔ ð ¿ Ç× îÅåÅ¨å¶ð ¯  Ã ¶òÕ° ÇÂÔ ð ¿ Ç× îÅåÅ¨å¶ð ¯  Ã ¶òÕ° ÇÂÔ ð ¿ Ç× îÅåÅ¨
íÇÂú Ç´êÅ« çÆé ç¹Ö í ¿Üé°íÇÂú Ç´êÅ« çÆé ç¹Ö í ¿Üé°íÇÂú Ç´êÅ« çÆé ç¹Ö í ¿Üé°íÇÂú Ç´êÅ« çÆé ç¹Ö í ¿Üé°íÇÂú Ç´êÅ« çÆé ç¹Ö í ¿Üé°
ÔÇð ÔÇð ÕÆðåÇé ÇÂÔ¹ îé° ðÅåÅ¨ÔÇð ÔÇð ÕÆðåÇé ÇÂÔ¹ îé° ðÅåÅ¨ÔÇð ÔÇð ÕÆðåÇé ÇÂÔ¹ îé° ðÅåÅ¨ÔÇð ÔÇð ÕÆðåÇé ÇÂÔ¹ îé° ðÅåÅ¨ÔÇð ÔÇð ÕÆðåÇé ÇÂÔ¹ îé° ðÅåÅ¨      AMg  - FDB - FDB - FDB - FDB - FDB

Dear devotees! you have come, covering long distances
and braving severe cold and thick fog. Since two 2 A. M.
you are holding Kirtan of  Asa-De-Var and enjoying spiritual
bliss. Guru Ji calls this practice to be superb. Because with
it we can cross the world ocean; which is the chief goal of
the human birth. Still there are persons who do not turn to
this virtuous side to achieve their goal, despite repeated
warnings to them. Because they are self willed  and do not
accept Guru’s advice -

“Some understand it fully while some still wander about
heedlessly.
The deeds, which man does in the world, they bear witness
in the Lord’s Court.”
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ÇÂÕéÅ é¯ Ãí Ã ¯ÞÆ ÁÅÂÆ ÇÂÇÕ Çëðç¶ ò ¶êðòÅÔÅ¨ÇÂÕéÅ é¯ Ãí Ã ¯ÞÆ ÁÅÂÆ ÇÂÇÕ Çëðç¶ ò ¶êðòÅÔÅ¨ÇÂÕéÅ é¯ Ãí Ã ¯ÞÆ ÁÅÂÆ ÇÂÇÕ Çëðç¶ ò ¶êðòÅÔÅ¨ÇÂÕéÅ é¯ Ãí Ã ¯ÞÆ ÁÅÂÆ ÇÂÇÕ Çëðç¶ ò ¶êðòÅÔÅ¨ÇÂÕéÅ é¯ Ãí Ã ¯ÞÆ ÁÅÂÆ ÇÂÇÕ Çëðç¶ ò ¶êðòÅÔÅ¨
Áîñ ÇÜ ÕÆÇåÁÅ ç¹éÆ ÇòÇÚ Ã ¶ çð×Ô ú×ÅÔÅ¨Áîñ ÇÜ ÕÆÇåÁÅ ç¹éÆ ÇòÇÚ Ã ¶ çð×Ô ú×ÅÔÅ¨Áîñ ÇÜ ÕÆÇåÁÅ ç¹éÆ ÇòÇÚ Ã ¶ çð×Ô ú×ÅÔÅ¨Áîñ ÇÜ ÕÆÇåÁÅ ç¹éÆ ÇòÇÚ Ã ¶ çð×Ô ú×ÅÔÅ¨Áîñ ÇÜ ÕÆÇåÁÅ ç¹éÆ ÇòÇÚ Ã ¶ çð×Ô ú×ÅÔÅ¨

AMg  - ACHC - ACHC - ACHC - ACHC - ACHC
Some are going about, quite carefree, and they do not

know as to where they have to go after leaving this world;
and how they shall be treated there. They do not ponder over
these important questions. Because their intellect has become
unconscious. Guru Ji mentions repeatedly about the deceitful
herb which has been smelt by the world under the influence
of mammon (maya). These days the thieves break into the
house and spray a medicine which make the inmates
unconscious. Thereafter they plunder fearlessly. There is a
noise but the inmates do not hear it because they are lying
unconscious. The thieves are sure that the inmates shall awake
only in the morning. Similarly the mammon has made man
to smell the deceitful herb of  indulgences. They are
consequently being plundered. The watchmen are sleeping -

“The eyes are asleep by casting evil glance toward other’s
beauty.
The ears are asleep on hearing tales of slander.
The tongue is asleep in the desire for the relish sweets.
The mind is asleep in the poisonous intoxication of wealth.
Rare is the person, who remains awake in this house. His
commodity he receives in entirety. Pause.
All the maid companions (senses) are intoxicated with their
own relishes.
They know not how to guard their own house.
The five evil passions are the plunderers and highway
robbers.
The cheats fall upon the unguarded town.
From them father and mother cannot save.
From them friend and brother cannot protect.
Through wealth and cleverness they are not restrained.
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By the society of saints, those villains come under control.”

éËéÔ¹ éÆç êð ÇçzÃÇà ÇòÕÅð¨éËéÔ¹ éÆç êð ÇçzÃÇà ÇòÕÅð¨éËéÔ¹ éÆç êð ÇçzÃÇà ÇòÕÅð¨éËéÔ¹ éÆç êð ÇçzÃÇà ÇòÕÅð¨éËéÔ¹ éÆç êð ÇçzÃÇà ÇòÕÅð¨
ÃÌòä Ã¯Â ¶  Ã ¹ Çä Çé§ç òÆÚÅð¨ÃÌòä Ã¯Â ¶  Ã ¹ Çä Çé§ç òÆÚÅð¨ÃÌòä Ã¯Â ¶  Ã ¹ Çä Çé§ç òÆÚÅð¨ÃÌòä Ã¯Â ¶  Ã ¹ Çä Çé§ç òÆÚÅð¨ÃÌòä Ã¯Â ¶  Ã ¹ Çä Çé§ç òÆÚÅð¨
ðÃéÅ Ã ¯ÂÆ ñ¯Çí îÆáË ÃÅÇç¨ðÃéÅ Ã ¯ÂÆ ñ¯Çí îÆáË ÃÅÇç¨ðÃéÅ Ã ¯ÂÆ ñ¯Çí îÆáË ÃÅÇç¨ðÃéÅ Ã ¯ÂÆ ñ¯Çí îÆáË ÃÅÇç¨ðÃéÅ Ã ¯ÂÆ ñ¯Çí îÆáË ÃÅÇç¨
îé° Ã ¯ ÇÂÁÅ îÅÇÂÁÅ ÇìÃîÅÇç¨îé° Ã ¯ ÇÂÁÅ îÅÇÂÁÅ ÇìÃîÅÇç¨îé° Ã ¯ ÇÂÁÅ îÅÇÂÁÅ ÇìÃîÅÇç¨îé° Ã ¯ ÇÂÁÅ îÅÇÂÁÅ ÇìÃîÅÇç¨îé° Ã ¯ ÇÂÁÅ îÅÇÂÁÅ ÇìÃîÅÇç¨
ÇÂÃ¹ Ç×ÌÔ îÇÔ Õ¯ÂÆ ÜÅ×å° ðÔ Ë¨ÇÂÃ¹ Ç×ÌÔ îÇÔ Õ¯ÂÆ ÜÅ×å° ðÔ Ë¨ÇÂÃ¹ Ç×ÌÔ îÇÔ Õ¯ÂÆ ÜÅ×å° ðÔ Ë¨ÇÂÃ¹ Ç×ÌÔ îÇÔ Õ¯ÂÆ ÜÅ×å° ðÔ Ë¨ÇÂÃ¹ Ç×ÌÔ îÇÔ Õ¯ÂÆ ÜÅ×å° ðÔ Ë¨
ÃÅìå° òÃå° úÔ¹ ÁêéÆ ñÔË¨ÃÅìå° òÃå° úÔ¹ ÁêéÆ ñÔË¨ÃÅìå° òÃå° úÔ¹ ÁêéÆ ñÔË¨ÃÅìå° òÃå° úÔ¹ ÁêéÆ ñÔË¨ÃÅìå° òÃå° úÔ¹ ÁêéÆ ñÔË¨
Ã×ñ ÃÔ¶ñÆ ÁêéË ðÃ îÅåÆ¨Ã×ñ ÃÔ¶ñÆ ÁêéË ðÃ îÅåÆ¨Ã×ñ ÃÔ¶ñÆ ÁêéË ðÃ îÅåÆ¨Ã×ñ ÃÔ¶ñÆ ÁêéË ðÃ îÅåÆ¨Ã×ñ ÃÔ¶ñÆ ÁêéË ðÃ îÅåÆ¨
Ç×ÌÔ Áê¹é ¶ ÕÆ ÖìÇð é ÜÅåÆ¨Ç×ÌÔ Áê¹é ¶ ÕÆ ÖìÇð é ÜÅåÆ¨Ç×ÌÔ Áê¹é ¶ ÕÆ ÖìÇð é ÜÅåÆ¨Ç×ÌÔ Áê¹é ¶ ÕÆ ÖìÇð é ÜÅåÆ¨Ç×ÌÔ Áê¹é ¶ ÕÆ ÖìÇð é ÜÅåÆ¨
î¹ÃéÔÅð ê ³Ú ìàòÅð ¶¨î ¹ÃéÔÅð ê ³Ú ìàòÅð ¶¨î ¹ÃéÔÅð ê ³Ú ìàòÅð ¶¨î ¹ÃéÔÅð ê ³Ú ìàòÅð ¶¨î ¹ÃéÔÅð ê ³Ú ìàòÅð ¶¨
Ã Èé ¶ é×Çð êð ¶ á×ÔÅð ¶¨Ã Èé ¶ é×Çð êð ¶ á×ÔÅð ¶¨Ã Èé ¶ é×Çð êð ¶ á×ÔÅð ¶¨Ã Èé ¶ é×Çð êð ¶ á×ÔÅð ¶¨Ã Èé ¶ é×Çð êð ¶ á×ÔÅð ¶¨
À°é å¶ ðÅÖ Ë ìÅê ¹ é îÅÂÆ¨À°é å¶ ðÅÖ Ë ìÅê ¹ é îÅÂÆ¨À°é å¶ ðÅÖ Ë ìÅê ¹ é îÅÂÆ¨À°é å¶ ðÅÖ Ë ìÅê ¹ é îÅÂÆ¨À°é å¶ ðÅÖ Ë ìÅê ¹ é îÅÂÆ¨
À°é å¶ ðÅÖ Ë îÆå° é íÅÂÆ¨À°é å¶ ðÅÖ Ë îÆå° é íÅÂÆ¨À°é å¶ ðÅÖ Ë îÆå° é íÅÂÆ¨À°é å¶ ðÅÖ Ë îÆå° é íÅÂÆ¨À°é å¶ ðÅÖ Ë îÆå° é íÅÂÆ¨
çðÇì ÇÃÁÅäê éÅ úÇÂ ðÔå¶¨çðÇì ÇÃÁÅäê éÅ úÇÂ ðÔå¶¨çðÇì ÇÃÁÅäê éÅ úÇÂ ðÔå¶¨çðÇì ÇÃÁÅäê éÅ úÇÂ ðÔå¶¨çðÇì ÇÃÁÅäê éÅ úÇÂ ðÔå¶¨
ÃÅèÃ¿Ç× úÇÂ ç¹Ãà òÇÃ Ô ¯å ¶¨ÃÅèÃ¿Ç× úÇÂ ç¹Ãà òÇÃ Ô ¯å ¶¨ÃÅèÃ¿Ç× úÇÂ ç¹Ãà òÇÃ Ô ¯å ¶¨ÃÅèÃ¿Ç× úÇÂ ç¹Ãà òÇÃ Ô ¯å ¶¨ÃÅèÃ¿Ç× úÇÂ ç¹Ãà òÇÃ Ô ¯å ¶¨      AMg  - AHB - AHB - AHB - AHB - AHB

Intoxication by the deceitful herb cannot subside without
the society of  the saint. So, the intellect of  the unfortunate
persons has been spoiled by the deceitful herb. Under the
intoxication of mammon, man stops thinking about God. He
thinks of the mammon and the visible world. He does not
think of the invisible due to lack of knowledge. Such beings
do not know as to what treatment they would get after
death. As is said below -

“As is the eroded bank of a river, so does look the shore of
death.
Beyond is the burning hell and the cries of shrieks and
wailings are heard.”

ëðÆçÅ îÀ°åË çÅ ì ¿éÅ Â ¶ò Ë ÇçÃË ÇÜÀ° çðÆÁÅòË ãÅÔÅ¨ëðÆçÅ îÀ°åË çÅ ì ¿éÅ Â ¶ò Ë ÇçÃË ÇÜÀ° çðÆÁÅòË ãÅÔÅ¨ëðÆçÅ îÀ°åË çÅ ì ¿éÅ Â ¶ò Ë ÇçÃË ÇÜÀ° çðÆÁÅòË ãÅÔÅ¨ëðÆçÅ îÀ°åË çÅ ì ¿éÅ Â ¶ò Ë ÇçÃË ÇÜÀ° çðÆÁÅòË ãÅÔÅ¨ëðÆçÅ îÀ°åË çÅ ì ¿éÅ Â ¶ò Ë ÇçÃË ÇÜÀ° çðÆÁÅòË ãÅÔÅ¨
Á×Ë ç ¯ÜÕ° åÇêÁÅ Ã ¹äÆÁË Ô Èñ êòË ÕÅÔÅÔÅ¨Á×Ë ç ¯ÜÕ° åÇêÁÅ Ã ¹äÆÁË Ô Èñ êòË ÕÅÔÅÔÅ¨Á×Ë ç ¯ÜÕ° åÇêÁÅ Ã ¹äÆÁË Ô Èñ êòË ÕÅÔÅÔÅ¨Á×Ë ç ¯ÜÕ° åÇêÁÅ Ã ¹äÆÁË Ô Èñ êòË ÕÅÔÅÔÅ¨Á×Ë ç ¯ÜÕ° åÇêÁÅ Ã ¹äÆÁË Ô Èñ êòË ÕÅÔÅÔÅ¨AMg  - ACHC - ACHC - ACHC - ACHC - ACHC

So, the treatment they are going to get in future is not
known to them due to their sleep. In this sleep their whole
time passes. Fascinated by the mammon they do not know
that they have to meet God in this life. They are quite
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unaware of this purpose of human birth. They do not assess
their spiritual progress. Dear devotees! Time does not halt.
It goes on perpetually. Bhai Vir Singh writes -

“Time did not yield to my prayers;
I tried to catch and pull time; but the time went ahead;
I could not stop time which broke the hurdle I placed before
it.
Time is fast; it pushes on crossing boundaries.
O Friend! be careful about time. Use it beneficially; it goes
flying
It does not know to halt; nor does it return.

ðÔÆ òÅÃå¶ Ø¼å ÒÃî¶ º Ó  é ¶ ÇÂ ¼Õ é î ³éÆ,ðÔÆ òÅÃå¶ Ø¼å ÒÃî¶ º Ó  é ¶ ÇÂ ¼Õ é î ³éÆ,ðÔÆ òÅÃå¶ Ø¼å ÒÃî¶ º Ó  é ¶ ÇÂ ¼Õ é î ³éÆ,ðÔÆ òÅÃå¶ Ø¼å ÒÃî¶ º Ó  é ¶ ÇÂ ¼Õ é î ³éÆ,ðÔÆ òÅÃå¶ Ø¼å ÒÃî¶ º Ó  é ¶ ÇÂ ¼Õ é î ³éÆ,
ëó ëó ðÔÆ èðÆÕ ÒÃî¶ º Ó  ÇÖÃÕÅÂÆ Õ¿éÆ,ëó ëó ðÔÆ èðÆÕ ÒÃî¶ º Ó  ÇÖÃÕÅÂÆ Õ¿éÆ,ëó ëó ðÔÆ èðÆÕ ÒÃî¶ º Ó  ÇÖÃÕÅÂÆ Õ¿éÆ,ëó ëó ðÔÆ èðÆÕ ÒÃî¶ º Ó  ÇÖÃÕÅÂÆ Õ¿éÆ,ëó ëó ðÔÆ èðÆÕ ÒÃî¶ º Ó  ÇÖÃÕÅÂÆ Õ¿éÆ,
ÇÕò¶ º  é Ã ¼ÕÆ ð ¯Õ ÁàÕ Ü¯ êÅÂÆ í ¿éÆ,ÇÕò¶ º  é Ã ¼ÕÆ ð ¯Õ ÁàÕ Ü¯ êÅÂÆ í ¿éÆ,ÇÕò¶ º  é Ã ¼ÕÆ ð ¯Õ ÁàÕ Ü¯ êÅÂÆ í ¿éÆ,ÇÕò¶ º  é Ã ¼ÕÆ ð ¯Õ ÁàÕ Ü¯ êÅÂÆ í ¿éÆ,ÇÕò¶ º  é Ã ¼ÕÆ ð ¯Õ ÁàÕ Ü¯ êÅÂÆ í ¿éÆ,
Çå z ¼Ö ¶  Áêä¶ ò ¶× Ç×ÁÅ àê ì ¿é ¶ ì ¿éÆ,Çå z ¼Ö ¶  Áêä¶ ò ¶× Ç×ÁÅ àê ì ¿é ¶ ì ¿éÆ,Çå z ¼Ö ¶  Áêä¶ ò ¶× Ç×ÁÅ àê ì ¿é ¶ ì ¿éÆ,Çå z ¼Ö ¶  Áêä¶ ò ¶× Ç×ÁÅ àê ì ¿é ¶ ì ¿éÆ,Çå z ¼Ö ¶  Áêä¶ ò ¶× Ç×ÁÅ àê ì ¿é ¶ ì ¿éÆ,
Ô ¯! ÁÜ¶ Ã ¿íÅñ ÇÂÃ ÒÃî¶ º Ó  ù,Ô ¯! ÁÜ¶ Ã ¿íÅñ ÇÂÃ ÒÃî¶ º Ó  ù,Ô ¯! ÁÜ¶ Ã ¿íÅñ ÇÂÃ ÒÃî¶ º Ó  ù,Ô ¯! ÁÜ¶ Ã ¿íÅñ ÇÂÃ ÒÃî¶ º Ó  ù,Ô ¯! ÁÜ¶ Ã ¿íÅñ ÇÂÃ ÒÃî¶ º Ó  ù,
Õð Ãëñ À°â ¿çÅ Ü»òçÅ,Õð Ãëñ À°â ¿çÅ Ü»òçÅ,Õð Ãëñ À°â ¿çÅ Ü»òçÅ,Õð Ãëñ À°â ¿çÅ Ü»òçÅ,Õð Ãëñ À°â ¿çÅ Ü»òçÅ,
ÇÂÔ áÇÔðé ÜÅÚ é ÜÅäçÅ,ÇÂÔ áÇÔðé ÜÅÚ é ÜÅäçÅ,ÇÂÔ áÇÔðé ÜÅÚ é ÜÅäçÅ,ÇÂÔ áÇÔðé ÜÅÚ é ÜÅäçÅ,ÇÂÔ áÇÔðé ÜÅÚ é ÜÅäçÅ,
¦Ø Ç×ÁÅ é î ¹ó Õ¶ Á»òçÅÍ¦Ø Ç×ÁÅ é î ¹ó Õ¶ Á»òçÅÍ¦Ø Ç×ÁÅ é î ¹ó Õ¶ Á»òçÅÍ¦Ø Ç×ÁÅ é î ¹ó Õ¶ Á»òçÅÍ¦Ø Ç×ÁÅ é î ¹ó Õ¶ Á»òçÅÍ  âÅ. òÆð ÇÃ ¿Ø ÜÆ âÅ. òÆð ÇÃ ¿Ø ÜÆ âÅ. òÆð ÇÃ ¿Ø ÜÆ âÅ. òÆð ÇÃ ¿Ø ÜÆ âÅ. òÆð ÇÃ ¿Ø ÜÆ

Time is finished. Man has not accomplished the goal for
which he had come. Abruptly he wakes and starts recitation,
thinks of doing Neoli and Bhujangam practices, and reaching
the Tenth Gate with the force of  Breath control. He does
not want to wear shoes and clothes and wants to roam about
bare footed in the forests. He wants to live in the forests and
eat food without utensils. Guru Ji tells such a man, “O dear!
you do not know that you are suffering from the disease of
Haumai (pride). With such deeds haumai aggravates like a
wrong medicine, administration of  which increases the malady.
Don't torture your body. You pray.”

“O Lord! the searcher of hearts and the designer of chances,
fulfil my heart’s yearning. Servant Nanak asks for this
happiness; make me the dust of the feet of Thy saints, (O
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Lord).”

Á³åðÜÅîÆ ê ¹ðÖ ÇìèÅå¶ ÃðèÅ îé ÕÆ ê Èð ¶¨Á³åðÜÅîÆ ê ¹ðÖ ÇìèÅå¶ ÃðèÅ îé ÕÆ ê Èð ¶¨Á³åðÜÅîÆ ê ¹ðÖ ÇìèÅå¶ ÃðèÅ îé ÕÆ ê Èð ¶¨Á³åðÜÅîÆ ê ¹ðÖ ÇìèÅå¶ ÃðèÅ îé ÕÆ ê Èð ¶¨Á³åðÜÅîÆ ê ¹ðÖ ÇìèÅå¶ ÃðèÅ îé ÕÆ ê Èð ¶¨
éÅéÕ çÅÃ¹ ÇÂÔ Ë Ã ¹Ö ¹  îÅ×Ë î ¯  ÕÀ° ÕÇð Ã ¿åé ÕÆ è Èð ¶¨éÅéÕ çÅÃ¹ ÇÂÔ Ë Ã ¹Ö ¹  îÅ×Ë î ¯  ÕÀ° ÕÇð Ã ¿åé ÕÆ è Èð ¶¨éÅéÕ çÅÃ¹ ÇÂÔ Ë Ã ¹Ö ¹  îÅ×Ë î ¯  ÕÀ° ÕÇð Ã ¿åé ÕÆ è Èð ¶¨éÅéÕ çÅÃ¹ ÇÂÔ Ë Ã ¹Ö ¹  îÅ×Ë î ¯  ÕÀ° ÕÇð Ã ¿åé ÕÆ è Èð ¶¨éÅéÕ çÅÃ¹ ÇÂÔ Ë Ã ¹Ö ¹  îÅ×Ë î ¯  ÕÀ° ÕÇð Ã ¿åé ÕÆ è Èð ¶¨

AMg  - AC - AC - AC - AC - AC
O my Lord! bless me with the meeting of your beloveds and
the dust of their feet. So that I also achieve emancipation -

“O God, bless Thou me with the dust of the feet of the Guru’s
disciples, that I, a sinner, may also be emancipated.”

×¹ðÇÃÖ» ÕÆ ÔÇð è ÈÇó ç¶ÇÔ Ôî êÅêÆ íÆ ×Çå ê»ÇÔ¨×¹ðÇÃÖ» ÕÆ ÔÇð è ÈÇó ç¶ÇÔ Ôî êÅêÆ íÆ ×Çå ê»ÇÔ¨×¹ðÇÃÖ» ÕÆ ÔÇð è ÈÇó ç¶ÇÔ Ôî êÅêÆ íÆ ×Çå ê»ÇÔ¨×¹ðÇÃÖ» ÕÆ ÔÇð è ÈÇó ç¶ÇÔ Ôî êÅêÆ íÆ ×Çå ê»ÇÔ¨×¹ðÇÃÖ» ÕÆ ÔÇð è ÈÇó ç¶ÇÔ Ôî êÅêÆ íÆ ×Çå ê»ÇÔ¨
AMg  - ADBD - ADBD - ADBD - ADBD - ADBD

For several births this has been attaining human birth.
In some birth he did some service; in the other he gave
charity and heard the preachings of  the saints. In their society
he thought over gurbani. All these things constitute a big
virtue. In this very life or in the next life he gets the company
of saints which is the supreme deed. It is also predestined.
Otherwise man goes about slandering the saints due to his
haumai. Their preachings sting him like a snake. He shuns
their society. It is again due to his misdeeds of  the past. The
society of the saints cannot be attained without the past good
deeds -

“When, the plumule of the actions of past sprouted,
I met Lord, the Reveller and detached,
My darkness is dispelled on meeting God,
O Nanak, and I am awakened after being asleep for
numberless births.”

êÈðì Õðî Á³Õ °ð Üì êÌ×à¶ í ¶Çàú ê¹ðÖ ¹ ðÇÃÕ ìËðÅ×Æ¨êÈðì Õðî Á³Õ °ð Üì êÌ×à¶ í ¶Çàú ê¹ðÖ ¹ ðÇÃÕ ìËðÅ×Æ¨êÈðì Õðî Á³Õ °ð Üì êÌ×à¶ í ¶Çàú ê¹ðÖ ¹ ðÇÃÕ ìËðÅ×Æ¨êÈðì Õðî Á³Õ °ð Üì êÌ×à¶ í ¶Çàú ê¹ðÖ ¹ ðÇÃÕ ìËðÅ×Æ¨êÈðì Õðî Á³Õ °ð Üì êÌ×à¶ í ¶Çàú ê¹ðÖ ¹ ðÇÃÕ ìËðÅ×Æ¨
ÇîÇàú Á³è¶ð ¹ Çîñå ÔÇð éÅéÕ Üéî Üéî ÕÆ Ã¯ÂÆ ÜÅ×Æ¨ÇîÇàú Á³è¶ð ¹ Çîñå ÔÇð éÅéÕ Üéî Üéî ÕÆ Ã¯ÂÆ ÜÅ×Æ¨ÇîÇàú Á³è¶ð ¹ Çîñå ÔÇð éÅéÕ Üéî Üéî ÕÆ Ã¯ÂÆ ÜÅ×Æ¨ÇîÇàú Á³è¶ð ¹ Çîñå ÔÇð éÅéÕ Üéî Üéî ÕÆ Ã¯ÂÆ ÜÅ×Æ¨ÇîÇàú Á³è¶ð ¹ Çîñå ÔÇð éÅéÕ Üéî Üéî ÕÆ Ã¯ÂÆ ÜÅ×Æ¨

AMg  - B@D - B@D - B@D - B@D - B@D
The darkness in mind due to ignorance or illusion is

dispelled on meeting realized souls reveller and detached saints
or “Braham Gyani, Braham Neshti, Braham Srotari, Braham Bakta
(to see God everywhere; feel God in each speech; appear God
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in each speech). Such great Sires meet when the plumule of the
past deeds is sprouted. “Dear devotees! your rising early from
slumber, taking bath with cold water, reaching the satsang,
braving biting cold is also due to your past virtuous deeds. This
is a great city. Its population is great. But who are waking at
this moment?” -

“The night is wet with dew and the stars glitter.
The saintly persons, beloveds of my Lord, remain awake.
The lovers of the Omnipresent Lord ever remain wakeful,
and night and day remember the Name.
In their mind they dwell upon God’s lotus feet and forget not
the Lord even for an instant.
They shed their mind’s sin, pride and worldly love, and burn
the pain of wickedness.
Prays Nanak, the serfs of God, the dear saints, ever keep
awake.”

Çí ¿éÆ ð ËéóÆÂ ¶ ÚÅîÕÇé åÅð ¶¨Çí ¿éÆ ð ËéóÆÂ ¶ ÚÅîÕÇé åÅð ¶¨Çí ¿éÆ ð ËéóÆÂ ¶ ÚÅîÕÇé åÅð ¶¨Çí ¿éÆ ð ËéóÆÂ ¶ ÚÅîÕÇé åÅð ¶¨Çí ¿éÆ ð ËéóÆÂ ¶ ÚÅîÕÇé åÅð ¶¨
ÜÅ×ÇÔ Ã ¿å ÜéÅ î ¶ð ¶  ðÅî ÇêÁÅð ¶¨ÜÅ×ÇÔ Ã ¿å ÜéÅ î ¶ð ¶  ðÅî ÇêÁÅð ¶¨ÜÅ×ÇÔ Ã ¿å ÜéÅ î ¶ð ¶  ðÅî ÇêÁÅð ¶¨ÜÅ×ÇÔ Ã ¿å ÜéÅ î ¶ð ¶  ðÅî ÇêÁÅð ¶¨ÜÅ×ÇÔ Ã ¿å ÜéÅ î ¶ð ¶  ðÅî ÇêÁÅð ¶¨
ðÅî ÇêÁÅð ¶ ÃçÅ ÜÅ×ÇÔ éÅî ¹ ÇÃîðÇÔ ÁéÇçé¯¨ðÅî ÇêÁÅð ¶ ÃçÅ ÜÅ×ÇÔ éÅî ¹ ÇÃîðÇÔ ÁéÇçé¯¨ðÅî ÇêÁÅð ¶ ÃçÅ ÜÅ×ÇÔ éÅî ¹ ÇÃîðÇÔ ÁéÇçé¯¨ðÅî ÇêÁÅð ¶ ÃçÅ ÜÅ×ÇÔ éÅî ¹ ÇÃîðÇÔ ÁéÇçé¯¨ðÅî ÇêÁÅð ¶ ÃçÅ ÜÅ×ÇÔ éÅî ¹ ÇÃîðÇÔ ÁéÇçé¯¨
Úðä Õîñ ÇèÁÅé° ÇÔðçË ê Ìí ÇìÃð¹ éÅÔÆ ÇÂÕ° ÇÖé¯ÍÍÚðä Õîñ ÇèÁÅé° ÇÔðçË ê Ìí ÇìÃð¹ éÅÔÆ ÇÂÕ° ÇÖé¯ÍÍÚðä Õîñ ÇèÁÅé° ÇÔðçË ê Ìí ÇìÃð¹ éÅÔÆ ÇÂÕ° ÇÖé¯ÍÍÚðä Õîñ ÇèÁÅé° ÇÔðçË ê Ìí ÇìÃð¹ éÅÔÆ ÇÂÕ° ÇÖé¯ÍÍÚðä Õîñ ÇèÁÅé° ÇÔðçË ê Ìí ÇìÃð¹ éÅÔÆ ÇÂÕ° ÇÖé¯ÍÍ
åÇÜ îÅé° î ¯Ô ¹  ÇìÕÅð ¹ îé ÕÅ ÕñîñÅ ç¹Ö ÜÅð ¶¨åÇÜ îÅé° î ¯Ô ¹  ÇìÕÅð ¹ îé ÕÅ ÕñîñÅ ç¹Ö ÜÅð ¶¨åÇÜ îÅé° î ¯Ô ¹  ÇìÕÅð ¹ îé ÕÅ ÕñîñÅ ç¹Ö ÜÅð ¶¨åÇÜ îÅé° î ¯Ô ¹  ÇìÕÅð ¹ îé ÕÅ ÕñîñÅ ç¹Ö ÜÅð ¶¨åÇÜ îÅé° î ¯Ô ¹  ÇìÕÅð ¹ îé ÕÅ ÕñîñÅ ç¹Ö ÜÅð ¶¨
Çìéò¿Çå éÅéÕ ÃçÅ ÜÅ×ÇÔ ÔÇð çÅÃ Ã ¿å ÇêÁÅð ¶¨Çìéò¿Çå éÅéÕ ÃçÅ ÜÅ×ÇÔ ÔÇð çÅÃ Ã ¿å ÇêÁÅð ¶¨Çìéò¿Çå éÅéÕ ÃçÅ ÜÅ×ÇÔ ÔÇð çÅÃ Ã ¿å ÇêÁÅð ¶¨Çìéò¿Çå éÅéÕ ÃçÅ ÜÅ×ÇÔ ÔÇð çÅÃ Ã ¿å ÇêÁÅð ¶¨Çìéò¿Çå éÅéÕ ÃçÅ ÜÅ×ÇÔ ÔÇð çÅÃ Ã ¿å ÇêÁÅð ¶¨

AMg  - DEI - DEI - DEI - DEI - DEI
We have reached here. Now what next has to be done?

It is the society of  the Sadhu (saint). The sermons of  the
Sadhu are like pearls and diamonds, which come out of their
heart, in consequence of  their past virtuous excellent deeds.
Acting upon those words of the saint, the world ocean can
be crossed very easily -

“The rituals, religious rites and hypocrisies, which are seen,
them plunders yama the tax-gatherer.
Sing thou the pure praise of the Creator, contemplating
whom even for a moment; thou shalt be emancipated.
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O saints, thus is crossed the world-ocean.
He who practises the word of the saints, he is ferried across
by Guru’s grace.”

Õðî èðî êÅÖ ¿â Ü¯ çÆÃÇÔ Çåé Üî¹ ÜÅ×ÅåÆ ¬àË¨Õðî èðî êÅÖ ¿â Ü¯ çÆÃÇÔ Çåé Üî¹ ÜÅ×ÅåÆ ¬àË¨Õðî èðî êÅÖ ¿â Ü¯ çÆÃÇÔ Çåé Üî¹ ÜÅ×ÅåÆ ¬àË¨Õðî èðî êÅÖ ¿â Ü¯ çÆÃÇÔ Çåé Üî¹ ÜÅ×ÅåÆ ¬àË¨Õðî èðî êÅÖ ¿â Ü¯ çÆÃÇÔ Çåé Üî¹ ÜÅ×ÅåÆ ¬àË¨
ÇéðìÅä ÕÆðåé° ×ÅòÔ¹ Õðå¶ ÕÅ ÇéîÖ ÇÃîðå ÇÜå¹ Û±àË¨ÇéðìÅä ÕÆðåé° ×ÅòÔ¹ Õðå¶ ÕÅ ÇéîÖ ÇÃîðå ÇÜå¹ Û±àË¨ÇéðìÅä ÕÆðåé° ×ÅòÔ¹ Õðå¶ ÕÅ ÇéîÖ ÇÃîðå ÇÜå¹ Û±àË¨ÇéðìÅä ÕÆðåé° ×ÅòÔ¹ Õðå¶ ÕÅ ÇéîÖ ÇÃîðå ÇÜå¹ Û±àË¨ÇéðìÅä ÕÆðåé° ×ÅòÔ¹ Õðå¶ ÕÅ ÇéîÖ ÇÃîðå ÇÜå¹ Û±àË¨
Ã ¿åÔ¹ ÃÅ×ð¹ êÅÇð À°åðÆÁË¨Ã¿åÔ¹ ÃÅ×ð¹ êÅÇð À°åðÆÁË¨Ã¿åÔ¹ ÃÅ×ð¹ êÅÇð À°åðÆÁË¨Ã¿åÔ¹ ÃÅ×ð¹ êÅÇð À°åðÆÁË¨Ã¿åÔ¹ ÃÅ×ð¹ êÅÇð À°åðÆÁË¨
Ü¶ Õ ¯ ìÚé° ÕîÅòË Ã ¿åé ÕÅ Ã ¯ ×¹ð êðÃÅçÆ åðÆÁË¨Ü¶ Õ ¯ ìÚé° ÕîÅòË Ã ¿åé ÕÅ Ã ¯ ×¹ð êðÃÅçÆ åðÆÁË¨Ü¶ Õ ¯ ìÚé° ÕîÅòË Ã ¿åé ÕÅ Ã ¯ ×¹ð êðÃÅçÆ åðÆÁË¨Ü¶ Õ ¯ ìÚé° ÕîÅòË Ã ¿åé ÕÅ Ã ¯ ×¹ð êðÃÅçÆ åðÆÁË¨Ü¶ Õ ¯ ìÚé° ÕîÅòË Ã ¿åé ÕÅ Ã ¯ ×¹ð êðÃÅçÆ åðÆÁË¨

AMg  - GDG - GDG - GDG - GDG - GDG
His Holiness says that due to past deeds sangat is

attained. Then what next is to be done. It is practising the
word of the saint. Listenging to the word of the saint meeting
the saint, and listening the Kirtan (holy singing), you should
attend to what Guru Ji says -

“All the Sikhs and servants come to worship the Lord and all
of them sing the Lord God's sublime Gurbani.
God approves the singing and hearing of those who eccept
the True Guru's dictate as perfectly true."

Ã¶òÕ ÇÃÖ ê ÈÜä ÃÇí ÁÅòÇÔÃ¶òÕ ÇÃÖ ê ÈÜä ÃÇí ÁÅòÇÔÃ¶òÕ ÇÃÖ ê ÈÜä ÃÇí ÁÅòÇÔÃ¶òÕ ÇÃÖ ê ÈÜä ÃÇí ÁÅòÇÔÃ¶òÕ ÇÃÖ ê ÈÜä ÃÇí ÁÅòÇÔ
ÃÇí ×ÅòÇÔ ÔÇð ÔÇð À±åî ìÅéÆ¨ÃÇí ×ÅòÇÔ ÔÇð ÔÇð À±åî ìÅéÆ¨ÃÇí ×ÅòÇÔ ÔÇð ÔÇð À±åî ìÅéÆ¨ÃÇí ×ÅòÇÔ ÔÇð ÔÇð À±åî ìÅéÆ¨ÃÇí ×ÅòÇÔ ÔÇð ÔÇð À±åî ìÅéÆ¨
×ÅÇòÁÅ Ã ¹ÇäÁÅ Çåé ÕÅ ÔÇð æÅÇÂ êÅòË×ÅÇòÁÅ Ã ¹ÇäÁÅ Çåé ÕÅ ÔÇð æÅÇÂ êÅòË×ÅÇòÁÅ Ã ¹ÇäÁÅ Çåé ÕÅ ÔÇð æÅÇÂ êÅòË×ÅÇòÁÅ Ã ¹ÇäÁÅ Çåé ÕÅ ÔÇð æÅÇÂ êÅòË×ÅÇòÁÅ Ã ¹ÇäÁÅ Çåé ÕÅ ÔÇð æÅÇÂ êÅòË
ÇÜé ÃÇå×¹ð ÕÆ ÁÅÇ×ÁÅ ÃÇå ÃÇå ÕÇð îÅéÆ¨ÇÜé ÃÇå×¹ð ÕÆ ÁÅÇ×ÁÅ ÃÇå ÃÇå ÕÇð îÅéÆ¨ÇÜé ÃÇå×¹ð ÕÆ ÁÅÇ×ÁÅ ÃÇå ÃÇå ÕÇð îÅéÆ¨ÇÜé ÃÇå×¹ð ÕÆ ÁÅÇ×ÁÅ ÃÇå ÃÇå ÕÇð îÅéÆ¨ÇÜé ÃÇå×¹ð ÕÆ ÁÅÇ×ÁÅ ÃÇå ÃÇå ÕÇð îÅéÆ¨

AMg  - FFI - FFI - FFI - FFI - FFI
Practising the word of the saint is most essential. But it is
most difficult as long as “Iness” persists in the mind. So, the
pride has to be abandoned first of  all. Guru Ji says -

“Kabir, I am the worst of all, except me, everyone else is
good.
Whosoever realizes thus, he alone is my friend.

ÕìÆð Ãí å¶ Ôî ì ¹ð ¶  Ôî åÇÜ íñ¯ Ãí¹ Õ ¯ÇÂ¨ÕìÆð Ãí å¶ Ôî ì ¹ð ¶  Ôî åÇÜ íñ¯ Ãí¹ Õ ¯ÇÂ¨ÕìÆð Ãí å¶ Ôî ì ¹ð ¶  Ôî åÇÜ íñ¯ Ãí¹ Õ ¯ÇÂ¨ÕìÆð Ãí å¶ Ôî ì ¹ð ¶  Ôî åÇÜ íñ¯ Ãí¹ Õ ¯ÇÂ¨ÕìÆð Ãí å¶ Ôî ì ¹ð ¶  Ôî åÇÜ íñ¯ Ãí¹ Õ ¯ÇÂ¨
ÇÜÇé ÁËÃÅ ÕÇð ì ÈÇÞÁÅ îÆå° ÔîÅðÅ Ã ¯ÇÂ¨ÇÜÇé ÁËÃÅ ÕÇð ì ÈÇÞÁÅ îÆå° ÔîÅðÅ Ã ¯ÇÂ¨ÇÜÇé ÁËÃÅ ÕÇð ì ÈÇÞÁÅ îÆå° ÔîÅðÅ Ã ¯ÇÂ¨ÇÜÇé ÁËÃÅ ÕÇð ì ÈÇÞÁÅ îÆå° ÔîÅðÅ Ã ¯ÇÂ¨ÇÜÇé ÁËÃÅ ÕÇð ì ÈÇÞÁÅ îÆå° ÔîÅðÅ Ã ¯ÇÂ¨      AMg  - ACFD - ACFD - ACFD - ACFD - ACFD

One is bound to benefit fully by coming to the
satsangat. It is said -
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“Accept thou death first, abandon the hope of life, and be the
dust of the feet of all, then alone come thou to me.”

êÇÔñÅ îðä° ÕìÈÇñ ÜÆòä ÕÆ ÛÇâ ÁÅÃ¨êÇÔñÅ îðä° ÕìÈÇñ ÜÆòä ÕÆ ÛÇâ ÁÅÃ¨êÇÔñÅ îðä° ÕìÈÇñ ÜÆòä ÕÆ ÛÇâ ÁÅÃ¨êÇÔñÅ îðä° ÕìÈÇñ ÜÆòä ÕÆ ÛÇâ ÁÅÃ¨êÇÔñÅ îðä° ÕìÈÇñ ÜÆòä ÕÆ ÛÇâ ÁÅÃ¨
Ô¯Ô ¹  ÃíéÅ ÕÆ ð ¶ä °ÕÅ åÀ° ÁÅÀ° ÔîÅð Ë êÅÇÃ¨Ô¯Ô ¹  ÃíéÅ ÕÆ ð ¶ä °ÕÅ åÀ° ÁÅÀ° ÔîÅð Ë êÅÇÃ¨Ô¯Ô ¹  ÃíéÅ ÕÆ ð ¶ä °ÕÅ åÀ° ÁÅÀ° ÔîÅð Ë êÅÇÃ¨Ô¯Ô ¹  ÃíéÅ ÕÆ ð ¶ä °ÕÅ åÀ° ÁÅÀ° ÔîÅð Ë êÅÇÃ¨Ô¯Ô ¹  ÃíéÅ ÕÆ ð ¶ä °ÕÅ åÀ° ÁÅÀ° ÔîÅð Ë êÅÇÃ¨

AMg  - AA@B - AA@B - AA@B - AA@B - AA@B
Guru Ji says this specifically in the Hukam Nama (the

order which is read out), you have just heard very carefully.
By practising what Guru Ji has said we will get happiness here
and hereafter. We will be having life of  happiness. That
command of  Guru Ji is to accept the Bani from the core of
one's heart. Then the whole distress shall vanish. For this,
firm faith in the existence of  the Lord everywhere has to be
created and it is to be realized that -

“Wherever I see, there I see Him present. He, My Master, is
never far from any place.
O my soul, ever remember Him, who is contained in
everything.
He alone is accounted a companion, who separates not here
and hereafter.
Paltry is said to be the pleasure, which passes off in an
instant. Pause.
Giving sustenance, the Lord cherishes all and He is short of
nothing.
Every moment, that Lord of mine takes care of His
creatures.”

ÜÔ ÜÔ ê¶ÖÀ° åÔ ÔÜÈÇð çÈÇð ÕåÔ¹ é ÜÅÂÆ¨ÜÔ ÜÔ ê¶ÖÀ° åÔ ÔÜÈÇð çÈÇð ÕåÔ¹ é ÜÅÂÆ¨ÜÔ ÜÔ ê¶ÖÀ° åÔ ÔÜÈÇð çÈÇð ÕåÔ¹ é ÜÅÂÆ¨ÜÔ ÜÔ ê¶ÖÀ° åÔ ÔÜÈÇð çÈÇð ÕåÔ¹ é ÜÅÂÆ¨ÜÔ ÜÔ ê¶ÖÀ° åÔ ÔÜÈÇð çÈÇð ÕåÔ¹ é ÜÅÂÆ¨
ðÇò ðÇÔÁÅ Ãðìåz î Ë îé ÃçÅ ÇèÁÅÂÆ¨ðÇò ðÇÔÁÅ Ãðìåz î Ë îé ÃçÅ ÇèÁÅÂÆ¨ðÇò ðÇÔÁÅ Ãðìåz î Ë îé ÃçÅ ÇèÁÅÂÆ¨ðÇò ðÇÔÁÅ Ãðìåz î Ë îé ÃçÅ ÇèÁÅÂÆ¨ðÇò ðÇÔÁÅ Ãðìåz î Ë îé ÃçÅ ÇèÁÅÂÆ¨
ÂÆå À±å éÔÆ ìÆÛ°ó Ë Ã ¯  Ã ¿×Æ ×éÆÁË¨ÂÆå À±å éÔÆ ìÆÛ°ó Ë Ã ¯  Ã ¿×Æ ×éÆÁË¨ÂÆå À±å éÔÆ ìÆÛ°ó Ë Ã ¯  Ã ¿×Æ ×éÆÁË¨ÂÆå À±å éÔÆ ìÆÛ°ó Ë Ã ¯  Ã ¿×Æ ×éÆÁË¨ÂÆå À±å éÔÆ ìÆÛ°ó Ë Ã ¯  Ã ¿×Æ ×éÆÁË¨
ÇìéÇÃ ÜÅÇÂ Ü¯ ÇéîÖ îÇÔ Ã ¯ Áñê Ã¹Ö °  íéÆÁËÍÍÇìéÇÃ ÜÅÇÂ Ü¯ ÇéîÖ îÇÔ Ã ¯ Áñê Ã¹Ö °  íéÆÁËÍÍÇìéÇÃ ÜÅÇÂ Ü¯ ÇéîÖ îÇÔ Ã ¯ Áñê Ã¹Ö °  íéÆÁËÍÍÇìéÇÃ ÜÅÇÂ Ü¯ ÇéîÖ îÇÔ Ã ¯ Áñê Ã¹Ö °  íéÆÁËÍÍÇìéÇÃ ÜÅÇÂ Ü¯ ÇéîÖ îÇÔ Ã ¯ Áñê Ã¹Ö °  íéÆÁËÍÍ
ê ÌÇåêÅñË ÁÇêÁÅÀ° ç ¶ÇÂ ÕÛ¹ À±é é Ô ¯ÂÆ¨êÌÇåêÅñË ÁÇêÁÅÀ° ç ¶ÇÂ ÕÛ¹ À±é é Ô ¯ÂÆ¨êÌÇåêÅñË ÁÇêÁÅÀ° ç ¶ÇÂ ÕÛ¹ À±é é Ô ¯ÂÆ¨êÌÇåêÅñË ÁÇêÁÅÀ° ç ¶ÇÂ ÕÛ¹ À±é é Ô ¯ÂÆ¨êÌÇåêÅñË ÁÇêÁÅÀ° ç ¶ÇÂ ÕÛ¹ À±é é Ô ¯ÂÆ¨
ÃÅÇÃ ÃÅÇÃ Ã ¿îÅñåÅ î ¶ðÅ ê Ìí ¹  Ã ¯ÂÆ¨ÃÅÇÃ ÃÅÇÃ Ã ¿îÅñåÅ î ¶ðÅ ê Ìí ¹  Ã ¯ÂÆ¨ÃÅÇÃ ÃÅÇÃ Ã ¿îÅñåÅ î ¶ðÅ ê Ìí ¹  Ã ¯ÂÆ¨ÃÅÇÃ ÃÅÇÃ Ã ¿îÅñåÅ î ¶ðÅ ê Ìí ¹  Ã ¯ÂÆ¨ÃÅÇÃ ÃÅÇÃ Ã ¿îÅñåÅ î ¶ðÅ ê Ìí ¹  Ã ¯ÂÆ¨      AMg  - FGG - FGG - FGG - FGG - FGG

We do endeavour to bring faith in the Omniscience of
God. But this thought crosses our mind only for a moment
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like the ray of  lightning. Thereafter, we revert to our old
thinking. Our plight is, therefore, just like that lame donkey
who cannot come out the of the mud, once stuck therein.
The more it tries to come out the deeper it goes in the mud.
So, we have to be firm in our mind. There should be no
wavering about the truth that God is -

“True in the prime, True in the beginning of ages,
True He is even now and True He, verily, shall be, O
Nanak.

ÁÅÇç ÃÚ¹ Ü ¹×ÅÇç ÃÚ¹¨ Ô Ë íÆ ÃÚ¹ éÅéÕ Ô¯ÃÆ íÆ ÃÚ¹¨ÁÅÇç ÃÚ¹ Ü ¹×ÅÇç ÃÚ¹¨ Ô Ë íÆ ÃÚ¹ éÅéÕ Ô¯ÃÆ íÆ ÃÚ¹¨ÁÅÇç ÃÚ¹ Ü ¹×ÅÇç ÃÚ¹¨ Ô Ë íÆ ÃÚ¹ éÅéÕ Ô¯ÃÆ íÆ ÃÚ¹¨ÁÅÇç ÃÚ¹ Ü ¹×ÅÇç ÃÚ¹¨ Ô Ë íÆ ÃÚ¹ éÅéÕ Ô¯ÃÆ íÆ ÃÚ¹¨ÁÅÇç ÃÚ¹ Ü ¹×ÅÇç ÃÚ¹¨ Ô Ë íÆ ÃÚ¹ éÅéÕ Ô¯ÃÆ íÆ ÃÚ¹¨
          AMg  - A - A - A - A - A

The Lord is playing His sport after His manifestation
from Himself. We are not prepared to accept this reality. We
say we read ourselves; we do the service ourselves; and we
do everything ourselves. We hesitate to accept the
Omnipotence of  God. Guru Ji says -

“This mortal’s power is not in his own hands.
The cause of causes is the Lord of all.
The helpless mortal is at Lord’s command.
What pleases Him, that does, ultimately come to pass.”

ÇÂÃ ÕÅ ìñ¹ éÅÔÆ ÇÂÃ¹ ÔÅæ¨ÇÂÃ ÕÅ ìñ¹ éÅÔÆ ÇÂÃ¹ ÔÅæ¨ÇÂÃ ÕÅ ìñ¹ éÅÔÆ ÇÂÃ¹ ÔÅæ¨ÇÂÃ ÕÅ ìñ¹ éÅÔÆ ÇÂÃ¹ ÔÅæ¨ÇÂÃ ÕÅ ìñ¹ éÅÔÆ ÇÂÃ¹ ÔÅæ¨
Õðé ÕðÅòé Ãðì Õ¯ éÅæ¨Õðé ÕðÅòé Ãðì Õ¯ éÅæ¨Õðé ÕðÅòé Ãðì Õ¯ éÅæ¨Õðé ÕðÅòé Ãðì Õ¯ éÅæ¨Õðé ÕðÅòé Ãðì Õ¯ éÅæ¨
ÁÅÇ×ÁÅÕÅðÆ ìê¹ðÅ ÜÆÀ°¨ÁÅÇ×ÁÅÕÅðÆ ìê¹ðÅ ÜÆÀ°¨ÁÅÇ×ÁÅÕÅðÆ ìê¹ðÅ ÜÆÀ°¨ÁÅÇ×ÁÅÕÅðÆ ìê¹ðÅ ÜÆÀ°¨ÁÅÇ×ÁÅÕÅðÆ ìê¹ðÅ ÜÆÀ°¨
Ü¯ ÇåÃ¹ íÅòË Ã ¯ÂÆ ë ¹ Çé æÆÀ°ÍÍÜ¯ ÇåÃ¹ íÅòË Ã ¯ÂÆ ë ¹ Çé æÆÀ°ÍÍÜ¯ ÇåÃ¹ íÅòË Ã ¯ÂÆ ë ¹ Çé æÆÀ°ÍÍÜ¯ ÇåÃ¹ íÅòË Ã ¯ÂÆ ë ¹ Çé æÆÀ°ÍÍÜ¯ ÇåÃ¹ íÅòË Ã ¯ÂÆ ë ¹ Çé æÆÀ°ÍÍ AMg  - BGG - BGG - BGG - BGG - BGG

We say it to be wrong. If  we do not attend to our service,
how shall our children shall nourished? We do not realize that
-

“Why dost thou, O mind think of enterprises, when Revered
God Himself is engaged in thy care.
In the rocks and stones He has created beings.
Their sustenance He puts before them.”

ÇÂÃ ÕÅ ìñ¹ éÅÔÆ ÇÂÃ¹ ÔÅæ¨ÇÂÃ ÕÅ ìñ¹ éÅÔÆ ÇÂÃ¹ ÔÅæ¨ÇÂÃ ÕÅ ìñ¹ éÅÔÆ ÇÂÃ¹ ÔÅæ¨ÇÂÃ ÕÅ ìñ¹ éÅÔÆ ÇÂÃ¹ ÔÅæ¨ÇÂÃ ÕÅ ìñ¹ éÅÔÆ ÇÂÃ¹ ÔÅæ¨
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Õðé ÕðÅòé Ãðì Õ¯ éÅæ¨Õðé ÕðÅòé Ãðì Õ¯ éÅæ¨Õðé ÕðÅòé Ãðì Õ¯ éÅæ¨Õðé ÕðÅòé Ãðì Õ¯ éÅæ¨Õðé ÕðÅòé Ãðì Õ¯ éÅæ¨
ÁÅÇ×ÁÅÕÅðÆ ìê¹ðÅ ÜÆÀ°¨ÁÅÇ×ÁÅÕÅðÆ ìê¹ðÅ ÜÆÀ°¨ÁÅÇ×ÁÅÕÅðÆ ìê¹ðÅ ÜÆÀ°¨ÁÅÇ×ÁÅÕÅðÆ ìê¹ðÅ ÜÆÀ°¨ÁÅÇ×ÁÅÕÅðÆ ìê¹ðÅ ÜÆÀ°¨
Ü¯ ÇåÃ¹ íÅòË Ã ¯ÂÆ ë ¹ Çé æÆÀ°ÍÍÜ¯ ÇåÃ¹ íÅòË Ã ¯ÂÆ ë ¹ Çé æÆÀ°ÍÍÜ¯ ÇåÃ¹ íÅòË Ã ¯ÂÆ ë ¹ Çé æÆÀ°ÍÍÜ¯ ÇåÃ¹ íÅòË Ã ¯ÂÆ ë ¹ Çé æÆÀ°ÍÍÜ¯ ÇåÃ¹ íÅòË Ã ¯ÂÆ ë ¹ Çé æÆÀ°ÍÍ AMg  - BGG - BGG - BGG - BGG - BGG
Care thou not. Thy care lies with thine Creator-Lord.
God gives to all the creatures of water and land.
My Lord gives unasked for bounties. He sustains even the
stone insects locked in stones.

éÅ ÕÇð ÇÚ ¿å ÇÚ ¿åÅ Ô Ë Õðå¶¨éÅ ÕÇð ÇÚ ¿å ÇÚ ¿åÅ Ô Ë Õðå¶¨éÅ ÕÇð ÇÚ ¿å ÇÚ ¿åÅ Ô Ë Õðå¶¨éÅ ÕÇð ÇÚ ¿å ÇÚ ¿åÅ Ô Ë Õðå¶¨éÅ ÕÇð ÇÚ ¿å ÇÚ ¿åÅ Ô Ë Õðå¶¨
ÔÇð ç¶ò Ë ÜÇñ æÇñ Ü¿åÅ ÃíåË¨ÔÇð ç¶ò Ë ÜÇñ æÇñ Ü¿åÅ ÃíåË¨ÔÇð ç¶ò Ë ÜÇñ æÇñ Ü¿åÅ ÃíåË¨ÔÇð ç¶ò Ë ÜÇñ æÇñ Ü¿åÅ ÃíåË¨ÔÇð ç¶ò Ë ÜÇñ æÇñ Ü¿åÅ ÃíåË¨
ÁÇÚ¿å çÅé° ç ¶ÇÂ ê Ìí ¹  î ¶ðÅÁÇÚ¿å çÅé° ç ¶ÇÂ ê Ìí ¹  î ¶ðÅÁÇÚ¿å çÅé° ç ¶ÇÂ ê Ìí ¹  î ¶ðÅÁÇÚ¿å çÅé° ç ¶ÇÂ ê Ìí ¹  î ¶ðÅÁÇÚ¿å çÅé° ç ¶ÇÂ ê Ìí ¹  î ¶ðÅ
ÇòÇÚ êÅæð ÕÆà êÖÅäÆ Ô ¶¨ÇòÇÚ êÅæð ÕÆà êÖÅäÆ Ô ¶¨ÇòÇÚ êÅæð ÕÆà êÖÅäÆ Ô ¶¨ÇòÇÚ êÅæð ÕÆà êÖÅäÆ Ô ¶¨ÇòÇÚ êÅæð ÕÆà êÖÅäÆ Ô ¶¨      AMg  - A@G@ - A@G@ - A@G@ - A@G@ - A@G@

We are not prepared to agree in any way that Waheguru
(God) is playing His own sport. We also claim imperishability
of  our existence. “I” is permanently obstructing the
realization of  the truth. Then how we shall meet God? Our
mind is not prepared to accept the doctrine of  Guru Ji. We
have our own versions. There is no dearth of  knowledge. We
can offer any amount of  criticism. We become lion to perturb
the minds of  others. But when the turn of  “Nam” comes we
become zero. His Holiness says -

“The condition of (the mortal) who obeys the Lord cannot be
described.
If someone tries to describe, he repents afterwards.
There is no paper, pen and scribe with whom to sit and
reflect over (write) the state of (God’s) obeyer.
Such is the Name of the immaculate Lord.
If someone obeys God, such a solitary being understands the
bliss thereof in his very mind.”

î³é ¶ ÕÆ ×Çå ÕÔÆ é ÜÅÇÂ¨ Ü¶ Õ ¯ ÕÔË ÇêÛË êÛ°åÅÇÂ¨î³é ¶ ÕÆ ×Çå ÕÔÆ é ÜÅÇÂ¨ Ü¶ Õ ¯ ÕÔË ÇêÛË êÛ°åÅÇÂ¨î³é ¶ ÕÆ ×Çå ÕÔÆ é ÜÅÇÂ¨ Ü¶ Õ ¯ ÕÔË ÇêÛË êÛ°åÅÇÂ¨î³é ¶ ÕÆ ×Çå ÕÔÆ é ÜÅÇÂ¨ Ü¶ Õ ¯ ÕÔË ÇêÛË êÛ°åÅÇÂ¨î³é ¶ ÕÆ ×Çå ÕÔÆ é ÜÅÇÂ¨ Ü¶ Õ ¯ ÕÔË ÇêÛË êÛ°åÅÇÂ¨
ÕÅ×Çç Õñî é ÇñÖäÔÅð ¹¨ î ³é ¶ ÕÅ ìÇÔ ÕðÇé òÆÚÅð ¹¨ÕÅ×Çç Õñî é ÇñÖäÔÅð ¹¨ î ³é ¶ ÕÅ ìÇÔ ÕðÇé òÆÚÅð ¹¨ÕÅ×Çç Õñî é ÇñÖäÔÅð ¹¨ î ³é ¶ ÕÅ ìÇÔ ÕðÇé òÆÚÅð ¹¨ÕÅ×Çç Õñî é ÇñÖäÔÅð ¹¨ î ³é ¶ ÕÅ ìÇÔ ÕðÇé òÆÚÅð ¹¨ÕÅ×Çç Õñî é ÇñÖäÔÅð ¹¨ î ³é ¶ ÕÅ ìÇÔ ÕðÇé òÆÚÅð ¹¨
ÁËÃÅ éÅî ¹ Çéð ¿Üé° Ô ¯ ÇÂ¨ Ü¶ Õ ¯ î ³ Çé ÜÅäË îÇé Õ¯ÇÂ¨ÁËÃÅ éÅî ¹ Çéð ¿Üé° Ô ¯ ÇÂ¨ Ü¶ Õ ¯ î ³ Çé ÜÅäË îÇé Õ¯ÇÂ¨ÁËÃÅ éÅî ¹ Çéð ¿Üé° Ô ¯ ÇÂ¨ Ü¶ Õ ¯ î ³ Çé ÜÅäË îÇé Õ¯ÇÂ¨ÁËÃÅ éÅî ¹ Çéð ¿Üé° Ô ¯ ÇÂ¨ Ü¶ Õ ¯ î ³ Çé ÜÅäË îÇé Õ¯ÇÂ¨ÁËÃÅ éÅî ¹ Çéð ¿Üé° Ô ¯ ÇÂ¨ Ü¶ Õ ¯ î ³ Çé ÜÅäË îÇé Õ¯ÇÂ¨

     AMg  - C - C - C - C - C
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The status of the obeyer becomes so high that no one
in the world can say anything about him. We look upon him
as being. But the obeyer becomes the form of  God by losing
his own identity. God works in the mind where His command
pervades. This command, pervades every mind, but we cannot
identify it due to ego. By identifying the command ego
vanishes. The Name is the might of  God that is maintaining
all. This Name pervades in each pore of  our body. Without
“Name” the body cannot subsist. Guru Ji says -

“The nine treasures and the nectar are Lord’s Name.
Within the human body itself is its seat.
There is deep meditation and melody of celestial music there.

éÀ° ÇéÇè Á³Çî Ìå ° ê Ìí ÕÅ éÅî ¹¨éÀ° ÇéÇè Á³Çî Ìå ° ê Ìí ÕÅ éÅî ¹¨éÀ° ÇéÇè Á³Çî Ìå ° ê Ìí ÕÅ éÅî ¹¨éÀ° ÇéÇè Á³Çî Ìå ° ê Ìí ÕÅ éÅî ¹¨éÀ° ÇéÇè Á³Çî Ìå ° ê Ìí ÕÅ éÅî ¹¨
ç¶ÔÆ îÇÔ ÇÂÃ ÕÅ ÇìÃÌÅî ¹¨ç¶ÔÆ îÇÔ ÇÂÃ ÕÅ ÇìÃÌÅî ¹¨ç¶ÔÆ îÇÔ ÇÂÃ ÕÅ ÇìÃÌÅî ¹¨ç¶ÔÆ îÇÔ ÇÂÃ ÕÅ ÇìÃÌÅî ¹¨ç¶ÔÆ îÇÔ ÇÂÃ ÕÅ ÇìÃÌÅî ¹¨
Ã ¹ ¿é ÃîÅÇè ÁéÔå åÔ éÅç¨Ã¹ ¿é ÃîÅÇè ÁéÔå åÔ éÅç¨Ã¹ ¿é ÃîÅÇè ÁéÔå åÔ éÅç¨Ã¹ ¿é ÃîÅÇè ÁéÔå åÔ éÅç¨Ã¹ ¿é ÃîÅÇè ÁéÔå åÔ éÅç¨
ÕÔé¹ é ÜÅÂÆ ÁÚðÜ ÇìÃîÅçÍÍÕÔé¹ é ÜÅÂÆ ÁÚðÜ ÇìÃîÅçÍÍÕÔé¹ é ÜÅÂÆ ÁÚðÜ ÇìÃîÅçÍÍÕÔé¹ é ÜÅÂÆ ÁÚðÜ ÇìÃîÅçÍÍÕÔé¹ é ÜÅÂÆ ÁÚðÜ ÇìÃîÅçÍÍ AMg  - BIC - BIC - BIC - BIC - BIC

It is not within the power of the being to accept the
philosophy of  the Guru, which in brief  is -

“Now I see the Lord, hear of the Lord and narrate but the
One Lord.
The Supreme Soul is the Creator of the world. Without the
Lord, I know no other.”

ìÌÔî¹ çÆÃ Ë ì ÌÔî ¹ Ã ¹äÆÁË Â ¶Õ ° Â ¶Õ ° òÖÅäÆÁË¨ìÌÔî ¹ çÆÃ Ë ì ÌÔî ¹ Ã ¹äÆÁË Â ¶Õ ° Â ¶Õ ° òÖÅäÆÁË¨ìÌÔî ¹ çÆÃ Ë ì ÌÔî ¹ Ã ¹äÆÁË Â ¶Õ ° Â ¶Õ ° òÖÅäÆÁË¨ìÌÔî ¹ çÆÃ Ë ì ÌÔî ¹ Ã ¹äÆÁË Â ¶Õ ° Â ¶Õ ° òÖÅäÆÁË¨ìÌÔî ¹ çÆÃ Ë ì ÌÔî ¹ Ã ¹äÆÁË Â ¶Õ ° Â ¶Õ ° òÖÅäÆÁË¨
ÁÅåî êÃÅðÅ ÕðäÔÅðÅ ê Ìí ÇìéÅ éÔÆ ÜÅäÆÁË¨ÁÅåî êÃÅðÅ ÕðäÔÅðÅ ê Ìí ÇìéÅ éÔÆ ÜÅäÆÁË¨ÁÅåî êÃÅðÅ ÕðäÔÅðÅ ê Ìí ÇìéÅ éÔÆ ÜÅäÆÁË¨ÁÅåî êÃÅðÅ ÕðäÔÅðÅ ê Ìí ÇìéÅ éÔÆ ÜÅäÆÁË¨ÁÅåî êÃÅðÅ ÕðäÔÅðÅ ê Ìí ÇìéÅ éÔÆ ÜÅäÆÁË¨

AMg  - HDF - HDF - HDF - HDF - HDF
His Holiness says that in speaking or remaining silent;

hearing and obeying; in repeated births, in obtaining royal
powers, in consideration of the Name and practising the
Name and by using various means to achieve emancipation
we cannot succeed. For our success in this regard
benevolence of the Lord is needed. Self efforts to accept the
Guru’s philosophy cannot succeed without the help of  perfect
Guru. So search for the perfect Guru is essential. For success
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in this search man should pray to God. Because perfect Guru
cannot be found without good fortune. It is therefore, said -

“They alone, who have such a writ of God on their forehead,
since the very beginning, them the True Guru meets.”

ÇÜé îÃåÇÕ è¹Çð ÔÇð ÇñÇÖÁÅÇÜé îÃåÇÕ è¹Çð ÔÇð ÇñÇÖÁÅÇÜé îÃåÇÕ è¹Çð ÔÇð ÇñÇÖÁÅÇÜé îÃåÇÕ è¹Çð ÔÇð ÇñÇÖÁÅÇÜé îÃåÇÕ è¹Çð ÔÇð ÇñÇÖÁÅ
ÇåéÅ ÃÇå×¹ð ¹ ÇîÇñÁÅ ðÅî ðÅÜ¶¨ÇåéÅ ÃÇå×¹ð ¹ ÇîÇñÁÅ ðÅî ðÅÜ¶¨ÇåéÅ ÃÇå×¹ð ¹ ÇîÇñÁÅ ðÅî ðÅÜ¶¨ÇåéÅ ÃÇå×¹ð ¹ ÇîÇñÁÅ ðÅî ðÅÜ¶¨ÇåéÅ ÃÇå×¹ð ¹ ÇîÇñÁÅ ðÅî ðÅÜ¶¨ AMg  - DE@ - DE@ - DE@ - DE@ - DE@

Predestiny alone enables a person to meet the true Guru.
The Guru has hidden pearl of  “Nam”. He gives the Name
or Light of Nectar to the devotee, with whom he is pleased
and finds him suitable for this gift. It is said -

“The Name is an invaluable jewel. It is with the perfect
Guru.
The True Guru brings out and gives the bright jewel Name to
him who is attached to His service.”

éÅî¹ Áî¯ñÕ° ðåé° Ô Ë  ê Èð ¶  ÃÇå×¹ð êÅÇÃ¨éÅî¹ Áî¯ñÕ° ðåé° Ô Ë  ê Èð ¶  ÃÇå×¹ð êÅÇÃ¨éÅî¹ Áî¯ñÕ° ðåé° Ô Ë  ê Èð ¶  ÃÇå×¹ð êÅÇÃ¨éÅî¹ Áî¯ñÕ° ðåé° Ô Ë  ê Èð ¶  ÃÇå×¹ð êÅÇÃ¨éÅî¹ Áî¯ñÕ° ðåé° Ô Ë  ê Èð ¶  ÃÇå×¹ð êÅÇÃ¨
ÃÇå×¹ð Ã ¶ò Ë ñÇ×ÁÅ ÕÇã ðåé° ç ¶ò Ë êð×ÅÇÃ¨ÃÇå×¹ð Ã ¶ò Ë ñÇ×ÁÅ ÕÇã ðåé° ç ¶ò Ë êð×ÅÇÃ¨ÃÇå×¹ð Ã ¶ò Ë ñÇ×ÁÅ ÕÇã ðåé° ç ¶ò Ë êð×ÅÇÃ¨ÃÇå×¹ð Ã ¶ò Ë ñÇ×ÁÅ ÕÇã ðåé° ç ¶ò Ë êð×ÅÇÃ¨ÃÇå×¹ð Ã ¶ò Ë ñÇ×ÁÅ ÕÇã ðåé° ç ¶ò Ë êð×ÅÇÃ¨     AMg - D@ - D@ - D@ - D@ - D@

The unfortunate do not meet the perfect Guru. They take
repeated births and remain subject to time and death -

“They, who have not met the Divine True Guru are
unfortunate and subject to death. They are goaded into
existences over and over again, being made terrible worms,
and put into ordure.
Draw not near and in the neighbourhood of those in whose
heart is the pariah wrath.”

ÇÜéÅ ÃÇå×¹ð ¹  ê ¹ðÖ ¹ é í ¶Çàú Ã¶ íÅ×ÔÆä òÇÃ ÕÅñ¨ÇÜéÅ ÃÇå×¹ð ¹  ê ¹ðÖ ¹ é í ¶Çàú Ã¶ íÅ×ÔÆä òÇÃ ÕÅñ¨ÇÜéÅ ÃÇå×¹ð ¹  ê ¹ðÖ ¹ é í ¶Çàú Ã¶ íÅ×ÔÆä òÇÃ ÕÅñ¨ÇÜéÅ ÃÇå×¹ð ¹  ê ¹ðÖ ¹ é í ¶Çàú Ã¶ íÅ×ÔÆä òÇÃ ÕÅñ¨ÇÜéÅ ÃÇå×¹ð ¹  ê ¹ðÖ ¹ é í ¶Çàú Ã¶ íÅ×ÔÆä òÇÃ ÕÅñ¨
úÇÂ ÇëÇð ÇëÇð Ü¯Çé íòÅÂÆÁÇÔ ÇòÇÚ ÇòÃàÅ ÕÇð ÇòÕðÅñ¨úÇÂ ÇëÇð ÇëÇð Ü¯Çé íòÅÂÆÁÇÔ ÇòÇÚ ÇòÃàÅ ÕÇð ÇòÕðÅñ¨úÇÂ ÇëÇð ÇëÇð Ü¯Çé íòÅÂÆÁÇÔ ÇòÇÚ ÇòÃàÅ ÕÇð ÇòÕðÅñ¨úÇÂ ÇëÇð ÇëÇð Ü¯Çé íòÅÂÆÁÇÔ ÇòÇÚ ÇòÃàÅ ÕÇð ÇòÕðÅñ¨úÇÂ ÇëÇð ÇëÇð Ü¯Çé íòÅÂÆÁÇÔ ÇòÇÚ ÇòÃàÅ ÕÇð ÇòÕðÅñ¨
úéÅ êÅÇÃ ç¹ÁÅÇÃ é ÇíàÆÁË ÇÜé Á³åÇð ´¯è ¹  Ú ¿âÅñ¨úéÅ êÅÇÃ ç¹ÁÅÇÃ é ÇíàÆÁË ÇÜé Á³åÇð ´¯è ¹  Ú ¿âÅñ¨úéÅ êÅÇÃ ç¹ÁÅÇÃ é ÇíàÆÁË ÇÜé Á³åÇð ´¯è ¹  Ú ¿âÅñ¨úéÅ êÅÇÃ ç¹ÁÅÇÃ é ÇíàÆÁË ÇÜé Á³åÇð ´¯è ¹  Ú ¿âÅñ¨úéÅ êÅÇÃ ç¹ÁÅÇÃ é ÇíàÆÁË ÇÜé Á³åÇð ´¯è ¹  Ú ¿âÅñ¨

AMg  - D@ - D@ - D@ - D@ - D@
The Satguru has been symbolized with the pool of  nectar.
Those are said to be very fortunate who enshrine the word
of  Satguru in their mind. With that, filth of  several births is
destroyed, and the devotee achieves gnosis -
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“God incarnate True Guru, is the Pool of Nectar, the
fortunate ones come and bathe therein.
Their filth of many births is removed and the Immaculate
Name is implanted within them.”

ÃÇå×¹ð ¹  ê ¹ðÖ ¹ Á³Çî ÌåÃð¹ òâíÅ×Æ éÅòÇÔ ÁÅÇÂ¨ÃÇå×¹ð ¹  ê ¹ðÖ ¹ Á³Çî ÌåÃð¹ òâíÅ×Æ éÅòÇÔ ÁÅÇÂ¨ÃÇå×¹ð ¹  ê ¹ðÖ ¹ Á³Çî ÌåÃð¹ òâíÅ×Æ éÅòÇÔ ÁÅÇÂ¨ÃÇå×¹ð ¹  ê ¹ðÖ ¹ Á³Çî ÌåÃð¹ òâíÅ×Æ éÅòÇÔ ÁÅÇÂ¨ÃÇå×¹ð ¹  ê ¹ðÖ ¹ Á³Çî ÌåÃð¹ òâíÅ×Æ éÅòÇÔ ÁÅÇÂ¨
À°é Üéî Üéî ÕÆ î Ë« À°åð Ë Çéðîñ éÅî ¹ Çç zóÅÇÂ¨À°é Üéî Üéî ÕÆ î Ë« À°åð Ë Çéðîñ éÅî ¹ Çç zóÅÇÂ¨À°é Üéî Üéî ÕÆ î Ë« À°åð Ë Çéðîñ éÅî ¹ Çç zóÅÇÂ¨À°é Üéî Üéî ÕÆ î Ë« À°åð Ë Çéðîñ éÅî ¹ Çç zóÅÇÂ¨À°é Üéî Üéî ÕÆ î Ë« À°åð Ë Çéðîñ éÅî ¹ Çç zóÅÇÂ¨

AMg  - D@ - D@ - D@ - D@ - D@
So, the Satguru possesses nectar of  the Name. Satguru

gives the gift of  “Guru’s Word” which is called “Gur Mantar”
(chant) to a devotee whom he considers suitable and fully
entitled. The Name shines within a devotee who meditates
on the Name while remaining in service and all humility and
doing Satsang. Gur-Shabad has the capacity to create light in
darkness. Gur Shabad is great light. In this light it becomes
visible that God Himself is the whole universe, in and
outside, whether subtle or material, visible or invisible. It is
so said -

“The Infinite Lord is both within and without.
The Auspicious Master is contained in every heart.
He is in earth, sky and the under world.
Of all the worlds, he is the Perfect Cherisher.
In forests, grass blades and mountains, the Supreme Lord is
contained.
As is His will so are His creature’s acts.
The Lord is in wind, water and fire.
He is permeating the four quarters and the ten directions.
There is no place without Him.
By Guru’s grace Nanak has obtained peace.”

Ã¯ Á³åÇð Ã ¯ ìÅÔÇð Áé§å¨Ã¯ Á³åÇð Ã ¯ ìÅÔÇð Áé§å¨Ã¯ Á³åÇð Ã ¯ ìÅÔÇð Áé§å¨Ã¯ Á³åÇð Ã ¯ ìÅÔÇð Áé§å¨Ã¯ Á³åÇð Ã ¯ ìÅÔÇð Áé§å¨
ØÇà ØÇà ÇìÁÅÇê ðÇÔÁÅ í×ò¿å¨ØÇà ØÇà ÇìÁÅÇê ðÇÔÁÅ í×ò¿å¨ØÇà ØÇà ÇìÁÅÇê ðÇÔÁÅ í×ò¿å¨ØÇà ØÇà ÇìÁÅÇê ðÇÔÁÅ í×ò¿å¨ØÇà ØÇà ÇìÁÅÇê ðÇÔÁÅ í×ò¿å¨
èðÇé îÅÇÔ ÁÅÕÅÃ êÇÂÁÅñ¨èðÇé îÅÇÔ ÁÅÕÅÃ êÇÂÁÅñ¨èðÇé îÅÇÔ ÁÅÕÅÃ êÇÂÁÅñ¨èðÇé îÅÇÔ ÁÅÕÅÃ êÇÂÁÅñ¨èðÇé îÅÇÔ ÁÅÕÅÃ êÇÂÁÅñ¨
Ãðì ñ¯Õ ê Èðé ê ÌÇåêÅñ¨Ãðì ñ¯Õ ê Èðé ê ÌÇåêÅñ¨Ãðì ñ¯Õ ê Èðé ê ÌÇåêÅñ¨Ãðì ñ¯Õ ê Èðé ê ÌÇåêÅñ¨Ãðì ñ¯Õ ê Èðé ê ÌÇåêÅñ¨
ìÇé ÇåÇé êðìÇå ÔË êÅðìÌÔî¹ÍÍìÇé ÇåÇé êðìÇå ÔË êÅðìÌÔî¹ÍÍìÇé ÇåÇé êðìÇå ÔË êÅðìÌÔî¹ÍÍìÇé ÇåÇé êðìÇå ÔË êÅðìÌÔî¹ÍÍìÇé ÇåÇé êðìÇå ÔË êÅðìÌÔî¹ÍÍ
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ÜËÃÆ ÁÅÇ×ÁÅ åËÃÅ Õðî¹¨ÜËÃÆ ÁÅÇ×ÁÅ åËÃÅ Õðî¹¨ÜËÃÆ ÁÅÇ×ÁÅ åËÃÅ Õðî¹¨ÜËÃÆ ÁÅÇ×ÁÅ åËÃÅ Õðî¹¨ÜËÃÆ ÁÅÇ×ÁÅ åËÃÅ Õðî¹¨
êÀ°ä êÅäÆ ì ËÃ ¿åð ¹ îÅÇÔ¨êÀ°ä êÅäÆ ì ËÃ ¿åð ¹ îÅÇÔ¨êÀ°ä êÅäÆ ì ËÃ ¿åð ¹ îÅÇÔ¨êÀ°ä êÅäÆ ì ËÃ ¿åð ¹ îÅÇÔ¨êÀ°ä êÅäÆ ì ËÃ ¿åð ¹ îÅÇÔ¨
ÚÅÇð Õ° ¿à çÔ ÇçÃ¶ ÃîÅÇÔ¨ÚÅÇð Õ° ¿à çÔ ÇçÃ¶ ÃîÅÇÔ¨ÚÅÇð Õ° ¿à çÔ ÇçÃ¶ ÃîÅÇÔ¨ÚÅÇð Õ° ¿à çÔ ÇçÃ¶ ÃîÅÇÔ¨ÚÅÇð Õ° ¿à çÔ ÇçÃ¶ ÃîÅÇÔ¨
ÇåÃ å¶ Çí ¿é éÔÆ Õ¯ áÅÀ°¨ÇåÃ å¶ Çí ¿é éÔÆ Õ¯ áÅÀ°¨ÇåÃ å¶ Çí ¿é éÔÆ Õ¯ áÅÀ°¨ÇåÃ å¶ Çí ¿é éÔÆ Õ¯ áÅÀ°¨ÇåÃ å¶ Çí ¿é éÔÆ Õ¯ áÅÀ°¨
×¹ð ê ÌÃÅÇç éÅéÕ Ã¹Ö ¹  êÅÀ°¨×¹ð ê ÌÃÅÇç éÅéÕ Ã¹Ö ¹  êÅÀ°¨×¹ð ê ÌÃÅÇç éÅéÕ Ã¹Ö ¹  êÅÀ°¨×¹ð ê ÌÃÅÇç éÅéÕ Ã¹Ö ¹  êÅÀ°¨×¹ð ê ÌÃÅÇç éÅéÕ Ã¹Ö ¹  êÅÀ°¨ AMg  - BIC - BIC - BIC - BIC - BIC

According to this hymn God pervades every
particle.Without achieving this realization and position we talk
of Braham Gian (Divine Knowledge). In our mind is perfect
darkness, due to which our love for the body does not leave
us. Consequently we remain entangled in the bonds of  body.
We remain limited to the thinking of  our societies, colour and
race. Nobody can say with pride that he obeys the word of
the Guru. Because Guru Ji says -

“This mortal’s power is not in his own hands.
The cause of causes is the Lord of all.”

ÇÂÃ ÕÅ ì« éÅÔÆ ÇÂÃ¹ ÔÅæ ¹¨ÇÂÃ ÕÅ ì« éÅÔÆ ÇÂÃ¹ ÔÅæ ¹¨ÇÂÃ ÕÅ ì« éÅÔÆ ÇÂÃ¹ ÔÅæ ¹¨ÇÂÃ ÕÅ ì« éÅÔÆ ÇÂÃ¹ ÔÅæ ¹¨ÇÂÃ ÕÅ ì« éÅÔÆ ÇÂÃ¹ ÔÅæ ¹¨
Õðé ÕðÅòé Ãðì Õ¯ éÅæ¨Õðé ÕðÅòé Ãðì Õ¯ éÅæ¨Õðé ÕðÅòé Ãðì Õ¯ éÅæ¨Õðé ÕðÅòé Ãðì Õ¯ éÅæ¨Õðé ÕðÅòé Ãðì Õ¯ éÅæ¨ AMg  - BGG - BGG - BGG - BGG - BGG

Gnosis cannot be achieved with obstinacy. It is a gift
of  God. Anyone who pleases Him, achieves gnosis. Otherwise
everybody is Giani by talks. In the religious temples of  these
Gianis preaching is done at the top of their voice. But
actually they are zero. They are ignorant and blind. They do
not see God in every particle. They possess stores of criticism.
Their condemnations never end. They are always in delusion.
Just ponder over your position in the realm of spiritualism.
We say, this is our body. Not only this. We consider the body
to be ourself. Several thoughts are linked with the body.
Consequently we call ourselves to be Sikh, Hindu, Muslim,
Khalsa, Brahmin, Maulvi and Father. Then "my caste, sub-
caste, my identity" do not leave us. “Iness” is ingrained firmly
in our body. "We claim this is my house this is my farm; I
have so much money; my flourishing business; my relations;
my children, sons and daughters; my family etc." This “Iness”
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is due to the fact that man considers himself to be a body
of  five elements which is five feet long. He has forgotten
God altogether. He does not develop love for Him. He cannot
afford to come out of “Iness”. The psychologists would call
this tendency to be natural. The spiritualist would explain it
to be the entrappings of mammon (maya) in which the being
is caught badly -

“In the lake there is but one bird, but there are fifty snarers.
This body is caught in the waves of desires.
O True Lord, my hope is in Thee alone.”

Ãðòð ê³ÖÆ Ô ¶Õó¯ ëÅÔÆòÅñ êÚÅÃ¨Ãðòð ê³ÖÆ Ô ¶Õó¯ ëÅÔÆòÅñ êÚÅÃ¨Ãðòð ê³ÖÆ Ô ¶Õó¯ ëÅÔÆòÅñ êÚÅÃ¨Ãðòð ê³ÖÆ Ô ¶Õó¯ ëÅÔÆòÅñ êÚÅÃ¨Ãðòð ê³ÖÆ Ô ¶Õó¯ ëÅÔÆòÅñ êÚÅÃ¨
ÇÂÔ¹ åé° ñÔðÆ ×â° ÇæÁÅ ÃÚ¶ å ¶ðÆ ÁÅÃÍÍÇÂÔ¹ åé° ñÔðÆ ×â° ÇæÁÅ ÃÚ¶ å ¶ðÆ ÁÅÃÍÍÇÂÔ¹ åé° ñÔðÆ ×â° ÇæÁÅ ÃÚ¶ å ¶ðÆ ÁÅÃÍÍÇÂÔ¹ åé° ñÔðÆ ×â° ÇæÁÅ ÃÚ¶ å ¶ðÆ ÁÅÃÍÍÇÂÔ¹ åé° ñÔðÆ ×â° ÇæÁÅ ÃÚ¶ å ¶ðÆ ÁÅÃÍÍ          AMg - ACHD - ACHD - ACHD - ACHD - ACHD
“Kabir, weak is man-deer and this world tank is surrounded
by verdure of temptations.
There are lakhs of hunters after the one being.
How long it can escape death.

ÕìÆð ÔðéÅ çÈìñÅ ÇÂÔ¹ ÔðÆÁÅñÅ åÅ«ÍÍÕìÆð ÔðéÅ çÈìñÅ ÇÂÔ¹ ÔðÆÁÅñÅ åÅ«ÍÍÕìÆð ÔðéÅ çÈìñÅ ÇÂÔ¹ ÔðÆÁÅñÅ åÅ«ÍÍÕìÆð ÔðéÅ çÈìñÅ ÇÂÔ¹ ÔðÆÁÅñÅ åÅ«ÍÍÕìÆð ÔðéÅ çÈìñÅ ÇÂÔ¹ ÔðÆÁÅñÅ åÅ«ÍÍ
ñÅÖ¹ ÁÔ¶ðÆ Â ¶Õ ° ÜÆÀ° Õ ¶åÅ ì ¿ÚÀ° ÕÅ«¨ñÅÖ¹ ÁÔ¶ðÆ Â ¶Õ ° ÜÆÀ° Õ ¶åÅ ì ¿ÚÀ° ÕÅ«¨ñÅÖ¹ ÁÔ¶ðÆ Â ¶Õ ° ÜÆÀ° Õ ¶åÅ ì ¿ÚÀ° ÕÅ«¨ñÅÖ¹ ÁÔ¶ðÆ Â ¶Õ ° ÜÆÀ° Õ ¶åÅ ì ¿ÚÀ° ÕÅ«¨ñÅÖ¹ ÁÔ¶ðÆ Â ¶Õ ° ÜÆÀ° Õ ¶åÅ ì ¿ÚÀ° ÕÅ«¨               AMg  - ACFG - ACFG - ACFG - ACFG - ACFG

What is our conduct? We are misled from the path of
bliss and pushed towards hell by our sentiments and thoughts
which are our friends. We do not remember God for a
moment Who has given us this body. We have not been given
human body only once but several times. We are deceived in
each human birth. We do not attend to the advice of  Dharam
Shastras. We are proud of  our own knowledge and education.
We think ourselves to be the wisest. We are best critics. We
condemn Bhageerath Tapa Bhgirath, the ascetic for cutting
across the mountain and bringing Ganges into the plains. The
Ganges floods its surrounding areas during the rainy season.
On the other hand we ignore the benefits accruing from this
river -

“Themselves they give not even a handful of water.
But slander him who brought down the Ganges.’
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ÁÅÇê é ç¶ÇÔ Ú¹ð È  íÇð êÅéÆ¨ÁÅÇê é ç¶ÇÔ Ú¹ð È  íÇð êÅéÆ¨ÁÅÇê é ç¶ÇÔ Ú¹ð È  íÇð êÅéÆ¨ÁÅÇê é ç¶ÇÔ Ú¹ð È  íÇð êÅéÆ¨ÁÅÇê é ç¶ÇÔ Ú¹ð È  íÇð êÅéÆ¨
ÇåÔ Çé§çÇÔ ÇÜÔ ×¿×Å ÁÅéÆ¨ÇåÔ Çé§çÇÔ ÇÜÔ ×¿×Å ÁÅéÆ¨ÇåÔ Çé§çÇÔ ÇÜÔ ×¿×Å ÁÅéÆ¨ÇåÔ Çé§çÇÔ ÇÜÔ ×¿×Å ÁÅéÆ¨ÇåÔ Çé§çÇÔ ÇÜÔ ×¿×Å ÁÅéÆ¨ AMg  - CCB - CCB - CCB - CCB - CCB

Our behaviour is based on three attributes. Our thinking is
perverse. Our “Iness” cannot vanish. Guru Ji says -

“The mortal thinks not of his succourer, who is with him.
He bears love to the one who is his enemy.
He abides in the house of sand.
He enjoys joyous sports and pleasures of wealth.
He deems these revelments permanent. This is his minds
faith.
In his heart, the fool thinks not of death.
Enmity, strife, lust, wrath, worldly love, falsehood, sin,
excessive greed and deceit.
In their ways man has passed away many lives.
O Lord, redeem Nanak, by showing Thy mercy.”

Ã¿Ç× ÃÔÅÂÆ Ã ¹ ÁÅòË é ÚÆÇå¨Ã¿Ç× ÃÔÅÂÆ Ã ¹ ÁÅòË é ÚÆÇå¨Ã¿Ç× ÃÔÅÂÆ Ã ¹ ÁÅòË é ÚÆÇå¨Ã¿Ç× ÃÔÅÂÆ Ã ¹ ÁÅòË é ÚÆÇå¨Ã¿Ç× ÃÔÅÂÆ Ã ¹ ÁÅòË é ÚÆÇå¨
Ü¯ ì ËðÅÂÆ åÅ ÇÃÀ° ê Ì ÆÇå¨Ü¯ ì ËðÅÂÆ åÅ ÇÃÀ° ê Ì ÆÇå¨Ü¯ ì ËðÅÂÆ åÅ ÇÃÀ° ê Ì ÆÇå¨Ü¯ ì ËðÅÂÆ åÅ ÇÃÀ° ê Ì ÆÇå¨Ü¯ ì ËðÅÂÆ åÅ ÇÃÀ° ê Ì ÆÇå¨
ì¬ÁÅ Õ¶ Ç×ÌÔ íÆåÇð ìÃË¨ì¬ÁÅ Õ¶ Ç×ÌÔ íÆåÇð ìÃË¨ì¬ÁÅ Õ¶ Ç×ÌÔ íÆåÇð ìÃË¨ì¬ÁÅ Õ¶ Ç×ÌÔ íÆåÇð ìÃË¨ì¬ÁÅ Õ¶ Ç×ÌÔ íÆåÇð ìÃË¨
Áéç Õ¶ñ îÅÇÂÁÅ ð ¿ Ç× ðÃË¨Áéç Õ¶ñ îÅÇÂÁÅ ð ¿ Ç× ðÃË¨Áéç Õ¶ñ îÅÇÂÁÅ ð ¿ Ç× ðÃË¨Áéç Õ¶ñ îÅÇÂÁÅ ð ¿ Ç× ðÃË¨Áéç Õ¶ñ îÅÇÂÁÅ ð ¿ Ç× ðÃË¨
Ççzó ° ÕÇð îÅéË îéÇÔ ê ÌåÆÇå¨Ççzó ° ÕÇð îÅéË îéÇÔ ê ÌåÆÇå¨Ççzó ° ÕÇð îÅéË îéÇÔ ê ÌåÆÇå¨Ççzó ° ÕÇð îÅéË îéÇÔ ê ÌåÆÇå¨Ççzó ° ÕÇð îÅéË îéÇÔ ê ÌåÆÇå¨
ÕÅ« é ÁÅòË î Èó ¶ ÚÆÇå¨ÕÅ« é ÁÅòË î Èó ¶ ÚÆÇå¨ÕÅ« é ÁÅòË î Èó ¶ ÚÆÇå¨ÕÅ« é ÁÅòË î Èó ¶ ÚÆÇå¨ÕÅ« é ÁÅòË î Èó ¶ ÚÆÇå¨
ìËð Çìð ¯è ÕÅî ´¯è î ¯Ô¨ìËð Çìð ¯è ÕÅî ´¯è î ¯Ô¨ìËð Çìð ¯è ÕÅî ´¯è î ¯Ô¨ìËð Çìð ¯è ÕÅî ´¯è î ¯Ô¨ìËð Çìð ¯è ÕÅî ´¯è î ¯Ô¨
ÞÈá ÇìÕÅð îÔÅ ñ¯í è Ì ¯Ô¨ÞÈá ÇìÕÅð îÔÅ ñ¯í è Ì ¯Ô¨ÞÈá ÇìÕÅð îÔÅ ñ¯í è Ì ¯Ô¨ÞÈá ÇìÕÅð îÔÅ ñ¯í è Ì ¯Ô¨ÞÈá ÇìÕÅð îÔÅ ñ¯í è Ì ¯Ô¨
ÇÂÁÅÔÈ Ü ¹×Çå ÇìÔÅé¶ ÕÂÆ ÜéîÍÍÇÂÁÅÔÈ Ü ¹×Çå ÇìÔÅé¶ ÕÂÆ ÜéîÍÍÇÂÁÅÔÈ Ü ¹×Çå ÇìÔÅé¶ ÕÂÆ ÜéîÍÍÇÂÁÅÔÈ Ü ¹×Çå ÇìÔÅé¶ ÕÂÆ ÜéîÍÍÇÂÁÅÔÈ Ü ¹×Çå ÇìÔÅé¶ ÕÂÆ ÜéîÍÍ
éÅéÕ ðÅÇÖ ñ¶Ô ¹  ÁÅêé ÕÇð Õðî¨éÅéÕ ðÅÇÖ ñ¶Ô ¹  ÁÅêé ÕÇð Õðî¨éÅéÕ ðÅÇÖ ñ¶Ô ¹  ÁÅêé ÕÇð Õðî¨éÅéÕ ðÅÇÖ ñ¶Ô ¹  ÁÅêé ÕÇð Õðî¨éÅéÕ ðÅÇÖ ñ¶Ô ¹  ÁÅêé ÕÇð Õðî¨      AMg  - BFG - BFG - BFG - BFG - BFG

The body its relations and its deeds are short lived and
perishable. The being is experiencing a long dream. In some
cases it is 20 years' or 50 years' and in other cases the dream
is of 70 or 80 years duration. I may tell you that this dream
can last for millions and billions of  years. Still it is a dream.
Because the being is covering his journey in unconscious state
due to the sleeping impact of mammon (maya). The being
has forgotten the reality. During the dream our vision creates
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big mountains, enemies, friends, honour and dishonour and
sex enjoyments. But after we wake up we find nothing. Where
do those things go?

Holy assembly! think over these crucial questions and accept
the advice of  Guru Ji that -

“This human body has come to thy hand.
This is thy chance to meet the Lord of the world.
Other works are of no avail to thee.
Joining the society of saints, contemplate over the Name
alone.
Make effort for crossing the dreadful world-ocean.
In the love of worldliness, the human life is passing in vain.”

íÂÆ êðÅêÇå îÅé°Ö ç¶Ô ¹ðÆÁÅ¨íÂÆ êðÅêÇå îÅé°Ö ç¶Ô ¹ðÆÁÅ¨íÂÆ êðÅêÇå îÅé°Ö ç¶Ô ¹ðÆÁÅ¨íÂÆ êðÅêÇå îÅé°Ö ç¶Ô ¹ðÆÁÅ¨íÂÆ êðÅêÇå îÅé°Ö ç¶Ô ¹ðÆÁÅ¨
×¯Çì ¿ç Çîñä ÕÆ ÇÂÔ å¶ðÆ ìðÆÁÅ¨×¯Çì ¿ç Çîñä ÕÆ ÇÂÔ å¶ðÆ ìðÆÁÅ¨×¯Çì ¿ç Çîñä ÕÆ ÇÂÔ å¶ðÆ ìðÆÁÅ¨×¯Çì ¿ç Çîñä ÕÆ ÇÂÔ å¶ðÆ ìðÆÁÅ¨×¯Çì ¿ç Çîñä ÕÆ ÇÂÔ å¶ðÆ ìðÆÁÅ¨
ÁòÇð ÕÅÜ å¶ð Ë  ÇÕåË é ÕÅî¨ÁòÇð ÕÅÜ å¶ð Ë  ÇÕåË é ÕÅî¨ÁòÇð ÕÅÜ å¶ð Ë  ÇÕåË é ÕÅî¨ÁòÇð ÕÅÜ å¶ð Ë  ÇÕåË é ÕÅî¨ÁòÇð ÕÅÜ å¶ð Ë  ÇÕåË é ÕÅî¨
Çî« ÃÅèÃ¿×Çå íÜ¹ Õ ¶òñ éÅîÍÍÇî« ÃÅèÃ¿×Çå íÜ¹ Õ ¶òñ éÅîÍÍÇî« ÃÅèÃ¿×Çå íÜ¹ Õ ¶òñ éÅîÍÍÇî« ÃÅèÃ¿×Çå íÜ¹ Õ ¶òñ éÅîÍÍÇî« ÃÅèÃ¿×Çå íÜ¹ Õ ¶òñ éÅîÍÍ
Ãð ¿ÜÅÇî ñÅ×¹ íòÜñ åðé ÕË¨Ãð¿ÜÅÇî ñÅ×¹ íòÜñ åðé ÕË¨Ãð¿ÜÅÇî ñÅ×¹ íòÜñ åðé ÕË¨Ãð¿ÜÅÇî ñÅ×¹ íòÜñ åðé ÕË¨Ãð¿ÜÅÇî ñÅ×¹ íòÜñ åðé ÕË¨
Üéî¹ Çì ÌæÅ ÜÅå ð ¿Ç× îÅÇÂÁÅ ÕË¨Üéî¹ Çì ÌæÅ ÜÅå ð ¿Ç× îÅÇÂÁÅ ÕË¨Üéî¹ Çì ÌæÅ ÜÅå ð ¿Ç× îÅÇÂÁÅ ÕË¨Üéî¹ Çì ÌæÅ ÜÅå ð ¿Ç× îÅÇÂÁÅ ÕË¨Üéî¹ Çì ÌæÅ ÜÅå ð ¿Ç× îÅÇÂÁÅ ÕË¨ AMg  - AB - AB - AB - AB - AB

These verses are very valuable and affectionate. The
Singers of hymns can quote citations after citations in this
regard. But who obeys those citations? Who is that mighty
person who can obey these words of  Guru Ji and tread “Nam
Marg” or Path of God's Name fully detached? On the other
hand we claim family life to be the best. Because Guru Ji
has said so. In this very family life we have to meet the Lord.
Leaving home there is no necessity to go to the forests. But
think over as to how much life you have spent in your family
and how much spiritual path you have covered. Guru Ji says
that the plight of man is just like the bullock of oil man
whose eyes are covered and it goes on encircling for the
whole day at the same place. The bullock may think to have
covered a long distance during the day. But after the covering
of the eyes is removed the bullock finds itself at the same
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place. So dear devotees! just remove the covering of your
understanding and think where you are on the spiritual path.
You will find yourself  to be in the same thorny trap of  lust,
wrath, avarice, attachment, pride, jealousy, hostility, hatred
and illusions. You are satisfied that you go to the Gurdwara
in the early hours of the day recite Namaz (Muslim prayer)
go to the Temple hold prayer in the Church. But what change
has been brought in you by these religious deeds? You might
be feeling bliss for a moment. But what about the rest of
day? Guru Ji does not advise us to halt. Anybody who does
not avail himself  of  the time would suffer. On the spiritual
path, there is ascent and ascent; whether one is living in the
forest or in the family. But it is certain that if  you don’t
wriggle out of  the trifles, then leaving home is of  no use.
How can family life be best if love for God is not developed?
The being is satisfied over little charity and momentary
meditation. But it cannot help crossing the world-ocean. Think
seriously. Nobody knows about the time of  the receipt of
death warrants -

“There is no hitch in the way of death, either in childhood,
or in youth, or in old age.
That time is not known when the noose of death shall come
and fall upon thee.”

éÔ ìÅÇðÕ éÔ Ü¯ìéË éÔ ÇìðèÆ ÕÛ° ì ¿è ¹¨éÔ ìÅÇðÕ éÔ Ü¯ìéË éÔ ÇìðèÆ ÕÛ° ì ¿è ¹¨éÔ ìÅÇðÕ éÔ Ü¯ìéË éÔ ÇìðèÆ ÕÛ° ì ¿è ¹¨éÔ ìÅÇðÕ éÔ Ü¯ìéË éÔ ÇìðèÆ ÕÛ° ì ¿è ¹¨éÔ ìÅÇðÕ éÔ Ü¯ìéË éÔ ÇìðèÆ ÕÛ° ì ¿è ¹¨
úÔ ì¶ðÅ éÔ ì ÈÞÆÁË ÜÀ° ÁÅÇÂ êð Ë Üî ë ¿è ¹¨úÔ ì¶ðÅ éÔ ì ÈÞÆÁË ÜÀ° ÁÅÇÂ êð Ë Üî ë ¿è ¹¨úÔ ì¶ðÅ éÔ ì ÈÞÆÁË ÜÀ° ÁÅÇÂ êð Ë Üî ë ¿è ¹¨úÔ ì¶ðÅ éÔ ì ÈÞÆÁË ÜÀ° ÁÅÇÂ êð Ë Üî ë ¿è ¹¨úÔ ì¶ðÅ éÔ ì ÈÞÆÁË ÜÀ° ÁÅÇÂ êð Ë Üî ë ¿è ¹¨ AMg  - BED - BED - BED - BED - BED

There is neither fulfillment of domestic duties nor of spiritual
goal. Consequently what will happen in the life hereafter?
Nobody bothers to know. But Guru Ji says -

“Virtuous and vicious man becomes not by mere words of
mouth.
The often repeated actions are engraved on the heart.”

ê¹ ¿éÆ êÅêÆ ÁÅÖä° éÅÇÔ¨ ÕÇð ÕÇð ÕðäÅ ÇñÇÖ ñË ÜÅÔ ¹¨ê ¹ ¿éÆ êÅêÆ ÁÅÖä° éÅÇÔ¨ ÕÇð ÕÇð ÕðäÅ ÇñÇÖ ñË ÜÅÔ ¹¨ê ¹ ¿éÆ êÅêÆ ÁÅÖä° éÅÇÔ¨ ÕÇð ÕÇð ÕðäÅ ÇñÇÖ ñË ÜÅÔ ¹¨ê ¹ ¿éÆ êÅêÆ ÁÅÖä° éÅÇÔ¨ ÕÇð ÕÇð ÕðäÅ ÇñÇÖ ñË ÜÅÔ ¹¨ê ¹ ¿éÆ êÅêÆ ÁÅÖä° éÅÇÔ¨ ÕÇð ÕÇð ÕðäÅ ÇñÇÖ ñË ÜÅÔ ¹¨
                    AMg  - D - D - D - D - D
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“As man sows so does he reap.
Such is the field of actions.”

Ü¶ÔÅ ìÆÜË Ã ¯  «äË ÕðîÅ Ã ¿çóÅ Ö ¶å °¨Ü¶ÔÅ ìÆÜË Ã ¯  «äË ÕðîÅ Ã ¿çóÅ Ö ¶å °¨Ü¶ÔÅ ìÆÜË Ã ¯  «äË ÕðîÅ Ã ¿çóÅ Ö ¶å °¨Ü¶ÔÅ ìÆÜË Ã ¯  «äË ÕðîÅ Ã ¿çóÅ Ö ¶å °¨Ü¶ÔÅ ìÆÜË Ã ¯  «äË ÕðîÅ Ã ¿çóÅ Ö ¶å °¨ AMg  - ACD - ACD - ACD - ACD - ACD
Whatever is sown has to be reaped. Why? Think over

this issue.

It is already mentioned that Waheguru has created maya
with three attributes; and remaining behind it Ekankar
(Creator) is playing the whole sport. This is the nature of
mammon (Maya) that it keeps itself quite concealed and
comes forward to charm the beings. Maya is so tempting that
it is very difficult to save oneself from its influence. Only
perfect Guru, realized souls, society of  detached saints can
save. Provided there is complete faith in Guru's words, the
fate favours. No god can help because the gods are themself
under the impact of  maya. They have been charmed by maya.
Only the Guru abides in the Turiya Avastha (Transcendental
Bliss) by remaining above three attributes. Maya cannot
influence the Guru, who has the energy to shatter the bonds
of  maya. It is said in the Gurbani that maya is servant of
the saints. It keeps all others to be confused. Guru Ji says
in this regard -

“O Lord of the world and Master of the universe, this
worldliness has made me forget Thy feet.
Even a bit of love for Thee wells up not in Thy slave. What
can the poor slave do?”

ÇÂÇé îÅÇÂÁÅ Ü×çÆÃ ×¹ÃÅÂÆ å°îð ¶ Úðé ÇìÃÅð ¶ÍÍÇÂÇé îÅÇÂÁÅ Ü×çÆÃ ×¹ÃÅÂÆ å°îð ¶ Úðé ÇìÃÅð ¶ÍÍÇÂÇé îÅÇÂÁÅ Ü×çÆÃ ×¹ÃÅÂÆ å°îð ¶ Úðé ÇìÃÅð ¶ÍÍÇÂÇé îÅÇÂÁÅ Ü×çÆÃ ×¹ÃÅÂÆ å°îð ¶ Úðé ÇìÃÅð ¶ÍÍÇÂÇé îÅÇÂÁÅ Ü×çÆÃ ×¹ÃÅÂÆ å°îð ¶ Úðé ÇìÃÅð ¶ÍÍ
ÇÕ ¿Úå êÌÆÇå é À°êÜË Üé ÕÀ° Üé ÕÔÅ ÕðÇÔ ì ¶ÚÅð ¶¨ÇÕ¿Úå êÌÆÇå é À°êÜË Üé ÕÀ° Üé ÕÔÅ ÕðÇÔ ì ¶ÚÅð ¶¨ÇÕ¿Úå êÌÆÇå é À°êÜË Üé ÕÀ° Üé ÕÔÅ ÕðÇÔ ì ¶ÚÅð ¶¨ÇÕ¿Úå êÌÆÇå é À°êÜË Üé ÕÀ° Üé ÕÔÅ ÕðÇÔ ì ¶ÚÅð ¶¨ÇÕ¿Úå êÌÆÇå é À°êÜË Üé ÕÀ° Üé ÕÔÅ ÕðÇÔ ì ¶ÚÅð ¶¨

AMg  - HEG - HEG - HEG - HEG - HEG
“Such is this mammon, by which the Lord is forgotten,
worldly love wells up and one is attached to the love of
another.”

Â¶Ô îÅÇÂÁÅ ÇÜå° ÔÇð ÇòÃðËÂ ¶Ô îÅÇÂÁÅ ÇÜå° ÔÇð ÇòÃðËÂ ¶Ô îÅÇÂÁÅ ÇÜå° ÔÇð ÇòÃðËÂ ¶Ô îÅÇÂÁÅ ÇÜå° ÔÇð ÇòÃðËÂ ¶Ô îÅÇÂÁÅ ÇÜå° ÔÇð ÇòÃðË
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î¯Ô ¹  À °êÜË íÅÀ° ç ÈÜÅ ñÅÇÂÁÅ¨î¯Ô ¹  À °êÜË íÅÀ° ç ÈÜÅ ñÅÇÂÁÅ¨î¯Ô ¹  À °êÜË íÅÀ° ç ÈÜÅ ñÅÇÂÁÅ¨î¯Ô ¹  À °êÜË íÅÀ° ç ÈÜÅ ñÅÇÂÁÅ¨î¯Ô ¹  À °êÜË íÅÀ° ç ÈÜÅ ñÅÇÂÁÅ¨ AMg  - IBA - IBA - IBA - IBA - IBA
But those who are imbued with Nam and with practice

reach state of quintessence, they cannot be influenced by
maya. Others are caught in the net of maya and they forget
God. Due to the influence of maya we do not obey the words
of  the Guru. Maya is subtle and evident. So, we come across
maya daily in every field. It keeps us fascinated. Knowing fully
well that man has to meet God in this human life he is
neither worried nor mindful of  his fate in the life hereafter.
It is essential to go deep into the mind with the desire to
meet God. It is not material whether you live in family or
live in the forests, fully detached after abandoning all the
pleasures of the world. It is also not enough to remain in
the shallow layers of  mind and doing daily religious rites. In
these days daily religious routine is completed in half  an hour.
Similar is the fate of those who recite Gayatri (Divine Hindu
Hymn) or say Namaz (Muslim prayer). These rites do not go
deep in the mind. Consequently the faith of man is scattered
immediately after the impact of maya and man forgets about
his goal of meeting God in this very life. The satsang, in
which you are present, lasts more than three hours doing the
praise of  God and the delivery of  divine discourse. We also
endeavour to go very deep in the hard layers of mind.

What is the deep layer of mind? It may be clear from
this example. Suppose the lone earning member of a family
dies in an accident. Complete darkness shall envelop that
family. At that moment no gnosis, no discourse, no advice,
no word of  the Guru will work. Because in that state the
mind feels agitated with the deep shock of the accident. The
intellect of man is fully surrounded by the pain of death. As
a result thereof, man takes deep sighs automatically.
Sometimes tears trickle from the eyes. The pain goes so deep
in the mind that it cannot be forgotten even with the passage
of time. The life passes in helplessness and under compulsion
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of  circumstances. This memory goes deep. Mind is always
attracted towards this pain which has become indelible. The
body and power of thinking become weak. Contrarily the love
for God does not go deep, due to absence of  pain of
separation from God, to that point where remembrance of
God becomes the very part of one's life. As is said -

“How can a fish maintain life without water?
How can a rainbird be satisfied without rain drops?
As the deer, fascinated by music runs straight towards the
huntsman, as the bumble-bee greedy after the flower’s
fragrance, finding it, enmeshes itself into it, so do the holy
men love their God and are sated by seeing His vision.”

ÇÜÀ° îÛ°ñÆ Çìé¹ êÅäÆÁË ÇÕÀ° ÜÆòä° êÅòË¨ÇÜÀ° îÛ°ñÆ Çìé¹ êÅäÆÁË ÇÕÀ° ÜÆòä° êÅòË¨ÇÜÀ° îÛ°ñÆ Çìé¹ êÅäÆÁË ÇÕÀ° ÜÆòä° êÅòË¨ÇÜÀ° îÛ°ñÆ Çìé¹ êÅäÆÁË ÇÕÀ° ÜÆòä° êÅòË¨ÇÜÀ° îÛ°ñÆ Çìé¹ êÅäÆÁË ÇÕÀ° ÜÆòä° êÅòË¨
ì È ¿ç ÇòÔÈäÅ ÚÅÇåzÕ ¯ ÇÕÀ° ÕÇð ÇåzêåÅòË¨ìÈ ¿ç ÇòÔÈäÅ ÚÅÇåzÕ ¯ ÇÕÀ° ÕÇð ÇåzêåÅòË¨ìÈ ¿ç ÇòÔÈäÅ ÚÅÇåzÕ ¯ ÇÕÀ° ÕÇð ÇåzêåÅòË¨ìÈ ¿ç ÇòÔÈäÅ ÚÅÇåzÕ ¯ ÇÕÀ° ÕÇð ÇåzêåÅòË¨ìÈ ¿ç ÇòÔÈäÅ ÚÅÇåzÕ ¯ ÇÕÀ° ÕÇð ÇåzêåÅòË¨
éÅç Õ°ð ¿ÕÇÔ ì ¶ÇèÁÅ Ãéî¹Ö À°Çá èÅòË¨éÅç Õ°ð ¿ÕÇÔ ì ¶ÇèÁÅ Ãéî¹Ö À°Çá èÅòË¨éÅç Õ°ð ¿ÕÇÔ ì ¶ÇèÁÅ Ãéî¹Ö À°Çá èÅòË¨éÅç Õ°ð ¿ÕÇÔ ì ¶ÇèÁÅ Ãéî¹Ö À°Çá èÅòË¨éÅç Õ°ð ¿ÕÇÔ ì ¶ÇèÁÅ Ãéî¹Ö À°Çá èÅòË¨
íòð¹ ñ ¯íÆ Õ °Ãî ìÅÃ ¹ ÕÅ ÇîÇñ ÁÅê¹ ì ¿èÅòË¨íòð¹ ñ ¯íÆ Õ °Ãî ìÅÃ ¹ ÕÅ ÇîÇñ ÁÅê¹ ì ¿èÅòË¨íòð¹ ñ ¯íÆ Õ °Ãî ìÅÃ ¹ ÕÅ ÇîÇñ ÁÅê¹ ì ¿èÅòË¨íòð¹ ñ ¯íÆ Õ °Ãî ìÅÃ ¹ ÕÅ ÇîÇñ ÁÅê¹ ì ¿èÅòË¨íòð¹ ñ ¯íÆ Õ °Ãî ìÅÃ ¹ ÕÅ ÇîÇñ ÁÅê¹ ì ¿èÅòË¨
ÇåÀ° Ã ¿å ÜéÅ ÔÇð ê ÌÆÇå Ô Ë ç ¶ÇÖ çðÃ¹ ÁØÅòË¨ÇåÀ° Ã ¿å ÜéÅ ÔÇð ê ÌÆÇå Ô Ë ç ¶ÇÖ çðÃ¹ ÁØÅòË¨ÇåÀ° Ã ¿å ÜéÅ ÔÇð ê ÌÆÇå Ô Ë ç ¶ÇÖ çðÃ¹ ÁØÅòË¨ÇåÀ° Ã ¿å ÜéÅ ÔÇð ê ÌÆÇå Ô Ë ç ¶ÇÖ çðÃ¹ ÁØÅòË¨ÇåÀ° Ã ¿å ÜéÅ ÔÇð ê ÌÆÇå Ô Ë ç ¶ÇÖ çðÃ¹ ÁØÅòË¨

AMg  - G@H - G@H - G@H - G@H - G@H
Our love is not parallel to such similes. Hence it remains

in the upper layers of mind. However, coming into satsang
our mind does try to understand the aim for which “we have
achieved human incarnation”. But our mind does not realize
that the attained opportunity is passing. In one day we take
about 24,000 breaths. The wise think that in one minute man
takes 12 breaths while sitting; 24 breaths while sleeping and
50 breaths during sex enjoyment. In this way the treasure of
breaths is depleted. It is just like cutting a thick rope by
white and black rats. If  they continue cutting day and night
then they can complete the cutting very soon. Similarly the
black rat of night and white rat of day are consuming the
age of  man. They will complete the consumption one day.
The pendulum of modern clocks give sweet sound after every
hour to warn that one hour’s  breaths have been finished.
The clock continues giving this warning. Still man does not
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get worried over the depletion of  his 24,000 breaths daily.
Consequently we may consider as to how much attention we
pay to the words of  the Guru. But Guru Ji warns
continuously -

“O mortal, if thou hast any understanding, then remember
thou Thy Lord, night and day.
Every moment life is passing away like the water from the
cracked pitcher.”

Ú¶åéÅ Ô Ë åÀ° Ú ¶å ñË ÇéÇÃ ÇçÇé î Ë ê Ì ÅéÆ¨Ú¶åéÅ Ô Ë åÀ° Ú ¶å ñË ÇéÇÃ ÇçÇé î Ë ê Ì ÅéÆ¨Ú¶åéÅ Ô Ë åÀ° Ú ¶å ñË ÇéÇÃ ÇçÇé î Ë ê Ì ÅéÆ¨Ú¶åéÅ Ô Ë åÀ° Ú ¶å ñË ÇéÇÃ ÇçÇé î Ë ê Ì ÅéÆ¨Ú¶åéÅ Ô Ë åÀ° Ú ¶å ñË ÇéÇÃ ÇçÇé î Ë ê Ì ÅéÆ¨
ÇÛé° ÇÛé° ÁÀ°è ÇìÔÅå¹ Ô Ë  ë Èà Ë  Øà ÇÜÀ° êÅéÆ¨ÇÛé° ÇÛé° ÁÀ°è ÇìÔÅå¹ Ô Ë  ë Èà Ë  Øà ÇÜÀ° êÅéÆ¨ÇÛé° ÇÛé° ÁÀ°è ÇìÔÅå¹ Ô Ë  ë Èà Ë  Øà ÇÜÀ° êÅéÆ¨ÇÛé° ÇÛé° ÁÀ°è ÇìÔÅå¹ Ô Ë  ë Èà Ë  Øà ÇÜÀ° êÅéÆ¨ÇÛé° ÇÛé° ÁÀ°è ÇìÔÅå¹ Ô Ë  ë Èà Ë  Øà ÇÜÀ° êÅéÆ¨

AMg  - GBF - GBF - GBF - GBF - GBF
Contrary to this warning we celebrate our birthdays and

feel happy to say, “We have become so many years old”. We
do not realize that actually the age has reduced with the
completion of the year and we have done nothing to achieve
the goal of  life. Guru Ji says, “Dear! don’t waste your time
in the jobs you are busy. God must provide you with
sustenance. You may or may not make efforts in this regard.
Still you have put around your neck the stiff rope of
dishonesties and deceits. So tied you will leave and repent
ultimately in the court of Dharam Raj (judge of
righteousness). But then it will not help. God arranged your
sustenance before your creation. You did not know in the
womb of the mother that immediately after your birth you
will feel hungry. Still God had arranged milk for you. Despite
that neither you believed in your sustenance nor you thought
the Name to be most precious as compared to the other things
in which you are engrossed. You may build mansions for you,
purchase big agriculture farm, install big factories but you will
leave bewailing when you fall in the hands of  death's couriers.
Guru Ji, therefore, warns you to ponder -

“Other deeds are of no avail;
You meditate on the Name in the company of saints.”
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ÁòÇð ÕÅÜ å¶ð Ë  ÇÕåË é ÕÅî¨ÁòÇð ÕÅÜ å¶ð Ë  ÇÕåË é ÕÅî¨ÁòÇð ÕÅÜ å¶ð Ë  ÇÕåË é ÕÅî¨ÁòÇð ÕÅÜ å¶ð Ë  ÇÕåË é ÕÅî¨ÁòÇð ÕÅÜ å¶ð Ë  ÇÕåË é ÕÅî¨
Çî« ÃÅèÃ¿×Çå íÜ¹ Õ ¶òñ éÅî¨Çî« ÃÅèÃ¿×Çå íÜ¹ Õ ¶òñ éÅî¨Çî« ÃÅèÃ¿×Çå íÜ¹ Õ ¶òñ éÅî¨Çî« ÃÅèÃ¿×Çå íÜ¹ Õ ¶òñ éÅî¨Çî« ÃÅèÃ¿×Çå íÜ¹ Õ ¶òñ éÅî¨ AMg  - AB - AB - AB - AB - AB

You are to be provided with nourishment by your fate. As
has been said -

“Care thou not. Thy care lies with thy Creator-Lord.
God gives to all the creatures of water and land.
My Lord gives unasked for bounties. He sustains even the
insects locked in stones.
Rest thou not thy hope on thine friends, sons and brothers.
Rest thou not thy hope on any king or foreign business.
Without the Lord’s Name, none is thy helper,
So remember thou thy World-Lord.”

éÅ ÕÇð ÇÚ ¿å ÇÚ ¿åÅ Ô Ë Õðå¶¨éÅ ÕÇð ÇÚ ¿å ÇÚ ¿åÅ Ô Ë Õðå¶¨éÅ ÕÇð ÇÚ ¿å ÇÚ ¿åÅ Ô Ë Õðå¶¨éÅ ÕÇð ÇÚ ¿å ÇÚ ¿åÅ Ô Ë Õðå¶¨éÅ ÕÇð ÇÚ ¿å ÇÚ ¿åÅ Ô Ë Õðå¶¨
ÔÇð ç¶ò Ë ÜÇñ æÇñ Ü¿åÅ ÃíåË¨ÔÇð ç¶ò Ë ÜÇñ æÇñ Ü¿åÅ ÃíåË¨ÔÇð ç¶ò Ë ÜÇñ æÇñ Ü¿åÅ ÃíåË¨ÔÇð ç¶ò Ë ÜÇñ æÇñ Ü¿åÅ ÃíåË¨ÔÇð ç¶ò Ë ÜÇñ æÇñ Ü¿åÅ ÃíåË¨
ÁÇÚ¿å çÅé° ç ¶ÇÂ ê Ìí ¹  î ¶ðÅÁÇÚ¿å çÅé° ç ¶ÇÂ ê Ìí ¹  î ¶ðÅÁÇÚ¿å çÅé° ç ¶ÇÂ ê Ìí ¹  î ¶ðÅÁÇÚ¿å çÅé° ç ¶ÇÂ ê Ìí ¹  î ¶ðÅÁÇÚ¿å çÅé° ç ¶ÇÂ ê Ìí ¹  î ¶ðÅ
ÇòÇÚ êÅæð ÕÆà êÖÅäÆ Ô ¶¨ÇòÇÚ êÅæð ÕÆà êÖÅäÆ Ô ¶¨ÇòÇÚ êÅæð ÕÆà êÖÅäÆ Ô ¶¨ÇòÇÚ êÅæð ÕÆà êÖÅäÆ Ô ¶¨ÇòÇÚ êÅæð ÕÆà êÖÅäÆ Ô ¶¨
éÅ ÕÇð ÁÅÃ îÆå Ã ¹å íÅÂÆ¨éÅ ÕÇð ÁÅÃ îÆå Ã ¹å íÅÂÆ¨éÅ ÕÇð ÁÅÃ îÆå Ã ¹å íÅÂÆ¨éÅ ÕÇð ÁÅÃ îÆå Ã ¹å íÅÂÆ¨éÅ ÕÇð ÁÅÃ îÆå Ã ¹å íÅÂÆ¨
éÅ ÕÇð ÁÅÃ ÇÕÃË ÃÅÔ ÇìÀ°ÔÅð ÕÆ êðÅÂÆ¨éÅ ÕÇð ÁÅÃ ÇÕÃË ÃÅÔ ÇìÀ°ÔÅð ÕÆ êðÅÂÆ¨éÅ ÕÇð ÁÅÃ ÇÕÃË ÃÅÔ ÇìÀ°ÔÅð ÕÆ êðÅÂÆ¨éÅ ÕÇð ÁÅÃ ÇÕÃË ÃÅÔ ÇìÀ°ÔÅð ÕÆ êðÅÂÆ¨éÅ ÕÇð ÁÅÃ ÇÕÃË ÃÅÔ ÇìÀ°ÔÅð ÕÆ êðÅÂÆ¨
Çìé° ÔÇð éÅòË Õ ¯ ì ¶ñÆ éÅÔÆÇìé° ÔÇð éÅòË Õ ¯ ì ¶ñÆ éÅÔÆÇìé° ÔÇð éÅòË Õ ¯ ì ¶ñÆ éÅÔÆÇìé° ÔÇð éÅòË Õ ¯ ì ¶ñÆ éÅÔÆÇìé° ÔÇð éÅòË Õ ¯ ì ¶ñÆ éÅÔÆ
ÔÇð ÜêÆÁË ÃÅð ¿×êÅäÆ Ô ¶¨ÔÇð ÜêÆÁË ÃÅð ¿×êÅäÆ Ô ¶¨ÔÇð ÜêÆÁË ÃÅð ¿×êÅäÆ Ô ¶¨ÔÇð ÜêÆÁË ÃÅð ¿×êÅäÆ Ô ¶¨ÔÇð ÜêÆÁË ÃÅð ¿×êÅäÆ Ô ¶¨                AMg  - A@G@ - A@G@ - A@G@ - A@G@ - A@G@

God provides sustenance. But man says that he himself
earns his sustenance. For this man, bound by ego, deceives
and cheats. This he does of  his own. He is, therefore, bound
to endure their fruit. For doing deeds the body has been
given the competence -

“The mortal’s power is not in his own hands.
The cause of causes is the Lord of all.
The helpless mortal is at Lord’s command.
What pleases Him, that does, ultimately come to pass.”

ÇÂÃ ÕÅ ìñ¹ éÅÔÆ ÇÂÃ¹ ÔÅæ¨ÇÂÃ ÕÅ ìñ¹ éÅÔÆ ÇÂÃ¹ ÔÅæ¨ÇÂÃ ÕÅ ìñ¹ éÅÔÆ ÇÂÃ¹ ÔÅæ¨ÇÂÃ ÕÅ ìñ¹ éÅÔÆ ÇÂÃ¹ ÔÅæ¨ÇÂÃ ÕÅ ìñ¹ éÅÔÆ ÇÂÃ¹ ÔÅæ¨
Õðé ÕðÅòé Ãðì Õ¯ éÅæ¨Õðé ÕðÅòé Ãðì Õ¯ éÅæ¨Õðé ÕðÅòé Ãðì Õ¯ éÅæ¨Õðé ÕðÅòé Ãðì Õ¯ éÅæ¨Õðé ÕðÅòé Ãðì Õ¯ éÅæ¨
ÁÅÇ×ÁÅÕÅðÆ ìê¹ðÅ ÜÆÀ°ÍÍÁÅÇ×ÁÅÕÅðÆ ìê¹ðÅ ÜÆÀ°ÍÍÁÅÇ×ÁÅÕÅðÆ ìê¹ðÅ ÜÆÀ°ÍÍÁÅÇ×ÁÅÕÅðÆ ìê¹ðÅ ÜÆÀ°ÍÍÁÅÇ×ÁÅÕÅðÆ ìê¹ðÅ ÜÆÀ°ÍÍ
Ü¯ ÇåÃ¹ íÅòË Ã ¯ÂÆ ë ¹ Çé æÆÀ°¨Ü¯ ÇåÃ¹ íÅòË Ã ¯ÂÆ ë ¹ Çé æÆÀ°¨Ü¯ ÇåÃ¹ íÅòË Ã ¯ÂÆ ë ¹ Çé æÆÀ°¨Ü¯ ÇåÃ¹ íÅòË Ã ¯ÂÆ ë ¹ Çé æÆÀ°¨Ü¯ ÇåÃ¹ íÅòË Ã ¯ÂÆ ë ¹ Çé æÆÀ°¨ AMg  - BGG - BGG - BGG - BGG - BGG
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Guru Ji advises man in plain language.
“Meditate on the Name in the society of saints.”

Çîñ¹ ÃÅèÃ¿×Çå íÜ¹ Õ ¶òñ éÅî¨Çîñ¹ ÃÅèÃ¿×Çå íÜ¹ Õ ¶òñ éÅî¨Çîñ¹ ÃÅèÃ¿×Çå íÜ¹ Õ ¶òñ éÅî¨Çîñ¹ ÃÅèÃ¿×Çå íÜ¹ Õ ¶òñ éÅî¨Çîñ¹ ÃÅèÃ¿×Çå íÜ¹ Õ ¶òñ éÅî¨ AMg  - AB - AB - AB - AB - AB
Man has, as a matter of fact, obtained human birth for

meditation. For this noble deed the devotee must go into the
society of  realized souls, Sires and Gursikhs. However, he
shall have to be careful about the hypocrites and their outer
garb because everybody is not true saint and Gursikh. The
holy saints or true saints see the Invisible everywhere. This
tendency is called “Braham Neshti”. In each talk they find God
speaking. It is called “Braham Srotari”. In each talk God is
known; due to which the speaker is called “Braham Bakta”.
Such sires remain absorbed in God always. His society enables
the being to cross the world ocean. In this regard it is
said -

“O saints, thus is crossed the world ocean.
He who practises the word of the saints, he is ferried across
by Guru’s grace.”

Ã¿åÔ¹ ÃÅ×ð¹ êÅÇð À°åðÆÁËÍÍÃ ¿åÔ¹ ÃÅ×ð¹ êÅÇð À°åðÆÁËÍÍÃ ¿åÔ¹ ÃÅ×ð¹ êÅÇð À°åðÆÁËÍÍÃ ¿åÔ¹ ÃÅ×ð¹ êÅÇð À°åðÆÁËÍÍÃ ¿åÔ¹ ÃÅ×ð¹ êÅÇð À°åðÆÁËÍÍ
Ü¶ Õ ¯ ìÚé° ÕîÅòË Ã ¿åé ÕÅ Ã ¯ ×¹ð êðÃÅçÆ åðÆÁËÍÍÜ¶ Õ ¯ ìÚé° ÕîÅòË Ã ¿åé ÕÅ Ã ¯ ×¹ð êðÃÅçÆ åðÆÁËÍÍÜ¶ Õ ¯ ìÚé° ÕîÅòË Ã ¿åé ÕÅ Ã ¯ ×¹ð êðÃÅçÆ åðÆÁËÍÍÜ¶ Õ ¯ ìÚé° ÕîÅòË Ã ¿åé ÕÅ Ã ¯ ×¹ð êðÃÅçÆ åðÆÁËÍÍÜ¶ Õ ¯ ìÚé° ÕîÅòË Ã ¿åé ÕÅ Ã ¯ ×¹ð êðÃÅçÆ åðÆÁËÍÍ

AMg  - GDG - GDG - GDG - GDG - GDG
We remember God in the society of these holy saints.
“Lord is remembered with the very sight of saints.”

ÁÅòË ÃÇÔì¹ ÇÚÇå å¶ÇðÁÅ í×åÅ ÇâÇáÁÅ¨ÁÅòË ÃÇÔì¹ ÇÚÇå å¶ÇðÁÅ í×åÅ ÇâÇáÁÅ¨ÁÅòË ÃÇÔì¹ ÇÚÇå å¶ÇðÁÅ í×åÅ ÇâÇáÁÅ¨ÁÅòË ÃÇÔì¹ ÇÚÇå å¶ÇðÁÅ í×åÅ ÇâÇáÁÅ¨ÁÅòË ÃÇÔì¹ ÇÚÇå å¶ÇðÁÅ í×åÅ ÇâÇáÁÅ¨ AMg  - EB@ - EB@ - EB@ - EB@ - EB@
From these preachings it is confirmed that God Himself
pervades within and outside. There is no place where God
is not present -

“Beyond Him is no place;
With Guru’s grace is bliss achieved.”

ÇåÃ å¶ Çí ¿é éÔÆ Õ¯ áÅÀ°¨ÇåÃ å¶ Çí ¿é éÔÆ Õ¯ áÅÀ°¨ÇåÃ å¶ Çí ¿é éÔÆ Õ¯ áÅÀ°¨ÇåÃ å¶ Çí ¿é éÔÆ Õ¯ áÅÀ°¨ÇåÃ å¶ Çí ¿é éÔÆ Õ¯ áÅÀ°¨
×¹ð ê ÌÃÅÇç éÅéÕ Ã¹Ö ¹  êÅÀ°¨×¹ð ê ÌÃÅÇç éÅéÕ Ã¹Ö ¹  êÅÀ°¨×¹ð ê ÌÃÅÇç éÅéÕ Ã¹Ö ¹  êÅÀ°¨×¹ð ê ÌÃÅÇç éÅéÕ Ã¹Ö ¹  êÅÀ°¨×¹ð ê ÌÃÅÇç éÅéÕ Ã¹Ö ¹  êÅÀ°¨ AMg  - BID - BID - BID - BID - BID

These sermons create impact upto the realm of  intellect.
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But these preachings do not get ingrained in memory. So we
are adept in conversation and dialogues. Nobody can beat us.
We claim not only to be learned but we claim to know our
real self  also. Still we do not believe that -

“Betwixt land and sky pervades one Light;
Neither it increases nor decreases remaining the same.”

ÇÜîÆ ÜîÅé Õ¶ ÇìÖË ÃîÃÇå Â ¶Õ Ü¯å Ô ËÍÍÇÜîÆ ÜîÅé Õ¶ ÇìÖË ÃîÃÇå Â ¶Õ Ü¯å Ô ËÍÍÇÜîÆ ÜîÅé Õ¶ ÇìÖË ÃîÃÇå Â ¶Õ Ü¯å Ô ËÍÍÇÜîÆ ÜîÅé Õ¶ ÇìÖË ÃîÃÇå Â ¶Õ Ü¯å Ô ËÍÍÇÜîÆ ÜîÅé Õ¶ ÇìÖË ÃîÃÇå Â ¶Õ Ü¯å Ô ËÍÍ
éÅ ØÅà Ô Ë éÅ ìÅã Ô Ë éÅ ØÅà ìÅã Ô ¯å Ô Ë¨éÅ ØÅà Ô Ë éÅ ìÅã Ô Ë éÅ ØÅà ìÅã Ô ¯å Ô Ë¨éÅ ØÅà Ô Ë éÅ ìÅã Ô Ë éÅ ØÅà ìÅã Ô ¯å Ô Ë¨éÅ ØÅà Ô Ë éÅ ìÅã Ô Ë éÅ ØÅà ìÅã Ô ¯å Ô Ë¨éÅ ØÅà Ô Ë éÅ ìÅã Ô Ë éÅ ØÅà ìÅã Ô ¯å Ô Ë¨

ÁÕÅñ À°ÃåÇåÁÕÅñ À°ÃåÇåÁÕÅñ À°ÃåÇåÁÕÅñ À°ÃåÇåÁÕÅñ À°ÃåÇå
We do not feel God to be ever with us and everywhere

else. Those who see God to be everywhere, their deeds are
true and their activity is called “Sat Achar”. In this regard
there is a story. Baba Bhag Singh Ji succeeded the holy first
Baba Sahib Singh Ji. From the very childhood he was
attracted towards spiritualism. Fully detached be went to
Hazoor Sahib on foot to touch his brow on the sacred dust
of  the feet of  “Dasmesh Pitta” (The Tenth Master). Enroute
he stayed near clean water in the forest while crossing the
mountain of Vindhyachal. The people of that area were
rushing in haste to reach their homes in the evening, before
sun set. They happened to see Bal Yogi (child yogi) Bhag
Singh. Realizing that the yogi was not aware of the presence
of lions in that forest that come there to drink water, the
people came to Baba Ji. At that time Baba Ji was 20-22 years
old. They said, “Bal Yogi! you kindly accompany us to our
village. We will arrange your stay there. At this place come
the lions, the tigers and elephants and leopards. They may eat
you. You come with us. We light the fire around our homes
and pass the night safely. Otherwise these wild beasts eat our
animals.” In response to their request Baba Ji expressed his
gratitude and said, “You need not worry. No wild beast shall
eat me. You do not know the secret which I know with the
Grace of God.” After repeated requests they left that place.
During the night they kept on discussing their apprehension
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about the end of  Bal Yogi who had not accepted their offer
of spending the night in the village. With sunrise they
assembled and reached the place where Baba Ji was sitting
in meditation. They observed footprints of  the lions and
other beasts around that place. They felt that the lions had
come close to Baba Ji for sniffing. They were astonished over
this. They realized that Baba Ji was blessed son of  God.
Listening to their chats Baba Ji opened his eyes. They said,
“Baba! you are really a man of God. But tell us why the
beasts did not eat you, especially when they spare no man.
The lions did sniff you. They came close to you and they
did drink water. It appears some hidden power in you saved
you. Then Baba Ji said, “Dear! you may not follow the secret.
Look! this visible body, you see, is concealing a subtle power
which is called Atma or soul. It is form of  God and pervades
everywhere. The same soul is in me and the lions. No doubt
I have different body from the bodies of the lions and other
beasts. But in all the bodies the soul is the same. Then no
difference remains between me and the lions. I am in the lions
and the lions are in me. We are one. Nobody eats one’s own
flesh. You see those beasts as lions. I find myself  in them.
Dear! when the duality ends, then the thinking changes." As
my Guru Ji says -

“He, within whose mind is the True Name, who with his
mouth utters the True Name, and who beholds, no other but
the unique Lord,
Nanak, these are the qualities of man who knows God.”

îÇé ÃÅÚÅ î ¹ÇÖ ÃÅÚÅ Ã ¯ÇÂÍÍîÇé ÃÅÚÅ î ¹ÇÖ ÃÅÚÅ Ã ¯ÇÂÍÍîÇé ÃÅÚÅ î ¹ÇÖ ÃÅÚÅ Ã ¯ÇÂÍÍîÇé ÃÅÚÅ î ¹ÇÖ ÃÅÚÅ Ã ¯ÇÂÍÍîÇé ÃÅÚÅ î ¹ÇÖ ÃÅÚÅ Ã ¯ÇÂÍÍ
Áòð¹ é ê ¶Ö Ë  Â ¶ÕÃ¹ Çìé¹ Õ ¯ÇÂ¨Áòð¹ é ê ¶Ö Ë  Â ¶ÕÃ¹ Çìé¹ Õ ¯ÇÂ¨Áòð¹ é ê ¶Ö Ë  Â ¶ÕÃ¹ Çìé¹ Õ ¯ÇÂ¨Áòð¹ é ê ¶Ö Ë  Â ¶ÕÃ¹ Çìé¹ Õ ¯ÇÂ¨Áòð¹ é ê ¶Ö Ë  Â ¶ÕÃ¹ Çìé¹ Õ ¯ÇÂ¨
éÅéÕ ÇÂÔ ñÛä ìÌÔîÇ×ÁÅéÆ Ô ¯ÇÂ¨éÅéÕ ÇÂÔ ñÛä ìÌÔîÇ×ÁÅéÆ Ô ¯ÇÂ¨éÅéÕ ÇÂÔ ñÛä ìÌÔîÇ×ÁÅéÆ Ô ¯ÇÂ¨éÅéÕ ÇÂÔ ñÛä ìÌÔîÇ×ÁÅéÆ Ô ¯ÇÂ¨éÅéÕ ÇÂÔ ñÛä ìÌÔîÇ×ÁÅéÆ Ô ¯ÇÂ¨                     AMg  - BGB - BGB - BGB - BGB - BGB

Similarly holy Saint Sham Singh Ji lived in the forests
above Rishikesh (U.P.) Once a group of  saints went to meet
him in the thick forest. Reaching near him, they found deer,
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leopard, lion, wolf sitting around the holy saint unmindful of
any difference amongst themselves. They were astonished to
see that the beasts of opposite nature were not eating each
other. On their asking the holy saint said, “Dear! visibly the
snake, wolf and deer appear to be different. But the soul in
all is the same. When the same soul is seen by these beasts,
their mutual differences disappear. Then they do not harm
each other. Their nature changes when they come near the
holy saints. The nature of  snake and lions also changes. But
this is a stage which is accepted by the person who has
achieved it.”

The stage of "The condition of obeying cannot be
explained" appears there. The talkative learned cannot be said
to be truly learned. Truly learned finds similarity in all
tendencies. He does not find any difference in weal and woe.
He does not possess desire for happiness in his mind or love
for wealth. He is above fear and does not differentiate
between gold and dust. Slander and praise do not come near
him. Lust, wrath, avarice, attachment and pride do not abide
in him. He takes alike honour and dishonour. Hope and
anxiety, he abandons. Braham or the Lord abides in such a
person completely. He passes his time while remaining united
with God, as the rivers become ocean after entering into it.
Lord Krishan has explained this stage very nicely. Guru Ji also
says -

“Man, who in pain, feels not pain, who is affected not by
pleasure, love and fear and deems gold as dust. Pause.
Who is swayed not by dispraise, or praise, and who suffers
not from greed, worldly love and pride, who remains
unaffected by joy or sorrow and who minds not honour nor
dishonour.
He, who renounces all hope and yearning, remains desire free
in the world and whom lust and wrath touch not, within
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his mind abides the Lord.’

Ü¯ éð ¹ ç ¹Ö î Ë ç ¹Ö ¹  éÔÆ îÅéË¨Ü¯ éð ¹ ç ¹Ö î Ë ç ¹Ö ¹  éÔÆ îÅéË¨Ü¯ éð ¹ ç ¹Ö î Ë ç ¹Ö ¹  éÔÆ îÅéË¨Ü¯ éð ¹ ç ¹Ö î Ë ç ¹Ö ¹  éÔÆ îÅéË¨Ü¯ éð ¹ ç ¹Ö î Ë ç ¹Ö ¹  éÔÆ îÅéË¨
Ã ¹Ö Ãé¶Ô ¹  Áð¹ í Ë éÔÆ ÜÅ ÕË Õ ¿Úé îÅàÆ îÅéË¨Ã ¹Ö Ãé¶Ô ¹  Áð¹ í Ë éÔÆ ÜÅ ÕË Õ ¿Úé îÅàÆ îÅéË¨Ã ¹Ö Ãé¶Ô ¹  Áð¹ í Ë éÔÆ ÜÅ ÕË Õ ¿Úé îÅàÆ îÅéË¨Ã ¹Ö Ãé¶Ô ¹  Áð¹ í Ë éÔÆ ÜÅ ÕË Õ ¿Úé îÅàÆ îÅéË¨Ã ¹Ö Ãé¶Ô ¹  Áð¹ í Ë éÔÆ ÜÅ ÕË Õ ¿Úé îÅàÆ îÅéË¨
éÔ Çé§ÇçÁÅ éÔ À°ÃåÇå ÜÅ ÕË ñ ¯í ¹ î ¯Ô ¹  ÁÇíîÅéÅ¨éÔ Çé§ÇçÁÅ éÔ À°ÃåÇå ÜÅ ÕË ñ ¯í ¹ î ¯Ô ¹  ÁÇíîÅéÅ¨éÔ Çé§ÇçÁÅ éÔ À°ÃåÇå ÜÅ ÕË ñ ¯í ¹ î ¯Ô ¹  ÁÇíîÅéÅ¨éÔ Çé§ÇçÁÅ éÔ À°ÃåÇå ÜÅ ÕË ñ ¯í ¹ î ¯Ô ¹  ÁÇíîÅéÅ¨éÔ Çé§ÇçÁÅ éÔ À°ÃåÇå ÜÅ ÕË ñ ¯í ¹ î ¯Ô ¹  ÁÇíîÅéÅ¨
ÔðÖ Ã ¯× å¶ ðÔ Ë ÇéÁÅðÀ° éÅÇÔ îÅé ÁêîÅéÅ¨ÔðÖ Ã ¯× å¶ ðÔ Ë ÇéÁÅðÀ° éÅÇÔ îÅé ÁêîÅéÅ¨ÔðÖ Ã ¯× å¶ ðÔ Ë ÇéÁÅðÀ° éÅÇÔ îÅé ÁêîÅéÅ¨ÔðÖ Ã ¯× å¶ ðÔ Ë ÇéÁÅðÀ° éÅÇÔ îÅé ÁêîÅéÅ¨ÔðÖ Ã ¯× å¶ ðÔ Ë ÇéÁÅðÀ° éÅÇÔ îÅé ÁêîÅéÅ¨
ÁÅÃÅ îéÃÅ Ã×ñ ÇåÁÅ×Ë Ü× å¶ ðÔ Ë ÇéðÅÃÅ¨ÁÅÃÅ îéÃÅ Ã×ñ ÇåÁÅ×Ë Ü× å¶ ðÔ Ë ÇéðÅÃÅ¨ÁÅÃÅ îéÃÅ Ã×ñ ÇåÁÅ×Ë Ü× å¶ ðÔ Ë ÇéðÅÃÅ¨ÁÅÃÅ îéÃÅ Ã×ñ ÇåÁÅ×Ë Ü× å¶ ðÔ Ë ÇéðÅÃÅ¨ÁÅÃÅ îéÃÅ Ã×ñ ÇåÁÅ×Ë Ü× å¶ ðÔ Ë ÇéðÅÃÅ¨
ÕÅî¹ ´¯è ¹  ÇÜÔ êðÃË éÅÔÇé ÇåÔ ØÇà ì ÌÔî ¹ ÇéòÅÃÅ¨ÕÅî¹ ´¯è ¹  ÇÜÔ êðÃË éÅÔÇé ÇåÔ ØÇà ì ÌÔî ¹ ÇéòÅÃÅ¨ÕÅî¹ ´¯è ¹  ÇÜÔ êðÃË éÅÔÇé ÇåÔ ØÇà ì ÌÔî ¹ ÇéòÅÃÅ¨ÕÅî¹ ´¯è ¹  ÇÜÔ êðÃË éÅÔÇé ÇåÔ ØÇà ì ÌÔî ¹ ÇéòÅÃÅ¨ÕÅî¹ ´¯è ¹  ÇÜÔ êðÃË éÅÔÇé ÇåÔ ØÇà ì ÌÔî ¹ ÇéòÅÃÅ¨

AMg  - FCC - FCC - FCC - FCC - FCC
Regarding such man it is said -

“The condition of (the mortal) who obeys the Lord cannot be
described. If someone tries to describe he repents afterwards.
There is no paper, pen and scribe with whom to sit and
reflect over (write) the state of (God’s) obeyer.
Such is the Name of the immaculate Lord.
If someone obeys God, such a solitary being understands the
bliss thereof in his very mind.”

î³é ¶ ÕÆ ×Çå ÕÔÆ é ÜÅÇÂÍÍ Ü¶ Õ ¯ ÕÔË ÇêÛË êÛ°åÅÇÂ¨î³é ¶ ÕÆ ×Çå ÕÔÆ é ÜÅÇÂÍÍ Ü¶ Õ ¯ ÕÔË ÇêÛË êÛ°åÅÇÂ¨î³é ¶ ÕÆ ×Çå ÕÔÆ é ÜÅÇÂÍÍ Ü¶ Õ ¯ ÕÔË ÇêÛË êÛ°åÅÇÂ¨î³é ¶ ÕÆ ×Çå ÕÔÆ é ÜÅÇÂÍÍ Ü¶ Õ ¯ ÕÔË ÇêÛË êÛ°åÅÇÂ¨î³é ¶ ÕÆ ×Çå ÕÔÆ é ÜÅÇÂÍÍ Ü¶ Õ ¯ ÕÔË ÇêÛË êÛ°åÅÇÂ¨
ÕÅ×Çç Õñî é ÇñÖäÔÅð ¹¨ î ³é ¶ ÕÅ ìÇÔ ÕðÇé òÆÚÅð ¹¨ÕÅ×Çç Õñî é ÇñÖäÔÅð ¹¨ î ³é ¶ ÕÅ ìÇÔ ÕðÇé òÆÚÅð ¹¨ÕÅ×Çç Õñî é ÇñÖäÔÅð ¹¨ î ³é ¶ ÕÅ ìÇÔ ÕðÇé òÆÚÅð ¹¨ÕÅ×Çç Õñî é ÇñÖäÔÅð ¹¨ î ³é ¶ ÕÅ ìÇÔ ÕðÇé òÆÚÅð ¹¨ÕÅ×Çç Õñî é ÇñÖäÔÅð ¹¨ î ³é ¶ ÕÅ ìÇÔ ÕðÇé òÆÚÅð ¹¨
ÁËÃÅ éÅî ¹ Çéð ¿Üé° Ô ¯ ÇÂÍÍ Ü¶ Õ ¯ î § Çé ÜÅäË îÇé Õ¯ÇÂ¨ÁËÃÅ éÅî ¹ Çéð ¿Üé° Ô ¯ ÇÂÍÍ Ü¶ Õ ¯ î § Çé ÜÅäË îÇé Õ¯ÇÂ¨ÁËÃÅ éÅî ¹ Çéð ¿Üé° Ô ¯ ÇÂÍÍ Ü¶ Õ ¯ î § Çé ÜÅäË îÇé Õ¯ÇÂ¨ÁËÃÅ éÅî ¹ Çéð ¿Üé° Ô ¯ ÇÂÍÍ Ü¶ Õ ¯ î § Çé ÜÅäË îÇé Õ¯ÇÂ¨ÁËÃÅ éÅî ¹ Çéð ¿Üé° Ô ¯ ÇÂÍÍ Ü¶ Õ ¯ î § Çé ÜÅäË îÇé Õ¯ÇÂ¨

          AMg  - C - C - C - C - C
All the stages of the person who obeys the Lord are
mentioned in “Japuji Sahib” as below -

“By truly believing (in the Lord’s Name) Divine
comprehension enters (man’s mind) and understanding.
By truly believing (in God’s Name) the knowledge of all the
spheres is acquired.
The worshipper (of God) suffers not blows on his face.
Through inner belief (in the Lord’s Name) (man) goes not
with death’s minister.
Such is the stainless Name (of God). If someone puts faith in
(the Lord’s Name) he shall, then understand it within his
mind.
The believer (in God’s Name) meets not obstruction in the
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way. (Nanak’s) believer departs with honour and renown.
“The Name’s believer walks not in the worldly ways,
ritualistic religious paths.
The believer (in God’s Name) has an alliance with
righteousness.
Such is the stainless Name (of God). If someone puts faith in
the Lord’s Name, he shall, then, understand it within his
mind.
The obeyer (of the Lord’s dictates) obtains the door of
salvation.
The obeyer (of the Lord’s fiat) saves himself and saves the
Sikhs of the Guru.
The obeyer (of the Lord’s fiat) goes not abegging.
Such is the stainless Name (of God).
If someone puts faith (in the Lord’s Name), he shall, then
understand it within his mind.”

î³é Ë Ã ¹ðÇå Ô ¯ò Ë îÇé ì ¹ÇèÍÍ î ³é Ë Ã×ñ íòä ÕÆ Ã ¹Çè¨î³é Ë Ã ¹ðÇå Ô ¯ò Ë îÇé ì ¹ÇèÍÍ î ³é Ë Ã×ñ íòä ÕÆ Ã ¹Çè¨î³é Ë Ã ¹ðÇå Ô ¯ò Ë îÇé ì ¹ÇèÍÍ î ³é Ë Ã×ñ íòä ÕÆ Ã ¹Çè¨î³é Ë Ã ¹ðÇå Ô ¯ò Ë îÇé ì ¹ÇèÍÍ î ³é Ë Ã×ñ íòä ÕÆ Ã ¹Çè¨î³é Ë Ã ¹ðÇå Ô ¯ò Ë îÇé ì ¹ÇèÍÍ î ³é Ë Ã×ñ íòä ÕÆ Ã ¹Çè¨
î³é Ë î ¹ ÇÔ Ú¯àÅ éÅ ÖÅÇÂÍÍ î ³é Ë Üî ÕË ÃÅÇæ é ÜÅÇÂÍÍî ³é Ë î ¹ ÇÔ Ú¯àÅ éÅ ÖÅÇÂÍÍ î ³é Ë Üî ÕË ÃÅÇæ é ÜÅÇÂÍÍî ³é Ë î ¹ ÇÔ Ú¯àÅ éÅ ÖÅÇÂÍÍ î ³é Ë Üî ÕË ÃÅÇæ é ÜÅÇÂÍÍî ³é Ë î ¹ ÇÔ Ú¯àÅ éÅ ÖÅÇÂÍÍ î ³é Ë Üî ÕË ÃÅÇæ é ÜÅÇÂÍÍî ³é Ë î ¹ ÇÔ Ú¯àÅ éÅ ÖÅÇÂÍÍ î ³é Ë Üî ÕË ÃÅÇæ é ÜÅÇÂÍÍ
ÁËÃÅ éÅî ¹ Çéð ¿Üé° Ô ¯ ÇÂÍÍ Ü¶ Õ ¯ î ³ Çé ÜÅäË îÇé Õ¯ÇÂ¨ÁËÃÅ éÅî ¹ Çéð ¿Üé° Ô ¯ ÇÂÍÍ Ü¶ Õ ¯ î ³ Çé ÜÅäË îÇé Õ¯ÇÂ¨ÁËÃÅ éÅî ¹ Çéð ¿Üé° Ô ¯ ÇÂÍÍ Ü¶ Õ ¯ î ³ Çé ÜÅäË îÇé Õ¯ÇÂ¨ÁËÃÅ éÅî ¹ Çéð ¿Üé° Ô ¯ ÇÂÍÍ Ü¶ Õ ¯ î ³ Çé ÜÅäË îÇé Õ¯ÇÂ¨ÁËÃÅ éÅî ¹ Çéð ¿Üé° Ô ¯ ÇÂÍÍ Ü¶ Õ ¯ î ³ Çé ÜÅäË îÇé Õ¯ÇÂ¨
î³é Ë îÅðÇ× áÅÕ é êÅÇÂ¨ î ³é Ë êÇå ÇÃÀ° êð×à¹ ÜÅÇÂ¨î³é Ë îÅðÇ× áÅÕ é êÅÇÂ¨ î ³é Ë êÇå ÇÃÀ° êð×à¹ ÜÅÇÂ¨î³é Ë îÅðÇ× áÅÕ é êÅÇÂ¨ î ³é Ë êÇå ÇÃÀ° êð×à¹ ÜÅÇÂ¨î³é Ë îÅðÇ× áÅÕ é êÅÇÂ¨ î ³é Ë êÇå ÇÃÀ° êð×à¹ ÜÅÇÂ¨î³é Ë îÅðÇ× áÅÕ é êÅÇÂ¨ î ³é Ë êÇå ÇÃÀ° êð×à¹ ÜÅÇÂ¨
î³é Ë î×¹ é ÚñË ê ³æ ¹¨ î ³é Ë èðî Ã ¶åÆ Ãéì¿è ¹¨î ³é Ë î×¹ é ÚñË ê ³æ ¹¨ î ³é Ë èðî Ã ¶åÆ Ãéì¿è ¹¨î ³é Ë î×¹ é ÚñË ê ³æ ¹¨ î ³é Ë èðî Ã ¶åÆ Ãéì¿è ¹¨î ³é Ë î×¹ é ÚñË ê ³æ ¹¨ î ³é Ë èðî Ã ¶åÆ Ãéì¿è ¹¨î ³é Ë î×¹ é ÚñË ê ³æ ¹¨ î ³é Ë èðî Ã ¶åÆ Ãéì¿è ¹¨
ÁËÃÅ éÅî ¹ Çéð ¿Üé° Ô ¯ ÇÂÍÍ Ü¶ Õ ¯ î ³ Çé ÜÅäË îÇé Õ¯ÇÂ¨ÁËÃÅ éÅî ¹ Çéð ¿Üé° Ô ¯ ÇÂÍÍ Ü¶ Õ ¯ î ³ Çé ÜÅäË îÇé Õ¯ÇÂ¨ÁËÃÅ éÅî ¹ Çéð ¿Üé° Ô ¯ ÇÂÍÍ Ü¶ Õ ¯ î ³ Çé ÜÅäË îÇé Õ¯ÇÂ¨ÁËÃÅ éÅî ¹ Çéð ¿Üé° Ô ¯ ÇÂÍÍ Ü¶ Õ ¯ î ³ Çé ÜÅäË îÇé Õ¯ÇÂ¨ÁËÃÅ éÅî ¹ Çéð ¿Üé° Ô ¯ ÇÂÍÍ Ü¶ Õ ¯ î ³ Çé ÜÅäË îÇé Õ¯ÇÂ¨
î³é Ë êÅòÇÔ î ¯Ö ¹  ç ¹ÁÅð ¹¨ î ³é Ë êðòÅð Ë ÃÅèÅð ¹¨î ³é Ë êÅòÇÔ î ¯Ö ¹  ç ¹ÁÅð ¹¨ î ³é Ë êðòÅð Ë ÃÅèÅð ¹¨î ³é Ë êÅòÇÔ î ¯Ö ¹  ç ¹ÁÅð ¹¨ î ³é Ë êðòÅð Ë ÃÅèÅð ¹¨î ³é Ë êÅòÇÔ î ¯Ö ¹  ç ¹ÁÅð ¹¨ î ³é Ë êðòÅð Ë ÃÅèÅð ¹¨î ³é Ë êÅòÇÔ î ¯Ö ¹  ç ¹ÁÅð ¹¨ î ³é Ë êðòÅð Ë ÃÅèÅð ¹¨
î ³é Ë åð Ë åÅð ¶ ×¹ð ¹  ÇÃÖ¨ î ³é Ë éÅéÕ íòÇÔ é ÇíÖ¨î³é Ë åð Ë åÅð ¶ ×¹ð ¹  ÇÃÖ¨ î ³é Ë éÅéÕ íòÇÔ é ÇíÖ¨î³é Ë åð Ë åÅð ¶ ×¹ð ¹  ÇÃÖ¨ î ³é Ë éÅéÕ íòÇÔ é ÇíÖ¨î³é Ë åð Ë åÅð ¶ ×¹ð ¹  ÇÃÖ¨ î ³é Ë éÅéÕ íòÇÔ é ÇíÖ¨î³é Ë åð Ë åÅð ¶ ×¹ð ¹  ÇÃÖ¨ î ³é Ë éÅéÕ íòÇÔ é ÇíÖ¨
ÁËÃÅ éÅî ¹ Çéð ¿Üé° Ô ¯ ÇÂÍÍ Ü¶ Õ ¯ î ³ Çé ÜÅäË îÇé Õ¯ÇÂ¨ÁËÃÅ éÅî ¹ Çéð ¿Üé° Ô ¯ ÇÂÍÍ Ü¶ Õ ¯ î ³ Çé ÜÅäË îÇé Õ¯ÇÂ¨ÁËÃÅ éÅî ¹ Çéð ¿Üé° Ô ¯ ÇÂÍÍ Ü¶ Õ ¯ î ³ Çé ÜÅäË îÇé Õ¯ÇÂ¨ÁËÃÅ éÅî ¹ Çéð ¿Üé° Ô ¯ ÇÂÍÍ Ü¶ Õ ¯ î ³ Çé ÜÅäË îÇé Õ¯ÇÂ¨ÁËÃÅ éÅî ¹ Çéð ¿Üé° Ô ¯ ÇÂÍÍ Ü¶ Õ ¯ î ³ Çé ÜÅäË îÇé Õ¯ÇÂ¨

          AMg  - C - C - C - C - C
The way of thinking of man changes altogether whose mind
obeys the Lord’s command. The thought of  “Iness” disappears
from his mind. Then God who abides within all, remains in
his mind as well. He departs from the earlier way of life
altogether. It is said -

“Then who is it, who abides in this body temple?
Its limit no one can ever find.”
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ÇÂÁÅ î ³çð îÇÔ Õ½é ìÃÅÂÆ¨ åÅ ÕÅ Á³å ° é Õ¯À ± êÅÂÆÍÍÇÂÁÅ î ³çð îÇÔ Õ½é ìÃÅÂÆ¨ åÅ ÕÅ Á³å ° é Õ¯À ± êÅÂÆÍÍÇÂÁÅ î ³çð îÇÔ Õ½é ìÃÅÂÆ¨ åÅ ÕÅ Á³å ° é Õ¯À ± êÅÂÆÍÍÇÂÁÅ î ³çð îÇÔ Õ½é ìÃÅÂÆ¨ åÅ ÕÅ Á³å ° é Õ¯À ± êÅÂÆÍÍÇÂÁÅ î ³çð îÇÔ Õ½é ìÃÅÂÆ¨ åÅ ÕÅ Á³å ° é Õ¯À ± êÅÂÆÍÍ
AMg  - HGA - HGA - HGA - HGA - HGA

So, only the command (Hukam) of  Waheguru works in the
body -

“Kabir, thou hast obtained the place, which thou wert
searching.
Thou thyself hath turned to be the One,
Whom thou thought to be different from thee.”

ÕìÆð ÜÅ ÕÀ° Ö ¯Üå¶ êÅÇÂú Ã¯ÂÆ áÀ°ð ¹¨ÕìÆð ÜÅ ÕÀ° Ö ¯Üå¶ êÅÇÂú Ã¯ÂÆ áÀ°ð ¹¨ÕìÆð ÜÅ ÕÀ° Ö ¯Üå¶ êÅÇÂú Ã¯ÂÆ áÀ°ð ¹¨ÕìÆð ÜÅ ÕÀ° Ö ¯Üå¶ êÅÇÂú Ã¯ÂÆ áÀ°ð ¹¨ÕìÆð ÜÅ ÕÀ° Ö ¯Üå¶ êÅÇÂú Ã¯ÂÆ áÀ°ð ¹¨
Ã ¯ÂÆ ÇëÇð ÕË å ± íÇÂÁÅ ÜÅ ÕÀ° ÕÔåÅ ÁÀ°ð ¹¨Ã ¯ÂÆ ÇëÇð ÕË å ± íÇÂÁÅ ÜÅ ÕÀ° ÕÔåÅ ÁÀ°ð ¹¨Ã ¯ÂÆ ÇëÇð ÕË å ± íÇÂÁÅ ÜÅ ÕÀ° ÕÔåÅ ÁÀ°ð ¹¨Ã ¯ÂÆ ÇëÇð ÕË å ± íÇÂÁÅ ÜÅ ÕÀ° ÕÔåÅ ÁÀ°ð ¹¨Ã ¯ÂÆ ÇëÇð ÕË å ± íÇÂÁÅ ÜÅ ÕÀ° ÕÔåÅ ÁÀ°ð ¹¨

AMg  - ACFI - ACFI - ACFI - ACFI - ACFI
So, His Holiness says, “O dear! you are involved in the

things which are not to go with you after death. These things
shall spoil your life. Just be brave and advance.” -

“Long thou for the next world and turn thou not thy face
backward.
Make thou thyself fruitful this very time and thou shalt not
be born again.”

Á×ÅÔÅ Õ± å ÌÅÇØ ÇêÛÅ ë ¶Çð é î ¹ÔâóÅ¨Á×ÅÔÅ Õ± å ÌÅÇØ ÇêÛÅ ë ¶Çð é î ¹ÔâóÅ¨Á×ÅÔÅ Õ± å ÌÅÇØ ÇêÛÅ ë ¶Çð é î ¹ÔâóÅ¨Á×ÅÔÅ Õ± å ÌÅÇØ ÇêÛÅ ë ¶Çð é î ¹ÔâóÅ¨Á×ÅÔÅ Õ± å ÌÅÇØ ÇêÛÅ ë ¶Çð é î ¹ÔâóÅ¨
éÅéÕ ÇÃÇÞ ÇÂò¶ÔÅ òÅð ìÔ¹Çó é Ô ¯òÆ ÜéîóÅ¨éÅéÕ ÇÃÇÞ ÇÂò¶ÔÅ òÅð ìÔ¹Çó é Ô ¯òÆ ÜéîóÅ¨éÅéÕ ÇÃÇÞ ÇÂò¶ÔÅ òÅð ìÔ¹Çó é Ô ¯òÆ ÜéîóÅ¨éÅéÕ ÇÃÇÞ ÇÂò¶ÔÅ òÅð ìÔ¹Çó é Ô ¯òÆ ÜéîóÅ¨éÅéÕ ÇÃÇÞ ÇÂò¶ÔÅ òÅð ìÔ¹Çó é Ô ¯òÆ ÜéîóÅ¨

AMg  - A@IF - A@IF - A@IF - A@IF - A@IF
Now we have followed the words of  the Guru. For

enshrining them in the mind first adopt Guru and join the
society of the realized souls with full devotion and in
detached spirit. Otherwise the Name cannot be enshrined in
the mind suo moto or with any force. Then meditate on “the
Name”, recite Bani with tongue, breaths, silently and with
understanding. With the support of  celestial sound enter the
realm of  intellect and ponder over the word of  the Guru.
By doing so attachment with body shall subside and the light
shall appear within gradually. Unstruck music and words of
the realized shall echo within. Continuously the essence of
“Sohang Hansa” shall appear and be fully clarified. At that
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stage our attachment with the body shall vanish and we will
become one with the light or soul within. So Guru Ji says
that on the identification of spiritual light you will find.

“This body, in whose heart is the light of the True One, is
wholly meant to practise virtue.
Within it are hid the mysterious jewels. Some rare slave,
through the Guru, mines them out. When the mortal realizes
the All pervading soul, then does he see the One Lord
contained everywhere and the only One, interwoven like
warp and woof.
He sees the One Lord, he believes in the One Lord, and with
his ears, he hears the tidings of the Lord alone.
Praise thou the Lord’s Name, O slave Nanak.
This is thy service of the truest of the true.”

ÇÂÔ ÃðÆð ¹ Ãí¹ èðî¹ Ô Ë  ÇÜÃ¹ Á³çÇð ÃÚ¶ ÕÆ ÇòÇÚ Ü¯Çå¨ÇÂÔ ÃðÆð ¹ Ãí¹ èðî¹ Ô Ë  ÇÜÃ¹ Á³çÇð ÃÚ¶ ÕÆ ÇòÇÚ Ü¯Çå¨ÇÂÔ ÃðÆð ¹ Ãí¹ èðî¹ Ô Ë  ÇÜÃ¹ Á³çÇð ÃÚ¶ ÕÆ ÇòÇÚ Ü¯Çå¨ÇÂÔ ÃðÆð ¹ Ãí¹ èðî¹ Ô Ë  ÇÜÃ¹ Á³çÇð ÃÚ¶ ÕÆ ÇòÇÚ Ü¯Çå¨ÇÂÔ ÃðÆð ¹ Ãí¹ èðî¹ Ô Ë  ÇÜÃ¹ Á³çÇð ÃÚ¶ ÕÆ ÇòÇÚ Ü¯Çå¨
×¹ÔÜ ðåé ÇòÇÚ «ÇÕ ðÔË Õ¯ÂÆ ×¹ðî¹ÇÖ Ã¶òÕ° ÕãË Ö ¯Çå¨×¹ÔÜ ðåé ÇòÇÚ «ÇÕ ðÔË Õ¯ÂÆ ×¹ðî¹ÇÖ Ã¶òÕ° ÕãË Ö ¯Çå¨×¹ÔÜ ðåé ÇòÇÚ «ÇÕ ðÔË Õ¯ÂÆ ×¹ðî¹ÇÖ Ã¶òÕ° ÕãË Ö ¯Çå¨×¹ÔÜ ðåé ÇòÇÚ «ÇÕ ðÔË Õ¯ÂÆ ×¹ðî¹ÇÖ Ã¶òÕ° ÕãË Ö ¯Çå¨×¹ÔÜ ðåé ÇòÇÚ «ÇÕ ðÔË Õ¯ÂÆ ×¹ðî¹ÇÖ Ã¶òÕ° ÕãË Ö ¯Çå¨
Ãí¹ ÁÅåî ðÅî¹ êÛÅÇäÁÅ å» ÇÂÕ¹ ðÇòÁÅ ÇÂÕ¯ úÇå ê¯Çå¨Ãí¹ ÁÅåî ðÅî¹ êÛÅÇäÁÅ å» ÇÂÕ¹ ðÇòÁÅ ÇÂÕ¯ úÇå ê¯Çå¨Ãí¹ ÁÅåî ðÅî¹ êÛÅÇäÁÅ å» ÇÂÕ¹ ðÇòÁÅ ÇÂÕ¯ úÇå ê¯Çå¨Ãí¹ ÁÅåî ðÅî¹ êÛÅÇäÁÅ å» ÇÂÕ¹ ðÇòÁÅ ÇÂÕ¯ úÇå ê¯Çå¨Ãí¹ ÁÅåî ðÅî¹ êÛÅÇäÁÅ å» ÇÂÕ¹ ðÇòÁÅ ÇÂÕ¯ úÇå ê¯Çå¨
ÇÂÕ° ç ¶ÇÖÁÅ ÇÂÕ° î ³ ÇéÁÅ ÇÂÕ¯ Ã ¹ ÇäÁÅ Ã Ìòä Ãð¯Çå¨ÇÂÕ° ç ¶ÇÖÁÅ ÇÂÕ° î ³ ÇéÁÅ ÇÂÕ¯ Ã ¹ ÇäÁÅ Ã Ìòä Ãð¯Çå¨ÇÂÕ° ç ¶ÇÖÁÅ ÇÂÕ° î ³ ÇéÁÅ ÇÂÕ¯ Ã ¹ ÇäÁÅ Ã Ìòä Ãð¯Çå¨ÇÂÕ° ç ¶ÇÖÁÅ ÇÂÕ° î ³ ÇéÁÅ ÇÂÕ¯ Ã ¹ ÇäÁÅ Ã Ìòä Ãð¯Çå¨ÇÂÕ° ç ¶ÇÖÁÅ ÇÂÕ° î ³ ÇéÁÅ ÇÂÕ¯ Ã ¹ ÇäÁÅ Ã Ìòä Ãð¯Çå¨
Üé éÅéÕ éÅî ¹ ÃñÅÇÔ å± ÃÚ¹ ÃÚ¶ Ã ¶òÅ å¶ðÆ Ô ¯ Çå¨Üé éÅéÕ éÅî ¹ ÃñÅÇÔ å± ÃÚ¹ ÃÚ¶ Ã ¶òÅ å¶ðÆ Ô ¯ Çå¨Üé éÅéÕ éÅî ¹ ÃñÅÇÔ å± ÃÚ¹ ÃÚ¶ Ã ¶òÅ å¶ðÆ Ô ¯ Çå¨Üé éÅéÕ éÅî ¹ ÃñÅÇÔ å± ÃÚ¹ ÃÚ¶ Ã ¶òÅ å¶ðÆ Ô ¯ Çå¨Üé éÅéÕ éÅî ¹ ÃñÅÇÔ å± ÃÚ¹ ÃÚ¶ Ã ¶òÅ å¶ðÆ Ô ¯ Çå¨

AMg  - CA@ - CA@ - CA@ - CA@ - CA@
This soul is form of  the Supreme Soul. Guru Ji says that

the soul of the being should be identified as soul; and then
again this soul should be identified as the form of  the Lord.
Thereafter, Iness feeling shall disappear and feeling of Braham
would remain. Consequently the circle of continuous
existences or transmigration shall be finished. By wriggling out
of all dualities man shall ferry across the world ocean and
achieve the status about which repeated description has been
made in the Bani. It is said that human incarnation has been
obtained with great hardship -

“His soul, he makes one with the Supreme Soul,
His mind’s duality is reabsorbed in the mind.”

ÁÅåîÅ êðÅåîÅ Â ¶Õ ¯ Õð Ë¨ÁÅåîÅ êðÅåîÅ Â ¶Õ ¯ Õð Ë¨ÁÅåîÅ êðÅåîÅ Â ¶Õ ¯ Õð Ë¨ÁÅåîÅ êðÅåîÅ Â ¶Õ ¯ Õð Ë¨ÁÅåîÅ êðÅåîÅ Â ¶Õ ¯ Õð Ë¨
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Á³åð ÕÆ ç¹ÇìèÅ Á³åÇð îð ËÍÍÁ³åð ÕÆ ç¹ÇìèÅ Á³åÇð îð ËÍÍÁ³åð ÕÆ ç¹ÇìèÅ Á³åÇð îð ËÍÍÁ³åð ÕÆ ç¹ÇìèÅ Á³åÇð îð ËÍÍÁ³åð ÕÆ ç¹ÇìèÅ Á³åÇð îð ËÍÍ AMg  - FFA - FFA - FFA - FFA - FFA
When man achieves this position, all pains of repeated

births and deaths shall be over. “But dear! I have made a
mention of  these sermons for your benefit. Until these
sermons create the desired impact on the mind, these will
merely form part of  knowledge. Becoming part of  the realm
of  intellect these will be consigned to the store of  memory.
With the reference of  these preachings we try to teach others.
On the other hand we pass our life in pitch darkness. There
are rare persons whose minds are really affected with the
words of saints -

“Kabir, the warrior True Guru has shot an arrow at me.
As soon as it struck me, I fell to the ground and a hole was
made in my heart.”

ÕìÆð ÃÇå×¹ð Ã Èðî ¶ ìÅÇÔÁÅ ìÅé° Ü ¹ Â ¶Õ °¨ÕìÆð ÃÇå×¹ð Ã Èðî ¶ ìÅÇÔÁÅ ìÅé° Ü ¹ Â ¶Õ °¨ÕìÆð ÃÇå×¹ð Ã Èðî ¶ ìÅÇÔÁÅ ìÅé° Ü ¹ Â ¶Õ °¨ÕìÆð ÃÇå×¹ð Ã Èðî ¶ ìÅÇÔÁÅ ìÅé° Ü ¹ Â ¶Õ °¨ÕìÆð ÃÇå×¹ð Ã Èðî ¶ ìÅÇÔÁÅ ìÅé° Ü ¹ Â ¶Õ °¨
ñÅ×å ÔÆ í ¹ÇÂ Ç×Çð êÇðÁÅ êðÅ Õð¶Ü ¶ Û ¶Õ °¨ñÅ×å ÔÆ í ¹ÇÂ Ç×Çð êÇðÁÅ êðÅ Õð¶Ü ¶ Û ¶Õ °¨ñÅ×å ÔÆ í ¹ÇÂ Ç×Çð êÇðÁÅ êðÅ Õð¶Ü ¶ Û ¶Õ °¨ñÅ×å ÔÆ í ¹ÇÂ Ç×Çð êÇðÁÅ êðÅ Õð¶Ü ¶ Û ¶Õ °¨ñÅ×å ÔÆ í ¹ÇÂ Ç×Çð êÇðÁÅ êðÅ Õð¶Ü ¶ Û ¶Õ °¨AMg - ACGD - ACGD - ACGD - ACGD - ACGD

Kabir Ji attained the elevated position about which Bhai
Gurdas writes as below -

“Becoming ascetic, abided in Benares, Rama Nand Gusaeen.
Early morning he rose and went to the Ganges for bath.
Going ahead, on the way, Kabir laid himself.
His (Rama Nand’s) feet struck (Kabir) whom he bade recite
“Ram Nam”
As iron becomes gold and Nim (margosa) tree, near Sandal
tree is filled with smell
Perfect Guru, with his grace, makes ghosts and beasts as god.
Wonder (disciple) merging wonder, ecstasy merging ecstasy
(greater wonder i.e. the Lord)
Nectar (waterful) coming from soul and words of Gurmukh
shape spiritually; (with one touch of Rama Nand) no
difference remained between Ram (God) and Kabir.

Ô¯ÇÂ ÇìðÕå ìéÅðÃÆ ðÇÔ ¿çÅ ðÅîÅé¿ç ×¹ÃÅÂÆ ºÍÔ ¯ ÇÂ ÇìðÕå ìéÅðÃÆ ðÇÔ ¿çÅ ðÅîÅé¿ç ×¹ÃÅÂÆ ºÍÔ ¯ ÇÂ ÇìðÕå ìéÅðÃÆ ðÇÔ ¿çÅ ðÅîÅé¿ç ×¹ÃÅÂÆ ºÍÔ ¯ ÇÂ ÇìðÕå ìéÅðÃÆ ðÇÔ ¿çÅ ðÅîÅé¿ç ×¹ÃÅÂÆ ºÍÔ ¯ ÇÂ ÇìðÕå ìéÅðÃÆ ðÇÔ ¿çÅ ðÅîÅé¿ç ×¹ÃÅÂÆ ºÍ
Á¿Çî Ìå ò¶ñ ¶ À °Çá ÕË Ü»çÅ ×¿×Å é·Åòä åÅÂÆ ºÍÍÁ¿Çî Ìå ò¶ñ ¶ À °Çá ÕË Ü»çÅ ×¿×Å é·Åòä åÅÂÆ ºÍÍÁ¿Çî Ìå ò¶ñ ¶ À °Çá ÕË Ü»çÅ ×¿×Å é·Åòä åÅÂÆ ºÍÍÁ¿Çî Ìå ò¶ñ ¶ À °Çá ÕË Ü»çÅ ×¿×Å é·Åòä åÅÂÆ ºÍÍÁ¿Çî Ìå ò¶ñ ¶ À °Çá ÕË Ü»çÅ ×¿×Å é·Åòä åÅÂÆ ºÍÍ
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Á¼×¯ º  ÔÆ ç ¶ ÜÅÇÂ ÕË ¦îÅ ÇêÁÅ ÕìÆð ÇåæÅÂÆ ºÍÁ¼×¯ º  ÔÆ ç ¶ ÜÅÇÂ ÕË ¦îÅ ÇêÁÅ ÕìÆð ÇåæÅÂÆ ºÍÁ¼×¯ º  ÔÆ ç ¶ ÜÅÇÂ ÕË ¦îÅ ÇêÁÅ ÕìÆð ÇåæÅÂÆ ºÍÁ¼×¯ º  ÔÆ ç ¶ ÜÅÇÂ ÕË ¦îÅ ÇêÁÅ ÕìÆð ÇåæÅÂÆ ºÍÁ¼×¯ º  ÔÆ ç ¶ ÜÅÇÂ ÕË ¦îÅ ÇêÁÅ ÕìÆð ÇåæÅÂÆ ºÍ
ê ËðÄ à ¹ ¿ Çì À°áÅÇñÁÅ ì ¯ñÔ¹ ðÅî ÇÃ ¼Ö ÃîÞÅÂÆÍê ËðÄ à ¹ ¿ Çì À°áÅÇñÁÅ ì ¯ñÔ¹ ðÅî ÇÃ ¼Ö ÃîÞÅÂÆÍê ËðÄ à ¹ ¿ Çì À°áÅÇñÁÅ ì ¯ñÔ¹ ðÅî ÇÃ ¼Ö ÃîÞÅÂÆÍê ËðÄ à ¹ ¿ Çì À°áÅÇñÁÅ ì ¯ñÔ¹ ðÅî ÇÃ ¼Ö ÃîÞÅÂÆÍê ËðÄ à ¹ ¿ Çì À°áÅÇñÁÅ ì ¯ñÔ¹ ðÅî ÇÃ ¼Ö ÃîÞÅÂÆÍ
ÇÜÀ° º  ñ ¯ÔÅ êÅðÃ Û¹ °Ô ¶  Ú ¿çé òÅÃ Çé¿î îÇÔÕÅÂÆÍÇÜÀ° º  ñ ¯ÔÅ êÅðÃ Û¹ °Ô ¶  Ú ¿çé òÅÃ Çé¿î îÇÔÕÅÂÆÍÇÜÀ° º  ñ ¯ÔÅ êÅðÃ Û¹ °Ô ¶  Ú ¿çé òÅÃ Çé¿î îÇÔÕÅÂÆÍÇÜÀ° º  ñ ¯ÔÅ êÅðÃ Û¹ °Ô ¶  Ú ¿çé òÅÃ Çé¿î îÇÔÕÅÂÆÍÇÜÀ° º  ñ ¯ÔÅ êÅðÃ Û¹ °Ô ¶  Ú ¿çé òÅÃ Çé¿î îÇÔÕÅÂÆÍ
êÃÈ êð ¶åÔ¹ ç ¶ò ÕÇð ê Èð ¶  ÃÇå×¹ð çÆ òÇâÁÅÂÆÍêÃÈ êð ¶åÔ¹ ç ¶ò ÕÇð ê Èð ¶  ÃÇå×¹ð çÆ òÇâÁÅÂÆÍêÃÈ êð ¶åÔ¹ ç ¶ò ÕÇð ê Èð ¶  ÃÇå×¹ð çÆ òÇâÁÅÂÆÍêÃÈ êð ¶åÔ¹ ç ¶ò ÕÇð ê Èð ¶  ÃÇå×¹ð çÆ òÇâÁÅÂÆÍêÃÈ êð ¶åÔ¹ ç ¶ò ÕÇð ê Èð ¶  ÃÇå×¹ð çÆ òÇâÁÅÂÆÍ
ÁÚðÜ é¯ º  ÁÚðÜ ÇîñË ÇòÃîÅçË ÇòÃîÅç ÇîñÅÂÆÍÁÚðÜ é¯ º  ÁÚðÜ ÇîñË ÇòÃîÅçË ÇòÃîÅç ÇîñÅÂÆÍÁÚðÜ é¯ º  ÁÚðÜ ÇîñË ÇòÃîÅçË ÇòÃîÅç ÇîñÅÂÆÍÁÚðÜ é¯ º  ÁÚðÜ ÇîñË ÇòÃîÅçË ÇòÃîÅç ÇîñÅÂÆÍÁÚðÜ é¯ º  ÁÚðÜ ÇîñË ÇòÃîÅçË ÇòÃîÅç ÇîñÅÂÆÍ
ÞðäÅ ÞðçÅ Çé ¼ÞðÔ¹ ¿  × ¹ðî ¹Ö ìÅäÆ ÁØó ØóÅÂÆÍÞðäÅ ÞðçÅ Çé ¼ÞðÔ¹ ¿  × ¹ðî ¹Ö ìÅäÆ ÁØó ØóÅÂÆÍÞðäÅ ÞðçÅ Çé ¼ÞðÔ¹ ¿  × ¹ðî ¹Ö ìÅäÆ ÁØó ØóÅÂÆÍÞðäÅ ÞðçÅ Çé ¼ÞðÔ¹ ¿  × ¹ðî ¹Ö ìÅäÆ ÁØó ØóÅÂÆÍÞðäÅ ÞðçÅ Çé ¼ÞðÔ¹ ¿  × ¹ðî ¹Ö ìÅäÆ ÁØó ØóÅÂÆÍ
ðÅî ÕìÆð Ë í ¶ç é íÅÂÆ¨ðÅî ÕìÆð Ë í ¶ç é íÅÂÆ¨ðÅî ÕìÆð Ë í ¶ç é íÅÂÆ¨ðÅî ÕìÆð Ë í ¶ç é íÅÂÆ¨ðÅî ÕìÆð Ë í ¶ç é íÅÂÆ¨ íÅÂÆ ×¹ðçÅÃ ÜÆ, òÅð A@/AEíÅÂÆ ×¹ðçÅÃ ÜÆ, òÅð A@/AEíÅÂÆ ×¹ðçÅÃ ÜÆ, òÅð A@/AEíÅÂÆ ×¹ðçÅÃ ÜÆ, òÅð A@/AEíÅÂÆ ×¹ðçÅÃ ÜÆ, òÅð A@/AE

Revered holy assembly (Sadh sangat)! We have
deliberated on spirituality, quite in detail. Till further discourse
you may better participate in the satsang. This discourse has
been taperecorded by many with the help of this tape
recording make maximum effort. I don’t say that the divine
preaching can be followed or obeyed immediately after hearing
once. It depends upon the practice of  several births. All the
great holy saints of this world had earlier done the spiritual
practice for many births, in consequence of which they
achieved the society of holy saints (with realized souls). With
their divine touch belief of “Iness” was finished and they
attained the faith in Braham (God). Then they themselves
became God, the Lord. No difference remained between them
and God. Kabir Ji has clarified this very beautifully -

“Kabir, repeating “Thy Name” I have become like Thee. In
me now “I” has remained not when difference between me
and others has been removed, then wheresoever I see, there I
see but Thee, O Lord.”

ÕìÆð å¿ È  å ± ¿  ÕðåÅ å± Ô ÈÁÅ î ¹Þ îÇÔ ðÔÅ é Ô È ¿¨ÕìÆð å¿ È  å ± ¿  ÕðåÅ å± Ô ÈÁÅ î ¹Þ îÇÔ ðÔÅ é Ô È ¿¨ÕìÆð å¿ È  å ± ¿  ÕðåÅ å± Ô ÈÁÅ î ¹Þ îÇÔ ðÔÅ é Ô È ¿¨ÕìÆð å¿ È  å ± ¿  ÕðåÅ å± Ô ÈÁÅ î ¹Þ îÇÔ ðÔÅ é Ô È ¿¨ÕìÆð å¿ È  å ± ¿  ÕðåÅ å± Ô ÈÁÅ î ¹Þ îÇÔ ðÔÅ é Ô È ¿¨
Üì ÁÅêÅ êð ÕÅ ÇîÇà ×ÇÂÁÅ Üå ç¶ÖÀ° åå å±¨Üì ÁÅêÅ êð ÕÅ ÇîÇà ×ÇÂÁÅ Üå ç¶ÖÀ° åå å±¨Üì ÁÅêÅ êð ÕÅ ÇîÇà ×ÇÂÁÅ Üå ç¶ÖÀ° åå å±¨Üì ÁÅêÅ êð ÕÅ ÇîÇà ×ÇÂÁÅ Üå ç¶ÖÀ° åå å±¨Üì ÁÅêÅ êð ÕÅ ÇîÇà ×ÇÂÁÅ Üå ç¶ÖÀ° åå å±¨

AMg  - ACGE - ACGE - ACGE - ACGE - ACGE
The great Sires, therefore, reached the destinations, one

after the other. The Muslim holy saints divide the whole
ascent into seven valleys -

1. Valley of  search (Wadee-a-Tallash); 2. Valley of  love
(Wadee-a-Ishaq); 3. Valley of  knowledge (Wadee-a-Marfat); 4.
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Valley of  meditation or Ibadat (Wadee-a-Mehveeat); 5. Valley
of  unity (Wadee-a-Wehdeeat); 6. Valley of  Bliss (Wadee-a-
Noor or Wadee-a-Hairam); 7. Valley of  Merger in God or
Allah (Wadee-a-Finah-Fillah).

In Japuji Sahib five Khands (Realms) have been
described on this subject. Those are 1. Dharam Khand
(Realm of Righteousness); 2. Gian Khand (Realm of
knowledge); 3. Saram Khand (Realm of spiritual effort); 4
Karam Khand (Realm of Grace) 5. Sach Khand (Realm of
Truth). Similarly other saints have also mentioned about this
Ascent to the destination of  Truth.

You are men, doing business. These gifts cannot be
achieved without the perpetual society of eminent holy
persons. Moreover, there is domination of  Kali-Age. Many
people, appearing to be fully holy, are actually entrapped in
the belief of “Iness” under the force of Kali-Age. Their time
passes in the intoxication of physical pleasures and
indulgences, achievement of physical happiness and
attainment of  worldly high positions. Human incarnation, thus,
goes waste. We are grateful. We have been blessed with
satsang (Society of holy men). There is the need of practical
life and not of  theory. Be practical.

Waheguru Ji Ka Kahlsa
Waheguru Ji Ki Fateh.
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